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Methodist Eeview.

JULY, 188 5.

Art. I—the REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

Mkxico, called by the xVztecs Mexiili, and by the Spaniards
l>ta<l()s Unido!^ de Mexico, extends from the Gnff of Mexico
on the east to tlie Pacific Ocean on the west, and from the
^•nitliorn boundary of our own country— latitude 33° north, to

the tiftcenth parallel, where it abuts on the Central American
J^tates. Its coast line on the Pacific, reckoning both sides of
tlie Gulf of California, is over 4,000 miles, and on the Gulf of
^fc'xico 1,G00 miles. The total superficial area is about 763,804
Hpiare miles. Its population in ISSO was 9,577,279.

Geologically, Mexico is a vast table-land of comparatively
recent upheaval. Most of the so-called Cordilleras are merely
cxhJjns, or escarpments of this plateau, and which rise only a't

nitervals above its mean level. The principal central cross rido-e
ofjnoiintains culminates in the snow-clad cones of Popocatepetl
(17,803 feet high) and Iztaccihuatl (15,795). To the east of
lli».-tc is CUlaltepetl, or the Peak of Orizaba, rising to the alti-
tixle of 17,17G feet. Formerly a region of tremendous igneous
a'-tivity, Mexico's volcanoes are now dying out. Earthquakes
are infrequent and rarely destructive, being rather temllores,
^r trt-mbliugs, than terremotos, or shakings. Electric storms
and watcr-spouts seldom occur, except in certain localities on
J_'«e

Coast. The dry season comju-ises the months from June to
' n»tt-'inber inclusive, and the rainy season extends over most
<'f the remainder of the year. The rain-fall is heaviest at an
i;levation of from 3,000 to S,000 feet. The rivers are few,
'"'H' mainly in deeply cut beds, and are unnavigable. The
*<I—KIF-ru SERIES, VOL. I.
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diminished size of the Anahuac and other lakes shows a process
of gradual desiccation, probably due to the destruction of iij)]and
forests by European settlers.

The
^

]\Iexican table-land, consisting chiefly of metaniorphie
formations, is remarkable for the abundance and variety of
metalliferous ores, and particularly those of copper, silver,\aiKl
gold. In the period between 1S21 and ISSO it yielded no le-s
tlian 8050,000,000 in silver and gold. Magnetic iron ore, tin,
sulphur, platinum, cinnabar, bismuth, and other metals,' arc
also found in profusion. Three distinct climatic regions in-
vest this section of the American continent with pecuhar inter-
est. Their limits are not sharply defined, and depend wholly
upon altitude. From the sea-level to a height of 3,000 feet on
the scarps and terraces of the central plateaus is the first cli-

matic zone,^known as the tierras calientes, or "hot lands," of
which the mean temperature is from 77 to S2 degrees Fahren-
heit. The unhealthiness of this section, especially in the preva-
lence of yellow fever and the black vomit, is somewhat com-
pensated by the presence of magnificent tropical vegetation,
virgin forests of valuable timbers and dye-woods, ancf endless
varieties of medicinal and useful plants. The tle)'ms tern-
jpladas, or " temperate lands,'' comprise all the higher ten-accn
and centi-al phiteaus between the altitudes of 3,000 and 8,000
feet, with a mean temperature of from 62 to 70 degrees Fah'ren-
Iteit. Its climate is one of the very finest on the globe, and,
together witli the manifold beauties of the country, makes it

Jin eartlily paradise. The ticrrns frias, or "cold lands," em-
brace all -the highlands from 8,000 feet upward, where, on the
^^Jittering crests of the sky-piercing mountains, the snow and
ice are per})etual.

Tlie foreign commei-ce of Mexico is of considerable impor-
tance. -The "Statesman's Year Book" * for 1S85 states that
".felie .total imports of MexicQ in the year 1S7G (the last for
wliich detailed ofhcial returns are published) were of the esti-
mated value of ^28,485,000, or £5,697,000, and the value of the
exports, 825,435,000, or £5,087,000. It is officiallv stated that
the imports of 1882 exceeded £6,000,000, the averacre total of
imports and exports on recent years being £12,000,000." " In
1S&2^S3 the total value of the exports was'£8,3G0,00<;>, including

* Xew York : MacniiUan & Co.
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i:),4 12,753 of the precious metals." About one third of the

trade of Mexico is with the United States. That the coui-

t!u*rec of the country will shortly attain much greater propor-

liuiis than it has hitherto assumed is, to say the least, exceed-

iutrly probable.

In addition to numerous indigenous plants, Mexico has ac-

ipiirod those which have their native habitat in Europe ; also,

ii^>iiio of Asiatic growth ; and it probably now has the richest

t-cvmoniic flora of any country on the globe. On the coast, and

lip io a height of 5,000 feet, cocoa-nuts, cacao, vanilla, cotton,

rioves, nutmegs, peppers, and the other spices of commerce are

p!x>duced, besides all the fruits of tropical countries, east and

\Vf>t. From about 4,000 feet upward begins the cultivation of

t!ic cereals of the Old World, the oleaginous plants, and gar-

den vegetables, with grapes, and every kind of European fruit.

'I'hf nndberrj'-tree is naturalized in districts between 3,000 and

C.oiiO feet above the sea. Humboldt, at the beginning of the

••L-iitury, estimated the value of field products in Mexico to be

nearly four times that of its mines. Such is its diversity of

climates that rhere is scarcely a plant that grows, or a fruit that

ripens, or a grain that matures its seed, that may not find a

congenial home within the soil and climate of Mexico.

The industrial possibilities of the republic are almost

without limits. Her flora comprises m.ore than ten thousand
known species, many of them of the rarest beauty and the

richest odors ! She has all the useful timber trees of the Xorth,

•'iid nearly all the precious woods of the South. Pastures are

abundant and nutritious, and afford sustenance to countless

I'crds of cattle and horses and flocks of sheep. The large

• -"•tiites intended for agriculture arc known as haciendas de
uOhii'- those for cattle raising as haciendas de ganado. The
••'-vners of both classes are principally Creoles and Mestizoes,
•i'!<l they constitute the most independent order in society.

^ iic lu'rdsmen of the cattle and horse-breeding estates are among
'•ic boldest and most skillful riders in the world, and, when
jTMperly oflicered, make efiicient irregular cavalry.

in 1870, according to the great government report of !Mex-
"»> LstaJ,).st'ica de la ItepuhJica 2Lexicana—there were more
^i;ni ,'),700 haciendas and 13.S00 ranchos within its territory,

•^hc value of landed property, based simply on its valuation
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for taxes, was $1TG,307,300, witlioiit taking into account

streams, grazing lands, oi'chards, and other rural property. Its

real value in 1SS3 was estimated at 83,549,000,000. The esti-

mated value of its agricultural productions in ISSO was

$177,451,986. In the year ending March 31, ISSO, coffee to

the value of $1,490,171 was exported to the United States.

Cotton, like maize, is indigenous to the land, and was used

for clothing long l)efore the Spaniards saw the continent.

Breastplates of cotton impervious to Indian arrows were

adopted hy the Spanish conquerors. The 25,177,700 kilograms

raised in 1880 is not enough for home consumption. Jlenc-

qrie?i, or hemp, is another product, of which bales to the value

of 82,729,556 were exported in 1SS2. The tierras calientes arc

specially adapted to the cultivation of the sugar-cane, of which

the yield in 1880 was valued at $8,716,000 ; and of tobacco, of

which the production in 1880 was valued at about $2,000,000.

But it is to her nnnes that Mexico is most largely indebted

for lier attractions and her miseries. An authority on mines

and mining says, that " a line drawn from the capital to Guana-

juato, and thence northward to tlie south-M-estern point of

Chihuahua, and southward to Oaxaca, thus cutting the main

axis of upheaval at an angle of 45 degrees, will intersect prob-

ably the richest known argentiferous region in the whole

world. The ancient Toltecs and Aztecs obtained gold and

silver, not only by washing the sands of mountain torrents and

coast streams, but by sinking shafts and galleries. The amount

of these precious metals wiiing from Montezuma and sent to

Spain is estimated at $7,000,000. Up to 1884 the total

product of Mexican mines was nearly four billions of dollars.

Alex, D. Anderson, an American statistician, basing his esti-

mates on data supplied by Humboldt, and the official reports

of Great Britain and the United States, reckons the entire gold

and silver product of the world, for three centuries, at

$13,111,825,885, and that New Spain (including California and

the South-western Territories) supplied $4,888,512,605, or 37

per cent, of the whole. The mineral wealth of the Mexican

plateau is practically iticxhaustible. Tlic total coinage of Mex-

ican mints up to^ 18S5 was not less than $3,195,694,386. Lumps
of native gold, 7>'7>?Vt/.9 (nuggets), weighing from five to six

pounds, have been found in Pimeria Alta, under the 31st
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tlc^^rcc of north latitude. Among the ancient Aztecs the Span-

iards found great quantities of ornaments and works in gold,

.itnong which was a golden disk the size of a cart-wheel. Many
«if tliesc were sent to Spain as presents from the conquista-

JofYs to royalt}'.

Kubies are discovered in Durango, diamonds in Guerrero,

topazes in San Luis Potosi, emeralds in Mexico, garnets, opals,

au'ates, carnelians, etc., in other States. Marble, granite, obsid-

j.tii, copperas, coals, and mineral oils also enrich different parts

of the country.

Entering the Republic of Mexico from the north by the

Mexican Central Railroad, the traveler leaves El Paso, a thriv-

ing Texas town in which four different railway lines concen-

trate, crosses the Rio Grande, which is here fordable, except

after heavy rain-falls, and is the boundary line between the two

rei>ublics, and enters the town of El Paso del l!^orte. The
latter is as thoroughly Mexican as the former is thoroughly

American, and contains about 5,000 inhabitants. Adobe hoflses,

iirequias, or irrigating canals, and vineyards attract notice as

tfic Pullman cars pass through. A journey of 225 miles south-

ward, through a region of desolate sand-hills, and next through

wi(lely extended grazing grounds, is ended at Chihuahua (Chee-

wah-wah), the capital of the State bearing the same name. The
H,'.>()0 inhabitants are domiciled for the most part in one-sto-

ried thick-walled houses, having grated windows, open courts,

and rooms from twelve to eighteen feet high. The climate

'^ Paid to be delightful and salubrious, the temperature rarely

U'ing over 70 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade. Epidemics
and fevers are. unknown. Healthy appetite is satisfied at a

frvight-car restaurant on a side track. Hotels are excellent,

I'tit not often utilized, except by those who may be interested

in the fabulously rich mines at Santa Rosalia, six miles away,
*'r in the charming haciendas of the neighborhood. The mon-
ui'HMit to the patriot-priest Hidalgo commands brief but rev-

<-T<'ntial attention.

iiesuming movement toward the capital of the nation, the
*^"Ve rests on much that is strange and unexpected in the pas-

'•'r't' over the sterile and forbidding plateau which covers large
parts of the States of Chihuahua, Durango, and Zacatecas.
^"roni an altitude of 3,S15 feet above the sea-level at Paso del
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ISTorte, tlie track rises to one of 8,03S feet at Zaeatecas; tlieii

declines to 5,TGI at Salamanca, and rests at the height of

7,469 in the city of Mexico. Railroad life along this route is

a series of ups and downs. For a distance of about three hun-

dred miles the steam-horse must draw the water for his own

consumption and that of the passengers. Yet, notwithstanding

the destitution of fuel and water, the vicinity of rich mines

has created prosperous towns along the route. Xear Lcrdo.

where the train pauses for supper, is a region so singularly

adapted to the culture of cotton that the j^lants only need to be

renewed once in four or five years.

Railroad engineering has performed some noteworthy feats

in the construction of this Mexican central thoroughfare. In

a distance of eighteen miles north of Zaeatecas, it has given no

less than twelve sharp turns to the track, each of which is as

trying to nerves as the celebrated Ilorse-shoe Bend on the

Pennsylvania Central. The golden wealth drawn from the

bosom of the Sierra Madre Mountains affords the principal

incomes of the G0,000 or 70,000 people in Zaeatecas. They

alone, of all the Mexicans, enjoy this auriferous support. The

rest largely depend on argentiferous supplies, which .are so

abundant that the raih'oad is ballasted with silver ore that

would pay for smelting if immense quantities of better quality

were not quite as accessible.

Aguas Calientes {Hot ^Vate7'8) is the stopping place for

dinner on the second day's travel, and is the capital of a

small State bearing the same designation. Agriculture ratlier

than mining is the main-stay of this city of 35,000 people.

Famous for its thermal springs, which surround the place,

and at one point are united in a stream about four feet wide

and two or three deep, that flows in a canal of masonry un-

der the railroad, and that furnishes washing facilities for many
families at a time, it is no less well supplied with factories,

schools, and colleges. Bishop Harris and Mr. J. ]\r. Phillips,

on evangelistic ends intent, saw (January, 1SS5) in this pleas-

sant center a pronnsing field for missiouar^v labor. From it

to Tampico, on the Gulf of Mexico, a railway is soon to be

completed. Another finished railroad, passing through the

city of (iuadalajara, a spot prophetic of future evangelical con-

quests, already connects it with San Bias, on the Pacirtc coast.
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At Leon, in the State of Guanajuato, are many factories, chiefly

of leatlier, and a market for an extensive agricultural district.

l»ct\vecu it and Silao, the next large town, the eye looks in

vain for signs of extensiv'e cultivation. A branch line, four-

teen miles long, connects Silao with the famous city of Guau-

.njuato, which contains about 65,000 inhabitants, among whom
are many aristocratic families of Castilian descent. Xorth-east

of the city is the wonderful mine of Talenciana, which has

yielded over $800,000,000. South of Silao the road passes

tlirongh the Baxio region, "so celebrated in Mexico, both as

the seat of the great agricultural riches of the country and

the; scene of the most cruel ravages of the civil war. The
hdcieiidas, loop-holed and battlemented, are perfect fortresses,

and impart a lively idea of the lately distracted condition of the

country. Queretaro, capital of the State bearing the same
name, with its 48,000 inhabitants, has the reputation of being

the loveliest city in the land outside the valley of Mexico.

^'ature, aided by the magnificent aqueduct built by the Mar-
quis de Yalero del Aguila, at his own cost, has done marvels for

it. Bishop Gilbert Ilaveu, who visited it in 1ST2, wrote :

The city ever allures us on. Its towers and domes glisten in
the dying light, lialf-hidden among abundant foliage. The hol-
h'W of the hills kioks small from this height, and the city seems
finhossed on the bottom of a bowl of radiant green. A farther
descent brings the aqueduct to view—tlie stateliest Roman that
!< extant in America ; and there is no grander in Italy, nor one
f>o grand. The valley lies about you full of verdure ; never did
:^iiy valley look lovelier. Hundreds of acres of wheat and barley
aiid lucern, greenest of the green, seem in a race for superiority
Ml color, while tlie trees are not belund in beauty. Flowers o'f

n«.-hesi liue bloom in the gardens, and the city stands (orth, with
1'^ glittering towers and douies, a spec-taele long to be remera-
h'Teil. It would be hard to find the equal in beauty of this eom-
hiiiation of high, bold cliffs, ranges of hills, velvet meadows, and
f>tatuly churches.*

C otton factories, whose operatives are native Indians, largely

contribute to the prosperity of Queretaro. Here Maximilian
^vas captured, and here, in company with Miramon and ^lejia,

^^as subsequently shot. Between it and the city of Mexico
'^ a section abounding in memories of Chichimec, Toltec^
»i«d Aztec tribes, whom the glittering volcanoes Popocatepetl

* " Our Next-door Xeighbor,'' pp. 283, 2S4.
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and Iztaccilmatl, tluit keep watch and ward over the city of

Montezuma, saw Hourish and decay, and ultimately pass un-

der the power of iron-handed strangers, wliose hearts knew no

compassion, and whose priests gave no instruction in the true

way to peace and rest. Twelve hundred and twenty-live miles

from El Paso, and in the heart of the national capital, the trav-

eler finds himself among hack-stands, street railroads, hotels,

restaurants, banks, plazas, and paseos; churches, museums, and

libraries, modern bazaars, and instructive antiquities; the old

and the new blending in a thousand interesting phases that

excite curiosity and impart delight.

The history of this unique and extraordinary country and

people, with its singular mosaic of aborigines, starred and Vi-

zarrecl by Caucasian accretions, is one of unfailing interest.

Mexico is the name given to the territory occupied by a group

of American tribes calling themselves Mexica (sing., Mcxkatl)

or Azteca. The name itself is derived from that of the Mexi-

can war-god McxHl or IluitzilojpochtU. In A. D. 1325 the

Aztecs founded, on the hike of Tezcuco, the settlement of Mex-

ico Tenochtitlan, now represented by the metropolis of the re-

public. Such was their progress that when, in the earlier por-

tion of the sixteenth century, the Spaniards came into contact

with them, the foreigners were astounded at the sight of highly

cultured nations, Avith organized armies, ofticial administrators,

courts of justice, high agriculture, advanced meclianic arts, and

stone buildings the size and finish of whose architecture and

sculpture inspired the liveliest curiosity.

Such magnificence awakened many speculations as to the

origin of the Azteca. Siguenza maintained that they were de-

scended from ISTaphtuhim, son of Mizraim, a grandson of Xoah
;

Garcia and Lord Kings! )orougli that they were the lost tribes of

the house of Israel. Tlie Mexican indigenes are now roughly

grouped by sundry etlmologists into a single race or division of

mankind. Their descendants of pure blood constitute about

four fiftlis of the population. Sturdy and muscular, their

stature averages five feet three inches; their skulls are meso-

cephalic, faces oval, foreheads low, cheek-bones high, eyes long

and sloping outward toward the temples, lips fleshy, noses wide

and flattish but occasionally aquiline, features coarsely molded,

and expression somewhat stolid and gloomy. The skin is
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thick, complexion varying from yellow-brown to chocolate,

eves black, hair straight, coarse, black, and glossy. Stature and

color are necessarily modified by climatic influences. Mongo-

loid resemblances ])oint to derivation from the nomad tribes of

'i'artary at a period so remote that all affinities between their

nspective languages have long since ceased to be discoverable.

I'erhaps it was when there was continuous land connection

between the two continents. Similarity of bodily structure ar-

gues community of origin ; linguistic distinctions argue length-

ened temporal periods in which forceful differentiating causes

were in persistent operation. The Mexican method of time-

notation also suggests Mongol parentage. Their belief in the

nine stages of heaven and hell was probably of Asiatic asti'o-

nomical birth. The picture-writings exhibited in Kingsbor-

ough's "Antiquities of Mexico" doubtless had their first rough

drafts in the same eastern home. Xative traditions of the cre-

ation of the world and man, as seen in ihdPojpol Vuh, or national

book of the Quiches of Guatemala, are very like the narratives

of Mosaic history, and if independent of them afford addi-

tional presumptive proof of the accuracy of the latter. Tliey

also point to the unity of the human race, and its beginning in

or near the Mesopotamian Valley.

Anthropologists follow native precedent in using the term
Xahiia for the whole series of peoples on the Mexican plateau.

Of these the Toltecs were presumably the fii-st immigrants.
They are said to have introduced the culture of maize and
cotton, workmanship in gold and silver, and the art of building,

of M-hich a stupendous specimen remains in the celebrated

mound of Cholula. The hieroglyphic writing and calendar are

also declared to be theirs. With them is associated the tradition

of Quetzalcoatl, a great Mexican deity and the god of war,

represented in legend by his worshipers as a Avhite man with
noble features, long black hair and full beard, dressed in flowing
robes—a saintly ruler and civilizer. Of austere, virtuous life,

he taught men to hate violence and war, to offer no sacrifices

on the altars but to worship by offerings of bread, flowers, and
perfumes. lie is said to have taught picture-writing, the calen-

dar, and artistic work in silver. Departing from the country.
It was said that, when he reached the x\tlantic, he sent back his

companions to inform the Chohdans that, in the future, men
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white and bearded like himself should land there from the sea
toward the sunrising, and come to rule the country.
The eleventli century, according to Mexican historians,

brought destruction to tlie Toltecs by years of drought, famine,
and pestilence. Tlie few survivors migrated into Yucatan and
Guatemala. Kext after the Toltecs came the Chichimecs, who
were fused with the more cultured nations in the neighborhood
of Tezcuco. Last came the successive immigration of the seven
Mexican nations, of whom the last were the Thiscalteca and
Azteca. The latter, distinguished by ferocity and warlike
prowess, became so obnoxious because of their sanguinary cruelty
that they were driven to live on the islands and swamps of the
great salt lagoon, where they eked out existence by construct-
ing the CJdnamjjas, or floating gardens of mud, heaped on i-afts

of reeds and brush, of which we read so much in the histories
of Mexico. In the fourteenth century, after sacking the city
of Tezcuco, tliey rose into more enviable ]>roininence. Under
the first Montcuczoma (Sp., 2Iontezuma) their sway was widely
extended, and the gods of the conquered nations had their
shrines set up in Tenoclititlan in evident inferiority to the
temple of Huitzilopochtli, the war -god of the Aztec con-
querors. From the west to the Paciiic, and from the east to
tlie Atlantic, tribute was exacted from the vanquished, and
also multitudes of prisoners whose hearts were to be torn out
by sacrificing priests to propitiate a pantheon of gods as blood-
thirsty as their worshipers. Religion was a sickening butcherv.

Oppression paved the way to overthrow by the Spaniards,
who were hailed by the subject tribes as deliverers. The
stubborn, unsubdued Tlaxcallan {Tlascalans) proved to be
ready allies to the latter. Six fifty-two-year periods had passed
when in 1507 the festival of the new cycle was solemnized at

Chapultepce by kindling, for the last time, a new fire upon the
breast of a human victim, and flinging his body on a pile

kindled with the new flame. Swift runners carried burning
brands from thence to rekindle the extinct fires of the land

;

the sacred fire on the teocalli of the war-god blazed up again,
and the people began the new cycle M-ith feasting and rejoic-

ing. In 1517 Cordova touched at Yucatan
; in 151S Grijalva

sliowed himself on the cast coast of Mexico; next came Her-
nando Cortez. The prophecy of Quetzalcoatl was fulfilled.
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Tlie progress of the wliite men ^vas assisted by the fears of

the natives. Aztec domination became a thing of the past.

Tyranny, imperial and inquisitorial, took tlie place of despot-

ism absolute and sanguinary, and prolonged the anguish of the

land for three \vasting and woeful centuries.

The Aztec rule in Mexico was highly organized, and bore

not a few features of similarity to the feudal governments

of Europe in the Middle Ages. Civilization and scientific

culture were of almost as high grade as in Western Europe.

The judicial system was fulfy equal to that of Spain, and

culminated in a general court and council of state presided

over bv the king." The punishments inflicted upon offenders

were characterized by Draconic severity and excessive cruelty.

The Aztecs were a nation of soldiers, trained to arms from

youth, and dependent for military promotion on the number of

prisonei-s captured for sacrifice in the most blood-thirsty wor-

' ship the world ever witnessed.

Traces of monotheism appear in the nine-storied temple,

with starry roof, that was built by ^sezahualcoyotl, the poet-

king of Tezcnco, in honor of the invisible deity called Tloque-

nahuaque, '''he who is all in himself or Ipalnemoan, ''he ly

whom v:e live,'' who had no image, and was propitiated, not

by bloody sacrifices, but by incense and flowers. A rival deity

of evil, called Tlacatecolotl, or "man-owl," also appears in

]^Iexican mythology. But these traces of earlier faith were

thickly overlaid by beliefs in polytheistic gods of ordinary bar-

baric type. Sun and moon, and possibly other nature-gods,

received adoration. Huitzilopochtli, a deified warrior-chief,

was the real head of the Aztec pantheon. Centeotl was pa-

troness of the earth, and mother of all the gods. Mictlanteuctli,

lord of dead-land, ruled over the departed in the dim under-

world, lumbers of lesser deities presided over classes of

Fociety, events, occupations, and pleasures. Crowds of nature-

spirits received offerings from passers-by at their road-side

shrines. A temple was termed teocalli, or "god's house."

The teocallis of the greater deities, like the temples of ancient

Babylon, were pyramids of square or oblong base, rising in

successive terraces to a small summit platform. That of

Huitzilopochtli stood in the city of Mexico on an innnense

square from which radiated the four principal thoroughfares

:
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375 by 350 feet at tlie base, it rose steeply to the height of

eighty-six feet, and showed to the superstitious and fanatical

people the long processions of priests and victims winding

along the terraces and up the corner flights of steps to the

paved platform of the three-story tower temple that surmounted

it. There was the hideous image of the war-god, and before

it the green stone of victory, " humped so as to bend upward
the body of the victim that the priest might more easily slash

open the breast with his obsidian knife, tear out the heart, and

hold it up before the god, while the captor and his friends

were waiting below for the carcass to be tumbled down the

steps for them to carry home and coolc for the feast of vic-

tory. Before the shrines, reeking with the stench of slaughter,

the eternal fires were kept burning, and on the platform stood

the huge drum covered with snakes' skin, whose fearful sound

was heard for miles. From the terrace could be seen seventy

or more temples, with their images and blazing flres, and the

izornjyantli, or " skull-place," where the skulls of victims by
tens of thousands were skewered on cross-sticks or built into

towers. There also might be seen the flat circular ternalacatl^

or " spindle-stone," where captives armed with wooden weap-

ons were " allowed the mockery of a gladiatorial fight against

well-armed champions."* The iniquities of these Amorites

was full, and the Spaniard was the sword selected by God to

smite and devour them. The great pyramid of Cholula,

crowned by the hemispherical temple of Quetzalcoatl, was
about thrice as long and twice as high as the teocalU of Mex-
ico. The rites of worship were prayer, sacrifice, processions,

dances, chants, fasting, and otlier austerities. Prayers were of

endless prolixity, with an occasional touch of pathos. Human
sacrifice, with the nauseous and shocking consequence of can-

nibalism, was the chief rite.

The education of tlie ancient Mexican children is portrayed

in the picture-writings collected by Lord Ivingsborough. These
sketch their occuj)ations, punishments, and preparation for the

duties of future life. Agriculture, irrigation, food, have un-

dergone little change since the conquest. The maize tortilla,

which resembles the oat-cake of Scotland and Yorkshire, accom-

panied by draughts of the intoxicating octli, or pulque, chiefly

* " Encj-clop;edia Britannica," ninth edition, vol. xvi, p. 211.
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oonstitutcd their bill of fcare. Clothing was pi-incipally of cot-

ton ; oniatnents were of gold, silver, and precious stones ;
iron

was' uTiknown ;
bronze of copper and tin abundant ; obsidian

iiiid sharp stone flakes were mainly used for cutting, shaving,

etc. Currency consisted of transparent quills of gold dust and

pieces of copper, with cocoa beans for small change. Poetry,

music, and amusements were diligently cultivated.

II. H. Bancroft, Brassenr de Bourbourg, Frescott, Helps,

and Cesena are the most considerable modern, historians of

Mexico, and their works embody a vast amount of detailed in-

furuiation about this extraordinary people. The last embraces

the substance of the earlier writers, Gomara, Torcpiemada, Ac-

osta, and Boturini. Of travels in Mexico the volumes of De Wal-

deck, D. Charnay, J. L. Stephens, Brantz Mayer, Tylor, Gil-

bert Haven, Brocklehurst, Castro, Conkling, and Ober are

among the best.

The colonial history of Mexico, beginning with the death of

Guatimozin, the last of the Aztec monarchs, in 1521, closed

with the departure of the last Spanish viceroy, Don Juan

O'Donoju, in 1S21. Sullen submission and grinding oppres-

sion were the social traits of the Mexican people throughout

these centuries. The Spaniards held the country for what they

could squeeze out of it, and for that purpose only. They were

slaveholders to all intents and purposes ; the Indians being in

fact slaves, under the title of peons. The conquerors were re-

markable for bigotry, arrogance, and cruelty ; the conquered

races for ignorance, patience, and hopefulness. Spain at that

time was an open sieve through which the riches of the !New

World ran as fast as they were poured in. Craving and cruel-

ty were the twin sisters that controlled its motion. But the

natives profited by the infusion of Spanish blood, and were

thereby helped to successful insurrection and ultimate inde-

pendence.*

In ISIO discontent with Spanish oppression broke into open

revolt at Guanajuato, under the leadership of Don Manuel

* Ethnically, Mexico now consists of—1. Full-blood Indians, 5,000,000 ;
2. Mes-

tizoes (half-caste Indians and whites), 3,000,000; 3. Creoles (whites of Spanish de-

scent), 1,500,000: 4. Gachupincs (Spaniards bv birth), 50,000; 5. Other Europeans

"nd Americans, 100,000; C. Full-blood Xegroes, 10,000 ; 7. Zamboes, or Cuinos

(Indo- Africans), 45,000 ; 8. Mulattoes (Eurafrarians), 5,000. .
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Hidalgo. Like Morclos, liis patriot successor, he was a priest.

Mexican independence was proclaimed in 1S13, and acbieved

in 1821, when Iturbide assumed the crown that had been pre-

viously rejected by a prince of Spain. Santa Anna raised the

republican standard at Yera Cruz, in December, 1822. Inter-

nal dissensions followed in the shape of at least three hundred
successful or abortive revolutions. But amid this bewilder-

ing chaos of empires, republics, dictatorships, and military usur-

pations, the people steadily acquired liberal ideas, and laid the

foundations of true national freedom. The real contest was

between the subject races and that form of baptized idolatry

which had replaced the worship of Iluitzilopochtli. The dis-

astrous war with the United States for the recovery of Texas,

in which the city of Mexico was captured, September 13, 1S4T,

resulted in the cession of California and Kew Mexico to this

country in ISiS. The treaty of Mesilla, negotiated by Gadsden
in 1853, still further aggrandized the United States and reduced

Mexico to its present limits. The war of reform between the

Conservatives, or Church party, under Comonfort, and Benito

Juarez, at the head of the Puros, or advanced Liberals, lasted

until ISGO. At the triumphal entry of the latter into the capi-

tal in ISGl, he and his compatriots took the monster that had

so nearly crushed the life out of his people by the throat, and

effected final separation between Church and State. They de-

clared marriage to be a civil contract, suppressed celibacy and

ecclesiastical tribunals, confiscated ecclesiastical property valued

at $375,000,000, and the more than one third of the national

soil held by the Church—leaving sufficient church accommoda-
tion for all the citizens. All religions are now tolerated, but

none are under the patronage of the State.

After the establishment of the republic by Juarez, Spain,

France, and England intervened, and urged claims for the losses

of their subjects. Spain and England, when their demands
were satisfied by negotiation, withdrew, but France still occu-

pied the capital. Louis Xapoleon, urged by his own ambi-

tious designs and by the Jesuits who had been driven out of

Mexico, offered the iniperial crown to the Austrian Archduke,

Ferdinand Maximilian, who accepted it, arrived in June, 1S6-1,

and assumed the government. Abandoned by the French, who
evacuated the country at the suggestion of our government
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througli Mr. Seward, backed by an army within striking dis-

tance of the Eio Grande, Maximilian—good-natured tool of

the papacy—was captured and remorsely shot at Queretaro,

cm the 10th of June, ISGT. Juarez, tlie patriot Aztec Presi-

deut, died in office, July, 1872, and was succeeded by his Sec-

rotary, Lerdo de Tejada, who in turn was followed by the Aztec

Poriirio Diaz in 1S7G. Manuel Gonzalez, of Spanish or mixed

blood, his elected successor in 1880, has been followed by Diaz

(December 1, 1884), who is now constitutionally filling the chief

magistracy for a second term.

Democratic institutions are established on a firm basis. The

government, under the Constitution of 1857, amended in

1873-74:, is modeled after that of the United States. Popular

BufTrage indirectly chooses the President for four years, the Up-

per House, or Senate, of iifty-four members, and the Supreme

Judiciary for six years ; and the members of the Lower House,

or House of Delegates, for two years, in the proportion of

one member to every '40,000 inhabitants. The Chief-Jus-

tice is ex-ojicio Vice-President. Full autonomy is enjoyed by

tlie States in all local affairs. Each constitutionally provides

for the three departments of government—legislative, execu-

tive, and judicial. All external questions and matters of gen-

eral interest arc reserved for the central governn:ient. Since

ISOO peace has been preserved at home and abroad. Mexico

looks confidently forward to a brilliant future. The plague

ppot upon the body politic, the weak point in the national or-

ganism, is the uncivilized Indian element. But this, ignorant

and imbruted as it is, composed of tribes that cannot under-

stand each others' languages, wild and savage in some districts

as in the days of the seven tribal divisions of the iS^ahua, can

and will be reached by modern civilization, and particularly by

tlie various evangelical missionaries who have entered Mexico

to stay. Tliese races display a vitality, toughness, and power of

endurance not possessed by the Algonquin and Huron divisions

of the indigenes in America, and may attain that high status

of Christian civilization illustrated by Juarez and Diaz, the

^Vashington and Jefferson of Mexico.

Inadequate provision is made for national education. The
amount spent by the government on education in 188-1 was

^3,4u0,000. The University of Mexico was abolished in 1856,
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and in its place special scliools of law, medicine, music, agricult-

ure, engineering, mines, commerce, fine arts, the sciences and

literatui-e, and a military college are now sustained by the Fed-

eral government ; also various schools of lower grades for both

sexes. There are over 200 of the latter in the Q\iy of Mexico,

besides 100 private schools. Common schools are supplied at

all the centers of population, and 13S institutes for higher ed-

ucation at the capitals. Over 8,9S0 public elementary schools

brighten and bless the country. Special schools are also pro-

vided for deaf-mutes, the blind, and juvenile delinquents. The
republic deserves warm praise for excellent intentions.

A small but efficient armj- is maintained at an annual cost of

about $7,000,000. Six gun-boats and two torpedo-boats com-
pose the navy, and are confined to coast-guard duty.

The religious condition of Mexico is a subject of great in-

terest to all Christian peoples. Vitally related as it is to the

morals of the republic, it is also a matter of great importance

to those who stand in commercial and political relations with

it. Just as the greater part of the heathenism of the Roman
empire was baptized in the name of Jesus Christ, and incor-

porated with the body which professed to be his spouse, so the

major ^jortion of the old Aztec pnganism was introduced into

the Tioman Catholic Church estabhshed by the Spaniards in

Mexico. Its superstitions, its social morals, its indecencies,

were—many of them—transferred to the new organization.

Bad as Spanish Romanism was, it was not improved by the

intermixture of Mexican ignorance and sensuous devotion.

The ancient Mexican peoples were undoubtedly " very re-

ligious"—quite as much so as the Athenians, in whom Paul
recognized that characteristic. The Italian Clavigero affirms,

what may also be conceded, that " the religion of the Mexi-

cans M-as less superstitious, less indecent, less childish, and less

unreasonable than that of the most cultivated nations of an-

cient Europe.'" Still it was a brutal and sanguinary religion.

United with the ferocious heathen element in Roman Catholi-

cism, its survival to the present time is manifest in the assassina-

tions and murders committed upon some of the purest and noblest

of modem Christians. Bernal Diaz, as quoted by the Rev. Rollo

Ogdcn, from whose article on "Missions in Mexico,"* some of the

* "Andover Review," p. 560, et seq.
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ft.llou'ing excerpts are selected, claims for Iiirnself and comrades

t!ie honor of having converted tlic natives to the trne faith.

He sa\s that " we, the conquerors, tanglit tliem to Iceep wax

(Miulles lighted before the holy altars and crosses." ^' The power

».f tliat rough instruction was in the sword that enforced it.

The instructed were left in as dense religious and moral dark-

ness as befi»re.

l)uring the centuries that have passed away since the con-

(piests of Cortez, enough of the true Gospel light has pene-

trated Mexico to show its best minds that Roman Catholicism is

not the religion of Christ, and that its morals are wholly differ-

ent from those of the Isew Testament. Contact with Protest-

ants, and the dissemination of Bibles and religious books, have

opened the eyes of the suffering people to the real character of

^lexican ecclesiasticism. The result is, that for many years

there has been a growing insurrection against the priesthood, in

which the contempt, hatred, and invective of the revolters have

i^liown themselves in pamphlets and lampoons, pictures and

j>asquinades, ballads and placards. Much of this scorn and
ridicule is scurrilous and indecent, but none the less effective

on the po])ular mind because of that fact. The spirit of the

Middle Ages against the venality and corruption of the pseudo-

Church reappears in Mexico.

AVhat is most pleasing and hopeful in this indigenous revolt

a^'uinst Romanism is, that its hostility "is not directed against

the true ministers of Jesus Christ, but against those h\q30crite3

^vlio have converted our holy religion into a ridiculous farce,

and against all those whose conscience is gold."

That the condemnation of the Papal Church in Mexico is

J'i>t appears not only from the indignant fulminations of natives,

hut from the testimony of Romanist ecclesiastics of other na-

tionalities, who are certainly under no temptation to speak more
unfavorably of their co-religionists than tlie facts will warrant,
i lie evidence of enemies may be questioned ; that of friends
C'lii scarcely be doubted. Emanuel Domenech, a French priest
^vho was director of the press in the cabinet of the Emperor
-M.ixiinilian, in Iris " Zc 2£exique Tel Qic'il Ed'' (Paris, ISGT),
draws the portrait of the Mexican clergy with a bold and graphic
hand. They are in general, he tells us, very poorly educated,

* "The True History of the Conquest of Mexico," p. 497. London, ISOO,
Ji—-FIFTH SlilllES, VOL. I.
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know little of tlieology, and less of canon laws and the decrees

of councils.

The priests have the most erroneous and absurd-ideas of morals

and of Catholic dogma. . . . They traffic in the sacraments, make
money out of evei-y religious ceremony, untroubled by the fact

that they become guilty of simony and are liable to tlie censures of

the Clmrch. If the laws of Rome were to be enforced in Mexico,

the mnjority of the Mexican clergy would be excommunicated.

That popery is responsible for this deplorable condition of

affairs cannot be denied in presence of the Yatican Decrees and

other assumptions of its exponents.

The same authority sketches the scandalous lives of the

priests in the darkest colors, dipping his pencil in the fetid pig-

ment of facts. Many of the priests are fathers of families.

*' The people think this is natural enough, and arc not dis-

posed to make jokes about their pastors, except when they are

not content v/ith a single woman." Priests and people are

wlioliy right, when tested by Christian ethics, in this matter,

provided the relation referred to be one of honorable marriage.

That it is so in many instances appears from Domenech's state-

ments. One angry woman exclaimed to his friend :
" Sir, I

vrould have you know that I am an honorable woman, and that

I would not live v\-!th the priest unless we were lawfully mar-

ried." "In fact," adds Domenoch, '• in the State of Oaxaca

there are priests who marry in order to scandalize no one."

That these priests have m.arried, and that others are marrying,

IS .an augury of a better future for ]\[exico; notwithstanding

ftliat " some of the bishops groan over this matter." Others,

<jnore sensibly, " without any doubt, encourage it with a remark-

•iible good nature," and bless, and even baptize, the children of

the priests. "Can such a clergy produce saints?" asks the

'horrified witness.

•*' Mexico," continues our authority, " is not a Catholic coun-

try, because the majority of the Indian population are semi-

idolaters, .... a fact recognized by all the travelers," including

the officers of the French army. "The Mexican religion " is

"a singular collection of lifeless devotions, of haughty igno-

rance, of unhealthy superstitions, and of hon-ible vices."

There appear 1ti the Catholicism of the Indians numerous ves-

tiges of tlie.Aztec paganism. . . . Sacrifices of turtles and other
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animals nre still practiced by thousands of Indians in many places.

In the Slate of Puebla . . . they used to sacrifice, not many years

^^o, on St. Michaers Day, asni.dl orphan child, or else an old man
\\-]io had nothing better to do than to ^o to the other world.

The religious opinions tlius indicated are not coniined to the

iunorant classes, but are found equally among those in the

middle ranks of society. The horrible profanity, the slianie-

Il-ss and disgusting immorality concomitant ^vith them, may be

readily imagined, but is of such nature as to forbid any truth-

ful representation in these pages.

The religious and social prospects of Mexico to-day are bright

a> the promises of God. Nothing but the clouds of human

passion, and the hurricanes of devastation and misery that

burst out of the corruptions and wickedness of humanity, can

j^ermanently obscure them. The Bibles sent into Mexico by

tiie American Bible Society, in the invasion of ISiO, scattered

seeds of truth which, finding lodgment in prepared hearts,

liave since borne many a harvest of blessing. Mr. Ogden
states "that a family which has since produced three Prot-

estant ministers owed its conversion to evangelical Christian-

ity to such a stray volume, bought out of mere curiosity from

u second-hand dealer, but read and read with ever-growing

iuterest until full liglit came." From Brownsville, on the

Texan side of the Eio Grande, where she had established a

Pchool in 1S52, Miss Eankin entered the interior. Monterey
saw her schools and congregations flourish and pass under the

fostering care of the American Board; and from that, in ISTO,

to the wise and strong guardianship of the Presbyterian Church.

M^ethodist and Baptist missionaries followed the lead of this

"elect lady." In 1SG9 the Rev. IT. C. Eiley entered the city

<'f Mexico as an ao-ent of the American and Foreiirn Christian
... o

^ _ p
I nion. The apparent prosperity attending his work was

niarred by difficulties that culminated in his resignation, after

liaving been consecrated to the episcopal oflice. The Presby-

terians in 1872, the Methodist Episcopalians, South, in 1872-73,

llie ^rcthodist Episcopalians in 1873, the Congregationalists in

1^7-1-75, the Presbyterians, South, in 187-1, and the Baptists,

^<»uth, in lSS2,have all established themselves in this singularly

I'eautiful and historic land. The Eev. J. W. Butler, whose
lieruic father, under God, founded the Methodist Episcopal
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missions in ^Mexico, as well as in India, reckons no less than

fifteen missionary societies operating within the Republic of

Mexico in 1SS3."

There is year by year less crowding of denominational mis-

sions in the larger towns. Change for the better in the

temper of the people and the policy of the government em-

boldens the missionaries to pnsh out into the country from
these centers. The work of the Presbyterian uortliern mis-

sion, writes the Ecv. Ivollo Ogden, radiates from Monterey,
San Luis Potosi, and Zacatecas. In the city of Mexico, the

sea-port of Yera Cruz, the State of Michoachan, as in

mountainous Guerrero and tropical Tabasco, they have also

rooted themselves. The Methodists of the Church South ex-

tend from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean, and from
El Paso far to tlr© south. The Congregationalists occupy the

cities of Chihuahua and Guadalajara, together with numerous
country stations. The Eev. J. L. Stephens, one of the noble

army of martyrs, belonged to their ministry. Tlie Methodist

Episcopalians, true to the spirit of our Lord's injunction to his

disciples, " beginning at Jerusalem," commenced with the

capital. Their missions accompany the railroads ; their congre-

gations are found in most of the important towms on the lines

that radiate' from the metropolis. To advance thence into

the most secluded country districts is simply a question of

time. The tireless itinerant,- from Vvdiom sinners find it im-

possible to escape on the frontiers of American civilization,

will find his way into the mountainous recesses of semi-tropical

Mexico, and there proclaim to Spaniard, Aztec, Toltec, and

Mazahua the blessings of free, full, and present salvation

through repentance toward God and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ. The tyrannies and corruptions of Pome, the natural

longings for freedom, tlie native hunger and thirst of the hu-

man soul for God, have all prepared the way for his advent.

* To these beloncr, in the ngirrcgatc: Foreigrn missionaries, induding wives,

69; missionaries of Woman's Boards, IG; native laborers, ordained, 40; native

laborers, unordLuned, 1G3; congregutioos, 2C4; communicants, 13,096: probable

adherents, 27,300; Sunday-schools, 130; Sunday-scliool scliolars, 4,G.J4:; day-

schools, 32; male pupils, 1,570; female pupils, 1,516 ; church buildings, J5 ;
other

places of worship, 219; estimated value of church property, $4G2,S50
;
printing

presses in use, 11; periodicals issued, 12; total circulation of all, 14,000; pages

of religious literature issued in 18S2, 3,570,445; theological students, 36.
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President Diaz is pledged to execute the national laws in tlie

protection of the missionaries. About five years ago Bishop

II:irris met this accomplished chief magistrate, Avho is an Aztec

of pure blood, at a reception given in the city of Mexico by

the American minister to General Grant, and accepted an in-

vitation to call upon him the next day. In the very interest-

ing interview that ensued President Diaz talked freely about

the mission work of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the re-

l)ubHc. The Bishop thanked him for the interest exhibited in

tlio Church and for the favor shown to the missionaries. He
courteously replied :

" I am entitled to no thanks for what I

have done. It is my duty to execute the laws of the land, and

I have endeavored to do this faithfully ; and whatever favors

your missionaries may have received is because they are enti-

tled to them under the laws of this country."

II is administration has been at all times in perfect harmony

M-ith the s])irit of this utterance. Intolerance and lawlessness

are not dead in Mexico, but they have lost much of their an-

cient blindness and fury. That General Gonzalez, at the close

of the term for M'liich he had been elected, vacated the chair

as the Constitution provides, is a sign of promise. Under the

incumbency of Diaz all missionaries may hope for help and

protection. That such expectation is justifiable may be inferred

from the fact that the Minister of Finance, at the request of

Bishop Harris on his last visit, promptly canceled sundry tax

cl.iims, amounting to several thousand dollars, that had been im-

jiruperly charged against the mission property in Mexico.

American enei-gy, capital, thrift, and intelligence all co-operate

in the great enterprise. In all Mexico the word of the Lord
vill run and be glorified.

The indebtedness of the United States of America to Mexico
is one that can be liquidated only by costly, persistent, and
Christian philanthropy. Considerably more than half the ter-

ritory of which our "next-door neighbor" was possessed prior

to the independence of Texas is now under the Stars and
otripes. By what means the transference was effected, and
from the prompting of what motives, are matters of liistory on
^vhich it is not necessary here to dwell. The best possible com-
pensation for this spoliation will be, that we shall bless what
remains of Mexico with the light and power of the Gospel.
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Art. II.—ANTIlROPOMORPins:\I.

" My tlioiiglits are uot your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, sa'th

the Lord."—Isa. Iv, 8.

ndiTcjy jpT/adrwj^ fiE-pov avdpu-oq, ruv fiev bvruv wf ten, ruv 61 o'vk oituv Lr

ovK. EOTiv.—Protagoras, in Diogenes Laertius, ix, 51.

" Fools, to dream tliat man can escape from himself, that human reason can

draw aught but a human portrait of God."— Maxsel, "Limits of Religious

Thought," p. 12.

St. Spikidion may be characterized as tlie patron and tutelar

saint of tlie Corliotes. His body is believed to rest iu the

cliurcli dedicated to his name. His devotees entertain quite a

superstitious respect for the saint, and a veneration for liis re-

puted remains which is strikingly fetichistic. Spiridion was a

bishop of the island of Cyprus. He was a member of the Coun-

cil of IS ice in A. D. 325, and of the Council of Sardis in 3-i7j

where he was one of the chief defenders of xVthanasius. Ac-

cording to the legend, his body was exempt from decay, and its

presence was found capable of exerting miraculous powers. For

this reason it was retained in Constantinople until the capture

of that city by the Turks, in 1453, when it was secretly con-

veyed by a poor man to Corfu. Here its miraculous powers

were immediately manifest; a rude chapel Avas erected over

the remains, and their owner ultimately accumulated riches

from the offerings of devotees at the shrine. This siug-ular

piece of property remains in possession of the family to this

day, but the rude chapel has become one of the finest churches

in Corfu.

The body is borne in festive processions around the public

square and through the city three times a year. AVoe to the un-

fortunate foreigner wlio .shows levity at tlie adoration of the

crowd. Several Enf,disli soldiers and ofHcers Avere assassinated

for so doinc:, and a Lord High Commissioner had to retire from

office, owing to the insecurity of liis life, on account of his niak-

inf^ sport of the superstiti<Mis adoration of the people.

"Wiien witnesses are believed to be swearing falsely in court,

usually a threat to bring them to this body will make them tcs-

tifvto'the truth. Obdurate witnesses have held out until brought

to the sarcophagus itself, even till the lid was opened. But, as they

have been forced to lay a hand upon the feet of the body, cold,

clammy sweat would break out, and, trembling from head to foot,

or falling to the Uoor in terror, they Avould reverse their testimony
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•mil tell the truth, though thcv had previously sworn to opposite

hf.itcinonts ^vith the most solemn oaths, in the name of God and

llie Holy Trinity.*

The veneration of the body of St. Spiridion is cited as a for-

cible iUustration of the superior intiiience of the concrete and

comprehensible in shaping the motives and actions of men
;
and

the comparatively feeble hold secured by abstract principles

and intangible existences. That which is absent, or simply

ideal, fails to make vivid impressions on the generality of man-

kind ; and vvlien our best eilbrts to present it to thought or im-

a;'-ination leave but a vague and inadequate result in the mind,

the object loses its grip upon thought and motive, and men yield

themselves to the more lively impressions received from tan-

gible and familiar modes of existence.

The whole realm of infinite and eternal truth, whicli stretches

on every hand beyond the narrow circle of human experience,

is comparatively little known save in the necessary intuition of

its existence ; and every attempt to formulate in thought any

truth lying within the realm of the infinite and unconditioned

nuist employ the symbols afforded by the finite. Our only

measure of being is human intellect. The unknown can only

be brought within reacli of apprehension so far as it admits of

comparison with the known ; and our apprehension of attain-

able truth will be vivid and impressive only in proportion as it

may be symbolized by our cognitions of familiar and concrete

objects. St. Spiridion as a power in tbe realm of departed

spirits is to common apprehension remote and comparatively

unreal ; but St. Spiridion as a material form is something which

can be seen and touched. No matter, though consciousness

may liave departed centuries ago, the clear and familiar cog-

nition of a once percipient and venerated form brings the real-

ity of the intangible spirit into such lively association that the

ppirit itself seems more real, and moves more effectually the

feelings and the motives.

^Ve have elsewhere adverted to the fact that all human efforts

to comprehend God must necessarily be anthropomorphicf

While we admit that the finite measure of infinite being must

leave infinite being as a whole forever unknown, yet the human

* Prof. G. F. Comfort, in "Xortlicrn Christian Advocate," Aug. 8, 1S78.

f
'• Recouciliation of Science and Religion," pp. 38, 39.
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character of our means of laiowing God renders it inevitable
that such theistic knowledge as is attainable should exist nnder
the forms and limitations of thought imposed by human nature.
Every human affirmation concerning God must, from the nature
of human and divine relations, be, as Schleiermacher has al-

ready said, merely figurative and anthropomorphic. This im-
manent and constitutional impossibility of conveying the com-
plete being of God into human apprehension, makes God,
for us, not only in a certain sense the Unknowable, but the
Kon-existent, since it is easy to challenge our right to affirm
existence of that whose existence infinitely transcends the
knowledge which must be the basis and justification of the
affirmation. This view, which discloses the logical ground of
both agnostic theology and philosophic atheism, is, however,
incomplete, as may be shown, since we have a faculty transcend-
ing the logical, which reports to us testimony concerning the
being and attributes of God, and which we cannot challenge
without self-stultification. Hence Buddhism, which recognizes
God as not only inconceivable but philosophically non-existent,
nevertheless reveals the irrepressible God-consciousness in man
by confessing its failure to formulate a conception of God. So
in the soul's unconscious striving to give cognizable shape to
the divine consciousness which it feels, the inevitableness of
anthropomorphism is shown in the personified ideas of Bud-
dhism and the deified ancestors of Confucianism. AYe feel the
being of God, but the feeling only becomes recognized knowl-
edge when we discover the uniform concomitancy of symbols
yielded by the cognition of the finite. All possible knowledge
of God is, therefore, not only finite, and thus inadequate, but,

by the necessity of our constitution, it is anthropomorphic*
* It will be noticed in the progress of this discussion, that our conception of an-

tliropornorphi:^m recognizes limitations ignored by the Spenceriau phase of evolu-
tion-philosopliy. Tiiis maintains that all affirmations whatever respecting tiie

being and activity of God are unauthorized, because they are determined by our
finite Hiculties. Thus wo are not at liberty to affirm that divine activity is

prompted or gui.ied by motive, or that any ends may be recognized In the system
ot things. Wo are not at liberty to say that God is good or volitional, or even' wi<e,
because we cover in tho predication only an infinitely small portion of the prcdi-
cable. Thus the doctrine of final causes is disallowed, as being simply an anthropo-
morphic conception. (See especially Fisk, "Cosmic Philosophy," part ii, chap, ii.)

On the contrary, we maintain that tlic admission of end as tlie correlative of in- •

telligiblc action is a necessity of thought, not alone a human necessity, and is hence
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This necessity affords no just ground for a denial of tlie

validity of our theistic knowledge. It is no dispai-ageraent

to our tlicology to discover that it is anthropomorphic ; the

r.ioro so because theology is not the only realm in which the

shadow of man is cast over all that is held to be known. We
fiu-nish in ourselves the sole conditions of all knowledge, and

the sole sanctions of all belief. AVe do not deny the existence

of inlinite space because the unattainable apprehension of it is

fonglit by a struggle through concepts of square miles and cu-

bic leagues. AYe admit the reality and the endlessness of dura-

tion, notwithstanding our only reflective knowledge of infinite

time is through cognitions of hours and weeks and years. We
do not deny the infinite extension of the material universe, not-

withstanding either the impossibility of cognizing it or thinking

it, or the fact that all which we seem to know of it is under

the forms of finite things, cognized by human faculties, under

tlie limitations imposed by human nature, and with all the in-

adequacy and incompleteness which qualify all possible knowl-

edge of the infinite. The essence of matter is something as

mysterious and elusive as the being of God
;
yet the most ex-

acting caution freely admits tlie reality of som.etIiing whicli

yields the phenomena universally ascribed to matter. If we
attempt to give definition and clearness to our idea of matter,

we think, perhaps, of ultimate atoms, having shape—round,

ellipsoidal, polyhedral, or otherwise—and these are concepts

transferred from the realm of molar existence, and hence purely

R'nd)olical,aud imposed upon us by the limitations and endow-
nients of human intelligence. Perhaps we endeavor to think of

matter as dynamical
; but the word awakens no apprehension

more definite or clear or certain than does the name of God, un-
less we symbolically visualize centers or lines of force. This is

a relapse to the other method of contemplating matter, and dis-

closes not only our intellectual impotence, but the necessity of

cluthing our knowledge in a guise familiar to our fiiculties. In
other words, all our knowledge of matter, or time, or space, is

iiilinitely as well as finitely true. Necessities of intelligence are not anthropomor-
I'hic; necessities special to humanity are. So tlio correlation of pre-e.xistent wis-

dom -.vith a sclienio whose contemplation awakens human thought, or the predica-
tion of volition in the causation of such a scheme, is an intelligcntial necessity,
Hot merely a human necessity.
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antliropomorpliic in tlie same sense as our knowledge of God
is antliropomorpliic. All that we know or can know must be

antkropomorpliically known.

It follows that all possible theistic conceptions must be per-

vaded and limited by anthropomorphism. "We speak of God
as the Creator of the world; but it is difficult to exalt the

Creator above the conception of the demiurge. Few minds

rise higher than the thought of a being reduced within limita-

tions, and active upon a universe equally reduced within lim-

itations. God and the universe reduced within limitations are

not only no longer themselves, but become represented by

something which receives the measure supplied by human fac-

ulties. This is the best which we can do. If we enlarge our

apprehension of either God or of the miiverse, we do not pass

from the order of finite existences to the order of infinite exist-

ences in which God and the universe dwell, but only enlarge

something which still remains finite, and is grasped under the

forms of human thought.

"We arc accustomed to say that God is omnipresent, and

we feel an ineradicable assurance that the word stands for a

truth- But the comprehension of this attribute is involved in

the impossibility of comprehending the infinitude of space and

time. We cannot avoid saying that God is here or God is

there ; that God anticipates and God reflects. It is impossible

to conceive being which fills all space, and exists yesterday and

to-morrow in the same sense as to-day. Yet we have the feel-

ing—that intuitive feeling which is the simplest element of

cognition—that such is the prerogative of divine existence. It

is anthropomorphism which impels us to contemplate God as

" anticipating the end from the beginning." End and begin-

ning are terms having no meaning in the vocabulary of absolute

theology. AH ends and all beginnings are simultaneous.

Succession of states of consciousness must be, humanly speak-

ing, an impossibility with an omnipresent intelligence. Yet

in our mental co-adjustment to a certain constitution of things,

we can form no conception of the annihilation of history—suc-

cessions of events and successions in the cognition of them.

"We speak of God as omnipotent, but we cannot divest our-

selves of the notion that the divine activity involves effort.

"We speak of the " work " of God. We speak of " great works "
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worthy of tlic majesty of God, cand small works too insignificant

to be worthy of his notice. Hence lias arisen the conception

of u demiuro-e which should relieve the Supreme Pwuler of the

details of his administration. Hence the doctrine of demigods,

divine messengers, and servitors. Hence the "plastic force"

of Cud worth, the anima mundi of Stahl, \\\q pr-incipium hy-

larchicum of More, and the archceus of Agrippa. Hence the

a.scrii)tion of unconscious intelligence in matter or the forms of

matter, whereby tiie exigences of the woi-ld should be met by

u self-inheriug discernment and will. Hence the conception

of the world as a mechanism, self-operating from the epoch of

its divine institution. Hence the conception of natural forces

wliich are thought to inhere in matter, and, strangely enough,

to act with discernment without possessing any faculty of dis-

cernment. All such conceptions are purely anthropomorphic,

and incompatible with an exalted apprehension of the meaning

of omnipotence." With omnipotence there is nothing great or

small. The creation of a planet is a work no greater than the

development of a blade of grass, or the circulation of the fluid

through the veins of a gnat's wing. Weariness, eftort, exhaus-

tion, care, watchfulness, are, with the Divine Being, terms

which have no more significance than location, here, there, past,

future, and the like. But the conditions of our being compel

us to contemplate the divine character under the forms of

thought expressed by these terms.

So of the divine omniscience. At the same time that we

niaintain the unlimited knowledge of God, we revolt from the

idea that every hair of our heads, and every leaf in tlie forest,

and every molecule of every form of matter must be the object

of divine cognition. Yet this revolt arises from our human

inability to comprehend the meaning and implications of omnis-

cience. AVe are compelled to think of God as knowing accord-

ing to our method of knowing. Any other method of knowing

transcends our comprehension ; but this does not prompt us to

doubt the absolute omniscience of tlie Divine Being.

* It is not denied tliat intelli.tronces exist intermediate between man and God ;
wo

maintain the high probability of their existence. But, being finite, the disparity

W'lwecn tlieir powers nnd those of the Supreme Being is infinite, so that the hidi-

«'<t created intelligence sinks simply into the same category with man in iucompe-

t'-ocy to render such service as to lessen the infinitude of God's work.
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"We maintain that personality is one of tlie attributes of God
;

and our inability to think a personality unlimited by time or

sjjace imposes upon us a conception of God within limitations of

time and space. Person, to us, implies figure and locality. It

is probal^le that there is present, more or less vaguely, in the

imagination of every one an apprehension of God which sets

forth a human outline with spatial limitations and local deter-

minations. This is evinced by the representations left us by
the great painters and poets." The Patagonian conceives God
as "a big black man" living in the woods; the Greek ideal

was the most exquisite of human forms. " If the soul of

man," says Maximus Tyrius, in his defense of Greek anthropo-

morphism, " is the nearest and most like to God, God would
not have inclosed in an unworthy tabernacle that which bears

the closest resemblance to himself." f But we are certain that

the Divine Person is not thus conditioned. The image of the

only type of personality known to us is projected God-ward,

and interposes its contour between ns and the divine reality

;

but we have to admit the existence of a Being wliose personality

consists in the differentiation between inlinite subject and in-

finite object—a Being whose essence pervades the world and

outpours the substance of the world, but whose self-conscious-

ness docs not belong to the world.

The inability to form an adequate conception of God is an

infirmity \vhicli characterizes not man alone, but every created

intelligence. God can be comprehended only by himself.

Whatever may be our future exaltation of being, we shall

never see God in any other sense than that in which it is our

privilege to see him in tlie mortal state. We shall never hear

his voice save as the Hebrew heard it in the thunder, and the

"poor Indian " in the spirit-like murmur of the wind. There
will be no throne on which the Creator of heaven and earth

will be seated, while countless millions prostrate themselves in

his presence. We shall approach—we shall begin to approacli

—

toward the sight of God and converse with God through more
exalted symbols and human adaptations of a worthier kind.

We shall enjoy a more vivid and impressive, and, therefore,

Milton, in "Paradise Lost;" Pol'ock, in "The Course of Time;" Rubens, Kaul-

bacli, and others, in '• Tlie Last Judgment."

f Maxiiuus Tjrius, Dissertation xxxviii.
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a more satisfying, consciousness of closer relations Avitli the

Unseen. AVe may even, like Moses, in deference to our in-

lirniities, be favored with revelations of form and figure and

rrjory, through which special avenues may be cleared up for

tlic nearer approach of our finite apprehension to the infinite

l)L'ing. But, whatever clearness of vision we may have for the

fivinbol to finite -senses revealed, we must rise higher than the

anthropomorphism which imagines the whole being of God is

there revealed, under conditions of time and space.

We instinctively believe man, in some way, however feebly,

reflects the image of God. The world surrounds us with

forms and adjustments which, to a certain extent, are cogniza-

ble and intcrpretable by human intelligence. Its construction

and operation have been thought out and determined by mind

cognate with that which reviews and interprets the cosmic

result. The Ordainer of the world thinks as man thinks,* and

therefore his nature is not totally alien from that of man. As

far as we feel authorized to interpret nature as the expression

of beneficence, w^e discover a further affiliation between man

and the Author of nature. The effort to interpret nature is

ppontancous, legitimate, and successful. It follows from this

that man's conviction of kinship between himself and his Cre-

ator is spontaneous and valid. But man's apprehension of the

nature and e?vtent of the resemblance must be determined by

the largeness of his apprehension of the world. The spiritual

resemblance of man to God seems to be deeply and universally

felt. It does not occur to man, till he has developed to the

reflective stage, that the attributes of the Divine Being can

furnish no parallel with those human endowments which corre-

late man to the exigences of terrestrial existence ; and there-

fore the conviction, more or less definite, obtains, in all rude

conditions of society, that the instincts, passions, resentments,

and even the bodily form of man, rellect also the image of

God. The belief, therefore, undergoes a progressive develop-

ment parallel with man's intellectual development.

* It is not meant to assume that the mind of Deity is conscious of successions

^ states; we must deny it. But tlie relations of things, which we style iutcUi-

{.'••ntial, are apprehended by the Divine Mind in the same sense in which wc appre-

hend them, yet with higher and deeper knowledges rising and enlarging in endless

Bpliercs of comprehension to infinity.
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In a rude social condition, the Supreme Being is accom-

modated to apprehension simply as a great and terrible man
possessing not only the intellectual and moral attributes of

humanity, but also its passions and weaknesses, and even the

bodily form and limitations of man. Such a God possesses

neither omnipotence, nor omniscience, nor ubiquity. He may

be contended with, defrauded, and even vanquished in a conflict.

In a stage of society somewhat in advance of this, the suprem-

acy of the Divine Being is acknowledged, but he is conceived

as affected by all the foibles and caprices of humanity, govern-

ing the world according to human methods, through the

ministrations of vicegerents, deputies, and messengers, listening

to the pleading of causes, arguing with his subjects, and

administering rewards and punishments of a purel}' material

kind. The brightest and most spiritual conception of man's

participation in the divine nature sets aside, in the first place,

every human quality and gift conferred on humanity to adapt

it to a provisional and temporary relation. God cannot be con-

ceived as exercising any powers assumed through dependence

on matter or material existence. Man is supplied with organs

of sense, to give him the power of utilizing and controlling

the forms of matter, and reducing them to subserviency to the

ends of a material life. God and spiritual beings must be

conceived as ungenerated, while man, under tire provisional

economy of organic nature, is not only limited by the con-

ditions of material existence, but also by the varied powers,

affections, and activities which belong to the reproductive econ-

omy. Hence, not only the perpetual struggle for aliment, but

the moi'e absorbing and coercive motives which center in the

perpetuating of the organic type. Every human attribute of

mind or L>ody v/hich is merely auxiliary to this provisional

status of the human soul, must be conceived as infinitely alien

to natures dwelling in the spiritual realm. This conception

seems never to have entered into the popular mythology of the

ancients. It appears, then, that the divine in man cannot

extend even to all the forms of his sensitive and percipient

activity. The image of God, real as it is, can only be sought

in the fundamental nature of mind—in its reason, its capacity

for knowing, comi)aring, and concluding, its moral affections,

its susceptibility to motive, and its poAver of self-determination.
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Aiiove this, tlie nature of God expands beyond the likeness and

even tlie comprehension of man, to the awful infinitudes of

IxMiig: " clothed in eternity.''

It is the impotence of tlie human intellect which leads into

iintln-opomorphic conceptions of Deity. " The essence of

t!iin<!;s,"says Erigena, "must be conceived of under local and

temporal forms, and God, when he is spoken of, must be pre-

sented under such forms and under such conditions."* These

C(.iiceptio)is are the symbols which the mind employs to vivify

and define the apprehension of a supreme incorporeal Presence

wiiich is immanent in the reason of all men, and wliich, in the

fiirin of henotheism, may be recognized in the breast of the

lut.'auest savage, though he can command, perhaps, no other

mode of expressing his feeling of divine existence than to name

a man quite like himself, but possessing extraordinary knowl-

O'.lLre, power, and terror. They are the intermediaries or scaf-

f(»!ding by the aid of which the feeble intellect clim.bs as far

as possible toward the comprehension of the felt Supreme.

Though they come infinitely short of expressing the cognized

reality, like all good similes and symbols they vivify the notion

typified, and give it that substance which the religious senti-

ment needs for its sustenance, authentication, and satisfaction.

Xo nation ever existed which surpassed the Hebrew in sensi-

tiveness of religious conviction, in the purity of its monothe-
ism, and, we may probably add, the spirituality of its theology.

The Hebrew was the only nation of antiquity •which recognized

tlic will of God as the supreme principle of national govern-

ment and private conduct, and the active cause in all the

plionomcna of the natural world. Yet the theology of the

ancient Hebrews was strikingly anthropomorphic. Jahv^eh

M'as a being conceived as standing in special relations to a single

nation; he was '•' the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob." He
eustained but feeble relations to surrounding nations, save when
he led the Hebrews to conquest and destruction. " With the

king of Assyria," said Hezekiah, "is an arm of flesh, but with
us is the Lord our God, to help ns and to fight our battles."

2 Chron. xxxii, 78. So again, " God standeth in the congre-
gation of the mighty; he judgeth among the gods." Psa.

Ixxxii, 1. " Thou shalt have no other gods before me." Exod
Maurice, " History of Moral and Metaphj-sical Philosophy," i, 431.
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XX, 3. This vrljole conception of " otlier gods," and "strani^^e
gods," so prominent in the history of tlie Hebrews, if it is not
even polytlieistic, betrays at least the weakness of thinkin(r tlie

Snpreme Being personified in the Euler of an insigniScaiit
fragment of humanity, without recognition among tlie nations
who were not the " chosen people," and apparcnitly without
concern for them.

Jahveh is very often represented, in the Hebrew histories, as
actuated by motives which are purely human, and sometime! as
clierishing sentiments which we regard even as weaknesses in
human character. In enjoining the commandment against "other
gods," he is recorded as saying, 'q the Lord thy God am a jeal-
ous God." Exod. XX, 5. On another occasion he said, " My
wrath shall wax hot, and I will kill you with the sword." Exod.
xxii, 24. When tlie peo}>le, during the prolonged sojourn of
their leader in Mount Sinai, grew impatient, and began to bow
down before the molten calf prepared by Aaron, after the com-
mand to consecrate him to the priesthood, tlie Lord said, " Let
me alone, that my wrath may wax hot against tiiem, and that I
may consume them." Exod. xxxii, 10 ; also 27, 2S. When the
Israelites began to serve Baal and Ashtaroth, "the anger of the
Lord was hot against Israel, and he sold them into the hand of
Clinshan-rishathaim, king of Mesopotamia. Judg. iii, S ; also ii,

14
;
comp. Psa. xl, 12. Cliange of purpose and^-egret for tlic

past are repeatedly attributed to Jahveh. AVhen the early wick-
edness of mankind had become great, " it repented the Lord that
he had made man, and it grieved him at his heart." Gen. vi, G.
On occasion of the worship of the "golden calf." the Lord re-
peatedly recurred to the grievance, and seemed half-disposed
to reduce Israel to an equality with otiier nations in reo-ard to
divme favor. " I will send an angel before thee," he sa/s, " for
I will not go up in the midst of thee; for thou art a stiff-necked
people

:
lest I consume thee in tlie way." In this connection

.the record informs us tliat "the Lord had said unto Moses Say
unto the children of Israel, Ye are a stiff-necked peoj^Ie- I will
come up into the midst of thee in a moment, and consume
theo.

'
Exod. xxxiii, 5 ; comp. Exod. xxxii, 14 ; Judg. x, IG.

The Hebi-ew histories represent Jahveh as tlie personal coun-
selor of the leaders of tlie people, the high chancellor of the
realm, directing its generals to conquests, slaughters, and pilla-e.
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whicli in tins nge would be denounced as blood-tliirstj and bar-

li-.inni.^, quite in contravention of the recognized laws of nations.

As soon as the host of Pharaoh had been destroyed, Moses, in a

Fct form of thanksgiving, declared, " The Lord is a man of war/'

Kxod. XV, 3. In this spirit the Midianites were warred against,

and *'all the males" vrere slain, while tlie women and children

wore taken captive. At this Moses '' was wroth," and com-

manded the slaugh.ter of all the male cliildren and the married

v.-onien, and the division of the enormous booty equally between

the soldiers and the people at large. This consisted of 32,000

uiiuiarried women, 808.000 sheep, beeves, and asses, and

10,750 shekels of gold, equivalent to about 8<57,000. Xum.

xxxi, 1-52. Under the lead of Moses, the Amorites on the east

of the Jordan were exterminated. Under the lead of Joshua,

the extermination on the west side of the Jordan was almost

complete. In reference to Jericho, the record informs us that

" they utterly destroyed all that was in the city, both man and

woman, young and old, and ox, and sheep, and ass, with the

edge of the sword." Josh, vi, 21. '*' And the Lord said unto

Joshua, . . . Thou shalt do to Ai and her king as thou didst

unto Jerlclio and her king." Josh, viii, 1, 2. So a stratagem

M-as planned, the city was occupied and burned, and twelve

thousand of the inhabitants put to death, '' and the king of Ai

he hanged on a tree until even-tide." Josh, viii, 2-i, 25, 29. " So

Joshua," as this chapter of tlie history concludes, "smote all

tlie country of the lulls, and of the south, and of the vale, and

of the springs, and all their kings ; he left none remaining, but

utterly destroyed all that breathed, as the Lord God of Israel

commanded." Josh, x, 40. After this, the remaining tribes

confederated more extensively to repel the invaders from their

homes, "and the Lord delivered them into the hand of Israel,

who smote them . . . until they left them none remaining." Josh.

xi, 8; see also Psa. Ixxxviii ; cxxxv, 10-12; cxxxvi, 17-22;

compare further. Num. xxv, 0-17
; xxxi, 1-47. Joshua pursued

his course, under comm.and of the Lord, until the whole popu-

lition was exterminated ;
" neither left they any to l)reatlie,"

Pave "the Ilittites, the inhabitants of Gibeon." Nor was the

Mood-thirsty character of the "chosen of the Lord" soon

ameliorated by a more settled political state. Ehud assassinated

the king of Moab treacherously, and the Israelites " slew of
33—FUTU SERIES, VOL. I.
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Moab ... ten tlioiisand men, all lii?ty, and all men of valor

;

and there escaped not a man." Judg. iii, 29. Not only in

the extermination of their national enemies was the cruelty of

the Hebrew theocracy demonstrated. In a feud which arose

between the tribe of Benjamin and the other tribes, Israel,

by command of the Lord, made three successive attacks upon

Gibeah, losing on the first two occasions forty thousand men

who drew the sword, but on the third attack slaughtering twen-

ty-five thousand of the Benjamites. Judg. xx, 21, 25, 46. So

again Achan, v,-ho had personally offended, was, according to

our couceptiojis, a subject of just punishment ; but, under the

theocracy, not only Achan, who had sinned, but his sons and

his daugiiters, who were innocent, were stoned to death at tlie

commaiid of Joshua. Josh, vii, 25. So also David, at ii later

period, delivered up the two unoffending sons and five grand-

sons of Saul to be '* hanged up unto the Lord in Gibeah.-' One

can never read without a moral revulsion the account of the

bloody sacrifice of Jephtha's daughter in fultillment of a rash

and unrighteous vow. Judg. xi, 30-40. See also Saul's prom-

ised sacrifice of Jonathan. 1 Sam. xiv, 24, 27, 23, 45.

Jahveli was habitually conceived under limitations of space

and time. " Fear not,'' he is recorded as saying to Jacob, '•' to

go down into Egypt. . . . I will go down with thee into Egypt,

and I will also surely bring thee up again." Gen. xlvi, 3, 4.

So, also, it is said, " Tlie Lord came down upon Mount Sinai,

^n the top of the mount." Exod. xix, 20. " And the Lord

called unto him out of the mountain." Exod. xix, 30. '* And
?the Lord said unto Moses, Come up to me into the mount."

Exod. xxi\', 12. Moses held a six days' interview with the

Lord, and thereafter " the Lord spake unto Moses face to face,

.as a man speaketh unto his friend.'" Exod. xxxlii, 11. Com-

pare the frequent phrase, " And the Lord spake unto Moses."

In a similar way " the Lord answered Job out of the whirl-

wind " (Job xxxviii, 1), and "Job answered the Lord." Job

xlii, 1. So the psalmist continually clothes the Lord in the

attributes of humanity: " From tlie place of his liabitation he

looketh upon all the inhabitants of the eartli.'"'^

The metliod by which the Lord selected three hundred men

* r.sa. x.wiii. 1-4. So Aristotle says, God acts directly on the firmament of tl:c

fixed stars, wLich lio touches without being touehed by it.
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to cjivc battle under Gideon to the ]\Jidianites seems frivolous and

inconsequential. After dismissing twenty thousand, who con-

fessed timidity, ten thousand were taken down to the w^ater

and made to drink. Those who got on their knees to reach the

water were rejected, and only those were taken who dipped the

water in their hands, and lapped it " as a dog lappeth." Judges

vii, 3-G. The anthropomorphic adjuncts of Jewish theism

arc even more striking than these. Adam and Eve "heard the

voice of the Lord God Avalking in the garden in the cool of the

day: and Adam and his wife liid themselves from the presence

of' the Lord." Gen. iii, S. Then followed a conversation be-

tween Adam and the Lord. On a subsequent occasion, the

Lord met Cain and upbraided him for the murder of his bi'other

;

and Cain argued with the Lord for a mitigation of the punish-

ment inflicted. Gen. iv, 9-15. So David, thousands of years

afterward, asks, "AVhy standest thou afar olf? . . . Arise, O
Lord; O God, lift up" thine hand." Psa. x, 1, 12. Again he

fays : " The voice of the Lord is powerful ; the voice of the

Lord is full of majesty:" Psa. xxix, 4. And still again :
" Bow

down thine ear, O Lord, liear me." Psa. Ixxxvi, 1. With a sub-

lime conception of the divine personality, he says: " Thou hid-

cst thy face, they arc troubled. ... He looketh on the earth,

and it trembleth ; he touclieth the hills, and they smoke."

Psa. civ, 29, 32. " Bow thy heavens, O Lord, and come down ;

touch the mountains, and they shall smoke. . . . Send thy hand

from above." Psa. cxliv, 5, 7. Eliphaz asks, " Is not God in

the height of heaven?" Job xxii, 12.

There can be no doubt that such conceptions are to be re-

garded as bold and brilliant figures of speech, compatible with

the most spiritualized apprehensions of Deity ; but they era-

body anthropomorphic adaptations wliich, like all other anthro-

pomorphism, testify the mental limitations and habitudes of a

luimau and finite being.

It must not be supposed that the forms of thought and

Pltecch of wliich we have quoted examples concealed from

the ancient Hebrews all higher apprehensions of Deity." The
* Tertullian says: " When God is spoken cf as jenlous. angry, etc., wo must not

'ilv'en tliose emotions to the same emotions in men." Moses Maimonides, a Jew
"f iho twrdfth century, mrtiiit:iincd that the Je\vi.<h l;uv, when deeply interpreted,

^vas a revelation of tlie lv'jh''t tridli''. (Uebcrweg, '• History of Philosophy," i, 427.)

\\ c iiold this to he a profound truth.
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God of Abraham, Moses, and David was not only powerful

and wise, but he was ahiiighty. "In the beginning Elohini

created the heavens and the eartli," is the first announcement

of Scripture. Job, in the remotest age, confessed, " I know
that tliou canst do every thing, and that no thought can be

withholden from thee." Job xlii, 2; comp. Job xxvi, xxvii,

xxxvii, 2-23 ; xxxviii. So David, in the nation's meridian of

existence, often adverted to God's omnipotence. " Ey the

word of the Lord were tlie heavens made, and all tlie host of

them by the breath of his month." Psa. xxxiii, G ; comp. Psa.

civ, 1-32; cxxxvi, 5-9; clvi, 6, 10; Isa. xliii, 13; Jer. xxxii,

IT. The Lord even possessed power over death :
" God will

redeem my soul from the power of the grave." Psa. xliv, 15.

The Psalms repeatedly testify a knowledge of the eternity of

God :
*' Of old thou hast kid the foundations of the earth.

They shall perish, but thou sluilt endure. . . . Thy years

sliall have no end." Psa. cii, 25-27. " A thousand years in thy

sight are but as yesterday when it is jiast." Psa, xc, l. " Thy
throne is established of old ; thou art from everlasting." Psa.

xciii, 2; comp. also Psa. xc, 2; cii, 27; Exod. iii, 1-1; Deut.

xxxii, 40 ; xxxiii, 27 ; Jer. x, 10 ; Isa. Ivii, 15 ; Ilab. i, 12.

The onmiscience and the omnipresence of God were also well

understood, notvrithstanding the Lord was vaunted as "a man
of war." " Thou understandest my thought afar off," says Da-
vid, ..." There is not a word in my tongue, but, lo, O Lord,

thou knowest it altogether. . . . Whither shall I go from thy

S])irlt ? or M-hithcr shall I flee from thy presence ? " etc. Psa.

cxxxix, 2, 4, 7; comp. 1 Sam. xvi, 7; 1 Kings viii, 39;
1 Chron. xxviii, 9 ; Prov. v, 21 ; xv, 3 ; Isa. xl, 23 ; xlvi, 9

;

Ezek. xi, 5.

^ Tlie infinitude of the divine attributes is recognized as un-

searchable :
" Canst thou by searching find out God ?

"

" Touching the Almighty, I cannot find him out." Job xi, 7 ;

xxxvi, 23; comp. Psa. cxlv, 3 ; Isa. xl, 17. The compassion of

the Lord is again and again dwelt upon in the Psalms :
" The

Lord is nigh unto them that are of a broken heart." " The
sacrifices of God are a broken spirit : a broken and a contrite

heart, O God, thou wilt not despise." Psa. x.xxiv, 18; li, 17;
comp. Psa. XXV, C

; xxxvi, 7; Ixix, 16; Ixxviii, 38 ; Ixxxvi, 15
;

ciii, 13 ; cxlv, S ; Lam. iii, 22, 32, 33 ; Ilosea xi, S.
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As to the color of polytlieisin detected in many passages of

the Hebrew Scriptures, it disappears entirely on a better nnder-

htandinf;:^ of the sense in which the gods of the other nations

are mentioned. The Hebrew does not accord them supremacy,

or even divinity; and he asserts the dominion of the Hebrew

LoKD over the recognized divinities of all other nations in every

]>art of the world. " Confounded be all they that serve graven

images, that boast themselves of idols : worship Him, all ye

gods." Psa. xcvii, 7 ; comp. Psa. cxxxvi, 2. '' For the gods of

all the nations are idols ; but the Lord made the heavens."

Psa. xcvi, 5 ; comp. Psa, cxv, i-S. '' God is the king of all

the earth." Psa. xlviii, 7. " He cometli to judge the earth :

he shall judge the world with righteousness, and the people

with his truth." Psa. xcvi, 13.

To us the meaning of the worship of " strange gods " among
the heathen is, simply, that they knew the one Supreme Puler

under Gentile names. l\\ fact, the Deity which they worshiped

was the sole Deity whoni also the Hebrews adored. This

grand fact in the philosophy of the ethnic religions the He-

brews had not discerned. They presumed that the Gentiles, in

liaving no knowledge of the Hebrew Lord (Jehovah), were

ignorant of the Supreme God altogether, and were given over

to simple and meaningless idolatries.

As to the cruelties practiced by the Hebrews in the name of

the Lord, tliey certainly indicate a low anthropomorphic ap-

prehension of the character and government of tlie Divine

Poing, though without disguising altogether, as we have shown,

tlic immanent sense of the divine spirituality and infinity.

Put such an apprehension belonged to the ages of the world

through which their history extended, and is one of the nu-

merous disclosures of the amount of truth disguised in the

^vell-kno^vn, but somewhat profane, paradox that " every man
makes his own God."* The cognition of the Supreme Deity
is present in every soul alike ; but each individual embodies

* " Each state of social culture," says Milman, has its characteristic tlicology,

felf-adaptcd to the intellectual and moral condition of the people, and colored, in

Boine dej:rec, by the habits of life." "It may be laid down as a principle, ti.at

the nearer tlie nation approaches to barbarism, the childhood of the human race,

ti'o more earthly are the conceptions of ttie Deity. The moral aspect of the divine

nature seems frradually to develop itself v\ith the development of the human
niind."—Sec Milman's " History of Christianity," i, 27, 30.
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the divine intuition in sncli forni as his intellectual status deter-
mines. So the crude anthroponioi-phism of the Jewish Script-
ures, as Philo Judaius long ago pointed out, was onlj an ac-
commodation to the wants of finite and sensuous man.
We have thus, by citations from the history of the most

religious people who ever lived, and the people who had the
truest and pui-est apprehension of the spii-ituality, unity, and
infinity of the Supreme Being, furnished striking" illustrations
of our main thesis, that man's limitations condkion his the-
istic and religious conceptions

; and that no degree of crudeness
or error should be allowed to dull our discernment of the
deep-lying and essential identity of the theistic consciousness
among all peoples, and under all religious forms.

Christianity was introduced with the explicit enunciation that
" God is a Spirit

: and they that worship him must worship Jiim
in spirit and in truth." John iv, 24

; comp. John i, IS ; Col. i, 1\
;

1 Tim. vi, IC
;
Ileb. xi, 27. Well established apprehensions of the

divine supremacy and divine unity had now long been current,
not only among the Jews, but among the more 'thoughtful pa-
gans as well.- But the limitations of the human intellect had
not been removed, and the tendency to lean upon material and
anthropomorphic conceptions and forms did not cease to be mani-
fest. In Rome, where the moral center of Christianity settled
itself, and whence authority dictated to xVlexandria and Con-
stantinople, paganism, as it faded out, exhibited a partial blend-
ing with the new religion. Many an attempt was made to com-
mend Christianity to heathen minds by partially paganizim^ it.

It is said that not a few of the observances which grew up in
the early Church were merely the disguised rites of the Bonian
religion. Thus, it is said the " Feric^ Augusti were continued
m the Church as the Festival St. Petri ad vincula; that even
to our own times an image of the Virgin was carried to the
river in the same manner as in the okftimes was that of Cy-
bele." t In the course of events, Mary came to be declared the
*For an ample discu3?ion of the subject see Cudworth's " Iniellcctual Sys-

tem," vol. i, cliap. iv
; and for a condensed vie^v, Cocker's " Cliri:.tianitv and

Greek Plnlosophy," pp. 151-lGi, also chap, v, etc. (reviewed by tl.e .vriter in
"Method..^ Quarterly Revieu-," July, 1872) :Prossense's " Religion before Clirisl;"
and Clemens Ale.\andrinus'a "Stromata," especially J3k. I.

^t Draper, "Intellectual Development of Europe," p. 106. John Toland, in his
Aazarenus" (171S), sharply arraigns the Gentile Christians for the introduction
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" Mother of God," as tlie Phrygian Cybele had long before

hocn venerated as the " Mother of the gods ;

" and she was

eubsequently endued vv'ith omnipresence and omniscience, and

prayers were oifered to her, as they still are, from all places

indiscriminately.

The extent of this conformity to pagan antecedents is im-

pressively set forth in the following passages adapted from the

Eccond volume of tlie " Homilies " of the Church of England :

Tlic Catholics form the same opinions of the sauits whose

images they worship as the heathens did of their gods, and era-

ploy tlie same outward rites in honoring their images as^ the

liL-athens did in the rehgious veneration of their statues. Thus,

as the heathens had their tuteUir gods, such as were Belus to the

iKibylonians and Assyrians, Osiris and Isis to the Egyptians, and

Vulcan to the Lemnlans, so, also, the Catholics attribute the

defense of certain countries to certain saints. Have not the

t;aiuts, also, to whom the safeguard of particular cities is com-

mitted, the same ottiee as the dujji-cesides of the heathens? Such

as were at Delphi, A])ollo ; at Athens, Minerva ; at Carthage,

Juno ; and at Konie, Quirinus. And do not the saints to whom
churches are built and altars erected correspond to the dli jjatro^ii

of the heathens? Such as were in the Cai)itol, Jupiter; in the

temple at Faphos, Venus ; in the temj^le of Ephesus, Diana. Are
not, likewise, our Lady of Walsingham, our Lady of Ipswich, our

Lady of Wilsdon, and the like, imit"ations of Diana Agrotera. Diana

Coryphea, Diana Ephesia, Venus Cypria, Venus Paphia, Venus
Gnidia, and the like. The Catholics, too, have substituted for

the marine deities, Xeptune, Triton, Nereus, Castor and Pollux,

Venus, etc., St. Christopher, St. Clement, and otliers, and espe-

cially Our Lady, as she is called by them, to v.'hom seamen sing_

Ave Maris Stella. ]S'eithcr has the fire esca])ed their imitation of

tlie pagans. For instead of Vulcm and Vesta, the inspective

guardians of fire according to the heathens, the Catholics have

Kubstituted St. Agatha, on the day of whose nativity tliey make
letters for the purpose of extinguishing fire. Every artificer

likewise, and ])rotession, has a special saint in the place of a pre-

siding god. Thus, scholars have St. Kicholas and St. Gregory;

l)ainters, St. Luke; nor are soldiers in want of a saint corre-

sponding to Mars; nor lovers, of one who is a substitute for

Venus. All diseases, too, have their special saints instead of

gods, who are invoked as possessing a healing power. 'J'hus,

the venereal disease has St. Roche; the falling sickness, St. Cor-

nelius ; the tooth-ache, St. ApoUin, etc. Beasts and cattle,

of heathenish supersuiions In their religion. The startling similarity between the

nic3 and symbolism of the Church of Rome and those of oriental Buddhism is

some-tiling quite noiorious.
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also, have tlieir presiding saints, for St. Loy (says the "Homily")
is the horse-leecli, and St. Anthony the swine-herd, etc. . . . Tiie

rites and ceremonies of the papists in honoring and worshiping
tlieir images or saints are the same with the rites of the pagans.
This is evident in tlieir pilgrimages to visit images widch had
more holiness and virtue in them than others. In their candle-

religion, burning incense, ofl'ering up gold to images, hanging
up crutches, chains, and ships, legs, arms, and whole men and
women of war, before images, as though by them, or saints (as

they say) they were delivered from lameness, sickness, captivity,

or shipwreck. In spreading abi'oad, after the manner of the hea-

thens, the miracles that have accompanied images, such an image
was sent from heaven, like the Palladium, or Diana of the Ephe-
sians. Such an image was brought by angels—such a one came
itself from the east to the west, as Dame Fortune fled to Rome.
Some images, though they were hard and stony, yet, for tender
heart and pity, wept. Some spake more monstrously than ever
did Balaam's ass, who had life and breath in him. Such a cripple

came and saluted the saint of oak, and by and by he was made
whole, and here hangcth his crutch. Such a one in a tempest
vov>-ed to St. Christo[)her, and 'scaped, and behold here is his

ship of vv'ar. Such a one by St. Leonard's help brake out of

prison, and see where his fetters hang. And infinite thousands
more miracles by like, or more shameless, lies were reported,*

In the early Christian Church, as in all times, the mind of

man struggled perpetually to establish some intelligible means

of ascent from humanity to the invisible and incomprehensible

Deity. Hence the veneration of the Virgin as an intermedium

between man and God. Hence the eons and the demiurges

in that dreamy heresy known as Gnosticism. Hence, also, the

eons and demons in that Parseeized oftshoot of Christianity

known as Manichcisin, Hence cherubim, seraphim, and

angels under the Jewish system. Hence vicegerents, saints,

and confessors in the Church of modern Rome, as in Asiatic

Buddhism. To say that such intermediaries have been used as

aid to the infirmities of the human intellect is not to affirm

the unreality of intermediate beings ; since, whether real or

unreal, it is obvious that the mind leans on them for relief

from the oppressiveness of formless, unconcrete divinity.

Tliere can be no doubt that the significance of paintings,

images, cruciiixes, censers, and beads is entirely analogous.

They represent to the material sense, or at least vividly sug-

gest, the spiritual reality which it is so hard for the finite mind

* Tl.omas Taylor, "Translation of Prochis," vol. i, intro., xli-xliii. Loud., 1816.
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io gr;i?p. Such is the meaning of accessories of attire, siirph'ce

and stole, miter and coronet. AVithdrawn from common use

and consecrated to religious associations, they bear the atteu-

tio!i and the thoughts toward the thing signified; they are aids

to human infirmity. Such, in short, is the bearing of fasts,

feasts, penances, pilgrimages, rites and ordinances, dedications,

cmsccrations and baptisms, in the spiritual and truthful worship

of a Ueing who is himself a Spirit. Xone. of this symbolism is

to i)e denounced a^ essentially bad. Allegorical art has lent

itself, in all ages, to the assistance of the common imagination

in its efforts to attain clear conceptions of diviite realities.

'J'hcre are few intellects so spiritualized as to be entirely inde-

])i'ndent of material forms and anthropomorphic conceptions as

adjuncts to devotion. The struggle for such superiority over
material conditions is the highest exercise of the oriental en-

thusiast; and the extent of the attainment in certain cases

would seem an interesting subject of philosophic and physio-

logical (psychological ?) inquiry.

AVhile anthropomorphic and material aids may become help-

ful to all, it is manifest that they are most essential with the

uncultured and the ignorant. Such persons especially ought,
therefore, to be allowed the benefit of these aids. Children
atid savage people under religious instruction should be freelj^

supplied with the adjuncts of material symbolism. There
:dwuys exists the liability (and here is the danger) of forget-
ting that such aids are merely intermediary, and that the reality

IS something which lies beyond, and should always be striven
after with all the powers of the mind and soul. To lose sight
of the spiritual meaning of these adjuncts is to degenerate into
formalism, Mariolatry, picture-worship, and fetichism.

These considerations remind us of the philosophic interpre-
tation of polytheism and idolatries among the heathen. Poly-
theism, as may be shown, docs not exclude as pure a primacy as
li-is been recognized by monotheistic Jew or Christian. The
niultitude of subordinate and intermediate beiuirs belon^-ins: to
t.ie most populous pantheon is merely an exaggeration of acces-

-"nes of the same essential kind as have been employed in all

"KHiotheistic religions. Xo religion ever existed which inter-

r<>sed a vacuum of being all the way from the Infinite to man.
iosiiy nothing of the a jiriori improbability of such a vacuum,
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tlie reHp:iou3 nature revolts against the conception ; it will not

be walled away from the object of its longing by any such im-

passable gulf. Besides angels and archangels, other beings hav-

ing the rank of gods were admitted by many distinguished repre-

sentatives of early Christianity. Syncellus, the Platonic Bishop

of Ptolemais in the tifth century, in his third hymn sa^'s

:

Thee, Father of the worlds, Father of the eons, Artificer of the
gods, it is holy to praise. Thee, O King ! the intellectual gods
sing ; thee, O Blessed God, the cosinccjl [^Kooj-iayoi, world-rulers],
thuse fulgid eyes and starry intellects celebrate, round MJiich the
illustrious body [of tlie Avorld] dancus. All the race of the blessed
sing thy praise, those that are about, and those that are in the
world, the zonic gods [^covlol, from the Chaldean theology], and
also the azonic, who govern tlie parts of tlie icorld.

In another part of the same hymn he says :
" I have sup2:)li-

cated the ministrant gods that possess the Tliracian soil, and

also those that, in an opposite direction, govern the Chalcedo-

nian laud." That the heavenly bodies were divine intelli-

gences was believed by Jerome," Origen,-}- Eusebius,:{: and Au-
gustine, § as well as many mediasval theologians, and Kepler the

astronomer. AYhat St. Paul means by " principality and power
and might and dominion" above which Christ is set "in tlie

heavenly places'' (Eph, i. 21; comp. Rom. viii, 3S), is somewhat
uncertain. St. Augustine! remarks that these words seem to

"comprehend all the celestial society
;

" and Ignatitis*^ speaks

of "•' the angelic orders, the diversities of archangels and armies,

the differences of the orders characterized by might and domin-

ion, of thrones and powers, the magnificence of the eons, and

the transcendency of cherubim and seraphim." Paul himself

asserts tlie existence of other gods: " Thongh there be that are

called gods, whether in heaven or in earth (as there be gods

many, and loi'ds many)." 1 Cor. viii, 5. It is not clear from
this, however, that Paul intended to express his om'u opinion

concerning the reality of other divinities.
•'""'

If man is not in connection with the Infinite Being through

* Jerome, " f:xpo->ition of Ecclcsiastcs," i, 6. f Origen, "De Pniici(ni3."

X Eiiscbiiis, "Thcol. Solutions." § Augustine, " Enciiiridion."

\ Augustine, "Ad Laurentium," ch. Iviii. ^ Ignatius, " Kpistola ad Trallianos."

** Furtlicr on intermediate beings, see the writings of Proclus, Plotinus, Por-

phyry, Janiblichus, Syrianns, Ammonius, Damascius, Olympiodorus, Simphcius,

and numerous mediaeval and modern writers.
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a pleroma of intelligences, he demands, at least, sojne form

;iiul degree of mediation, Fnrtlier than this, man's inability

to comprehend tlie attributes of an Infinite Being has prompted

liini to recognize the vurions departments of the divine empire

us ;i]>portioned to subordinate divinities ; and these, the nearer

in nature they approach to man, awaken the warmer and live-

lier sympathy between man and the power which controls his

destiny. The culprit fears the hangman more tlian the king.

It seems certain that idols, images, and portraits of divinities

among the lieathen possess a signiiicance entirely analogous.

They are mere stepping-stones from man to the idea of God

—

all 'the more essential in primitive times and among uncultured

})ooples. They are things which can be comprehended. They
obtrude themselves upon man's perceptions ; they awaken his

imagination, they stimulate his thoughts and elicit his religious

fcntiments. " Statues and altars,"' says the Emperor Julian,

*' and the preservation of unextinguished fire, and, in short, all

such particulars, have been establislied by our fathers as sym-
bols of the presence of the gods; not that tee .skoulcl lelieve

that these synihoJs are gods^ hut that through these loe should
icorshij} the gods. For, since we are connected with body, it is

also necessary that our worsliip of the gods should be per-

formed in a corporeal manner
; but they are incorporeal "—and

nuich more to the same effect* Much of similar purport
nnght be cited from Sallust the Xeoplatonist.f Maximus
Tyrius,:}: Plutarch.§ and others. Says Dr. Stillingtleet

:

Dio Cln-ysostoni at large debates the case about images in his
01yini>ic Oration, wherem he first shows that all men have a
iialural appielieusion of one supreme God, the father of all

tinners, and that tliis God was represented by the statue made
yy Pliiilins of Jupiter Olympius, for so lie said, Trap' w vvv eauev,
("fore whom ice now are ; and tlien describes him to be tlie kincr,
rjUL'r, and father of all, both gods and men. This imago lie calls
the most blessed, the most excellent, the most beautiful, the most
Moved image of God. . . . After this he supposes Phidias to
'jc called to account for making such an image of God, a^ un-
worthy of him ; when Iphitus, Lycurgus, and the old Eleans
">ade none at all of him, as being out of the power of man to
t'xpress bis nature. To this Phidias replies that no man can

* Julian, in a fragment " On the Duties of h Priest."

t Sallust, '• De Diis et Mundo." | Tyrius, Disserlatio xxxviil.

§ Piutarch, " De Iside et Osiride."
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express minfl and uiiJerstancling by figures or colors, and, there-

fore, they are forced to fly to tliat in wliieli the soul inhabits,

and from thence they attribute the scat of wi'>dom and reason to

God, having nothing better to represent him by. And by that

means, joining power and art together, they endeavor, by some-
thing which may be seen and painted, to represent that which is

invisible and inexpressible. But, it may be said, we had better

then have no image or representation of him at all. Xo, says

he; for mankind doth not love to worship God at a distance, but

to come near and feel liim, and with assiurance to sacrifice to him
and crown him. Like chii<lrcn newly weaned from their parents,

wlio put out their hands tovrard them in their dreanis, as if they

were still present, so do men, out of the sense of God's good-

ness and their relation to him, love to have him re])iesented as

present with them, and so to converse with him. Hence have
come all the representations of God among the barbarous na-

tions, in mountains, and trees, and stones.*

As to the views with which modem idolaters of intelligence

perform their acts of worship in the presence of inanimate

images, a few citations will -^yoxq instructive. Erskine says :

The learned Br.dimins adore one God, without form or quality,

eternal, unchangeable, and occupying all space; but they care-

fully confine these doctrines to their own schools as dangerous;

and teach in public a religion in which, in supposed compliance
with the infirmities and passions of hujnan nature, the deity is

brought more to a level with our prejudices and wants. The
incomprt-hensiide attributes ascribed to him are invested with
sensible and even human f(U'ms. The mind, lost in meditation,

and fatigued in the pursuit of something which, being divested

of all sensible qualities, suffers the thoughts to wander without
finding a resting-place, is hapjiy, they tell us, to have an object

on Avhich human feelings and human senses may again find re-

pose. To give a metajihysical Deity to ignorant and sensual men,
absorbed in the cares of supporting animal existence, and en-

tangled in the impediments of matter, would be to condemn them
to atheism. Such is the mode in which the Brahmins excuse the

gross idolatry of their religion.

f

* Stillin;iflcet, answer to a book entitled "Catholics no Idolaters," page 414.

Similarly, J;unblicluis thought the statues of the goda endued with power de-

rived from the divine presence, as many Platonists and Neoplatonists, down to

modern times, have conceived the heavenly bodies to be animated by the pres-

ence of divinities dwelling in them.

f William Kr.5kine, "Bombay Transactions." i, 199. Compare Colcbrooko,

" Asiatic Researches," viii, 279, aOG, and quotation.s in Bolilen, " Das alt'j Indicn,"

i, 153; Max Muller, "Chips from a German Workshop," i, 27-P.9, etc, and " His-

tory of Sanskrit Literature;" Lusson, " Indische Alterthumskundo; " J. Muir,

"Sanskrit Texts;" W. W. Hunter, "Annals of Rural Bengal," IIG.
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From M. Bcrnicr we leani tliat wlicn at the University of

Benares lie reproached one of the learned men with idolatry,

and asked an explanation. His respondent said :

" We have, indeed, in our temples many difTerent statues, etc,

. Jjut we do not believe these statues to be Brahma, etc.,

themselves, but only their images and representations, and Ave

onlv '"'ive them that honor on account of the beings they repre-

tjfiil. They are in our temples, because it is necessary, in order

to pray well, to have something before our eyes that may fix the

mind. And when we pray, it is not the statue we pray to, but

he that is represented by it."
*

Of similar purport we find the testimony of another modern

Hindu, "a gentleman of high caste," protesting concerning the

idols employed in his worship. Babn Amrita Lai Koy, speak-

ing of the Hindu family worship, says

:

]Many families, louging for some visible object to represent the

Deity, bring from the river-side a small black stone and lay it on

the sacred "stool. The weight of this stone expresses to them
strength and solidity. It helps them to think of the substantial

f'<rce and power of the Infinite. This may stand for what among
the white races is known as an Indian idol. Every Hindu knows
that the various images we use to represent the supernatural are

not God, but ^ach thing represents some quality of the Supreme
Heing. Christians think with reverence of their Bible, though
they know it is made of paper which was rags. Just so a Hindu
treats with reverence one of his idols. He knows it is clay, or

stone, or wood, and no more God than paper rags; but, like the
l>ible, his piece of clay or stone helps him to think of God. f

Heathenism, indeed, has sometimes forgotten that these ancil-

laries to devotion are but symbols. The poor Hottentot may
venerate his fetich with the most devont belief that the Snpreme
Spirit, whose presence he feels, is embodied in the worthless

.-tick before which he trembles. The ignorant Buddhist may
hoM- in the presence of his idol as unmindful as the Jew before

his shekinah that metal and wood have no power to control

lunnan destiny. So the ignorant Greek, nndotibtedly, some-

times fell before the image of Athene with devotion as nnre-

sorved as that experienced by the ignorant papist in kneeling

before the image of Mary.
The views here set forth enable us to contemplate in the

proper light the constantly manifested tendency of certain

* Cornier, "Mcmoires," tomo iii, 111. f "Dio Lewis's Monthly," 1SS3.
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schools of Protestantism to hold on to the symbolism of aban-

doned papacy, or even to revert into the mother Church.

Visible forms and imposing ceremonies invented or adapted

from paganism, as aids to devotion, when European civilization

was in its infancy, are still as agreeable and as necessary as ever

to minds in an infantile or sensualistic stage of culture, or in

M-hich the religious sentiments bear a large ratio to the intel-

lectual powers. These terms are not employed in a reproach-

ful sense. Tiewing human condition as it is, it may be the

part of wisdom to condescend to capacities impervious to ab-

stractions, and keep alive the sense of im.manent divinity and
inexorable duty by an impressive amount of pomp and sensible

symbolism. In the lowest stratum of popular politics the same
principle is strikingly exemplified, especially in America. An
elocpient or argumentative presentation of political doctrine mav
convince a hundred

; but a political log-cabin or a' rustic rail-

splitter in a procession will settle the convictions of a thousand.

All these symbols and acts prompted by the religious nature

of man are worthy of our profound respect and most philo-

sophic study. Undoubtedly, when properly analyzed and in-

terpreted, they will be found witnesses of the universality of a

profound spiritual monotheism ingrained in the constitution of.

the human soul, and will teach us charity and justice in con-

templating the contrast between our own religion and that of

the less fortunate representatives of our" species. They will

show US, at least, that anthropomorphism is a necessary element

in Q.\Q.x)^ human system, not less in religion than in crovern-

ment, pliilosophy, and science ; and that it is no reproach to

the religion of a i)eople to discover it anthropomorphic unless

there can be shown a degree of anthropomorphism which is in-

congruous with the intellectual grade and citltus of the people.

Every degree of anthropomorpliisni is a falling short of ad-

equate and worthy apprehension of divine relations. It is,

therefore, determined by limitations of intelligence. These
may be either constitutional and irremediable, or cultural and
remediable. If the former, we must be content with a religion

permanently adjusted to the limitations. If the latter, we may
address ourselves to the culture of the intelligence and the en-

largement of its comprehension of the natural world. The
processes of religious education must not, then, be, under all
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circumstances, the same. We must condescend to the intelli-

^.'cnce of the child and the childlike intellifrcnce of the savage.

The mind of the child will expand with age and education,

that of the savage, in spite of a low receptivity for culture,

will remain permanently childish, and any religious doctrine

suited to his condition must be permanently anthropomorphic.
On the contrary, the intelligent heathen and the uneducated
member of Christianized society lack culture. In the effort to

ini])art improved religious conceptions the intellect requires
expansion and furniture. The heathen Hindu or Chinaman is

not to be approached in the same way as the degraded Dyak or
the Kroo.

Jf, tlien, the adequacy of our conception of divine things is

couditioned by cultural as well as constitutional intelligence, we
j^ec how intimately connected are education and an exalted
tv[)e of religion, and how inseparable are ignorance and super-
stition,, bigotry, idolatries, fetichism, and other forms of an-

thropomorphism, and how deeply interested are the higher
interests of religion in the progress of ideas which furnish and
enlarge the intelligence.

Art. III.—the FINAL OUTCOME OF SIX.

Tni: Gospel is the good ncv/s of salvation through Jesus Christ.
In it God reveals his method of saving men; and there is no
other method of which we know any thing whereby they can
ho saved. What, then, is to become of those who obey not
the Gospel ?

This awful question cannot be settled by reason alone, for
Ave have not sufficient data on which to base conclusions;
Jieitlier can it be decided by experience, for as yet the rewards
«ind punishments of the future are but truths in man's intellect,
Hot facts in his history. Still less can Ave decide it by our in-

^tuicts or desires. We are not at liberty to reject a truth be-
cause we do not like it. All we know, or can know, in this
hfo, about this doctrine, must come from revelation; for only
one who has been behind the veil, and knows the end from the
Ijeginning, can speak with authority. If, then, we would avoid
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mistakes which all eternity cannot rectify, we must listen rev-

erently to what God the Lord hath spoken.

Within the past few years the doctrine of future—espe-

cially eternal— punishment has been widely discussed. A
good deal of vehement rhetoric has been expended in de-

nouncing the doctrine as derogatory to the Divine character,

thus presenting the awful spectacle of sinful, short-sighted

men sitting in judgment on their Maker, and presuming to

settle what is and what is not becoming in the administra-

tion of his government. So, in former times, men vehement-

ly denied that the earth revolved around the sun ; but in

spite of all their clamor the earth still swept onward in its

orbit: and so, regardless of men's reckless denunciations, God's

mighty truths -will march onward to the accomjjllshment of his

vast designs.

It is worthy of note that those vrho denounce the doctrine of

eternal punishment light very shy of Scripture. But what

else could be expected, since the texts which, to say the least,

seem to teach the docti-ine are so numerous and plain that it

is very difficult to make them mean any thing else ; while the

few that are pressed into service to buttress up the notions of

"annihilation" or "restoration,'' give an uncertain testimony,

and alford only a feeble support. And yet, in all fairness, it

must be admitted that the objections of tlie more thoughtful

opponents of this solemn truth do not lie so much against the

doctrine as taught in the Scriptures as against that monstrous

perversion of it which at one period was almost universally ac-

cepted throughout Christendom.

In the present paper we limit the discussion to the case of

those who have heard the Gospel ; with the heathen M'e have, at

present, nothing to do. Our inquiry respects only what is the

iinal outlook for those who, from the sound of a preached

Gospel, and the presence of a crucified Christ, go unsaved to

death and the judgment.

There are certain truths in reference to which it may be

assumed that all believers in revelation hold common ground.

All believe in divine government and law; in the probationary

character of man's present state ; in a final judgment, when
the good shall be rewarded and the wicked shall bo punished.

But just here, in regard to the nature and duration of the
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tuinisliincnt, there begins to be a divergence of opinion. This

1.^ tlic point on which we desire light. Is the punishment of

the wicked to last forever? or shall it cease at length in resto-

rition to the divine favor, or in utter extinction of being ?

Tu put it in the incisive words of inspiration, " What shall the

end be ['the ultimate destiny'] of them that obey not the

Gospel of God r'.

SnALL IT BE A SeCOND PeOBATION ?

A second probation implies that men may be saved through

fome other medium than the death and intercession of Jesus

Christ. The Scriptures clearly teach that now the government

of the world is in the hands of a Mediator; but at the end of

man's probation as a race, Jesus will ascend the throne of judg-

ment, bestow rewards and assign punishment, and, having put

down all antagonistic authority and power, will deliver up the

kingdom to God the Father. 1 Cor. xv, 24:-28. Then the

mediation of Christ will cease, and the name of Jesus will no

longer be available as a sinner's plea. If, therefore, a sinner

can be forgiven and saved during a second probation, it must

l)c on other conditions and by other means than those available

in the present life ; and if by other means and on other grounds

tiian the death and intercession of the Son of God, then it ap-

pears that the death of Jesus was uncalled for and a terrible

niistake. For if God can forgive and save a sinner in a future

ftate without a Saviour, he can in this.

Perhaps the advocates of a second probati"on would say,

that this is not their meaning ; that, instead of expecting pro-

bations for all beyond the judgment, they only claim that in

the interval between death and the judgment those who had
no chance in this life—who never heard of a Saviour's love,

who were surrounded from infancy by the darkness of heathen-

ism—will have an opportunity of hearing and accepting the

Gospel.

Jf this be what is meant by a second probation, it does not

touch the class whose case we are now considering, namely,
tliuse who heard the Gospel but did not obey it. The ground
of their condemnation will be, that, being illuminated, they

loved "darkness rather than light, because" their "deeds"
were "evil." And even in regard to the heathen the claim is

34—FIFTU SERIES, VOL. I.
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irrelevant
;
for tliej will not be judged by the law of a Gospel

revelation, but by " the law written in their hearts."
To claim a second probation is to charge God with a want

of fairness in his dealings, since it implies that a sufficient
chance has not been given to some in a first probation. But
observe, the condemnation is not that thej did not hioio the
Gospel, but that knowing it they did not ohey. That which
God requires of every man is, that he follow promptly and
faithfully the light he has ; and surely, upon tlie verv face of
It, in respect to that all men have an equal cliance." If the
heathen are condemned, it is not because thcv did not believe
on Jesus, of whom they had never heard, but because "when
they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were
thankful

;
but became vain in their imaginations, and tlieir

foolish heart was darkened." And if the^heathen, who have
- only the light of nature and the natural conscience, are without
excuse, much more they who have the light of divine revela-
tion in the person and teachings of Jesus Christ.
A second probation could not bring within our reach any

more potent agencies than those now emploved. God does not
bring men to himself by a force which compels the will, but
by appeals to motives the most powerful that can influence hu-
man conduct; and yet even these may be efiectually resisted.
Is belief of the Gospel necessary to salvation ? And will there
l)e a new gospel preached "unto the spirits in prison " whose
truths will be more effective than those of the " Gospel of the
grace of God i" Certainly a divine Saviour is the onlv ob-
ject of saving faith; and we arc not told of any other Christ
who, in the other world, can bid the sinner "look and live."
The divine Spirit is the only power that can awaken the con-
science and renew the heart, and that Spirit operates among
men here and now-; but we have no hint in Scripture that he
carries on his renewing work in the world to come. And if
these mighty agencies fail, in any instance, to brin^ men to
repentance here, M'hat Teason have we to believe "he same
agencies—or others, if such are conceivable—will be more suc-
cessful there? On the contrary, the probabilities of salvation
during a second probation, if such were afforded, would be
vastly less than during a first, for every unsaved man would
enter that second probation with hardened sensibilities, wirh
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tlic fiins of a first probation already in his wav, and with the

increased difficulties arising from matured badness of character,

and fixed habits of resisting the Spirit of God.

But, it is contended, the advantage of a second probation

would be this : In the spirit-world the supreme importance of

palvutlon would be so clearly seen and so deeply felt that men
would then yield to the Spirit of God and be saved. But this

fl^sumcs that there are means of convincing men more power-

ful than the truth and Spirit of God ; vvdiereas Christ himself

s;tys, '' If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will

they be persuaded though one rose from the dead.'' It is not

more light and pressure from loithout that . men need, but

simply willingness icithin.

The doctrine of a second probation implies, that its chances

shall be interminable ; for no better reasons could be assigned

for punishing an impenitent sinner at the end of a second pro-

bation than at the end of a first, while with each succeeding

term of probation the probabilities of the salvation of the im-

penitent would be inconceivably lessened. There is a universal

tendency among men to " neglect the great salvation," and one
of the most powerful motives to dissuade them from this fatal

mistake is furnished by the near approach of the day when
tiiey are taught to believe that life and opportunity shall cease

together. Hold out to the impenitent sinner the prospect

of a second probation, and the force of this motive is largely

neutralized
; for the great majority of unconverted men would,

desire nothing better than to continue as they are through an

unending probation.

Above all, there is no hint in Scripture that men will have a

pecond probation ; but instead, all that it says on the subject of

man's destiny points in an opposite direction. He is exhorted
to "ilee from the wrath to come," and "lay hold on eternal

life;" he is warned that the barren ground "is rejected, and is

iiigli unto cursing, whose end is to be burned;" he is assured

that "noz/j is the accepted time; behold, noio is the day of sal-

V;ition;" he is sunnnoned, as it were in advance, to the judg-

'uent, and hears the voice of Christ saying, "Depart, ye cursed,

into everlasting lire, prepared for the devil and his angels"

—

^-"^ though to remind him that the opportunity for " works meet
for repentance" would ceiise the moment he should leave this
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world. And from all tliese words of solemn warning this is

the appeal tliat comes to our hearts to-day—" See that ye re-

fuse not him that speaketh." " To-day, if ye will heiu- his

voice, harden not your hearts."

Shall it be Anxihilatiox ?

The theory that the final destiny of the unsaved will be
their utter annihilation, blotting them out of being, has been
much pressed of late ; but it seems to be only a blind attempt

to escape from a perverted notion of the doctrine of everlast-

ing punishment. The somber theology of a by gone day has

conjured up a horrid demon before which many have recoiled

in terror, and have sought refuge in the theory of the utter ex-

tinction of being. The theory is grounded in materialism

—

the denial of man's natural immortality. It is contended that

man, whatever may have been his primitive endowments, in

consequence of sin became mortal in soul as well as in body

;

that eternal life, in the sense of immortality, belongs only to

those who believe in Jesus Christ, and all others are doomed
to ultimate annihilation. Some appear to hold that this extinc-

tion of being takes place at death ; while others hold that it

occurs only after a long period of suffering subsequent to the

final judgment. • But it matters little which view is presented,

since both are alike repugnant to reason and Scripture. It is

seen that the passages which teach a resurrection of both good

and bad are too numerous and plain to be set aside ; but a

theory has been propounded to the effect that though the sinner

dies, soul and body, like the brutes, and there is an end of him,

yet God, in some miraculous way, keeps some part of him
alive till the judgment day, when the body is raised and re-

united with the soul, and then he is to be tormented in such a

manner and for such a time as may seein good to divine jus-

tice, after which he is to be blotted out of the universe. To
this view there are, beyond its materialistic grotesqueness,

strong and apparently unanswerable objections.

Belief in immortality has been almost universal from the

earhest ages. The Egyptians believed it, and taught the doc-

trine of future rewards and punishments. So in Assyria, in

Greece, and in India, the idea of immortality prevailed, and
was a potent factor in the religious life of the world. In India
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this thought of immortality, apart from any knowledge of a

i:^:ivi(>ur, was so terrible that they sought refuge in the doctrine

of a final painless absorption of the human spirit into the Su-

nroine. Here, then, we have, long before Gospel times, a be-

lief in immortality well-nigh universal, and this universality of

tlie idea proves it to be one of those primal truths inwoven

with the very fibers of our being by the God who made us,

—an inward and unanswerable intuitive conviction that

while the body is subject to death and decay, there is that

within us which survives alike the flight of time and the rav-

ages of sickness, and which shall still endure when all earthly

things have passed away. It is nowhere said that the Gospel

originated the doctrine of immortality, but that it was brought

to hght by the Gospel ; brought out of the dim region of

guesses, and hopes, and inferences, into the clear light of plain

revelation. And yet we are sometimes told that tliis is a new
doctrine, and that the almost universal belief in it that preceded

Cin-istianity was but a delusion and a dream ; and that the

licatlien had dreamed out a grander idea of man's nature and

destiny than the Scriptures have revealed ; that the Bible

wliicli proclaims that the Incarnate God died for man, also de-

chires that the race for whom he died are but a race of perish-

able brutes !

If we are reminded that the Hebrew terra for soul covers

alike the soul of man and the physical life of animals, and

tlierefore they must belong to the same order, the inference is

a gratuitous one ; for there are found in the Scriptures other

f-tateinents concerning man's nature and destiny which mark
liini off as something entirely distinct and diiferent from the

iirational brutes. In the first chapter of Genesis we read

that the earth brou2:ht forth the livino: creature after his kind
;

but respecting man's origin God said, " Let us make man in

our image, after our likeness
: " and so " the Lord God

formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life ; and man became a living soul."

1'lie psalmist, evidently with tliat record in his mind, declares

tliat God made man " a little lower than the angels," and

'•crowned him with glory and honor;" a statement that would
he absurd if applied to the brutes.

The Scriptures constantly assume the immortality of tlie soul
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as a doctrine so manifest, and so fundamental to religion, tliat

it needs no proof. Materialists and Annihilationists often tell

nsthat the immortality of the soul is nowliere expressly asserted
in Scripture. Perhaps not ; neither is the existence of God.
Moses, in the first verse of Genesis, does not prove nor even
assert the existence of God, but, assuming that as an indisputa-
ble trutli, lie begins with the announcement that " God created
the heaven and the earth." The same is true in regard to the
doctrine of immortality : it is every-whcre assumed as a truth
having all the force of an axiom. The whole Jewish mind M-as

saturated with the idea of immortal life. It was a truth uni-
versally regarded as beyond dispute. And if any one shall say
these were the utterances, and these the experiences, of believ-

ers, all of whom have immortal life in Christ, the answer is

ready. He who knew all the secrets of the invisible world, for
he had been there, has lifted the veil and shown us the truth.
Listen to liis words :

" The rich man also died and was buried
;

and in hell {hades) he lifted up his eyes, being in torments."
This man was not saved in Christ, and yet he lives on in con-
scious existence beyond death and burial. There stands God's
truth, and it will be a swift witness against the unbelieving in
the great day.

The terms used in Scripture to describe the future doom of
the wicked do not convey the idea of annihilation, but quite
the contrary. Suppose it to be true that in Scripture a term
is somptimes used to describe the doom of the wicked, the or-

dinary meaning of which is destruction, this is just what
migiit be expected. Wlien " holy men of old " were " moved
by the Holy Ghost" to speak concerning the future of the
wicked, they were not supplied with a new vocabulary in
which to utter tiieir conceptions ; they used terms with which
they were already familiar, " enlarging tlieir meanings to the
measure of that larger world." The Christian revelation has
given new meanings to such words as "life" and "death,"
"salvation" and "destruction," according to the requirement
of the subject in hand. Take, for example, these sayings of
Christ

:
" If a man keep my sayings he shall never see death ;

"

"lie that liveth and believeth in me shall never die." This
last Avas spoken after the death of Lazarus, \x\\o had suffered
natural dciith, and M-as destined to suffer it airain. The word
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"death" is used here not in its literal but with a spiritual

mc'ining.

Ag-ain, it is contended by some that men can have immortal-

itv only in Christ, and that all who are not in him shall perish

in the sense of ceasing to be. This fundamental error arises

from confusion in the use of terms, making ''life" synonymous

with mere "existence." AVe know that "the gift of God is

eternal life through Jesus Christ." But the " gift" which the

believer receives is not a merely historical immortality. All

men have that in the very nature with which God has endowed

them ; but the believer -receives that gift which lifts existence

into LIFE, and makes eternal being a source of endless and un-

e])eakable joy. Then it must be remembered that most Anni-

liilationists hold that man does not utterly cease to be at death,

but that some part of him—enough, perhaps, to identify him

at the resurrection—is kept in existence by God, through the

long, lingering ages preceding the judgment ; that then the

soul and body, being reunited, shall suffer horrible torments

tiirough a period the duration of which no man can tell ; and

when they have suffered long enough to satisfy divine justice,

they shall sink into utter annihilation. But, waiving any notice

of this horrible grotesqueness, that something which lives on

must be some part of the man ; and so there is some part of

him which survives the shock of death, and may survive forever.

The word "death" is, in this use of it, sadly misinterpreted

and misapplied. It is assumed that in the declaration " In the

day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die," physical death is

referred to ; and that although man did eat the forbidden fruit,

the law was suspended by the introduction of a redemptive

scheme. On the contrary, we say, in the day that man trans-

gressed he died, iu the sense in which God had used the term.

He lost his true life, the life of God in the soul. Death, in the

sense of physical dissolution, is a universal law of nature, and

tlierefore is not the penalty of sin. The Scriptures nowhere

assert that the cause of (natural) death is sin, though they de-

clare that the sfing of death is. We do not forget tliat St. Paul

says, " by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin,"

nor that other awful declaration, " the wages of sin is death ;

"

but we also rememlicr what so many seem to have forgotten, or

never knew, that the main thought in these passages is not
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physical dissolution at all, but that infinitely more terrible

thing, the loss of the divine life—the death which reveals itself

in trespasses and sins.

It has been supposed by some able teachers that but for the

interposition of a redemptive scheme a sentence of literal

death would have beeii' executed upon the first transgressors,

and thus the human race would have become extinct. This

also is a mere assumption, growing out of a false interpretation

of the term " death." If the interposition of a Saviour could

alone prevent the extinction of a sinful race, how conies it that

the devil and his angels have not been annihilated ? And still

further, liad no Saviour been provided, the extinction of the

human race would have been an act of mercy rather than of

judgment, since the perpetuation of a sinful race without a

Saviour would have been only an unmitigated curse, and wholly

incompatible M'ith God's righteousness.

This doctrine becomes increasingly repugnant when viewed in

the light of redeeming love. The promise of a Divine Incarna-

tion for human redemption dates back to the time of man's

first sin ; but the theory to which we now refer presents the

awful spectacle of the mighty God becoming incarnate to con-

fer immortality upon a race—or part of a race—of brutes,

"while the marvelous expenditure of Calvary was for the redemp-

tion of one " whom a brick-bat might extinguish in an instant."

O ! if immortality were not natural and inalienable in man
would it not have been infinitely more merciful to have suflered

the race to become extinct at the fountain-head than to bestow

upon them a fresh lease of an existence that to multitudes would
prove only a terrible curse ? But if immortality is man's na-

tive endowment, inseparable from his being, then we begin to

see why such mighty agencies were put in operation to save him
from self-wrought and eternal ruin, and we see some fitness

in the wondrous story that " God so loved the world." In a

spirit of reverent thankfulness to God, we assert that there was

something seen in the human race that called for the divine care

for them. They were his children, and though M'ayward and

rebellious he loved them still. His image was still in them,

though now marred and defaced ; and to restore that image,

and bring back the wandering children, the Son of God stooped

from heaven to earth, and became the Son of man.
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May it not be Restoration attek a Limited Period of

Punishment ?

The theory of "restoration" is based on the assumption

that suffering can do for man that which Christ failed to ac-

complish, forgetting that punishment is the result of neglect-

ing the only way of salvation, and not itself a means of salva-

tion. If the theory is true that suffering can save men, we are

at once confronted by the avv'ful spectacle of rival saviours, and

our ears catch the echo of rival songs of praise among the re-

deemed. "A great multitude that no man can number" sing,

'* Unto him that loved us and washed us from our sins in his

blood, ... to him be glory both now and forever," and an-

other multitude, perhaps equally great, sing, " Unto the penal

fires that burned out our sins, be glory, both now and forever."

But John in the vision of Patmos did not hear this latter song.

Those who teacb the theory of restoration seem to entirely

misapprehend the design and also the effects of punishment.

They appear to suppose that it is always and every-where cor-

rective, and designed for reformation ; never retributive. On
the contrary, the idea of retribution enters, to some extent, into

every kind and form of punishment, whether inflicted by God
or man, in this world or the next.

There are three aspects of punishment which cover the whole

ground. It is either (1) Corrective, the object of which is the

reformation of the offender; or, (2) Pi-eventive, tlie object

being to deter others from sinning; or, (3) Retributive, the ob-

ject of which is to inflict deserved penalty upon the guilty.

To these three aspects of punishment there are, in the uni-

verse, three corresponding powers: (1) The Family, where

punishment, as to its design, is chiefly corrective; (2) The
State, whose punishments are chiefly deterrent or preventive

;

(3) The Day of Judgment, whose punishments are retributive.

In God's dealings with men all these three aspects appear ; but

in this life the flrst two are the more protninent. He '• chastises"

his children, not for his pleasure but for their proflt, that they

niay be "partakers of his holiness," and even then only when
tln-y have offended. Such, however, are not purely retributive

punishments, but also fatherly corrections, which in the end
yield "the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them that aic
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exercised (reformed) thereby." But in his dealings witli t];o

perversely rebellious, we perceive a marked difference from

both of the former. There the retributive element is the rul-

ing one, and not uncommonly it is " judgment without mercy."

When God punished the antediluvian world with a universal

deluge, there was no promise of subsequent restoration to his

favor. When he overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, the baptism

of penal tire had in it no corrective element. It was "judg-

ment without mercy ;" and it is presented by an apostle as a

significant indication of the principle upon which the divine

government proceeds. And the same is afterward more largely

declared :
" He that despised Moses's law died without mercy

under two or three witnesses : of how much sorer punishment,

suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden un-

der foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of the cove-

nant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath

done despite unto the Spirit of grace ? " But it must be ob-

served that it is only upon the impenitent that God inflicts the

" sorer punishment." He who yields to the calls of mercy finds

forgiveness ; but he who passes unsaved beyond the boundary of

this life's probation has no promise that he shall find place for

repentance, though he seek it carefully, with tears. Sufferings,

though endured for ages, cannot constitute the lost squI more

worthy of divine favor than before, seeing that the evil nature

still remains unchanged. " The Lord knowetii how to ... .

reserv^e the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished ;

"

but no hint is given that he reserves them to be restored to

favor when the punishment is over; and without some such in-

timation is it to be presumed that such is his purpose ?

But where is the proof that punishment will have in the

future life the power that seems to be claimed for it to deter

men from sin % Wicked men are often punished in this life,

and yet they, in most cases, continue to run greedily after sin.

The libertine receives in himself the recompense of his sin, but

is not thereby reformed. The drunkard suffers, in health, es-

tate, and character, but still he continues in his sinful indul-

gences, unsaved by his sufferings.

The theory we are noticing assumes that man can exhaust

the curse and penalty of sin, and afterward rise to purity and

heaven ; but if so, there is for such cases salvation by another
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iKiine than that of Christ. The Scriptures, on the contrary,

leadi tliat wlien the sinner is cast into prison "he shall in no

wise come ont thence till he has paid the uttermost farthing ;

"

wliile as to his ability, it is declared he has "nothing" where-

with " to pay." Those who hold this theory forget that sin is

:i folf-pcrpetuating evil, and that man cannot escape its curse

unless sin itself is (Jestroyed. Let it be steadily kept in mind
lir.it punishment cannot destroy sin ; that only divine grace can

do that ; and the sinner who passes unsaved into the spirit-

world goes where he has no promise that grace can ever reach

liiin. If the penalty of sin could be exhausted by suffering, pun-

ishment would cease to be retribution ; it would then become a

means of grace. But of this no hint is given in the teachings

of the word of God. The punishment of the future is '' the

Mages of sin," and not a moral force by which a lapsed soul

can be restored to holiness and the favor of God.

If, however, we assume the possibility of restoration, how,

in the nature of things, is it to be brought about ? Shall it be

by the mere fiat of Omnipotence ? " The divine government,"

a distinguished author wisely remarks, " is not a series of iso-

lated arbitrary acts, but a vast net-w'ork of correlated principles,

wide and lasting as the universe, in which sin and punishment
stand to each other as cause and effect. It is in the nature of

ein to tend to perpetuate itself, and to produce misery. This

process is a matter of natural and moral la\v. To cut off by
the sheer force of omnipotence the proper effect of sin, and
cause it to be followed by eternal joy, would not only be an ab-

rupt break in the course of natural law, but a violent wrench
of moral relations, forcibly making sin the precursor of

ha]>piuess, which would not be less violent than to make piety

the precursor of wretchedness. If a simple liat of divine

authority might empty the bottomless pit, why not a similar

fiat liave obviated the necessity for the humiliation of the di-

vine Son in the redemption of mankind ? And why might
not such a fiat have prevented all the agonies and inconven-

iences ever incurred by sin \
"

Srill more difiicult is it to conceive that any thing in the

circumstances or surroundings of a fallen spirit can effect its

restoration. Suffering and misery are the results of sin, and
while the sin continues the sufferinc: must endure. If the sin-
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ning were to cease the moment the soul entered the spirlt-Avorld,

the idea of exhausting sin's penalty, tliough still unwarranted,

might not appear so hopeless ; but if sin perpetuates itself in

this life, despite all remedial influences, much more will it do

60 when all those influences are withdrawn ; and thus unending

sin carries with it unending suffering as its inevitable corollary.

The impenitent sinner goes into "outer darkness," to the

" worm " that " dieth not," and to the '' Are " that " shall not

be quenched." Though we grant that these are but "figures of

speech, they are not suggestive of any thing that could j^roduee

in the sufferers "repentance unto salvation," or create one soli-

tary aspiration after a better life. It may be accepted as an

axiom that a thing cannot communicate what it does not pos-

sess; and surely in the surroundings of a lost soul there is noth-

ing that can purify the conscience or deliver from the guilt

of sin.

Kor yet—taking the Xew Testament for our guide—are we

permitted to suppose that a lost soul can, in the other world, be

restored through the mediation of Jesus Christ. The inesti-

mable value of that mediation here and now is pressed upon our

attention in a thousand ways ; but no hint is given that it will

avail anything in the world to come. The very urgency of

the Gospel message indicates that this life is the crisis-hour of

human existence, into whose brief compass are crowded oppor-

tunities that can never be elsewhere enjoyed. If this were not

so—if beyond this life there were even remote possibilities of

salvation—the intensely earnest invitations, warnings, and en-

treaties of the Gospel would sound like solemn mockeries.

AYhen the one talent was taken from the unprofitable servant

it was not to be restored ; when the hopeless debtor, who owed
" ten thousand talents," was " delivered to the tormentors," it

was a sentence of peq^etual imprisonment ; when the foolish

virgins came with the despairing cry, " Lord, Lord, open to

us," the door stubbornly refused to open, while from within

came the death-knell of departing hope, " Verily I say unto

you, I know you not."

It Shall Be Puxishmext.

The Scriptures teach " that there shall be a resurrection

of the dead, both of the just and unjust " (Acts xxiv, 15)

;
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that following tlio resurrection there shall be a judgment, when

" every one " shall " receive the things done in his body, ac-

cording to that he hath done, whether it be good or bad."

This teaching commends itself to every enlightened conscience.

That goodness should be rewarded and wickedness punished

liarmonizes with the eternal fitness of things. In every man

1,'ood or evil predominates ; but as all men are free agents, good

or evil must be voluntary. Goodness merits reward ; badness

deserves punishment. And if goodness has a reward beyond

the grave, shall not wickedness also receive punishment hereaf-

ter ? There is a future state of reward for the righteous : ought

there not to be a future state of punishment for the wicked ?

That the punishment of the lost soul shall be exceedingly

terrible we infer, not from poetic images and dramatic pict-

ures in liymns and epics, but from the clear and solemn state-

ments of the word of God. The most terrible utterances in

the Xew Testament concerning the punishment of the lost

came from the lips of Him whose pitying tenderness brought

liim from heaven to earth to die for the sins of mankind.

Such words from his lips are not mere rhetoric, but sober state-

ments of solemn realities. If it is claimed that Christ's words

are figurative, and should not be interpreted literally, it must

be remembered that figures imply realities, and in a case like

this, because the spiritual transcends the natural, it is reason-

able to presume that the reality is far more dreadful than the

figure by which it is set forth. It is idle to speculate as to

whether the ])uni5hment shall be corporeal or wliolly spiritual

;

it is enough to know that somctliing unspeakably dreadful must

be intended when it can be best represented by the gnawing of

a worm that never dies, and the burning of a fire that shall not

be cpienched.

But the eternity of this punishment is the aspect of the doc-

trine most frequently controverted. It seems to some a terrible

thing that for the sins of the present life man should suffer

through all the ages of the unending future. But it must be

remembered that the sufferings of the lost are a result as well

a.s a penalty, and that these sufferings largely grow out of the

character which the siimer forms in this life, and with which he

enters the future life. This is in perfect accord with the prin-

ciple, "Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap;" he
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shall reap that—not something else instead of that \ and " the

liarvest is the end of the world." There is a terrible inexorable-

ness in what are called the " laws of nature," which is but

another name for the laws of God, the expression of the divine

character. Those laws are in their purpose beneficent, and

with the obedient they invariably work tor beneficent ends

;

but when resisted, disobeyed, defied, they must, because they

are righteous, remorselessly punish whatsoever or whosoever

stands in the way. If a man puts himself in deliberate antag-

onism to God and his laws he must suffer the consequences,

and if in this life he forms a character which puts him in such

eternal antagonism he must suffer eternal consequences.

The words of Christ on this awful theme are distinct and un-

equivocal :
" these shall go away into everlasting punishment

;

but the righteous into life eternal." Some have tried, by reck-

less verbal criticism, to neutralize the force of the declaration,

and assert that the words translated " eternal " and " everlast-

ing " do not signify duration without end ; but every compe-
tent scholar knows that in the Scriptures they always have that

meaning unless limited by other words, or by the circumstances

of the case. The eternity of God, and the duration of the

blessedness of the righteous, are expressed by these words. If,

tlierefore, the punishment of the wicked is not to be eternal,

then God himself is noteteriuil, and the reward of the righteous

must terminate, and the heaven of heavens shall pass away.

Sometimes the doctrine is opposed by arguments drawn, or

supposed to be drawn, from the nature and attributes of God.
It is said, " God is love," and it is declared to be incredible that

he will consign millions of beings to endless torment for the

sins of the present life
; that such punishment would imply

vindictiveness, which is utterly foreign to his nature. But is

the law that dooms the assassin unjust? and are they who exe-

cute its sentence vindictive, in the bad sense of that word ?

The penalties of the law are its vindication, and without that

iniquity, and not righteousness, would hold sway. The idea of

banishment from God is the most dreadful element in the pun-

ishment of the lost. Because they choose to be without God
in this world, they are in the future world banished from God.
" This is the second death."
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Akt. IV.— south -westerx china and prospect-
ive TRADE ROUTES.

[First Paper.]

Louis de C.vrxe, who was connected, as political representative,

with tlie French exploring expedition of 186G-6S, in reporting

concerning its resnlts, wrote :
" Perspectives full of the deepest

interest and attraction open from Saigon beyond the mountains

of Touquin, over the fertile and healtliy countries of "Western

China and Thibet. Fortune, whicii has so often made us pay

for her favors of a day by lasting betrayal, appears to have be-

come less cruel." This passage sufficiently indicates the ulte-

rior motive which has guided France in establishing herself in

Tonquin and in the consequent prolonged military operations,

it being none other than possession of the commerce and sup-

posed great mineral wealth of South-western and "Western

China. The direct origin and development of the " Tonquin

affair," the conflict with Annam, and the larger conflict with

China itself, have been well sketched by the animated pen of

Dr. AVentwortli in tlie March number of this Review, and wc
are thus spared the space required for a detailed reference to

that subject, which, in part at least, is legitimately connected

with our theme.

By a recent diplomatic arrangement with native Burmah,
hnt vaguely known to the world at date of the present writing,

France has acquired a pretended claim upon a portion of the

northern Shan States, which were indeed formerly tributary to

Burmah, but have of late years been substantially independent.

Tliis territory nearly borders upon Tonquin. Such an ad-

vance into the interior, from the colony on the south, is fore-

shadowed in another passage from De Carne: "Now that we
are Knally settled in Indo-China, our honor demands that the

l)cople of the interior should learn to know our name as tliose

of the coast have alread}^, and that England should be no longer

iniaginedby these ignorant races to be the only western power."
M^. Jjhinscube, the French delegate from the province of

Cochin China, v/ho moved the bill in favor of the recent

Tonquin expedition, lias also with great plainness of speech

announced at Paris what may be readily supposed to be an
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acceptable programme of future policy for France in its new
colony. Tie says: ''The mountains which separate the basin

of the Menani from that of the Mekong divide tlie vast penin-

sula into two parts almost equal All the western parts be-

long directly or indirectly to England ; the eastern portion

must belong to France." The scheme here presented, together

witli what we sliall notice of recent exploration on the side of

British Burmahj open before us as a subject of great interest

the prospect, in our day, for the vigorous commercial devel-

opment, linder European direction, of Farther India, which

was probably the Aurea liegio of Ptolemy, or the "Golden
Chersonese." The fabulous notions wliich have prev^ailed in

subsequent ages as well, concerning the wealth of this land in

gold and other precious metals, will doubtless be shown to have

but n:ioderate foundation in reality ; but a more than golden

hope will dawn upon it should the political and commercial

rivalry of England and France be providentially overruled,

notwithstanding censurable acts of selfish aggression and vio-

lence, to bind it together with 'Western China in the bonds of

an advanced Christian civilization.

As is well known, the present eagerness of France to possess

territory and establish a commercial colony in Tonquin arose in

an unforeseen maniier from the results of the expedition sent to

explore the river Mekong. Though the original pur])05e and

ardent hope of the expedition to open by this river a grand

route for commerce with Western China proved, by observations

on the character of the stream, an entire failure, it is in place

here, Especially in view of present occurrences which call atten-

tion to the different States of the peninsula, to give some brief

account of this heroic and interesting achievement. Such an

exploration was originally proposed by Garnier in 1S03, but the

authorities at Saigon were then without sufficient preparatory

knowledge of the country. In 1SG5, the plan was detinitely

formed at Paris through the influence of the Marquis Chasse-

loup do Laubat, Minister of [Marine, and the Admiral de la

Grandiere, Governor of Cochin China, who spent some months

of that year in France. ]\E. Doudard de Lagree was chosen

to con.imand the expedition. He had been sent, in 1SG3, to

the court of Cambodia at Pnompenh, where he in the same

year succeeded in negotiating the treaty which placed that
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kJi»ii;iloin under the protection of France, and where he re-

iiiaiiicd to gain all accessihle information about Cambodia and

I lie countries lying to the nortli of it which were tributary to

Siiini. In character he was eminently fitted to gain the con-

fidence of the various peoples with whom the expedition might

v'onie in contact, and also to inspire his associates with courage

and devotion. His lieutenant was Marie Joseph Fran9ois Gar-

nier, the astronomer of the expedition, a young man of brill-

iant parts and great braveiy, whose fate in the action in Ton-

i\\\\\\, December 7, 1ST3, is well known. The Yiscount Louis

de Carr.e represented the Foreign Ofiice. He was a talented

writer who could well set forth the impressions, aims, and hopes

of the expedition, but M'as destined to meet an early death

at Paris in ISTO, resulting from disease contracted in the Laos

country. Messieurs Delaporte, Joubcrt, and Thorel were re-

hpectively the artist, geologist, and botanist of the company, the

latter also being the authority in anthropology. Passports

were obtained from Bangkok, Hue, and Peking, either at ojice

or after some portion of the journey had been made. Appli-

cation to the Burmese court at Ava failed. The expedition

Pet out from Saigon June 5, ISGG, in two gun-boats, which were

• exchanged for light canoes at Kratieh ; the original force,

twenty-three persons in all, being later reduced, while much
of the equipment was cast aside at successive passages where

diflicult navigation or unexpected fatiguing marches compelled

it. \\\ view of the physical obstacles surmounted, the perils

encountered through the unhealthiness of the country, the pro-

longed and vexatious delays of diplomacy in the numerous

St;ites traversed, the honor of great fortitude and patriotic de-

votion must be accorded to those who composed this expedi-

tion and conducted it through all difficulties. The general

course accomplished was an ascent of the Mekong nearly as far

as the southern border of Yunnan, the crossing of that prov-

ince in a north-easterly direction, by way of the capital, till the

^ ang-tse was reached, from which point the journey was made
by steamer to Shanghai, and the company arrived on return at

Saigon June 29, 1SG8. In all, the distance traversed from

Knitich, head of steam navigation on the Mekong, to Shanghai,

was 5,392 miles, of which 3,625 miles, chietly in a country

geographically unknown to Europeans, were surveyed with
35—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. I.
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care, and the positions fixed astronomicallj. A full scientific

account of the expedition was pui_)lished at Paris in two su-
perb quarto volumes, witli abundant maps and illustrations;*
M. De Carne reported its prosrress in a series of brilliant pa-
pers in the Revue des Deux JIondes,f 1869-70

; and we have
later the memoir and letters of De Lagree, accompanied by
numerous other papers and historical essajs, chiefly about
Cambodia, edited from his manuscripts.:}:

We can but briefly touch upon some of the results attained
by the expedition in its course through the Laos or Slian
States, it being understood that there was no general explora-
tion of the country, but only of the river and some adjacent
regions. Of chief importance was the sadly disappointing dis-

covery that the Mekong, whose course as determined by the ob-
servations is now presented in the most recent maps, owing
to the great irregularity of its current, the number of its rap-
ids and cataracts, is entirely unfit for steam navigation above
Ivratieh (some 2S0 miles from its mouth), or at best above
Sonibor. The great cataract of Ivhong presents a quite ini-

passabje barrier. There are frequent rapids between Bassak
and Khemrat. For a space of perhaps sixty miles here the
water runs through a channel over 330 feet deep and hardly
200 feet across. At Bassak the river is 7,384 feet wide, and
farther down, at Stung Treng, it is of much greater breadth,
but with a strong and violent current which twists into furious
eddies. For some two hundred miles below Yien-Chang, in

the bend of the river westward (as one ascends), a steamer
might ply, but above this point, where tlie ascent of the stream

* " Vornjro .rExploratinn en Iiido-Oliine. eftectiie par uno commission francaisc
pre-idee par M. le Capitaine do Frenrate, Doudard de Lagree." 2 vols, 4to.

Paris: Hachctte cl Cie, 1ST3. For a popular account of the course of the ex-
pedition from tlio pen of M. Gamier, with full illustrations by M. Delaportc,
see tlie "Tour du Monde," vols, xx-xxvi (lSG9-:3). Haehette & Co., Paris.

f Reissu'd in a volume by K. Dentu, Paris, 1872. English translation, ''Trav-
els in Indo-China and the Chinese En.pire,"' by Louis U. De Carne. London:
Chapman & ILdl. 1872.

i '• Explorations et Messieurs de Doudard de Lagree, Capitaine de Fregate,
Premier U.'presontant du Protectorut fran^ais an Cambodee, Chef de la Mission
d'Exp'.oration du Mekong et du Kant Song-koi. Extraits de ses Manuscrits, mis
en ordre par M. A. B. do Viiiemereuil, Capuaine de Vaisseau." 4to, cxi, CS4.

Paris: Im;.rimeric ut Libraire do Mdm. Veuve Bouchard-Huzard, Jules Tremblay.
Geudrc et Suocesseur. 1SS3.
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is directly nortluvard toward Luang Prabang, the conntry be-

comes mountainous, and the river, larger here than the Menam

at Bangkok, forces its way through steep banks with a noise

like tlie roaring of the sea. Above Chieng-Khong it winds

tlirongh a magnificent plain, but farther up becomes, in spite

of its volftme, far more dithcult of navigation than before. In

short, through all its 2,000 miles of length, except in the sec-

tion below Kratieh, the Mekong is nothing better than a mag-

nificent mountain torrent. The French explorers were early

forced to confess as much, though De Lagree,as he looked upon

tlic expanse of waters at Bassak, penned this natural exclama-

tion :
'' Quelhcau f.euve ! " This river, like the Menam, is sub-

ject to annual inundation, there being at some points a differ-

ence of thirty-five to forty feet between the usual and extraor-

dinary level; the latter occurring in July and August."

At Bassak, a very ancient residence of Laos kings, the

prince, now subject to Siam, professed his readiness to accept,

like Cambodia, the protection of France. De Lagree visited

Ubon, westward on the Se-Mun river, which connects Bangkok
by trade -u'ith most of Laos above it and below Luang Prabang.

I)c Carne expressed his opinion that France should extend her

sway over Ubon and over the whole country south of the Se-

y\\\n as far westward as Khorat, and withdraw the trade by

which Bangkok profits to Saigon. This and similar projects

have been a natural cause for the alarm which has prevailed,

as especially reported during the last year, at the court of

Siam. It has been proposed to embrace the region of the same

latitude east of the Mekong in the scheme. To stimulate the

trade, which is but moderate and in the hands of the Chinese,

and bring profit to the French colony, a railroad is now being

constructed from Saigon to Pnompenh, with the ultimate de-

sign of making it serve the ])nrpo5e for which the river is unfit

by an extension northward ; and if the French colony should

prove, contrary to probability, a substantial success, this line

* Tlie chart accompanying lliis article is simply designed to show the relative

position of different points. A prood and liandy map of China (17 by IS inches),

a?ccssible to all, is that issued by the China Inland Llission. It exhibits quito

fully the mountain ranges and rivers (though inaccurate as to the Mekonfr). and
embraces a part of Burniah and the Shan Irtatcs. Address Rev. E. R. Smith,

il'.>si.)n Rooms, Methodist Episcopal Cliurcli, S05 Broadway, New Yorlv. Price,

-0 cents.
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may yet form some coTinec'tion ^vith the territory of China.

Tlic expedition found Burmese peddlers selling English goods,

as cotton clieehs, printed calicoes, woolen fabrics, buttons, and

needles, at Ubon and elsewhere. " Ivhorat," says De Carne,
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*' is a vast entrepot wliere many Chinese have settled, wlio go

out from it in all directions through the Siamese territories,

and carry the English cotton checks through every part of Mid-

dle Laos." * There was a like activity in English goods at

Luang Prabang, -where the Indian rupee was found to be the

standard coin, and British Burmese were the traders instead of

Chinese. This is the most spirited and independent of the Laos

States which have heretofore acknowledged allegiance to Siam.

It is inhabited by vigorous northern Shans, and the town has a

daily market, the only one at that time (according to De Carne)

in Siamese Laos. The reception accorded the expedition here

was at first cool, on account of the prevailing synipathy with

Chicng-mai, a Siamese Shan State on the west, in its disposi-

tion to repel the advances of the English. The authority of

China had already been thrown off, and the presence of Chinese

in the town is rare. The State borders on Tonquin, with the

intervention of some wild tribes, and has been a recent object

of active diplomatic schemes on the part of France. The Laos

population of the State was estimated at 100,000 to 120,000,

and the number of savages at 200,000 to 300,000, of subdued

and unsubdued tribes, a classification whicli obtains throughout

the country. A system of slavery exists in Laos, sustained in

part by raids upon the wild tribes, less practiced now than for-

nierly.f The expedition found it difficult to arrive at an esti-

mate of the population in these States, and it was hard to obtain

• The term " Laos " is applied by the French, and is commonly applied, to the

region of the States dependent on Siam, as it is to the people iiihabiuuir it, though

frequently, and in this article, the term Shan is used synonymously with it. Tlie

Siamese Laoi!, or Shan?, are but another variety of tlie great Sliau race repre-

sented by the northern tribes or states. Shan is, however, a Burmese terra.

Tills people, now identified with the Tai stock, accordinij to the latest and per-

haps most reliable investigations, migrated originally from the Kialung mount-

ains noriii of Sze Chueii and south of Shen-Si. Tiie Siamese are a branch of the
'

s^ime stock, and call themselves the " Little Tai."

f Only a small proportion of the slaves in Siamese Laos are derived from this

fonree. The chiefs of the subdued tribes sell the poor of their villages. Parents

sell tlieir children. It is a custom of the people in some parts to place themselves

under tlie protection of some chief. These lords or chaos are of different grades,

"I'd make up the ruling class. In Chieng-mai (Zimme), says Colquhoiin, almost

every body is a slave to some one else. One third of tlie population of Siam are in

a state of slavery through debt. The condition is a mild one, a bond service rather

tlian slavery ; but Uie system is the curse of the country, debasing the spirit.

The more energetic Chinese. Burmese, and northern Shans get all the trade.
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information on otlier matters. Partly from this cause, prob-

ably, they failed to make such definite and important discover-

ies of mineral products as had been anticipated, though certain

min^s of iron, copper, and lead were visited.* In passing

through the northern or Burmese Slian States the explorers

found the princes quite approachable, but the Burmese officials

hostile and unreliable. The native princes held their allegiance

to Burmah very loosely, detesting its irregular and tyrannic

control, and were credited by De Lagree with a hatred of the

English. This view of the case, however, is questionable, in

reference at least to the present day.

The expedition having passed through the extensive region

of teak forests in the north, ceased to follow the course of the

river at Chieng-IIung, 1200 miles from the sea, and at an eleva-

tion of TOO !neters. After ten days of travel, the country -all

the way being extremely difficult of passage owing to the bad

condition of the roads and the abrupt ascents and descents in

the mountain belt, they crossed the Chinese frontier, October

18, 1SG7, and to their great joy looked down on Ssumao (itself

1200 meters in altitude), being the first Europeans to visit this

region except the Jesuit missionaries, who had occupied several

points in Yunnan. Consultation with the authorities at Ssumao,

and the reception of a letter from an influential and well-in-

formed French Catholic missionary, revealed the impossibility

of a farther ascent of the Mekong (which their instructions

had directed them to explore to its source),f on account of the

hostilities then prevailing in western Yunnan, incited by the

* Siam itself i? nndoiibtodly rich in minerals. Tin underlies an extensive terri-

tory in Lower Siam. Gold abounds in the Bang-tap-lian province, and at the foot

of the "San-ra-yol" range; precious stones iu the hills about Chantaboon, on tlio

east of the gulf; copper, iron, and lead at different points. Most of t!:eso mines,

contrary to former policy, are now open to foreign enterprise.

f Tlie Grosvcnor party crossed the Mekong, called by the Chinese the Lang-

tsang-kiaiig, or Kiou-lang-kiang, between Tali-fu and Yung-Chang, where Baber

reports it as from GO to 80 yards wide, flowing smoothly in llie floor of the gorge.

There was no trade on the river, no boats, no road, and the valley was uninhabited.

According to the " Kncyclop;L'dia Britannica" the Mekong ri.^es in Thibet at alx)ut

latitude 31 degrees and longitude 94 degrees. Hue and Gabet f^aw the confluence

of the t«o main branches at Tisaudo (32 degrees N. lat.), and the Abbe Dcsgodins

had followed the stream from that point down lo Te-tche, in 27 degrees 2'^ min-

utes N. lat. (See "La Mission du Thibet," Paris, 1872, and the Abbe's papers i»

"Bull. Geog. Soc," 1S71, 5, G, 7.)
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^((^lKlInnledan rebellion wliicli had disturbed the country since

1S5."). The expedition was cvery-wliere favorably received by

ilic Chinese authorities, owing largely, besides the sanction of

tlieodicial papers from Peking, to the fact that the French mis-

.sjouaries in the pi'ovince had allied themselves very positively

with the government against the rebellion. The course of the

expedition was thereupon turned eastward, in special hope of

furthering in some way the interests which the French had al-

ready ac(][uircd in Tonquin. AVhen Yuen-Kiang was reached

on the Song-koi (Red River), Garnier was deputed to explore

this stream in its descent toward the Tonquin gulf.

The hostile disposition of the inhabitants arrested his jour-

ney at the end of forty miles, and he rejoined the expedition at

Si-ngan. To his great joy, however, he learned enough to

establish his belief that the Song-koi was navigable froni the

Chinese market of Manhao all the way to the sea ; and here

was a grand commercial prospect opened up to the expedition

which would repay them for the bitter disappointment tliey had

eulTered on the Mekong. The journey was continued through

Yunnan. From the tropical climate of the Shan States, below

latitude 21 degrees, they had passed to a zone between 21 and

24 degrees, temperate on the mountains, though still tropical

in the valleys, and beyond this found a purely temperate cli-

mate, quite cold in the winter season, in which they were now
traveling. De Lagree speaks of Yunnan in general as bearing

the usual products of France, and possessing a climate favorable

to Europeans. From Si-ngan (1400 meters elevation) north-

ward, they found the roads of better construction and easier in-

clination
; crossed Lake Chepin in boats, traversed the margins

of numerous other lakes before unknown to Europeans, which
lay at successive stages of elevation till, at a height of 2200

nieters, they came out upon the summit of the central plateau

of 1 unnan, where a magnificent prospect was open before them.

They beheld Yunnan-fu, the capital, situated on the largest of

the series of lakes, and entered it the day before Christmas,

18G7. They there found Pere Protteau and Pere Fenouil, the

Catholic missionaries, both of whom furnished them mucii as-

sistance, the latter being a person of great influence for services

rendered the imperial government in the existing war. It was
he who had sent the letter to Ssumao. They were pleasantly
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entertained by Gen. Ma, commander of tlie impcnal-forces, but

were forbidden the liope of obtaining authorization from the

Chinese officials to attempt to penetrate the Mohammedan
States in the north-west, where the head-waters of the Mekong
were supposed to lie. Leaving Yunnan-fu January S, they trav-

eled north-eastward through a very desolate country, till Tong-

tchouen was reached, where a sad event occurred in the death

of De Lagree, on the 12th of March. lie had been taken seri-

ously ill three days before, a result of fatigues of the journey,

which aggravated a disease of the liver long before contracted.

Gamier had been sent from this point at head of a small party,

embracing Delaporte, Thorel, and De Carne, to reach Tali-fn,

capital city of the rebel chiefs, by an unusual route througli

Sze-Chuen. Though the letter of the Mohammedan Ulema at

Yunnan, with which they were provided, was respected by the

chief, or " Sultan," the party only escaped with their lives by

speedy flight. They returned to Tong-tchouen to mourn the

loss of their leader. His body was transported to Saigon, where

a monument is erected to his memory. The command devolved

upon Garnier, who conducted the expedition to its close.

"While at Shanghai Garnier had an interview with M. Dupuis,

who had traveled much in China, and possessed influence every-

where with official personages. It was what he learned at this

interview about the probable availability of the Song-koi as a

commercial route which led to his subsequent journeys to Yun-

nan in ISG'.} and 1870. In the latter year he descended the

Song-koi to the vicinity of Hanoi,* and returning, reported to

Gen. Ma, who gladly commissioned him to procure from

Europe, and bring up by the new and promising river route, a

quantity of arms for the equipment of his forces. The sequel

is related in Dr. AVentworth's; article before mentioned.

Passing by any consideration of Tonquin itself, or of what

has been said concerning the special profit to France of its

colonial schemes in this quarter of the world, it is our part -to

allude to the resources of south-eastern Yunnan, which is drained

by the Song-koi and its tributaries. Little can be practically

known of the possibilities of trade till a state of peace is estab-

lished. As to the river itself, it is now acknowledged that it

* " L'Oii%-erturc dii Fleuvo Rouge au Commerce." Par J. Dupuis. Paris : Chr.l-

lamel. 1S79.
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presents difficulties of navigation for alumdred miles below Man-

iiao. This town has hardly an elevation of 500 feet, but is closed

in by hills to the north G.OOO feet in height. It is nevertheless

asserted that a railroad, which could easily be constructed up

the river, would find a suitable place of entrance to reach the

plateau northward which would conduct it to Yunnan-fu.

In the new Manhao, on the left bank, Cantonese were settled

in large numbers in prosperous times, representing mercantile

houses in Canton, Hong-Kong, Macao, and other places on the

coast, who send thither woolen, cotton, and silk fabrics, raw

cotton and tea being taken in return. In the years of the re-

bellion the trade had been largely transferred to the Si-kiang

(the river of Canton), but it has since to a considerable extent

returned. Gamier gives a pleasing picture of such portion of

this section of Yunnan as he visited, as to its productiveness

and general aspect of civilized culture. At Yuen-kiang quite a

quantity of cotton and sugar was produced on the plain. An
irrigating canal, such as is common throughout China, was ob-

served running along the line of the river and serving all the

villages. On the plateau many fields of deep red earth were

waving with Indian corn. In the vicinity of Si-ngan fine mar-

ket gardens were seen, intermingled with sugar plantations,

along the bank of a river flowing either into the basin of the

Song-koi or of the Si-kiang, which was diked all along its

banks, and over which, at near intervals, extended bridges of

lioman-like construction, decorated with pagodas, triumphal

arches, and ornamental gates. The rectangular city of Si-ngan

(this being the usual form of Chinese cities), with which were

connected populous and busy suburbs, showed yet, -notwith-

standing many had been ruthlessly destroyed by the rebels, offi-

cial buiklings, or yamens, and pagodas tastefully decorated,

with markets of such excellent construction as many a city in

France does not enjoy.

Garnier alludes to the numerous mines of gold, silver, and

copper which were said to exist in the department of Kai-hua,

eastward, which is drained by an affluent of the Song-koi. The
French, as is remembered by the natives, made many inquiries

after the mines, and the favor of considerable information was
accorded them. Indeed, their grand object of study in Yunnan
was the mineral products of the region, as they had formed
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expectations of finding in them great sonrccs of wealth ; hut

they visited the country at a time when the majority of the

mines liad been for years closed on account of the rebellion.

M. Emile Rocher, officer in the customs service of China, accom-

panied Dupuis to Yunnan in 18G9. He traveled with him a

portion of his journey in 1870, and, on the latter's departure

for Europe, remained to organize the imperial arsenals, making

an exploration of the southern portion of the province. lie

devoted himself to a study of the metallurgy practiced in

Yunnan, and has treated the subject in a full and scientific

manner, besides giving a general description of the portion of

the country he visited, in two volumes, which include several

chapters on the history of the Mohammedan rebellion.'^' Mate-

rials for the historical part of the work were secured with the

aid of the highest authority, both imperial and Mohammedan.
He speaks of the neighborhood of Si-ngan as possessing mines

of great richness—iron, copper, tin, lead, silver, gold—and says

that this fact has contributed to educate for generations the peo-

ple of that city in the art of mining, so that they stand at the

head of the province in this industry. In the mining village of

Ch'-a-tien (on the road to Meng-tzu) the houses are mostly well

built and comfortable ; among them are many temples erected

by the societies of miners, and more or less decorated. He found

the bustle of the place, the commercial transactions, and the

general well-to-do appearance of the people a testimony to the

richness of the country. The number of vrorkmen was contin-

ually increasing. At Kuo-chia silver, tin, lead, andiron are ob-

tained. About two hundred galleries produced tin at that time,

though the work had been greatly interrupted by the unsettled

state of the country. Tlie deeper galleries were abandoned,

though still yielding abundantly, through want of effectual ap-

pliances to purify tlie air, while accidents from the same cause

were numerous. "\Ve quote in full an interesting jDassage about

the visit to this mine :

A few days oconpicd in visiting the difterent mining works of

the village^ enabled us to sufficiently study the different methods
employed in operating the metals. 'This industrial population, in

• " La Province Cliinoiso dii Yunnan." Par Eniile Pocher. 2 vols., 8vo. Paris

:

Ernest Loroux, Kditcur. 1S79. Tliis work is accompanied by a very full map of

the pruviiicc.
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full sympathy with a spirit of progress, did not for a moment
cease to show a responsive and kindly disposition toward an

inquirer, and instead of coldness and jealousy in presence of a

stranger, we found only, in masters and workmen, a readiness to

suspend their operations in order to explain to us the minutest

details. To this openness was joined a measure of curiosity, for

at each step of the process they did not fail to ask if the same
method was used in Europe. They were quite incredulous when
we told them of the results obtained by our engineers, whether

in regard to the celerity of the operations or the quality of the

pro'lucts. Sometimes the more intelligent among them, having
readily grasped the idea of the European process, closely exam-
ined the operation, and inquired whether the same machines could

not be manufactured in their own country. Others, generally

the more advanced in years, who were unable to conceive of any
process more practical or valuable than their own, received what
we told them as tales designed for their amusement, or as a slight

upon their intelligence.

Itocher gives decided testimony in many passages to the agri-

cultural fertility and prosperity of eastern Yunnan. This view,

however, is directly contradicted by Mr. Colquhoun, a recent

English traveler in these parts, to whose work we shall, later on,

refer more fully.* He allows, what all must admit, tliat the

Song-koi offers the most direct and easiest route to eastern

Yunnan; but "it is one thing," he says, "to secure the route,

and another to secure tlie trade." " Every thing we liave

seen points to the poverty of this portion of the country, and

tlie small amount of commerce that can be developed. . . . The
country is barren and mountainous, with few villages, from

which a poverty-stricken peasantry and a small governing class

extract but a meager living." It is not easy to reconcile the

two reports, especially as years of peace have intervened since

the visit of M. liocher and of the expedition ; though it is true

that the English traveler saw certain parts of the country not

observed by the others.

It is unquestionable that the French have been stimulated in

their efforts to open new resources and means of trade in the

* " Across Chryse." By A. R. Colquhoun, Executive Enjrineer Indian Public

'\Voiks. "U'ith 300 illustrations, three specially prepared maps, and 30 fac-siinilea

of native drawings. London : Sampson, Low, & Co. New York : Scribner & Wel-

ford. 1883.

Chryse stands for the ancient Greek of ;? .ipm;?, supposed to represent Malacca,

or to be equivalent to the Aurea lieylo of Piolemy, the ludo-China peninsula.
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countries here contemplated bj tlie zeal wliicli England had

shown in the same direction. As for England, she has suffi-

cient motive, like other European nations in this era, to extend

her colonial interests and their trade connections, in that the

products of the colonies and of this trade, particularly in the

East, appear indirectly to furnish the necessary support for

the masses of her working people at home. The balance of

trade against her in the United States—through purchase of

cotton and breadstuffs of some £88,000,000 annually—is said to

be largely met in this manner ; that is, through the purcliases of

American merchants in the East.^' Extension of her colonial trade

seems to be an urgent necessity for her life. British Burraah

is an example of successful colonization in a commercial point

of view. The population has rapidly increased from 2,092,331

in 1863 to 3,730,771 in 1881. The colony has yielded a surplus

to the Indian government which, for nine years ending in

1881, aggregated £7,381,485. The total general revenue, exclu-

sive of municipal, postal, and railway, increased from £1,232,-

066 in 1871 to £2,164,067 in 1881.
* Rangoon has become the

rival of Madras as a shipping port. Previous to 1852 its aver-

age annual shipping was 125 vessels, of which only 20 were

European. The arrivals of 1881 counted 842 ships, with a

tonnage of 584,450. The serious check which the growth of

trade has received now becoming more apparent, from the de-

plorable condition of affairs under King Thebaw's reign in

Upper Burmali, which began -with 1879, the year after his

accession, when the British Besident was withdrawn from

Mandalaj^ is accidental, though there are also general causes,

presumably temporary, for the depression of the last two or

three years. The trade between British and native Bnrmah
was increasing rapidly under the reign of the former King
Mendoon, growing from £2,188,899 in 1869-70 to £3.8153,406

in 1879-80. In t'extile fabrics it advanced from £110,796 to

£562,205 at the same dates. Something has been done for the

colony in laying down railways, as to Brome and Toungoo, and

much more for the steam navigation of the Irrawaddy. The
numbers of steamers on the river increased from 9 to 38 be-

tween 1871 and 1881. There were no steamers there till 1S6S.

In 1882 the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company had twenty-nine mag-
* See more on tliia subject in the " Nineteenth Century," September, 1834.
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iiiticent steamers aud fortj-fonr flats ninning to !Mandalay twice

a week, and to Bhamo once a week.

AV"e make tliis allusion to the progress and normal commer-

cial prosperity of Bnrmali for the reason that, apparently, the

most promising new lines of communication for the trade

of Western China with British territory now proposed have

tiieir termini in that colony, and because this colonial success

furnishes a specially good basis for hope in seeking to develop

a trade route with China from this direction. Though noth-

ing has yet been achieved beyond the borders of the prov-

ince, the colonial government has taken an active interest in

some preparatory exploration. It has been, indeed, long con-

fidered by the general administration of India a matter of

importance to find some suitable land route for commercial

intercourse with China as a means of securing advantage, if

possible, over the dangers and delays of the sea passage by the

Straits to Hong-Kong. If such communication could be profit-

ably opened by railway it would, for the reason mentioned,

quite overbalance, it is thought, any gain which France may
make in the possession of Tonquin.

Europe had in the Middle Ages (embracing a number of

centuries) a very considerable intercourse, both by land and sea,

with China, then known under the name of Cathay, and with

its formerly flourishing cities of fabulous wealth. The mem-
ory of this intercourse and of the routes followed seemed for a

long period lost in oblivion, but the fragmentary records of it

which exist possess a deep interest—particularly in view of the

liistory of Christian missions (for such missions were then ex-

tended to China)—if not a great practical value, for our day."^

That land of iiir-off renown, rediscovered by Europe, has come
into view almost like the new world made known to Columbus,

who, indeed, died in the belief that he had found the Cathay

of Marco Polo. European exploration has but just begun..

Gradually we are getting a clear conception of its interior, and

it is not unnatural if, even in England, some illusions have

heretofore prevailed concerning resources for trade and the

* On this subject see the following:]; Taluable work :
" Cathay and the "War

Thither." Being a Collection of Medi.Tval Notices of China. Translated and edited

l>y Colonel Henry Yule, C. B., late of Royal Engineers, Bengal. Two vols., Svo.

l^oiidoa
: Printed for the Hakluyt Society. 1S66.
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possibilities of developing rapid land communication between
the western portion of China and tlie Eritisli possessions. Ee-

canse, geographically, the distance is in appearance small (sonic

two hundred miles) between Sudiya, on the npper Brahmaputra,

and the political frontier of China, it seemed, at the first glance,

a likely project to establisli and foster a trade route in this

quarter, and the idea is not yet abandoned ; but it is a region

extremely ditlicult to explore, both from its rugged, mountain-

ous nature and from the savage character of its inhabitants,

wlio have already murdered missionaries seeking to penetrate

the country. The tribes are under the influence of the ex-

clusive Thibetan government, and it was from this cause that

Ml-. Cooper was obliged to turn back in ISTO.* Then there

seems to be no way amid the rocky precipices and narrow

chasms of this region practicable for any but an expert mount-

aineer. '' There is little hope," says Mr. Hunter in the '•' Gaz-

etteer of India," " of a trade route in this direction between In-

dia and China.'^^ The same authority also makes it to appear

a matter of great difficulty to lay down any substantial road in

the valley of the Brahmaputra, where it is affected by the peri-

odical inundation from the river, thougli in a small triangular

space of the upper valley a railway has been lately constructed

between Talup, opposite Sudiya, TNlakum, at the foot of the

Patkoi range, and Dibrugarh, head of navigation on the river;

and to the latter place, also, eight hundred miles from the sea,

eteam navigation is profitably carried through a country fertil-

ized by the inundation. It is, moreover, to be considered, con-

cerning such a route, that if the tract intervening between

Sudiya and the Chinese frontier were passable, there remains a

lengthy journey of at least twenty days through a country of

rugged mountains before the basin of east Sze-Chuen is reached,

and there the established trade outlet is by the Yangtse to

Shanghai. Baron Eiehtoven, who, from liis extensive journeys

and scientific observations in China, has produced by far the

most thorough work we have on the physical features of the

* "The Mishmee Hills." An Account of a Journey made in an Attempt to Pene-

trate Tlii\)et from Assam and Onen New Routes for Conmicrce. Cy T. T. Cooper,

F R.G.S., Acting Political Agent at Bliamo. 12mo. London : Henry S. King k Co.

1873.

More friendly relations were established with Thibet last November, with some

prospect of a free access for Indian traders to that country.
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country,* points out elsewhere f that none of the English

])rojects for raih-oad cotnnuniication direct between India and

Cliina can afford any such success as has been imagined on

account of the distance they must traverse before the really

productive territory of China would be reached, and the' vast

engineering difficulties of the way. " The nearest town," he

says, " situated in the plain of China, is I-chang-fu, on the

Yang-tse, and the distance between that point and either Sudiya

or Biiaino is as great as that from Berlin to Constantinople,

wliile tlie intervening countrj'- is so mountainous that half a

do;cen St. Gothard tunnels would have to be pierced, to say

nothing of other physical difficulties." He affirms that the

great open way, starting from Signan-fu, in the province of

Slien-Si, out through Kansuh into Central Asia, which has been

for centuries considered by the Chinese emperors a cliannel of

access and egress of the highest military importance, and on

which wagons are now easily used, is the one profitable way of

raih-oad intercourse betw^een the fertile sections of China and

otlier Asiatic countries. A good portion of the region is pro-

ductive, and it abounds in deposits of coal. TTe have no space

for quotation, but suggest that a perusal of the article referred

to, which in a rather negative way illustrates our theme, would
well repay the reader. A railroad in that direction, however,
if other than Chinese, must be a Eussian one. AVhen Cliina

gets ready for the great modern instrument of inland com-
merce and civilization, England, if true to her former history,

will not be deterred by any thing but a physical impossibility

from pushing in on her side.

From this digression we return to Burmah. TVe are not con-

cerned with the railroad schemes proposing to connect that

country with India, and thus divert to Calcutta the trade which
now goes to Rangoon by the Irrawaddy. AVe have in view the

connection of Burmah with China ; and here take notice of the

attention which the English have given to the old historical

trade route with China having its terminus at Bhamo. This

* " Cliina : Ergcbnisse Eigcnor Reissen und (Jarauf gegrundeten Stiidicn." Von
Ferdinand Freiherr von Richtovcn. 3 vols., 4to. Berlin: Verlag von Diedrich
Rfimer. 1ST7-18S3.

t Markham's "Geographical Magazine,' July, 18'74, article, "Land Communica-
tion between Europe and China."
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town of native Bnnnali is situated on the Irrawaddy, some 800

miles from the sea, where tlie river has a breadth of one mile

and a luilf, and is navigable for steamers, which it is thought

might go 150 miles farther. Bluimo, according to a descrip-

tion of ten years ago, is a narrow town, about one mile in length,

of 500 houses with 2,500 inhabitants, who, except the Chine.-e

merchants, are Burmese Shans. The merchants are connected

with those of the same nationality in the hill-towns of Yunnan.

They control the cotton market, and sell also Chinese yarns,

silk and silk fabrics, tea, opium, Yunnan potatoes, some metals,

drugs, and fruits brought from and through Yunnan. The

caravans take in return into China raw cotton, ivory, and wax,

rhinoceros' and deers' horns, peacocks' feathers, precious stones,

Manchester goods, and a few other small foreign articles. xV

stockade then surrounded the town as a defense against the in-

cursions of the Kakhyens.* This semi-savage race, though

largely spread over the plain, inhabit the hills some twenty-five

miles to the east, 5,000 to G,000 feet in height, which form the

border of Yunnan. The Shwaylec Kiver separates these hills

from another range eastward, and flows into the Irrawaddy about

forty nn'les in a direct line south of Bhamo, offering, it has been

said, a way into Yunnan more capable of improvement and de-

velopment than any other in these parts. The Taping, flowing

down from the Kakhyen hills, enters the Irrawaddy a mile

above Bhamo, and the paths followed by traders lead on both

sides of it. There is a way of trade with Yunnan by Theinco,

on the more easterly range of mountains, but in point of facility

the Bhamo route seems to have been for centuries regarded as

superior. We have itineraries of Burmese embassies to Peking

by this route, \\\(i distance being given at 1,745 miles, accom-

plished in 121 days. The English took an early interest in

this trade route. A7ith the Dutch, they had a factory at old

Bhamo (some distance from the present town up the Taping)

as early as 1G5S, and still earlier, establishments at Prome and

* In the prevailitifr disturbed state of tlie country Bhamo wns n=saulted and capt-

ured by a body of Chinese and Kukhycns or\ December 8, 18S4, the English

(China Inland) and American (Bi^ptist) missionaries barely escapinf^ with their

lives, and so far as appears at the present writing, it is still held by tliem. The

polilical future of Upper Burmah is iiuceriain, but it is hardly probable that tho

course of trade will be long interrupted. The intervention of British power in

those parts seems called for in the interest of humanity.
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Ava, being driven out by the wars between Bnrniali and China.

l\.litical circumstances have favored or restricted intercourse.

In 1S54, before the outbreak of the Mohammedan rebellion in

Yunnan, the trade of Bhamo amounted to half a million ster-

linic. The British obtained, in the treaty of 1862 with the na-

tive Burmese government, a provision that trade in and through

Upper Burmah should be freely thrown open to British enter-

prise, and direct trade with China be relieved of bm'densome

duties. As the first political step toward securing the advan-

tages of tliis treaty, at the instance of Gen. Albert Fytche, then

Ciiief Commissioner of British Burmah, the expedition of

ISGS, under Major E. B. Sladen, a very judicious officer, was

fitted out with due escort, to journey from Bhamo into Yunnan

and discover the cause of the cessation of trade, the disposition

of the Panthays (or Mohammedans), the Shans, and the Kak-

liyens towards commercial intercourse, and to report on the re-

sources and character of the country. Dr. Anderson, professor

in the Medical College of Calcutta was the scientific officer of

the expedition, of which he has published a full account.*

Though favorably received by the Mohammedan population,

they penetrated no farther than to Momien, a Chinese town at

5,000 feet elevation and 135 miles from Bhamo, being, on account

of the opposition of tlie Chinese and the generally disturbed state

of the country, obliged to return. In 1S74, the rebellion hav-

ing been generally subdued, another expedition under Col.

Horace Browne was sent forward. Dr. Anderson held the same

position as before, and records the result in a second volume.f

To make it plain to the mandarins that these Englishmen were

of the same nation and interest as those of the eastern ports,

and to provide an interpreter, Augustus R. Margary, the young

and talented consul at Shanghai, was commissioned to proceed

west and join the company.:}: He reached Bhamo before the

* " Report on the Expedition to Yunnan via Bliamo." By John Anderson, M.D.,

Medical Officer and Xaturalist to the ?:xpedicion. Svo. Calcutta: Office Super-

intendent of Government Printing. 1871.

+ " Mandalay to Momien." A Narrative of the Two Expeditions to Western

Cliiua of 1863 and 1875 under Cols. E. B. Sladen and Horace Browne. With

M:ip3 and Illu.striitions. By John Anderson, M.D., Curator of the Imperial Mu-

seum, etc. London: Macmillnu & Co. 1876.

X "The Journey of Augustus Raymond Marpary from Shanghai to Bhamo and

back to Manwyne." From his Jounaab and Lettera, with a brief Biographical

36—FIFTH SERIES, VOL, I.
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expedition set out, which it did Februarj 5, 1S75. But the

Chinese were jealous, owing to different causes, and gave

token of hostile feeling. It was probably by one of the wild

bands under Li-sieh-tai (or "Brigadier" Li), a rebel chief par-

doned and intrusted with military command, that jNIargary was
murdered, February 21, at Manwyne, whither he had gone for-

ward to negotiate. The whole party was attacked, and returned

to Burmah,

At Peking, Sir Thomas Wade, the British minister, demand-
ed an investigation and passports for a new mission, which
was accordingly dispatched from Hankow, March 5, 1875, un-

der Hon. T. G. Grosvenor. Mr. E. Colborne Baber, a member
of the party and an observer of recognized ability, has made a

particular report of that portion of the route in Yunnan, through

Yunnan-fu, Tali-fu, and Momiento Bhamo, which had not been

previously detailed.* This investigation, which fixed the prob-

ability of guilt upon the Chinese authorities of the province,

resulted in the convention of 187G, according to which, with

an indemnity and other concessions, a proclamation was to be

posted in all the towns and cities of the empire placing foreign

travelers under the protection of the emperor. Capt. Gill, who
traveled in Yunnan in lS79,t found this proclamation, or con-

vention, effectual. He says :
" On the whole, there can be no

doubt that the central government of Peking wields a potent

sway even in these distant provinces. It is due to the Chc-foo

Convention, to Sir Thomas Wade's administration, that En-

glishmen may travel with comfort throughout this vast euD-

pire."

Preface, to whicli is added a concluding chapter by Sir Kiitherford Alcock, EI.C.B.

Portrait ami Route Map. 8vo. London : Macmillan & Co. ISTG.

* See " Travels and Researches in Western China." By E. Colborne Baber.

From Supplementary Papers of the Royal Geographical Society. 8vo. London:

John Murray, 1S32. Tlie paper referred to is Xo. Ill: also i.-^sued separately as

Parliamentary Blue Book, Cliina Xo. 3 (1S78).

f"Tlie River of Golden Sand." The narrative of a Journey through China and

Eastern Thibet to Burmah, witli Illustrations and Ten Maps from the Original Sur-

vey. By Capt. William Gill, Royal Engineer : wiUi an Introductory Essay by Col.

Henry Yulo, C.B.R.E.* Two vols., 8vo. London: John Murray, 1880.
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Art. v.—the LAST TESTDIOXY TO THE ATONEMENT.

If we glance rapidly tliroiigh the five chapters of St. John's

first epistle, iu wliich, probably, we have the final document

of revelation, we find that in each of the first two and the last

two there is a distinct statement or definition of the atoning

M-ork, while in the middle one there are three. Thus there are

seven clear testimonies, independent and emphatic : a larger

number, it need liardly be said, than can be found anywhere

else within tlie same space, and running through the whole as

its "bond of perfectness." Tlien it will not require any artifice

or pressure to make these manifold testimonies deliver one evi-

dence to one truth ; in otlier words, to show that the epistle is

a prism which gives all the several colors that make up the one

uncolored light of our redemption. On the other hand, it will

not be a ditlicult task to show that each one of these testimo-

nies is really distinct from every other; and not only so, but

distinct from all others in the Scripture : in fact, that we have

here seven absolutely unique presentations of the doctrine,

which is, notwithstanding, the very " same tliat we had from

the beginning." Again, it will appear that, while some of the

current definitions and illustrations of the atonement are absent

60 far as concerns the M-ord and expression, not one is really

unrepresented in deed and in truth. And, finally, it will not

escape notice that the several testimonies which the last apostle

lays down have more or less the nature of apologetic protests,

providing against errors already commencing and certain in

future times more distinctly to appear. All these several points

of interest we must try to keep in view while discussing the

scries of passages in their order.

I. The hrst allusion enters as soon as it possibly could. After

St. John has paid his tribute to the great manifestation of the

personal "Word he introduces the substance of the evangelical

record, that Christians have fellowship in the light of God.

This is the positive side of their high privilege; but it demands

the negative :
" the blood of Jesus his Son cleansetlr from all

ein." We need not pause to consider more carefully the con-

nection between the two: sufhco that they are counterparts,

and teach when united that whatever impurity or stain the
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light of the divine holiness detects is unseen by the Judge,

because it is cleansed away by the virtue of the Redeemer s

blood. But, strictly speaking, there is no question here of

" the Judge :
" the sin for which the atoning sacrifice provides

is viewed not as .transgression but as defilement ; and the vir-

tue of which we speak is the removal of the pollution that dis-

qualifies for the presence of God in his temple. Here, then,

we have, as it were, a definition of the atonement : it is that

quality in the blood of Jesus the Son of God which annuls,

negatives, cleanses, or covers the pollution of sin. But the sen-

tence, as we read it, stands alone in the Xew Testament, and

our only concern at present is with the fact of its uniqueness.

The peculiarity of the phrase is not precisely its allusion to

the cleansing efficacy of Christ's blood : as to this there are

some few parallels more or less complete. For instance, in

the Epistle to the Hebrews we read of the blood of Christ

as cleansing our conscience from dead works, and as being

the blood of sprinkling ; and of our Saviour as havjng made
purification of our sins. So in St. Peter's first epistle, and

elsewhere, the "precious blood" is the price of our redemption.

But there is such a fullness and emphasis in the sentence before

us as cannot be found elsewhere. AVe are so familiar with this

wonderful saying that we are apt to forget how wonderful it is.

Comparing it, however, with other testimonies that had gone

before, we mark at once its high singularity of meaning. The

blood is here for the first time the blood of Jesus the Son of

God: "of Jesus," the human name which occurs prominently

throughout the epistle ; and of " the Son," which occurs with

equal prominence ; and of both, here alone united, as giving

the final testimony of Scripture to the divine-human value of

the sacrifice oft'ered for our sins. "We have the same declara-

tion in an indirect form in other places : for instance, where

St. Paul speaks of " the Church of God, which He purchased

with his own blood." But now it comes out expressly, finally,

and conclusively ; the last testimony to the true standard of the

value of the blood. AYhatcver is elsewhere said of its goodly

price, of its heavenly virtue, of its infinite power in heaven,

and, therefore, on earth, finds its reason here. "Jesus" fur-

nished the blood which carried with it the pouring out and

offering to God a perfect human life ; but it was the blood of
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tlio "Son" of tlie Father which he himself offered, and which

it 13 superfluous, therefore, to qualify with any epithet indica-

tive of value. Almost always, until now, something had been

added to betoken the superiority of this blood ; but now the

linal testimony renders any commendation needless. It is '''the

blood of Jesus his Son."

Final testimony it is and it is not. In fact, we shall see

that our epistle is rounded with one witness, which begins and

ends with "blood." And this suggests at once how utterly

wrong they are who strive to diminish the reality, the theolog-

ical and practical reality, of the blood of our Incarnate Sacriiice.

It is sometimes said that the sacrificial language of the old

economy enters the Xew Testament only as figure and for a

transitional purpose; that the speech of the Gospel bewrays

tliat it came up out of the ancient temple, and could not easily

fhake off the Levitical phraseology ; and finally, that all our

notions of the atonement must be rid of these ancient incum-

brances and brought up to the standard of a "Kving sacrifice,"

as presented by our Eepresentative and Pattern and reflected

in ourselves. Xow if that were true, we should certainly find

that the language of the Xew Testament would gradually refine

away these allusions—that its current would run clearer and

clearer until all this sedijncnt had fallen out of sight. But the

passage we consider is in evidence to the contrary. Indeed it

is only the consummation and finish of a series of evidences to

the contrary. The Levitical language is more distinct and real

at the end of the gospels than at the beginning, at the end of

the Acts than at the beginning. St. Paul, certainly, as he

writes on and on, does not forsake the altar and its terminology;

nor are his Avritings less sprinkled with the sacred blood at the

end than at the beginning. And here comes St. John, the most

spiritual, contemplative, and mystical of all the writers—so lar

Jis such language is permissible—and at the very close of reve-

lation, opens and finishes his last document by a most realistic

allusion to the blood of the sacrificial atonement. St. John, at

least, gives no sanction to the idea of a Gospel so "'spiritual" as

to need no support of a veritable oblation on the cross. He
does not, indeed, mention the cross ; though, as we shall see

hereafter, he introduces it without the word and in the most

impressive manner. But his epistle is proof that the evan-
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gelical system has not developed itself clear of the oblation for

human sin, and has not refined itself out of the elements of

divine Nvrath and its propitiation. To any one who has been

fascinated by the niodern theory, and has come almost insensi-

bly to believe that the entire vocabulary of atonement served

only to express the shadows of a better dispensation in which

there is at last remission without shedding of blood, the lan-

guage of the last evangelist at the opening of his last transcend-

ent treatise must communicate—at an}- rate it ought to com-

municate—something like a shock. The transition from the

awful light in which God is and in which Christians walk, to

the " blood of Jesus his Son " cleansing from all sin, must be

startling to him. To us it is the sublime simplicity of the

Gospel.

And as the blood is here the veritable sacrifice of the Incar-

nate Sou, so its efficacy is here the entire annulling and cover-

ing of sin, viewed in its relation to the altar. It is said " to

cleanse from all sin ;" and the question may arise whether St.

John means more by cleansing than tlie word generally im-

ports. Some expositoi-s have lately striven to press the word
into another service. Tlie blood is said to retain its life, which

is presented to God in sprinkling or received into the very

nature of the believer. There is, doubtless, something ex-

tremely attractive in the sacramental idea of an infusion of

our Lord's life into our souls through the medium of his blood.

Moreover, it seems to have its sanction in the words, " Except

ye eat the flesh of the Son of inan, and driid^ liis blood, ye

have no life in you." But we can only reply that, whatever

may be said of the sacred blood elsewhere, it is here the ve-

hicle of atonement. The cleansing has its meaning fixed by

long usage, and that meaning finds its best expression in the

words which open the E[)istle to the Hebrews, "When he had

made purification" or cleansing of our "sins." But wc shall

return to this at the end. Meanwhile, it is enough to point

out that the vei-ses which follow really settle the question as to

what cleansing by blood means. The same word is used to

express the act of God's faitlifulness and righteousness in for-

giving our sins and cleansing from iniquity. Surely the word
docs not so entirely change its application within the compass

of a few sentences.
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IL The apostle soon returns to the atonement; and in a

passage ^vhich still more emphatically than the former stands

alone? Every word, and every phase of thought in the sen-

tence that now follows, is without strict parallel in the isew

Testament. " If any man sin, we have an advocate with the

Fatlier, Jesus Christ the righteous. And he is the propitia-

tion for our sins ; and not for ours only, tut also for the whole

world." Let it be observed that Jesus is himself the pro-

pitiation ; that his atonement is carried into heaven as the

basis of an intercession for his own ; and that this intercession

for his own is in harmony with a general propitiation for the

world.

With re^^ard to the first point, it is remarkable that here

only in the'kew Testament is the word IXaaiiot:, " propitiation,"

used, and used in such a way as to suggest a silent contrast

with the " blood " which opened the series. The word strictly

means tliat quality or virtue in the sacriiice which propitiates

God and expiates or annuls sin: one and the same word in

Hebrew and Greek bearing these two meanings in Latin and

English. Having spoken of the blood which was shed on

earth for the cleansing away or expiating of sin, the apostle

makes a sudden change to the same Jesus, " himself the pro-

pitiation." Let the reader, with this thought in his mind,

read the passage carefully, and the writer's meaning will seize

him at once. That which gives heavenly and irresistible vir-

tue to the sacrifice is not the blood, nor the life which flows

with the blood, but the very Self of the Offerer. " He is the

propitiation," embodied and always effectual, '' in the presence

of God for us." It is easy to see the link between this and

" the blood of Jesus his Son." The propitiation was certainly

in the- blood; buc the blood has not entered heaven, however

nearly the Epistle to the Hebrews may approach that thought.

The atonement is transferred to the holiest, and gives its vir-

tue there to the intercession of the Representative of his

Church. He is not only "Jesus Christ, righteous," as the Para-

clete of his people who may sin, but the strength of his inter-

cession is that of the Son of God. " lie is the propitiation
"

as the Son : so St. John emphatically tells us when lie repeats

this word in the fourth chapter, as we shall see. And we do

not catch the spirit of the writer, nor perfectly enter into his
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mind, unless we perceive the enthusiasm with whicli he 'pro-

claims that Christian sinners have an infinite plea. He is, in

his divine-human perfection, the propitiation for thera.

But, on the other hand, St. John would teach us that, even

in heaven, there is propitiation needed. Though he does not

expressly say this, it is undoubtedly what he intends to convey,

and the very conjunction of the two ideas, " propitiation '' and
" in heaven," is deeply suggestive. The word must keep its

meaning. Christians who sin against God are said to have the

benefit applied to them, but the benefit is intended for the

whole world. Let the two be considered for a little, individu-

ally and apart.

To take the latter first, the world has the virtue of the

Saviour's presence as the propitiation. His person interposes

between the divine displeasure and it ; that is, between God
and the world, or race, as such ; as it is not said, ''for the sins

of the whole world," but " for the whole world," with a cer-

tain difference distinct enough to the trained ear. The apostle

Paul would say that God is reconciled to the world, or that the

world is redeemed. St. John does not use these words at all

;

but he means the same thing put into levitical language when
he says tliat touching the whole world, Christ is a standing

propitiation. And it will be manifest to every one how en-

tirely new is the idea, or at any rate the expression of it. It

is St. John who makes most prominent the universality of tlie

benefit of Christ's intervention, but he nowhere more dis-

tinctly assei'ts it than here, where it comes in as it were by

express deliberation and with an emphatic nota hene. The
fact that, in this very epistle, the world is so sharply shut out

of the domain of light, makes this all the more remarkable.

At the close, " the world lieth in the wicked one :" here it

seems to be in the Eedeemer's arms, or in some sense under his

shadow and protection.

For the offending Christians individually the propitiation

avails, but in connection with a special advocacy. And each

side of the statement defends us against its appropriate error.

In saying that the Christian who may fiill into sin has in re-

serve a propitiation which avails for him with God, the apostle

answers etfectnally and finally a most important question : that,

namely, as to the virtue of the atonement for sins committed
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after the fii'st benefit of that atonement had been received, or,

to put it more exactly, for sins after regeneration. In the

previous chapter he liad been speaking at large of the etiicacy

of the blood of Jesus the Son of God, not so much for the

cleansing of the sins of the regenerate as for the cleansing of

all sin generally. If we examine carefully, we sec that St.

John divides men into two classes : on the one side those who
walk in darkness and say that they have no sin, or that they

liave never sinned ; on the other, those who come to the light

and confess their sins. The universal atonement avails for

these latter, who have their sins remitted as to their penalty,

and cleansed as to their pollution. After that, the exhortation

and Christian order is, " that ye sin not." But the troubled

and sensitive conscience of the believer, who nevertheless has

fallen, may only too well remember the words of the Epistle to

the Hebrews as to no more sacrifice for sin remaining. His

fear may misinterpret that, as we know that it has been so

misinterpreted from the beginning : witness the whole econo-

my of tlie added sacrament of penance, i^ow here is the last

word of Scripture, and its great encouragement for the trans-

gressor within the covenant. With the Father he has an ad-

vocate who is himself a propitiation for the sins of his people;

and there is no limitation. We cannot help thinking of that

remarkable sentence which runs thus in the Septuagint : -apa.

lol 6 DMoiiog toriv, " there is propitiation with Thee." But we
must add, from another psalm, '• that Thou mayest be feared ;"

for if the word contains unlimited encouragement on the one

hand, on the other it administers its caution. The apostle says

that sinning Cl)ristians " have an Advocate," and that comes
in before the " propitiation." He pleads for them though they

liave dishonored his atonement. Tlieir case becomes as it were
a special one ; they must go to their great Confessor in heaven
for absolution. If he pleads for them when they call him
in as a Paraclete, they will find forgiveness, for he is himself

an unfailing propitiation. Thus this double lesson is the

second of our last series of witnesses to the doctrine of our

redemption.

III. The strength and comfort of this testimony runs

through a long chapter. But with a new topic the apostle

finds his way to the atonement from another point of view,
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approacliing the altar from anotlier side. " And ye know tliat

he was nianifested to take away onr sins, and in him is no

sin." Of all the seven this one is in some respects the most

striking. But of all the seven it is introduced with the least

formality. Tlie theme has been the second manifestation of

the Lord our Hope, and tlie necessity that all who would see

him as he is sliould be found like him when he is mani-

fested :
" pure even as he is pnre," and " righteous even as he

is righteous." With what inexpressible grace docs the writer

interject for his readers, as it were appealing incidentally to

their knowledge of what he and they would alike take for

granted as a well-understood axiom of the economy of the Gos-

pel, that there was a first manifestation before that second one,

and that the design of the earlier manifestation was to make
provision for all that the latter would require. The grandest

of all the testimonies enters in the most artless and simple

manner. And like all the others it is without a parallel. It is

BO because it connects as no other does the general manifesta-

tion of the Son of God with his atonement ; but this will be

referred to again in the next testimony. Meanwhile, we have

here two points of distinctness and peculiarity : the " taking

away of our sins" by Him in whom " is no sin."

It will be suggested at once that the passage is sim])ly an echo

of the words of the Baptist in the first chapter of St. John's

gospeh Certainly the ewingelist goes back to his own record

of the earhest of all Kew Testament testimonies to the atone-

ment, given when Jesus M-as " manifested " to Israel for the

"world. But he by no means echoes the Baptist : the two testi-

monies are not the same. Tliey seem to unite in one word,
^' taketh away," which occurs in an expiatory meaning, and as

a definition of the atonement, only in those two places : the two
Johns lifting up the same standard, one at the beginning and

the other at the end of New Testament revelation. The word
is found many times between these, notably with reference to

*' taking up" the cross; but with reference to what was borne

up and borne away on the cross itself it occurs only in these.

But with a ditference
; rather with sundry differences. Here

in our ei>istle " the Lamb of God" is wanting, " the world" is

wanting : it is the combination of these, the lamb for the Jew-
ish offering, but offered for the world's sin, that impresses sucli
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eiibliinity on tlie Baptist's word ; but our epistle is in no need

of tills striking witness. Besides, it is precisely "our sins"

tliat the passage emphasizes : at any rate, even if we have to

give up under critical pressure the " our," it is not the " sin"

of the whole race, but individual *' sins " that the Saviour ap-

j)cared to " take away."

And what is the peculiarity of the word here ? It is no other

than this, that of its two meanings that one preponderates which

includes the entire removal of sin from our nature. The word

oX^tiv has a very special force in the !N"ew Testament exhibition

of the atonement. It answers in St, John to several other words,

such as " put away," " annul," which combine the tv.^o ideas of

bearing and taking " away :
" the former noting the bearing as

by one upon whom our iniquities are laid, and the latter the

taking away as by one whose indwelling by the Spirit entirely

removes them ; the former represented by the goat whose

blood was cai-ried for expiation into the sanctuary, and the

latter by the goat which carried away the same tale of sins into

the land of forgetfulness. Kow when John the Baptist an-

nounced the Lamb of God who " taketh away the sin of the

world," the translation should be " beareth," for the Redeemer
l>cars rather than bears away universal sin. And when John
the evangelist says that he was manifested " to take away our

sins," the translation is right, for the Hedeemer bears away
rather than bears our individual sins. Our Revised Version

gives in both cases "beareth" as the marginal alternative,

without attending to this distinction.

But the i-elation of the words " in him is no sin " to this

atonement passage sets on it the seal of perfection. For it

cannot be doubted that there is a connection between the two

clauses: what precise connection, the intermediate "and"
leaves very much to the decision of our theology or of our

hearts. Kow if we assume that the a^n bears its double mean-
ing, thougli with a leaning to " take away," then this additional

clause may with St. John's consent be referred to either and

both, tliouirh with a leaninsr to the latter. lie who bears on

hnnself the iniquities of us all must have no iniquities of his

own: tlrat is a fundamental postulate of the Gospel, and re-

quii-cs a much more absolute doctrine of the necessary (as well

as tlie real) sinlessness of the incarnate Son of God than current
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views adopt. St. JoIiti's brief and emphatic sentence seems to

give the very last and determinate expression to tlie truth that

the Son of God knew no sin in his "manifestation" in the

flesh any more than he coukl know in his pre-human estate

:

"in him is no sin." St. Paul's formula is, He became or was

made " sin for us who knew no sin
:

" when he felt our sin

laid upon him, he owned or recognized or knew it not as his

own. "He [Satan] hath nothing in me," said our Representa-

tive himself as he arose to "bear our sins to the tree." St.

John's testimony is to the rightly hearing ear an end of all con-

troversy. But the words refer witl) equal directness to the

other meaning : he who bears away our sins makes himself the

standard of our future perfection, and makes us partakers of

his own sinlessness. Then here we have, as it were, a new def-

inition of the atonement. It is a provision to make the great

exchange perfect on both sides : the Saviour takes up our sin,

bearing it to the cro-s; and we, united to him, must become as

free from sin as he is liimself free. One side of the definition

must not be taken without the other. Whenever it takes place,

whether in the other world, or at death, or during the proba-

tion of life, the entire deliverance of tlie believer from his sin

belongs to the very statement of the doctrine of atonement.

There ought to be no question as to the " when." St. John at

least leaves no ground for doubt. He analyzes for us the sin-

lessness of our Pattern : on the one hand, and negatively, •* He
is pure ;

" on the other hand, and positively, " He is righteous."

But he does not say this for the Lord's dignity, but " for our

sake ; " we are to become pure " as he is pure," and to become

righteous "as he is righteous."

lY. The transition to the next allusion is a very reniarkable

one. Suddenly the apostle passes from the sin in man which

needed atonement to the hand of Satan in that sin, and the

kingdom of evil that he has founded upon it. There can be no

doubt that the destruction here spoken of has still reference to

the atonement : to the atonement, that is, in its effects. This

is evident from the repetition of the word " manifested," which

only introduces another aspect of the same work that had just

been dwelt upon. St. John retitins his Hebrew style of repeat-

ing the thought with certain changes. Here the change is

deeply signlhcant. Before, it was "He who manifested;"
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'V.Kch'oq, tliat well-known and Only Person, who stands for the

uiuianicd Lord so often in the epistle. Now " the Son of God "

i.s introduced most solemnly, and for the first time, as the an-

tac^onist of the prince of this woi-ld. But not as his antagonist

generally, and in all his ways and works as the promoter of evil in

tjjo universe ; only in relation to the sin of the world, and the

deliverance of his people from it. We must remember that

tlie " manifestation " is already defined, and limited to the

earthly sphere of onr Saviour's work ; it is distinguished from

tl»c manifestation of the future parousia (chap, ii, 28), and finds

its term of necessity in the death of redemption. This being

eo, wc have once more a unique and distinct view of the atone-

ment. In what sense, we may briefly make the subject of an

investigation ; which, however, must not include the whole

teaching of the Kew Testament as to the relation the devil

bears to the atonement. That relation is variously stated
;
from

our Lord's own allusion to tlie prince of this world being cast

out down to the words we now consider. It is enough for ns

to mark what gives this text its peculiarity. And that will

best be seen by regarding it as a protest against two opposite

errors.

AVe observe here, and afterward in the epistle, the distinct

traces of a personal spirit of evil, who is and has always been

(from the beginning) the head and representative of sin among

men. And in this passage the taking away of sin from ns is

closely connected with the dissolution of the power of that

being in us and over us. The Son of God came " for this pur-

pose, that" he might accomplish such a dissolution. AVliat

makes the allusion nnich more empliatic is, that the whole his-

tory of sin among men and in the world is regarded as one

great system which the devil has been nprearing from the be-

ginning ; and which even the Son of God, appearing manifest

on the scene, could not overturn without an atoning death.

Tliere is nowhere outside the Apocalypse so full and explicit a

statement of the relation of the death of Christ to the empire

of evil. Elsewhere we have the idea of a redemption from

the power of darkness and a rescue from the power of Satan.

Ilore the thought is more emphatic : the Xvelv of our deliver-

ance became the Xvelv of the enemy's dissolution. Then the

New Testament ends with a clear testimony to the personality
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of Satan as the head of the confederacy of evil, and to the mys-

terious overthrow of (by) the cross which "cast bim out" and

made the Incarnate Son of God "the Prince of this world" in

his stead. This is an aspect of the atoning work which in some
modern theology is summarily dispatched or resolved into the

lingering echoes of ancient superstition. The representatives of

this more enlightened theology make their sport of the personal

Satan in the wilderness and at the cross. They point to the

fact that, for many hundreds of years after the departure of the

apostles, the true doctrine of the atonement was much darkened

by tlie notion that the price was paid to the devil, as in a certain

sense the immemorial lord of the world. We are quite ready to

acknowledge and mourn over that perversion. But still the fact

remains tliat among the hist testimonies of the apostle who wrote

the " spiritual gospel " is one that assigns to Satan his clear

and distinct place, as in some most important sense the repre-

sentative of human sin and the power from which our Saviour

died to set us free.

It is very easy, however, to go to the other extreme and

over-estimate this witness. AVe must be on our guard against

pressing the interpretation of "destroy" too far. Destruction,

in the sense of annihilation and i.tter abolition, is not in the

word ; indeed, it is not in any of the words that are used to

signify the suppression of evil and of the father of it. It is not

said that the purpose of the Son of God was to destroy Satan,

or to remove every trace of the effects of sin from the uni-

verse. That is a consummation which is not opened up in

any prophetic vista: that prediction is not to be found in the

opened or the sealed roll. It is said that the Stronger than he

will bind Satan and unloose his plans—if we may thus attempt

to indicate the literal play on the words. There will be a

dissolution, a breaking up, a subversion of his scheme, and a

collapse of his empire. As an organized opposition to the

Redeemer's sway it will be dissolved like a baseless fabric:

thongh the poet's words can be no further quoted, all author-

ity and power shall be put down ; there shall be no open

and avowed opposition to the divine will; evil shall be "si-

lent in darkness ;

" and a second time shall Satan be bound,

now not for a thousand years, but forever. And all this shall

be the result of that atoninjr death which cave the Incarnate
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Sou of God the rightful autlioritj over the race redeemed

by him.

This remarkable testimon}-, however, must not be left thus.

What after all stamps it with most importance is the confirma-

tion it gives to the doctrine of the testimony preceding, that

through the atonement all personal sin is to be taken away.

The whole of tlie context is governed by that thought. Though
the suppression of Satan's work in the world is included, cer-

tainly the neutralizing of his works within the believers soul

is not excluded. Here is the pendant and counterpart of that

other witness. If the sins are our own, they are taken away

from ns by the power of Christ's redemption. If they are the

works of Satan, the things in our heart and life of which it

may be said that " an enemy hath done this," then they are to

be brought to naught by the entrance of the Stronger than he.

St. John does not go into the detail. He leaves tlie matter in

its broad generality. He says nothing about internal redemp-

tion : he does not anywhere mention the word " redemption ;

•

'

but he certainly purposes to convey the inspiriting truth that

those who are born of God may be delivered from every trace

of tlie work of Satan within them. Let any one read the whole

with this idea in his mind. "He was manifested to take away
our sins ; and in him is no sin

:

'' what is that but an assurance

that those who rely on the value of the atonement may, and

must, share their Saviour's freedom from sin? " He was mani-

fested to destroy tlie works of the <levil
: " what is that but an

assurance that all which is " of the devil " we may expect to

liave removed from our regenerate souls, now become the tem-

ple of the indwelling Christ ? All this belongs to this fourth

aspect of the atonement.

V. The fifth takes ns to an altogether different view of the

great sacrifice ; that, namely, which regards it as the supreme
example and pattern of self-sacrificing devotion to the good of

othei-s. Tlie words are :
" Hereby know we love, because he

laid down his life for ns; and we ought to lay down our lives

for the brethren." The whole sentence must be quoted ; for

tiie latter part of it materially affects the definition, limiting the

intervention of our Saviour, in this passage at least, to that gen-

era] self-suppression, self- surrender, and self-devotion, even

iinto death, which his servants are permitted, and indeed called
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iipon, to imitate. It is the passage as a whole that M'c take

into account when we add this also to the unique testimonies

to the atonement. The strong expression itself is St. John's

own; rather, it is the Lord's, as his words are treasured by St.

John. Only in his gospel and in the present quotation—for

such we may call it—does the phrase occur. It was one of

the Saviour's phrases, which he made and sanctified and sent

into the world for our use; one whereby he signified that

quality in his redeeming work which liis people may shai-e

with him. About the same time that he first used it, he used

another of a much deeper force :
" the Son of man came not to

be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ran-

som for many." "We see which of these Simon Peter ventured

to copy: having heard both, he cried, " I am ready to lay down
my life for thy sake." The apostle hardly knew then what

he said ; his generous word was like his noble act of tlirowing

himself into the water ; but at least it showed that he rightly

understood his Master's meaning. And when his Master

quoted back to him his own words, "Wilt thou lay down thy

life for my sake?" and further prophesied that, as the opposite

of those M'ords, he would "deny him thrice," we are confirmed

in our judgment that the love which lays down life for others is

what our Lord meant in the gospel and the evangelist means

in the epistle.

Here, then, we have the apostle's sanction of the theory or

explanation of the atoning intervention of the Incarnate Son
that makes it the sublime exhibition of a perfect self-sacrifice

for the benefit of the human race, the virtue of M'hich lies in its

power to evoke imitation in us. Tlie theory takes many forms;

and there is hardly one of them which has not its measure of

truth. lu the presence of a passage like this we must admit

that the atonement was a perfect surrender and oblation of the

human self to God ; a perfect example of the exact opposite

of the sin and selfishness of mankind ; and, it may be added, a

sublime reproof of human selfish separation from God ; and,

finally, even such a restitution on behalf of mankind as might

be held in the estimate of Heaven to be a compensation or

atonement for those who make it their own by copying it. All

this, and more than this, might be drawn from the passage in

favor of the view that reduces the virtue of the atonement to its
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v-shiiiiic moral infaicr.co. And if tlic-c words stood alone, or if

tlii'v were inserted as the corrective of other words wliieli vrere

li.ildc to be uiiiiunderbtood, we should have to accept the beau-

{ifid theory.

ihit the text does not stand alone. It must not be taken out

of its connection, as the very form of the sentence sliows. For

here we have another instance of that remarkable E.Kuvoq which

is one of the characteristics of the epistle; and it cannot but

mean, liere at least, to refer back to that well-known Person

who had been already referred to as tlie propitiation for the

hi IIS of men. Indeed, nearer than that, "the Son of God" claims

to be the antecedent of this "He." Collating this with the other

references we see tlia,t Ho who "laid down" life is the same who
"lifted up" our sins; it is hardly possible to avoid noting the

correlation between the Odvai and tlie aipetv. A.ii(\ what is said

of this may be said of all the other passages wliich extol the

example of the cross. They either state expressly, or they nec-

essarily imply, that there is something behind infinitely deeper

tlian the example. Moreover, they all teach that tlie example

of self-sacrifice in Christ is related to the imitation of it as God
is related to man. Take, for instance, tlie great passage on this

subject in the Philippians, which is the closest of all parallels

to our own. There St. |^aul says, in the simplest manner pos-

f^ible, "Let that mind be in you which was also in Clirist Jesus."

But there is a large interval between the " self-emptying " of

tlie Son of God and tlie self-devotion of his imitating servants.

So liere : the old reading, Vv'itli which we are familiar, is,

'• Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he laid down
his life for ns." If we must give up the words " of God," we
have them presently afterward ; and there can be no doubt that

tiie strength of the argument lies there. " AVe love because he
first loved us," is the heart of the epistle. But the love is not

hninau love exhibited even by a divine-human person. To
insist upon that is the great mistake of much modem theology,

ihe love shown in our redem])tion is, as we now go on to see,

tiie love tliat })rovided propitiation in the person of the Son of

(^od and in his passion and deatli. Having accomjilished that

—but not until then—it is also our pattern.

We shall now pass on to that next exhibition. But before

doing so must add a final word as to that which, after all, is the
37—FIFTH SEIMKS, VOL. I.
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Fpccific peculiarity of our passage: that the love of Christ in

the atonement must, if received into our hearts, produce in us

the same kind of self-sacrificing love which lie himself dis-

played. It is not only that we " ought," as a matter of j^ro-

priety and decency : it is much more than that. " How dwcU-

eth the love of God in him !

" is not simply a rhetorical appeal.

The bcnelit of the love of God in our redemption is not indeed

conditioned by our loving him ; but it necessarily produces

fellowship with itself. All that St. Paul is in the habit of say-

ing about our union with Christ in his sufferings and passion is

here said by St. John in another way. We have the mind of

Christ's atoning love also in us. We cannot have his love shed

abroad in our hearts in its benetit only; we must have its very

self, according to our degree. And this is part of the doctrine

of the atonement.

YI. The largest and most comprehensive of our testimonies

is now before us. And we shall find that, like the others, it

introduces the great subject under a new aspect. jSTot that the

words are new. The apostle conducts his discussion or medita-

tion by repeating the same idea under different forms. "With

respect to our theme the blood is introduced twice, the pro-

pitiation twice, the Son of God twice, the manifestation twice,

the love of God twice. Love has the pre-eminence here as

every-wherc, and it rules the whole passage we now consider

with an absolute sway. Yet not absolute ; for here is precisely

the specific and distinctive point in this passage that love pre-

sides over the mission of the Eedeemer, providing for us a di-

vine life which itself requires and presupposes a pro])itiation.

For simplicity, and leaving tlie "life" for our last example,

l<:?t us consider this as the final testimony of revelation to the

supremacy of love in the atonement.

And first, the nature of God is manifested as love in the

atonement. " God is love. Herein was the love of God
manifested in us, that God hath sent his only-bego^en Son into

the world, that we might live through him." That here, for

the first time in Scripture, God is said to be love, must needs

awaken our keen attention. That love is an attribute of God,

and as it were the bond of his perfections, has been said many
times. It is more or less the melody of all revelation. Ihit

UDtil.nov,- the highest note on the subject has been :
" God so
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loved the world, that lie gave his oiilj-begotten Son, that

M-hosoever believetli on him should not perish, but have eter-

nal life." iS'ow this last testimony exactly joins on to that

supreme one, and perfectly illustrates it. In no other sense is

the nature of God love than in the intercommunion of the

liuly Persons of the Trinity. The manifestation of love in the

mission of the Son rests upon this : that the Son is the object

of the eternal love of the Father, and is given to us to be our

life. We note that "the God" changes into "the Father"

before the subject closes, as if it were an unconscious improve-

ment or epexegesis of his own words. The truth appears in

all its force if we combine two sayings :
" Thou lovedst me

before the foundation of the world ;" " God so loved the world,

that he gave his only-begotten Son." But of this we cannot
" speak particularly ;" sutSce that whatever attributes are dis-

played in the atonement, the atonement is the gift of what is

immeasurably more than an attribute, the only-begotten Son of

God himself.

Bat we cannot omit the attribute. " ISTot that we loved

him, but that he loved us, and sent his Son :" where the em-
])liasi3 lies on the orio-ination of the jDurpose of God in love.

Love in all things has the pre-eminence, and here pre-eminently.

"We cannot conceive a more express and formal statement on
tlie subject than that which thus closes the New Testament.

It seems hke a final declaration, the force of M-hicli is to be

thrown back on all that preceded, not only in the Xew Testa-

ment, but also in the Old. It might occasionally seem as if

there were in the divine mind itself a reconciliation and har-

monizing of the attributes; as if tl^ie holiness which guards the

divine nature would not suffer the love to go forth without
first being satisfied. Those who hold that the atonement—or

reconciliation—was first lu'e-eminently, and in a certain sense

only, iu God, have very much in their favor. The entire fam-
ily of Kara>J..ayT\ and Ivrpov terms—^none of which does St.

John use—look that way, and it is well known that this idea

in many forms, and with many modifications and alleviations,

appears largely in systematic theology. But St. John in this

last testimony throw:; around the doctrine an effectual defense.

And it is a defense which had never been so effectually thrown
around it before ; for this is the striking peculiarity here, that
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St. Jolm links together the love and the propitiation. Here-

in is the supremacy of love, that God sent his Son, the

IXaanog. The very propitiation itself that holiness requires

love provided and sent. This is more than saying that " God
so loved the woi-ld as to send his Son," that *' God com-

'

mendeth his love toward lis, in that while we were yet sinners

Christ died for us ;" more because the very essence of the

propitiation — that which brings God near by hiding sin, or

by bringing God near hides the sin—is sent by the love of

God, is indeed the very love of God in the person of his Son.

Nothing in St. Paul's doctrine of " redemption" is given up;

the price which our salvation cost was exacted and paid down.

Though St. John does not use such terms, their full meaning

is contained in the " propitiation." Kothing in St. Paul's

doctrine of " reconciliation " is given u]) ; the laying aside of

the divine displeasure or '' wrath "—that is, in other words, the

looking upon him with judicial as well as fatherly kindness, is

retained, and with even more than its own strength, in the

llaanoq. In fact, all the methods adopted in the Xew Testa-

ment to assert and vindicate and make attractive the love of

God in our salvation are here, so to speak, bettered and per-

fected. " God is love " and " herein is love'' are two phrases

which never had been spoken as thus connected in all the

course of revelation.

JBefore passing on, we must note that in this last formal

testimony to the atonement St. John places it in the middle

position between two other great definitions of the mediatorial

intervention of the Son of God. Here is the pith and essence

of the whole in the midst : the love which is only not said to

propitiate itself, out of which at least the propitiation flows.

This is accompanied by two of the most universal statements

of the Pcdeemers work; on either side one. We may take

them in what order we please. As they were written by St.

John, the oidy-begotten Sem was sent " that we might live

through him :'' " life " is the largest and most compendious

definition of the object of the mission, the positive benefit

being predomii\ant. This is followed, on the other side of the

IXarjiiog of the cross, by the declaration that the Father sent his

Son "as the Saviour of the world." This exjn-ession, which

like " taking away the sin," carries us back to the beginning
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of St. John's gospel wlien the Samaritans use it—their early

ti'stimoiiy and the Baptist's being here at tlie end remembered

and cclioed—also gives a large and compendious detinition, the

nogativo benefit being prominent. Bat the point is that the

l/.aofiog is " in the midst :" to be a Saviour he must be a pro-

pitiation, and as a propitiation he gives us life. But this leads

to the last of St. Jolm's testimonies, the last in all revelation,

to th.e virtue of the atonement.

VII. The link of transition to this is, as we have hinted, the

word ''life," which began the epistle by its application to

Ciirist, and now ends it by its application to the Christian.

That life, eternal life, is tlie supreme benefit of God in his

Incarnate Son to man. If there is one sentence of the Xew
Testament which may be said to be the conclusion of the whole
matter, it is here :

" Tlie witness is tliis, that God hath given

unto us eternal life, and this life is in his Son. He that hath

the Son hath the life ; he that hath not the Son of God hatli

not the life." This witness, however, traced backward, is

found to be triune :
" the Spirit, and the water, and the blood."

Still going backward, we find that the Spirit is isolated or elim-

inated, and made distinct, as being the supreme interpreter

of the death of tlie Son of God through which we have our
life. Then there remain " the water and the blood," together

as the one atonement, but yet distinct ;
'• This is he that came by

water and blood, even Jesus Christ ; not in [with] the water only,

but in [with] the water and in [with] the blood." Here John,

wlio does not mention the cross, places us nevertheless beneath
it, and side by side with himself when his dying Lord beheld

him "standing bj'." AYhat he saw after the "It is finislied"

was uttered—that is, the wonderful sight which he beheld after

tlie piercing of the sacred side—lie bids us also behold. It is as

it were the last view of the cross the Xew Testament gives us :

the symbolical presentation of the whole mystery of the atone-

nient. What the great miracle of living streams out of a dead
fide meant St. John does not fully declare in his gospel. He
contents himself there by referring the whole to the fulfillment

of prophecy concerning tlie paschal lamb and the pierced Fel-

low of Jehovah, and by declaring the unspeakable solemnity
of his word :

" There came out blood and water. And he that

liath seen hath borne witness, and his witness is true : and he
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knowcth that he saith true, that ye also may believe." AYho

can pass from that '" witness " in the gospel to this " witness "

in the epistle without feeling that the apostle is alluding to the

same great symbolical "witness of God" concerning the life

which flows from death, wliich is really the very essence of the

atonement.

"\Ve need not curiously ask %vhy the order is inverted, and

the water precedes the blood. In the sacrifice of our redemp-

tion they simply flow together ; the water as the stream which

signifies our new birth in Christ, "springing up within us as a

well of water unto everlasting life." To use St. Paul's phrase-

ology, our fellowship with his death is our fellowship with his

life ; and crucified with him we Iiave in us the livinp; stream

from his dead side, the life of the Son of God. That is to

John the supreme if not the only meaning of water as a sym-

bol :
" the washing of water " is an elementary principle that

he has left far behind. With him all wasliing is with

" blood ;" and, indeed, not with him only, but with all the

apostles, for they all unite in testifying that "he has washed

us from our sins in his blood." And thus the New Testament

ends—as we venture humbly to think—with a " testimony of

God," given by the Spirit to St. John, confirming the mean-

ing of the witness given by the miracle after the Saviour's

death ; to the effect that for ever and ever, as long as man's

sin shall need it, the benefit of the atonement flows for it as

the washing away of all the guilt and defilement of his sin by

the blood of Jesus, and the renewing of his nature by the

Spii-it of life in Jesus, whose symbol is the water. And it will

bear repetition, that the two combined. forms, " by water and

blood " and " in the water and in the blood," signify the unity of

the one stream of life in the diversity of the two streams of

purgation from sin and removal of spiritual death.

Lastly, it will appear from what has been said, that this final

testimony to the atonement views it chiefly, if not solely, in its

relation to the believer who partakes of its benefit through his

union with Christ. The water and the blood flow together,

and lie who receives the one receives the other. The symbols,

therefore, do not so much represent the relation of our Lord's

death to the world as its relation to those who by it are saved.

Hence, perhaps, the priority of the " water," as well as the
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emphasis afterward laid on the "life" alone. Tlie expiation of

tlie precious blood avails for the whole world ; it was provided

for mankind, and its benefit is more or less shared by every

man that lives. But it is not so with the life, of which the

water was the emblem. It is true that Christ is the life of the

world in a certain sense. But not in this sense. jSTot in the

pensc of the symbolical water that flowed coucurrently with

the expiatory stream. What we are saying may seem at first

to introduce a far-fetched and hyper-mystical distinction. But

from any such charge we must make our appeal to St. John

himself, who closes his epistle and tlie whole of Bevelation by

making this very distinction as emphatic as words can make it.

The meaning of the testimony, he says, is this—that " God has

given to us eternal life, and this life is in his Son." Else-

where, whether in his gospel or in his epistle, the eflicacy of

the blood for the world at large is a theme that is always in his

view. But here, at the very close, he confines the sacred

streams within their narrower channels, and makes them flow

together into the cleansed and regenerated nature of the be-

liever in Christ. " He that hath the Son hath the life ; and

lie that hath not the Son of God hath not the life." And
this theme he pursues, with varying emphasis, right down to

tlie close.

We have been examining, through the prism of this final

document, the several rays that make up the doctrine of the

atonement. But when all is over, and we look away from
each in particular, they all blend into the one light which we
may, without impropriety, call " the light of life." And it is

the same light which fills up every document and every page
of the xsew Testament, leaving no part dark. It is true that

in this final summary and recapitulation there are some
elements of illustration M-anting. But their absence wo have

accounted for ; the terms of redemption and reconciliation

fail, but they are replaced by the strongest possible foi'm of

l)ropitIation, which stands for all they signify, but carries all

directly to the temple and the altai-. And this last remark
^vill perhaps help to explain the choice of St. John's phraseol-

ogy. Xearly all liis words are of the Old Testament mintage,

and nearly all his ideas have the XP^ofia of the ancient sanct-

uary. Kot indeed all that bears indirectly on the subject,
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but literally all that directly touches it: the "advocate" and
" the destroying the works of the devil " are hardly an ex-

ception. His apostolic brethren gathered up illustrations

from human jurisprudence and forensic procedure : St. John

takes us back to the temple from which our religion came.

But it is hardly necessary to say that he has left very nnicli

of the temple phraseology of atonement unused. Only t\vo

or three sublime ideas express all his mind : blood, propitia-

tion, taking away sin, issuing from love and ending in life,

are almost all. Altar, sacrilice, high-pi-iest, holiest, sprink-

ling, and many more are as absent as if Christianity had so

learned the substance as to comparatively neglect the shadows.

One thing, however, is stamped upon the whole document:

that the atonement enters essentially and vitally into the entire

economy of the new life. There is no book of the Xew Testa-

ment which makes the propitiation of Christ so absolutely all-

pervading : it is the beginning and the ending, and fills up all

the interval. In other books the redeeming act appears here

and there ; in this it is every-whcre. In other books there are

ecclesiastical discussions apart, and clia}>ters of ethical aj^plica-

tion ; here every topic is connected with the mission of the

Son to save mankind, and all duties are enforced by the argu-

ment "herein is love." The blood is sprinkled in the first

paragraph, and it flows in the last. That first paragraph an-

nounced the manifestation of the "Word of Life; but we find

that he " came in the flesh " for the propitiation of God for sin
;

and the conclusion of the whole matter is, that "he came by

water and blood," as if his coming was not perfect until he

reached his goal, the cross. But we may hope to show this

more fully by a paraphrase blending our seven testimonies

into one.

Tlie design of the manifestation of the "Word, as preached in

the Gospel, is to restore us to fellowship with God. Sin has

kept us in the outer darkness, but the blood of the Son of

God incarnate in our nature avails for the cleansing away of

all human sin. That blood, however, was shed on earth

once and forever. Its abiding virtue is represented by the

person of the Advocate in heaven, through whose intercession

the faithful Father forgives the sin and cleanses the defilement

of all who ask him, even of those who, once pardoned, have
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sinned again. He was manifested on earth sinless to bear our

sins, and his sinlessness is the pattern to which the virtue of

his cleansing blood conforms us. That work the Saviour is

carrving on, and will perfect; so entirely perfect it that the

works of the devil in the souls of his people shall be altogether

abolished and done away. The source of the atonement is

love ; and the love which rescues us from sin and Satan nnist

be within us the spring of perfect devotion to each other. We
nuist be one with Christ in the love of his self-sacrifice ; and

our whole life must be a reflection of his charity. The eternal

nature of God provided tlie Son of his love to be the sufficient

propitiation on account of sin ; the virtue of his death and in-

tercession restores to us our forfeited life, saving us from the

consequences of all our sins. But this virtue is not simply in

the union of the sinless Son with our nature. He came in the

flesh that through his death \xq might have the cleansing virtue

of his blood and the life-giving virtue of his Spirit. AYitness

the last testimony of God given from the dead side of the Re-

deemer, whence issued the united though not mingled streams

of vrater and blood.

There is sometliing unspeakably solemn in the ajjpeal of this

last page of the Bible to the testimony of God concerning his

Son, the atonement, and the life. And the force of that appeal

applies to the whole of the epistle which thus closes. To us
it seems as if the Holy Ghost would end his inspiring ministry

at the very cross, and teach us there the eternal truth that we
have our life in tlie Son through his propitiation. AVhether
LiF]: or FiiOPiTiATioN is Written in larger letters wc can hardly

say; they are both alike clear and distinct, and certainly not

the one without the other. Much of our current theology seeks

to disjoin these : accepting life through the Son, but rejecting

tlie atonement by whicli he " came " to bring it. Our Lord
says to us in this final testimony, " I am the Propitiation and
the Life."
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EDITOEIAL MISCELLAISrY.

CURRENT TOPICS.

UNIVERSITIES VERSUS COLLEGES.

All who have given attention to current discussions on education have

seen signs of unsettling the old and time-honored courses of study

which ha%-e till recently been accounted requisite for a " liberal educa-

tion." That there should be changes in these things is only natural, as a

result of the changes that have occurred in almost every thing pertaining

to learning and to the affairs of society. The range of human knowledge

has been very much enlarged during the not remote past, and the

educated man of the present day must be much more widely learned than

was one of the same nominal class three hundred, two hundred, or even

one hundred years ago. These facts, therefore, compel the most conserva-

tive to consent to certain modifications of the prescribed courses of col-

legiate studies, and their adaptations to the new conditions; and they also

show reasons why the requirements for college degrees should be much
larger than formerly.

Our college system, it is well known, grcAv out of the conventual schools

of the Dark Ages, and even since the revival of learning in Europe it has

been the principal agency for the promotion of the best forms of educa-

tion : and though it has preserved its essential identity, it has nevertheless

submitted to new adjustments as these have been called for by the changes

brought about by time, and by the wants of the ever-changing conditions

of society. American colleges, as they were projected in colonial times,

were copied after those of the mother-country; but of necessity they began

at a comparatively low grade, and they also lacked the compactness of

organization and the social articulation of the colleges of the old coun-

tries, which were the outgrowths of a more advanced civilization, and

usually were appendages of the State Churches. As by virtue of the

accepted universal liberty in all things ecclesiastical the number of inde-

pender.t sects have been multiplied beyond all reasonable necessity; so

by a like liberality in respect to educational institutions, there have come

to be the projects, and often the feeble beginnings, of almost innumerable

schools claiming to be of collegiate grade, some of the least considerable

ones calling themselves '* universities," though often, as to their courses of

actual instruction, very little more than primary schools. And yet. T^ith

all their diver.-ities among themselves, there has prevailed among all sr.ch

institutions a remarkable unity of general character and design, substan-

tially following, in respect to both the studies pursued and the methods

of tlieir administration, the forms and examples of our oldest and best
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Anu'rican colleges. Nearly all of them have made the mathematics and

the Latin and Greek lauguagcs their staple studies, with some attention to

Knglish grammar and rhetoric, and a very little to philosophy and the

elements of social science and natural history. And from these common
elements, -with incidental variations and additions, the college system of

liie country has advanced to its present status. The mathematics and the

two classical languages are still the foundation-stones of the somewhat

advanced superstructure of our college studies, though upon these much
of modern learning has been superimposed.

Our college system, as now developed, is largely a home production.

It is in many things not unlike the English and Scotch systems, as seen

in their so-called universities, and yet the dilTerences are quite as marked

as the points of likeness; and it is entirely diverse, in form and kind and
purpose, fiom the German xiniversity system. These things should not be

lost sight of in the discussion of the wants and capabilities of our Amer-
ican colleges. Great changes have been made, and still greater and radi-

cal changes are talked of; in what directions and how far these should

be carried are practical questions of not inconsiderable interest. Re-

specting them wise men will make haste slowly.

The average American college of the current century is a school to

which youth and young men of fourteen years old and upward resort

for study and instruction. The course of study usually extends over four

years; a fixed grade of preparatory training is required before admission,

including the usual primary and high-school studies, with a mastery of

the elements of arithmetic and plain geometry, and the first principles of

algebra, and also a well-advanced introductory course in Latin and Greek.

Of the four collegiate years, the first two are chiefly devoted to the three

fundamental studies, with, however, more or less attention given to other

departments. In nearly all cases the studies of these two years have been

obligatory upon every stuelent who proposed to pursue the course required

for the regular degrees. For the latter two years some liberty of selec-

tion is usually allowed, though in most cases nearly the same subjects are

pursued by all. Attendance upon recitations and lectures is required, and
a register of each student's standing in his class is kept, ascertained by
the record of his recitations, and by special examinations, and a minimum
grade is predetermined, which must be reached in order to advancement
from a lower to a higher class: and because these examinatious usually

occur only once a year, the full time of four years becomes a kind of

necessary condition to the completion of the course required before

graduation.

With this general plan our American colleges have proceeded with only

slight and incidental modifications till comparatively recently, and indeed

scarcely any have as yet departed from the methods just indicated ; but

all of the larger and better colleges have very consideraljly increased the

mutter of their teaching, and a few of the principal ones have added de-

partments and lectureships that approximate to the character of universi-

ties. And now the demand is heard in various quarters for still greater
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changes ; in fact, for a " new departure in college education," so wide and

nidical as to constitute a reconstruction that will necessitate the destruc-

tion of that which has been hitherto. While none ought to oppose any

real progress in education, nor to object to any needed readjustments for

that purpose, still in so important a matter changes should be made only

after careful examination, and in an.-,wer to clearly ascertained require-

ments.

The German system of education has no schools of a grade correspond-

ing to our colleges. Its gymnasia, Avhich hold the place of our high schools

and academies, carry their pupils as far as the end of the second year's

course in our colleges, and in these the studies are nearly the same for all.

After com})leting the course in the gymnasium, the young man ceases to

be specifically a *' pupil," and he proceeds to such university as he may
have selected to pursue certain chosen studies, usuallj- in view of a se-

lected profession,—^by attending lectures, being aided, perhaps, by private

tutors. University students are entirely free from all preceptorial surveil-

lance as to their manners or morals, nor are they compelled to attend the

lectures for which they have been matriculated ; nor is their success or fail-

ure to obtain a degree determined by their diligence or proficiency, but

solely by examinations. The entire unlikeness of that system to ours is

obvious, and the substitution of that for this would require a more defi-

nite ordering of our universities and the reduction of most of our colleges

to high schools—to gymnasia. "Whctlicr or not any thing of that kind is

practicable, and if so whether it is desirable, are open questions that may
well be considered; but the introducing of the German university system

into our American colleges, and grafting it upon the prescriptive college

system, many experienced educators believe would be altogether and in-

tensely evil.

The time is perhaps at hand when a regular system of university instruc-

tion should be established in this country. Already some half-dozen of

our most advanced institutions have become universities in fact, but still

holding on to their original characters and work as colleges,—a process by
which some of the cherished, and as many believe the most valuable, func-

tions of the latter are of necessity sacrificed. To effect that, admission

to our colleges should be made much easier than it now is in all really

good institutions. This is also demanded for other considerations, so

that the second year's studies -would be about the same as are now those

of the first. This would afford a very great relief to the large and
desirable class of candidates for college who lack opportunities at their

homes for the thorough preparation now required; and it would secure

for all a better grade of preparation than can now in many cases be

obtained. Four years in college, after entering at the point indicated,

devoted with very little variation to the common curriculum, almost no

electives being jK'rmitted except in the last year, would secure the neces-

sary amount of drill, and also sift out the incompetents, and the better

prepare the successful ones for their special and professional studies at

the universities or j)rofessional schools. The relief to the colleges by
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{\\\< process in labor and expense would be a large consideration, -uliile

till! advantage in morals and discipline would be simply incalculable. To

fxpose a youth in his teens to the unrestraint and the proverbial reckless-

ness of university life could scarcely fail of the most disastrous conse-

(Hicnccs; and to give him up to choose what studies he will pursue would

1)1', iu many cases, to secure failure in all.

It is well known that most American colleges are the creatures of

ecclesiastical bodies, and that it Avas intended by their founders that they

s!i(»ild be in some sense ecclesiastical as well as religious institutions. It

must, however, be obvious that if changed into universities their specifi-

cally religious character will be eliminated. It is in the very nature of

imiversity life that the student is a free man, and subject only to the

restraints of the civil law. That such an institution should require of

him attendance upon any form of religious services would be contrary to

its character and genius; to appoint an hour for public prayer, attendance

ui)on which should be simply voluntary, would probably only emphasize

the. prevailing religious indifference. Church-going could not be enjoinerl,

and it would in most cases become exceptional in practice, and the Sabbath

would soon be made in fact quite the opposite of a holy day. We are

speaking of collections of youths, boys, and callow young men, ncviiy re-

moved from the restraints of home life and thrown upon their good pleasure,

and among associations in which the least scrapulous would naturally

l)ecome the leaders. It would be difficult to say why the Church should

devote its labors and funds to maintain institutions over whose inmates it

can exercise no discipline, and within which it may not rebuke evil

manners vrithout being told that its interference is an impertinence.

Already the religious element in not a few nominally C'nristian colleges

appears to be a vanishing quantity, but are we already prepared to sur-

render the form and pretense of holding on to a few shreds of the faith

of the fathers? If religious teaching and discipline must be banished

from our colleges, what use has the Church for them ?

EDUCATION FOR THE ]\IIXISTRY,

It is a question of primary importance how to secure an adequate supply

of ministers for the pastoral and missionary work of the Church. This re-

quirement includes not only the requisite number of professional ministers,

and their intellectual and spiritual qualifications, as these things are usually

considered, but, besides these, also their personal adaptation to the inci-

dental conditions and demands of the work to be done. We hear much
al)out the need of thorough educational preparation for the ministry, Avith a

sort of tacit assumption that, as a general rule, ministerial ability Avill corre-

spond with the fullness of the scholarly preparations that may be made for

the work. And, accordingly, most of the denominations have their theo-

logical schools, and in most of these courses of study are prescribed, usually
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covering three years, and, in order to gp.in admission to such institiitions,

there is coninionly required a pretty thorough academical training—in

some cases only college graduates being admitted—or, if admitted to the

classes and lectures, the regular academic degree is not granted to any

others. It may be wise to look into this subject more carefully than lias

been customary, and to inquire whether or not the methods now in use are

competent to the task set for them, and also whether other provisions may
not be needed for supplying the churches with that much-tnlked-of com-

modity, "the ministry required for tlie times."

The desirableness of thorougli biblical and theological scholarship in

the ministry must be conceded. No associated body of Christians can,

without this, hope to maintain its proper place as a leader of the Christian

thought of the age, nor to make itself properly felt among those who
must not only direct the thinking, but also conserve the orthodoxy and the

wliolcsome spirituality, of the churches. It is well, therefore, that there

shall be schools for the thorough training of candidates for the ministry,

and that some at least of these shall pursue courses of instruction and

studj' upon which only well-prepared students can either enter, or, if

admitted, pursue to their own advantage. High-toned theological semi-

naries, such as most that are now maintained aspire to be, mu^t be con-

tinued, since they are necessary in order to supply the churches w-ith an

indispensable class of ministers; though that the number of such institu-

tions is beyond the demand is evinced by the paucity of students in

attendance upon many of them; and it is equally evident that, of the

required supply of recruits to the Protestant pulpits of the country, these

seminaries prepaie only a comparatively small proportion.

Leaving all others out of the account, w-e have now to consider the

theological schools of the ^Methodist Episcopal Church, in relation to the

supply of ministers to its Conferences and ^lissions. The annual number
of recruits to the traveling ministry, for the last decade, will average not

far from seven hundred. Of these less than a hundred for each year have

come from the three principal and only full-fledged schools of theology.

Perhaps half as many more have been college graduates or their equiva-

lents, showing that each year over five hundred candidates enter our min-

istry without a liboi-al or classical education. And, while it is quite evident

that most of the chief places—the General Conference offices, the chief

educational positions, and the principal pulpits—will be supplied from

the educated porticn, the work that must be done by the other three

fourths is quite as needful, and not less valuable, to the Church and the

world. Tlierc is cause to su-^pect that this heavy contingent, really the

rank and tile of the ministerial host, has not received as much considera-

tion as its importance would justify. They are received as they come,

having almost every degree of school learning, from the simplest elements

to the grade next below that of clas«;ical scholars; but in respect to their

I)rei)aration the Church makes no provisions, nor does it seem to be much
concerned about it. That matters have gone along as well as they have
imder this order of things is not a sutiicient reason why nothing more
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<lioiild be done about it. Our fathers got on tolerably well, for a long

time, witliout any theological schools, and yet it was deemed expedient to

provide such inititutions; and now the question is forcing itself into

notice, whether something shoidd not be done for the promotion of edu-

cation for the ministry of a less advanced grade than that otiered by our

re;j;ular theological schools.

It is a matter clearly established by the stern logic of facts, that the

(Mlliiig and office of the Christian ministry must be accessible to others

than liberally educated men: and this remark applies with almost as

much force and fullness to other denominations as to our own; and, with

n single exception, all the churches provide for this necessity by admitting

and ordaining those who have received only a limited academical train-

ing; and this one excepted case (the Presbyterian), with a beautiful

inconsistency, will admit such men to its ministry if only, instead of

coming to it directly, they will make their approach indirectly through

the medium of some less exacting body. It is well known that some of

the less educated ministers of the Jlethodist Episcopal Church have been

admitted on their credentials, or with very little examination, to tlie

rresbyterian ministry, who have also taken good positions among their

new associates, and yet, had they come up from the laity of that Church,

they must have been refused.

An "illiterate " ministry is certainly not to be desired, but just how
much is included within that designation is not very definitely ascertained

;

and because the work of the ministry is various, and not uniform in its

demands at all times and places, the qualifications for that work may also

be various, and its less exacting positions may offer the needed appren-

ticeship for higher places and more exacting conditions. The history of

the Methodist ministry teaches a valuable lesson on this su])ject.

The thought and sentiment of American Protestantism is, that the min-

ister shall be a man of the people; and, while his better learning and

culture should qualify him to act as an educator among them, it is not

desirable that he should be too far removed from them by his tastes and

a^'^ociations and modes of tliinking. Respecting the subject under con-

Kidcration a writer in the "New York Evangelist" not long ago made
some important suggestions. Recognizing the peculiar and undesirable

relations of the Presbyterians to this subject, because they will receive

only thoroughly educated men, he remarks that among the dithculties

in the way of providing a proper ministry "the first is to find men
adajited to the work—men willing to engage in it, and who have not been

<1i>iiuali(icd by their previous circumstances and culture, so that they can-

not come down to the plane of thinking, living, and the pastoral work

required by the vast majority of those among whom they have to labor."

It is a mistake to presume that all is coarse or crude or unintelligent that

does not lie along the plane of mental existence in which the yo\ing man
f^f five-and-twenty, who has been in schools all his life-time, lives and

moves and has his being; and it is perhaps for no fault of either party

that the newly graduated young minister fails to satisfy the requirements
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of those wliom he w-ould serve, till the U^pso of time spent in the school of

actual life, \\ ith the exercise of common sense, enables him botli to unlearn

and learn, and so to become adapted to his calling'.

Another and perhaps a more formidable dithculty is found in the

financial asjK'cts of the case. A large proportion of our " appointments,"

whether circuits or stations or missions, afford but very meager support

to those who serve them. Saying nothing about the wisdom or unwisdom
of the administration by which a vast number of starvation appointments

have been created, the fact remains that probably in a majority of the

places to wliich ministers are sent the allowance for support is less than

the pay of a good mechanic, and his people have no conception that such

a provision is altogether insufficient. Here we will again adopt the lan-

guage of the Avriter just referred to. Regularly educated ministers, he

remarks, ''are men of culture and retiucmcnt and of scholarly tastes, witii

wives and children of like disposition, and Avith innumerable wants

sjiringing out of their peculiar circumstances. To all this no one raises

an objection, provided they can be gratitied. But for the purpose now
spoken of they are unfitted; they are not able to live on the salary which
these churches can pay."

Hitherto the Methodist ministry has been chiefly recruited directly

from the local churches, sometimes without any special school-training for

the candidates, and oftenest with only a moderately advanced English

education; and our principal resource for candidates is still what it ever

has been. More than half our annual supplies belong to the technically

"uneducated " class, for whom, though they are not usually without a fair

English education, the Church makes no provision. The chasm, in point

of learning, between the average young men of the churches and any of

our schools for ministerial education, is entirely too broad to be spanned

by them, and. as a result, those who have looked forward to the ministry

as their divinely designated life-work, in most cases either give it up in

despair, or else they seek—usually successftdly-—to get into the traveling

connection with only very meager preparations, and so the average grade

of the ministry is kept at a relatively low level. A young man full of

animal vitality, with some zeal and a ready utterance, and with the disre-

gard for delicate living that often charactenV.es such persons, will usually

make licadway—especially if unincumbered by a family—with only a

very moderate stock of learning. But these conditions are only for a

little while. In the course of a few years the blood cools^—possibly the

zeal abates when the novelty of the situation is gone—the stock of preach-

ing matter is not equal to the demand, and the glow of freshness fades

away. Then, with larger requirements for living, usually with a family

to support, better appointments become a necessity on the side of the

mini-^ter, while abler ministers are demanded by the churches. But there

is a better side to this picture. Some of those who begin at a pretty low
level of learning, by diligence and unstinted labor overcome their early

disadvantages and become able ministers of the Gospel; but the indomita-

ble will power, and the persistency oi efforts in the face of discourage-
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ir.cnts ruqtiired in siicli a herculean labor, make such successes remark-

\\h\\ and also explain why they are so few. During the fust half-century

(.f Methodism youug ministers were usually "junior preacliers," associated

with those who acted toward them as incentives and instructors; but now

tho c^illow youth froni the farm or shop is thrust out in all his iuexpLri-

nuo into the pastorate, a scriptural ephmpos, to prepare and deliver two or

tlr.rc sermons each week, and to perform all the high functions of his

oilir'C as best he may. That so many of them succeed as well as they do

is greatly to their credit; perhaps in some cases their ciifficultics become

their bcbt teachers; and yet it would be desirable, were it possible, that

better results should be reached at less expense.

These reflections force upon us the inquiry, whether it is not possible to

(li) something for the better preparation for their work of that large pro-

portion of our ministerial candidates to whom oar present provisions

oiTer no help. The young man with a plain English education, stand-

ing at the threshold of active life, and contemplating the Christian min-

istry as his possible calling, finds an appalling array of difficulties before

liiin. Unless he shall give up in despair he is shut up to one of two alter-

natives— to enter the ministry unprepared, or else to fight his way to an

filucation. If he can command the necessary means he may, in from

eight to ten years, compass the required course of study, and leave the

theological seminary at twenty-eight or thirty years old with the diploma

of a bachelor of divinity. Some have done so, and found their profit in

it. But this is a scheme which only a few will realize. Many cun not,

most icill not, and perhaps nearly all letter not, try to do it. But is not

a better alternative than any of these possible ? May there not be de\'iscd

and executed a course of training for the ministry less extensive indeed,

and, in respect to high scholarship, less valuable, which may be entered

upon with no other preparation than an ordinary English education, and

compassed in one, two, or three years, as time and circumstances may
require or admit ? Something of this sort existed among the English

Dissenters of the last and the earlier half of this century; and ^Mr. Spur-

goon has long maintained such a school with highly satisfactory results.

Is not the establishment and maintenance of one or several training

schools for candidates for the ministry', admittance into which shall be

granted to such as have only a common English education, and in which
all the teaching shall be in the English langunge, among both the necessi-

ties and the possibilities of our ]\Iethodism ? Our regular theological

schools ought not to abate any thing from the high standard they have

assumed; nor should the proposed schools, for obvious reasons, be con-

nected with any others. The Church needs a great many more pastors

and teachers than it has places for scholars, and, though the tvro characters

may co-exist in tho same person, still they are distinct and sometimes in-

compatil)le. Such schools as suggested would not make scholars, nor would
they remove their pupils, in their sympathies of tastes and thoughts, from

the common people. Those instructed in them would know hov/ to be

simple in their manners and economical in their modes of living; their
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plane of thought, though higher than that of those %vhoni the}- servo,

would still be not entirely above the reach of their people, and so these

would themselves be drawn upward.

The necessities of the case we have here considered seem to demand

some bettor provisions than the Church has now to ofTer—which fact is

our apology. Let him who can, propose a better remedy.

CHRISTIAN UXITY.

The most precious truths are often rendered the most pemioious when
perverted and misai)plied, and of this the idea of the unity of the Christian

Church, as it is often presented, is a conspicuous example and proof. Our

Lord's prayer to the Father, in behalf of his people—"that the^" may be

one, even as we are "—finds a response in every devout heart, and by all

such no other article of the venerable creed which, from its character rather

than its histor\-, is called the Apostles', is more heartily uttered than that

which recognizes the unity of " the Holy Catholic Church." The truth so

embodied and set forth is indeed precious ; and yet out of this, by that fatal

ingenuity of falsehood through which the truth of God has been so often

and ruinously changed iiito a lie, it has been, and still is, made the instru-

ment of ecclesiastical pretentiousness and hierarchical tyranny, by which

the unity of the body has been rendered impossible, and its members

arrayed against each other. The fundamental idea of the Reformation is

a protest against this kind of Christian unity, and the assertion in its

stead of another and essentially different form of oneness in Christ, which

indeed is in'jeparable from the Cliristiau life.

Among the most pleasing signs of the times throughout evangelical

Christendom is the increasing disposition among believers to recognize the

spirit and image of Christ wherever displayed, without respect to ecclesi-

astical distinctions. By a common, though unspoken, consent, it seems

to be practically agreed among the evangelical denominations as never

heretofore, "Ephraim shall not envy Judah, and Judah shall not vox

Ephraim." which is probably both the result and the further inspiration

of an increasing depth and breadth of spiritual life. The prominence

thus given to what is personal and experimental in religion, over Avhat is

only formal and ecclesiastical, relatively depreciates the latter and elevates

the former, so th.at denominational lines no longer separate fellow-believ-

ers in respect to their religious sympathies. And to all such "the Holy

Catholic Church" is an ideal to be earnestly desired, but which can be

only spiritually realized, being itself, in form and spirit, "the communion
of saints," the "city of God," the family of the faithful seed. The
word chvrch has become the designation of two distinct entities—one a

politico-ecclosiiistical organism, of which the Churcli of Rome is the most

fully developed type, and the other a spiritual family, of which Christ is

the head, and the Holy Spirit, revealed in faithful souls, the life and uni-
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fyiiv^ cucrgy. Each of these two distinct entities is tolerant of the other

oiily'as th°t is made subordinate to itself. Ecclesiasticism as high as that

of iiunie readily accepts the presence and activities of the Spirit, but only

\vithin, and subject to, the hierarchy; and the highest forms of spiritual

Christianity confesses the utility and the sacredness of ecclesiastical order,

but requires that it shall be in all things subordiuate to things spiritual.

The word "unity," when used by these two parties, indicates entirely dif-

ferent ideas, and' therefore its use is often disastrously misleading.

Clirist's prayer for his disciples, " that they may be one," must be inter-

preted according to his own words respecting the company of his people.

Ill his discourse found in the tenth chapter of John's gospel he describes

his Church, in its relatious to himself and as to its composition, by the

figure of a flock under the care of a shepherd. That flock was to be wider

than the Jewish fold—other sheep were to be added to it, and still all

were to be o«6—not one fold, but one foci—a. remarkable distinction,

though little noticed hitherto. Alford, himself an Anglican Church dig-

nitary, remarks on this passage: "The ^ila ttoi/ivt] {one foci) is remarkable

— not /uta avl^ {one fold as chnracteristically hut erronconshj rendered in our

Euglish version—not oxE fold, but one flock. [It is rendered correctly

in the RevisedVersion.] Not one exclusive inclosure of an outward church,

but one flock, all knowing the one Shepherd, and known of him."

A more spiritual unity than that of outward association and organic

union is often partially recognized even by Churchmen and hierarchists,

though the "churchly" idea is by them usually kept in the foreground.

CharTes Wesley, who held, by turns, to both extremes, has beautifully ex-

pressed the spiritual unity of believers, as

" Joined by the unction from above,

In mystic fellowship of love ;

"

and also their aggregate unity, when he says :

"Scattered o'er all the eardi they lie,

Till Thou collect them vvitli thine eye,

Draw by the music of thy name.

And charm into a beauteous frame."

It is therefore a misapplication of language to apply Christ's prayer for

the spiritual fellowship of those that should hear his voice in favor of the

consolidation of all Christendom in a single ecclesiastical organism. It

is not onefold, but one fock, that is called for; and the unity of the flock

is in its kind and character, and its common ownership, much more than

ill its subjection to the oversight of any single under-shepherd, or associa-

tion of such.

The distribution of Protestant Christendom into a variety of self-gov-

ornitig bodies— "denominations"—is by no means an unmixed evil; on

the contrary, its compensating advantages are much more than equal to its

infelicities. It is indeed the natural, and to some extent necessary, result

of the Christian liberty wliich inheres in the nature and being of Protest-

antism. Its evils are on the surface, and therefore manifest, while those
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of centralized hicrarcliies lie deeper aud work ont theii- destructive

results in secret, till they are manifested in the forms of ecclesiastical

despotism aud soulless formality. No doubt this liberty of ecclesiastical

subdivision is sometimes carried to excess—as in any case liberty is liable to

be—and perhaps some of the minor sects are AA-ithout any suflBcient reason

for their existence. But this cannot be atfirmed of any one of the half-dozen

—more or less—cliief denominations in the country-. By this variety a

greater versatility, and a more complete adaptation to different tastes, and

the effective utilization of national or ancestral associations, are secured.

The fact that a Christian organization exists, and is successfully prosecut-

ing the great work which the Head of the Church has designated, is itself

a sufficient viudicath)n of its right to be. But above all else is the con-

sideration that this liberty of independent- action, though sometimes too

freely exercised, is the only alternative for and safeguard against a dan-

gerous centralization of power, with its inevitable corruptions and abuses.

Nor do these diversities of ecclesiastical forms and governments necessarily

interfere with the real unity of the "body of Christ." Protestant Chris-

tianity is itself a unit, complete and solidified, with its one Lord, one

faith, and one baptism.

It is a suggestive fact that in nearly every case the pleas for the eccle-

siastical consolidation of universal Christendom come from those who
expect that it will especially inure to the advantage of their own sect.

The Church of Rome, wliieh in its spirit is the least catholic of all the

Churches, after resolving all Christian unity into its own hierarchical polity,

demands that all Christians shall submit to its authority, or, failing to do

so, to be turned over to something worse than the uncovenanted mercies

of God. Aud the pretensions of the semi-Protestant Anglican Church, on

both sides of the Atlantic, are scarcely less exclusive and arrogant:

though occasionally there may be heard coming unofficially from some of

that body honeyed words full of patronizing condescendons toward the

" sects," with lachrymose regrets for the prevalence of " schism." and the

rending of Christ's " seamless robe." But there is with all this no abate-

ment of the claims that elTectually unchurch all but those of their own
organizations; and the terms of the union offered, and for which they so

earnestly plead, is to all others unconditional surrender and absorption into

THE Church. On similar conditions, with the requisite variations, the

Baptists would not only consent to unite with any and all others, but

after that had been done they would agree to free communion, since all

Christians would then have become Baptists. A little close attention will

detect the fact that a large share of what is heard al>out the wrong and

reproach of "sectarianism" is itself the outgivings of a narrow bigotry,

which aiTOgates to its own all excellences; or else it is the expression of a

worldly ambition for the upbuilding of a great organization—perhaps to

counterwork the designs of Romanism, perhaps to become a power in the

state; or, more probaijly, to gratify somebody's personal ambition.

But the objections against ecclesiastical centralizations are not simply

negative—that it is not called for; but rather they are positive and formi-
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d:iblc. Xo lesson of liistory is svirer or more instructive than tliat ccclcsi-

a.ticii'l ambition is always to be distrusted, both because of its tendencies

to i^rowth, and also for "its dangerous character when largely developed.

The possession of worldly greatness invariably corrupts the Church; and

whenever the Church becomes both powerful and corrupt, it is the most

dangerous enemy that can menace society. Happily, the tendency of

American public sentiment has hitherto been adverse rather than favora-

ble to ecclesiastical pretensions; but \\'ith the growth of wealth and lux-

ury, and the love of display, it is quite possible that that tendency may

be" reversed. Indeed, signs of such a change are already noticeable; and

clearly no greater calamity could befall the Church than the favor of the

fiusliionable world, unless, perhaps, its becoming an active partner in or a

sharer of the spoils of the party politics of the times. The strength of

the Church is proportioned to its separation from the world; and its bt-st

safeguard against temptations toward worldly affiliations is in having but

little that worldly men covet to offer for their favor. Overgrown and

closely compacted "denominations" may readily become hotbeds of

ecclesiastical pride and worldliness, and, if so, they will soon prove to be

both corrupt and corrupting. It is best, therefore, that our churches

shall not be so closely conjoined that there shall be anywhere, or in any

body's hands, any thing at all like a Protestant Vaticanism. It is better to

endure the incidental disadvantages of too much diffusion of govern-

mental power than to incur the inevitable peril of overmuch concentration

of authority—for "the ferment of the free is better than the quiet of

despotism." At some future time we may look into the question of 3Ieth-

odist unity—along this same line.

BIBLE STUDY IN OUR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

Our American people are greatly averse to any thing that savors of relig-

ious influence exerted by the State. We are almost morbidly sensitive to

the slightest suspicion of sectarianism, wherever the public is in any way

responsible. As a consequence of this sentiment, all positive religious

instruction is carefully inhibited in our public schools. The Bible, which

by an overwhelming majority of our population is regarded as, in some

way at least, a divine message to man, is nevertheless treated as a sectarian

book, because some small sects do not believe in it, or because some other

sects object to the version generally used. While the influence of vener-

ated custom retains it nominally in some of our State schools, it is doubt-

less destined to be wholly, as it now is virtually, excluded. Many of

our teachers are even chary and delicate in regard to any kijid of moral

instruction, lest they should be accused of inculcating the tenets of some

religious party.

Now, for the most part, we shall have to submit to this exclusion as

inevitai.le. We may protest against it as not merely negatively but posi-
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tively irreligious and practically atheistic, and also as radically dama;^ing

to our education, making it fragmentary and unsymmetrical ; but \ve shall

probably accept it as the only alternative to doing away with our Common
School system. Bad as this is, it is sorely aggravated by the subtle inllu-

ence it is having on our private and even our own denominational institu-

tions. Established as the latter have been in the interest of religion, it

might seem that there need be no delicacy or restriction in the matter not

only of general religious instruction, but in the inculcation of particular de-

nominational views where it might be thought desirable. But the disposi-

tion to secularize education, not unnatural if unfortunate, in public schools,

has gradually affected even the schools established by the Churches, and in

which such a spirit is reprehensible because wholly incongruous with the

radical design of such institutions. The cry of sectarianism lias become

so much a bugbear that even our sects are frightened by it out of all reason-

able propriety-. Our colleges formerly had at least some form of positive

religious instruction—one recitation a week, throughout the course, in the

Greek Testament, or in the evidences of Christianity. But even this has

been abandoned in most of our colleges of late years, and there is nothing

in the way of required study or examination—save perhaps a term in Evi-

dences—in which they differ from the purely secular schools.

What is true of the colleges is also largely true of our secondary church

schools. In a great proportion of them there is no such study of religion

required as is the case even in the State schools of Germany and other

European nations. AVe do not wish to be understood as characterizing

our denoiTiinational schools as. altogether irreligious. This wotild be

palpably untrue. The religious sentiment is probably more prevalent

than at almost any former time. And yet this is perhaps a thing to be

complained of, that it is too much a sentiment, and not enough a deep,

solid conviction. Some of us who have closely observed the life of our

colleges from the outside, and yet under conditions favorable to accurate

perception, have found reason to lament the something like a partial

divorce between religion and morality which prevails. We do not mean
that there is more immorality or fewer religious students than formerly,

but that many of our religious students are less sensitive to moral obliga-

tions than is compatible with thoroughly settled religious principles.

There is also, as is naturally to be supposed under the conditions here

set forth, among our young people in general a very great ignorance of

the Bible. Only those who are called upon to examine students in this

respect are aware how great this ignorance is. Wc have been astonished

at the utter lack of intelligence in Ijiblical matters which has been exhib-

ited by young people Ix-longing to Christian families and members of our

Sundaj'-schools— not merely exceptionally dull persons, but bright, quick

boys and girls of scholarly capabilities. We do not mean to say that

this is universally the case. There are many exceptions, but only where

there has been s])ecial care and parental training at home.

What we especially criticise is, the general absence of systematic relig-

ious instruction in our educational institutions. There is, to be sure, in
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niost of our schools, a requirement that the students attend devotional

Ht-rvices daily, and pul}lic service on the Sabbath, and usually a Suuduy-

sifhool exercise of some sort. But how far short this comes of meeting

tlio real need will be seen if we compare it with the requirement respcct-

iii<- any subject which students are called upon to study. Were the stu-

dents in natural history, or physics, or geometry, or the languages called

together every day for fiftecu minutes to hear the teacher read a page or

two from the text-book, and on cue day iu the week they were ex-

pected to be examined, and, say, half or two thirds of a page specially

assigned, but to the special study of which there was nothing more than a

general moral obligation, and that scarcely enforced by any considerable

motive, it is evident that by the large majority of students nothing

would be learned in these branches that would be of any permanent avail.

We do not here plead for the study of technical theologv or ecclesiasti-

cism in our schools. We should even earnestly deprecate this. But it

would seem that, the study of the Bible after the approved methods fol-

lowed iu the study of secular history and literature, and similar branches,

cannot be wisely neglected. It is remarkable that while in all our classical

and college-preparatory schools the study of the ancient heathen religious

is indispensable, the study of the religion of our own race and people is

carefully tabooed. It is imiversally recognized as essential in the investi-

gation of the history or literature of any race or nation that its religious

system must be carefully studied. We know how much pains is taken by

eminent scholars to ascertain all that can be known concerning the ancient

religion of India. Sanhitas, Brahmanas, and Upanishads occupy years of

the time of the ablest minds. The same devotion is paid to the religious

systems of China, Persia, Egypt, and Scandinavia. It is felt that Ave are

well rewarded for any reasonable eHort to investigate the religious of even

many semi civilized or barbarous races. But the Bible, which underlies

our whole modern civilization, and impregnates all its literature and

the civil polities of its various nationalities, and as well ailccts our

entire educational methods, and which, even if of only the same value as

the ancient mythologies, could not be neglected without a marked defi-

ciency in our system, is, with a few exceptions, excluded from the curric-

ula of all our schools; and this, too, when it is regarded as the basis of

the only genuine religion which God had given to man

!

There are some symptoms of a reaction in this respect, though whether

they are sulllcient to piomise a return to a more rational usage it is not

yet easy to determine. But the exceptions are increasing. In some of

the new Western colleges, notably some of those under the Congrega-

tionalist patronage, definite provisions are made for this systematic study

of the Scriptures. In many of the seminaries and colleges for women the

same arrangements are made, and that, too, more frequently than in those

for men. In Wellesley College, a more thorough and ethcicnt system of

this study prevails than almost anywhere else. Two hours a week on

different week-days are devoted to this, just as the same time is devoted

to certain philosophical, scicntilie, or literary subjects. It may be added,
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that iu this institution the religious spirit blends with and affects more
fully tlie Avhole course of training than in any other college with wliich we
are acquainted.

Of course, iu the Roman Catholic and Episcopal schools there is special

attention paid to religious instruction, but it is for the most part cate-

chetical and ecclesiastical, and not the study of the Bible in a general and
scientific manner.

In the oldest of our Methodist academies, tliat at Wilbraham, Mass.,

there has been for the last six years a plan of Bible study iu operation

which, though limited in its range, has been eminently successful, and
attended with the most gTatifying results. It is a part of all the general

courses of study, and the same regulations govern it as control iu other

studies, both as to recitations and term examinations. It requires four

years to complete it at one recitation a week. The lirst year's course covers

the patriarchal and Hebrew history to the death of Solomon. The second

year completes the Hebrew history, and takes also the poetic and prophetic

writings. The third year's study is the life of Christ as contained in the

gospels, and taken in chronological order. The fourth year is devoted to the

early propagation of the Gosi)el based on the Acts and the epistles, also

taken in chronological order. Outlines have been prepared and printed to

guide and aid the student, which consist substantially of a syllabus iu the

form of topics and suggestive questions calculated to present the subject

somewhat freshly and in an orderly manner to the mind. ]Many of the

outline Icssous are preceded by brief introductions explaining or illustrat-

ing the general subject or some particular ecclesiastical or political or

geogTaphical fact alluded to, or throwing some light on contemporaneous
history.

The methods of instruction pursued arc the same as those usually

adopted by our best teachers in the study of history, literature, and philos-

0|)hy, and those who are familiar with our educational history are aware
that these methods have greatly changed ^dthin the last thirty years.

Each recitation covers about the same amount of ground covered by the

same students in these studies. There is no encouragement to turn the

class-room into a theological debating club on metaphysical and .specula-

tive subjects, or to take advantage of students who might object to being
drawn into a class-meeting or an inquiry meeting. The object is to get at

the simple thought and meaning of the writers, and to become familiar

with the practical bearing of what is written.

The method of Bible study is elementary, and in a sense superficial.

But to those who have observed its working in the institution referred to

its effect, both intellectually and morally, has been most gratifying. It has

certainly exceeded the expectation of its initiators. The wide difference

between taking a somewhat extended portion of Scripture for study, as in

other text-books, and taking only ten or fifteen verses, is almost incalcula-

ble. AVe find no fault with the latter method. For its peculiar purpose it

is not to be couteuuicd. But it is not a substitute for the scientific and
comprehensive study of the sacred Scriptures.
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This plan of study does not contemplate the use of commentaries, or the

:iiil, to any great extent, of dictionaries and cyclopedias or other aids,

I'xcept such as come from the instructors. It would be a considerable

improvement on the method here instanced, and especially in the case of

more advanced students, if it could be pursued on a more extensive scale.

At \\'ollcsley College, as we have seen, it is thus pursued, and the stu-

dents have opportunity to consult a very great variety of the best helps to

hihlical study for which the fine library of the college furnishes amjjle

facilities.

The plan adopted at AYilbraham, though not widely published, has been

iidopted by several colleges in the M'est under the patronage of the Gon-

jrrcgationalists, and the outlines used at the former school are in use in

those. The same is true of one of the best colleges for women in the

State of New York, and also of another of our Conference seminaries in

Now England. In still another of our seminaries a plan is being matured,

and a pecuniary foundiition is already laid, for the especial qualification

of Christian w6rkers. The study of the Bible in some such method as is

here indicated will no doubt be a leading feature in this plan. We hail it

as a most excellent omen of our religious educational jjrogress. There is

u demand for such a course of training in our churches and communities.

Nothing better could be devised than a course of study not theological

or merely catechetical, but preparing our young people who are hereafter

to occupy important positions in the Church to fill these positions intelli-

gently, efficiently, and honorably. B. ii. g.

THE INCREASE OF CRIM:.

In the " North American Review" for May, President J. L. Pickard,

under the heading " Why Crime is Increasing," assumes and proves the

designated fact, and also points out some of the conditions through

^^hich this most undesirable result has been reached. We shall be in-

debted to that article for some of his facts in what we now propose to

write.

Though the apparent teachings of statistics are sometimes found, on
closer inspection, to be fallacious and misleading, in this case no relief is

gained by the most careful re-examinations of their details. Trustworthy
reports show that in I80O the proportion of persons in prison to the Avhole

population of the country was as one to 3,442; in ISSOitwas asoue to SCO,

—a relative increase of just fourfold. As this shows not the number of

offenses committed, but of judicial convictions, the question maybe asked

wliether an improved administration of justice may not, at least in part,

account for this apparently enormously large increase of punishable of-

fen.sos. But not much relief can be gotten by such an inquiry, for any

s'lj^posable improvement in the processes for detecting and punishing

crime is much more than counterbalanced by the increased skillfulness of
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criminals in evading fhe hand of justice. Apparently, therefore, the

UQwelcome fact must be accepted that crime has rapidly increased among
us during tlie recent past; and it only remains for us to find out its cause

or causes, and if possible to apply the needed remedies.

The composition of the population of the country has undergone very

great changes witliin the past half-century through the infusion of a very

large foreign element, chiefly consisting of persons very unlike the original

American stock. That these new-comers, suddenly removed from the legal

and domestic restraints in wliich they had before lived, and exposed to the

peculiar temptations presented by their new conditions, with their uncle-

vated intellectual and moral estate, should be drawn away to the com-

mission of oiTenses against the laws, is no more than might have been

anticipated; and the records of the courts and the prisons disclose the

fact that a disproportionate number of the inmates of the prisons have

been persons of foreign birtli, or the children of such, brought up under

their influence. That consideration will no doubt in part, though only

very partially, account for the increase of crime in the laud.

A remarkable change has taken place, during these years, in the propor-

tions of the population of the cities as compared with that of the smaller

towns and the open country. In 1850 just one eighth of the population of

the entire country Avas classed as "urban;" in 1880 that proportion had
very nearly doubled, having ad\-anced from 12.5 to 22.5 per cent. These

changes of habitations were both the effects and the causes of great and far-

reaching social and moral disturbances, tending to both the worse and the

better; and besides these changes of residences, the rural population has

come to feel the influence of the cities, and has been removed by it from

the simplicity of other times. As a general rule, it is found that in pro-

portion as po])ulation becomes dense crime increases in even a much larger

ratio.

The District of Columbia, with nearly three thousand to the square mile,

has one prisoner to each four hundred and sixty-six inhabitants ; while

Kansas, with twelve to the mile, has one to a thousand and twenty-nine;

and Iowa, with twenty-nine to the square mile, has only one to two thou-

sand. ]\Iassachusctts, the home of American " culture," has at the rate

of more than two of every thousand of her population in prison, though
even in that State a large share of its people reside in the open country

or in small hamlets. It has, however, a larger proportion of "factory

operatives" in its pf)pulation than any other State, many of whom are

Irish I{oman Catholics and French Canadians. But, irrespective of race

or religion, manufacturing communities seem to be productive of crim-

inals. Possibly the favorable showings for Kansas, and the still better

for Iowa, are somehow connected, cither as cause or effect, with the atti-

tude of these States toward the liquor traffic. There can be no doubt,

however, that city life affords both incentives and opjjortunities for crim-

inal conduct beyond those of the country; nor that a country population

brought into the conditions of city life would show a mueh worse crim-

inal record than they would have done in their rural homes. The indus-
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trial chfinges that are bringing together vast populations in cities and
factory towns, are necessarily producing wide social and moral transfor-

mations, which assuredly are not all for the better.

With this relative increase of city populations has also appeared a

(jiiickened and intensified struggle for mouey-niaking—so much so as to

give its own character to the po])ular life and thought. To make money
and spend it is beyond all else the governing thought of the dictators of

l»ul(lic opinions and pursuits. Every body would be rich, and very natu-

rally every-where, " They that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare."

In a few cases the crimes wliich grow directly out of this inordinate pursuit

of gain figure in the courts, and a very small proportion of these add to the

census of the prison population; but the slain of this destroyer in its con-

cealed, or indirect and far-reaching, actions is a very great army. The
increased cost of living, as very many people choose to live, and think
they are compelled to, is greater than their legitimate incomes will war-

rant, and the results are seen in wild speculations and defalcations—iu
the peculations and stealings of trusted servants, public and private, and
in the false show and the domestic misery of thousands of households.

This, too, no doubt, is the cause of the multitudes of unmamed men and
women, constituting altogether a most unwholesome element in society.

Only a few of these, liowever, are in their earlier stages among the "pris-

oner" class, which is the basis of the preceding calculation; but they
may be found in the insane asylums, the almshouses, and the homes for

the unfortunate provided by public or private charity ; or, most sorrowful
of all, in the suicides' graves. This greed of gain is also the direct pro-
curing cause of the whole race of professional criminals—numbered by
tens of thousands—wlio divide their lives between terms of imprisonment
and intervals spent in preying upon society.

It is also found that the forms of their industries are somehow closely

related to tlie prevalence of crimes in our social communities. Agricult-
ure has the largest following of all the business occupations of the
country, and from that calling comes by far the smallest percentage of
o\u- criminals. We speak simply of the fact, which cannot be called in

question, without discussing its philosoph}'—which is, however, suffi-

ciently obvious—further than to remark that the absence of undue excite-

ments, the possession of a moderate competence, and personal independ-
ence—all of which ai-e among the conditions of a yeomanry—are emi-
nently promotive of self-respect and a wholesome individuality. But
this fonn of industry is not the most promising in respect to sudden
Wealth, and, therefore, it is discarded by very many who have been trained
to it. It is also the least cared for by the government, which burdens it

^vith heavy taxes iu tlie form of imposts on its foreign supplies, and
draws from it large amounts for the maintenance of the criminal and tlie

pauper classes, to both of which it makes the leajt relative contril)ution9.

Class distinctions are less known in agricultunil populations than in any
ethers, and there is much less of the wide extremes of the rich and the
poor. The permanence and immovablcness of the chief forms of property
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gives it security against spoliation or sudden and wide changes of values,

which, among other social conditions, become the fruitful sources of botli

poverty and crime. It may avail but little practically to plead for the

relative moral and social superiority of country life over that of cities;

but in a problem of social science so large a factor may not be dis-

regarded.

Among the most alarming of the social aspects of the times is the evi-

dent general loosening of the ties of domestic life, and the small value

that is attached to the family relations. Marriages are slmuned by the

cautious, often at the cost of personal purity; or they are contracted

thoughtlessly, to be followed by wretchedness, abandonment, and divorce.

Children break away from the restraints of home at ages when these are

most needed; or perhaps they are freely dismissed by their parents, that

they may plunge into the whirlpool of "business," with the godless and

maddening influences of the outside world substituted for the needed

protection and discipline of home life. Under this influence comes also

the demand for the enlargement of "the sphere of woman," which

means, in fact, whatever any may intend, that instead of caring for and

illuminating the sacred precincts of the household, and guiding their

own families, women shall take the places that nature intended only for

masculine force and toughness,—that little girls shall learn trades,—that

misses in their teens shall be put on exhibition in salesrooms by day and

lodged in vast dormitories by night—orphaned, in fact, at an age when

orphanage is most to be deprecated—and that an abler and more educated

few shall forego all the special advantages and responsibilities of their

sex and social positions to struggle with men, gentle or coarse as may
chance, in professional life. The blighting effects of all this on the mor-

als of society are not merely matters of speculation ; that crime should

increase among such conditions is inevitable : and side by side with this

mad crusade for " woman's rights"—often, but not always, manifested in

the same person—is witnessed a departure from both the faith and the

moralities of Christianity, by which the salutary restraints of religion are

taken away and the public conscience vitiated. While it is not believed

that there is any general falling away in cither the belief or the practice

of religion, it is painfully evident that in certain social classes there

is such a defection, and that this is operating most disastrously among
those so affected.

The influence of intemperance in stimulating every form of vice and in

promoting criminal action must be accepted as a constant quantity in the

social problem. Drunkenness is not only itself a form of criminality, in

certain conditions legally recognized and punished as such, but it is also

an ever-present force to quicken and augment every other species of crim-

inality; and although there maybe no relative increase of this vice in the

country, yet among certain classes there is evidently an increase, and

from these classes, which arc steadily recruited from the unhoused and

unprotected youth and young people of our cities, come a very large share

of all our criminals ; and as tlie only partially effective prohibition of tlie
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liquor traffic in certain States or lesser localities have uniformly been fol-

lowed by a large decrease of crime, we may reasonably infer that its total

atiJ universal prohibition would i3ro2)ortionally diminish the fearful

ai'irrogatc.

The remedies for the evils we are considering must be as various as the

cMiises out of which they spring. Generally we need a better state of

public and private morality—better government, improved prison disci-

pline, less squalid poverty, better homes for the poor, more adequate

primary education, better adjustments of the industrial interests of the

country, a higher standard of political ethics, less drunkenness, less Sab-

liath desecration, and, to comprehend the whole in one, more of the re-

liijfion of Christ wisely exercised in unselfish goodness in behalf of all

classes and conditions of men. After all, there is no new specific for

tliese modern epidemics of crime; they can be checked aud extirpated

only by the power of religion.

FOREIGN, RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY.

Tni-: International Position of the Pope.—A prominent publicist

of Germany has just given to the world a treatise on the above subject,

which is attracting considerable attention, both from its solid character

and the timeliness of the theme. It is written with calmness and good
judgment, and although, of course, from a Protestant stand-point, it

^eems very free from any endeavor to treat the matter Avith other than
logical consistenc}-.

The introduction opens with an historical development of the Romish
Church, the papacy, and the temporal power of the pope ; the latter as-

suming that this power descends to him from God. For centuries the
popes assumed to be only the successors of St. Peter; but by Innocent III.

they were declared to be the vicars of Christ and God on earth. But it

was one thing to make this claim, aud a very different one to enforce it;

nnd the author gives us a long series of facts, proving that down to Pius
IX. they never relaxed their claims, though they often could not maintain
them. In the famous Syllabus of the latter pontiff it is expressly denied
tluit the Pomish popes had ever exceeded their powers in assuming rights
over temporal princes.

According to the Curia, this omnipotence of the pope has always
existed, but in the [Middle* Ages it could not always be exercised, because
of the rebellious spirit of sovereigns. The well-known Bull of Boniface
^ ^11-—the JJnam S'lncfam—vras burned by an executioner in Paris, and its

piiblication in Spain was prohibited under pain of high treason. Frcd-
LTick II. of Prussia assumed to control the Catholic peasants of Silesia, aud
the Bourbon courts of Europe forced the dissolution of the Order of the
Jesuits. In Austria Joseph II. assumed the place of the pope, aud grauted
to the Roman pontiff no supreme authority.
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Then came the era of the concordats or pnpal treaties, many of which

the author declares were illegal because not ratified by the popular will in

legislative bodies. But the more the power of the popes increased the

greater became in certain quarters the opposition. The quarrels between

popes and councils, and the apostasy of entire nations, closing with the

French Revolution, left the papacy in the most abject weakness.

The restoration of the papacy after the full of Napoleon I., with all

the restoration policy of that period, is to be regarded as but little more

than an episode; and it was reserved for the third Napoleon to assist the

kingdom of Italy in displacing the pope from his temporal throne.

The difficulty now in treating with the papacy arises from the differ-

ence between its actual position and its claims, one of the latter being that

it has the right of international protection in its struggle with Italy.

Against this position the latter country protests with great vehemence;

and no power just at present would dare to interfere in the matter. And
the position of the author of the work in question is, that the papacy has

politicalh'' no international rights. The rejection of the modern state on

the part of the Curia is logically correct from its stand-point, and indeed

necessary to the position that the pontitf has rights over sovereigns and

nations. The claims of the two parties are diametrically opposite, and

they must therefore collide. The question will consequently, for the time

being, continue to be settled as it has been in the past—namely, by the

right of might. In the meanwhile the pope will continue to athrm that

the spirit of revolution, destruction, and anarchy now abroad among the

nations arises from their neglect of his advice and appeals.

"France ix Caxada" is the title of an interesting article in the last

number of the "Ixevue Chretienne" by the French author and lay worker
among the Protestants of France. ]\r. Reveillaud. lie is well known among
us from his recent visit to this country in the interest of the Reformed
Church of France.

He narrates in a very clear and succinct way the result of his experience

and thought in regard to the French of Canada, whom he finds to be sev-

eral centuries behind the age. He is much surprised to see that the

French of to-day are as subservient to their priests as were their forefathers

at the time of their emigration—pajing their tithes, accepting the clergy

as their guides in all family matters, and the controllers in the elections.

The journals of the country which have tried to break this intolerable

yoke have lost most of their subscribers.

Reveillaud explains this remarkable and growing power of the Catholic

clergy of Canada about as follows : When New France was ceded to the

English, Canada was decapitated, in a social and intellectual point of

view, by the departure of the jirincipal families of the country, and the

return of the most of the civil functionaries and commercial notabilities

to France. But the priests, to whom the treaty of Paris guaranteed all

their fonner privileges, as well as their former- tithes, remained, and be-

came the prominent men of the province. They had soon, therefore, the
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'i sole direction of the Froncli population that remained fixed to the soil.

\ Thf'V then began to reign without protest over a people who saw in them

\ the representatives of their natioualit\- and institutions. In proportion as

the Knyiish and Protectant element entered the colony the Canadians

LTuthered more closely around their priests and their churches, and Ca-

tliolicisra soon came to be considered as the palladium of their national

independence. Now this same phase of Catholicism soon developed a

spirit of routine and reaction, under the influence of which the character

of tlie people became weakened. This spirit has shackled not only all

literary growth, but even the free development of trade and industry, and

kejit fhein far behind the age.

The Crimixal, Classes in Fra:n'ce are a source of great trou1)lc just

now, which the deputies are tr^nng to meet with a law for relapsed crim-

inals or "old offenders." The sympathies of the turbulent classes are, of

course, always in favor of the criminal; and no festivity of a national char-

acter occurs v,-ithout an effort on the part of the Radicals to have a lot of

hopeless fellows pardoned out of prison to return and annoy society and

the government. This evil has gTown to such an extent that there are

paid to bo in Paris at present no less than thirty thousand of this class,

v.-hose occupation is to advance from crime to crime, and become a sort of

prison tramps.

The evil has thus grown until it has become unbearable, nurtured to a

great extent by the legislators tliemselves in the endeavor to gain popu-

larity and votes. For instance, the wretches convicted of the most bar-

barous crimes of the days of the Commune in Paris were scarcely s.ifcly

landed in the penal colony of Xew Caledonia, in the Southern Seas, before

a political clamor was made for their release. The tocsin was sounded with

s\ich vigor that in a little while the authorities consented to liberate the

least criminal, and then went a step and still another step further until

nt last the vilest of the leaders were again in Paris ready to wave the red

flag and scatter the kerosene. Enormous sums had been exjjejided in

sending them away and then bringing them back again, only to form an

audacious band of agitators ready to do and dare any thing in the line

of social reyolufon and destruction.

Eat at last the crisis has come, and these relapsed criminals form so

dangerous an element of the population of the French capital that some-

thing must be done to shield the community and the State from these

vampires. Therefore for some time tiie Chamber has been busy in the

discussion of a hill to become a ''Law on the Recidivistes." In the out-

side discussion of these matters the French Protestants are takimr a great

deal of interest, and the well-known Pasteur of the Oratoire, ^1. Robin,

treats the matter very thoroughly from a philanthropic stand-point in the

columns of the " Revue Chreticnne."

The trouble now seems to be the danger of making the law too sweeping

lind severe, as it would pronounce the punishment of perpetual banishment

against several categories of individuals who hardly deserve such severe
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treatment, namely, vagabonds and beggars. M. Robin appeals for a dis-

tinction between tlie villainously criminal and the lazy and helpless. Tlir

latter he would have sent to reformatory institutions, with a view of

reclaiming them by enforced labor; and would reserve the fearful penalty

of perpetual banishment for the incorrigibly criminal and dangerous
classes. He argues with great eloquence that a properly managed jirison

may be made a shelter and school, and a blessing to many who should be

retained where they may have the means to effect this good purpose,

rather than to send them to distant colonies to die, and be lost to a

country that really needs their presence and their power. The discus-

sion unveils some peculiar points in French national and criminal life,

and especially the fact that banishment from Fracce is to a Frenchman
the most cruel sentence that can be put upon him. Many of them
would rather be executed in France than suffer deportation to distant

and lonely islands.

"Free Mission Preaching" is becoming quite popular in Saxony,

where, until very recently, the Established Church looked with horror on
any unauthorized Christian work among the masses. But the regular

preachers found that while they were pouting and neglecting the great

crowds that collect in the industrial centers of that country, other Chris-

tian Avorkers went among the rough and uncoutii, the poor and lowly,

and obtained a hearing and attention. In the first place, as a certain

report relates, the Methodists went among them several times, remained
for a considerable time, and held meetings that were largely attended.

This was especially the case in the town and district of Planitz. More
recently the Baptists have gone in there and successfully engaged in form-

ing congregations and crystallizing their work. These facts proved to the

satisfaction of the lilieral Lutheran preachers that the said district was
very favorable soil for what they call "free mission preaching," and
accordingly a jiopular pastor of Dresden was invited there to do mission

work among tlic pcoi)le, and endeavor to retain them in the Church.

Pastor Seidel had evidently learned a lesson from those who had spurred

him to the work. He laid aside his dignity, hired a large dancing-hall,

obtained some ])opular hymn-books, and was rewarded vd{\\ a large audi-

ence whose coarseness or indifference was overcome by the novelty and
the attractiveness of the scone. He chose popular themes, such as " Divine

and Human Love," '' Belief in the Cliild, the Youth, and the Man," and
" A Look beyond the Grave." The discussion of such subjects in poi)ular

and homely style and language made him an acceptable visitor, and his

hearers listened with resjiect to alhisious to some of tlicir vagaries, such as

pastiiring in the foreign fields of the sects and even of spiritism. Tlie

scene of these labors is the .seat of a large contingent to the socialistic

vote of the country, and/>vhich sends a good many members to the Saxou
Chambers; and any influence that can l)e brought to bear on these men
to make them more loyal to the country, to religion, and the family i.s

well spent. It is very clear that the German State preachers throughout
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;;u- 1:111(1 are coming rapidly to the conviction that they must adopt pop-

\\\\r ai'jthods if they would reacli the people.

The Religious Status of Switzerland is presented in no roseate hue

»>y prof. Oettli, of Berne, in a paraplilet just issued, containing his report

«.ii tliis subject to the Evangelical Alliance in Copenhagen, lie considers

church matters generally in a state of decomposition throughout the land.

Tlic iiist defenses of the Christian dogmas have fallen, the position of the

IH'oplo toward the Bible teachings is of thi loosest kind, and in Basle and

Zurich even the sacrament of child baptism is no longer required by the

authorities. There is no common confession of faith, no general belief, no

church obligation, and no clearly defined bamers between the absolute

rule of the pastor and the rights of the congregation; between the simple

will of casual majorities and the authority of the iuyestcd officials of the

church. Every individual pastor, every separate congregation, and each

particular member seems to be sovereign in power.

But we are happy to say that this discouraged pastor does also find a

light side to this dark picture. He acknowledges that where there is

belief it is self-conscious, energetic, and active. Many a personal testimony

for Christ is heard, and the power of Christ becomes so effective that it

then cannot be despised. The parties in the Swiss churches are keenly

dissected; and we are told how the so-called Reformers soon neglect the

very pulpits that they have wrested from their rightful owners. True

ft'ligion is forgotten in the conflicts about baptism, separation of Chui ch

And State, and other comparatively unimportant questions. In many of

the Swiss cities these unrefreshiug struggles are the order of the day, ab-

sorbing the attention of the State, the school, and social life. The extreme

radical party in Switzerland, with ail its professions of liberty, is thus

threatening the freedom of faith and worship. It is by them that most

of the unreasonably violent treatment against the Salvation Army has been

committed. And whatever may be the opinion of Christians generally

ubout its modus operandi, it is certainly quite inconsistent that the radical

newspapers, whose columns are overflowing with the most liberal phrases,

should be the chief supporters of those who attack all meetings of the

**Arniy," even those in private houses, and fairly force the government
to violate its guarantees for the liberty of worship. But, even with all

these discouragements, Swiss Chi-istians still hope that the Gospel hour
will soon come,

-"Mission "Work in Spain is still being pressed with vigor by Protestant

v-'orkcrs, notwithstanding the most persistent opposition on tlie part of the

Catholic Church, in collusion with the civil authorities. A new enter-

prise was begun last summer in Granada by the establishment of a school

and chapel in the most neglected portion of that city, where men and
Women practice vice as a legitimate source of income. The inhabitants

Were totally destitute of all incentives to be either decent or honest, and
the children were exposed to the most bestial lessons. In this hot-bed of
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misery and vice the evangelist invited the people to come and hear him
tell them the story of a true friend ; and they came in large numbers. He
read portions of the Psalms and the New Testament, and then told them
the story of the cross and of justification by faith rather than by the inter-

cession of the saints or the Virgin. A school "was soon opened with forty

pupils, -where every evening and the afternoon of Sundays divine service

was held, and attended by increasing numbers. The mission worker need

scarcely have told us that his efforts soon attracted the attention of the

priests, who hitherto had paid no regard to this neglected district. But

suddenly they became aware of its needs and its dangers, and commenced
a course of systematic opposition and interference against this new Gos-

pel and philanthropic work. They succeeded in stirring up the popula-

tion against the mission, and gathering crowds of roughs to stone the

building and commit other outrages. This produced a riot, and attracted

the attention of the police, who, to the surprise of the evangelist, offered

him protection. Generally the government has found some excuse for

interfering with the work so as to limit or stop it.

The Protest.vj>t Orphanage in jEuirsALEsr under the patronage of

German Christians seems to be doing an excellent work there, and makes a

report and appeal for help that cannot be disregarded. There seems to be

the most violent opposition in the Holy Q\\y and the Holy Land, indeed,

to Protestant Christianity. This enterprise, under the protectorate of the

King of Prussia, and largely supported by his private munificence and the

protection of the German consulate, are doing excellent work of various

kinds. Besides the school for orphan children there is a hospital served by

German deaconesses, and schools for both girls and boys. There is indi-

rectly connected with it a Jewish and an Arabic mission, with branches

in Bethlehem and Hebron.

The missionaries engaged in this work declare that religious antagonism

is more bitter here than in any other place on earth ; and they therefore

need help from without to sustain them. If it were not for the strong

Turkish police force maintained there it would be impossible on festal days

ftt the Church of the Holy Sepulcher to maintain order among the different

sects contending for the preference to admission to the holy places. For

awhile these were assumed to be under the special protection of Xapo-

leouni.. but since his fall the French have lost their prestige in the Holy

Land, and that of the Germans has greatly risen. These are now ready

to inaugurate many good works if sufliciently supported by theh- Christian

countrymen, and to tliis end the appeal is made from which we quote.

The Hungarian magnates are passing through a period of strife and

anxiety regarding the matter of reform in the Upper House. The relig-

ious conflicts have reached the people, and the feeling among the masses

against the Jews is very strong. The question in dispute is that of Jew-

ish representation in the U])per House. The Premier Tisza is decidedly in

favor of the Jews, and was bold enough to say that the Hungarian nation
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ihoviUl not allow itself to be frighteued by an outcry worthy of the Middle

.\i^<'s. liut the discussion brings up other troublesome questions, such as a

r:vitcstant representation also, because of the large Protestant community

in Transylvania. The liberal minister at last succeeded in his endeavor to

f:uor the Jews, by a. large majority, wLich was gotten, however, by the

al.sencc of some two hundred members at the time of voting. This of

course makes the final result more doubtful in the Lower House, wliich is

Mill discussing the question with much bitterness, and great danger of a

riot among the people.

Tlie pontiff has never before come out quite so squarely against the

lUlian government as in his late allocution to the cardinals on the occasion

of the seventh anniversary of his elevation to the papal throne. lie com-

plains that the position of the vicar of Christ in the Eternal City becomes

more burdensome the longer it lasts. He looks forward to a time when

the government, which has now approached the doors of the apostolic

p;\hce, will not hesitate to enter even its holy precincts. But he casts his

heaviest bomb at the heresy that is allowed to run riot in Rome, and com-

phuns that he cannot shut the gates of the city against it. He says:

" We can neither prevent the scattering of false and godless doctrines, nor

amiihilate the laws that violate the truths of the faith and the teaching

of the churches." This passage indicates very clearly, if, indeed, any

jiroof were needed, what would be the fate of Protestantism in Rome if

ihc pope were returned to the possession of his so-devoutly-dcsired liberty

Bnd independence. Every Protestant enterprise in the city would be out-

ride the walls without even decent delay.

The grandest missionary workers in Germany are battling on the outer

walls in favor of having their missions go hand in hand with all efforts

at foreign colonization ; and large bodies of the people are listening to

elo(iuent appeals to this end. The Christian missions and Christian col-

onization are not to be hostile to one another, but are to work together

for the attainment of the same purpose. Indeed, Christian colonization

is not conceivable without the Christian mission ; for the question as to

what will be done with the natives of these colonies cannot be solved

witho\it the mission work. Therefore the mission workers declare it to

be the duty of the German government and people to favor the introduc-

tion and spread of Christianity in the new colonies. These colonies, as

such, should assist the missions by aiding in the passage of wise laws

that will keep heathendom within bounds, and in its place give the peo-

ple schools and churches, and protect them as far as possible from the

vices of civilization, especially that of the too free use of spirituous

liquors. In truth, the opposition of the mission workers to ardent spirits

i-s, for Germans, almost phenomenal.

The German people have a pleasant way of rewarding faithful scholars

as public benefactors. That well-known Christian teacher and author,
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Dr. Franz Delitzsch, of Leipsic, lias just finislied tlie fiftieth year of his

professional labors, and his friends and admirers felt like celebrating this

golden jubilee in grand style. Numerous gifts from high and low-

greeted the venerable man, and were an eloquent testimony to the breadth

as well as the depth of his labors. The philosophical faculty of the Uni-

versity renewed his diploma, and the city council came in with thanks

for his rare labors in cataloguing the manuscripts of the City Library. A
messenger from the king brought to him the Cross of the Order of Merit,

while all his colleagues of the theological faculty handed him a document

saying: " Your name is an ornament of dur faculty, and its attraction,

which reaches far beyond the seas, is still unweakened in its influence.

All your work has been constantly done in the service of our Lord Jesus

Christ and his Church on earth." In short, the learned servant of God
was fairly overwhelmed with tokens of love.

It may indeed be said of the Germans, that of making cyclopedias

there is verily no end ; this is especially the case in the realm of theol-

ogy. Among the newly finished ones are those of Herzog and Plitt, in

seventeen volumes, and Wetzer and Welte, of ten volumes; then there is

the "Universal Theological Lexicon" of Schenkel, the "Lexicon of The-

ology and Ecclesiatics for the Evangelical Church," by-Holtzmann and

Zopffel, and the " Ilandlexicon for Catholic Theology," by Schafler. But

not any one of these seems to satisfy the demand among the Lutherans:

they have long desired one that will treat of theological questions more

especially from their stand-point, and this wish is at last to be gratified,

and the empty chasm is to be filled by the " Church Handlexicon" of Dr.

Carl ]Menscl, in collaboration with a number of Ecangdical Lutheran pas-

tors. This work is to be a guide in the investigation of the entire field

of theology and the Church. It is primarily intended for a reference-book

for the clergy, old and young; yet also for intelligent lay workers in

Christian circles, such as the oihcial members of the church bodies of va-

rious names. The breadth of the work will make it quite a library in

contents, and it will be finished in four stout volumes.

The quaint old town of Nuremberg, in Germany, is more worthy of a

visit for matters of antiquity in art, industry, and architecture than any

other, but we had not thought of according to it special interest in the

history of the Reformation until we noticed a recent publication, entitled

"History of the Reformation in the Imperial City of Nuremberg." This

proves to be a rich fund of literar}' and religious archives concerning the

gTcat movement as it affected that ancient city. Its narrative gives us a

deeper insight into the influence of Nuremberg at the close of the ;Middle

Ages, and throws a bright light on the peculiarity of the German relig-

ious life of the period.

About a year ago a society was formed in France for the evangelization

of Algeria and Tunis, and since that period some money has been col-
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Irctcd and the work lias beeu commenced. One evangelist has been sent

111 Tunis und one to Oran, in Algeria, who is working among the Span-

i:irils, who collect there from the uot-fai'-distaut opposite shore. A pre-

paratory scliool for Christian workers in Constantino has also been as-

hi.-.ted. A Protestant chaplain in Tunis has just received, as a present

from the governor-general, land for the erection of a Protestant church.

At a recent meeting of the society the secretary gave a very sad picture of

llio miserable condition of the Protestants in those regions. The work-

ers ahcady there are few in number, and are very poorly supported. In

Al^'cria alone there should be at least a half-dozen more assistants, and the

call for these is made in France. But the reply is, that there are already

ho many parishes at home witliout pastors that thej^ have none to spare.

One of the speakers seemed to think that Protestantism is losing among
the Latin nations more than it is gaining.

TriK Prussian Unia^ersities had a very successful winter semester,

numbering in attendance 13,937 students against 12,465 of the winter of

18^3-84. Berlin led off with over 5,000, Halle had 1,631, GOttingen 903,

etc. "Within four years there has been a total increase of over eleven per

cent. But in regard to thisincrease the numbers have been quite variable

in tlie different schools. Indeed, the vacillation in this respect in German
universities is quite peculiar. Sometimes this would seem almost a whim,
or {X'rcliance a fashion ; but it generally proceeds from the popularity of

6i)ecial teachers. One famous man will often draw a crowd at a certain

jK-riod when he is specially active. In Protestant theology there were
1,'J2G, a large increase. For a few years the decrease in this line was
very marked; the increase again is now quite encouraging. In the Cath-

olic faculties there were 23G; in law, 2,33S; in medicine, 3,250; and in

I'hilosopliy, 4,879. On the whole, therefore, matters are looking well for

the Prussian schools.

The Protestant Press in Italy makes a fair showing ; there are at

present not less than fifteen periodicals, whose titles are as follows :VItalia

Ktangdica, 11 Piccolo Mesmggierc, Le Temoin, IlDispensatore, LWpeBihli-
c>i, L'Amico de'FaiiciuUi, II Giovine Cristiano^ La Eiforma Religiosa, 11 Tcs-

timonio, Lucee Tenchre, LaFiaccola, II BoUettino, and DAvvisrdore Alpino.

One of these is for the "Waldenses in the valleys, and another is the organ
fur the young men's associations. Two others have had a hard struggle

for life, but still appear; these arc II Fra Paolo Sarpi, a sheet issued espe-

cially for the dissatisfied Catholics of Venice, and the most important of

all the Protestant publications in Italy, namely. La Biinsta Cristiana, ed-

ited by Professor Comba in Florence. The Bititsta begins the new year

^vith a new cover and more lively and spirited contents, and leaves the

>\ aldenses for the new alliance of all the denominations as far as effected,

which seems to be the absorption of the Free Church by the Waldensian
C'hurch under the general, though it seems to us misleading, title of

Kvuugelical Church of Italy. La Nuova Scienza closes the list.
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The Evakgei.ical Alliance is receiving a fixed habitation and a

name throughout Italy. The Roman branch, at its last session in

December, resolved to enter into correspondence with the branches, aa

far as they exist, in other Italian cities, and to request their co-opera-

tion iu promoting the formation of associations where they do not as

yet exist. It is proposed, also, that these, when allied, shall form the

Italian branch of the International Evangelical Alliance, with rules and

regulations iu accord with those of the parent society. The seat of the

Roman branch has already commenced the work, and has sent circulars

to Milan, Florence, and Naples, as well as to the divers cities where

it is thought possible that such iBvitations would be welcomed, and

would induce favorable action. Local committees will probably be

formed in many centers, who will correspond with the main Itahan

branch at its next session.

The Free CnLaicn of Toxga.—The establishment of this new Church

is a grave event, which has come about very unexpectedly, and it is impos-

sible as yet to foresee all the consequences, though we by no means sym-

pathize with the fears that seem to alarm those who speak for the parent

Church. How serious a blow they feel it to be is evidenced by the utler-

ances of the English Wesleyan press. "The Methodist Times '' begins its

announcement Avith these words: "A terrible calamity has befallen Meth-

odism in the scene of our most glorious missionary triumphs. King
George of Tonga, whose name has been uttered so often on missionary

platforms, with the great majority of his people, has withdrawn from our

communion, and established a new Ch.irch, entitled ' The Free Church
of Tonga.' " So far as published, the facts are as follows:

The group known as the Friendly Inlands, comprising Tonsa, Ilaabai,

and Yavau, with some smaller islands, was for many years a missionary

station. "When the churches on these islands became self-supporting they

requested to be formed into a separate district connected with one of the

Australasian Conferences. This request was granted, and three years ago

Tonga was connected with the Sydney Conference. Since then the native

brethren of that district have not only supported their own ministers, but

have largely and nobly assisted in carrying on "Wesleyan missions else-

where. For a long time, however, there has been much dissatisfaction,

the real cause of wliich does not seem to have been as yet made plain. At

the New South Wales Conference of 1SS3, charges were preferred against

the chairman of the Tonga district, a distinguished minister, whom King
George wished to be removed, and a further request was made that the

Friendly Islands should be transferred to the New Zealand Conference.

The New South "Wales Conference decided that the chairman should not

be removed, and that the Friendly Islands should not be transferred to

the New Zealand Conference. King George appealed to the Australasian

General Conference which met last November in New Zealand. The loi-

ters of the king were read, and engiiged the attention of the Conference

for some time. It was finally resolved that a deputation should visit the
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and native

Zealand
Friendly Islands and confer with the king and the European a

inissiouaries. Power was given to the New South Wales and Ne^

Conferences to effect the transfer of the Tonga district to the New Zea-

land Conference, if the deputation should recommend that course.

But this policy was too tardy to suit the king, whose venerable age has

not diminished' the force of his will. With his people, he evidently

rofnirds himself as at the first wronged and then ignored by the Austral-

a-sFau authorities. Still, it would seem to be doubtful whether the seces-

sion would have taken place but for the prompting of certain English

"Weslcvans. The prime mover in the secession appears to be the king's

prime'minister, who was, until recently, a Wesleyau minister. He has

U-en succeeded by another AVcsleyan minister, Rev. J. B. Watkin, who has

consented to become the first minister of The Free Church of Tonga. The

king hesitated long, but when his adhesion was secured the people deserted

in a body. In three short weeks 11,000 adherents of the Wesleyau

Methodist Church, including one European miuistei-, 12 ordained native

ministers, 800 local preachers, 600 school-teachers, 700 class-leaders, and

upward of 5,000 members formally joined the Free Church. The whole

of Vavau, the greater part of Haabai, and a part of Tonga have gone with

the king. The deputation from the Australasian Conference has just set

out, and perhaps it is not yet too late to heal the breach. Happily there

is no doctrinal or even ecclesiastical difficulty. The Free Church of Tonga

is to teach VVesleyan doctrine, and to enforce Weslcyan discipline. The

founders of this new Church have a great task in hand. They seem to

be, as'' The Methodist Times " says, " quite unnecessarily depriving them-

selves of the substantial and ever-increasing benefit of close connection

with the powerful and growing Australasian Churches." And we join iu

the exclamation of the same paper, " Surely exasperated feelings vrill not

be allowed to prevail on either side." The history of Christianity affords

not a few cases in which ecclesiastical separations have been the evi-

dently divine method for the furtherance of the Gospel.

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

Ocrn ]kIissiONS IN IxDiA.— Those who will take the trouble to read

carefully the pages of the Report of our :\Iissionary Society allotted to the

missions in Indfa will be amply repaid. They are very interesting, show-

ing not only the results accomplished, but indicating greater triumphs to

come. Tlie space occupied this year is fifty-four pages, of which all but

three are devoted to the North India Conference, which includes the

Province of Oudh, and the Rohilkund, Cawnpore, Kumaon, and Guiu-wal

Districts in the north-west, wliile the South India Conference, we are told

in the "Discipline," embraces the rest of India. This, of course, does

not mean that the two Conferences cover all India with their missions and

Btatious. Immense districts are still untouched, and must remain so while
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the occupied districts ofTer thousands of opportunities for the ostablislimeut

of stations which cannot be accepted for want of means and missionaries.

The South India Conference, which embraces the territory included in the

Bombay and ^Madras Presidencies, and in Bengal and the Central Prov-

iuces, as well as the Nizam's dominions, taking in the peninsula, has six

Conference districts, with thirty-four appointments, which report 1,913

communicants. There are 29 churches, which are valued at 302,426

rupees, of which only 29,025 rupees represent debt. Concerning self-

support, which is a strong point in this Conference, the statistics show that

the pastors' claims, estimated at 44,120 rupees, were paid in full last year,

and an excess of more than 4,500 rupees raised. Tlie collections for the

presiding elders fell short by about 250 rupees. The schools number

32, with 2,048 boys and girls, of whom 1,269 are Christians and 769

non - Christians. Upward of 32,000 nipees were paid for improving

church property and for indebtedness, and 5,032 rupees were raised

for missions. The baptisms of the year numbered 199, of wiiich 170

were of infants. Turning to the statistics of the older Conference, the

North India, whose work is almost wholly among the native population,

we find a total of 4,450 communicants reported, indicating a net increase

of 3S8, with 7,921 adherents, a gain of 1,242. There were 491 conver-

sions, and 434 adults and 292 children were baptized. There are 33

churches and chapels, against 30 iu the previous year, and these are valued

at $97,639, a gain of over §25,000 during the year. The parsonages are

reported to be worth nearly as much as the churches—$83,037. Tlie

contributions for various purposes show a falling off iu nearly every

instance. The Rohilkuud District seems to be the most prosperous. Of

the 434 conversions, 334 are reported from that district. The presiding

elder says the spiritual condition of the native churches '' is decidedly

improving." lie found it necessary to rebuke a community of native

Christians for indulging iu forbidden heathen practices iu connection ^vith

marriage, and they promised to forsake them. In some of the villages

nearly all the people arc inquirers. On the Chaudausi Circuit Sunday-

school work is a prominent feature. 3Ien, women, and children to the

number of 500 or 600 attend these schools, and the children of all castes

take great pleasure in singing the hymns. Mr. Bailey visited during the

year a large town distant nine miles from Chandausi, and preached the

Gospel daily to an audience of 2,000 or 3,000 men. On the Moradabad

Circuit a native preacher, relinquishing his salary, against the advice and

desire of his brethren, traveled in the garb of a religious devotee, depend-

ing on the people for his support. In one of his toins he spent five weeks

in a group of Chumar (low caste) villages, and often sat up till midnight

telling to interested audiences the story of the cross. The listeners would

not leave him as long as he would continue to preach and sing. lie often

had to stop from sheer exhaustion. lie induced the people in one place

to throw down a heathen altar. The Chumars, who form a large portion

of the population of the district, arc being reached in Budaon and Kakrala

Circuit. In a score or more of villages there are inquirers of this class, and
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in the district there are eight Chumar workers. In Bilsi Circuit, also, the

Chumar work is increasing, and similar reports come from other circuits.

In one village of the latter circuit there is a band of 200 Mohammedans,

all of whom are inquirers. The reports from the several districts indicate

that the work of native preachers is becoming more and more a fc^iture of

the missionary scheme. They are generally very successful. Here is an

incident of a native teacher laboring iu the Oudh District, translated from

his own account

:

On the 1st of August I went to a villag:e called Kanjarpurma. and said to the

iiiluibitants, " If you will let me teacli your children the word of God it will be

very beneficial to tliem and you." Hearing this, the people said, "If you were

to give us tea rupees a day we would not send our children to your seiiool, for

wo luivo never heard of "such a thing as a Kanjar (a string-seller and snake-

cater) being able to read." Afier telling them I simply wanted to teach them

about God and h^s love toward man. they still refusing to send their children, with

a heavy heart I turned away, yet witli" faith in God tliat he would make known
his word iu this village. The" next day I went again to the village, on tlic way
praying God to help me. As I noared it I met a leper, who asked me why I was

coming there. I answered, "Frieud, I have brethren living in this place, and I

rejoice that I may be able to impart to tliem some instruction." The leper

said, " What are the names of your brethren ? " to which I replied that I did not

know their names. He said, " You must have queer brethren that you do not

know their name.-;!" to wliich I again replied, "Nevertheless, you and all the

people in this village are my brethren." He still further said, "Only those

people are brethren who are children of the same father and mother." But after

I told him that God, through Christ, was the Father of us all, he seemed greatlv

pleased, and said, "I hke this new word; I have never before heard about it."

••Very well," said I, "if you will call the children of this village together, I will

instruct them." He agreed to this, telling me to come in the evening. I then

went to my home, where at midday I asked God's special blessing upon the peo-

ple. At the time appointed I went to the village, praying all the way, "O Lord,

go with lue to this village; as thou wast with the children of Israel, so be thou

with me." Arriving at the village, I found that the leper, according to promise,

had gathered some children together. These I told about Jesus and liis love, and

80 greatly pleased were all that the men told mo to come again, and many boys

and young men enrolled themselves as members of my Sunday-school. Through
the gnice of the Lord Jesus Christ this work wns accomplished, not through my
strength. Praise the Lord, who does hear and answer prayer

!

WESLEY.A.N 3I1SS10XS IN West Afric.v.—The missions of the "Wesleyan

Missionary Society on the West Coast of Africa are reported to be in a very

flourishing condition. From the Gambia to the Niger there is a general

desire to extend the work into the interior, which, in most cases, presents

few obstacles. The Gambia mission has long had stations as far up the

Gambia River as 3rCarthy's Island, 2oO miles, but the lack of native

preachers has been a hiuderance to further advance. At Sierre Leone there

is the same diflficulty; but on the Gold Coast and at Lagos "we have

taken hold of heathenism," writes the Rev. John ]Milum, "with a mighty

grip." " Here," he continues, " we have a native ministry that any Church

might well be proud of; earnest, pious, patriotic, loyal Methodi.st preach-

ers, ^nlling to go where they are sent by the Church, and to make a sacri-

fice if need be. They know how to pray and preach with soul-convert-

ing power." Mr. Milum, Avho was on a tour of inspection, attended the
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district meeting on tlie Gold Coast, and writes of it very enthusiastically.

It was, he says, a remarkable meeting :

To reach that district meeting some of the brethren had been two or three dajs
ia an open bont; old Father Freeman, now in his seventy-sixth year, had been
three days and a half in a hammock, traveling one of the days for fifteen consecu-
tive liours; and another brother had taken a week, walking hard every day, to

come ivom the northern part of Ashanti. The contrast between that meeting
and the tirst one I sat at, fourteen years before, was very marked, and showed
what wonderful advances have been made without much noise within that period.

The circuits are becoming more numerous. Some have attained self-support;

all are honestly aiming at it. Some of the reports presented expressed the grati-

tude of the pastor for ingatherings, whilst others spoke of pruning '-dead
branches; " but tliat whicli called forth tiie doxologies of tlie brethren was the
statement in reference to Ashanti. Our rejoicing was not that this blood-stained
kingdom had so utterly fallen that it will never rise again, nor that the last of

the royal dynasty had passed away, and tliat Kuraasi, now in ruins, is reduced to

the insignificance of an almost deserted village, and the golden stool of Ashanti,
upon which the royal despots have sat, is now guarded by a small body of stran-

gers. This ma}^ be God's way—degrading her to make her truly great. But our
rejoicing was that the Gospel had entered Ashanti; that chiefs and kings were
bidding it welcome; that they were building houses in which the Christian
teacher might dwell, and school-houses in whicli their children might bo taught,
and the people hear the word of life in their own language, all at their own "ex-
pense ; and besides this, the chiefs and people were paying the agents' stipend.

We have already gone fiu into the interior, but the path is now clear for tho on-
ward march of the Christian soldier, and he may soon take up his quarters some
500 miles inland from the coast. "We liave not forced ourselves upon the people
of tlie interior ; the only explanation is that of the leaven. Tliey set a high value
upon the Christian teacher. This was illustrated by the statement made in refer-

ence to the brother who had taken a week in walking to the district meeting.
The King of Bekwa, fearing that he would not return, was wishful to keep the
agent's clothes in pledge; but he not agreeing to this the king ?ent a servant with
him to Cape Coast, thinking he would thereby injure the teacher's return. Tins
man is one of a new class of native ministers who are remarkable for their zeal

for Christ, and with those rnndcrn Lollards we intend to carry tlie Gospel to tho
regions beyond the present bounds of our operations. The climax was reached
when two native princes from Juabin were introduced to the meeting. These
men had coine from a long distance behind the Akwapim hills, at the back of

Accra, sent by their people to entreat the district connnittee for a missionary.
During the late political disturbances v,-ith Ashanti a large colony of Juabins liad

fled from their own country adjoining Ashanti to the Protectorate. The Enclish
government has allotted them a fertile tract of country in the plains, where "they
have settled down to peaceful labor. From ten to fifteen thousand of these now
form a colony which is daily increasing. The.se are the people who sent tlie depu-
tation to ask for a native teacher. As these two men, wlio are themselves Chris-
tians, stood and delivered their message, arrayed in their fine native cloths, and
pleaded for the appointment, one could liincy himself back in those early days of
Christian missions, with the man in the dream saying, " Come over and help'usl

"

only this was no dream. What could be done ? There was no money to spare
for engaging in this new enterprise. These native ministers did what I am sure
friends in England will commend tliem for doing: they appointed a sterling man
forthwith, and are taking up tho work in faith and hope. At the public mission-
ary meeting which was held that evening tlie two Juabin princes were invited to

the platform, and delivered tiieir message amidst wondrous enthusiasm. That
missionary meeting I ani not likely to forget. The fine "Wesley Church was tilh-d,

quite a thousand f>eople being inside the building; all the approaches. I am told,

were crowded, and all tho window spaces were full of earnest-looking people,
pressing upon each other that they niiglit hear the various speakers. The enthu-
siasm throughout was immense, and if by it we may gaui^e the missionary spirit

of tho Fantis there need be no fear for the future of the Church.
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SouTiiEKN Baptist Mis^sioxs.—The Southern Baptists withdrew from

union with the Northern Baptists in the support of missions as long ago

as 1815, The llegular Baptists then had what was Icnown as the Triennial

Convention, which controlled the foreign missions of the Baptists of the

United States; Xorth and South, from 1817 to 1844, and for a brief period

also administered the domestic missions. The separation of the Southern

Baptists was due to questions growing out of slavery. The Board, which

Lad its head-quarters in Boston, stated candidly, in reply to a series of

resolutions adopted by the Alabama State Convention of Baptists, that,

"If any one should offer himself as a missionary, having slaves, and insist

on retaining them as property, we could not appoint him. One thing is

certain, we can never be a party to any arrangement which would imply

approbation of slavery." The Southern contributors immediately took

steps to obtain a separate Board, which was organized in 1845, in Au-

gusta, Ga. The foreign and domestic missions and other benevolences

of the Southern Baptists are under the control of the Southern Baptist

Convention, which meets annually. In former years anti-mission Baptists

were numerous in the South and South-west, but they have been grad-

ually decreasing in number, and the contributions for missions have been

slowly increasing. For the year ending April 30 the receipts for foreign

missions Avere §05,481. This, added to the balance from last year and
from collections in mission iields, made an available fund of $81,280. Of
this sura the Board expended -$80,135. The Board supports missions in

Mexico, Brazil, Africa, China, and Italy. The past year has been one of

great activity. Xo fewer than fifteen new missionaries were sent out. In

Mexico the accessions for the year were 90; total membership, 190. In

Brazil, accessions, 37; membership, 113. Africa, West Coast, accessions,

7; membership, 125. China, membership, upward of 500. The mission

in Italy includes stations in nine of the chief cities and towns. All the

missions are prospering, even those in China, which have been more or less

interrupted by war.

TuE Union Church in Japan.—Most of our readers know that some

years ago the missions of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland and
the American Presbyterian and Reformed (Dutch) Churches formed a

"Union Church of Christ in Japan," on the Presbyterian system. The
union has proved to be a source of strength, and a bond of mutual advan-

tage and satisfaction. The eighth annual council was recently held, and
a well-])repared report of the year's work was adopted. The report begins

by stating that there has been an increase of churches and an increase in

membership during the year; "a growing a])precialion of the true char-

acter of the Christian life, which is manifest in a more intelligent sense

of personal responsibility and in increased contributions; a larger degree

of devotion among our helpers and students, and a healthful spirit of

independence which leads many of the churches to strive after the main-

tenance of their work without foreign aid."

The whole number of churches is now 35. Five new ones were organ-
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ized, and two were consolidated. The net increase of members for the

year is 554, wliich is an increase of 23 per cent., the total membership
being 3,003. Of these 4G4 are children and 2,539 adults. These are very

encouraging figures; but the improvenu-nt in the benevolent contribu-

tions is still more encouraging. For self-support and for benevolent
schemes there was contributed about $5,500, au increase of 62 per cent.

Besides these contributions there were liueral gifts from believers not en-

rolled iu the churches, who in some cases detVayed the entire cost of

maintaining regular services in their own places of meeting; and in several

cases also there were large gifts for special purposes not within the range
of church collections, as when one member of the Dai ]Machi Church in

Tokio gave a thousand yen for the establishment of a Christian primary
school. Of foreign laborers there are 4G, and the force of native laborers

has been greatly increased. Under the head of the state of the Church
the following interesting paragraph appears

:

As appears from the reports of the churches, the state of the Cluirch is such
as to call forth our renewed thanksgivings. In some congregutions the deep
spiritual interest has been continuous. Twelve of the churches report the bap-
tism of twenty or more adults, and one reports fifty-nine. A most remarkable
change has pa.-sed upon the church at Yanngawa, whicli has grown from a state
of great weakness to be a strong church, reporting tifty-niue members, among
whom are some of the principal men of the town. Tiie interest nmotig the
churches in the nuittcr of self-support is steadily incrcosing, and together with
this is found the desire to do more lor the extension of the blessings of the Gospel
to others. Altiiougli iuformatioii is not at hand from which we can set forih
the number of churches now independent of foreign aid, and tiie number
engaged in missionary work, either individually or in connection with other
churches, it is gratifying to mark a growing 'interest and progress in these
matters. In the city of Yokohama two pastors are supported eu'tirelv bv their
congregations; and in the city of Tokio seven churehfs are entirely independent
of outside aid for any ordinary expenses. There are others in other places.
Among the churches in Tokio a missionary society has been formed which is

doing good work. If the aims of its founders are reahzed, this society will event-
ually 1)6 brought under the care of one of the Classis or Presbyteries, or of the
Synod. It would have been more in accordance Avith our desires if this society
had had its begnming form:dly in one of these bodies, according to s< me plaii
similar to that mentioned in our last report; but as the Japanese Christians liave
chosen this method of beginning the work, we will pray for and rejoice in their
successes, and aid them as we have the opportunity.

The report says that hiudcranccs are disappearing. Access to the
people in all parts of the empire is now practically without hinderance.
The government seems quite favorable to Christianity, the general sen-

timent of the people is becoming more friendly, and prominent men who
formerly opposed the Christian religion have ceased their opposition
and become helpers in its propagation. Some of the Buddhist lecturers

and societies have shown a spirit of antagonism, but the result in almost
every instance was the increase of the Church.
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THE MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

I.s- the "Presbyterian Review" for April there is a very valuable article

on "Conversions to Romauism," by Thomas Croskery, of Londonderry,

Ireland. It gives an intelligent account of those religious and social

influences which, since the Tractarian movement, have borne so many
English Churchmen to Rome. The article is based, in part, upon the

volume compiled by W. Gordon Gorman, and published in London by
Swan, Sonnenschciu, & Co., entitled " Converts to Rome." This contains

a list of over three thousand Protestants who have become Roman Catho-

lics since the commencement of the nineteenth century. The writer of

this article is not absolutely convinced of the accuracy of these figures,

but they are probably correct. It contains the names of oG lords, 25 baro-

nets, l.j sons or relatives of lords, 77 clergymen (marked separately), 303

clergymen and laymen of Oxford University, 149 of Cambridge University,

13 of Dublin University, 4 of London University, and many other people

of all social stations and professions. With regard to these converts, Mr.

Croskery discerns their chief cause in the great Oxford movement fifty

years ago. But, he asks, what caused the Oxford movement? It was not
the ambiguous language of the English Prayer-Book, but it was the reac-

tion against the rising political liberalism of Oxford, when revolutionary

principles were in the ascendant in Europe as well as in England, threat-

ening the Church with disestablishment and the aristocracy ^vith the loss

of their privileges, and driving these two great interests back up^n the

principles of divine right as propounded in the High-Church maxims of

1837. Again, the peculiar scholastic training of Oxford University had
no tendency to foster independence of thought. She has never been
wholly and loyally identified with the Protestant cause. Macaulay
reminds us how Oxford had the honor of burning those celebrated Prot-

estant bishops whom Cambridge had the honor of educating. But we
must look beyond the present century for the more remote or permanent
causes of the movement. The influence of Alexander Knox and of the

non-jurors is not to be forgotten. Account must be taken of two tenden-
cies which have always been manifest in English society, even before the

Reformation. One is the ecclesiastical, the other is the biblical tendency,
or, in other words, Iligh-Churchism and Puritanism. The whole article

is exceedingly able and intelligent, and is the most philosophical discus-

Biou of the causes of the conversions to Romanism which we have seen.

Dr. E. F. Burr, in the same number, returns to the discussion of the

question whether the heavens are inhabited. It is a singularly rhetorical

and inconclusive article.

Dr. Henry J. Van D3-ke, Jr., has a most stirring paper on "Vows in

Protestant Churciics," concerning which he is not severely critical, except
with regard to the vow of celibacy. Against this he strongly protests
as contrary to nature, and as historically disastrous. This young doctor
of divinity is rapidly gaining reputation and influence.
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The ^larch number of " The Andover Review " has a striking paper by-

Mark Hopkins, on " Optimism," the key-note of which is in the following

words, "Knowing, then, tliat God could not be better than he is—that

the love revealed in Christ could not be greater than it is—that the

heaven provided for those who love God could n,ot be more ble: sed than

it is—finding in the Scriptures as much of optimism as we had a right to

expect—finding, also, in them the revelation of the future, which gives us

a possible key to the fearful perplexities of the present state—we welcome

each gleam of light, and wait with patience and hope the coming of that

perfect day of the restitution of all things of which God has spoken by
the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world began." The other

papers are of medium quality.

In the April number of the same review the leading place is given to

the notice of Dr. Newman Smyth's " Sermons to "Working-men," and to

the publication of the first ?ermou on the " Claims of Labor." These ser-

mons are exceedingly intelligent discussions of the labor problem, and

worthy the consideration of our ministers.

Much valuable matter will be found in the article on "Co-operative

Creation," by the Rev. F. H. Johnson. It very nearly, if not quite, accepts

evolution as the best solution of the facts of human experience, the prin-

ciple of spiritual development laid down by Christ and liis ajiostles, and
the facts of the external world. We refrain from further comment, as

this is a tirst article.

" The Lutheran Church Review" is too denominational to be very inter-

esting to the general public. The paper of principal interest in the April

number is that by Rev. W. J. Mann, D.D., on "Unsound Devotional

Literature." This is a review of the meditations of Zschokke on "Life,

Death, and Eternity." These he declares to be rationalistic and singu-

larly defective in their ominous silence as to the means of grace.

The April number of " The Quarterly Review of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church, South, "reviews the "United States Coast Survey," "^fountain

Observatories," the "Poetical Genius of Sidney Lauier," the "Demands
and Xeedsof Methodism," and Richard Grant White's "Words, and Their

Uses." Other papers of less popular interest make it a valuable number.

We have few mngazines which are the vehicle of more important matter

than the bimonthly entitled "Christian Thought," and edited by Dr.

Charles F. Deems. The most important paper in the number for ]\Iarch-

April is the sermon by (the Episcopalian) Bishop Samuel S. Harris, of

^lichigan, on "The Theistic Argument from ^Man."

"The United Service," a monthly devoted to the Military, Naval, and
Civil Service, has recently become one of our exchanges, and, so far as

secular information goes, it is one of our most valued. Gen. Charles P.

Stone discusses the British military operations in the Soudan. Gen. Jordan,

of the Confederate Army, gives a Confederate account of the cumpaign
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and battle of Shiloh, which must be added to the materials of the history

of that much-disputed field. We have fouud this magazine one of the

nio<t interesting to the general public of the many vrhich reach us. While

taking tone from its clients, it is not exclusively written for them, but in

jt.s stories and in its papers has much of interest for all classes.

The numbers of ''The Monthly Interpreter" (Edinburgh, T. & T.

Clark; New York, Scribner & Welford), Rev. Joseph S. Exell, M.A.,

Editor, justify their existence by their value. This work docs not hesi-

tate to discuss the most difBcult questions in exegesis and hermeneu-

tics. Thus, in the November number, " Christ's Exaltation iu the Epistle

to the Hebrews," and "The Omission from the Fourth Gospel of the

Temptation of Christ," are with other subjects made the foundation ot

inijiortant papers. In the February number, the Rev. Alexander Mair,

D.D., has a most encouraging article on "Some Recent Checks and

Reverses sustained by Modern Unbelief." He shows first, that the highest

scientific authority is against spontaneous generation, and that Tyndall

himself, while speaking rhetorically of matter as containing the promise

and potency of life, is obliged to admit that there is no evidence what-

ever for spontaneous generation. The same is true of Pasteur and Yir-

chow. He also shows how the many millions of years demanded by

Darwin for the work of natural evolution cannot be allowed, in view of

well ascertained facts. Passing to the region of historical criticism, he

shows how recent discoveries of the manuscript copies of the Ejiistlc of

Barnabas prove that the gospel of Matthew was already \\Titten and ac-

knowledged as Scripture at the date of that epistle. It is also shown, by

reference to the long-lost work of Ilippolytus, that John's gospel was in

existence before A. D. 125. It disposes of Baur's theorj' that it could not

have been written until after A. D. IGO. Its leading paper is very valua-

ble in meeting the charges of the author on " Supernatural Religion."

"The African 3Iethodist Episcopal Church Review," edited by Dr.

Tanner, deserves the largest patronage and sympathy. The several num-
bers which we have seen aie invaluable in affording a stand-point from

which to judge the intellectual progress of the African race. We receive

several reviews which do not exhibit as much editorial tact as this late

venture in literatm-e. While there is occasional evidence of an ambition

which overleaps itself, the reader will be as much surprised as gratified in

discerning the sound scholarship and real ability manifested by the swart

contributors of this review. The paper in the April number, entitled

"We Must Educate," is no more valuable as a mark of progress than it

is as a contribution to the problem of African education.

The new and enlarged fonn of "The Horailetic Review " makes it the

fullest magazine of its class. It is now more than a collection of sermons.

It embodies discussions from the best hands of the timely religious topics,

VK-sides maintaining all its old features.
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It is strange indeed to see a woman attempting to prove that Christianity

has cursed her sex rather than benefited it; yet, in "The Xorth American
Review," Elizabeth Cady Stanton hibors to show that woman is not

indebted to any form of religion for one step of progress, or one new lib-

erty; that, on the contrary, it has been from a perversion of her religious

sentiment that she has been so long held in the condition of slavery. To
do this, Mrs. Stanton perverts history, and, in short, goes contrary to tlie

general testimony of even skeptical writers. Singularly enough, iier

interlocutor in this symposium is Bishop J. L. Spalding, of the Eoman
Catholic Church. Surely there could scarcely be a greater contrast than

between a woman's-right wife and a celibate bishop. Bishop Spalding

follows the ordinary course of Cl)ristian argument in showing how woman
has been lifted and benefited by" the direct influence of Christianity. He
says no more than is just, in saying :

"To maintain that Christianity crushed the feminine clement, and,

more than all other influences combined, plunged the world into the Dark
Ages, is to indulge in a kind of declamation that, for the past half-century

at least, ha-; become impossible to enlightened minds. To say that the

doctrine of original sin throws the guilt chiefly or exclusively on Avoman

is merely to athrni one's ignorance of Christian teaching. More than one

great theologian can be found who declares that v.'oman's fault in the

original fall was less than that of man, and that her bearing was, beyond

question, more generous." The following sentences are admirable: "To
proclaim that the Christian religion teaches that woman is an afterthought

in creation, sex a crime, and marriage a condition of slavery for woman
and defilement for man, and maternity a curse, is to mistake rant for rea-

son, declamation for argument. The advocates of woman's rights speak

like people who have a grievance, and to have a grievance is to be a bore.

They scold, and when women scold, whether in public or private, men
may not be able to answer them, but they grow sullen and cease to be

helpful. To be persuasive, woman must be amiable; and to be strong,

she must speak from a loving heart, and not from a sour mind. 'Who-

ever is thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Christianity must sympa-

thize with all movements having as their object the gi'V'iug to woman the

full possession of her rights. For wrong-doing of whatever kind she

should not be made to sufi"er a severer punishment than is inflicted upon

man. The world will continue to be unjust to her until public opinion

makes the impure man as odious as it makes the impure woman."
The man who has led a laborious life in law and in literature, and is

vigorous at eighty, deserves to have many sit at his feet. David Dudley

Field has an able article on " Industrial Co-operation." It contains more

sense than half the books on the subject.

The Xorth American admits Robert Buchanan's poem on "The New
Buddha." The new Buddha is Arthur Schopenhaur.

Much quaint information will be found in the article by the Rev. T. F.

Thistletou Dyer, on "Superstition in English Life," as well as in the dis-

cussion on "The Increase of Crime," by President J. L. Pickard.
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The editor of a sedate review is a little loath to confess that he turns

with })Icasurc from the heavier matter of the reviews to the more sprightly

and popular literature of the magazines; but 3-ears and much study are as

much benefited and cheered by that Avhich is adapted to the masses of

tlie people as are those who have the most of their life before them.

What can be pleasauter, for instance, for any body, than to study the noble

portrait of Lincoln in the April " Ilarj^ersV or the puzzling figure in

iioward Pyle's " Spring Blossom," in the May number. We do not know
why any young lady of a proper turn of mind should be dressed in

such a vesture, even in May. We have seen a specimen of the apteryx,

the famous bird without wings, but here is a woman without arms; and

what holds out the shawl against the ]May breezes remains a puzzle to the

critic, who is an excellent judge upon more important but not more ditfi-

cult problems.

The April number gives proof that neither the charm of foreign travel

nor the ceramic craze has passed away. The artist Millet draws for us

the queer sights of Stralsund and Lubeck, and Roger Riordan writes up
the curios in C. A. Dana's collection of Chinese porcelains.

It is also evident that we have not yet completed the exploration of our

own continent, for Sylvester Baxter has much that is fresh in matter and

beautiful in illustration in his paper on "The Rio Grande."

The mine of our colonial history is being well worked. Richmond,

Virginia, furnishes a quaint series of portraits for the pen of Eugene L.

Didier. These portraits illustrate the aristocratic element in the colonial

history of Virginia, as well as in those years which follow the Declaration

of Independence.

Those who would like an entrance into the homes and lives of English
royalty will greatly enjoy the sketch of the life of the Prince of Wales at

Sandriugham, by that veteran correspondent, W. H. Russell. The graver

cin accomplish nothing on wood more satisfactory than the full-page

iwrtraits of the Prince and Princess of Wales.
The work of exjiloring our frontier is continued by Burge Harrison in

the May number. The illustrations show an architecture as foreign as

any thing which can be found anywhere. In writing of Espanola and its

environs, ilr. Harrison has really found the charm of novelty, and if one
wishes to see what the Roman Church is in degenerate Latin populations
far removed from the influence of Protestantism, let him consider the
pi(;ture of Roman penitents kneeling and dancing on the thorny cactus.

James W. Gerard, a high authority on all colonial matters, gives an
account of the famous farm of Anneke Jans on ^Manhattan Island, and of
the law-suits that have vexed Trinity Corporation in New York, Avhich
came into possession of the property.

No city has been more minutely studied than London, and yet Benjamin
Kills Martin gives a picture of London life hitherto almost unknown; and
that is, that of the canal which goes from Limehouse Dock to Padding-
ton, and is carried under Maida Ilill by a tunnel. The illustrations ai-e

exceedingly interesting.
40—ilFTII SEUIKS, VOL. I.
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Somebody else besides the farmers v,-ill be interested in the history of

Jersey cattle in America, by Hart Corastock; with portraits of the most

celebrated, living and dead.

Hamilton Gibson, who has been recently illustrating, in connection with

Diehlman, E. P. Hoe's popular book, '"Nature's Serial Story," returns to

his own field in describing and illustrating "A AV itch-Hazel Copse."

Many superstitious are connected with this shrub. "Where it grows, why
it is valued, and what the superstitions are, the reader will find fully set

forth in this charming paper.

"A Wild-Goose Chase," which was begun in the April number, is

continued in this. Mr. Millet wings his way to Copenhagen and other

Danish towns, and the illustrations, while reminding one of Boughton,

bear the distinct marks of Mr. Millet's own personality. 3Ir. ]\Iillet is

the superior of jVIr. Boughton in his management of atmospheric effect,

and his equal in the drawing of figures. The article is enriched by the

singularly beautiful drawing, by Swain Gilford, of the little town of

Skagen.

As befits the ^May-day season, the Aveighty political and historical arti-

cle, which has been such a feature iu the winter numbers, is omitted.

Whoever deserves the credit of the suggestion, the public is certainly

under greiit obligations to the " Century " for its wonderful series of papers

on the chief events of the war. In the April number full account is given

of one of the most dramatic, iu its planning and attack, of the many great

expeditions of the war of the rebellion. If there were nothing else in

the number, the article on "New Orleans Before the Capture," by

George \Y. Cable, and on "The Opening of the Lower Mississippi,"

by Admiral Porter, would be sufficient to put the " Century " far in ad-

vance in respect of popular interest. Not ouly is the matter of sur-

prising interest, but the illustrations from photographs, and sketches

only recently become accessible, give a pictorial interest of the highest

class. These papers show that the history of the War of the Kebellion

is yet to be written. Another striking feature of this great numbcx,

which reached au edition of 225,000, is the thoughtful and amusing

presentation, by Theodore Roosevelt, of "Phases of New York State

Legislation." Few men have at his age reached at once such political

promise and political eminence.

While such scenes can be viewed as those depicted, both by pen and

graver, in Eugene Smalley's journey "From Puget Sound to the Upper

Columbia," our citizens need not go abroad to enjoy Alpine scenery, for

here are mountains of yrcat elevation and glaciers of sublime beauty.

It would appear that I\Ir. HoavcU must have a double, for, in addition

to his striking story begun in November last, entitled "The Rise of Silas

Lapham," he contributes to this number a delightful paper, entitled "A
Florentine Mosaic." In illustrating it some of Pcnnell's most striking

etchings are reproduced.

The frontispiece engraves Pennell's well-known etching of the Ponte
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Vccchio. This illustrates the most picturesque bit of Florentine archi-

tecture.

3Ir. Cable has certainly deeply stirred the Southern people, for in this

number of the "Century," as well as in several Southern magazines, we
JhiQ attempts, not wholly successful, to justify the Southern treatment of

the Negro in respect to political equality and practical justice. Nearly all

these papers substantially admit the truth of Mr. Cable's criticism, while

justifying the South on the ground of necessity.

The April number of "The Pulpit Treasury" engraves the portrait of

the Rev. F, D. Power, of the Christian Church in Washington. Mr.

Power s face is singularly like that of Dr. Duryea as he was fifteen years

ago. The number contains sermons by Dr. Power, Dr. Fiudley, the Rev.

J. L. Hanis, and Thain Davidson, D.D., and gives a synopsis of ser-

mons by Drs. Hickok, Hcuson, Conrad, Parkhurst, Faber, and others.

"The Pulpit Treasury " we place among our most valued exchanges.

"The American Journal of Philology." edited by Basil Gildersleeve,

Professor of Greek in the .Johns- Hopkins University, Baltimore, is among
the most scholarly of our periodicals. It must necessarily appeal to a

limited class, dealing as it does with the higher questions of linguistic

criticism; but teachers of the classics cannot afford to dispense with,

the careful study of its learned pages.

That the rural scenery of England has a perennial charm is proved by
the drafts made upon its objects for the delectation of magazine readers.

We have seen nothing more beautiful in ilkistration, and attractive in

text, than the series on English " Highways and Byways " now running in

the "English Magazine." In the same number will be found one of

the best of Archibald Forbes's military sketches, entitled "Interviewed by
an Emperor." With regard to matters of art, one will find it hard to

choose between " CasscU's Magazine of Art," with its many illustrations,

its intelligent criticism, and its chronicle of current art, both English and
American, and " The Art Journal," published by Virtue, of London, and by
The International News Company, of New York. The brilliant feature in
" The Art Journal " is its full-page engraving or etching in each number,
while in wood-engraving and art criticism it is the equal of any. The
May number has a first-class etching, after Saintine's charming picture
of "The Apple Seller."

The successive numbers of "The Historical Magazine" are so rich in

matter, so abundant in illustration, and so admirably printed, that one is

compelled to ask where the public is which sustains so costly a periodical?
Mrs. Martha J. Lamb certainly has a genius for historical writing, and,
fthat is more, knows to whom to apply for her papers of critical accuracy
and literary merit. Thus, in the April number, our readers will find sev-

<!nil portraits of framersof the Constitution and signers of the Declaration
of ludepenilence which are wholly fresh and new.
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The article in a previous number, by the Rev. Richard Wheatlcy D Dshows that the editor has learned that some lAIethodist clergymen' are
equal to the best magazine work.
The April number reveals, at the hands of Frederick W Luther the

httle known fact that Thomas Jefferson was a naturalist as well as a st'ates
man.^ This was at least well enough known to inspire the followino- bitter
yet vigorous doggerel :

°

" Go, wretch, resign the presidential cliair,

Disclose thy secret measures, foul or fair

;

Go, search with curious eyes for homed frogs,
'ifid the wild wastes of Louisiana's bogs

;

Or, where Ohio rolls his turbid stream,"
Dig for huge bones, thy glory and thy theme."

It is pleasant to see the development of an enterprise from an insignifi-
cant tract, with more than a squint at advertising the wares of a particular

fp'^'
'. ."T^f'T. "! '^' ^''' °^^^^- Such a development have the

readers o -The Wheelman" witnessed. At first devoted wholly to the
bicycle It IS now grown to be an authority of the first class on all matters
of out-door amusements, and has papers on travel, technical industriesmodern architecture, and forestry, which are worthy of any magazine inthe .vorld. In the process of development, it has changed its name aswell as Its character, and is now known as -Outing." It is well worth
reading, especially m the summer months.

BOOK NOTICES,

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AKD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

CrkLsm J\ -P ?
Appendices on the Arrangemeut. Analvsis, and RecentCr icsm of the Pentateuch. By Alfred Euersheim. M. A Oxon DD Ph DAuthor of " I ,fe and Tin.es of Jesus the Messiah." Svo. pp. 39? '

l^ow York •

A. D. F. Randolph & Co. London: Longmans, Green, L Co.
'

Dr. Edersheim's great work on " Jesus the Messiah," has made his name
famihartostudents of the literature of the important subject to which

ten nnTV' ^^ ' T'^
''^^°"^^ '^' ^"^j^^* '''^'^ ^o be fully writ-ten up before that work was issued, and all that was needful appeared toW been said, it nevertheless has awakened a new interest in the theme,

jJTrl"- ;
'' "ZZ"^

^'""^ ' "^^^ '"^^ ^"'P«^^=-t stand-point-th

or^el ;."''f r"'^''"^^
^"^'"^^^^^^^ *° ^"°^^' «"t 3-t another and

'7r>. P> "fr "'i'^'
P--»ting the Old Testament side of the sub-

ject, the Chns ology of both its literature and its institutions, so makinga kind of supplementary epistle to the Hebrews, in favor of Jesus as their
expected Messiah.
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Tlie form in which the discussion of the work now in hand appears

—

tbut of lectures, each one somewhat complete in itself—allows very con-

Kidorable freedom of method, and even discursiveness, in respect to the

chosen lines of arguments and the specific subjects considered. Himself

a thorough Old Testament student, the author's attention was necessarily

drawn to the treatment to which the Pentateuch especially has recently

been subjected, and he practically recognizes the obligation of those who
believe in tlie Bible as it is as a divinely given record, to meet the as-

saults of the destructive criticism of the age with fair and open arguments,

and confronting criticism with criticism. And as a careful strategist he

l>egins by considering what points in the traditional faith may be neither

defensible nor worth defending, in order that there may be no waste of

power and prestige in futile efforts to sustain them. He even welcomes

the attacks that have been made upon the factitious portions of the popu-

lar beliefs respecting the Hebrew Scriptures as likely to result in fuller

considerations of what may be invalidated, and so to lead to a wider and

more adequate understanding of th2 whole subject. And here he defines

the true and only tenable position at once courageously and cautiously

:

"It may be," he remarks, "that much that has proved indefensible, and

which all along had only been held because it was traditional, and had

never before been properly considered, may have to be given up, and that

the old truth may have to be presented in new forms, as the result of

more accurate investigation and more scientific criticism." In this spirit

all his discussions seem to be conducted ; and although so ready to sur-

render all that a just and liberal criticism might condemn, he is in no

haste to abandon any point till it has been shown to be indefensible; and

accordingly very little that seems requisite to the integrity of revealed

truth is given up. The great difficulty experienced by rationalistic

critics respecting the teachings of the Old Testament is not the result of

literary criticism, but of an illogical, rationalistic skepticism, the denial,

in advance, of the possibility of its supernaturalness; for if that is

granted the chief difficulties at once disappear. From this point of view

the author prosecutes his discussions, and comes to conclusions that ought

to satisfy every intelligent believer in the divinity of the Bible.

There is, all along in these lectures, an implied confession that the

criticisms of the Old Testament by the school of Wellhausen and Kuenen,

of which Robertson Smith became the interpreter for English-speaking

readers, are not to be set aside as worthless, nor silenced as simply the

utterances of profane unbelief. In the progress of affairs the time has

come when the Old Testament must be subjected to a no less thorough

examination than has been given to the New Testament during the past

years of the century, and as this has passed the ordeal unscathed, but

not without important modifications of its interpretation, so no doubt will

that, but with probably still greater modifications, wliichwill also greatly

contribute to its practical utility, especially in respect to its relations to

the New'Testament and to its own Christological testimony. To prosecute

these studies fearlessly but reverently is the high duty devolved by the
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existing conditions on the Christian scholarship of the age, and to thi;s

discussion these lectures may be accepted as a tentative contribution,

showing how the work must be done rather than actually and efCectually

doing it.

The publishers have given us the work in a superb and attractive fonn

;

the paper, typography, and the whole mechanical execution are of a high

order, and the pages invite to the reading. In behalf of all who may
read this volume, we render thanks for the style in which it is manufact-

ured, with the hope that the pattern here set may be copied in very

mauy other cases.

The Old Testament Prophecy of the CoTisummation of God's Kingdom T)-aced in its

Hixtarical Development. By C. vox Oreli.t, Professor of Theolocry, Basel. Trans-

lated bv Rev. J. S. Banks, Headingly College, Leeds (Kngland). 8vo, pp. 472.
Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. New York : Scnbner & Welford.

The reconstruction of Old Testament thought among evangelical Chris-

tians is a marked, and also a hopeful, fact of our times. With the en-

larged and corrected views brought about by improved methods of bib-

lical interpretation, a modification of the conceptions of the substance of

the older revelation, and of the correlations of the old and the new, had at

length become a necessity. It is not strange that at such a tjme of the

transition of thought the audacity of unspiritual scholarship should seek

to discredit the traditional estimate of the character and design of the

Hebrew Scriptures, and to develop just what is seen in a well-known and

very pretentious school of Old Testament interpretation. These things

have also devolved on the Christian scholarship of the age the duty of

readjusting the conceptions of the prophetic Scriptures to the more or

less complete development of their contents in the Gospel. This great

work is now proceeding, not only ably, but on the whole not unsatisfac-

torily. We have noticed within the past twelve months, in these pages,

several highly valuable contributions to this design, some of them transla-

tions from the German, and some originally written in English—of the

latter special mention may be made of Edersheim's great works—and we
uow with pleasure place among these the work above named.

The Christology of the Old Testament is an attractive and a practically

valuable study: for there can be no question but that the older Scriptures

testify of Christ, and that the two Testaments are parts of an indivisible

unit. It is no doubt true, that the Old Testament can be best under-

stood when contemplated in the clear light of its own fulfillment as seen

in the gospels. But to study and interpret that collection of history and

prophecy and poetry through the New Testament has its perils also, which
the Protestant commentators of the last two centuries before our own
did not wholly escape. The remark of the good Bishop Ilornc, respecting

his Notes on the Psalms, that he would rather seem to find Christ in

prophecy ten times where he is not than to miss him once where he really

is, may have a pious tone about it, but there is also in it a most damaging
element of untruthfulness—something of the nature of a pious fraud con-
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scioiisly accepted for one's self and imposed upon otlicrs. To ti-uly enter

into the spirit of the Hebrew Scriptures one sliould seek to place himself,

in mind and thought, among their conditions and environments; to ask

liiuiself how they were understood by those to whom they were originally

^riven, and what the writers themselves meant by them; and while his

better Christian knowledge -will greatly heip him to apprehend their deep

spiritual import, which the people did not suspect and the prophets

themselves only partially perceived, great care should be used not to read

the New Testament into the Old. Especially is it needful to avoid that

sort of microscopic literalism which seeks to make of prophecy a kind

of anticipatory history of future details of facts. The design of the work

we are noticing appears to agree with this notion. Its full "Introduc-

tion," of nearly eight pages, discusses the general character of biblical

pro[)hecy, distinguishing it from every thing, pretended or real, in

heathenism, and showing that its perpetually recognized ideal was the

"kingdom of God." In Part I. we have a discussion of the prophetic

manifestation of God's purpose in respect to that kingdom among the

patriarchs and to the Israelites; and in Part II. is given the testimony of

the prophets of Israel to its future manifestation in Him "of whom Moses

iu the law and the prophets did write." AVe can heartily commend this

work as well calculated to prove helpful to all earnest students of the

Bible who dare to be instructed in the ti-uth. There are points at which

we hesitate to accept the writer's views snd to adopt his methods, and

there are minor conclusions drawn from accepted methods that may ap-

pear doubtful ; but as a whole the work is wholesome, evangelical, and

conservative.

An Explanation of the Epistle to the Ilehrews. By Rev. SAiruEL Lowrie, D.D.,

Pastor of the Ewing Presbyterian Church, New Jersey. 8vo, pp. 539. New
York: Robert Carter k, Brothers.

This goodly volume appears to be the fruit of the private studies of a

Christian pastor, who, instead of spreading his labors promiscuously over

the whole Bible, has selected a single book for special and more thorough

consideration, and also for his own profit, rather than for purposes of au-

tliorsliip. The plan is an excellent one, and the example so set is worthy

of general imitation, both on account of the learning so to be gained, and

for the habits of study to be acquired. The method of annotation is that

of continuous discussions, rather than specific criticisms and exegeses, imd

of crisp and concise statements of results. This method has its advantages,

and also its disadvantages, and the preponderance of each or either will

depend largely on the mental habits of the reader. For desultory reading

the plan here adopted may have the preference, but not so for more exact

thinkers, who require that every thought shall be clearly defined and dif-

ferentiated. The author brings a decidedly reputable amount of scholar-

ship to his chosen task, though iu some things the influences of the

seminary and university lectures are quite manifest. His favorite author-

ity is Von Hofman, who may be described as able but one-sided, which
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latter quality very decidedly affects his admiring disciple, yet not so un-

favorably but that be has given us both an able and an instructive discu!<-

si<m, rather than "explanation," of this most excellent epistle. When-
ever a Calvinistic -writer attempts an exposition of the Ejastlc to the

Hebrews, there is occasion for curiosity as to how lie will deal with the

famous passages in the sixth and tenth chapters respecting the "falling

away" of those who were once "enlightened," etc., since for dogmatic

reasons all such arc compelled to reject their plain and obvious sense, and

so to find out some other way of escape. But because scarcely any two

are agreed as to what de\-ice shall be used, since for very plain reasons no

one can be expected to accept any of the palpable sophisms that have

been propounded, it is always interesting to notice how each new con-

testant will deal with the case. Our author discusses the text with com-

mendable fairness, confessing that each man's opinions are usually deter-

mined by dogmatic reasons (a confession which he is at liberty to make

for himself and his party, but not for others), and as he is not ready to

surrender the crown-jewel of his system, he decides, without much argu-

ment, that notwithstanding the strong language used by the inspired

writer, the persons described in those places were not truly regenerate

Christians. All of which is only a practical illustration of the maxim,
*' When reason is against a man, that man A\'ill be against reason."

Sermons by Bishop Matfhew Simpson, of the MitKodist Episcopal Church. Edited,

from Sliort-haiifi Reports, by George R. Crooks, D.D. 12mo, pp. 454. Xew
York : Harper & Brotliers.

Bishop Simpson, though eminently many-sided, was especially a preacher,

which means more than simply a maker of sermons. His discourses had

no lack of thoughts, but these were peculiarly striking by reason of their

setting, and still more so on account of the indescribable power of the

speaker's presence—not his voice, or gestures, or oratorical methods in their

severalty, but in the clearly appreciated but never analyzed power that at-

tended his discourses. It was feared that his sermons, reproduced after

his decease, wo\ild lack much of that peculiar flavor which so largely dis-

tinguished them as spoken ; nor can it be claimed that this fear was

wholly groundless; and yet by the process used much of the original

freshness is retained.

Only two of these five and twenty discourses were written out in full

by their eloquent author, and most of them were untouched by him after

their delivery. It is not pretended, however, that, a? here printed, these

are precisely the same as the spoken discourses, for in preparing them for

the press the editor has wisely adapted them to their new condition, yet

not so far changing them as to deprive them of the freedom and freshness

of extempore discourses. Those who often heard the great preacher will

recognize among these sermons some old acquaintances, and vn.\\ be

pleased to meet them in their new conditions. The work is a valuable

contribution to current Methodist literature, which will also, no doubt,

become permanent and abiding. Dr. Crooks has done his work well.
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Auiohiography of Henry Taylor, 1S0O-IS75. Tw'O Volumes. Vlmo, pp. SOT, 287.

Xew York: Harper & Brotliers.

Perhaps some one will ask, " "WTio was Henry Taylor?" who is here

named with the apparent assumption that liis identity, and something of

his history, will be at once recognized, while perhaps to very many it will

bo only a name. This question the work before us answers, and at the

Bame time vindicates its own right to be. It is not, however, the story of

great adventures or sensational achievements, nor j'et the biography of

either a hero or a genius, but rather a sketch of a somewhat successful

career, during a long hfe-time not yet ended, for the writer and subject is

still living, and enjoying a gTcen old age at eighty-five, spent in Loudon,

occupied in the public service, with occasional excursions into the fields

of literature, and a free mingling in society and among the leading men
of his times.

Jlr. Taylor, whose years correspond with those of the century, began

his life in Bishop-Middleham, Durham, the son of a "farmer," who
seems to have been a man of some wealth, and also of very considerable

culture, and at twenty-three years old he came up to London " on a vent-

ure," intending to devote himself to the pursuit of literature, in which

he had already made a hopeful beginning. But through the favor of

Dr. Holland (afterward Sir Henry) he was offered and accepted a place in

the Colonial Ofhce, in whicli occupation, in some of its grades, he passed

his subsequent active life, retiring, duly pensioned, in ISTo. From his

quiet retreat he now sends forth his personal recollections of men and
events as they came under his observation.

The special value of this work is the clear insight that it affords into

tlie most distinguished circle of English social and public affairs dur-

ing the not remote past, and which are still considered the things of

to-day. He was personally brought into intimate and honorable contact

with most of the leading men of his time, both literary and political;

held confidential relations with the heads of the various governments of

both parties; and was the associate of many of the great lights of litera-

ture, among whom he continues to hold a respectable position, both as a

writer and a critic, and also as a leader of public opinion. During his

public career occurred some of the most interesting events in England's
colonial history, of which he was not only a close observer but also an
active and efficient promoter. He was an active opponent of slavery in

the British dominions, and gives a most interesting account of the transi-

tion of the Xegroes from that condition to freedom, as it took place in

the "West Indies during the "six-years' apprenticeship" system that began
under the abolition act of 1834. The Chartist movement of ISIS af-

fected the Colonial Office so far that the old brick house at the end of

Downing Street, where its home was, was converted into a fortress, of

^vhich he gives a graphic account. His interest in the problem of human
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slavery made him a deeply interested looker-on during our great Civil

War. On this subject he writes:

The real triumph of the war was in the extinction of slavery, which was not.

the object of it. If there was no hope that slavery could be extinguished a

extinguished it in our colonies, or otherwise than by force, it may be well to :

had it extinguished even at the cost of tliat monstrous and horrible war, will

the demoralization and evil passions it has left behind it.

A capital feature of this work is its pen-and-ink portraits of an unusual

number of distinguished persons with whom the author was on terms of

intimacy. This is what he says of Carlyle :

His relations with the people are without a precedent, as far as I am aware,

in these times or in any— the human paradox of the perioi. lie is their "char-

tered libertine," assailing them and their rights, insisting that they sliould be

every-where ruled with a rod of iron, and yet more honored and admired by them

than any demagogue who pays them knee-worship. In courting the people it is

easy, no doubt'to err on the side of obsequiousness, and to lose their respect.

But it is far from easy to defy them, and yet to conquer. How the conquest has

been achieved by Carlyle is a perplexing problem.

As a literary man, Taylor will certainly be chiefly remembered as the

author of "Philip Van Arteveldt," and of this "Autobiography," in

which he has clearly buildcd better than he knew; and certainly he has

given a deeply instructive and entertaining work: capital leisure-hour

reading.

OU Sands Street MdhodM Episcopal CJnirch of Brooklyn, K Y. An Illustrated

Centennial Record, Hi.^torical and Biograpliical. By Rev. Edv.'ix Wakkixer,
Corresponding Secretary of New York East Conference Historical Society.

With an Introduction by Rev. Albkrt S. IIuxt, D.D. 8vo, pp. 520. New
York: Published for the Autlior by Phillips & Hunt. Cloth, $3; sheep, S^

*' The people called Methodists " have usually been makers of history,

rather than careful custodians of their own annals. They have been

so Imsy doing that they have failed to WTite down in order their own

works, and the results of their efforts. The reflection of Goldgmith

respecting the evanescent nature of literary renown, that when fame is in-

creased by time it is usually too late to investigate the subject, adding

beautifully, "The dews of the morning are past, and we vainly try to

continue the chase by the meridian splendor," applies with increased em-

phasis to such a case as is here presented. Like "the kingdom of God "

generally, this one of its later manifestations comes " not with observation,"

and its stoiy of scarcely a hundred years is already obscured in the dim-

ness of distance, while, like the remnants of the sibyl's books, the value

of what remains increases in inverse ratio to its abundance and complete-

ness. When ^Icthodism began its career in New York, in 17G6, there was

noBrooklvn; but twenty-one years later, the minister stationed at John

Street, New York, went over the ferry and preached in the open air to the

few "'iong-shore" people then dwelling in that vicinity, and from such

small beginnings the plant of Methodism became naturalized and localized.

The book named above is the result and the monument of an untold
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amount of indefatigable and well-directed labors, whicb, indeed, is abun-
dantly justified by the outcome; to the author by the successful achieve-
ment of a long-cherished labor of love, and to all who care for the truth
of history by the rescuing of so many almost entirely forgotten facts and
incidents respecting early Methodism in Brooklyn. Though the writer
tells us apologetically that "it is not an easy task to prepare memorials of
jxTsons long since dead, about whom no timely record has been made "

t-till that his quest has not been an unsuccessful one is sufKciently evinced
by this noI)le volume. It contains, besides a continuous record of the
society and church of "Old Sands Street " from the beginning, with in-
cidents and anecdotes, memorials of nearly two hundred persons, and
half as many illustrations, chiefly portraits, many of them of ministers of
connectional reputation, and also of laymen and women of that church.
The book is a valuable contribution to both general and local ilethodist
history, and the author has made the whole Church his debtor by its

preparation. It deserves a liberal sale.

Women of the Reformation. By Mrs. AxxiE "WiTTEyitYER. 12mo, 460 pp. New
York

:
Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. §2.

This work has been carefully compiled from many sources, and from
numerous volumes. The whole, however, has been rewritten, so that
there is the uniformity of style that might be expected in a strictly orig-
inal work, "The facts only are borrowed; the telling of those facts Is
largely Mrs. Wittenmyer's. The period selected by her is the latter half
of the sixteenth century, when the greater part of Europe was stirred to
its depths by the wide-spread upheaval of religious thought which marked
that ])art of European history, beginning with the time and labors of
John Wiclif. The selections take a wide range, embracing not only no-
tices of many of the noble women of England, but also of^ those of Ger-
many, France, Holland, and Scotland. The book is instructive and
pleasant reading, and will prove especially valuable to young people.

The Bishop of Africa; or. the Life of TTilliam Tavlor, D.D. With an Account of

1

[l°"So Country and Missions. By Rev. E. Davies, Author of " The Gift of
the Holy Ghost," etc. 12mo, pp. 192. Reading, Mass. : Holiness Book Concern.

Tins is a spirited book, by an earnest admirer of the latest, and in an emi-
nent sense the best, of all the African explorers; and any defect of mental
grasp and literary finish that may be detected is compensated bv the
writer's zeal, and the fervor of his conceptions. Its spirit is also gener-
ally kmdly, though the points of the auimal's claws occasionally reveal
tliemselves, protruding from the velvet paws. Some really good people
are all the time apparently spoiling for a fight. As a trumpet call to tlic
<^nurch, we expect good to come of this little volume, for we are jier-
suaded that the heroic element in Christianity ought to be turned to
account, especially in foreign missionary work, 'when the writer under-
•ikes to expound constitutional law we somehow think of the proverb,
^noe-maker, stick to your last."
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MISCELLA]N^EOUS.

A Descriptive Atlas of the United States, for Reference and General Information.

(Copyright, 13S4.) Quarto, pp. 292. New York and Chicago : Ivisou, Blal<e-

raan, Taylor, & Co.

Very great improvemeuts Lave been made in all departments of school-

books during the life of the present generation, and in none greater than

in manuals of geography. By the aid of maps and pictures all the advan-

tages of object-teaching are obtained, and the reader at home is enabled

to see what are the forms and the relative extent, and iu some degree

the physical features, of the various countries, even better than can be

seen by the traveler. The work.whose title i.s above written, though de-

signed especially for schools, is also well suited for the study and fireside;

and since it becomes needful to renew one's geographical knowledge every

few years, some such work in its successive editions is a necessity; and we
know of none belter fitted for general use than is this. A new edition,

we are informed, is in preparation, and will soon be published.

Trie Children s Portion. By Alkxakder M'Leod, D.D. 12mo, pp. 337. Xew
York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

How to interest and edify the children in the exercises of public worship

is a question about equally important and difficult. Dr. ^FLeod and

some others have attempted its practical solution by "giving from ten to

fifteen minutes of the morning (or evening) service to the instruction of

the children present." The volume in hand is made up of these brief,

direct, and very plain discourses, written out and somewhat modified for

the press. They are good and very wholesome lessons, especially adapted

to be read aloud in the family circle or iu groups of young children.

Letters frora Hell. Given in English. By L. W. J. S. With a Preface by George
MacDon'ald, LL.D. 12mo, pp. 350. New York: Fuuk & Wagualls.

Under the above startling title we have here a rather remarkable quasi-

religious work, originallj;. written in Danish, but translated into English

under the auspices of George MacDonald, who also contributes a Preface,

in which he tells us that his sole purpose in his efforts to introduce the

work to English readers is to help some " to turn awaj' from that which

alone is really horrible, the doing of unrighteousness." The "Letters"

recount the experiences of a man who has lost his soul through sin, and

after death finds himself in hell. Here he encounters other beings who,

in various ways, and as a punishment for misdeeds done in the body, have

reached the same place. They relate their histories. The misery of

these sufferers grows out of their own recollections and remorse. The
author expressly states that " there are no devils in this place, save our

own sinful desires, evil passions, and thoughts." By gi'ting the reader a

foretaste of these possible thoughts, he endeavors to temfy sinners into

repentance before it is too late. jMr. MacDonald, it would seem, is not

acquainted with the scriptural lesson of the rich man and Lazarus,
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}[ij Sirmon-'N'otes. A Selection from Outlines of Discourses Delivered at the

Motropulitan Tabernacle: with Anecdotes and Illustnitions. By C. H. Spuu-
OKOX. From Genesis to Proverbs. I-LXIV. 12mo, pp. 3S9. New York:
Kufx;rt Carter & Brothers.

ndarn, Shunammite, and Other Sermons. Preached \n 1884. By C. H. Spur-
OKON (London). 1 2mo, pp. 379. New York : Robert Carter & Brothers.

A wonderful man is Charles H. SpurgeDn, and as admirable as wonderful.

In the forty years of his ministry in London he has preaclied and printed

more matter than any other man—probably more than any two—and it

h:w all been good, in the best sense, calculated to make men better and to

glorify God. Upon such works merely literary criticism would be mis-

j)!;\ced ; they have the signature of the favor of God and man in their re-

sults. The former of the volumes above indicated is made up of outlines

of sermons; the latter is a collection of seventeen sermons fully written

out, the rather awkward title of the first of which is here given to the

whole book. ;

Diinocrotic Government: A Study of Politics. By Albert Stick.vey. 12mo,

pp. 1C6. New York : Harper & Brothers.

The times seem to be at once prolific of politicians (in the lower sense),

and barren of statesmen and statesmanship. A few solitary scholars and

writers, among them John Fiske, George Ticknor Curfeis, Charles ISTord-

hofT, and Albert Stickney, are endeavoring to perpetuate the study of the

first principles of .statesmanship, of which our public men appear to be

willing to remain in ignorance, while struggling for the ascendency of

their several parties and dividing "the spoils." "We therefore welcome
such a book as this, because it suggests thoughts, and is therefore valua-

ble, even if some of its proposed measures may seem to be Utopian and

impracticable.

Dktfor the Sick. A Treatise on the Values of Food-s, their Applications to Special

Conditions of Health and Disease, and on tlio Besc Metliods of their Prepara-
tion. By Mrs. Mary F. Hexdersox, Author of " Practical Cooking and Dinner
Giving." Hlustrated. 12mo, pp. 23-i. New York : Harper & Broihers.

New Light on Mormanism. By Mrs. Ellex E. Dickixsox. Witli an Introduction
by TuL-RLOw Weed. 12mo, pp. 272. New York: Fuuk & Wagnalls.

This clever little book is made up largely of reliable information resi>ect-

ing the beginnings of the ^Mormon delusion, drawn from original and evi-

dently trustworthy sources. Mr. Weed's Introduction, filling a single page,

is simply an indorsement of such of the facts as came under his personal

observation when, fifty years ago, he Avas a printer at Onondaga Hollow,

with the added expression of " surprise and regret that such vulgar impos-

tors (as were the originators of I\Iorraonism) should have obtained a fol-

lowing which is even drawing pro.selytes by thousands from Europe."
Ili.s wonder would havebeen less had he considered the saying of Southey,

who, referring to the then recently suppressed treason of Burr, remarked,

'*Thc next Aaron Burr may discern \\\ixt fanntic'ism is the most effective

w.-apon with which ambition can arm itself;" words that, in the presence

of the existing gigantic Mormon delusion, sound like the voice of proph-

ecy, now reaching its fulfillment.
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Oats or Wild Oats. Common Sense for Young Men. By J. M. Buckley, LL.D. (Ed-

itor "The Christum Advocate.") 12mo, pp. 306. New York : Phillips & Hunt.

Readers of "The Christian Advocate" will recognize these chapters as

old acquaintances, though somewhat dressed up for their new presenta-

tion. Agreeable to the maxim that you should never criticise vour

friend's performance, for if you praise it will be credited to your partial-

ity, and if you blame you will alienate a friend, we are prohibited from

discussing this work, which emanates from the office next adjoining our

own. But we will recommend all young men who may read thi^ notice

to see for themselves what are the real merits of the book.

A Manual of the Enmoic or '^ Modern'''' Greek Pronunciation, and its Aj>plication to

Ancient Greek. By II. A. Scomp, Professor of Greek in Kaiory Collefre. Oxtbrd,
Ga. IGmo, pp. 2-4. Nashville, Tenu.: Southern Methodist Publishing House.

Tlie Shoes of Peace. By AxxA B. Wakner. 16mo, pp. 136. New York: Robert
Carter & Brothers.

Virginia Cookery Book. Compiled by Maky Stuart Smith. 12mo, pp. 33. New
York: Harper & Brothers.

Lives of Greek Statesmen: Solon—TJiemistokles. By Rev. Sir George W. Cox,
M.A., Autlior of " Generid History of Greece," etc. IGmo, pp. 227. New York;
Harper & Brothers.

The first sentence of the preface of the book gives the true reason for its

form and substance: " The history of a people is often best studied in

the lives of individual citizens." Acting on this thought, the author of this

little volume gives, in the form of biographies and personal characteriza-

tions, the chief events of their nation's career. The persons named and

sketched are Solon, Peisistratos, Kleisthenes, Polykrates, Aristagoras, 3Iil-

tiades, Aristeidcs, Themistokles, Pausanias, and Gelon. The personal his-

tories of these together comprise the history of Greece during its brightest

periods.

The Adventures of Jiinmy Brown. "Written by Himself, and edited by M. L. Al-

den. Illustrated. 16mo, pp. 236. New York: Harper & Brothers.

Mr. Alden, who is also known as the funiiT/ man of the " Xew York
Times," is better in a continuous story than in some of his briefer articles,

in which there is occasionally a rather conspicuous want of both humor
and wit. But " Jimmy Brown" is a pretty good story-teller—amusing if

not instructive.

HejeVs Aesthetics. A Critical Exposition. By Jonx Stkixfort Kednxt. S.T.D.,

Author of "The Beautiful and the Sublime." IGmo, pp. 302. Chicago: S. C.

Griggs k Co.

The editor and publishers of this little volume are engaged in bringing

out, in condensed forms, some of the most noted works of the later school

of German philosophers—Kant, Schelling, Fichte, and Hegel. This one

is the fourth of the series; the preceding ones were "Kant's Pure Pea-

son," *' SchcUing's Transcendental Idealism," and " Fichte's Science of

Knowledge." The book now in hand is a fine embodiment of the sub-

jective principles of art. as illustrated in artistic creations and as operating

in aesthetic culture. It is a work of great merit, which will probably be

read by comparatively few, but by them it will be greatly admired.
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Vie Pattern in the Mnint, and Other Sermons. By Charles H. Parkhurst, D.D.,

Madison Square (Presbyteriau) Church, N. Y. 12mo, pp. 254:. 2se\v York

:

Ausou It. F. Raudolpli & Co. $1 25.

Scvouteca 'sermons—probably written for use in the author's ordinary

S;il)bath services—devoted chiefly to different phases of the Christian life.

Good and wholesome, and sufficiently learned and able for their original

purpose; and in their printed form quite worthy of the attention of those

wlio delight in this kind of reading.

Assyriology. Its Use and Abuse in Old Testament Study. By Fkaxcis Brown',
Associate Professor of Biblical Philology in Union Theological Seminary, New
York (city). 12mo, pp. 96. New York: Charles Scribuer's Sons.

The Union Theological Seminary, according to its custom, opened the last

seminary year by a discourse, having Professor Brown as preacher, who
made Assyriology his theme. His discourse was both appreciative and
depreciative of his subject, as it is now treated; the great value of the

study is recognized, while the almost always manifested tendency to over-

do, in such cases, is pointed out with appropriate cautions. It is a well-

written and suggestive production, with a valuable outline of the litera-

ture of the subject.

Mas Poiver, of Ease-in-Zion. By Johx K Bamford, Author of "The Disciple
Among the Poor," etc. 12mo, pp. 220. New York: Phillips & Huut. Cin-
cinnati : Cranston k Stowe. 80 cents.

An allegory illustrating the Christian life in its decadence, with sugges-

tions for its revival. It is locally a Korth of England story, with a de-

cided Y'orkshire flavor.

The Ovcrthroio of American Slavery: Containing Descriptions of Import^int Events
and Sketches of some of the Prominent Actors. By William G. Qce^l.
(Printed fcr the Author.) 12mo, pp. 275. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cin-
cinnati: Cranston & Stowe. $1.

The whole story of the antislavery conflict, with its consummation, is

here given in verse, written not without some show of cleverness, though
the poetical claims of the production are not especially well sustained.
It will, perhaps, interest some and amuse others, but it will not, probably,
secure a permanent place in the literature of the age.

liomer, King of Koncay, and Other Dreams. By Adair "Welckek. IGmo, pp.
245. Sacramento, Cal. : Lewis & Johnson.

The author tells us that these poems are written especially for the critics
of the future. To them they are respectfully commended.

Delivered from Afar; or, Hopes Realized in Dakota. Ev Ralph Rogcts. 12mo,
pp.428. New York: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. Gl 50.

A story of << going West; " with suggestions respecting social and moral
|>roblems.

'it the Sign of the Blue Boar. A Storv of the Reign of Charles It. By Emma
Lkslie, Author of " Before the Dawn," etc. 12nio, pp. 313. New York : Phil-
I'Ps & Hunt. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowc. $1.

^Iiss Leslie is a good story-teller, and all her books are good; but they are
many, and all pitched to the same key—and so just a little monotonous.
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After the pages of this number of the Review liad

been made up, we were called to record the decease of our

honored predecessor,

EEY. DANIEL D. WHEDON, D.D., LL.D.

He was born in Onondaga, I^. T., March 20, ISOS
;

was graduated at Hamilton College in 182S ; was Pro-

fessor of Ancient Languages and Literature at Wesle3\an

University 1833-43; was Professor of Rhetoric, Logic,

and History in Michigan University 1845-53; was

elected Editor of the "Methodist Quarterly Heview

"

in 1856, and continued in that office by successive quad-

rennial elections till 1884, when he retired on account of

failing health. His death occurred at Atlantic High-

lands, X. J., Monday, June 8, 1885.

Dr. Whedon was among the early classically educated

ministers of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and of his b,

more than fifty years in the ministry only four or f

five were devoted to pastoral work. Twenty years were

given to educational work, and twenty-eight to the editor-

ship of the Review.

His scholarship was of a high order. He excelled in

the classics, and was thoroughl}' a master in logic and

rhetoric, but was especially at home in philosoph}^ and in

social and political science. His work as editor of a lead-

ing Review kept him abreast of the varied learning of his

times, in all the varied forms of which he was recognized

as an authority. He will, however, be the longest and

most gratefully remembered for his work as a biblical

critic and expositor, and his Commentary on the Xew
Testament is his best monument. Though Dr. Whedon
is most widely known by his public reputation, yet to a

narrower circle, with whom he was brought into personal

relations, his memory will be cherished as that of a man of

great purity of character, and of high moral and religious

qualities. And as he had, in his life-time, proved the divine

goodness, even with length of days, so now, we are assured

that the last promise to God's favored ones, "I will show
him my salvation," has been accomplished. d. c.
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Akt. I—rev. henry bannister, d.d.

Among the names of those who helped to lay the foundations

of the present system of higher education in the Methodist

Episcopal Clinrcli not many are worthy of a more honorable

mention than that of Rev. Henky Baxxister. He came of a

sturdy stock. His paternal ancestry, dating from Old England

two hundred years ago, belonged to the best of New England's

early colonists. The first representative of the family in

America was Christopher Bannister, born in 1636, and died, in

Sudbury, Mass., in 16TS. During the colonial period, one or

more of his descendants were oflicers in the local military forces,

and assisted in protecting the settlers against the Indians.

A grandson, John Bannister, was an officer in the French and

Indian wars, and had a part in the struggle whose results

changed the destinies of the North American continent from a

Frencli Catliolic to an English Protestant character. A son of

tliis officer, anotlier John, and an uncle of our- subject, was a

captain in the Massachusetts forces during the war for Inde-

pendence.

Henry Bannister, son of Amos, was born in Conway, Mass.,

October 5, 1S12. Wlien he was but three years old, his

parents removed to Canton, N. Y., wlicre his father died.

AVlien but a child he read the life of Benjamin Abbott, which
<lceply affected him. When about twelve years old he was

deeply convicted of sin, by a sermon preached in a country

Echool-house by Rev. B. G. Paddock; and about two years

later, under the judicious teaching and guidance of a pious
41—FIFTH SEUIIIS, VOL. I.
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school-master, he was clearly and soundly converted. His early

religious associations had been with another denomination, but

as he had been drawn to God by Methodist agencies he chose

to cast in his lot with that people. He now felt an ear-

nest desire for an education, and he devoted himself to

study as far as he could find opportunities. AVheu about

nineteen years of age he found a door providentially opened

for him to attend Cazcnovia Seminary, which was commenced

four years before. His friend and father in Christ, Eev. Jj.

G. Paddock, was about to make his home at Cazenovia, and

young Bannister was encouraged to go thither also. Accord-

ingly his trunk was sent forward with the goods of his friend

and patron, while he himself walked the whole distance of a

hundred and fifty miles, and soon after (in ISol) he became a

student in the Seminary, with only his own resolution and hi?

trust in God for his dependence. By working and teaching and

hard studying he was able to complete his preparation for

college in two years. Hev, AV. C Larrabee was principal at

that time, with Nelson Rounds, William H. Allen, John

Johnston, J. "Wadsworth Tyler, and Lockwood Hoyt for his

associates. Young Bannister's earnestness, regularity, and

fidelity to all his duties as a student secured for him not only

proficiency in all his studies, but also the admiration of his

instructors.

He entered Wesleyan University in 1833, when Dr. Wilbur

Fisk was its president, and A. W. Smith and D. D. Whedon
were among the professors, and later during his college course

he enjoyed the advantages of the instruction of Professors

Holdich and Johnston. He was graduated in 1836, having

for classmates, among others, D. P. Kidder, Schuyler Seager.

and D. W. Clark. In the classes below his, but his fellow-

students, were D. Curry, E. Wentworth, Charles Collins, W.
jM. Pace, Edward Bannister, J. L. Alverson, H. M. Johnson.

L. L. Knox, and B. Hawley. It was a time when giants were

training younger giants for great work. The fact is obvious,

however it may be explained, that the earliest classes of our col-

leges contained an unusual number of students who afterward

became distinguished men. Not a few of them were without

other pecuniary resources than their own earnings, or in some

cases loans to be repaid, often secured by a life-insurance, or ad-
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vaiices mnde by tlieir parents to be repaid fromtlieir patrimony.

They vjcnt to college ratlier than v:ere sent^ and the same zeal

and devotion to a great purpose that first brought them into

student life made them eiJective in it, and also carried them to

eminence in their after careers. It is not an unmixed evil for

an ambitious young man to be compelled to struggle M'ith the

burdens and embarrassments of poverty. To overcome them

is the best possible assurance of ultimate success. '

After his graduation Mr. Bannister attended the Auburn
Theological Seminary for three years, and for the next two

years was a teacher in the Academy at Lowville, X. Y. In 1840

he took charge of Fairiield Academy, X. Y., then an institu-

tion of high rank ; and in 1813 was elected Principal of Caze-

novia Seminary, succeeding Rev. G. G. Hapgood.

That institution, now over sixty years old, has had a most

honorable career, and has occupied an advanced grade among
the highest class of Methodist seminaries. It was lirst opened

in 1821, when the only other institutions under the patronage

of the Church were: Augusta College, Ky., founded in 1822;

Kent's Hill Academy, Me., 1821 ; Wilbraham Academy,
Mass., originally established at Kew Market, N. H., in 1818,

but removed to Wilbraham in 1825. The foundation of Cazeno-

via Seminary was laid as early as 1817, with the design of ex-

panding it into a college to be located at Ithaca, but the selieme

shrank to the dimensions of a seminary, in which capacity it

was first opened for the reception of students in 1821. In

1813, when Mr. Bannister became its principal, it had risen to

be the third in the number of students in the State, The
financial distress tJiat prevailed in and after 1813 greatly embar-

rassed the institution. Among his first duties was the attempt

to raise funds for the removal of the indebtedness of the insti-

tution, and to secure some greatly needed repairs, which he

accomplished in the face of the most discouraging circum-

stances. After this the advance of the institution was greater

than ever before. The number of students increased, and its

grade of instruction was very considerably elevated ; extensive

additions were made to the apparatus and the library; and only

a few years later, the buildings were greatly enlarged; in all of

which work the principal was the chief agent. And so success-

ful was he in his efforts that he soon placed the seminary in
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tliG very front rank of institutions of its class in all the State.

Abont this time his alma maicr lionored hei-self by conferring

npon him the lionorary degree of J3octor of Divinity. Among
his associates in the board of instruction were such men as

James L. Alvcrson, afterward president of Genesee College

;

Dr. A. B. Hyde, late of Allegheny College, now of Denver

University; Dr. "J. W. Armstrong, late principal of the State

Xormal School, at Frcdonia, N. Y. ; Dr. Edward Bannister,

late president of the University of the Pacific, Cal, After a

collegiate department had been added to the seminary at Lima,

a similar scheme was attempted at Cazenovia; but the attem])t-

ed university at Troy, and the subsequently moi-e successful

enterprise at Syi-acuse, seemed to forbid that undertaking, and

it was at length definitely abandoned. As now arranged, the

Methodist Episcopal Church has a well-ordered system of edu-

cational institutions for the Empire State,' a central University,

and a large and ably conducted Seminary in most of its Annual

Conference territories ; and with its work so organized it is able

to secure the greatest aggregate results. Dr. Bannister was

principal of Cazenovia Seminary for thirteen years—1S43-5G.

During those years some thousands of students received his

instruction and guidance, many of whom still live and hold his

name in precious remembrance. Though he was a thorough

disciplinarian, sometimes almost approaching to sternness, yet

his recognized kindliness of heart, and the evident jDurity of his

purposes, secured for him the esteem of all Avho came under his

control. It is given to only a favored few to mold and im-

press so many minds—and persons afterward found in so many
walks of public aud private life—and in all cases for their good.

Among those who M-ere his pupils not a few have risen to dis-

tinguished positions. Among these may be mentioned General

Joseph E. llawley, of Connecticut; Hon. Charlps Andrews, of

the Xew York Court of Appeals ; Charles Dudley Warner, of

literary fame; Hon. Leland Stanford, of California; Eev. Dr.

John P. jS^ewman; Eliphalet Bemington, Esq., of Ilion, K.Y.;
Rev. Dr. W. A. Bartlett, of Washington, D. C. ; Bev. O. II.

Warren, of Syracuse ; Professor A. M. Prentiss, of Cornell

University ; Hon. D. P. Baldwin, of Indiana ; and Hon. D. L.

Follett, of the Supreme Court of Xew York State ; and this

long and illustrious roll mi^-ht be extended much further. Not
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many academies can present sucli a record of distinguished

names.

In 1S56 Dr. Bannister was called to fill the chair of ex-

eii;etical theology in Garrett Biblical Institute, at Evanston,

111., in which position he remained till removed bj death, de-

clining on several occasions to accept invitations to more con-

spicuous, but to him less desirable, positions. In 1SG9-70 he

traveled in Europe and the Orient, visiting the great centers

of European learning and culture, and studying the sites and

topography of the lands of the Bible. It was while on this

tour that he traveled from Jerusalem to Beyroot with Bishop

Kingslcy, and was with him at the time of his death at the

latter place. He was connected with the old Oneida Confer-

ence from 1842 to 1856, when he became a member of AVis-

consin Conference, and remained such till his decease in 1SS2.

He was a member of three successive General Conferences

—

those of 1S61, 1S6S, 1872. In 1870 he was appointed by the

United States government a visitor to the Military Academy
at West Point.

Bev. John Dempster, D.D., who is the recognized pioneer

of special biblical and theological schools for training candi-

dates for the Methodist ministry, after ten or more years de-

voted to that work at Concord, X. II., during which time the

"Biblical Institute" at tliat place became thoroughly estab-

lished—it still lives as the " School of Theology " of Boston

University—undertook a like work at Evanston, near Chicago,

aided by the noble liberality of a Christian lady, Mrs. Eliza

Garrett, and in honor of its patron, and in remembrance of the

title of his earliest "scliool of the prophets," Dr. Dempster

called the new seminary " Garrett Biblical Institute." His

original associates in its board of instruction were Drs. D. P.

Kidder and Henry Bannister, To this new field of labor and

of Christian endurance Dr. Bannister brought the same trans-

parent honesty, fidelity of purpose, and earnest love for his

work, and especially the marked personal care for the subjects

of his teachings, that had distinguished him at Cazenovia

—

qualities that pre-eminently fitted him for his work.

The visitor at Evanston to-day finds but little to remind him
of the newness and crudeness of the condition of thirty years

ago of that quiet seat of Christian learning, and now fiourish-
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ing suburb of a great and wealtlij city. Every thiug was to

be begun and carried forward with the fewest and simplest

appliances, and with subjects for tuition as crude and unpi-e-

pared as were their surroundings. Into this work Professor

Bannister thvcw himself with characteristic devotion, and in it

lie continued with indomitable perseverance, laboring patieiulv

and hopefully through all its formative stages, till he saw it

established and enlarged into its full 2:>roportions, standing side

by side with the noble array of kindred institutions which

together combine to make Evanston at once the Oxford and

the Mecca of the Xorth-west. Here he lived and labored, hap-

pily and successfully, till, smitten by disease he ceased to live

and labor, April 14, 18S2—one of the noble few of whom, at

the close of his career, one instinctively exclaims, "AVell done,

good and faithful."

Of Ills work and character, a judicious and not overdrawn

estimate is given in the reported remarks made by his surviving

associate, Dr. Xinde (now Bishop), from which brief extracts

are subjoined :

In the sphere of Cln-istian education, and during the past

twenty-seven years in the spliere of niiiiisterial education, he has

labored with unwearied devotion and dislinguislied success. He
came to this infant seminary in response to what he solemnly
regarded as a providential call. Here he found a congenial
field, which for more than a quarter of a century satisfied his

pure ambition and employed his best energies; and as the result,

hundreds have gone forth into the various fields of ministerial

service bearing his stamp. In sunshine and in storm, the wel-

fare of this cherislied institution was u])permost in his thoughts
and affections. His was that paternal interest Avhich sets no
bounds to its sacrifices and toils. And surely no hand has been
more influential in shaping the inner life of the school. His
views of ministerial culture, and of the province of tlie theolog-

ical school as contributing to it, were singularly broad, progress-

ive, and practical.

The contemplation of the possibilities of Garrett Biblical

Institute kindled Ids intense nature to high enthusiasm. But his

calm judgment taught him that these possibiUties coidd only be
realized by bringing; the educational Avork of the school to the

highest standard of excellence. This lie sought with unresting
endeavor and inspiring hopefulness. To fin<l out and adopt
improved methods ; to broaden, unify, and perfect the course of

study; to secure in the adnunistration of the scliool the utmost
harmony and order; and withal to inspire its students with those
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hiojh ideals which should lead to the most constant, strenuous,

viTt cordial devotion to their work, wei-e ends which he never
ceased to cherish and promote, lie could not restrict his interest

to his own department, important as that might be. His gener-

ous mind embraced tlie whole work of the school, and sought by
sympathetic co-operation to promote its entire etiiciency.

But back of the teacher was the man. Underlying his great
professional usefulness was a character as rare as it was beautiful,

a character whose leading traits were manifest to all who shared
his friendship. Strong in the conscious purity of his intentions,

he had nothing to conceal. He believed in the truth—in its

divinity, its invinciblencss, its imperishable vitality; and hence
his honest convictions were presented with a refreshing frank-

ness and manly freedom. Yet this frankness Avas joined with
such extreme modesty that it was with difficulty he could be
persuaded to accept positions or discharge ottices which would
bring him into personal prominence.
The intenseness of liis emotional nature, tempered by a mature

and sober judgment, gave great beauty to his spiritual life. He
could appreciate to the full the heart-side of religious experience.

Those portions of the divine word, \vhich expressed the Gospel in

its richest invitations and privileges stirred his spirit to its

depths. The unseen world was to him an every-day reality; its

mysteries were in his most familiar thoughts. And so in his

company, as one of his students well expressed it, there was the
strange sense of other-worldedness. His very presence was a ben-
ediction, and his daily life an unspoken prayer. It is not surpris-

ing that death vv'as disarmed in the presence of such a soul.

Eespccting his personal reh'gions life his pastor testified at

his funeral

:

He was a humble and devout Christian, of simple faith and un-
wavering trust in God for a full and a present salvation. Reg-
ular in his attendance on the public service and on the prayer-
meeting, he was an attentive hearer, and his prayers and
testimonies were marked with great earnestness and simplicity.

Quietly, unobtrusively, he has moved among us as a holy man,
most exemplary in his life and character, desiring above all

things to be a true servant of God, and leading men to love him
because of his blaaieless life and Christian friendship. He illus-

trated in an eminent degree the harmony of extensive learning
^vith a humble piety.

Such was the career and the Christian character of Henry
Bannister. He lived well, and died Avell ; and dying in life's

early afternoon, he enriched the Church by his good name.
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Art. II.—struggles AND ROMANCE OF A GEXIUS—
BERLIOZ.

[The history of genius affords warnings of dangers to be guarded against

quite as largely as incentives to high endeavors; and often the most em-

inent successes are associated with faults and failures that more than

counterbalance all these. The account here given very clearly displays

the undesirableness of that kind of genius which manifests itself in the

excessive development of certain forms of taste and artistic hupulse, while

the less brilliant but incomparably more worthy qualities of mind and

heart are neglected. Berlioz was certainly a rare genius; but who would

choose to be like him, as a man ? And yet all that is really excellent in

genius is quite compatible with moral and social worth.]

Our title assumes that Berlioz was a genius. That he was

such, " more or less," will hardlj now be denied bv the most

pertinacious of his many hostile critics. In the most disputed

of his compositions can be found passages of such power

and beauty as could proceed only from a mind of real genius,

though that they have faults, sonietimes glaring faults, need

not be denied. liiU'dly has there been a notable man in the

history of music who was pursued by more unrelenting critical

persecution ; but since his death, his works have been daily at-

taining ascendency among his countrymen, so long reluctant to

acknowledge his claims, and he now seems destined to become

one of the art idols of the French capital.

He is now acknowledged to be the greatest of musical " in-

strumentalists ; " but it was precisely for this superiority that

he was so persistently criticised. The great musician is a

great poet. For what is music if it is not poetry—poetry in

sound—an attempt to turn the very atmosphere of the planet

into an organ for poetical recitation and rapture ? And this

auricular poetry (if it may be so called) is as genuine as po-

etry on paper—not only rhythmical in intonation, as written

poetry is rhythmical in phrase, but, like written poetry, ex-

pressive of sentiment and scene, of character and action. Ber-

lioz insisted that, by sufhcient instruments and their right col-

location, orchestral clTects niight be made as expressive as writ-

ten poetry, and nearly if not quite as much so as the scenic

representations of the stage. If his theory needs some quali-

fication, it is, nevertheless, essentially true ; he practically deni-
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(.iistnited it before most of Europe, and died victorious over

liis critics. And what conception could more elevate and en-

noble instrumental music ?

Ik'ethoven confounded his critical enemies by his " Symphony
on the Battle of A^ittoria," in which (anticipating Berlioz's the-

ory) he demonstrated the possibility of expressing, by orches-

tral effects—by sounds—the scenes of a combat. A contempo-

rary journal (the " Leipsic Music Gazette ") acknowledged his

victory with some surprise. " The effect and the illusion were

complete," it said, " and it can be affirmed, without reserve,

that there exists not in the domain of imitative music a work

similar to this." This theory of instrumental imitative mu-

sic, more or less intuitively anticipated by all great masters of

the art, was, vre repeat, the chief offense of Berlioz—his cap-

ital heresy. Tiie critics, who at first proscribed him as a self-

conceited and talentless innovator, were compelled, in time, to

acknowledge that he was not quite talentless, though an un-

pardonable heretic. Like Beethoven, he has triumphed, in his

main heresy at least ; and not a few good judges esteem him an
" epochal" man in music, for, in respect to instrumentation, he

initiated something like a revolution in the history of the art.

He .was, then, we need not hesitate to say, a man of genius.

Apart from his merits as a composer, he had the virtues and

the vices of genius of the " artistic temperament."' He was

passionate, capricious, romantic, amorous, self-reliant, and

Avorld-defiant ; a man whose soul was wholly possessed by his

ideal—his ideal of life as well as of art. He was fierce in his

resentments, and fought out, unfalteringly, the contest with his

critics. But he had a warm and a profound heart, and by its

instincts he conceived his noblest tlioughts, his best ideals ; for,

as Yauvenargues says, " Great thoughts come from the heart."

Inevitably such a man's life must be one of struggles. The
whole career of Berlioz was a bravely sustained figlit against

formidable trials ; and it is these chiefl}' that we propose here

to record. Their lessons are far from pessimistic ; they teach,

in a manner seldom seen in any one human life, the ppwcr of

determined will, and the invincibility of right ideas—their ul-

timate, their predestined, success. Whatever the reader may
tliink of alleged defects in his music, we are sure lie cannot,

iiftcr our brief study of his life, decline to acknowledge him
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a Lero as well as a genius. And is there any higher ideal of

intellectual life than genius combined with heroism ?

Ilis trials began with the lirst revelations of his genius. He
Avas born on December 11, 1S03, and was a born musician.

His little native town on a hill-side (Cote Saint-Andre, not far

from Lyons) was not Avithout rural charms. It afforded him
views of the distant Alps, and throughout his life he was viv-

idly susceptible of the poetry of scenery. While yet a child

he heard a hymn in a convent which awoke his musical instinct.

^^ I saw heaven open," he says, " a heaven a thousand times

more pure and niore beautiful than that of which I had heard

so much. It was my first musical impression." Before his

tenth year he had learned, in the solitude of his mountain

home, to sing "at first sight," and to play two instruments;

and in his twelfth year he studied " composition." A roman-

tic incident, which colored his whole remaining life, occurred

in this year. On a visit to his grandparents, at Meylen, he

saw, for the first time, his " Estelle." She was a young lady

of eighteen years, of mature beauty, " elegant and tall, with

great eyes always smiling, hair that might have ornamented

the helmet of Achilles, Parisienne feet," etc. The boy was

smitten, through his whole being, with a pure, an ideal pas-

sion—one of those poetic or Platonic passions which not a few

men of genius have precociously experienced. AVith most it

is a brief episode, and is remembered as a charming dream
;

with Berlioz it never ceased to be a reality. "The romantic

vertigo seized me," he Avrote in his old age, " and has never

left me." He suffered profoundly ; Estelle divined his secret,

and, hoping it would be transient, endeavored to relieve him

by womanly caresses. " I hoped nothing," he says, " I under-

stood nothing ; but my heart experienced inexpressible suffer-

ing. I passed entire nights in desolation." Seventeen years

later he attempted to fiud her, and had a brief yet passionate

glimpse of her, but she was then a wife and mother. After

sixteen years more he learned her address, and sent her a let-

ter, but received no reply. When both of them were old he

sought her again, as we shall see, with all the ardor of his first

love, and her sympathetic interest for him consoled his last

years. This incident is worth alluding to here, as it prompted his

genius. He read with enthusiasm (" hundreds of times," he says)
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Florian's pastoral, "Estelle et Xeinorin," because of its name
;

and some of his earliest and hardest studies were an attempt to

make an opera of it. The image of Estelle was ever before

liim, beckoning him onward. A once famous Scotch critic,

Lord Karnes, said that we should never speak of our disap-

])ointments in love, for the world cannot sympathize with such

gi-iefs ; on the contrary, it always sees something ridiculous in

them. Berlioz thought otherwise, and seems never tired of

alluding to this romance of his childhood. It was his first trial,

and doubtless he deemed it one of his greatest ; but, by its

genial and prolonged influence upon him, it may be considered

one of his greatest blessings. After the interval of seventeen

years between his iirst and second sight of Estelle, though un-

recognized by her at the time, he turned away, he says, ex-

claiming in his heart, " Estelle ! still beautiful! Estelle! the

nymph, the hamadryad of Saint Eynard, of the green hills of

Meylen." " I returned," he adds, " all vibrant with emotion."

He sought relief in music. He discovered an old flageolet

among some rubbish of his home, and, after distracting the

family with it for two days, he had mastered a "' heroic

chant." He was soon composing ducts, trios, and qnartets. He
wrote a " Pot-pourri " on Italian themes, and then a quintet

for the flute and violins, alto and bass, which was successfully

played by himself and some friendly amateurs. " It was a ti-i-

Umph," he writes, " my father alone not sharing in the ap-

plause." "All my compositions were tinged with a ]-»rofound

melancholy, all in the minor key. I could not avoid it ; my
romantic love swaj-ed my feelings. In this state of my soul,

reading without ceasing Florian's ' Estelle,' I proposed to put
some of its episodes into music, and failed not to do so." He
read the lives of Gluck and Haydn with great agitation.

" What glory," he exclaimed, " what beautiful art, what hap-

])iness to cultivate it as a great master !

"

His next trial, if less romantic, was to be more real, for it

was to agonize his best fllial instincts. His good mother was
a Catholic devotee, and could not conceive of the musical pro-

fession hut as implying frivolity of life and the dissipation of

tlie Parisian opera and theaters. To allow her boy to l)e

trained for it was to consign him over to perdition in both

worlds. His father was a physician, the Hippocrates of the
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village, -witli a wide circuit of " practice" and renown through

all the surrounding countjy ; a student, who had won a prize

at Montpelier by a pamphlet on some subject of his profession
;

a daily sufferer from an internal malady for which he too freely

used opium; a skeptic, believing only in theological unbelief;

a sturdy character, but, withal, fond of his boy—fondling him

as a bear might his cub. Yet the old man had a genuine

heart, and was at last carried to his grave with the tears and

lamentations of the neighboring peasantry, for he had been

generous to them in days of afHiction, He hoped to keep up,

by his son, the family dynasty in his profession. He early

withdrew him from school, and worked hard at his education

at home, drudging with him in Latin, and even in the humbler

studies of geography, arithmetic, etc. He was at first proud of

the child's talent in music, and provided him instruments and a

teacher in the art, blinded by his fondness against any anticipa-

tion that he might thus defeat his own dearest hope respecting

him. He had no theoretical notions of education, especially of

the part which the heart plays in it, as taught by Goethe in

" Wilhelm Meister "—for " Wilhelra Meister," like Rousseau's

" Emile," is substantially a treatise on education in the form

of a novel. The natural predilections of the child, especially

when they are obviously strong, should be the indices, the

guides, of his education ; they are the instincts of his heart, and

reveal his original capabilities. If you secure his heart you se-

cure his head ; and this means the success of his life, and its

happiness as well, for docs not an untold amount of the misery

of intelligent men come from their misdirected education, and

consequent misplacement in positions of life? The veteran

doctor of Cote Saint-Andre had no such reflections, and when

the time came for his boy to seriously begin his medical studies

the old man was surprised and astonished at his hesitation. A
• temporary comju'omise was made, the father promising him a

"magnificent flute" from Lyons, furnished with all " the new

keys," if he would attempt the study of anatomy under his own

instruction. This instrument had been a long tinie the object

of liis ambition, and he consented, but he went to liis chamber,

and threw himself on his bed, oppressed with grief. " This

decision seemed," he says, '' the absolute overthrow of the

natural order of my life—monstrous and impossible."
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A cousin was studying medicine in the family, and young

Berlioz was sent with him to the Medical School in Paris.

The father supposed he had triumphed, but was soon to dis-

cover his mistake. Berlioz was disgusted and sickened by the

revolting scenes of the hospitals and dissecting-room, and was

quickly absorbed again in his nmsical studies. He pored over

the compositions of Gluck in the library of the Eoyal Conserv-

atory. '' I read and re-read them," he says, " 1 copied them,

I learned them by heart ; they made me lose my sleep; I for-

got to eat and drink, I was delirious over them." He wrote to

his father, pleading for his muse, but received indignant ad-

monitions to abandon his " folly," his " chimera," and devote

liimself to the "honorable career traced out for him." The

old man became more and more obstinate and menacing ; Ber-

lioz became equally obstinate, '' excited," he says, " even to fu-

ror." Lesueur was, at that time, all-powerful at the Conserva-

tory ; Berlioz did not dare to enter it as a student, but was re-

ceived by the master as one of his private pupils. He speaks

affectionately of Lesueur, but the oi'iginality of his genius soon

revolted from the " antediluvian theories " which he was re-

quired to study ; and he had, later, to " recommence his music-

al education from the foundation to the crown," Lesueur, in

spite of a sort of affection for the youth, persisted, through life,

to oppose his peculiar ideas of music, and exasperated not a

little his trials.

Cherubini was Director of the Conservatory, and became his

life-long eneiny, denouncing him in hot wrath and broken

French. Ludicrous scenes sometimes occurred between them.

Berlioz one day entered, by mistake, the library of the Conserv-

atory through a wrong passage {i\\Q j)orte feuunine) and was

reported by an assistant as a transgressor. While absorbed in

G luck's compositions, among numerous students, he was ap-

l)roached by Cherubini and his accuser ; when the latter

pointed him out as the offender, the master ffew into a rage,

for he had vague unfavorable recollections of the young inno

vator, and witJi "hair on end " and ''flashing eyes " exclaimed,

" Ah ! ah ! it is you dat comes by de wrong porte." " Mon-
sieur," replied Berlioz, " now that I know your rule, I will

obey it at another time." "Another time! another time!"

cried the enraged Italian. "Vat for you come here?" "I
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come to study the compositions of Gliick." " And vat is it

you regard dc compositions of Gluck ?
"—for Gluck was yet

little sanctioned in France. " Monsieur," responded Berlioz,

losing his sang-froid, " the compositions of Gluck are the best

dramatic music I know of, and I have need of the permission of

no one to come here to study them ; the library is open to the

public, and I have a right to profit by it," " De—de right i

"

" Yes, monsieur." " I's forbid you to come again !
" "I will

nevertheless return." " Trembling with fury," Cherubini de-

manded, " How, how you calls yourself ? " " Monsieur, my
name will perhaps be known some day or other, but for the

present you shall not hear it." " Arrest, arrest him," cried the

enraged master, " and put him in prison ! " " and master and

assistant," writes Berlioz, "to the stupefaction of the company,

pursued, me around the table, prostrating chairs and desks.

without power to reach me, and I ended the scene by flying to

the street with ringing laughter, and shouting, ' You shall have

neither me nor my name, but I will soon return here to study

Gluck ; '
" and he did so with " official " permission. Cherubini

never forgave Berlioz, and obstructed him through all liis

early struggles. In a few years, and in spite of the masters

opposition, he was to become himself Conservateur, and head

of the library whence he was chased. Hottin, the assistant

who denounced him to Cherubini, became his devoted '--gareoa

d^orcJiestre,^^ and the " most rampant partisan " of his music.

His resolution never quailed. He plied his studies, and

produced tentative compositions, some of which won com-

mendation from his musical associates. The " Maitre dc

Chapelle " of Saint Roch, requested him to write a mass to be

executed in that then " fashionable " church, on a special

occasion, and promised him a hundred choice musicians and a

still larger choir. He worked diligently on it, endeavoring to

imitate the style of Lesueur ; but it failed utterly in the re-

hearsals, and was abandoned. " The lesson, at least," he write*,

" was not lost." Genius can never dispense with work, though

it insists upon its own methods of work ; its very egotism

makes it jealous of its faults. He rewrote the whole composi-

tion, in accordance with his peculiar theory of instrumentation;

but his parents heard of tlie Jiasco and ridiculed his hopes,

demanding that he should turn to better work. Determined to
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suc'cecd, lie borrowed twelve limidred francs, in order to com-

iii:iik1 an adequate orcliestra for a new experiment with the

d(.-foated composition; and it was now "splendidly executed"

in Saint Koch, and again at Saint Eustache. He nevertheless

wns not content witli it, and burnt it, together with his opera

of "Estelle"and a Latin oratorio.

A new trial awaited him. He entered the lists of annual

C'juipetition for prizes, before the musical section of the Insti-

tute. Candidates had to pass through a preliminary trial of

their compositions, and the least successful were excluded. Ber-

lioz, was unsuccessful. His father learned the result; renewed

admonitions and denunciations poured in upon him, and his

])eeuuiary allowance from home was stopped. What could he

fui-tlier do, for to persist was to starve ? He returned to Cote

Saint-Andre to plead for what he felt to be his destiny.

A domestic scene ensued there—the youth entreating, the

mother remonstrating with tears, the father grim and stitf with

resolution, and declaring, " Thou shalt never return to Paris."

No king with his dynasty imperiled by the perversity of an

heir could be more chagrined; but, after some sleepless nights,

the old man had calmer reflections, and saw that it was worse

than useless to force the youth ; that he could never be made
in this way a successful representative of the medical dynasty

of Cote Saint-Andre. Another compromise was made, and he

was allowed to resume his musical studies on condition that they

should be abandoned if, after a given time, they were not

crowned with some signal success. He was warned by his

father not to make known this decision to his mother, and to

escape secretly. But she soon scented it out, and, bursting

into his room, exclaimed, " Your father has had the weakness to

yield to your culpable projects; I will not. I conjure you, per-

sist not ;
' and, falling on her knees before him, she entreated

him as only a mother could. He believed his "projects"

would, some day or other, make her proud of him, and per-

Msted. " Thou refusest, with thy mother at thy feet !
" she

cried, "then depart; dishonor thy name; kill thy parents;

thou art no more my son ; 1 curse thee !" She disappeared from

the premises, and hid herself in a country house of the neigh-

borhood. Aided by his father and two sisters, he made a last

attempt to obtain from her an adieu, and a revocation of her
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cruel words. Tliey got a glimpse of lier, reading under a tree
;

but, on "perceiving them, she Hew away ; they pursued her,

" m}^ father appealing to her," he says, " my sisters and myself

weeping; but all was in vain ; I had to depart without embrac-

ing my mother, without obtaining a word or a look, and bur-

dened with her malediction."

He returned to Paris to relieve his heart by hard work ; lie

economized his allowance (of twenty-live dollars a month) to

repay the money he had borrowed for his mass at Saint Eoch
;

he taught pupils in music and lived " like a cenobite," in the

sixth story of an old house, on seven or eight cents a day,

eating, usually, bread, raisins, and prunes. Fate itself could

hardly conquer such a soul. For, after all, what is fate in

liuman alfairs but the determinations of the human will ?

With comparatively few exceptions, he is master in all this

world who is master of himself. If Berlioz was not master

of himself in some of the ordinary affairs of life, it was be-

cause he recklessly declined to regard them ; he was master of

himself in the supreme purpose of his life—his musical aims

—

and in this he was invincible.

He continued to prosecute his studies, received lugubrious

letters from his father, who regretted the concession he had

made, and had many a wakeful niglit ; but, after much seeking,

he obtained employment in a second-rate orchestra, which

afforded him an addition of ten dollars a month to his resources.

By joining a 3-oung friend, living in the same chamber with

him, and cooking his own food, he was enabled to improve his

diet, spending on it twenty cents a day. He was now instruct-

ed by Lesueurandlwcicha, for he had entered the Conservatory.

Both were aVJe masters, but were incapable of appreciating his

peculiar genius. " They taught me nothing," he says, " in in-

strumentation." By studying Beethoven, Gluck, "Weber, and

Spontini—by conversations with virtuosos and trials that he

made with their various instruments—and finally by "a little

instinct," he came to perceive "the secret relation between mu-

sical expression and the special art of instrumentation
;

" but

" no person," he remarks, " had placed me on the way." He
tried his luck again, at the next annual competition before the

Institute, by an elaborate orchestral composition ; but a feeble

pianist, representing the orchestra, failed in a difficult part of
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tlie piece, and it ^vas declared " inexccntable." He was en-

rai^eJ at the "incredible organization of these competitions

—

the tyrannical absurdity of inetitntions which strangle talent."

These successive trials were enough, certainly, to utterly dis-

courage any ordinary man, but it is evident by this time that

JJerlioz was not an ordinary man. Conscious of the power

that was within him, he only worked the harder, studying his

models, and making compositions, some of which won him en-

thusiastic friends among amateurs who saw in liis originality

traits of genius. He was encouraged to attempt a public con-

cert, including in its programme some of his own productions.

Performers from the Conservatory, the Odeon, etc., volun-

teered then- assistance, but he had no little diiiiculty in procur-

ing a hall. The government superintendent of the " Beaux-

Arts" allowed him to use that of the Conservatory^, though

Cherubini spitefully opposed this concession till it was authori-

tatively repeated by the suijcrintendcnt. Some of the perform-

ers, liaving no hope of compensation, fell ofi in the preparatory

rehearsals ; and others, who were faithful, were destitute of

talent. They were, nevertheless, enthusiastic over some of the

pieces, with " tempests of bravos." The concert itself was not

satisfactory to Berlioz, but was applauded by tlie public, es-

pecially three pieces from his Saint Roch mass, and the

journals warmly praised it. Fetis, a music critic and journal-

ist, later his implacable enemy, " himself announced," he re-

marks, " my entrance on a public career as a veritable event.

But the receipts were not sufficient to pay the expenses of

lighting the hall, the placards, etc. Still the occasion was of

real utility to me, for I saw how much remained to be done in

order to surmount the ditliculties of such attempts."

He was soon afterward engaged as music critic of the "Ee-

vuc Europeenne," and also of the "Journal des Debats," and

had thus the means of defending, before the French public, his

peculiar opinions and his favorite masters—Gluck, Spontini,

^Veber, and Beethoven. Some of Beethoven's Symphonies

had recently been introduced by the Concert Society of the

Conservatory ; and this was an event in Paris, esjiecially to

Berlioz. " I thus saw," he says, " the immense apparition of

Beethoven rise above the horizon." The experiment was, Iiom'-

ever, not without great difficulties :
" It was a struggle against
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the reticence, the tacit opposition, the bhime more or less dis-

guised, the irony of the Frencli and Italian composers, ^vllu

were unwilling to see a tenij3le erected in France to a German

whose compositions they considered monstrosities ; redoubta-

ble, nevertheless, to their school."

He was admitted to the next competition before the In^^ti-

tute, and ^von the second prize ; but he was disappointed, fur

he had been ambitious for the first, and deserved it. The

second prize was accompanied with a crown publicly awarded,

a gold medal of little value, and the right of gratuitous en-

trance to all the lyrical theaters of the city. The advantages

of the first prize were much greater ; in addition to those of

the second it had higher honor, and assured the artist an annual

pension of six hundred dollars for five years, on condition that

he spend the first two years at the French Academy in Home,

the third in Germany, and the remainder in Paris. Could

Berlioz have won this, it would have ended, he believed, his

grievous troubles at Cote Saint-Andre. The final decision in

the competition before the Institute was made in those days

by a large jury of not only musicians, but savants, painters,

sculptors, architects, engravers, etc., in whose presence a selec-

tion of the best compositions offered was executed in private

session. Tliat of Berlioz produced visible effect on the miscel-

laneous judges ; and it was certain a spontaneous vote would

be in his favor, when (as an attendant wlio witnessed the scene

informed him) a musical member, who was hostile to him,

changed the mind of an architect by denouncing the Beethoven

style, and declaring that Berlioz would " never enter a good

route ; he is a fool, and has Beethoven on the brain "—citing

Cherubini as authority. A musical friend spoke out with em-

phasis for the piece, opponents responded, and Cherubini him-

self declared that " this pretended effect of instrumentation

does not exist ; there is no sense in it ; it is detestable to or-

chestral artists." A sort of mtUe ensued, the painters, archi-

tects, sculptors, etc., declaring that they could not decide if the

musicians were so discordant. Three of the painters (including

Begnault) finding their favorable opinion denied', so far dis-

trusted their own judgment as finally to refuse to vote, and

thus the struggling young genius lost the first prize, though he

came within two votes of it. Some years later he published a
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Fcvere but very comical satire on this annual farce of the In-

stitute, and it has since been thoroughly reformed. All music-

al students in Paris should be grateful to him. He entered

the lists again, at the competition of the next year, this time

with strong hope, for his second prize of the preceding year

was a tacit title to it, and the musical public generally ex])ected

his success. But again he failed, though his composition was an

unchanged extract from his lyrical drama of " Lelio," and was

afterward successful in his concerts in Germany. The acade-

niicians evaded him by declining to give the first prize to any

candidate. Boieldieu, who was one of them, assured him the

next day that he lost it only by his theory of instrumentation.

Girard de Nerval's translation of Goethe's " Faust " now fell

into his hands, and was read with enthusiasm. He saw in it

almost boundless range for compositions in accordance with his

notions of instrumentation, and published '-'eight scenes" from
it, which brought him an appreciative letter from Marx, the

celebrated Berlin critic. But he himself afterv\'ard saw serious

faults in the work, and hastened to gather in all the copies he
could find, and burned them. It was, nevertheless, the germ
of what is now his most efEective and most popular production

—his legend of " Faust." Other and more satisfactory labors

ensued, and meanwhile the next competition, before the Insti-

tute, approached ; he had four times failed, yet he resolved to

face the learned body again, but, whatever might be the result,

to never afterward reappear there. On the appointed day,

while he was awaiting his fate in the library, Pradier, the

sculptor, came to him beaming with delight, and pressing his

hand exclaimed, " Yon have the first prize." " He seemed,"

says Berlioz, " in his joy, to be himself the laureate, while I

appeared the academician, for my opinion of this competition

before the Institute did not allow my self-love to be flattered

by the result ; still it was an official success which would save

me with my parents, and afforded me a pension, a title, inde-

pendence, and even ease for five years"—and also an artistic

home in Pome. Even his enemies seemed to relent before

such "pluj^jk" and perseverance, and gave him a unanimous
vote—an unprecedented fact.

It was customary to crown the successful candidate, and exe-

cute his composition publicly, two months after the decision.
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Berlioz went througli tlie ceremony of tlio coronation \yithoiu

very grateful emotion, before a crowded assembly composed of

academicians, musicians, artists, fashionable dames-—the best

society of the capital ; but here again he was to have one of his

severest trials, lie himself records the ludicrous story, with

frankness but with intense indignation. Ilis composition was

the cantata of his " Sardanapalus." \\\ its previous execution

before the Institute jurors, he had cautiously omitted its most

characteristic scene—the self-destruction of Sardanapalus and

bis women amidst the conflagration of his palace. He knew
that its necessary instrumentation could not be represented by

the single piano used on that occasion ; but now he was to be

favored with a full orchestra. Still he could hardly hope that,

with their inexperience in such instrumentation, they would

succeed. But he had received the prize, and it could not be

forfeited in the remaining part of this farce, as he considered

it. He recklessly inserted the omitted part. When the or-

chestra reached this difficult climax it utterly broke down. The
instruments became confused and intershocked. The audience

became still more confused. Madame ilalibran, who sat by his

side, " bounded backward as if a inine exploded at her feet.*'

Berlioz uttered a cry of horror and threw his manuscript com-

position across the orchestra. All was in racket—" the per-

formers and academicians scandalized, the auditors mystitied,

the friends of the composer indignant." It was a thorouglily

French scene. '*A hundred thousand maledictions on the mu-
sicians ! " wrote Berlioz, when he recalled it years later in the

days of his success; "it was another musical catastrophe, the

most cruel of all that I had hitherto experienced."

. Liszt called upon him, for the great pianist could appreciate

his genius, and heartily sympathized with him in his undeserved

disaster; and their friendship never ended. Berlioz could not

be discouraged. lie immediately projected a concert at the

Conservatory, determined to repeat his " Sardanapalus," together

with his " Symphonic Fantastique." He had now many appre-

ciative friends, and not a few critical musicians perceived that

what was denounced as his extravagant originality was genuine

talent. Ilaljcneck, orchestral leader at the Conservatory, of-

fered his services as director, and the orchestra of the Conserv-

atory gave theirs gratuitously. Cherubini rancorously opposed
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all his preparations, and otlier enemies endeavored to deter

liini, "for," writes the yonng heretic, "my impiety in regard

to certain scholastic musical creeds exasperated them.'' Tlie

"efforts of some French critics against what they called my
extravagant system, my follies, my nonsense, were incredible."

]jut the concert was a success. Liszt was present, observed by

all the andience for his "applause and enthusiastic demonstra-

tions." Certain parts of the symphony produced ^'nne grandc

sensation
;''''

the "JMarche au Supplice " elicited tumultuous

applause that shook {Jwv.leversa) the hall, and the cantata that

ended so disastrously before now triumphed. The public jour-

nals passionately discussed the performance, some for, some

against it. Berlioz was sufficiently vindicated, and h« packed

up his small baggage, and, in accordance with the terms of liis

liard-won prize, departed for Komo, reluctantly but victori-

ously.

His dearest victory was at Cote Saint-Andre, where he

paused on his way. The old folks at home were now not only

reconciled, but proud of him ; he had won the highest musical

students' honor at Paris ; he was independent for five years

;

lie was to be supported by his country, at Rome ; he was to be

a famous man, and they were all to be famous with him ; the

maternal farewell kiss could be no longer refused him.

Americans whose travels in Europe have reached Rome can

liardl_y fail to remember the picturesque "Yilla Medici," the

palatial French Academy, whither France sends her most prom-

ising students of art—painters, sculptors, architects, musicians

—for the completion of their education ; and where they form

a select society, a charming little lesthetic commonwealth. It

is reached by the marble stairs of the Piazza di Spagna, the

resort of the Roman " models." Some parts of the edifice show
the handiwork of Michael Angelo. Its beautiful gardens, deco-

rated with anticjue specimens of art, were designed in the taste

of Lenotre ; the apartments of its Director (who was now Hor-

ace Yernet, the painter) arc sumptuous enough for a prince. Its

pupils' i-ooms are modestly furnished studios. It has been pro-

nounced one of the most splendid points of view in the world.

It stands on a declivity of the Pincian Hill, the top of which

(studded with numerous busts of the great men of Italy) is the

lashionable afternoon promenade of the Romans, and near by
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is the Frencli Ursiiline Convent, famous for its vesper music.

Enchanting views surround it; all Ronie, with its great monu-

ments, lies below, and in the distance are seen the Sabine liill.-;,

Monte Cavo, and the Camp of Hannibal.

On arriving there, Berlioz was received in the refectory, with

loud hurrahs by the students who were lingering, in after din-

ner talks, at the table, for some of them knew him personally,

and more of them had heard of his Parisian struggles and suc-

cess. He was happy for a few days, frolicking and rollicking

with his comrades (who mixed, however, artistic discussions

with most of their clamors) at the Cafe Greco (a detestable

cabaret, but the customary rendezvous of artists), at the Lepri

restaurant, but still more in the gardens of the Academy,

where they had debates on their favorite studies, and where,

assembled in the moonlight around a marble fountain, Berlioz

thumbed his guitar, and sung to them melodies from the " Frey-

schiitz," " Oberon," " Don Juan," etc. They extemporized

there concerts which, at the usual academic signal for retiring,

broke out in crescendo, accompanied by the bowlings of fright-

ened dogs around the Pincio, and brought out to their doors

tlie barbers of the Piazzo di Spagna, who laughingly shouted to

one another, " JIusica Fnincese /"
'"' But these juvenile extrav-

agances could not long satisfy the serious ambition of Berlioz

;

he had come to Rome to study music ; the city afforded bound-

less resources for the ])ainters, sculptors, and architects, but none,

comparable to those of Paris, for the musician. To him its mu-

sic was little above contemptible, even in the grandest churches.

Wc have all, later, learned M'hat it was from the "letters" of

Mendelssohn, who was then in Pome. Berlioz fretted imj-.a-

tiently under this privation. His "spleen," as he calls it, brought

on a state of mind which a physiologist might pronounce par-

tial insanity ; he rambled over the adjacent country with his

gun and guitar, and, at last, over most of Italy. The compan-

ionship of Mendelssohn became his chief relief, and ripened

into enduring friendship. He was bound, by the conditions of

tlie first prize, to send aimually to the Parisian academicians

who had awarded it a specimen of his work at Pome; lie

tricked them again, sending them his " Resurrexit," an extract

from his old mass at Saint Roch. The wiseacres (wise enough

iu almost every thing save music and common sense) were quite
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]>lcascd with it ; and, supposing it was a new production, avowed
that it showed remarkable progress, that it was a manifest proof

of tlie good influence of Rome on his ideas, and of the aban-

donment of his former false tendencies. More tlian ever he

now despised the musical judgment of the " immortals" of the

Institute.

His Roman life liad become intolerable to him, and he ob-

tained from Vernet permission to return to Paris before the

expiration of his term. He sat for his portrait, which still hangs

in the refectory, and turned his face northward to confront the

world in the more public career for which he had been so long

and so bravelj preparing.

He was now about twenty-eight years old; they had been
ycai's of almost nnintermitted conflict, with just enough occa-

sional success to save him from despair and selfabandonment.
And the hard fight was not yet ended.

As he descended Mont Cenis, on his way homeward, he saw
the delicious valley of Gresivaudau, through wliicli the Isere

meanders, and Saint Eynard burst upon his view—the Stella

2fontis, the scene of his first interview with Estelle, whom he
still loved; for all his "subsequent loves," ho says, "were
dominated by this passion " of his boyhood. He was about \o

try a new passion which miglit at least be a relief to the old

one, but which was to become one of the saddest afflictions of

his life. Before his departure for Rom.e, the English actress

Henrietta Smithson had shared, with great eclat, in the exhibi-

tion of Shakespeare's plays in Paris. She was the theatrical

idol of the hour. Perlioz was determined to win her hand, but

'O'as unsuccessful. She was now again in Paris ; bnt the old

furor for Shakespeare was gone, and the actress was suffering

from neglect and crushing debts. Berlioz projected a concert,

to consist entirely of his own compositions, one of which was to

be an appeal to the heart of the lady. By the aid of a friend

he secured her presence. Slxe was profoundly afl'ected by the

nmsic, and discovered his design; he won her, and married her.

The concert itself was a signal success with the public ; it wr.s

a demonstration of liis theory of instrumentation made by an

adcipiate, " an innnense, orchestra." For a time the occasion

seemed a complete triumph, both for his passion and his theory ;

and it was, for the latter : but he had plunged into his new
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love witli liis usual impetuosity, and time brought repentance.

An " incompatible " domestic life led, at last, to a " separation ;

"

an amicable one, in the French style, but not the less a wreck of

liis private life. Another evil followed ; before going to Rome
he had quarreled with Fetis, the music critic and editor, who
had hailed iiis appearance before the public, in an early concert,

as an im])ortant " event." Fetis superintended a Parisian edi-

tion of Beethoven's Symphonies, but, in accordance with the

still remaining French prejudices, he had tampered with

these sublime compositions, changing them in some instances,

bigotedlv annotating them in others. Berlioz detected in the

" proofs " these enormous crimes, as he considered them ; he

indignantly exposed them to the musical public, and the pub-

lisher had to erase them. In one of the pieces of his new con-

cert he inserted a sarcasm on Fetis and his class of critics.

Fetis was present, and the allusion was too direct and personal

not to be detected by him and many other critics. There was

an explosion of laughter at his expense, and henceforth he was

the most relentless of Berlioz's antagonists. It seemed that the

trials of the poor composer were never to end ; but many of

them were self-incurred, for, whatever we may say for him, on

the old plea of the '• artistic temperament," he was not only

thus far, but all through his life, his own worst enemy. Had
he possessed a modicum of the geniality and prudence of his

friend Mendelssohn, he might have won his victories with lialf

his conflicts ; but he rushed on with headlong passion. He was

a born Frenchman as well as a born musician.

lie attempted another concert, encoui-aged by Alexander

Dumas, Liszt, and other friends. The orchestra was a compos-

ite one again, mostly unpaid, and incompetent for his instru-

mentation. Liszt executed for him "Weber's "Concert-Stuck"

with " magnificent success ;" but other performers failed, and

slunk away one by one, till a totally inadequate number
remained. The disappointed audience clamorously called for

liis famous " !N[arche au Supplice ;
" Berlioz, in his " conster-

nation," cried out to them :
" I cannot execute the Marclie

with five violins. It is not my fault. I confide in the public."

The assembly dispersed and he was " rod with shame and indig-

nation." Itis enemies had now the odds of him, notably

Fetis. The receipts only partially paid the debts of his wife

;
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and lier uncanceled obligations imjiosed upon him, for years,

cnicl privations.

Like the lieroes of the Old Guard, Berlioz never knew how
to surrender. He ininiediatelj projected another demonstra-

tion— a concert at the Conservatory. He paid for an orchestra

of the first order. Habeneck, his former leader, declined to

risk again his reputation, but Gerard, one of his friends, of-

ff led his services. His " Symphonic Fantasticjue," formidable

on other occasions, now triumphed, from beginning to end.

The success of the concert was complete, and he was rehabili-

tated. At its close he observed, not without some anxious

aj)prehe]isions, a strange-looking being gazing intently at him
;

liis face M'as haggard, his hair long, his eyes piercing, his

whole appearance spectral. He approached the young musi-

cian, barred his way, and, seizing his hand, overwhelmed him
with "burning eulogies," which, he says, "fired my heart and
licad." It was Paganini, the prince of violinists for all the

world, and, probably, for all time. The great artist could

understand the genius of his struggling brother, and hence-

forth they were fast friends for life. Berlioz felt that now he
could hold up his head more hopefully than ever; he was
sanctioned by the best violinist and best pianist of Europe.

Such an indorsement was decisive ; his enemies might bark on
to their hearts' content ; Paganini and Liszt could outweigh a

world of them. The famous violinist was soon to give him a

still more affecting proof of his sympathy—one that sll0^vs

what profound goodness may remain iu the soul of a man of

niost wayward life and bizarre manners. He was suffering

from that disease of the larynx which was, before long, to

depi-ive him of speech and end his days, and was on his route

to seek relief in the south ; but, before departing, he put Ber-

lioz on the way to his composition of the symphony of
'* Harold-'—a reminiscence of his reading of Byron's " Childe

Harold" in Italy. Its first performance was a failure, and a

Parisian journal of music endeavored to crush him with invec-

tives, beginning characteristically its criticism with the exclama-
tion, "Ha! ha! ha!—haro! haro! Harold!" and he received

an anonymous letter reminding him that he "might commit
Euieidc but had not courage to blow out his own brains."

The government engaged him to write his " Requiem,". in
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' commemoration of the victims of the Eevolution of 1S30.

He wrote it rapid]}', but the memory of Estelle gave him aiJ,

for he had long before conceived its tlieme while reclining at

the foot of a "charming acacia," in sight of the place of their

fii'st interview. " Where is she ? where is she \ " he exclaimed,

as he proudly felt the music develop in his soul. He now
knew that, if successful, it would be his most important

victory ; but never had his enemies attempted more nefarious

intrigues to defeat him. Cherubini had hoped the govern-

ment would have chosen one of his own funeral masses, and

the chagrin of his disappointment sent him to bed with a fever.

The hostile critics contrived to get Habeneck a^^pointed leader

for the occasion. Habeneck, as we have seen, had failed in

leading for him at an important concert ; he had ever since

been among his enemies, and ]iow designed to crush him. The
celebration was in the church of the Hotel des Invalides,

and was attended by princes, ministers, peers, deputies, corre-

spondents of the press, and a " vast crowd " of the people.

Berlioz was tremulous with anxiety, for he felt that a failure,

or even a mediocre performance, would be disastrous ; he

therefore placed himself near Habeneck to save the day if need

be. At a critical moment he caught him in the very act of his

treachery, and, leaping in front of him, and stretching out his

arm, he led the musicians himself ; they followed him faithful-

I3', and the success of the " Requiem" was complete. Habeneck
muttered an affected apology, acknowledging that " witliout

you we would have been lost." " Thus failed," wrote Berlioz,

"the cowardly and atrocious conspirators." The government

gave him thirteen thousand francs, and the cross of the Legion

of Honor. Some time later, at a concert given by a society in

the city of Lille, and led by Habeneck himself, the "Lacry-

mosa" of this '* Recpiiem " was performed with profound

effect, and, in spite of its great length, was encored by the

public with tears. Habeneck sought reconciliation with him,

by writing, " Your ' Lacrymosa,^ perfectly executed, has pro-

duced an immense sensation."

Berlioz was now appointed librarian of the Conservatory, a

place which he long retained, though his opponents, in a time

of absence, tried hard to wrest it from him, and would have

succeeded had it not been for the intervention of Victor Hul^o.
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Ilis " Bcnvcnuto Cellini " was performed, but amidst outrages

fi-om his enemies which defeated it. Liszt afterward repeat-

edly gave it with applause before the elite society of "\Ycimar,

and Mayer, of Brunswick, published it, adapted to the voice

and piano, in both the German and French texts. Though
suffering severely in his health from this defeat, he exhibited

again his " Harold." At its close the tall phantom-like figure

of Paganini was seen kneeling by his side, amidst the musicians,

and kissing his hand. The veteran violinist originally sug-

gested to him this composition, as we have seen, but, being

absent in Italy, he had never heard it ; he was noNV too feeble

to speak except in whispers in the ear of his little son, through

whom lie said that " in all his life he had never expefienced, in

a concert, an equal impression ; that this music had over-

whelmed him." The next day, while ill in his bed, Berlioz was

saluted by the child of Paganini who brought a letter from

his father, in which he said :
" Beethoven being gone, no one

could resuscitate him but Berlioz ; I, who luive felt the power

of your genius, believe that I ought to beg you to accept, as

an expression of my homage, twenty thousand francs." The
letter inclosed a check on Rotlischild for the munificent dona-

tion
;
and no remonstrance, no repayment, from Berlioz, was

allowed by the great and generous master.

An affecting scene followed the reception of the letter.

Berlioz had been as reckless in money matters as in most other

things ; for he was too absorbed in his musical ideals and com-

bats to think of any thing else. He was now not only sick,

but poor, and his family suffered from severe privations. His

wife, on reading the letter, ran bewildered through the house

crying for her child ; and, leading liim to the bed, they both

knelt down and thanked God—"the mother," he writes,

"praying; the boy, astonished, joining his little hands by her

eide. O Paganini ! what a scene ! would that he could have

witnessed it
!

"

The incredible fact was soon known to the public. " Then
came," adds Berlioz, " the connnents, the denials, the lies, the

furies of my enemies ; the joyful transports, the triumphs of

my friends ; the letter that Jules Jannin wrote, and his mag-
niticent article in the 'Journal des Del>ats;' the insults with

M'hich some WTetches lionored me ; insinuations aa:ainst Paira-
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nini ; tlie shock of twenty passions, good and evil." But liis

debts were now all swej^t away, and he had a considerable sum

remaining* ; he could lay out his plans for the future.

At this beautiful climax (beautiful by the conduct of Paga-

nini, at least) we might drop the pen, for has not its theme been

fully enougli illustrated ? And does not the narrative suffi-

ciently suggest, to all like strugglers, its own high lessons ?

But the striking story is not half told ; and wc remind our-

selves of " Estelle," who, though out of sight and unheard of,

-was never forgotten by the struggling artist. Wc must, nev-

ertheless, hasten over the remainder of his career—henceforth

brilliantly successful, yet not witliout continued combats.

He wrote his " Romeo et Juliette," and three times it had

"grand success" in concerts at the Conservatory. Paganini

had gone to the south to die, and they were never to meet

again
; but they kept up a warm correspondence, and the violin-

ist wrote him, after this last composition, " Xow all is accom-

plished ; envy can do no more ; it is silenced." But he was

too generously hopeful ; few of Berlioz's productions were

more harshly criticised. The government ordered from him a

" Symphonic Funebre" for a commemorative occasion, and paid

him ten thousand francs for it ; it was executed with enthu-

siastic applause in the Salle Vivienne, and Spontini wrote him

a letter of commendation. lie now projected foreign travels,

determined to try his compositions before the musical world

of Europe, except Italy, whose music he never much ap-

preciated. He gave two concerts in Brussels and set all its

critics by the ears, some for and some against him. He went

to Germany, the best land in wliich to test his pretensions, and

gave there llfteen concerts, with about fifty '* repetitions." In

passing he learned, at Maycnce, that a regimental band had

been giving his music with " prodigious eifect." At Stuttgart

lie gave a concert, including some of his most difficult pieces,

with success, the king and court being present and liberal in

their felicitations, though some of the critics dissented. At

Weimar they had already performed his " Francs Juges ; " they

now understood at once his difficult " Symphonic Fantastique."

It was greeted with long ap[)lause and frequent encoi'cs, with

compliments from the ducal family, and with " congratulations

from new friends till three o'clock in the morning." At Lcip-
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sic lie was welcomed by Mendelssohn, who heartily promoted

his success. The published letters of tlic German master show

that at liome he had little sympathy witli the Frenchman's

musical notions ; but this was before he had seen any of his

compositions. He now did his utmost to help him, and the

occasion was successful. It won him the friendship of Schu-

mann, and a physician who attended him in a!i attack of illness

refused his fee, demanding only his autograph, having " nev-

er," as he said, " been so much struck by music as by your
' Offertory.' " At Dresden some of the higher classes criticised

tJie "Symphonic Fantastique," approving, nevertheless, parts

of it ; the audience applauded heartily, and the young Maitre

dc Chapclle, Richard Wagner, became his friend, for the time

being, at least. At Brunswick he had a complete triumph ; the

audience was in a '"fever" of excitement, and at the close

burst forth with stormy acclamations, " shaking the hall," and

joined by a fracas of all the instruments. Miiler, the Maitre

dc Chapellc, advanced bearing flowers in " the name of the

Ducal Chapel," and crowned with them his manuscript com-

positions. A hundred and fifty artists and amateurs of the

city demanded his presence at a hotel, where they gave him
an uproarious supper.

At Hamburg he had similar success. " It was one of the

best of his concerts in Germany." At Berlin Meyerbeer
helped him zealously, and his two concerts were triumphs,

commanding warm interest on the part of the king and his

court, lie now returned rapidly to France, o-ivinn; concerts at
J. .' 7

Jlanover and Darmstadt, and recording his gratitude " for the

reception he had received in Germany, for the warm sympathy
of her nnisical artists, and the indulgence of her critics and her

public." He had made a sufncient demonstration of his music,

had won the suffrages of princes and their courts (generally

good amateurs in Germany), of the cultivated German people,

and, above all, of important masters ; he had been tested, also,

by serious difficulties and some hostile criticism. One of his

critics there predicted that his music would become popular,

i>nd, spreading over Germany, would raise up imitators, and be

thus a calamity." It has since spread, in spite of continuous

hostility, over most of the nnisical world; but good music still

survives.
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On arriving in Paris, after the " most difficult mnsical pil-

grimage ever perhaps nndertahen," as he wrote, " and which

was to affect the rest of his life," he projected, with the aid

of Strau>s, a concert at the Exposition, to be given at the close,

and in honor of that great occasion. It was to be a gigantic

demonstration—the grandest mnsical one ever made in the

xcapital, with one thousand and twenty-two " executants," includ-

ing five hundred instruments. It took place in the open court

of the edifice, and was a magnificent success
;

parts of it

" seemed accompanied with the eclats of thunder, and chanted

by the tempests." Some of his own most difficult pieces were

particularly successful. The audience v/as immense, and the

receipts an.iounted to thirty-two thousand francs ; but, after

paying the expense of his large corps of musicians and an

eighth of the sum to the hospitals, he had for himself but

eight hundred francs. His labors on this occasion nearly cost

his life ; he was attacked by a fever, and had to go to the

Mediterranean to recuperate.

On returning he went again to Germany—now to the south

—to Austria, Bohemia, and Hungary. He was successful at

Vienna, where they gave him a public supper and a baton in-

scribed with the titles of his compositions, and the emperor

sent him a donation ; at Pestli, where tliey insisted on retaining

some of his manuscript music, and whence a society of young

Hungarians afterward sent him a silver crown ; at Prague,

where Liszt aided him, and, after a supper in his honor, pre-

sented him a silver cup in the name of the amateurs and crit-

ics of the city ; at Prcslau, where the people of the neighbor-

ing towns turned out in hosts to hear him, and his receipts

were greater than in most of the German cities.

He returned to Paris, where he was soon again embarrassed

with debts, and was unable for some time to begin a pro-

jected journey to Russia. His friend Bertin, of the "Journal

dcs Debats," helped liim with a thousand francs ; Hctzel

the noted publisher, a thousand, and other admirers five or six

lumdred each, and he departed for St. Petersburg, bearing a

letter of introduction from the king of Prussia. He had hardly

reached his hotel before his arrival was generally known in the

liigher circles of the ca]'>ital, and he was inimediately invited, by

a music critic, to meet "all its musical authorities" m a soi/'te
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at Count Wielliarski's palace, where arrangements were made,

])V the government functionaries, for his first concert, its place

assigned (the Hall of the Assembly of the Nobles), and its

ahuission fee (nearly two and a half dollars) determined. In

lor-s than four hours after his arrival he found himself in medias

/•' .s^, for the German journals had spread his fame every-where,

'i'lie concert was entirely successful : the immense hall crowd-

ed; "the applause, the cries for repetitions, enougli to make
him dizzy," and the receipts amounted to eighteen thousand

francs. The empress had him brought to her loge, and gave

liim Mattering attentions. Ilis second concert was attended

with ecpial results. At Moscow he had similar success. Ke-

tr.rning to St. Petersburg, he was greeted with increased eii-

lliusiasm; and he gave two more concerts to crowded assemblies

composed of princes, nobles, amateurs—the elite society of the

city—"dazzling with costumes and diamonds." His orchestra

and choir were large enough to meet the demands of his music.

The scherzetto oi his "Queen Mab" had been denounced by

Tarisiau critics, who declared that " he did not understand

Shakespeare;" it was now executed " marvelously." He was

ovcrwlielmed by his emotions at this success, and hastened to

liide himself in a private room of the building, where Ernst,

the violinist, found him weeping alone like a child.

We must remind the reader that while we have been ra]")idly,

too rapidly, condensing the story, the years have been rapidly

living. Berlioz has long since passed the meridian of life, and

lias painful inlirmities ; he is "fatigued," he says; "consumed,

and yet always burning, and still tilled with an energy which

sometimes even frightens me." He has been honored, not only

with the badge of the Legion of Honor, but with the greater

distinction of membersliip of the Institute. The place of

Maitre de Chapelle at Dresden has been offered him, and the

princes of Germany are urging him to continue his visits to

thoir capitals; the Grand Duchcsse Helene of Eussia, on a

v;sit to Paris, fairly forces him into an engagement to go again

to St. Petersburs; and give six concerts, his homo there to be

hi her palace ; one of her carriages to be at his command ; his

expenses both ways to be paid, and a liberal compensation guar-

anteed. He learns that his music is given in America, that

Xcw York receives his "Harold" with applause; an American
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calls upon him to urge him to go thither, offering him a hnn-

drcd thousand francs for concerts during six months, and, on liis

declining, tlie enthnsiastic Yankee has a colossal bust of him
made in bronze, to be carried to Xew York. The citizens,

especially of liis own country, are still belaboring him
; but

though he relishes the light as heartily as ever Murat did a

charge in battle, he longs for rest. He has married and buried

a second wife; his son is away, on the seas, a naval officer; his

mother has been dead some years; his old father has gone, also,

and he projects a visit to Cote Saint-Andre to comfort his sis-

ters, dreaming meanwhile of Estelle, and of romantic wander-

ings among the scenes of his first love. " My arteries beat

faster," he says, "at this thought." He has recorded the poetic

visit with the ardor of a yoimg man. Every scene in the old

localities overpowers him. '•' Thirty-three years," he M'rites,

" liave passed since I last visited them. I am as a man who

has been dead since that period, but who comes to life again
;

and I find myself, in this resuscitation of all the sentiments of

my anterior life, as young and as passionate as ever." He
inquired of old peasants about Estelle ; they remembered

her as the maiden " so beautiful that every body stopped at

the church door, on Sunday, to see lieKpass;" but none knev.-

what had become of her; they only knew that her aunt still

lived at Grenoble. "My palpitations redoubled," he says, as

he wandered over the picturesque scenes so dear to his memory.

At one of them a cry escaped him, " a cry which no language

could translate ; the past is i^rescnt ; I am a child again, twelve

years old—life, beauty, first love, the infinite poem I I cast

myself on my knees and exclaimed, ' Estelle, Estelle, Estelle I

'

An indescribable access of isolation came over me, and my
heart bled." This was passion, the passion of a true poet, and

few but poets can appreciate it. It is the old cry for sympathy

and affection Mdiicli suffering humanity has ever, and will for-

ever, utter in this world of illusions. In this case it will, per-

haps, be pronounced excessively juvenile ; but is not genius

forever young, young in heart however old in head? And did

not Coleridge characterize it as childhood continued into man-

hood? Such a jiassion would have befitted liousseau ;
and

Berlioz was the Iiousscau of nuisic. He left these scene-,

arresting himself " often with anguish" on the wav, and ex-
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claiming, " Adieu, mounts and valleys ! adieu, my romantic

C'hildliood, last reflections of a pure love. The flood of time

bears me away. Adieu, Estelle, Estelle ! " But tlie next day

he went to Grenoble to inquire further about her, and learned

that she was now a widow, and lived in a distant town. He

wrote her a pathetic letter, but received no response.

The old dream could not be dispelled. When more than sixty

years of ao-e he wrote :
" My career is finished

;
I compose no

more music ; I direct no more concerts ; I have ceased to be a

journalistic critic ; I do nothing but read and suffer." Yet he

goes again to seek Estelle, and the old scenes at Meylen were

revisited with the old emotions. Eecliniug on the earth with

the beautiful valley extending before him, he murmm-ed:

" Estelle, Estelle ! The past, the past ! :^^ever, never again !

"

V>\\i he learned, later in the day, that she still lived, and on the

«ame evening he arrived at Lyons and discovered her home

there. After a sleepless night he wrote her a letter, alluding

to his early affection and his repeated visits to Meylen, and be-

seeching her to allow him to call on her. " I shall control my
feelings," he assured her ;

" fear not the emotions of a heart

which has experienced the pitiless realities of life. Accord me

a few minutes ; allow me to see you again, I conjure you."

Apprehending an unfavorable answer, he carried the letter

himself to her door. His card accompanied it, and before

reading the letter she admitted him. He beheld again, after

about half a century, his idol. Her hair was gray, and she

was otherwise much clianged, " but, on seeing her, my soul,"

he says, " flew toward her, as if she were yet in the splendor of

her beauty." In a long conversation she «treated him with

" sweet," matronly dignity, but with womanly tenderness. She

had never forgotten him, but had read accounts of his remarka-

ble career, and had received " details of it " from one of his

friends. Her life, she said, " had been very simple and very

sad," for she had early lost children and her husband ;
she*was

" deeply affected and grateful " for the sentiments that Berlioz

had so long maintained for her. With a " melting heart" and

"trembling" frame he kissed her hand, and begged her to

allow him to write lier from time to time, and to visit her at

least once a year. He saw her again the same day for a

moment, but on the next she had departed for the country.

43—FIFTH SKRIKS, VOL. I.
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On^ his return to Paris he began a correspondence with her,
which, with occasional visits, consoled the remainder of lii^

life. He published some of its letters—his full of passiuii,
hers full of good sense and sympathy. Their renewed friend-
ship ameliorated his heart after the irritations of his long ^var-
fare, and he closes the record of it with the words: "Stella,
Steha, I can now die v/ithout bitterness and without wrath.''
'' Which of the two powers," he asks at another time, '' can
most elevate man to the sublimest heights—love or music ? It
is a problem

; nevertheless we may say that love can give no
idea of ]nusic, but music can give one of love. Wherefore
then, separate them ? They are the two wings of the soul.''
Had It been possible for Estelle to have controlled, more inti-
mately, his life, it might have been a better one. He lacked
balance; he had no moral symmetry

; no moral self-support;
no repose, like that which the classic ancients attributed to
high character, and classic art impressed upon the statues and
busts of great men. Like most intellectual Frenchmen he
abandoned the faith of his childhood, and knew no substitute
for It

;
his views of life were cynical, and the agitations of his

career, and especially the hostility of liis critics, had impaired
his liealth, and in his last years he suffered from chronic neu-
ralgia, which "tortured him night and day" and exasperated
his temper. But with all his faults, in both life and art, he
was a genuine hero, a genuine poet, and, as the world now ad-
mits,

^

a genuine musician—a "grand master of vast concep-
tions," as Gounod has pronounced him.
On the Gth of March, 1SG9, his hard-fought " battle of life

'^

ended m a tranquil death. The leading journal of Paris
( Jourual des Debats ") reminded France that "one of her
great sons" had departed, one whose " work had been im-
mense, whose " name posterity will inscribe among the names
of the greatest masters, the Beethoven of France." He re^rs
m-the cemetery of ::\Iont Martre, amidst the tombs of Arv
bchefter, Gautier, Halevy, Offenbach, Heine, and the many
other illustrious men who sleep there in peace after the storms
ot lite.
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Art. III.—the HINDU PAXTHEON.

On the other side of the earth, upon a vast pLiin two thou-

sand miles long and nineteen hundred miles wide, live one

Imndred and sixtythree millions of our relations, from whom
our fathers parted thousands of years ago, to " go west " and

seek their fortune. More favored than the stay-at-homes, the

emigrants have in some respects succeeded better, and so, not

unmindful of our common origin, or the rapidly being fulfilled

prophecy, " I will enlarge the borders of Japheth," we of the

Occident go back now to tell our kindred how we have gotten

on in the world, and to give a reason for the hope that is within

us. And while we try to enlist their interest in ourselves, and

especially in our religion and Eedeemer, it behooves us to

learn something of their tlioughts concerning God and religion,

in order that we may the better know how to induce them to

" come to a knowledge of the truth," and accept that which

has proved so beneficial to us in our western home.

But in order to gain correct knowledge of the wonderful

faith of the Hindus we must go back to its source. To the

Hindu mind the classic Yedas arc the fountain of all knowl-

edge. They are certainly among the most ancient religious,

if not the oldest literary, productions in the world, some of

them having been composed one thousand four hundred years

before the True Incarnation. Before the exodus from Egypt,

and while Job was sojourning upon the plains of Arabia, five

hundred years before Homer, and a thousand years before

Confucius and Solon, devout Aryans chanted their sacred man-
tras^ and their untutored minds saw God in clouds and heard

him in the wind. The very name of their most ancient records

suggests our kinship, as seen in Veda, oMa, mdere^ wit, wis-

dom, while the root of the word, that is, vid, means " to know,"
and the word itself " knowledge," and that, too, given orally.

These books are considered the direct communication of the

Supreme Being with man, and so sacred that as early as seven

hundred years before Christ it was deemed a grave offense for

a single word of the Vcdas to be heard, much less read, by a

l)evson of low caste. There are four of these sacred books,

namely, the Big-Yeda, the Tajur-Yeda, the Sama-Yeda, and
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the Atharva-Ycda. The Eig-Yeda is tlie oldest, and derives
its name from tlie style of the composition and the manner of
its recitation, Bich meaning praise, and the work is in meter,
and designed to be chanted in a loud voice. Each Yeda is di-

vided into two parts : a Sanhita, or collection of mantras, or
hymns

;
and a Brahmana, or ritualistic precept and illustration.

Attached to each Brahmana is a Upanishad, containing mys-
tical doctrine. The first two are for all men, but the latt'er two
for only the more philosophical. These four Yedas mark the
first stage in the development of Hindu mytholoo-y.

But these are but a small part of the sacred books of that

wonderful people. There are other books which have more to

do with the present belief of the people than the Eig-Yeda,
and furnish nearly all the gods of the present Hindu pantheon.
There are six philosophical books called Shasters, two great

epics—the Eam^yana and the jMahdbharata—and eighteen Pu-
ranas, or " old traditional stories." The two epics wei-e origi-

nally Avritten about five Inmdred years before Christ, but were
frequently revised afterward. The first of these, the Eama-
yana, relates the story of Earn Chandra, the seventh incarnation

of Yishnu, in liis conquest of Lanka, or Ceylon, and overthrow
of the tyrant Eavan. It is believed to have been written by
the human but inspired author A^almiki, and consists of twenty>

four thousand stanzas arranged in seven books. The Mahabha-
rata is the largest epic poem ever written, consisting of two
hundred and twenty thousand lines, divided into eighteen sec-

tions. It is a sacred history, or rather an encyclopedia of tra-

ditions, legends, ethics, and philosophy. The Hindus say of

both these books that " he who reads and repeats them is liber-

ated from all sins, and exalted, with all his posterity, to the

highest heaven." The Paranas, eighteen in number, while

the last written, being composed not earlier than the sixth cent-

uiy after Christ, are for us the most important, as they give

an account of the Hindu pantheon as it exists to-day. These
books were written for the purpose of exalting one or another
of the numerous manifestations of Brahma. "They consist of

no less than one million six hundred thousand lines. The
whole of these sacred books combined—the four Yedas, the

six Shasters, the Eamayana, the Mahabharata, and the eighteen

Puranas—form no small body of divinity. It is safe to say
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that no Hindu lias ever read tlie one tiftieth part of the books

ho calls inspired.

These books, then—all written in the ancient and stately

but now (except by the few) unspoken Sanskrit language, a

language not unworthy of being considered '• the language of

the^gocls"—constitute the chief source from which to draw cor-

rect knowledge of what the Hindu pantheon was in the ages

past, is now, and will most likely result in, if left to itself.

And first, as to what it was. The Hindus were not always

Hiudus. Once upon a time they abode with our fathers and

the Persians somewhere in Central Asia, probably in the region

surrounding the sources of the Oxus, near Bokhara ;
they then

migrated with their Persian brethren into what is now Persia.

The fathers of the Hindus separated from them, as we originally

had parted from both, and going eastward, settled down as agri-

culturists in the rich countiy of the Punjab—the land of the five

^vaters—and commenced their career in India nearly two thou-

sand years before Christ. In those days they were not idola-

ters. 'They worshiped their thirty-three gods, but they were

spiritual deities of air, earth, and sky. " They worshiped those

physical forces before which all nations, if guided solely by the

ligiit of nature, have in tlie early period of their life instinct-

i\^ely bowed down, and before which even the more civilized

and enlightened have always been compelled to bend in awe

and reve^rence, if not in adoration. Their religion was what

may be called in one word, phyawlairyP Dyans (Pleaven),

Prithivi (Earth), Agni (Fire), Surya (Sun), Ushas (Dawn),

Indra (Pain), Soma (deified juice of a plant), were among the

leading Vedic deities. There were the Storm deities, as Indra,

Indnini, Parjanya, Ydyn,'etc., and the Liglit deities, as Siwya,

Pushan, Mitra, Varuna, Ushas, etc. Indra represented the

eleven gods of the air, Agni the eleven gods of the earth, and

Surya the eleven gods of the sky, and these became chief by

desire and constant sacrifice. The following description of

Agni, or the god of Fire, is given

:

"Bright, seven-rayed god, how manifold thy shapes

Revealed to us, thy votaries: now we see thee

With body all of gold, and radiant hair

Flaming from three terrific head;!, and mouths

Whose burning jaws and teeth devour all things.
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Now with a thousand glowing homs. and now
Fhishing thy hister from a thousand eyes,

Tliou'rl borne toward us in a golden eharioc.

Impelled hy winds, and drawn by ruddy steeds.

Marking iliy car's destructive course with blackness."

J3ut while three or four gods took a leading place in tlie

Yedic pantheon, it should be remembered here, as throucrhout
the -whole system of Hindu mjthologj', that each of the^o-od.-;

for the time being in the mind of the devout worshiperVa.<
considered superior to all others, and, as Max Miiller remark.^

:

"It would be easy to find in tlic numerous hymns of the
Eig-Yeda passages in which almost every single god is repi-e-

seuted as supreme and absolute." It might be interestins; to

remark concerning some of the other gods and goddesses "that

Dyans (Heaven) and Prithivi (Earth) are con,sidered the most
ancient, hence the parents of the other deities. Ushas (Dawn),
the daughter of tlie Sky, the sister of Kight, and the wife of

the Sun, was a fair goddess to whom is addressed the most
beautiful of the Yedic hymns :

" Hail, ruddy Ushas, golden goddess, borne
Upon thy shining car, thou comest like

A lovely maiden by her mother decked,

Disclosing coyly all thy hidden grace

To our admiring eyes. . . .

Through years and years thou hast Uved on, and yet
Thou'rt ever young. Thou art the breath and life

Of all that breathe and live, awaking, day by day,

Myriads of prostrate sleepers as from death,

Causing the birds to flutter in their nests.

And rousing men to ply with busy feet

Their daily duties and appointed tasks,

Toiling for wealth, or pleasure, or renown."

Let US now turn from the Yedic deities to those described in

the sacred books of later times, ^\e have seen that in early
times there were numerous deities regarded as omniscient and
omnipotent who ruled on earth, in air, and sky. In course of
time one supreme, all-pervading deity, Brahma, was considered
the essence and source of all the rest, and that all visible form
emanated from him. In the Yedas such a being was almost
unknown. As Monier AYilliams says :

" Onlv a few hvmns oi
the Yedas appear to contain tlie simple conception of 'one di-

vine, self-existent, omnipresent being ; and even in these the
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itk'ii of one god present in all nature is somewhat nebulous and

undotined." It is in the Puranas that the Hindu finds his

jiioiiotheistic belief. The Yishnu Purana defines Brahma as

" abstract pure spirit
; " tlie name is derived from the root

Bi'ih, "to expand," and, as Wilkins says, denotes ''the univer-

t^ally expanding essence, or universally diffused substance of the

universe." The Yishnu Purana contains the following hymn
of praise to Brahma

:

Glory to Brahma, who alike in the destruction and renovation
of the Avorld is called the great and mysterious cause of the intel-

lectual principle ; who is v.'ithout limit in time and space, and
exempt from diminution and decay. lie is the invisible, imper-
ishable Brahma, varying in form, invariable in substance ; the

chief principle; self-engendered; who is said to illuminate the

caverns of the heart ; who is indivisible, radiant, undecaying,
multiform. To that supreme Brahma be forever adoration.

Of this supreme god Brahma there are three manifestations,

forming what is called the Hindu Triad. Brahma appears as

the god of creation, Yishnu as the god of preservation, and

Shiva as the god of destruction. Be it remembered that

Brahma, Yishnu, and Shiva are only Brahma manifesting him-

self in a threefold manner, and that their functions are con-

stantly interchangeable, as one of the great Indian poets (Kali-

dasa) has snid

:

" In these three Persons the one God was shown

—

Each first in place, each last—not one alone :

Of Shiva, Yishnu, Brahmd, each maj- be

First, second, thitd, among the blessed three."

Manu's account of Brahma's creation is as follows :
" Brahma

desiring, seeking to produce various creatures from his own
body, first created the waters, and deposited in them a seed.

This (seed) became a golden Q2,g, resplendent as the sun, iu

which he himself was born as Brahma, the progenitor of all

worlds. That lord having continued a year in the Qgg^ divided

it into two parts by his mere thought." Other accounts state that

he issued from a lotus that sprung from the navel of Yishnu.

Brahma, being born, by meditation, commenced the work of

creation, his first act being the rescuing of the world, which he

found sunk beneath the waters, by assuming the form of a boar

«ind raising it upon his tusks. He is represented as a four-
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headed red man, dressed in white clothing and riding upon a

goose, and carrying a stafE m one hand and a dish for gatheriiii,'-

ahns in the otlier. Brahma is not now largely worshiped in

India, there being in the whole land but one temple dedicattM.!

to him. Vishnu, the second person of the Hindu Triad, is said

to have been produced from the left side of Brahma, and bis

appearance is thus described :

A black man with four arms; in one hand he holds a club, in

another a shell, in a third a discus Avith whicli he slew his ene-

mies, and in the fourth a lotus. He rides upon the bird Garuda,
and is dressed in yellow robes.

In the Varahar Purana, the work for the accomplishment of

which Yishnn Avas manifested is stated as follows :

The supreme god Xarayana (Brahma), having conceived the
thought of creating the universe, considered also that it was nec-

essary that it should be protected after it was created ; "but as

it is impossible for an incorporeal being to exert action, let mo
produce from ray own essence a corporeal being, by means of

whom I may protect the Avorld.-' Having thus reflected, tlie

pre-existing Xarayana created from his own substance an ungen-
erated and divine form, oa whom he bestowed these blessings :

" ])e thou the framer of all things, O Vishnu! Be thou always
the protector of the three worlds, and the adored of all men. Bo
thou omniscient and almighty ; and do thou at all times accom-
plish the wishes of Brahma and the gods," The supreme S])irit

then assumed his essential nature. Vishnu, as he meditated on
the purpose for which he had lieen produced, sunk into a myste-
rious slumber; and as in his sleep he imagined the production of

various things a lotus sprang from his navel. In the center of

this lotus Brahma appeared ; and Vishnu, beholding the produc-
tion of his body, was delighted.

There is no god worshiped in India so universally as Vishnu,

and in his praise we find the largest literature.

But it is in his various incarnations that he is the best known.

There are ten of these, nine of which have already taken place,

and one is yet to come. Strange to say, these various incarna-

tions' were not undertaken voluntarily, but were the result of

the curse of the angry sage, Bhrigu, who condemned him to ten

mortal births. Four of these were in the shape of lower animals,

namely, Var.-iluir (Boar), ^[atsya (Fish), Kurma (Tortoise), and

Nrisingha (Man-lion). Then tliere were the Vamdna (Dwarf),

Parasimima (Rama, with ax), Kama Chandra, Krishna, and
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Biuldha incarnations, and lastly will be born, at Samblial, in the

Moradubod district, the Kalki or "sinless" inenrnation. The

two leading incarnations are Krishna and Eaaia Chandra.

Krishna is the " black or dark one," and is the impei'sonation

of one of Vishnu's black hairs, which he cast down to earth

when asked to become incarnate. In the eyes of Hindns,

liama Chandra's character is revealed in the lines addressed to

him by the saint Visvamitra on the banks of the Sarju :

" None in the world with tliee shall vie,

sinless one, in apt reply.

In knowledge, fortune, wit, and tact,

Wisdom to plan, and skill to act."

It may be said of the incarnations generally, that they came

more as gods of terror and destruction than for pui-poses of

benevolence and blessing. Yishnu took the form of a iish, not

only to preserve Manu, the progenitor of the human race, from

a deluge, but to destroy the demon Ilayagriva, who had stolen

tlie Vedas from Brahma when asleep. When the gods were in

danger of losing their authority over the demons, Yishnu ap-

peared as a tortoise in a sea of milk which was to be churned

for ambrosia, and the demons seeking to drink were forthwith

scorched. To slay Iliranyakasipu, Yishnu descended in the

form of a creature, jSTrisingha, half-man and half-lion. The

Parasurama incarnation took place to destroy the Ivshattriya, or

wari'ior caste. Eama Chandra's great work was the slaying of

Iliivan, of Ceylon. Krishna came to destroy Kansa. Yishnu

became incarnate, under the name of Buddha, for the purpose

of destroying the enemies of the gods.

It is a noteworthy fact that the Hindus look forward to the

coming of a tenth and last—the " sinless "—incarnation at the

expiration of this ''Evil Age" (Kali Yuga), who shall be born

of a virgin in a humble town (Sambhal), and he shall inaugurate

the "Age of Purity" (Krita Yuga), and establish righteousness-

upon the earth, and destroy all out castes. He is represented

as a white man on a white liorse, with a drawn sword. How
often has the missionary in the crowded bazar, before a mass of

upturned faces, used this illustration to proclaim the Gospel

that the " Sinless Incarnation " has already been " born of a

virgin" in Bethlehem of Judea, and that he alone can estab-

lish the "Age of Purity" in the hearts of his people!
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Shiva, the third person of the Hindu trinity, is the god of

destruction. lie is really the latest development of.Hinduism,

and is the natural result of its religious system. His name does

not appear in the Yedas, although, in order to establish his rep-

utation, he is declared to be the Eudra of the Yedas. It must

not be supposed that because this deity is called the god of de-

struction that he is so according to our definition of the term,

for in the Hindu mind death is onlj- change into a new form of

life, hence the destroyer is the re-creator. His name, Shiva

—

"the bright or happy one"—is indicative of this thought.

But, at the same time, this change of existence is through a

horrible process which marks this phase of Hinduism as full of

bloody scenes and dark, fierce passions. The home of Shiva was

at Kailasa, in the Himalaya Mountains, and his favorite city,

Benares, on the Ganges. " Shiva," says Monier "Williams, " is

I'epresented in a human form, living in the Himalayas along

with Parvati, sometimes in the act of trampling on or destroy-

ing demons, wearing round his neck a serpent and a necklace

of skulls, and furnished with a whole apparatus of external em-

blems, such as a white bull, on which he rides, a trident, tiger's

skin, elepliant's skin, rattle, noose, etc. He has three eyes, one

being in his forehead, in allusion either to the three Yedas, or

time past, present, or future. He has a crescent on his fore-

Lead, the moon having been given him as his share of the

products of the churning of the ocean." Though it is true

that Shiva is represented in human form, the most com-

mon form under which he is worshiped is that of the Luiga,

or male and female reproductive organs. The usual name
given to Shiva is Mahadeva, the great god. He is represented

-as having a great fondness for the bull upon which he rode

;

hence an image of this animal, called ISTandi, can be seen in front-

of many shrines sacred to him, and on the death of one of his

followers a bull is turned loose, after the manner of the scape-

goat of the Israelites.

It is worthy of notice that all the leading gods of the Ilin-

dus had their consorts, or fenude counterparts. Thus the wife

of Indra was Indrani, called also Sachi ; Brahma's wife was

Sarasvati, the goddess of wisdom and science, the mother of

the Yedas, and the inventor of the Dcvanagari letters ; the wife

of Yishnu was Lukhuhmi, or Shri ; Shiva's wife, tlie most noted
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of all, was known by various names, among which were Uma,
Parvati, and especiallv Durga. Dm-ga was a blood-thirsty god-

dess, and the embodiment of all other goddesses. Monier Will-

iams observes, " that, just as the male god Shiva gathered iinder

his own personality the attributes and functions of all the

principal gods, and became the "great god" (Mahadeva)—that

is, the most lofty and severe god of the Hindu pantheon—so

his female counterpart became "the one great goddess" (devi,

mahadevi), who required more propitiation than any other god-

dess, and to a certain extent, all other female manifestations of

the Tri-murti, and absorbed all their functions." She has a

twofold nature—an Asita, white or mild, and a Sitcc, black or

fierce, nature. In her mild nature she is known as Uma, Gauri,

Lakhshuri, Sarasvati, etc., and in her fierce as Durga, Kali, etc.

As Kali she is worshiped throughout India to-day. She gives

her name to the capital of the empire. Thieves, murderers,

and highway robbers worship at her shrine. She delights in

blood, and it is said that the blood of a man will appease her

for a thousand, and the blood of three men for a million of

years.

The deities were also blessed with children. Ganesh, the

grotesque, elephant-headed god of wisdom, was the elder son of

Shiva and Parvati, and Kartikeya, the god of war, was the

younger. Besides these, there w^ere a number of inferior dei-

ties and semi-deities, which go to fill up the Hindu pantheon.

Such are Hanunian, the monkey-god, who rendered such val-

iant service to Eiima Chandra, and Gaiiga, the deified Ganges,

etc., while Jagaumith, " the Lord of the World," is supposed to

have been the local deity of some now unknown tribe whose

worship was ingrafted into Hinduism, and finally was regarded

as another manifestation of Yishnu.

India is surfeited with gods. Through monotheism, pan-

theism, dualism, and polytheism, the tendency is to the most

degrading fetichism. The people are intensely religious, and

they must have a religion which will stir their souls to the

depths. This neither Vedantism, thcosophy, nor Brahmaism
can do. True spiritual emancipation and development can only

take place when the True Incarnation, Jesus Christ, shall super-

sede Eama Chandra, Krishna, and Mahadeva.
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Art. IV. -CHRIST'S EDUCATION OF HIS BODY.

It is the purpose of this article to show that the Lord Jesus

gave his human body a specific disciphne for his work as our

Redeemer. Of necessity, portions of the essay will be some-

what speculative, but it is hoped that the speculations will

be within the bounds of Scripture license. The tendencv ot"

revelation is to create thinlvcrs as well as to supply food

for tliought. Christ hinted many things which he never

fully taught ; so did the apostles, notably St. Paul, who was
always in advance of the topic under consideration. Hints,

therefore, have great uses.

The fact of this discipline must be assumed in order to ex-

plain his office as the Redeemer of mankind, for it cannot be
doubted that Christ's body was an essential factor in the

scheme of salvation. It had its sphere of activity and service.

Within that sphere lay duties and tasks, burdens and sufferings,

to which his body had to groiv, not only in outward develop-

ment, but likewise in an internal accommodation. Passing

through infancy, childhood, youth, early manhood, and thence

to mature manhood, the co-education of mental and physical life

would go forward together, so that there could be no premature-

ness. This must be taken into account, for of all influences that

disturb normal growth, the greatest is the undue concentration

of vital force in one or another faculty of mind or function of

body, by which the relativity of energies is interrupted. Sym-
metry is the law beneath all laws. And, hence, if Christ's con-

sciousness as the Soil of God had enlarged in an exclusive sense,

we may suppose that the nervous functions expanded, in a like

degree, to support, vivify, and expi-ess this consciousness.

And again, if perception, memory, imagination, reflectiveness

advanced, step by step, to their utmost earthly limits, the cor-

responding agency of the corporeal man would not, at any
moment, fall behind in its progress. The law of nature is.

that each period of existence shall alford a double basis for its

successor, a material no less than a mental basis, and that these

two shall harmonize more and more as years increase, until

their sympathy, the one with the other, is as complete as human
conditions allow. This law would pre-eminently appear in
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C'lirist, wlio was quite as typical or representative in physical

qualities and habits as in the intellectual and spiritual.

AVhen it is said, "A body hast thou prepared me " (Ileb.

.\, 5-7), or, as Macknight renders it, " Tliou hast made me thy

obedient servant,"' more is meant than a contrast with " burnt

offerings and sacrifices for sin." It is added :
" Lo, I come (in

the volume of the book it is written of me) to do thy lo'dl,

God.'''' Obedience is the prominent idea, and what scope and

:signilicance it has! Think of the nature ^nd extent of this

obedience ; the conception set forth in its ideal, for the first

time in the annals of humanity made not only visible but re-

splendently visible ; the perfect obedience of a human body to

a perfectly obedient human soul. You may go further. The
human nature, constituted of soul and body, has its relations

to the divine nature, and the two are always in entire accord,

nor is there a break, nor even a jar, in the harmony of their

-co-activity in this one Person, distinctively Son of man, and as

distinctively Son of God. Here is discipline in the highest

iind rarest form conceivable, since we have not merely the ideal

union of the human soul and bod}-, but that also in a divine

union of two natures in a single personality. If, now, the Lord
Jesus was to " magnify the law and make it honorable ;

" if he
was to secure a new moral force for that law, and give it a new
spiritual grandeur by uniting love with authority, and blend-

ing grace with sovereignty ; and if this sublime task rested

upon him from the carpenter shop in jSTazareth to the struggle

in the garden and the agony on the cross, we must remember
that the training of the body had its place among the con-

stituents of this obedience. Precisely here, the unity of

his reverence for law in every form—law in matter, law in

mind—makes its profonndest impression ; and the glory of

Christ as the subject of law, is vividly seen as the counterpart

of Christ as the sovereign over law.

First, then, consider the connection of this discipline with

the eighteen years of his seclusion at Xazareth after his visit to

the temple. At first sight, it M'ould seem that this privacy until

be was thirty years old bore chiefly on his domestic character

along with his intellectual and moral qualities. Yet there

must have been a very marked effect on his physical (psy-

-chical ?) nature in the insulating circumstances that surrounded
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hiin. Ko one claimed to have taiiglit him any thing, and all

admitted that his life at Xazareth, from the ontset to his pub-

lic ministry, had been unique. Public training for public work
he certainly had not. But that lonely iS^azareth was to him a

world of its own—lonely, indeed, since his supreme compan-

ionship was the infinite secret which lay in his heart. The
consciousness of a divine work grew as he gre-^r " in favor with

God and man," never anticipating his years, and never other

than perfect, in so far as childhood, youth, and early manhood
allowed perfection. The influence of this anomalous isolation,

growing out of his consciousness of the " Father's business,"

must have acted powerfully on his nervous system, since the

sublime mystery which enveloped his own mind, and the stern

demand it made on patience, self-possession, and habitual reti-

cence, must have laid a burden on liis nervous system that we
are quite incompetent to imagine. If we may speak of the

purity of pain, he must have undergone it tln-ough these long

and tedious eighteen years. Powers asserting their presence

and yet unused ; capacities opening into wider realms ; vistas

rising beyond vistas ; the sense of wonder purifying itself from
vain curiosity, and all its lower and eager functions ; this ex-

treme waiting, and preparing, and holding himself in resolute

abeyance, and in subjection to his Fathers will—this verily

was the initial process in " learning obedience " and becoming
" perfect through sufferings." By means of such an experi-

ence, protracted beyond ordinary limits and intensified by ex-

ceptional conditions, he must have realized that peculiar suffer-

ing which we have ventured to designate as the " purity of

pain." One may conceive of it as the product of thought in

its loftiest activity. Healthy organs of body ; life itself in the

prime of natural strength and gladness ; instincts fresh ; and

yet " sufi'ering " by reason of the reflexes of sublimity in senti-

ment and emotion on the physical system. Xow, this may be

viewed as the most educative form of pain in respect to our

corporeal organization, because it would instinctively tend to

bring the functions of nerves and brain to the support of

mind as noji-related to the common modes of sufiering.

Where pain has its seat in the material structure, mucli of its

moral benefit is lost by reason of resisting forces. But in the

case of Christ, the law of self-denial and rigid self-government,
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of profound silence, of isolated self-communion as the futiu-e

unfolded its meanings, would be specialized in iiis own person-

ality, and the result would be an undivided subserviency of

the physical to the spiritnal,

Wlien a certain ideal has fully possessed the mind of a young
man, nothing disputes its place or offers it any rivalry. Still,

though engrossing the lield of vision, it is distant, so that years

must elapse before it can be realized. By day, it recurs in un-

cliallenged mastery over his intellect ; by night, it shapes his

dreams ; but he cannot speak of it, for its very delicacy forbids

utterance. Only brooding is possible. Brood he must, since

introspection alone offers a resource when communication is

externally denied. lie must abide in silence, till Time, the

supreme worker, fuMlls his task. The ideal has now been

gained, but that is not all. Far greater than achieving the

purposed end may be the value of tlie discij)line in this pro-

tracted schooling to patience. And in tliis schooling is in-

cluded much more thau the mere intellect, the emotions, or the

volition, since these are worth little or nothing till they as-

sume their psychical forms in a corresponding develoj^ment

of nervous function. To be of any avail, the co-activity of the

nerves must be habituated to their offices, and thus establish

tliemselves in reciprocal association with the mental faculties.

Xow, this work of mutuality can only go on in calmness, the

law of nature being, that in the ratio of tranquillized action is

the attainment of permanence of habit in our constitution.

There must be time as well as serenity. Eagerness, impulse,

restless longing, are nervous conditions, no less than mental

states ; and, as the sense of time is organized in the nervous

system, its demands have to be met. If this view be correct,

the general idea may be formulated in some such language as

this: litstraint, if wisely exercised to postpone the gratilica-

tion of a present desire and the fulfillment of a more distant

purpose, is an education of the nervous system in subordina-

tion to the interests of mind.
The argument proceeds on the idea that all education, and

especially all higher education, is an erpiable development of

soul and body so far as their existing relations permit this co-

ordination. In brief, it is the education of human natures

as formed by the union of mind and matter ordaine;! of God
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-to come nearer together and work in closer harmony as we

number our days and apply our hearts unto wisdom. The nerves

:are rebels against goodness whenever goodness imposes severe

restrictions on their instincts ; and, if this be rightly considered,

we may see a deeper meaning in the words, "The carnal

mind is enmity against God," and find new comfort in the

fact that " he knoweth our frame, he remembereth that we are

dust." And hence, when we think of Christ spending eighteen

jeai-s in self-imposed solitude at Kazareth, we have natural

law to -warrant our belief that this discipline was physical as

well as spiritual. " hnproved lij tract of thne,'^ says Milton
;

-and the language has a deep philosophic import. Moderation,

abstinence from premature satisfaction, the stimulation of de-

sire coincidently with the delay of its pleasures, and the habit-

nation of one's self to future and distant aims, are necessary

>steps in that providential culture, which proposes even now to

j-egenerate, in ])art, the physical system as the redeemed ally

^of the soul. In part, we say, " for the adoption, to wit, the

j-edemption of our body " is residuary. If, then, Christ was

" made under the law " of Providence no less than " under law "

in its specific sense, we may readily believe that he acquh-ed

the discipline of experience and practical skill, whereby he was

enabled to adjust himself to those rapid alternations of circum-

stances that were so frequent and so extreme in his career.

Vicissitudes are trials to nerves as well as to principles, and

these (humanly speaking) were often hazardous in Christ's liis-

tory. " Holy, harmless, undeliled," it is added that he was

"separate from sinners," and again, that he was "made higher

.than the heavens." Heb. vii, 26. It does not appear how he

needed tlie training of experience to add any thing to his

.nature, but it is plain enough how he needed this culture for

his character and its fornmlated expression, in such various

modes, before the world. Discipline is not predicable of ab-

•stract nature, but of nature liistorically manifested in character.

Discipline never creates. It organizes capacity into ability.

The soldier exists potentially in the man ; mihtary discipline

• takes hold of whatever in the man is suited to its purpose and

fashions it into the soldier. It converts the raw material of

capacity into tlie woven texture of ability.

Take a typical case of this physico-spiritual discipline in
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Christ's career, namely, the temptation in tlie wilderness.

Fresh from the baptismal waters of the Jordan, ho was
'' led np of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of

the devil." Xo sooner had the Messianic inauguration oc-

curred than he was subjected to a series of Messianic tests

—

not one, but tlu-ee, and the three covering the ground of pre-

liminary Messianic life, until he came to the hnal trial in

(Icthsemane and on the cross. Eeverently we may call this

his divine novitiate. Forty days he ate no food. Fort}^

days he confronted nature in her most repulsive aspects, so

that her ministrations of beauty and gladness to the senses,

and, through them, her calm and soothing accesses to the

soul, were altogether denied him. Forty days he was " with

the wild beasts," their presence symbolizing entire separa-

tion from all Iniman association; but, in addition, the entire

lack of those sympathetic aids which Providence in material

objects offers so secretly and tenderly to the tried and tempted

spirit. An exile he is from the ways of men and the universe,

a ^^ solitaire^' in a world never before or since occupied.

Forty days his body was denied its usual gratifications, and

"he was afterward a-hungered.'- The needs of the body come
instantly npon him. "If thou be the Son of God, command
that these stones be made bread." The physical man was fore-

most in the scheme of Satanic temptation, as it was in the gar-

den of Eden, and as it frequently is in our severest hours of

probation. Jesus rests on his humanity :
" man shall not live

l)y bread alone;" and in that critical moment, as man he will

win the victory. Although under excessive prostration, the

body bore the shock ; it did not falter, the instinctive pleading

for food was held in firm clieck, the resistance was prompt, de-

cided, complete. Observe now the storcd-up discipline. The
struggle came on soon after he left Nazareth ; and hence the

basis of this perfection in bodily control must have been ac-

quired in those memorable eighteen years. No doubt, acces-

sions to his Messianic power were made at the Jordan ; and yet,

consistently M'ith this view, one may sujipose that the protract-

ed training at Nazareth, the simultaneous preparation of mind
und body for his redeeming work, emerged in this notable

form of actuality duiing the pendency of the temptation in

the wilderness.
44—riFTU SKKIKS, VOL. I.
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Prt^bablv wo do not see every tiling involved in our LorJ"^

peculiar methods of self-development. That they were excep-

tionally self-methods, intense, profound, and exhaustive of

possibilities, can scared}' be doubted. Only the results appear.

Although this biography of eigliteen years—the years when
thought was dealing with its perplexities, and trust was matur-

ing into a conscious assurance beyond the Tnvasion of subtle

doubt and timid apprehension—the years summed up by St.

Luke in the words, "xVnd Jesus increased in wisdom," etc.,

yet the biograpliy is virtually written for us in this scene of

the temptation and the sequel of the next three years. "What

is germane to the present argument is the fact, that Clirist ap-

pears on the arena of public action as a man educated for his

office as the anointed of God, and ready from the outset for

the exigencies of that ofKce, as the demands thereof grew upon

him in their successional order. Here the issues of temptation

leave us no room for doubt as to the fullness of the basic devel-

oi^ment, namely, the complete subordination of the body to

the mind ; its appetites and passions, its instincts, its automatic

functions, brought into obedience to the higher and nobler

nature, and sharing the sanctity and' glory of that higher and

nobler nature. Is it not an ideal body in the sense that it did

not interfere, even in the slightest degree, with his will and

purpose as the Christ of the Father ? Physical habits help us

by what they exclude and by what they include. Consider

what they include. Naturally enough, this is tlie initial mode
of their activity ; and, accordingly, while it can hardly be said

that Christ's enfeebled physical condition gave him support in

the temptation, it certainly evinced itself in a negative or in-

direct way. Pi-ecisely here, the logic of physiological law is

met. Support it could not give, for it was a worn-down body

after a fast of forty days, with every attendant circumstance

unfriendly, nay, adverse, to resiliency of action. ITevertheless,

obstruction and counteraction this same body did avoid, and it

laid placidly quiescent beneath the ascendency of his holy will.

And precisely here, its accord with the ISazareth education

manifests itself, since that, to all intents and purposes, was a

passive discipline. So that he himself, until reaching thirty

years of age, Avas the sj)here of his own ministry, before he

became the Anointed to the world. On himself, the might of
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liis arm and the grandeur of his wisdom were expended in

titling liimself, body and spirit, for his infinite vocation. Body
and spirit, I repeat, for tliis was his twofold preparation ; tlie

first pupil of the Great Teacher was himself. Just now we will

lay the emphasis on Ijody. For, if he was to " take our infirm-

ities and hear our sicknesses," and if so ranch of his ministry was

to be a ministry to the human body, could there be a more

striking illustration of the congruity between his earlier and

later life than this personal schooling of himself for thirty

years, in order that by " learning obedience '' and becoming
" perfect through sufferings," he might be the Sent of God,

the Minister of friendship, philanthropy, and grace, the divine

Healer of bodies and souls ?

Viewed in this light, the obscure mechanic, Jesus of Xaza-

reth, stands before us in a most interesting light, as one long

girding liimself for the battle in behalf of humanity. Human
history has no such table of contents ; only, indeed, two chap-

ters, one private, the other public. Likely enough, inventive

art would have reversed the order, and the three yeare would

have been the antecedent and the thirty the subsequent. And
yet, looking for the Ideal jSfan, how naturally this arrangement

secures our instant vindication ! On grounds of physiology

and psychology, the argument seems worthy of more consid-

eration than it has received. Probably, we are more in the

dark on nerve-culture than on any other branch of education

;

aud if we are even now in this state of ignorance, how happens

it that our science may find, at least, very suggestive hints as to

Christ's unique mode of personal education, nineteen centuries

ago, in an obscure province of Palestine? " Good'''' has come
out of JSTazareth, and much '-'good'''' in ways most unexpected.

Here stands One against the background of the old centuries as

they culminate at the advent; and not only so, here is One who
by methods very unlookcd for anticipates all our researches

and has penetrated the arcana of nature, no less than the

secrets of God's counsels, in behalf of the soul's immortal well-

being. "What a mystery lies open to our eyes ! We are familiar

"^vith the fact that our higher education often fails because of

the imperfectness of the lower education. The alphabet was

MTongly taught and the error travels on to later life and viti-

ates the mind. Most of men's failures are mistakes fiilleu into
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in their appi'cnticesliips. But in tlic instance of the Xazarcnc.

how plainly we discern the value of long experience and

practice in self-management for the arming and fortifying of

the mature man against the inroads of evil ! This private

Christ is verily sublime ! The miracle of all his miracles is,

that this hidden etilorcscence, as much a secret in Xazareth as

in Jerusalem, should have so ripened in three years that he

could say, "It is finished."

Farther on in his career one can mark the positive side of

this acquired wonderful union of mind and body in his office,

as we have seen its negative aspect in the temptation. Acquired

it was because attained by effort. One may trace the composed

vigor of action, the immediateness of efficiency, the instantane-

ous command of the reserved forces of his nature, the sudden

concentration of himself on a critical issue sprung unawares on

him, and all these without a recorded interruption because of

over-exertion or sickness. "Weariness at the well of Sychar is

mentioned, but he is not too weary to do a great work. Reac-

tion from exalted moods is unknown. Did the Seventy return

to him exultant after their first missionary tour? Sharing

their joy when they declare that even the devils were subject

unto them through his name, he responds, " I beheld Satan

as lightning fall from heaven," while the calm sublimity of his

soul tells tliem not to " rejoice" in their power over the spirits,

but rather that their " names are written in heaven." Luke x,

17-20. Immediately thereafter, he resumes his labors among
the suffering, and, amid the jubilee of the hour, bends all his

powers to the routine of humble duty ; and when he descends

from the Mount of Transfiguration, the splendor scarcely faded

from his person, it is to cure a lunatic boy. Outward con-

trast was vivid in tliis marvelous transition from the summit

of the Mount to its base, but the recent glory did not unfit

him, in any degree, for his work. This steadiness of mood was

a prominent characteristic of his mental habits. How was it

possible except on a psychological basis ? To account for it, we
have to assume that his education was not merely self-acquired

and uniforndy maintained, but that it was perfect—as perfect

physically as it was spiritually, allowing for the difference in the

quality of the discipline—that of sensation revealing itself in the

complementary law of cultured sensibility. The ocean heaves
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violently after the storm has ceased from its bosom ; material

nature will not pass from season to season without commotion
;

men cannot have exalted states of mind and not sink back into

disqiiietness and irritability ; and especially pnblic speakers

know the languor, along with the temptation to sensuous indul-

gence, which follow a strain on the nerves. Many a strong

man has fallen in such hours a victim to his nerves. Carmel

faded out of Elijah when he fled from Jezebel, and the drama

of Horeb was needed to restore tJie soul of heroism to the man.

Peter forgot Lis great confession at Cesarea Philippi in a con-

vulsive reaction. So it ever is; since there can be no extraor-

dinary tension of mind without intensity of nervous excitation.

The quickness and extent of the I'ebound measure the force of

the spring. But here is the notable exception, and " what

manner of man is this?"

If our modern physiology be interrogated as to the " man-

ner of man " he was, it would surely answer, that while the

automatic activity of the nerves performed its proper functions,

the sympathetic nerves, and also the " pneumogastric " nerves,

were not inattentive to their offices. Erain and heart were

kept in normal relations, so that the unconscious or automatic

energy and the emotional and voluntary forces were maintained,

each in its respective sphere. At times the mental impressions

of Christ were apparently very strong, vrhile his public life ex-

posed him to an almost unbroken scene of annoyance and vex-

ation. But we have no intimation that, at any time during the

ministry to the people, his physical state was injuriously

affected by these worries, nor that the burden of thought was

too heavy for him. Extreme cases of the power of passion to

disturb the hcaltliy action of the body, and convert the secre-

tions into poisons—cases well understood by eminent physiol-

ogists—need not be cited in this argument. Short of this,

however, imagine the completeness of Christ's physical disci-

pline, when it was entirely adequate to preserve him serenely

poised amid the petty strifes or the more malignant persecu-

tions that allowed no external quietude. There were great

turning-points in his career. There were emotional eras. Tlie

tests applied to his consciousness as the Son of God were man-

ifold and prolonged, and, evidently, hefelt the ljo<hj more and
more, loith its own instincts, as he grew older. Yet, iirst and
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last, along witli liis fidelity to the "Father's business"—the

key-note sounded in the temple when twelve years of age, and
vibrating on till we hear it in the majestic cadence, " I liave

finished the work which thou gavest me to do "—through every

trial and temptation, the tenacious adhesiveness of the body
to the Messianic work might give a very significant reading to

John Hunter's famous words :
" That there is not a natural

action in the body, whether involuntary or voluntai-y, that may
not be influenced by the peculiar state of the mind at the

time." After all, it may be worth while to study the science

in Donne's funeral qXh^^-^- " On the Death of Mistress Drury :

"

" We understood

ITer by her sijrht; her pure and eloquent blood

Spoke ia her cheeks ; and so distinctly wrought,

That we mighc also say her body thought.''

Let it, then, be definitely remembered that the body of

Christ, Son of Mary, Son of God, was a Messianic body, and,

accordingly, in studying his physical habits, we must keep

tins supreme fact in view. I proceed to say that cpiick recov-

ery from fatigue—such recovery as leaves no lassitude behind

it or residuary in nerves and muscles—may be taken as evi-

dence of a well-disciplined body. Xo one can read Christ's

history without noticing how careftil he was to reserve the

night for himself, and thereby reproduce his woi-king stock of

energy agreeably to the law of periodicity. '' Sufficient unto

the day " was the work thereof. He undertook no serial

tasks ; he adjourned no engagements, but finished his duties,

one by one, as his career progressed. No haste or excitement

was evinced, so that no needless expenditure of force took

place, and hence, when the hours of rest came, he was prepared

to enjoy their full quota of benefit. Every throb of liis heart

kept time with the chronometry of the universe ; night was to

him a semi-Sabbath ; and in this he was thoughtful of others

as well as of himself, for he had no large gatlierings of i^eople

at night, and his custom was to perform most of his miracles

in the day, tlie few exceptions of liis '' mighty v>'orks" haviiig

occurred for specific objects. jS^o doubt official prudence had

much to do with this usage, since his wily enemies might have

turned a different method to his disadvantage. Next to the
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Sabbatli, and akin to it so far as providential law is analopjoiis

in the two institutions, he observed, as before intimated, the

physical sanctity of the night—a point worthy of attention as

illustrative of his uniform obedience to natural law. For here,

as elsewhere, " made under the law," he " learned obedience,"

and turned natural forces into the channel of spiritual

agencies.

TJie miracles of Christ impress a thoughtful mind not sim-

ply because they are departures from ordinary phenomena, but

for tlie reason that they are extraordinary authentications of a

profound reverence and sympathy in behalf of natural law.

^Miracle works not so much toward an impression of its own,

and as foreign to uniformity of sequences, as it acts in the

direction of law itself, existing in its ideal form in the mind
of Christ. When occasion arises for him to perform a mir-

acle, he makes no display and assumes nothing like the osten-

tation of superiority. Xor does he go out of his way to seek

or make such occasions. They occur as other incidents of life,

every-day affairs, not marked by any exclusive specialty of as-

pect. In every case lie wears the look and manner of one

whose love of law prompts him to suspend laws, and, accord-

ingly, these marvels drop from his almighty hand as though he

were solely intent on removing the curse that obscured the in-

nate excellence of law by blurring the image of the divine

beauty in its external manifestation. ISTature was never more

like herself, never so like her Maker, as when he restored her

faded lineaments. And, in this same spirit of regard for law,

he took care that the providential institution of the night, twin-

sister of the Sabbath, should have due honor at his hands.

A noticeable thing is that the minimum of sleep appears to

have satisfied him. No matter how wearied, he soon rallied
;

nor have wo any reason to think that more nervous force was

consumed in any one day than could be easily replaced the fol-

lowing night. Is not this an instance of that ecpiilibrium

M-hich goes far beyond the limits of vigorous health, and exem-

plifies the highest form of the inter-relations between spirit

and matter ? If so, should we not properly estimate the class

of facts now nnder examination ? The theme is certainly next

in importance to the moral and spiritual phenomena of Christ's

life, and it occupies a significant position in the economy of
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redemption. To set forth the capacity of tlie working human
body involves considerations of vast moment. Viewing this

subject in its true breadth of interest, one must admit that

there is lierein a most wise and beneficent exposition of nat-

ural theology, which virtually amounts to a revelation of the

rarer uses of the body. The uses are economic enough to meet

the demands of utility, and, coincidently therewith, the require-

ments of man's nobler being. It was worthy of the Son of

man to do this work, for otherwise we linow not how it could

have been accomplished. Tell us if the supernatural could

have rendered the human mind a more helpful service than by

thus taking up the natural into hoiy companionship with it-

self, and showing us in the most resplendent of instances that

in God we live and move and have our being !

Turn, now, to a memoi-able day in Christ's life, and we shall

be prepared to see its sequel in a night quite as remarkable.

From early morning he had been busy. A blind and dumb
man, who had a devil, had been healed by him, and the three

miracles in one were too mucl^ for the Pharisees. Hitherto

he had been a wine-bibber, etc., but now he is branded as an

ally and confederate of Satan, v»'orking miracles by Beelzebub,

prince of devils. Then it was that he called the Pliarisecs "a

generation of vipers ;" and then, too, his mother and brethren,

alarmed at tlie rupture between him and his most malignant

persecutors, hastened to him that they might induce his with-

drawal from imminent danger. But his work goes cahnly on.

A new method of teaching by parable is initiated
;
parable fol-

lows parable, an afternoon of short sermons for a long futiu'ity.

Landing from the boat in which he had taught the multitude

on the shore, he went into a house and continued his instruc-

tions to the disciples. Evening came on, and he said, "Let us

pass over unto the other side ; " and they set sail for the oppo-

site shore with its lonely, hills. A storm soon descended on the

lake ; he had fallen asleep, but the quiet within him was not

disturbed. Higher rose the waves ; deeper yavrned the hollows

of the sea. The oarsmen labored at their unavailing task, while

the waters, gathering new strength, were fast prevailing over the

little bark. Jesus still slept. Peril was at its utmost, and the

disciples cried to him :
'• ^Easter, carest thou not that we per-

ish \
" His sleep was very strange to them—unnatural—even
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sliowiiJg insensibility to their safety. And he arose and spoke
quietness to the waters and to the tumnlt in the hearts of his

companions. Do we wonder at the miracle ? K^
-^
but what

of that other wonder ? Fatigued he must have been in an ex-

traordinary degree, and yet, instead of disquiet and feverish-

ncss, the repose is liealthy. Despite of the exhaustion, the
consternation among the disciples, and the raging tempest, the
brain sleeps, the inmost heart sleeps, and the tranquillity is

more like an infant's, hushed to rest in its mother's arms, than
a man's sleep under circumstances of imminent dano-er.

ISTow, this perfect naturalness in the experience of the night
indicates Christ's control of his nervous system. The infer-

ence is logical that he had complete mastery over his thouo-hts,

and could dismiss them at will from the presence of conscious-

ness. AVe have known persons who educated themselves to

command sleep under any ordinary circumstances, but no such
case could be taken as analogous to Christ's slumber in the
storm. No day of his career had been so fraught with stupen-

dous issues. Galilee had been won over to Judea in hostility to

liim, and his prospects of ministerial success were suddenly
eclipsed. Yet the turmoil is hushed; nature takes up the
strife, but nature avails nothing against the refreshment of the
night

; his sleep is that of God's Christ, and like his w^aking
hours, it is embosomed in the Infinite. Naturally, indeed, the
witnesses cried out :

" What manner of man is this, that even
the winds and the sea obey him ? " But to us, the " manner
of mail,'' seen from our stand-point, is tliis, namely, a man
" made under the law," " made like unto his brethren," and
furthermore, maJdng himself an ideal example of conformity
at all times and under all circumstances, whether regular or
contingent, to " man's place in the universe." Various lessons
are taught in the Epistle to the Hebrews, invaluable lessons,

such as condense law and Gospel in our best compendium of

theology, old and new, historic and didactic, and yet it must
not be overlooked that this same epistle lays special em-
])hasis on the facts that he " learned obedience," and was made
" perfect through sufferings." Kead this epistle along with
tbe gospels, mark the details, trace item by item, and see how
Cln-ist "learned" to obey, and how he was made "perfect
throu'di suffering's."
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Again, it is noteworthy that he is never mentioned in tlic

New Testament as dreaming. Scripture abounds with noticts

of dreams, many of them communications from tlie invisible

world to men, but in Christ's ease no such instance is given.

Dr. Delitzscli says: "If the spirit of man, according to its

original intention, rested in God, all the sleep of man, without

needing supernatural operations of God's grace and power,

would be a nnion with God; and the fullness of the spirit, like

to God and united with God, would be reflected in the soul all

the more intensively, that it would be the less developed by being

retracted from the last forms of life to the first. Of such a kind

was the sleep of Jesus. For of him, the sinless Son of man,

we read indeed that he slept, but not that he dreamt." *

It is easy to miss the true meaning of facts like these, or,

forsooth, to see in them no import whatever. If, as Humboldt
says, " The apprehension of unity and harmony is the most

important result of the study of nature," surely an inquiry into

this unity aiul harmony as they are exhibited in Christ is of no

secondary impoi'tance. Physical facts may be observed and

generalized into laws for reasons merely physical, and in this

case the mind is virtually subordinated to the body. The out-

ward universe, and its relations to the soul through the media-

tion of the senses, may thus become dominant, and whatever

sphere is allotted to the soul it is simply a province in the huge

empire of matter. Methods of thought go deeper into our

being than thoughts themselves ; they are more distinctly per-

sonal, and, like the circulating system of the blood, convey the

materials of life to every functional activity of the mind. A
man is a part of nature and the image of nature, because he is

the offspring and image of God ; and in this preconceived as-

pect he must be seen before physical law can be rightly under-

stood. This is plain enough in our Lord's teachings. Does he

come to the material world to find parables i Obviously he

brings an antecedent method of mind to the leaven, the inus-

tard-seed, the vine and its fruitage, so that the moral, and not

the physical, is for him the truth in the fact. Similarly in his

miracles, an order appears which could not have been acciden-

tal, and must have sought spiritual good as its final puip-osc.

His first miracle was at a M'edding, his last public one at a

• "Biblical rhy5io]o''v," second Knglisii editiou.
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grave: imagine the order reversed, and the incongrnltj with

the end in view would annul the moral impression. Between

these extreme points—one the most joyous scene in life, the

other the saddest—he brought his almighty power to bear, in

tlic main, on the restoration of the human body to its lost uses

;

and did he not glorify the original law of creation by remov-

ing, in every such case, the evils of the curse darkening the

world? "This beginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Gal-

ilee, and manifested forth his glory ; " and again, " Said I not

unto thee, that if thou wouldest believe, thou shouldest see

the glory of God ? " - In both instances, though so unlike,

the supreme end is the glory of God, and accordingly, if certain

laws are set aside, the ideal beneficence of law itself is signally

dis])layed. Precisely so in Christ's management of his own
body. The glory of the Father's wisdom and love, as embod-

ied in law, could not remain a vivid idea when lost to charac-

ter and conduct, and hence the need to express it in acts calcu-

lated to arouse human attention. All law was included in his

plan as the Son of God, and if we scrutinize his obedience to

law in the discipline of his body, the absence of the miraculous

will appear quite as illustrative of the divine glory as the mira-

cles themselves.

The distinctness of attitude in this sphere of Christ's origi-

nality is very marked. It is in broad contrast with the ideas

and habits of his age. To say nothing of the prevailing sensu-

alism, the sensuousness of the times was altogether adverse to

spirituality. The art of Greece had been chiefly engaged in

the idealization of the human form as the perfection of beauty,

and to such an extent was this glorification of the sensuous car-

ried, that the spiritual had been utterly destroyed. Sculpture,

painting, poetry, music, shrunk from the spiritual as fatal to

the function of art. On the other hand, while the Hebrews
were not an artistic race, the dominant sect of the Pharisees

liad so completely perverted the idea of Judaism as to make it

consist in " bodily exercise." In this, as in all else, the '* word
of God" was made "of none effect" through their "tradi-

tion." Here, then, Grecian art and degenerate Judaism had
joined hands to obliterate the true conception of the bod}', and
put carnal sensuousness and superstition in its stead. Christ

* John's gospel, chapters ii and xi.
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was confronted at evcrj step by these evils. To be a Divine
Teacher was not enough. A Divine Exemplar was needed onewho could vivify trutli by putting it in the shape of fact Ec
hind the carnality of Greek art and Pharisaic traditions, lav the
old truth cf sensuonsness as a divine truth and prominentlV ^et
forth m the probation of man in Eden

; and it was reserved for
Christ to teach and exemplify this sensuonsness by givino- to
the world the Christian doctrine of the human body. Observe
now tlie method which he adopted. Here is the' paraholied
mode of instruction

; it is sensuous in the simplest and most
direct kind of imnginative action. Here are the miracles
wrought, in most cases, on the bodies of sufferers, and sen^uou^;-
ness in every instance is restored to its legitimate function.
Above nil, here in his o^vn person and habits, this Chri^^tian
doctrine of the human body, resting on the recovered and spir-
ituahzed conception of sensuonsness, is luminouslv set before
oar eyes. Asiatic and yet in western Asia with its contrans to
eastern Asia; Jew and yet provincial in distinction from met-
ropolitan

;
peasant and mechanic in separation from the in-ofe^-

sional classes, he presents at first the more local and race-
marks of sensuous life. But, as he advances throuo-h the
three years ministry, he grows away more and more from his
birthplace, domestic connections, and circumstantial aspect, of
his position, while vindicating his self-chosen title as Son of
man. And at every step, as he "grows away" from the past
and individualizes himself in a broader circle of svmpathies nat-
nral laws are seen in closer relations with higher laws. " Mercy
and truth are met together; righteousness and peace hav'e
kissed each other." Psa. Ixxxv, 10. But was this all the har-
monization requisite in the scheme of redemption ? Xav • =en-
suousness and spirituality in the humanity of the Son of Vary
had to be reconciled, and this was to be "learned" bv "obe-
dience, and made "perfect through sufferings." Instance
Ills meekness. It had modal variability while relainiiu^ it. ab-
solute quality. Xow we all know how very depenclent this
virtue of ineekness IS on physical conditions, and we know, t-o,
Its mam oldness m Christ. Its perfection in him is, therefore,
a physiological fact as well as a moral sentiment

Physical law has its own domain, and should not be con-
founded with moral law. Analogy detects likeness in the two
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forms of law ; but resemblance is not sameness, and to maintain

the value of analogy in science and religion we must keep eacli

in its ovrn spliere. Yet, we see in Christ tliat pliysiological facts

were co-related with spiritual facts; the two classes of facts

were in constant interaction ; and in this sense wc may accept

Milton's words : "And corporeal to incorporeal turn." Christ's

own body was to him an epitome of the Providence over the

universe. Its laws were reverenced, its symmetry of activities

devoutly sustained, its unity and beauty never impaired. " In

himself was all his state;" and that high dignity of manhood,

evidential of another nature above the human, was not lowered

once in all the vicissitudes of his fortunes. Popular in Galilee,

unpopular in Judea, he was the same Christ. Eenionstrance on

the part of his mother and brethren against his course produced

no irritation. Patience had her perfect work. The repose of

strength, that hardest of all achievements because of bodily

hinderaiices, was habitual. On no occasion was he overtaken by

surprise, nor could the adroitness or the stealthy arts of his ene-

mies prevail against him. For every change in circumstances,

for sudden assaults, for the devices of sophistry, for ambuscades

to ent]-ap his ministry, he was always prepared, never off his

guard, never less than himself, never other than himself.

A demoniac disturbs his congregation at Capernaum, and

the torturing spirit is dismissed to another world. Shameless

men drag a wretched woman before him in the tem])le, and

they cower and retreat from his avenging presence. A. mob

threatens his life ; silently he vanishes from its midst and foils

its rage, xs ow, we all know how frequently, with the most dis-

ciplined men, the attention relaxes, the memory fails, the

judgment errs, not so much from mental defects either as to

original capacity or accpiired culture, but simply because some

nerve-cell, or some other pai't of the animal economy, is out of

order. These things seem to us unaccountable freaks and ca-

prices, and yet, no doubt, the laws of our physical nature have

been violated unconsciously in all such mishaps. A little too

much blood in the brain, a little excess of heat, too rapid

breathing, a fit of indigestion, and the wisest of men, at the

moment, verge on imbecility. But nothing of this sort appears

iu Christ, for he had educated even human infirmity.

Evidently, then, he educated his tcmjjemment and made it a
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portion of liis character. The body "prepared" for him does

not explain all the facts, so that \vhile we admit what was done

for hhn, we mnst also recognize what was done hf/ him in the

processes of self-cultnre. This is the more noticeable since he

was 13enefactor. Healer, Teacher, Preacher, Organizer, each of

these an inlet to nuiltitndinons impressions, and each an outlet

to its own specialized power. A physician grows into his jxir-

ticular class of habits; and so with teacher and preacher; and,

furthermore, a set of habits friendly to one profession is often

adverse to the interests of another profession. Do we ever

witness any break in the continuity of Christ's life when he

moves from one department of exertion to some other ? And
liow remarkable must have been his physical trainino-, when
he combined his numerous offices in the one Messianic ofiice

;

discharged their apparently incongruous functions not only in

ideal unanimity but with ideal equanimity ; executed their di-

versified tasks every day and every hour of the day, and com-

pressed their vast achievements within the space of three years!

Xor is it less obvious to one who studies the fourfold biog-

raphy of the Lord Jesus in the gospels, that he Avas free from

all excess in the care of his body, and never allowed it a dispro-

portionate share of prudential attention. He never strikes us as

working up to the measure of his ability. Observe him after

that busy Sabbath at Capernaum (Mark i, 21-39) :
" And in

the morning, rising up a great while before da}-, he went out,

and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed." One of

the most laborious Sabbaths in his ministry, crowded with ex-

periences strangely dissimilar—a few hours of j-est sufficient to

reinstate his bodily waste of strength—and then, rising up a

great while before day to commune with his Father: is not

this a marvelous spectacle even in the gospel of wonders ? AVc

rise from no other personal annals with such an intense con-

viction of surplusage in the matter of power; and, what is

quite as noteworthy, the evenness in the distribution of this

power, so that the exact quantum of force goes to each facul-

ty and function, characterizes his entire history. Would it not

be well for us, then, to study more assiduously, and in the light

of recent science, what I may venture to call the " physiolog-

ical basis of Christ's character and ministry ?

"

From the foregoing illustrations of Christ's physical disci-
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])!ine, one may sec more clearly the bearing of certain facts on

liis Messianic liistorv. If he loved the open air and its joyous

freedom of life; if he had his later home near the Sea of Tibe-

lias, v/here the climate was "well nigh a perpetual spring,*' and

the land "flowed with milk and honey;" if he confined the

most of his ministry to a small territory beautifully diversified

hv hill and plain, and, within this narrow area, varied almost

ilaily the scene of his labors ; if he observed the law of concen-

tration as to time and place and people ; if he steadily nar-

rowed down the issues between Iiimself and his countrymen to

tlic single issue of his divine and eternal Sonship ; and if, fur-

thermore, he ended his career just when he reached the fullness

of physical development and before the exhaustion of toil and

tiial had set in ; it cannot be doubted that these were consti-

tutive elements in a plan involving an extraordinary co-ordina-

tion of intellectual, moral, social, physical life in his Messianic

VNork. Had we been told beforehand that body possessed such

a latent capacity for alliance and sympathy with mind, so that

"Seupations s^veet,

Felt in the blood and felt along the heart,"

not only stood related to moral sensibility but cultivated and

enhanced its action in the holiest of possible activities, it would

have taxed om- power of belief. But in Christ the wonder is

historically verified, and, as such, has an immense practical

valne, since every principle of goodness and every sentiment

that ennobles the struggles of our nature to reach a higher

plane of being, not only has its strength re-enforced but its

victoi-y over animalism of every sort assured.

Toward the close of Christ's ministry we see the extent to

which he carried this physical discipline in preparing him
to meet the sorrow and gloom of his last hours. During the

journey through Perea, in his visit to Bethany and the raising

of Lazarus from the grave, afterward in the return to Perea,

then in the entry into Jerusalem, and the incidents following,

we behold him manifesting an unusual degree of sensibility.

Tears fall from his eyes, the heart is overfull, and his voice

breaks Avith grief. Men are more hostile than ever to him and
his mission. They press him with vexatious questions; snares

are spread every-where to entangle him; he has been outlawed;
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and from all quarters trials and temptations rusli upon him
;

and, meantime, his emotional nature is wrought on intensely.

Physiological science teaches ns that volitional attention ex-

liansts the mind rapidly, and it teaches further that depressing

emotions impair the secretions. Throughout his niinistrv,

Christ ])as shown how he could withstand the constant demand
on liis will ; and now, in his last days, what are the aspects of

the emotional Christ? Prohably the most convincing proof

of his physical discipline may be found in the phenomena of

emotion in this severe conflict. Emotional life in poet, artist,

orator, tends to weaken the capacity for endurance. Emotional

life in the physician requires that the feelings be sheathed and

the nerves drilled to the lancet and the knife. Emotional life

in the philanthropist seems to weaken sympathy for individuals,

and, in some cases, men eminent for devotion to humanity on

a grand scale of effort have been lacking in domestic feeling.

But in the existence of Christ sympathy needed no self-defense.

Familiarity with suffering did not deaden sensibility. The
dyer's hand was not subdued to what it worked in. Hence the

conclusion that his emotional life was not specific to any de-

partment of his work, but generic to his humanity as such;

and, accordingly, that it was the man—not the worker, the

healer, the philanthropist—who was the typical di5ci])linarian

of the body, and raised it, as never before nor since, into copart-

nership with the soul. Viewed in this light, the earthly body

of Christ is not mcrch' in training to undergo the sufferings in

the Gai-den and on the Cross. True, every thing points most

prophetically to an ultimate pi-esent result, to a divine climax

in which all this experience shall justif}- itself in the order of

providence. At the same time it has a further bearing. It

indicates a vital connection with a prospective scheme of cc»r-

porcal development, and is the foretokening of Christ's ''sjiir-

itual body ;" the same body and yet a very different body, its

identity consisting in the fact that il has been wrought into the

texture of his Messianic character and glory.

ALaterialism, in one shape or another, is now the battle-grouii'l

between faith and science. Kot a few scientific thinkers are

far more anxious to demonstrate our resemblance to the ape

than our likeness to the Son of Mary, and of all the logic:d

abuses of the day the utter perversion of analogy is intellect ii-
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ally the most harmful and spiritually the most debasino-. If
the doctrine of the human body, as taught by Christ and elab-

orated by St. Paul, were to enter into our civilization as a
controlling and sanctifying influence, M-hat a stride toward the
millennium we should make by this victory over animalism

!

The doctrine lies imbedded in the words, " That was not first

.which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterward
that which is spiritual." 1 Cor. xv, 46. Even the fallen human
body,^ the ground cursed, thorns and thistles in its way, death
awaiting it—even this body brought more out of Eden than if
left behind, for it, too, brought out the promise of Christ. The
*' afterward " has already come in part, and it is only waiting
God's time to come in full. If, indeed, we must go forward to
the forty days between the Lord's resui-rection and ascension to
behold the nature and glory of his '' spiritual body," yet, nev-
crtheless, we have a most helpfal and precious lesson in the foct
that the body of his humiliation was spiritualized so far as to
become a perfect coadjutor with his spirit in the Messianic
work. Is it not the most practical of lessons to us, and espe-
cially valuable in these days ? Soul is cultivated and ennobled
here and now, to be a future soul ; why not body ? If the one
is in Christ's school, why not the other? The future is nascent
in the present, and, assuredly, we shall be protected against this
threatened epidemic of materialism if we believe and°feel that
the resurrection body is partly idealized to the conceptive imag-
ination in our existing corporeal structure—a tabernacle fore-
shadowing a temple.

Art. v.— RECENT CHECKS TO MODERN UNBELIEF.*

Part I.

—

Scie^^tipic.

One would naturally expect that Science in the hands of flillible

men would sometimes make mistakes, and, as a rule, continue
changing its position as knowledge grows from more to more.
While the physical universe with which it has to do is a fixed
quantity, the Science which interprets the universe must, in

* " Some Recent Checks and Reverses Sustained bv Modern Unbelief." By Rev.
Alexander Mair, D.D. ''The Monthly Interpreter'* (Edinbur-h), Feb., 1SS.5

•lo—FIFTH SEUIKS. VOI,. I.
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the hands of fmite men, forever remain a variable quantity.

Never nntil Science and the universe correspond to each otlic-r

like the two sides of an algebraic equation \vill the point be

reached at which Science will be beyond the necessity for retreat

or change. Tiiis seems reasonable, and, indeed, self-evident.

But there are many men belonging to the school of modern un-

belief who do not see that the same thing ought to be admitted

as likely to hold good in the sphere of theology. Its field, the

Bible and the universe viewed as a revelation of God, is also a

fixed quantity. But man the theologian, like man the scientist,

is finite and fallible. It therefore follows that Theology, like

Science, might be expected to make mistakes, and thus need to

change its position—now to withdraw and now to advanctj

—

until it has become a more correct expression of objective

truth. Surely it must be obvious to every reasonable mind

that it can be no discredit to Theology to do so, if it is no dis-

credit to Science.

Yet nothing is more common on the part of some unbelievers

in our common Christianity than indulgence in sarcasm or de-

rision at the expense of Theology because of its many so-called

retreats before the advance of Science. We may find these

retreats at times forming a favorite and telling theme with

writers by no means of the baser sort, especially w^hen they

wish to produce a powerful rhetorical eilect. As a specimen,

we may give the following from Dr. Drap)er

:

The contest respecting the figure of the earth, and the location

of heaven and hell, ended adversely to the ecclesiastic. He
aflinnod that the earth is an extended plane, and that the sky is

a firmament, the floor of heaven, through which again and again

persons have been seen to ascend, though its globular form is

demonstrated beyond any possibility of contradiction by astron-

omical facts, and by the voyage of ^Magellan's ship. He then

maintained that the earth is the central body of the universe, all

others being in subordination to it, and it the grand object of

God's regard. Forced from this position, he next ailinned that

it is motionless, the sun and the stars actually revolving, as they

apparently do, around it. The invention of the telescope proved

that here again he was in error. Then he maintained that all

the motions of the solar system are regulated by providential in-

tervention ; tlie "Principia" of Kewton demonstrated that they

are duo to irresistible law.*

* Draper, "History of the Coaflict betwcou Religion and Science," p. SoO.
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And so on, through some more sentences of a similar kind.

Wc find Professor Huxlej at times Launching ont in the same

strain, as in the following passage, which the reader will likely

recognize

:

Extinguished theologians lie about the cradle of every science

as the strangled snakes beside that of Hercules; and history records
that whenever science and orthodoxy have been fairly opposed,
the latter has been forced to retire from the lists, bleeding and
crushed, if not annihilated ; scotched, if not slain.*

Here, it will be observed, the agony is piled up with telling

effect, all to the glory of the scientiiic man, and to the utter

discomfiture of the poor "ecclesiastic" and the "orthodox," as

if they were tlie only sinners in the case.

But one may well wonder why it never occurs to shrewd men
that, in regard to such points as those mentioned above, it was

not so much Theology that was wrong and ought to blush as the

Science of the day. These points are matters Ipng quite out-

side of the proper field of Theology, and within that of Science.

It does not belong to Theology to determine them, and it can-

not determine them. It no more belongs to Theology to deter-

mine them than it belongs to physical science to determine

questions in pure theology, or to mathematics to determine

questions in psychology. Theology simply took up the com-

nion language of men in reference to such matters, the language

of the Science of the age, just because it was Theology and not

Science. Accordingly, if theologians have had occasion to i-e-

treat from such positions as those referred to, Avhose blame is

it? Certainly, to a large extent, the blame of Science; that

defective contemporary Science which the sacred ^Titers or the

theologians of the past accepted. It is false Science and not

Theology, certainly false Scien.ce as much as Theology, that we
have to blame for those wrong views in regard to the figure

and position of the earth, the nature of the firmament, the

motion of the sun and stars, and the like. In regard to these

matters, it is Science rather than Theology that has had to beat

an ignominious rcti-eat, and has reason to blush because it had
not done its work better. It is, indeed, almost a kind of imper-

tinence for Science to blame Theology solely for these mistakes,

just as it would be an impertinence in the theologian to blame

* •• Lay Sermons, Addresses, and Reviews," p. 305.
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Science because it bad not discovered tlie nature of the Trinity.

The fact is, Theology in its proper sphere has had to retreat and

change during the hist fifteen hundred years much less than

Science. The Theology of the age of Augustine is more closely

allied to that of the present day than the Science of that age is

to the Science of the nineteenth century. Accordingly, such

l)ointed tirades as tliose with which we sometimes meet ought

to be leveled against Science rather than against Theology.

The guns are pointed in the wrong direction ; for the original

errors are clearly errors of Science rather than of Theology.

One would almost suppose, at times, that it was only ignorant

Christians and theologians who had been so narrow and blinded

as to oppose the discoveries of Science in the past. jSTo doubt

many of them were narrow and blinded enough to do so. But

what about the citizens of the scientific commonwealth them-

selves? Were they always ready to hail every new discovery

in Science, and defend it against the blinded theologian or the

narrow Christian ? On the contrary, some of the most decided

opposition came f^-oni the scientific ranks themselves. The

Copernican theory of the solar system met with the determined

opposition of the astronomers of the age. Leibnitz and other

distinguished contemporaries rejected and derided the theory

of gravitation when propounded by jS'ewton. When Harvey

announced the discovery of the circulation of the blood, "all

the physicians were against his opinion;" and very much the

same thing happened to Jenner when he introduced vaccina-

tion. When Young propounded the undulatory theory of light,

he "was hooted at as absurd by the popular scientific writers

of the day." Christlieb reminds us that the French Academy
"in former times rejected (1) the use of quinine, (2) vaccina-

tion, (3) lightiung conductors, (-i) the existence of mcteorolites,

(5) the steam engine." * And did not Goethe deny and ridi-

cule Xewton's theory of colors ? And is it only theologians who
refuse to accept the Darwinian hypothesis of evolution? AVith-

out doubt many theologians have been foolish enough to reject

genuine scientific discoveries, but citizens of the commouwealth

of Science have been, to say the least, just as foolish. Is there

not an old proverb that says, " People who live in glass houses

should not throw stones ?

"

* " Modern Doubt and Christian Bdief," p. S24, note (Clark).
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Let no one snpi:>ose that we imagine theologians to have
alvyays acted wisely in the past in regard to the discoveries of
Science. On the contrary, in much of their conduct we praise
tlicm not. Tliere has been, and there still is, in a lesseniiii^
degree, a hard and narrow school who live in ar. hysterical
dread of Science, and who, if tliey do not hate it, look upon it

with ill-disguised susj)icion. The mode of ]n-ocedure adopted
by this school, there is reason to believe, tells most injuriously
against the Bible and rehgion, and gives no small impulse to
skepticism. Instead of opening their eyes and looking out for
the reasonable and true, the sound and safe position, they lay
it down as a principle to make no surrender until they are
compelled. Tliey meet every new advance of Science with
unworthy disbelief and opposition, instead of that hearty rec-
ognition which the love of truth and a lirm faith in God should
inspire. They take up false positions, one after another, only
to be compelled to abandon them one after another. And the
consequence of all tliis is only too certain. In the mind of
on-lookers Christianity becomes associated with defeat and all
that is untenable, until their faith in it is sadly shaken and dis-
integrated. There is too much reason to fear that the course
of action just referred to awakens more skeptical doubts, and
makes more skeptics, than all the Science in the world.
Our more immediate object, however, in the present article,

15 to draw attention to some important points at which the un-
belief of the age has received a substantial check, or has even
been worsted and compelled to retreat. There are such points
both in the sphere of Science and in that of liistorical criticism.
We shall hnd that, at certain important points, Science calls a
halt at present, greatly to tlie annoyance of blatant intidclitv.
U e shall also iind that, at not a few important points, histoi--
ical criticism has not only administered to unbelief a substantial
check, but has even succeeded in turning the tide, and still

succeeds in keeping it decidedly flowing back.
When we take the case even of Ilerbert Spencer, who is

spoken of by his sympatliizers as "the apostle of the under-
standing," and " our great philosopher," we find in his latest
utterances that a great deal more is admitted than perhaps
some unbelievers like to see. We do not say that he has
changed his religious ground, but only that he has stated anew,
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explicitly and succinctly, what all must feel to be logically im-

plied in his position. The Unknowable, which takes the place

of God in his philosophy, is an object about which Mr. Spencer

really knows a great deal, and which contains many of the at-

tributes of Deity. This Unknowable—he prints this and simi-

lar words with an initial capital—he knows and declares to be

Energy, Infinite, Eternal, the Ultimate Reality, the Ultimate

Cause. It transcends phenomena, and " belief in its existence

has, among our beliefs, the highest validity of any," and '' an

indestructible consciousness of it is the very basis of our intel-

ligence." " D^^ty requires us neither to affirm nor deny per-

sonality " in regard to it. The " choice is not between person-

ality and something lower than personality," but " between

personality and something higher ;" for the " Ultimate Power
is no more representable in terms of human consciousness than

human consciousness is representable in terms of a plant's func-

tions." In other words, the Ultimate Power is not personal in

the human sense, because it is as much higher than human
personality as such personality is higher than vegetable life.

Furthermore, it is in some sense true that by this " Infinite and

Eternal Energy all things are created and sustained," and it

" stands toward our general conception of things in substan-

tially the same relation as does the Creative Power asserted by

Theology," In short, the Unknov;able is the Ultimate Real-

ity, higher than human personality. Infinite, Eternal, and Un-

changeable in being, power, and activity, the First Cause, the

Creator and Preserver of all things. "When we further learn

that there is in man a "religious consciousness" which "must
continue to exist," we come extremely near possessing all those

elements which form a logical basis for religion.*

Passing on, liowever, to our more special object, we proceed

to mention two or three important points at which modern un-

belief has received a substantial check at the hands of Science.

"When the development hypothesis obtained such an amount
of proof as to make it plausible, it was immediately taken up,

and the trampet was sounded to proclaim that creation could

now be explained without a personal God—indeed, that there

was no such thing as creation in any form. ISTot OTily did unbe-

lievers accept it as the explanation of tlie descent of one species

.

*See the " Xiuetcenth Century" for July, 188-1, on " Retrospective Religion."
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from another after life liad been originated, as Darwin held and

taught, but, more Darwinian than Darwin, they held that it

accounted for the very origin ^oi life ItseK. Life, said they, is

no new thing, but merely one of the forms of physical force,

hke motion, or heat, or light, or electricity. And just as

physical force can pass freely into the form of motion, or heat,

or electricity, so it can pass into the form of life. In short,

life originated out of mere matter and physical force in the

course of natural development by spontaneous generation, or

what is called aljiogenesis.

But wliat is the real teaching of Science at present in regard

to tliis matter ? Certainly it is decidedly against the supposi-

tion that life springs into being out of dead mattei- and force

by any process of sj?07itaneou8 generatioii. All the facts of

Science, as distinguisiied from its fancies, clearly point to the

conclusion that life springs only from life. If sve ask what

scientists of the highest authority, whom no one can reason-

ably imagine to be biased by orthodox Christianity, have to

eay in regard to the matter, we shall find that their testimony

is firm and clear. Professor Huxley must be regarded as an un-

exceptionable witness in the case, and here is his testimony

:

Not only is the kind of evidence adduced in favor of abiogen-
csis logically insuilicient to furnish proof of its occurrence, but it

may be stated as a well-based induction, that the more careful the
investigator, and the more complete his mastery over the endless

practical difficulties whieli surround experimentation on this sub-
ject, the more certain are his experiments to give a negative result.

Again he says :

The fact is, that at the present moment there is not a shadow
of trustworthy direct evidence that abiogenesls does take place,

or lias taken place witliin the historic period during which the
existence of life on the globe is recorded.*

The name of Professor Tyndall stands, like that of Professor

Huxley, in the front rank of trustworthy and successful scien-

tific investigators, and he is no less explicit. It is true that

when he is indulging in the " scientific use of the imagination,"

and " crosses the boundary of experimental evidence," he dis-

covers in matter "the promise and potency of all terrestrial

life." Put wlien he confines liimself to truth scientifically

* " Encyclopodia Britaunioa," vol. iii, p. 6S9 ; article on " Biology."
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ascertained, lie gives his testimony round and clear in favor

of biogenesis as against abiogencsis, and no one has earned more
worthily than he the right to speak with authority on this sub-

ject, lie says :

In reply to your questiou [whether there exists the least evi-
dence to prove tliat any form of life can be developed out of
matter], true men of science will frankly admit their inability to
point to any satisfactory experimental p'roof that life can be' de-
veloped, save from demonstrable antecedent life.*

In another place he says :

I here affi]-m, that no shred of trustworthy experimental testi-
mony exists to prove that life in our day has ever appeared iDde-
pendeutly of antecedent life,

f

And once more, he declares '" that every attempt made in

our day to generate life, independently of antecedent life, lias

utterly broken down." X
We now pass from our own country [Britain] to the Conti-

nent. As the representative of the highest science of France,

we cite the testimony of Pasteur, whose name in regard to this

department appropriately follows that of Tyndall. After long
and minute experimentation in reference to spontaneous gener-

ation, he gives this as his assured conclusion :

There is no case known at the present day in Avhich we can
affirm that microscopic creatures have come into existence with-
out germs, without ])arents like themselves. Those who pretend
that they do have been the du])es of ihusions, of experiments
badly performed, vitiated by mistakes Avhich they have not been
able to perceive, or which they have not known how to avoid. §

From France we pass to Germany. Professor Yirchow of

Berlin is a name worthy to be mentioned along with the pre-

ceding. He is not only an authority of the first class, but one

M'ho may also be safely regarded as free from all theological

bias. His declaration is most explicit

:

This gcncraiio aquivoca [by which he means spontaneous gen-
eration], which has been so often contested and so often contra-
dicted, is, nevertheless, always meeting us afresh. To be sure,

* '"Fragments of Science," vol. ii, p. 194, "Belfast Address."

f "Nineteenth Century." March, 1878, p. 507.

X "Fragments of Science," Preface to the sixth edition, p. vi.

§ "Revue des Cours scicDtifiqiies," 23 Avril, 18C4, p. 2G5; article " Dea Gen-
erations spontanees."
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we know not a single positive fact to prove that a generatio
(cquivoca has ever been made, that inorganic masses—such as the
firm of Carbon Sc Co.—have ever spontaneously developed them-
selves into organic masses. Xo one has ever seen a generatio
(cquivoca effected ; and whoe-\ er supposes that it lias occurred is

contradicted by the natiiralist, and not merely by the theologian.

. . . We must acknowledge that it has not yet been proved.*

Our space does not permit us to adduce more testimonies.

Xor is it necessary; for tlie preceding are quite sufficient to

show the exact state of tlie case in the estimation of scientific

men of the very highest rt^nk, v>'ho are at tlie same time quite

free from all theological bias. The chasm between the inor-

ganic and the organic, the lifeless and the living, is not yet

bridged over. But what follows from this according to Strauss ?

He says

:

So long as we regard the contrast between the inorganic and
the organic—lifeless and living natui'e—as an absolute one—so

long as we hold fast to the conception of a special vital power—it

is ifn2?ossible to get over the chasm without iniracle.\

Another most important point at which the hypothesis of

merely natural evolution has received a check is in regard to

the time requisite for the necessities of the case. It demands
countless millions of years for its operation. But, according to

our highest physicists, such countless millions of years cannot

possibly be allowed. Professor Tait of Edinburgh, speaking in

regard to this point, says

:

The subject [how long the earth has been habitable for plants

and animals] has been taken up very carefully within the last few
years by Sir "William Thomson. ... He divides -his argument
upon it into three heads. The first is an argument from the in-

ternal heat of the earth ; the second is fi-om the tidal retardation
of the earth's rotation ; and the third is from the sun's tempera-
ture. . . . Each of these arguments is quite independent of the

* "The Freedom of Science in the Modern State," pp. 3Q. ff., second edition.

•f-
"Der alte uud der nouo Glaube,"p. 17-i. In the original Strauss uses the past

tense in the above quotation. AYJiy? Because at the time he wrote. Baihyhiu-}

was the popuhar catchword

—

Bathyhius which Professors Huxley and Hackel

regarded as offering a possible explanation of life. Desperate men will catch ac

straws, and so Strauss grasped at Bathybiics ; and tiiinking that the physical

theory of life was now demonstrated, he wrote in the past tense. But we now
Ivnow that the explanation of the origin of life by BaUiybius is, to use a word

which Strauss has made famous, a myth. Hence we feel warranted in translating

in the present tense.
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other two, and is—for all tend to sometliing about the same—to

the effect that ten millions of years is about the utmost tliat can

be allowed, from the physical point of view, for all tlie changes
that have taken place on the earth's surface since vegetable life of

the lowest form was capable of existing here. ... I dare say

many of you are acquainted with the speculations of Lyell and
others, especially of Darwin, who tell us that even for a compar-
atively brief portion of recent geological history three hundred
millions of years will not suffice ! . . . Physical considerations from
various independent points of view render it utterly impossible

that more than ten or fifteen millions of yeai's can be granted.*

Here we liave the results at wliicli Sir William Thomson has

arrived, and in which both he and Professor Tait, two of our

foremost mathematical physicists, concur. It is true that Dr.

Croll qnestioDS tlie exact trustworthiness of some of Sir "Will-

iam's calculations, but he himself sajs

:

The general conclusion to which Ave are therefore led from
physical considerations regarding the age of the sun's heat is,

that the entire geological history of our globe must be comprised
within less than one hundred millions of years, f

Darwin felt and acknowledged this " formidable objection,"

and apparently has no solution to ofier except the supposition of

'" violent clianges, causing a more rapid rate of development." X

We might also draw attention with effect to the fact that in-

fertility hetiucen distinct sjpecies still stands as a difficult barrier

in the way of the hypothesis of mere natural evolution. Even

after all the infltience and care of man in producing different

varieties, some of them very unlike the originals, he has never

yet succeeded in producing from any of the higher species a

new species which can stand the test of continued infertility in

the attempt at inter-breeding with the original. Mr. DarA\'in

•does not profess that this has ever been attained in regard to

any of the higher species ; and Professor Huxley frankly says

:

It is our clear conviction that, as the evidence stands, it is not

absolutely proven that a group of animals, having all the charac-

ters exhibited by species in nature, has ever been origuiatcd by

selection, whether artificial or natural. . . . There is no positive

evidence, at present, that any group of animals has, by variation

and selective breeding, given rise to another group which was

«ven in the least degree infertile with the first.

"Recent Advances iu Physical Science," pp. 165, jf.

f " Climate and Time," p. 355. % " Origin of Species," p. 2S6, sixth edition.
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Ami lie speaks of this as the "'little rift withiu the lute,"

Nvhich is not to be disguised or overlooked." "•^"

We pass on, however, to another point, closely connected

with tlie above, at which modern unbelief has met Avith a de-

cided check at the hands of Science. "We refer to the origin of
man. It was fondly hoped by many, believed b}' not a few,

and even loudly proclaimed by some, that man vras merely a

natural and chance development out of the ape, or some other

lower animal. There are not a few who hold that this is the

true origin of man, and tliat to speak of him as being in any

true sense created by God, or in the image of God, is a delu-

sion. There is no divine or immortal spirit in him ; he is merely

an animal of the higlier and luckier kind, only of the earth,

earthy. Of course they have not found out the "missing lijik
"

bridging over the chasm between man and the ape ; but they

have always been ready to proclaim, on each new discovery of

a human skull, that here was the necessary link, the immediate

progenitor of man. " Every body who found a skull in a cave,

or a bone in the fissure of a rock, thought he had got a bit of

him." Professor Iliickcl has actually gone so far as to fill up
the yawning gap out of his imagination, and even to give the

imaginary creature a name, and the name is Alalus !

There are two capital facts from which this view of the de-

scent of man has received a clieck. One is the fact of the vast

distance between the brain of man and that of the nearest apes.

It is acknowledged that natural evolution proceeds only by
infinitesimal variations. Mr. Darwin himself says: "Xatural
•selection can never take a great and sudden leap, but must ad-

vance by short and sure, though slow, steps." f Kow, speak-
ing in a general way, the brain-mass of man is about three times
that of the highest antliropoid ape. To quote from Mr. A. R.
Wallace:

The collections of Dr. J. B. Davis and Dr. Morton give the
following as the average internal capacity of the cranium in
the cliief races: Teutonic family, 04 cubic inches; Esquimaux,
91 e\ibic inches; Negroes, 85 cubic inches; Australians and Tas-
inanians, 82 cubic inches; Bushmen, 77 cubic inches. . . . The
adult male orang-outano- is quite as bulky as a small-sized man,
^vhile the gorilla is considerably above the average size of man,

* "Lny Sermons, ArJdressns, and Reviews," p. 323.

f
" Or s,'iii of SpecifS," p. 15tJ.
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as estimated by bulk and weight; yet the former has a brain df

only 28 cubic inches; the latter, one of 30, or, in the largest spcH'-

imens yet known, of 34.j cubic inclies. AVe have seen that the

average cranial capacity of the lowest savages is probably not

less i\id.i\five sixtJis of that of the highest civilized races, whilr

the brain of the anthropoid a])es scarcely amounts to one tJtinl

that of man, in both cases taking the average; or the propor-

tions may be more clearly i-epresented by the following figures:

anthropid apes, 10; savages, 26; civilized man, 32.*

Where, then, is tlie possibility of this great chasm being

leaped over by that law of natural selection which " can never

take a leap ? " It is brouglit to a direct lialt bj the impassable

chasm, as the mountain-climber at times finds his course over

the glacier suddenly arrested by some tremendous crevasse.

But when the climber comes upon a-n impassable chasm ho

can occasionally find a way over it by walking far enough

along the side. May it not be the same here ? Scientific men
answer as yet v.-ith an emphatic Xo ; and this is the second

capital fact to which we referred. On the one side we have

the liuman race, and on the other side the anthropoid apes,

and between them a chasm deep and wide, which no mere

evolution can leap over. But when we travel along the humar.

side of tliis chasm, away into the dim ages of tlie past, we

nowhere find a bridge, scarcely even an approach of the tAvo

opposite sides. The chasm remains substantially the same,

equally deep and wide, and equally mysterious and impassable

all the way along. In other v.'ords, when we travel back to the

remotest ages, we find that man -was then possessed of tlic

same brain-mass as at present, and there is no real indication

of approximation to the ape. Between the two there still re-

mains the same great gulf fixed. On this point Mr. "Wallace

is also very explicit

:

The few remains yet known of pre-historic man do not indi-

cate any material diminution in the size of the brain-case. ^V

Swiss skull of tlie stone age, found in the lake dwelling of ^leileu,

corresponded exactly to that of a Swiss youth of the present day.

The celebrated Neanderthal skull had a larger circumference tliaii

the average; and its capacity, indicating actual mass of brain, i>

estimated to have been not less than seventy-five cubic inches, or

nearly the average of existing Australian crania. Tlie Entris

skull, perhaps the oldest known, and whicli, according to Sir John

* " Contribnlioii.s to the Tlioory of Natural Selection," p. 333, second edition.
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Lubbock, "there seems no doubt was really contemporary with
the mammoth and the cave-bear," is yet, according to Professor

Huxley, "a fair average" skull, which might have belonged to a

|ihilosopher, or might have contained the thoughtless brains of a

sn-age." Of the cave men of Les Eyzics, who were undoubtedly
contemporary with the reindeer in the south of France, Professor

Paul Broca says : "The great capacity of the brain, the devel-

opment of the frontal region, the fine elliptical form of the an-

terior part of the profile of the skull, are incontestable character-

istics of superiority, such as we are accustomed to meet with in

civilized races." "

Professor Virchow is no less explicit. He says

;

When we study the fossil man of the quaternary period, who
must, of course, have stood comparatively near to our primitive

•ancestors in the order of descent, or rather ascent, we find always
a man, just such men as are now. . . . The old ti'oglodytes, pile-

villagers, and bog.people prove to be quite a respectable society.

They have heads so large that many a living person Avould only

l)e too happy to possess such. . . . Nay, if we gather together the

whole sum of the fossil men hitherto known, and put them par-

allel with those of the present time, we can decidedly pronounce
that there are among living men a much larger number of indi-

viduals who show a relatively inferior type than there are among
the fossils known up to this time . . . Every addition to the amount
of objects which we have attained as materials for discussion has

removed us farther from the hypothesis propounded.!

"We may add the following from Professor Dn Bois-Eey-

mond, also of Berlin University

:

At a certain period of the development of life on the globe, an
«poch of which we do not know the date, there arose a thing new
and hitherto unheard of, a thing incomprehensible as the essence

of matter and force. The thread of our intelligence of nature,

which mounts up to that infinitely distant time, is broken, and
we find ourselves face to face with an impassable abyss. That
new and incomprehensible phenomenon is thought. J

The outcome of all this obviously is, that, so far as matters

go at present, natural evolution is brought to a complete

halt at the edge of the impassable gulf which stretches along

between man and the ape all the way througliout the ages.

"We close this department of our subject with brielly men-

tioning one other point where Science administers a check to

* Wallace, "Contributions to the Theory of Natural Selection," pp. 336,/.

f
" The Freedom of Science in the Modern State," p. 63.

X
" La Revue scientilique," 10 Octobre, ISM, p. 3-11.
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tlie grosser infidelity. "We refer to the materialistic cx2?lan<'-

tian of consciousness and thoughL It may be granted lliat

thought and feeling are accompanied with moleculai* action in

the brain, but we cannot write the two things over against each

other as eqiiivalents. The highest scientific authorities are

quite clear and emphatic that the two things are utterly incom-

mensurable, and that there is no conceivable translation from

the one into the other. In other words, the purely material-

istic explanation of thought is as utterly unthinkable as ever.

"The passage," says Professor Tyndall, "from the physics of

the brain to the corresponding facts of consciousness is incon-

ceivable as a result of mechanics.*' Even were our minds and

senses vastly " expanded, strengthened, and illuminated, the

chasm between the two classes of phenomena would still remain

intellectually impassable." "In reality [the molecular group-

ings and motions] explain nothing. The utmost [the material-

ist] can affirm is the association of two classes of phenomena,

of whose real bond of union he is in absolute ignorance. The
problem of the connection of body and soul is as insoluble, in

its modern form, as it was in the pre-scientific ages." *

Du Bois-Heymond is equally plain. TTe might refer to the

quotation given in the preceding paragraph ; but wc may be

allowed to add the following

:

'\\'"hat conceivable connGCtion subsists between definite move-
ments of definite atoms in my brain on the one band, and on the

other hand such primordial, indefinable, undeniable facts as

these: "I feel pain or pleasure; I experience a sweet taste, or

sraell a rose, or hear an organ, or see something red ? "
. . •

It is absolutely and forever inconceivable that a number of car-

bon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms should be otherwise

tlian indifi^erent as to their own position and motion, past, present,

or future. It is utterly inconceivable how consciousness should

result from tlieir joint action.f

Elsewhere he says, most emphatically, " that not only in the

present state of otir knowledge is thought not explicable by

means of its material conditions, but from the nature of things

it will never be." X

* " Fragments of Science," vol. ii, pp. 87,/.

f Quoted in Tyndall's " Fragments of Science," vol. ii, pp. 22S, /.

i
" La Kevue scientifique," 10 Octobre, 1874, p. 341.
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Art. VI.-THE DANGER OF APOSTASY.

'A(5ti'rt"0f yap Tovq a^a^ durtcdlvrag yevaafxhovq re TTjq iupeaq rf/g tTTovpnv'iov koI

iieToxovi; yn'ijdh-rag 'rrvsv^aroQ ayiov koX kc/mv yevaauevovg Otov pi'ua diwa/xeig ts

ueA/.oi'rog cluvog, xal TraparrEGovTag, rvd/uv avaKaivii^ei.v e'lg fiETavoiav^ aiaaravpovvrag

iiu-roig ruv liov rov dsov Kal TrapaSE/.yuari^^ovrag. T^ yap ?} TTtovaa rhv £-' avrfjg

iji\6u€Vov TTo'/./.amg verov, Kal TiKTOvaa jSoravrfv evderov kKelvoig di' oug kqi yeupyelrat^

fnra/Mu.3dv£C ev'/xjylag d~b rov 6cOv- SKiiepovaa 6e ciKavdag Kal rpiiSo/.ovg ddoKi/xog

Kal KardpaK ky/ig, 7/g ro rk/.og elg Kavciv.—Hebrews vi, -i-S.

Foras toucliiug those who were once enlightened and tasted of the heavenly gift,

and were made partakers of the Holy Gliost, and tasted the good word of God,

and the powers of tlie age to come, and then fell away, it is impossible to renew

them aprain unto repentance; seeing they crucify to thenaselvcs the Son of God

afresh, and put him to an open shame. For the laud which hath drunk the rain

that conietii oft upon it, and bringoth forth herbs meet for them for whose sake

it is also tilled, receiveth blessing from God : but if it beareth thorns and thistles,

it is rejected and nigh unto a curse ; whose end is to be burned.

—

Revised Version.

' 'EKovaiug yap duapravovruv rjucjv fitrd rb ?.al3eiv rijv iuiyvuuiv rJig d?.7]9elag,

ovKtri nepl auapriijv d-old-erai dvcia, (^oflspd 6e rig SKdoxr? Kpiasug Kal irvpbg ^fpiog-

sadietv /.u?.?MVTog rovg {r^Evayrlovg. adzrrjcag rig vofiov Muvceug jwpif oiKripficbv

IttI 6vali/ 1] rpialv fidprvaiv d~odvfioii£r rzocid doKeire x^'powg a^tud/'jaErai ri^tupiag 6

701' vlbv rov 6eov Kara-ari/aag, nal rb al/ia n'/g 6iadr]Kj]g kolvov rfp}cdi.itvog ev o>

7]ycdaO//, Kal rb -vevua rFjg ;i;a/3iro? hvppicag. olda/jev yap rbv E't-dvra. 'E/20I ekS'i-

Ki,cig, E)ij dvra-oducw Kal rrd?.iv KpivEi Kvpiog rbv 7.abv ahrov. '^o^Epbv rb e/xtteceIv

ilg ;t£7pcif Oeov ^€)vrog. Hebrews x, 2G-31.

For if we sin willfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth,

there rernaiueth no. more a sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful expectation of

judgment, and a fierceness of fire which shall devour the adversaries. A man
tliat hath set at naught iloses's lav/ dieth without compassion on the v:ord of two

or three witnesses : of how much sorer punishment, think ye, shall he be judged

worthy, wlio hath trodden under foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood

of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath don©

dfspile unto the Spirit of grace? For we know him that said. Vengeance belong-

eth unto me, I will recompense. And again, The Lord shall judge his people.

It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.

—

Revised Version.

T}iE two passages given above, the latter being simply a du-

plicate of the former, -^-itli only slight variations, are at once

important and difficult. They have been the subject of an un-

told amount of learned discitssion, criticism, and word-twisting,

and about them have been fought some of the severest battles

recorded in the annals of theological and biblical polemics ; and

the end is not yet. Our limits forbid us to attempt even an

outline of the history of these conflicts, and we must be con-

tent with only brief references, and concise presentations of

some of the many interpretations that have been offered of the
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words and forms of expression found in tlie above quoted ]);i>-

sages, and with the -statement of the eondusions to whicli thev
seem to lead.

To tlie unsophisticated reader these passages, at their first

-reading, would suggest the thought that their author saw a

very great danger, against which he desired to \varn those
whom he addressed

; that this danger was real, and not siinplv

apparent, and that its visitation would be of the most fearful
character

; and also, that the realization of these deprecated evils

w^as contingent and capable of being avoided. As a lesson of
Christian instruction and admonition, it seems, at first sight, to

assume that those to whom the warnings were addressed had at-

tained to the conditions and relations first indicated, which thev
are earnestly exhorted to maintain ; and in all this there is a
natural implication that there is a fearful possibility of failure,

and that the consequences of coming short would be a complete
-and final loss of \he contemplated blessings, assured to them
that continue to the end.

Probably the difiicnlties that have appeared to some minds
in these passages would not have seemed especially formidable
but for their bearing upon certain points of dogmatic theology

;

•and were those dogmas entirely out of the way, the interpreta-

tion of the language of the epistle would be quite obvious. It

is no doubt allowable to concede something to the " analogy
-of tlie faith " in the interpretation of Scripture ; not, however,
to conform the obvious sense of the word to creeds and doc-
trines of men's invention, but simply to harmonize the teach-

ings of the various portions of the word of God with theui-

•selves. Every true critic or exegete, seeking only to know
what is the real sense of the written word, is aware of tlie

blinding and perverting influence of dogmatic prepossessions,
and these are especially troublesome when any favorite dogma,
which is also an essential element of a theological system, be-

comes an effective factor in some problem of interpretation.

Among the valuable results of the rational (not rationalistic!

methods of modern criticism is the assertion and acceptance of

the maxim that dogma is always subordinate to Scripture, and
therefore the plainest and most obvious sense of the langnag^
of the Bible should always be preferred, and, indeed, never
.given up except as required by the still clearer teachings of
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vtiicr portions of the inspired word. Scripture may be inter-

])reted bj Scripture, but never by dogmas.

The application of this rule to the case in hand would no

doubt very greatly mitigate its difficulties, and possibly it

would make plain and easily intelligible all of its seeming ob-

scurities and contradictions. But this can be done only at

the expense of the symmetry of some of the famous creeds of

Cln-istendom.

The doctrine known and designated as " the perseverance

of the saints " declares that a person who has been truly re-

generated cannot, by any possibility, fail of eternal salvation

;

tliat " they whom God hath accepted in liis Beloved, effectually

called and sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally nor final-

ly fall away from the state of grace, but shall certainly perse-

vere therein to the end, and be eternally saved."— Westminster

Confession. The man in whom that dogma has become in-

trenched, coming to the interpretation of the passages at the head

of this paper, finds himself at once confronted with stateuieuts

and implications that he cannot accept. He is therefore forced

into a process of " hedging," and of exegetical maneuverings,

if possible, to make the words and sentences here used mean
Something dift'erent from their first and most obvious sense.

Probably no other portion of Scripture has ever given so much
occasion to this kind of learned legerdemain. Evidently this

doctrine of "perseverance" is a very great favorite, and is ear-

nestly cherished by some who hold, rather loosely, some of the

sterner doctrines of the more comprehensive system of which
it is an integral part'. It is very comfortable, when one has

long been living without any recent assurance of the divine

favor, to remember former experiences, and because of them to

conclude that all will be well at last. It is said that Cromwell,

when he saw that he was nearing his end, asked his chaplain,

Dr. Thomas Goodwin, whether if a man had once been truly

converted he could be finally lost, and having been assured

tliat he certainly could not, he replied, " Then I am safe, for I

know that I was once a child of God." Probably not many
persons meet this case with such honest bluntness ; but quite

certainly not a few reason in the same way.

The doctrine of "perseverance"—that it is impossible for a

converted person to fall away from Christ and be lost— is an
46—FIFTU SEHIKS, VOL. I.
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integral aiul inseparable i:)art of the more extended system of

absolute and unconditional predestination, wliicli embodies tlic

doctrine of tlie " divine decrees," the election of some to eternal

life, and the absolutely certain dooming of all others to eternal

death, and all because of God's good pleasure. The salvation

of the elect being decreed, their effectual calling, regeneration,

sanctiiication, and eternal glorification follow of course and

necessaiily, as the unfoldings of an eternal purpose. This sys-

tem has the advantages of complete unity and of logical con-

sistency of its parts, which are so closely compacted that the

whole and all its parts must stand or fall together ; but its first

principles are not derived from the divine word, and its final

outcome is too horrible to be accepted for a moment. The

result readied by the sternest predestinarians is no doubt the

only logical one after accepting the dogma of unconditional

grace, and consequently of the indefectibility of the divine life

in the soul. They are monerglsts, asserting that God alone

performs in man the work of salvation, and that human agency

is not admitted as a condition either to assure or defeat tlie

puq^oses of almighty goodness ; and that having begun the good

v.'ork, he will never cease till it shall be completed in eternal

salvation. Accordingly, it will not do to understand the strong

expressions found in the passages before us as indicating any

thing conditional in respect to personal salvation in Cln'ist.

And so in order to get rid of the plain meanings of these

words and phrases lias seemed to be the great business of many

M'ho have undertaken their exposition.

The manifest design of the Epistle to the Hebrews is to

dissuade those to wliom it is addressed from abandoning tlie

profession of the Gospel, and going back again to Judaism. In

doing this the writer examines the claims set forth by Christ,

and by others for him, to be the promised and expected !^[es-

siah, the divinely ordained Priest of tlie better covenant, of

which things the Levitical priesthood and the Sinaitic covenant

were only shadows and prophetic symbols. And mingled with

these arguments, and also coming after them, are the mo-r.

earnest warnings and cogent entreaties, enforced by considera-

tions of the fearful dangers that would be risked in the dei)iv-

cated apostasy. Respecting the nature of the evils that nin-t

result from so doing, it is agreed by all that they would involve
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the complete perdition of those wlio might experience them,

for language cgiild scarcely be rendered more direct and fear-

fully significant. The thought tliat is evidently present to the

mind of the inspired writer is, such a form of apostasy from
Christ as nnist involve its subject in corajilete and irretrievable

spiritual ruin.

But who are tlie persons here spoken of as liable to this

great danger, and what are their actual relations to Christ and

the Gospel? Were they Christians, who had personally be-

lieved, and received in their own hearts the gifts of the Spirit,

as seems to be implied in the language used ? and if so, wherein

oousisted their danger? But because there are clear intima-

tions in the words of the epistles that those addressed were in

danger of utter perdition, the attempt is made with remark-

able earnestness and persistence to show that they never had
been truly converted. The (iesperateness of this attempt is,

however, too obvious to escape attention, and the evidence that

it is made under the stress of dogmatic necessity is manifest.

Tlie persons in question had been " enlightened "—of course,

by the Holy Spirit ; had '• tasted the heavenly gift," '* the good
M-ord of God," and " the power of the world to come :" and yet

it is by some gravely asserted that these terms describe some
lower state than that of the feeblest and least advanced child of

(Tod. At this point Alford (who was not a Calvinist) remarks :

All this is clearly contrary to the plainest sensje of the terms
luTO used. The writer even lieaps up clause upon clause to sshow
tliat no such shallow tasting is intended, and the whole contextual
argument is against the view, for it is the very fact of those per-
sons having virtually entered the spiritual life which makes it

inipossible to renew them afresh if they fall away. If they have
never entered it, if they are unregenerate, -what possible logic is

it, or even common sense at all, to say that their shallowtaste
and partial apprehension makes it impossible to renew them ?

And how could their coming to Christ, if tlicy should come,
he a '^renewing again," if, indeed, they had never really and
truly repented ?

Professor Moses Stuart, whose commentary is nnich more
exegetical than dogmatical, remarks at this place, that the

^V()rds rov^ d-a^ (pcorioOtvrar, those who were once enlightened^

*'0 not in themselves (or necessarily) imply saving illumination^
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"but illumination or instruction simply as to the principles

of the Christian religion." No doubt the nature and extent of

the experience indicated by the word in question (enlightened)

must be ascertained from the implications of the accompanvin:^'

words and phrases. Three forms of expression are here used,

either as identical each with the others, or else as cumulative^,

but all predicated of the same ])ersons or characters ; and i-e-

specting the second of these, yevoaiitvovg re rijg dupedg rTig erovpa-

-viov, have tasted of the heavenly glft^ Stuart expressly declares,

"It does not mean merely to suj)^ or simply to ajyj^ly for once

to the ixdate^ so as just to perceive the taste of a thing, but it

means the full enjoyment, j^ercejytion, or exjyerience of a thing."

'To taste death is to e:q)ene?ice death (Matt, xvi, 2S;.Johu
viii, 52) ; and to taste that the Lord is gracious (1 Peter ii, 3) is

to experience his saving power. Peter at J oppa, praying u])on

the house-top at noon-time, became very hungry, iyh-cm 6s

npoaneivog, and desired to eat, literally, to taste, yevaaodai; and

certainly a " very hungry " man would desire something more
than simply to touch his tongue to the coveted food. Dr.

Moll (in Lange's " Bibel-werk ") remarks of the phrase, once

enlightened, that "the context, and the use of the word (eliap.

X, 32), show that the word here denotes spiritual enlighten-

ment, reflected through the preaching of the Gospel (Eph.

iii, 9)
;

" and respecting the sense of yevoafisvovg, he follows

Tholuck and " the more recent [evangelical] interpreters " in

declaring " against every special interpretation," and points to

2 Cor. ix, 15 (^.v.), where salvation in Christ is called " ' the uii-

spcakable gift' of grace." And he lays stress on the emphatic

placing of yevoafiivovg at the beginning of the clause. The
construction making the word signify a " practical cxperieiiee,

by actual personal appropriation and enjoyment," he further

remarks, was " perhaps dictated by the idea of an enjoyment
out of the fullness of the heavenly riches of grace." It is evi-

dent, therefore, if words and phrases are to be construed ac-

cording to their usual signiiicance, and the manifest design of

the discourse in which they are used, that the several partici-

ples here found are intended to designate a state of real spirit-

ual regeneration ; and since such persons are warned to guard

against apostatizing, the possibility that they may do so seems

to be conceded and assured.
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The exact sense of tlie terms here employed to describe the

spiritual condition of the persons whose cases are brought

under notice nnist be considered. And here it should be ob-

served, that by the misleadings of theological predilections, or

from some other cause, the authors of the accepted version of

the Bible failed at this point to bring ont the precise sense

of the original. These veral terms

—

(poirtodevra^j enlightened

i

yevaanhovg, tasted / ixeroxpvg yevTjdivrag^ made jMrtakers / yev-

oaiuvovg, tasted; Trapa-eoovrag, fell away—are all alike past

]xirticiples, each implying something actually done or hap-

pened, but which also continues in its results and consequences

to the present, and extends forward indefinitely. They in-

dicate, therefore, not simply historical facts, but likewise con-

tinuous conditions, which are also perpetuated forces with

still incompleted outcomes. The persons spoken of, whether

real or supposed, come into the case as those who have been
" enlightened," have " tasted," have " been made partakers,"

and have "fallen away," The tense of these participles indi-

cates what, having actually taken place, as actions or happen-

ings, in some past time, have also brought their subjects into

other and continuous conditions and relations, and each of the

things mentioned is equally real—accomplished and yet abid-

ing—the last named being no more contingent than any one of

the others

—

ilio,falling aicay standing precisely as all the rest,

as something not problematical and future, but as real and

already effected. The " if " (chap, vi, 6) in our English Version,

by which the falling aioay is made to appear as not actual but

contingent, is entirely without authority, and it clearly per-

verts the passage from its obvious sense.

Upon this palpable mistranslation English-speaking Calvin-

ists have attempted, apparently mucli to their own satisfac-

tion, to turn aside the force of tlie argument derived from this

passage against the cherished dogma of " final perseverance."

Even so respectable a writer as the late Professor Cowlcs, of

Oberlin (see his Commentary in loco\ although he had con-

fessed that nothing corresponding to the particle " if " is found

in the original, builds all his argument against tlic actual

" falling away " of any real Christian upon the hypothetical

character of this warning. Respecting the spiritual character

and condition of the persons under notice, he grants, as many
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of liis Calvinistic nssociates do not, that "the descriptive points

put liere, when construed fairlv, seem to me to describe a ease

of real conversion." lie further concedes, in respect to the

sense of the falHng away, that " licyond question this word for

falling away signiiies a fatal moral fall—a real apostasy- from

truth and from God." And how, it will then be asked, aitLr

these two essential points have been conceded, are we to avoi^l

the conclusion that such persons are precisely the ones of whom
all the fearful menaces that follow arc predicated ? Here it is

:

It cannot escape the notice of the careful reader, that as bear-

ing upon the direct question, Will all true saints be finalbj
saved? the aflirmative testimonj' is positive, explicit, aiid un-

qualified [not so, for all is coiiditioned on continued fidelity],

while the negative testimony is hypothetical, ijiferential to thi-^

effect : T/'they do not watcli, and pray, and trust, they will not

be saved. 7/'tbcy fall away they are lost. But this is not the same
as to say that any of them loill fall away and so will be lost.*

Such a statement, coming from such a source, is an inex-

plicable enigma ; nor can we conceive how any one, who was

neither dishonest nor demented—and surely no one will suspect

its author of either—could so palpably misconstrue obvious

truth. And this strange scheme our author elaborates by say-

ing, that in effectuating the salvation of free moral agents the

influence of fear is a moral necessity, and therefore it is secured

by hypothetical threatenings of results and consequences which

the Spirit that inspired them knew, and which they who have

found out God's " secret will " have come to know, can never

be realized. If a human ruler should use such devices would

not men speak of him as insincere, untruthful, Jesuitical \

Professor Stuart, though as an hereditary Calvinist he never

could cpiitc consent to part with this last and most cherished

of the family jewels, was still both too well learned and too

candid to allow himself to be deluded with such sophistry.

and is manifestly impatient of it. After considering these and

other warnings addressed by God to his people, with the threat

of eternal damnation as the sure result of disobedience, he pro-

ceeds to say

:

Is this penalty really threatened ; or is it only a pretense of
threatening, something spoken merely in terrorem? Can we

* Commentary on Hebrews, p. 160.
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liesitate as to the answer which must be given' to this question?

lint if we admit the penalty to be really threatened, then the

iiiililication is, that Christians are addressed as exposed to incur

;lie ]K'nalty of the divine Law by sinning. In our text, they are

s\irely addressed as exj-tosed to fall into a ^tate in A\hich there

i-< no hope of a renewal by repentance. "Whatever may be true,

in tlie divine purposes, as to the final salvation of all those who are

mice truly regenerated, yet nothing can be plainer than tliat the

sacred writers have every-wliere addressed saints in the same
nuanner as they would address those whom they considered as

constantly exposed to fall awa}'' and to perish forever. It can-

not be denied, that all the warnings and awful comminations (di-

rected against cases of defection) are addressed to Christians in

tlic Nev.- Testament wliich could be addressed to them suppos-
ing them to be liable, every hour, to sin beyond the hope of

being renewed to repentance. "Whatever theory may be adopted
in explanation of this subject, as a matter of fcict there can be
no doubt that Christians are to be solemnly and earnestly wai-ned

against the danger of apostasy and consecpieut final perdition.

"What else is the object of the whole Epistle to the Hebrews, ex-

cept a warning against apostasy?

The spectacle of such minds—and these are only samples of

a great multitude—struggling in the sloughs and quicksands

of an evanishing creed, is neither agreeable nor assuring as to

the superiority of reason over prepossessions. To meet tlie

arguments drawn from the warnings and tlireateniugs of God
respecting men's liability to and the fearful consequences of

a])05tasy, by saying, " They may fall, but they vnll not," and by

l)leading the coTupatibility of the possihilify of ruin with the

certahity of saJceition, is a kind and degree of sophistry that a

rational mind would never tolerate except through the ])ervert-

ing influence of a long-cherished form of belief that lives on in

S])ite of common sense. The question is not one that involves

jiossible differences of opinion respecting either the power of

(-rod to save his people or his fidelity to liis ovrn promises, bitt

of his purposes, and of the practical economy of his grace

toward men. It might not become any one to deny God's

jiower to save every creature that he has made, including " the

angels that kept not their first estate ;" but he has not assured

us that he would do so, but quite the contrary. And if the

angels abode not in the trutii, and if man made in the image of

God fell away from his high estate, nniy not a man who was
conceived in sin and shapen in iniquity, though born again, fall
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back into liis former state ? Christ is, as to his power and

the merits of liis death, able to save all men; but as man's

Eedeemer he is declared to be able to save all that will come

to him, and no more. He is also able to keep his own to ever-

lasting life, ^,);'oy?Vi<^c<^ they remain faithful unto death. And to

ordinarily intelligent minds the interposition of the condition

practically shuts up the power-to-do -within its limitation.

As an inseparable part of the conception of the freedom of

the human will, in all the aettially saving operations of divine

grace, all who accept that belief must consent to the reality of

man's probationary state until his career on earth is accomplished.

As at the beginning his own willing acceptance of Christ and

his grace was a condition essential to his becoming a child (.»f

God, so only by the steady maintenance of that choice can liis

relations to Christ and his own spiritual life be maintained.

As he was first of all saved by faith, which in willing obedi-

ence laid hold on Christ—the human will co-operating with the

divine—so must he abide in the same faith that he may also

continue in Christ. If, indeed, man is an active agent, and not

entirely a passive subject, in the working out of his salvation,

then the failure of his required activity must also result in the

loss of the soul's salvation. To this view of man's truly proba-

tionary state while in the world the many and solemn warn-

ings in the Scriptures against backslidings and apostasies seem

to respond; and, indeed, without conceding the reality of the

deprecated danger, it would be very diffictilt to defend the

appeals uttered against the suspicion of being intentionally

false alarms. It is not, then, we say again, a qtiestion of God's

power, but of man's free agenc_y, and of God's method of deal-

ing with men, with whom, each for himself, through all life's

probation—imless converted men cease to be free agents—rests

the fearful possibility of shipwreck and perdition. This is not

a merely speculative and barren article of belief, but itself

an inseparable part of the all-comprehensive doctrine of the

freedom of the will under the active operations of the Gospel,

into which the soul is lifted by the universally elScacious po'.vcr

of the Spirit, and in which man is appointed to work out his

own salvation vnih fear and tremlAing. Because they are

taught to see all men within the range of possible ruin. Chris-

tian ministers should be incessant in their warnina:s and adaio-
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nitions, and in Avatcliful guardiansliip over the floclv of Chri^t^

to care for the erring, and with trenibhng solicitude to point

out the danger of backsliding, " lest it should happen that the

Cliureh of Christ (which is his spouse), or any meni])er thereof,

sliould take any hurt or hinderance by reason of their (your)

negligence."

If, then, we are constrained to believe, on the authority of

God's word, to which both the intellect and the heart of man
readily responds, that during our present state of probation it is

fearfully possible that saved souls may fall away, and come
again imder condemnation, it becomes a matter of lively though

painful interest to ascertain the character and conditions of

their changed estate. And here, first of all, we are confronted

with the statement that " it is impossible to renew them again

unto repentance." Accepting this declaration in its full and

unqualified sense, some sects of the early Church utterly refused

to re-admit to their communion any who had once apostatized

;

but the " Catholics " were less severe in their judgment and

discipline. To very many, in later times, the absolute exclusion

of all who had openly denied Christ has seemed to be a harsh

conclusion, and the attempt has been made, with only indifferent

success, to mitigate the force of the word ddvvarov, imjmssihle^

so as to make it equivalent to very difficult. Here we will

again adopt Alford's putting of the case

:

But it is entirely clear that the word cannot bo made to bear
any such interpretation ; it means iinpossible, and nothing else.

'J'he writer is putting the case in a form the strongest possible.

He speaks first of an advanced stage of spiritual life that has
been attained to ; then of a deliberate apostasy, an expressed en-

mity toward Him who had before been loved—a going over to
tlici ranks of his bitter enemies and revilors, and an exposing hiui
to shame in the sight of the world. Of sucla persons, such apos-
tates from being saints, the writer simjily says that it is imjtossi-

Ue to bestow on them a fresh renewal" to repentance. ' There
vomainetli no more—ovketl—not yet—no longer—a sacrifice for
sins' [other] than the one they had gone through and rejected

—

they are in a [perpetual] state of crucifying the Son of God; the
l>utting hira to shame is their enduring condition.

The imjyossiMlity inheres in the nature of the case.

All this, though very strongly stated, seems to be as indis-

putable as it is strong. Since the impossibility is of God's own
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ordaining, it docs not seem likely that he will of his own
infinite mercy and almighty power reverse his own decreus,

and in spite of the sinner's self save him from the curse that

he lias incurred. Both the promises and the threatenings of

God are without repentance. If salvation shall come to anv
sinner hitherto impenitent or backsliding, it must be the pro-

curing of the one and only sacrifice, the blood of the cross

appropriated by faith ; and, apart from its saving power, there

is nothing to be hoped for, citlier from " God's infinite mercy,"
or the " strong working of his Spirit," " for there is no other

name [or way] under heaven given among men whereby we
must be saved." But this impossibility does not apply to the

efficacy of his grace, even in respect to apostate backsliders,

if such may by any means turn, 'in humble penitence, to Ilim
against whom they ha\-e so grievously offended ; nor is any one
authorized to declare that the offices of the Holy Spirit, operat-

ing to render effectual " the grace of God that bringeth salvation

to all men," are absolutely denied to the farthest-gone backslid-

er, though the ground of hope in such a case is very narrow.

Tiie reason given for this hopeless "impossibility" (chapter

X, 2G) is because "there remaineth no more sacrifice for sin."

Salvation is, in every case, in and through Christ's blood, and

if that is rejected, that ends the matter. But the translation

of dvaaravpovvrag eavrolg ~bv vlbv rov Qeov, seeing they crucify

to tJiei/ifidvcs ilie Scm of God^ is neither a happy nor a coi-reet

one. The participle in that sentence, dvaoTavpovvrag^ which
is the principal word, carries with it the idea of a perpetuated

course of acting, and lias the qualifying force of the temporal

particle " while " instead of " seeing," for which there is no

distinct word in the original. Dr. Whedon, after duly correct-

ing the translations, very fittingly remarks

:

It is obvious on the face of an exact translation that the pas-

sage is describing an existent class of cases. Tlic aorist or historic

tenses [of tlic preceding participles] show what experiences tlicse

cases have passed through; the jiresent tense [of the latter one

—

crucif/lny again] shows what they are now doing, and so ]>er-

sistently and llagrantly doing, that' it is found [because of their

per.sistency] iia]>ossible to renew them again unto repentance.

The commentators have seemed to be not a little perplexed

by the language and imagery of the last part of the paragraph,
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that, is, the eighth verse, and especially tlie last clause—?/c rh
rt-Xog ek mvaiv, " Avhose end is to be buriled"—literally, o/^c/u'ck
ilic end (tendency) is toward hurning. In verse T the fruitful
n-round is said to receive " blessing "—sil^Aoy/a, ^^ra/^c', conwien-
dat'ion—-Ai\([ applied to faithful Cliristians, as it was evidently
designed, this simply reaffirms what is so often expressed in
Sei-ipture—that the well-doers shall he connnonded. In verse S
we liave the counterpart and opx)osite—the unfruitful ground,
whose produce was only evil, is KardpaK i^^vg, cursectnearly
—next door to cursed. It is well known that in all Bible lands
ground that is not cultivated at first produces onlv noxious
plants (thorns and thistles), and that it also becomes more and
more sterile, the action of the sun during the dry season literally
burning up the soil, and bringing the ground to hopeless barren-
ness. And so it must happen to those who shall reject Christ.
''The backslider in heart shall be filled with his own" ways," and
the same ministrations of grace, by whicli the fliithful are ren-
dered more and more fruitful, to the disobedient become the
occasions of increased spiritual barrenness. It is thus seen that
the tendencies among which the backslider subsists are entirely
away from every thing that is good, and therefore, to all natural
appearances, renewed repentance and reclamation have to such
become impossible. The early and the latter rains denude the
^oil, and the sunshine burns it to a more hopeless sterility.
Only some extraordinary work of the Holy Spirit, some mira-
cle of grace, can rescue such a soul.

The whole tone and spi]-it of the passages under notice indi-
cate the almost absolute hopelessness of the case of those whose
possible condition is here considered. Having sinned willfully
-~Y.Kovoit^q yap d^iapravovrojv 7pu)i', for we sinning willingly
(witli voluntary consent)—the whole spiritual nature passes over
to the evil, the reverse of the transition of the soul in its con-
version to God by the renewing of the Holy Ghost. The
thoroughness of the soul's transition in its spiritual resurrec-
tion, when old things pass away and all thinirs become new, is
indicated in the evident laboring of the language of Scripturem the attempts made to express it. It is coming out of dark-
Jiess into the light—a new creation—life from the^dead. To fall
ti-om such an altitude is much more than to return to the orig-
nial state of carnality and want of spiritual life ; it is to ])luncre
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into corresponding depths of positive and intensified un^-odli-

ness, "and tlie last case of that man is worse than the tirst."

Tlie hopelessness of the backslider's case is, that the grace pro-

vided for man's salvation lias been tried upon him, and ren-

dered ineffectual by its deliberate rejection. There is only

one way to be saved, and that has been deliberately cast awav.

To them the blessed truth of Christ's Gospel had become a siili-

ject of personal and experimental knowledge, and to such,

therefore, unbelief was much more than the natural blindnc.-s

of the carnal mind—it was a perverse choosing of darkne.-s

rather than light—a voluntary and consciously purposed transfer

of the soul's allegiance to the adversary—the surrender of tlie

swept and garnished house to the sevenfold defilement of the

apostate state. The text does not declare absolutely that such

a one is beyond the power of almighty grace ; it simply says

that while he continues to recrucify Christ, to tread under foot

the Son of God, and to count the blood of the covenant icherc-

%oith he icas sanctified an unholy thing, it is impossible that he

shall be restored to repentance. But granting the possililUi/..

in the alternative case, that God is able by means of the un-

known, uncovenanted riches of his mercy to still reach the

farthest-gone apostate, have we any assurance that he ever does

or will so act ? Perhaps he may, but apparently not often. The

most fearful sight in our world is that of the apostate, with-

out God and without hope—an Esau selling his birthright for

a mess of pottage ; a Cain going out from the presence oi

the Lord, not to return again ; a Judas beti-ayinghis Master for

a price, and afterward, stricken with remorse, hanging himself.

Such persons go beforehand to judgment, and are virtually

doomed to eternal perdition while they yet live.

The uncertainty that surrounds the writing of the Epistle to

the Hebrews, and the unknown condition of those to whom it

was primai-ily addressed, make it impossible with certainty t^)

interpret these passages by the facts that first elicited them.

It is, however, not difficult to understand that the Hebrew
Christians were often in circumstances in which the admoni-

tions and exhortations here given would be especially appro-

priate.

The season that followed Paul's last visit to Jerusalem would

probably supply all the conditions requisite to what is there
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iiuplied. Previous to that time the Church in that city had

^iiliered comparatively little from persecuting violence, and

very many had accepted Christ as the Messiah who still re-

mained Jews, and expected to do so. But it now became evi-

dent that the new faith was clearly incompatible with the old,

as it was authoritatively interpreted by the scribes and Phari-

sees ; and to the believers were presented the alternatives to

renounce their Christian profession or else submit to excom-

nmnication from the synagogue, with all that was imphed in

that sentence. That not a few chose the former alternative is

only too probable ; and in such a time of fiery trials, just such

admonitions as are here given v.-ere called for, and especially

op])ortune. And these things also apply witli equal force and

fullness in every case where believers are tempted, whether by

fears or favors, to depart from Christ, either openly or only

virtually. Seasons of persecution are usually seasons of apos-

tasy, and a martyr age seldom fails to be a time of backslid-

ings ; and therefore the fearful picture of the doom of the

apostate should never be entirely effaced from the spiritual

consciousness. jSTor are the temptations to this fearful form of

sin confined to times of persecution. Tlie tempter, who
would have diverted the Son of God from his work of redeem-

ing the race by offering him the " kingdoms of this world,''

lias, since then, plied the same temptation with much greater

success. Wealth, power, pleasure, honor, ease, are the rewards

that he offers, sometimes for the open rejection of Christ, but

often tlie name may still be retained, if only the essential spirit

of Christ all be put aside. Xot a few, it may be feared, have

thus "sinned willfully," and so the light in them has become

darkness, the end whereof is eternal death.

These two passages are generally accepted, no doubt correct-

ly, as illustrating the doctrine of the sin against the Holy
Ghost. ]\rark iii, 29-31. If there is a form of sin, or condi-

tion of sinning, that is irreversible and unpardonable, its re-

lations must extend to the Holy Spirit and his ofiiccs and

intluences. The impossibility of renewing to repentance sup-

poses the absence of those spiritual powers in man which can

tome to him only by the Spirit's ministries; and as these are

ill tlie first place universal, " brinirin£r salvation to all men,"
tlieir absence at some later stage would imply that sin against
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the ITolj Gliost had resulted in his withdrawah This subject

is treated soniewliat at length, and ^vith characteristic ability in

the last chapter of Julius Miiller's "Christian Doctrine of Sin,"'

with which, in a condensed form, we will close this paper

:

In considering tlie sin against the Holy Ghost we must ever

remember that it presupposes a very full and thorough develop-

ment of the moral consciousness, and we may add of the religious

con>ciousness likewise; because the moral consciousness cannot

be fully developed without recognizing the fundamental truths

of religion. It presupposes this, indeed, as something experienced

at an earlier period in the person's life ; but it must have been
there for some time, and it must iniluence the entire subsecpicnt

development, however deeply it may fall away again from it,

making sins more heinous, wickedness more thorough, and unac-

countably far greater than otherwise they would have been. . . .

131aspliemy against the Holy Ghost is not only the greatest, it is

the most spirittial of sins. ... It can attain this intensity only

Aviiere the inner life has previously been in very close contact with

moral goodness [holiness].

Respecting the ]-elation of the passages tmder consideration

to tlio doctrine he is discussing, that writer further remarks:

This enlightenment (lleb. vi. 4) cannot be distinguished from
regeneration ; and we can hardly doubt that the writer of that

epistle had in his mind in this passage the same sin as that which
Christ calls blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. His words, more-
over, clearly show that he is referring to persons who had by
regeneration become partakers of Christ's redemption. No ex-

positor would ever have dreamed of taking these words to denote

a nu'rely superiicial religious state had not his theological views
obliged him.

As to the nnpardonableness of this form of sin, he remarks

concisely, and with a just discrimination, guarding it against

tlie imputation of a special decree of wrath, and showing that

Jiere, as every-where else where it occurs, man is the author oi

his own perdition :

It is not that divine grace is absolutely refused to any one wh<">

in true penitence asks forgiveness of this sin, but he who com-

mits it never fullills the subjective conditions upon which forgive-

ness is possible, because the aggi'avation of sin to this ultimatum

destroys in him all susceptibility of repentance. Tue way of

KETURX TO God is Cr.OSED AGAINST XO OXE W^HO DOES XOT CLOSE

IT AGAINST HIMSELF.

"It is a fearful tinner to fall into the hands of the living God."
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Akt. YIL—SOUTH-WESTERN CHIXA AND PROSPECT-
IVE TRADE ROUTES.

[Second Paper].

TfiE occurrences narrated near the end of our first paper (in

tlic July number) are matters of much historical interest ; and,

ill relation to our subject, deserve the space accorded to them,

although, as in case of the Mekong exploration, they are not

connected with any scheme for improved trade facilities now
demanding attention. The interest, in a practical sense, which

once attached to the Bhamo route* and its possibilities belongs

only to the past. According to the testimony of nearly all the

l]nropean travelers who have explored it (Baber, Margaiy,

Gill, Colquhoun) there can be no expectation of its becoming,

in a new era of Asiatic trade, a channel of prime importance

for communication between China and the British possessions.

The present road, or path, rather, traver.-ed only by pack ani-

mals, or the peasantry afoot, with their loads, which is now in

the worst possible condition, for ''nothing is repaired in Yun-
nan," might, it is said, with a better selection of gradients, be

iinich improved, but could never be made fit for wheel car-

riages. Mr. Baber treats the idea of constructing a railroad

over this route, which has been before the imagination of some

Englishmen, with the ridicule of irony. The deep abysses of

the Salwcen, Mekong, and other rivers, with numerous high

mountain ranges, seven of them between Bhamo and Tali-fu,

varying from seven thousand to eight thousand feet in height,

have to be crossed. Xo desirable route can run in this direc-

tion, and "the object should be," says the authority just cited,

'' to attain some town of importance south of Yung-chang

(principal trade mart of western Yunnan) and Tali-fu, such as

Shuu-ning, from which both these cities could be reached by

ascending the valleys instead of crossing all the mountain

I'anges." From the configuration of the country throughout

Vuiman all tolerably easy roads nmst run north and south, a

general fact which should enter into all calculations on the

'•hoice of a site for a grand route, whether by wagon road or rail-

road, into Yunnan from without. Mr. Baber further observes

* See lufip iu July number.
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that were the present Bhamo road improved all the way to

Yunnan-fu, then the discovery will be made that all foreign

goods can be brought in with ease and rapidity from Canton

(by way of the Si-kiang), "and that Yunnan-fu is only four

hundred miles from the China Sea." Keference is here made,

•of course, to the Song-koi route, as " the simple and evident aj)-

proach to eastern Yunnan, loath as most Englishmen are to

admit it." Baron Richtoven makes the same statement on this

subject, and goes further in affirming that the eastern section

is quite the best part of the province, and most promising for

trade. It must be remembered that Bichtoven, wlien treating

•of this part of the country, speaks only by information derived

from INI. Dupuis, whom he met at Shanghai in 1S72, after the

latter'stourof exploration on tiie Song-koi Biver, though he list-

ened with a mind so fully informed as to be quite capable of

framing a judgment on the fiicts reported, and might reason-

ably be regarded as an impartial observer. "Witli a railroad

ascending from the Song-koi basin to the Meng-tzu plain, and

tlience by an easy way open to tlie capital, nothing could com-

pete with this route in his view. It would absorb the foreign

trade of tlie province, though that of Sze-Chuen M'ill always

naturally find its outlet by the Yang-tse, and that of Kwang-Si

by the Canton Biver. As to Yunnan, however, "all the ad-

vantages are on the side of the Song-koi Biver route, and all

tlie disadvantages on that of the Bhamo (or Burmese) route,

and also of any other that has been or may be devised to enter"

Yunnan from the west or south-west.'- '^ This will, of course,

be taken in some quarters as simply a French view of the sub-

ject. Dr. Anderson is inclined to speak more favorably of the

Bhamo route, so far as he knew it, than the travelers above

mentioned, and thinks that the difficulties, even in the cuii-

struction of a railway, would not be insuperable, though he le-

gards the valley of the Shwaylee as offering the better way for

such a road when it shall be demanded. But that day lie

thinks is yet distant. Simply to draw the trade from the

Mekong, Song-koi, and Canton (Si-kiang) rivers would nur bo

an object adequate to the undertaking. Such a road is nccdLd,

* Keference is here made to Baron Uichtoven's article in Marlxham's " Oce:in

Hi^'hways," January, 1S7-1, ou " Keeeut Attempts to Find a Direct Trade Route to

.Soulh-\ve<teru Cliiua."
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in liis view, only as it can connect with a great system of rail-

way's tbronghout China. European enterprise, however, is not
likely to wait till the best can be attained ; but, so far as per-
mitted, will still make the attempt at the present point of con-
tact inthe south-west, should the venture be at all warranted
and a suitable avenue be found, to penetrate the country \virh

railroads, stimulate the development of this section, and estab-
lish for it an active foreign commerce.
The limits of this article forbid such eiilargement upon the

character and resources of Yunnan, the section of countrv
especially in view, as any adequate statement of commercial
prospects in this region demands, or as the immediate interest
of the subject suggests. Baber says about this province :

'• If
a Chinese of average intelligence and education be asked what
lie knows of Yunnan, he will reply that it is rich in gold and
silver, copper, and precious stones; that it is a long way off;

tliat traveling is very difficult throughout the province, as
shown by the proverb Ch'ih Yunnan-Jcu (Eat the bitterness
of Yunnan); that it is a very unhealthy country; that the in-

habitants speak a very intelligible language,* and that it is

cool in summer." As already indicated, the trend of the great
mountain ranges is from north to south, diminishing in height
from seventeen to twelve thousand feet above sea-level in the
north to eiglit and seven thousand in the south, and givincr

place to undulating tracts and plains which increase in extend,
and level character toward the Gulf of Siam, though the ridges
themselves are more distinctly prolonged through the Indo-
Chinese peninsula, like the fingers from ilm palm of the hand.
There are subsidiary ranges running east and west, and fertile
valleys within the hills; these valleys being generally inclosed
on all sides except the soutli, where the^ usual slope of the
country leaves them more or less open, a condition which adds
to their fertility. The main body of the province forms a

*This statement probably arises from the fact that the powerful military chief,
"\^ u-san-kwei, who received the province with title of king from the Tartar dy-
"u<ty in the seventeenth century, couipclled the people, ou pain of death, to learn
and use the language spoken by his best troops, which was substantially the man-
darin colloquial of Peking. The use of the language has been transmitted from
generation to generation, and is especially prevalent hi the western section, so that
ft traveler from the imperial capital, after passing through a jargon of dialects,
finds himself at hunio on the far-di.-^tant border.
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plateau averaging from five to six thousand feet in elevation
which IS a lower terrace of the great Thibetan table-land'Two huge chasms running southward make the beds of iW
river Sulween, or Lu-kiang, which flows into the Burmese G ulfatMauImam, and of the Mekong, or Kiou-lang-kiang (Eiver of->me Dragons), as it is called in the north. From the center
and eastern sections flow the Soug-koi and Si-kianc Tlio
northern boundary is swept by the Yang-tse, or Chin-cha-kian..
Gold-sand River), its head water, in its wide semicircular
bend southward from the mountains of Thibet. The northern
section consists, in general, of the wild and lofty mountains
above referred to, with a sparse population, who live on maize
nee being a luxury, with tea and tobacco of poor quality and
with no commerce or industry. De Carne draws a sad picture
of the extreme desolation observed most of the way from
\ unuan-fu to the 1 ang-tse in the north-eastern section '- There
IS nothmo^to be seen but traces of misery and signs of barren-
ness. 'lUonotonous mountains, and nothing but mountains
without a vestige of green, and bare and red as thouo-h they
Had been east out of the furnace below." Gill, on tire other
hand, descending from the mountains of Thibet, gives a very
pleasing impression of the fertility and prosperity witne-edm the extreme north-west, furnishing some exception to th.
general representation just made of the northern iDai-t of tJic
province.

The summary result of observations on the products and
^vants of the province is, that at present inaterial for dothlnq
silk or cotton, either raw or manufactured, is the chief need
1 ood enough is raised to supply the demands of the population.
Margary says

:
- If only an easy road lay ready between Yunnan-

In and Lhamo, a perfect flood of British goods M'ould be swal-
lowed up at once for the Kwei-Chou and Sze-Chuen markers.
ihe mercnants of the latter province would naturally prefer to
buy at lunnan and float their goods down the Yano-tse,
rather than incur the risk and expense of the diflicult a?cenr
from_ J ankow up the I-chang gorge.^^ Xative cloth is s.
clear m_Jvwo.-C];ou and Yunnan that the people cannot aflV.rd
to buy It, and their ragged appearance is due not so much to
poverty as to tlic price of cloth being beyond their means.

« An oniuiou wliich may count ag-ainsc KicLtoveu's, quotecl ot. paoe 741.
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TliL-rc would be an immense sale if only Manchester goods could

1h' cheaply conveyed. There is great eagerness to learn the

J. rice of any foreign productions." As to exports, the only

in-oducts, besides minerals, which promise to largely supply a

li»reign market, are Puerh tea and opium. The tea of Puerh,

;! district in the extreme south-west, has been of old renowned

tliroughout China. It bears a very high price, through accumu-

I;it!on of duties, as it is transported to Peking and elsewhere,

:ind is highly esteemed for its refreshing quality, which does

not affect the nerves like other tea. When properly prepared

it will undergo, as reported, seven infusions without loss of

strength or delicious flavor. Opium is cultivated in Yunnan to

a laige and increasing extent, and is of a quality superior to

that produced elsewhere in China. It is said to constitute one

tliird of the productions of the province, and appears to thrive

on every kind of soil, from the low sandy border of the Yang-tse

to the rocky heights of the west. Gill represents the Yunnan-

fsc as proverbially addicted to the drug ; and Colquhoun refers

to the deplorable results produced by its use among the Chinese

inhabitants (the aborigines being as yet more free from it), and

c.-pecially the mandarins, who, whenever he met them, be-

>uught him for some remedy to cure the habit. If the impor-

tation of Indian opium into China were stopped, that of Yun-
)!au would take its place as a great staple in the market.

AVe have already referred to the mineral products of the

.'touth-eastern section of the province. Minerals constitute the

di: tinguishing wealth of Yunnan ; and if all that some have

anticipated as to the resources of the mines were true, this

cuimtry might properly be an object of most zealous interest

loi- European enterprise. "We take more precisely the testi-

mony on this subject. Baron Richtoven says :
" Although iron

ore occurs in almost every province, and Kwei-Chou is perhaps
the richest country in the world in quicksilver, there is, with

'iiese two exceptions, a great scarcity of metals every-where in

( hina outside of Yunnan," Copper, he says, is the chief prod-

'•''-t
: it is carried into Sp^e-Chuen, into tlio Annan:ese territory,

•I'-'-d the Shan States ; while in prosperous times large quantities

'';ive been been sent to Peking. The principal supplies have

••onie from Ilwui-li-chau, in the northern part of the metallifer-

<JUs belt. ''The low price at which it is j^roduced makes it
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to appear that the ores are of superior quality and readily ac-

cessible." Gamier says there are forty mines of copper in

Yunnan, the greater number being in the south. In 1S50, tin-

copper tax paid at Peking amounted to 6,000,000 kilogram?,

the price of GO kilos, (or 100 lbs.) of copper being 55 francs.

The copper mines are worked by capital from the government,

(100,000,000 taels, that is, silver ounces, being advanced in

1S50). The government reserves a right to purchase a quantity

at a fixed price. Silver has not paid over 40,000 kilos, annual

tax. The pj'incipal mines of it are Lo-ma and Mien-ho-hoa-ti,

north of Tong-tchouen, iSTgan-nau, on the Yang-tse, and Hoay-

long, %yest of Lo-kiang. Gold is found in much less quantity.

It is produced at Makang, near Xgan-nan, in the south near

Talan, and at Ma-kou, in the frontier territory between Li-

gnan and Tonquin. Very few gold ornaments are to be seen

among the people. Gold leaf is j)repared at Tali for the

Bhamo market. Garnier knew of but one tin mine, that at

Ivo-kiou, east of Li-gnan (probably the same as the Kuo-chia de-

scribed by Rocher). This mine is renowned, and has supplied

Cliina with tin from time immemorial. The more numerous

lead and zinc mines are found especially in the north near Tong-

tchouen and Ping-3'-hien, furnishing the government annually

200,000 to 400,000 kilos, of zinc and 100,000 kilos, of lead.

The fourteen mines of iron, chiefly in the lake reg-ion, are

lightly taxed and yield little to the government. De Game
refers chiefly to the mines of copper, silver, zinc, tin, and lead,

some of great extent (one employing in peaceful times 1,i?(,h»

men simply to drain q& the water), in the extreme north, and

to the iron-beds near Talan and elsewhere on the road followed

by the expedition toward the capital. Garnier conceived a

high, not to say extravagant, idea of the wealth of the province

in metals as an exportable product. He declared that under

the conditions of "more liberal laws, better means of working

tlie mines, and free access to a European market, Yunnan would

be the most important contributor of metals in the world's com-

merce." Cokjuhoun, v/ho did not stand in that favorable rela-

tion with the government which the French visitors enjoyed,

could ascertain but little about the mines. Tlie mines are

mostly under government surveillance, and the officials were

very reticent. " All we were able to elicit was, that a number
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(if mines s]l0^vn on Garnier's map are now closed." He jndged

that the others were not very remunerative as now worked. A
disturbed state of the country generally puts the mines in the

hands of the aborigines who inhabit the hill districts, and the

C'hinese who work them can only make them productive under

the peaceful supremacy of a stable government. The problem

of tlie future is therefore largely political : the question is,

whether the Chinese government will be able, under any con-

ditions of improved trade routes, to maintain an effective au-

thority, or whether, in the course of events, any European

power will exercise predominant and regulative control in this

territory. It is a question, also, whether in existing political

relations, which are most likely to continue, the Chinese can

be persuaded to adopt the efficient methods and appliances in

mining known to European nations. In a spirit of paternal

solicitude, commendable in some sense, but consonant with the

traditional immobility of the Celestial system, the imperial

government has sought rather to restrain than promote the zeal

of the inhabitants in the working of metals lest their attention

should be too much diverted from the labors of agriculture.

AVith new governmental enterprise, if it is possible to inspire

it, a prolonged state of tranquillity, recovery of the population

to till the fields and work the mines, Yunnan would manifestly

offer a ready market for many requisites of town and village

life, agricultural implements, and especially mining tools and

machinery, in addition to textile fabrics, from distant parts.

The several classes of population in Yunnan—the Chinese,

Shans, and other aborigines of the very numerous subdued

and wild tribes,^ and the Mohammedans, ^vho continue to

flourish since the quelling of the rebellion in 1874, though they

])robably suffered the most severely in the conflict which is

tliought to have destroyed half the population of the province

—all offer most interesting features for ethnological study ;

but we must omit further reference to them. AYc must also

]iass by any descriptive account of important cities, as \ unnan-

sen, Tali-fu,f and others, as likewise observations upon the

* A Chinese authority gives a list of eighty-two ahoriginul tribes identical with,

or allied to these, in the neighboring provinees on the east.

[The China Inland inis-ionaiics established themselves in Tali-fu in 1881, and

in Yunnan-sen in 1SS2. The affix sen, here nsed in tlie latter nanae, signifies
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countrj life of tlie people, their manners and customs, the

state of religion, the political relations of the province, and

chai'acter of the ofHcials. Much hiformation on these topics is

contained, besides tlie other works cited, in Colqnlioun's "Across

Chrjse."" We can do little more, in recalling these volumes

now, than indicate, in part, the course of the author s journey,

and the one conclusion of recognized value which he urgently

presents as to the best location for a commercial route, Tlie

work consists mostly of a narrative vrritten up from day to day

in the course of the journey ; is rather loosely put together,

and suffers much from want of revision and condensation ; but

the facts detailed are interesting and important, and this ac-

count is the only European source of mformation for much of

the route traversed,

Mr. Colc[uhoun, who had been connected with an English

government mission to Zimme (Kiang-mai, or Chcung-mai), f

in reference to rights and privileges of British-Bui'mcse fcirest-

ers, and had become much interested in the possibilities of

developing British trade with south-west China, undertook this

journey, accompanied by a friend, at private expense, from

Canton up the Si-kiang, or "West-river, through the province of

Jvwang-Si and the southern section of Yunnan, designing to

reach Maulmain or Bangoon throu2:h the Burmese Shan States.

The journey was begun in February, 1SS2. A lio-iau^ or

river-boat, was chartered with the necessary equipment, em-

bracing arms for defense against the river pirates, for which

purpose also a government gun-boat, frequently changed at

successive points, acted as escort. Passports and serviceable

letters to magistrates on the way enabled him to travel en man-

darin. Besides the instruments necessary for scientific obser-

vations, from which charts and maps were constructed, a ])ho-

" capital city." Yunnan is also a fii, citj', or one of the first class. The aflixes

fing, chau, and hsicn, when used, denote respectively cities of the second, third,

and fourth classes.

* Soo pnge 563. We specially refer the reader for a very full and interesting

account of tiie Shans and Kakhyens of the western hills to the reports of Dr. An-

derson, noted in the July number (pap;e 5C9).

f There is great confusion of names in maps and accounts of these countries,

arising from the various terms used by differonl nationalities and the diflerciit

ways of spelling to represent the sound. A tablt; given in Colquhoun's book no-

ticed on page 755 well illustrates this variation as to the names of tribes.
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tOL^rapliic appoa-atns was taken, wliich, tbongli the display of it

exc^ited unpleasant curiosity and hostility hi some places, was.

for the most part, freely used, and has furnished most of the

illustrations which abound in the book, Xot much has been

known about the province of Kwang-Tung west of Canton,

and still less about Kwang-Si. In the latter province, though

Colquhoun's personal observation scarcely extended beyond

the river, poverty seemed to prevail among the people :
'• the

country being mountainous, bare, and barren, with but a small

area fit for cultivation ; " the best part south of the river. A
small estimate is put, by our author, upon tlie number of the

population. Kwang-Si was the original seat of the Taiping re-

bellion, and has an evil reputation. It is here deemed " the most

dano-erous of all the Chinese provinces" for a traveler. "Mis-

sionaries " seemed to be an object of odium. At some j^laces

the travelers thought it not prudent to land, though some in-

stances of hospitality and pleasant intercourse with the people

are recorded. With all the poverty, however, school-houses

were seen in every place, some, at least, well constructed, and

temples are numerous. By the government officials the trav-

elers were courteously received, but these evidently stand in

fear of the populace. As an effect of the Taiping and Yunnan

rebellions trade had much diminished on the river, that of

Yunnan going to the Yaug-tse, but is now reviving. Wuchau

is the most thriving place commercially, i^avigation is diffi-

cult at many points, and for the proper development of trade

improvement of the i-iver channel is necessary ; but there is no

hope of real prosperity till a stronger government is estab-

lished. On the south bank points were observed which are the

termini of fairly easy trade routes with Pak-hoi and other

places on the Tonquin gulf. In Yunnan, the Si-kiang and

Song-koi drain about the same territory. A railroad success-

fully established in the region of the latter would, of course,

determine the direction of trade in its favor.

Peso, a border town, situated on rising ground in a fo'.k

near the head of the Si-kiang (or of the southern branch, which

in this tour is properly regarded as the main stream), is the

most thriving place above Wuchau. The houses are well

built. A stronger and better type of people had been observed

as soon as this region was entered. The prefect received the
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travelers graciously, spoke v\-eli of the Catholic missionaries/"

and made his guests (for they were entertained at the yauicn)

a present of two sedan chairs for the overland journey in Yun-

nan. The CIie7i-fa% or brigadier-general, Li-hsin-kii, com-

mander of the garrison, who had rendered renowned service in

suppressing the Mohammedan rebellion, also treated then]

with frankness and courtesy, and gave them letters to his

friends in different towns. Colquhoun found the officials gen-

erally, in the course of his journey, lacking in candor, and

either densely ignorant or very chary of information about

the country. Entering Yunnan, nine days' road-travel brought

liim to Kwangnan, on the plateau, where " cold, piercing blasts''

greeted the party, now at the end of March. Thence they

passed southward to Kai-hua, on the Tsin-ho, or Clear Hiver

of the French, branch of the Song-koi, a city with broad,

paved streets, " the most interesting place yet seen," full of

the aborigines of various races. The book abounds in notices

of these tribes and illusti-ations of their costumes ; though it

lacks a thorough and connected ethnological account of them.

At Meng-tzu, cntrejtut for the Manhao trade, on a plain of

3,SS2 feet altitude, it was learned that the Song-koi above

Manhao is so diflicult of navigation, and has so bad a reputa-

tion for miasma, that the ti-avelers leave their canoes and carry

up their packs on mules and horses to Meng-tzu and Yuen-

kiang. In the latter place, and in Li-gnan, Colquhoun saw

far less prosperity and promise for the future than the French

reported. At Talan, a walled city of solid European-like struct-

ure, surrounded by an amphitheater of hills richly terraced

with rice-fields, a very marked hospitality was shown, which,

indeed, in greater or less degree, had greeted the travelci'S

throughout their journey in Yunnan ; and here, " wandering

through the crowded streets, we every-where met with court-

esy, yet no European had been seen here since the French

expedition.-' On the road " we met a string of over two hun-

dred oxen, besides a number of horses and mules, laden with

teas from Puerh and cotton from Laos. Huge caravans car-

rying these articles were daily seen after this on our way to

* Accounts Intely conio to hand of the slaughter of some of these missionaries

and their converts in Yunnan, as a consequence of the French hostilities, are re-

ceived witli sympathy and profound regret.
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Ssumao." The descent from Talan to the Lysien Eiver brought

into view an iron suspension bridge of two hundred and sixty-

four feet span. Such bridges, some of far greater extent, are

nun;ierous over tlie gorges of western Yunnan, and ai-e remarlc-

able specimens of engineering. Baber gives an interesting

account of the method of their construction. At Moho is a

lai-ge salt mine ; the place is said by Gamier to be tlie depot of

an extensive trade in this article, which holds a very important

])lace in the commerce of Yunnan, as the frequent occurrence

of caravans on the road transporting it indicates. Pucrh was

reached by crossing a range two thousand feet in height, from

the summit of which is seen an extensive panorama of bare hills,

cultivated valleys, and plains. Puerh is a large walled town, of

one main street with branch streets. In the small shops a few

European goods are found : as " English needles, threads, but-

tons, some piece goods, colored checks, and matches." Both

this place and Ssumao, the last official station of China on the

southern border, have suffered much from war and the plague.

Gradually trade is reviving here, as elsewhere in Yunnan.

At Ssumao Mr. Colquhoun was subjected to a serious disap-.

point ment—which seemed to thwart the whole object of his

journey. It had been his intention to pass do^vn from this

point either by the Mekong, or through Kiang-Hung directly

by Zinnne to Maulmain. This country has been almost wholly

unknown to Europeans, though traversed over long-estab-

lished routes by native traders. It seemed a matter of prime

importance to explore it, and acquire more definite knowledge

as to the possibility or advantage of laying a railway in this

direction, a scheme already mooted. But the interpreter of the

party refused to go fai'ther, alleging his fear of malaria and the

disturbed state of the country. No passports had been sought

from the court of Mandalay, as it was known that that govern-

ment would be hostile to the proposed journey. An interpre-

ter was needed to approach the tsobwas, or chiefs, no\v independ-

ent of Burmah, and as none could be obtained some change of

route was necessitated. Mr. Colquhoun turned northward, by a

way never before explored, up the Papien valley, to Tali, and

thence to Bhamo, for the most part over the accustomed road.

This northward journey was by no means unprofitable. Tliougli

some appalling scenes of desokition were here witnessed—elfects
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of civil war and the plague, wliicli lias of late years uimsuallv
afflicted the population—such as were apparent elsewhere i:i

Yunnan, the journcj, on the whole, revealed a condition of

tilings which contributed to justify our author's opinion of the
superior productiveness and promise of western Yunnan. '•' The
number of pai-fangs," he writes, " wei-kans, and temples Avas

remarkable, and taken along with the bridges, protection wall<.

and other public works, argues a considerable degree of present
affluence. The country certainly has a most prosperous ap-

pearance. The hill- sides in many places are cultivated nearly

to the top." Hamlets and isolated farm-steadings were seen
with unusual frequency, and in some parts " an immense num-
ber of villages" are reported, all indicating "a great popula-
tion." The houses, moreover, are very substantially built, and
all things wore an aspect of plenty, while " nowhere was that

miserable, starved look wliich we had seen in some places." A
village is thus described :

" A country paved causeway led us

through unpeopled streets, on either side of which were fine,

almost magnificent, buildings, substantial and handsomely dec-

orated. They were nearly all of brick-work or rubble-stone

foundations. The outside was plastered and then painted over

;

frescoes and bass-reliefs were plentiful ; the ridgings and finish

of the roof being very handsome." The superior specimens of

architecture, showing solidity and finish, seen in this section

and elsewhere in the province, are generally referred, if not

universally, to the Mohammedan influence.

This, then, is Mr. Colquhoun's conclusion and proposal,

which—if his view shall be substantiated in the whole as by sub-

sequent exploration it seems to have been already in great part

—furnishes the grand key to the problem we have been consid-

ering, as to how south-western China can best be entered on the

side of the British possessions for a large, or considerable, devel-

opment of trade. " The real agricultural wealth of Yunnan,"
he says, " lies in the central and soutJi-western portion, which
can best be tapped by a railway from British Burmah, passing

through Zimme and Kiang-IIung to Ssumao. The Shan coun-

tries to the south are as wealthy in minerals as Yunnan itself.

and there is now [in the once Burmese Shan States] no suzerain

power to prevent their l)eing M'orked." It has been known
that the Slians are particularly fond of trade, and nnich given
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to traveling for this objoct. The impression of tlie fertility of

the country and of its considerable nndevelopcd resources in

minerals has been confirmed by recent journeys of exploration.

Having already transgressed the limits assigned to this arti-

cle, we can do no more here than call attention to Mr. Colqu-

lioun's latest work, "Amongst the Shans," - which gives account

of his observations during the mission to Zimrae, and much val-

uable matter besides on the Shan country and prospects of rail-

road development. The learned Introduction by Professor

Lacouperie is an instructive, though condensed, treatment of its

leading subject, and an account of various racial affinities, ac-

cording to the latest theories, which has received high commen-
dation. The recent collection of papers from the American

Presbyterian missionaries in Siam is also an interesting and fresh

contribution to our knowledge of the country.f The course of

the railroad proposed by Mr. Colquhoun would be devoid of the

immense engineering difficulties of another suggested line from

Mandalay eastward to Kiang-Hung, and apparently much easier

of construction than that projected in 1S5S from Rangoon to

the same point across a hilly region and several deep valleys of

the Salween and other streams, besides opening an intervening

.-cction of fertile countr}- wliich would add abundantly to the

resources of the road. It would start from the existing Ran-

goon and Thoungoo Railroad, some distance above Pegu ; strike

eastward and south-eastward to near Dongwoon, where it would
be joined by a road of sixty miles from Martaban (opposite

Maulmain), and thence, after crossing the Salween in the easy

level south of the mountain ranges, pass north-eastward over

the Baw plateau, which could probably be crossed at some point

below the altitude taken (3,337 feet), and constitutes the only

serious difficulty of the kind in the proposed route, on to Zim-

me. This town is the first objective point. It is the capital of the

most populous (perhaps 000,000 inhabitants) of the Siamese prov-

inces, which occupies a semi-independent relation. It stands

* -'Amongst the Shans." By Archibald Ross Colquhoun, F.R.G.S. TVith up-
^vard of 50 whole pa.cje Illuslratioiis, and an Historical Sketch of the Shans, by
Holt S. Hallett, F.R.O S. Preceded by an Tntroduction on the Cradle of the Shan
Race, by Terricn de Lacouperie, Professor of Indo-Chinese Philolocry, University
College, London. London : Field & Tuer. New York : Scribner & Welford. 1885.

f ''Siam and Laos, as seen by our American Missionaries." 12mo. Philadel-

phia: Presbyicnan Board ol Publication. ISS.').
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at an elevation of SOO feet on the Moping Paver, braucli of tlic

Menam, with walk once strong bnt decayed, being the eoninicr-

cial center of all the Shan region north and east, with verv

active trade, receiving yearly a caravan from Yunnan, mostly

Tali traders, who come for cotton. It is inhabited by Yim-

Shaus, in general a tall, handsome people, more hardy than tlie

Burmese or Siamese. Ever since the journey in these parts ol'

Captain M'Leod in 1836-37, the' India government has given

some attention to the trade route in this quarter. The American

Baptists and Presbyterians have for several years sustained

missions in Zimme. From this town it is an easy road to

Kiang-Sen, also an important trade center near the limit of the

Siamese Shan territory and on the Mekong, up the west side of

which the line would pass to Kiang-IInng, in the independenr

Shan territory—a total roadway distance of about 700 miles froiu

Pangoon, and pcrha^^s 150 less from Martaban. Such a road

would naturally take the entire traffic of the northern section

of Shan States tributary to Siam, of the independent I-bang,

a g]-eat tea district on the east, and of Luang Prabang. The
major portion of this line would be in the territory of Siam,

and of course involve the co-operation of that power. Bnt it i>

said that not only the Siamese, but the Shan chiefs and traders

and the Chinese, are all eager to see an improvement of the

" Golden Eoad,'' as the trade route by Zimme is called. As ;'.

part of the project the proposition is urged u]5on Siam, and

favorably received, to construct a railroad from Pangoon up
the Menam, forming a junction with the line above traced

60!ne distance south of Zimme. This would be a great ad-

vantage to Siam, politically as well as otherwise," and would

furnish a valuable commercial connection for British Burni:;h

with Bangkok and the valley north of it. Mr. Colquhoun's

proposed road, crossing the Mekong above Kiang-IIung, would

reach Ssumao, its terminus in China. In other quarters tliO

natural su2:2:cstlon has been made that this line niiirht then,

while sending a branch up the Papien valley, go straight on.

by a fair amount of engineering, to Yuen-kiang, where it woul'.l

* See the testimony on this iiihject of a recent traveler in " Temple? amJ

Elephants. The Xarrativeof a Jomney of Exploration tliroufrh Upper Siam a:i:l

Lao." By Carl Bock. Svo. London : Sampson, Low, & Co. 183-t. The book has

some reprehensible allusions to missionaries and their work.
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Le iu position to draw on tlie commerce of central and eastern

Yunnan, and, connecting with the Song-koi system, furnish a

ready transportation for all goods in transit between the eastern

and western ports—tlius affording a grand aid to British com-

merce in cutting off the long sea passage. But for all this,

Bi-itish capital will have China to reckon with, and perhaps

France. The treaty which, according to report, France has

formed with native Burmah ah-eady carries her influence, so far

as such a treaty may have any force, and professed right of

partial military occupation (for the '' protection " of certain

Tuby mines), up to the east bank of the Salween, and over the

Tery territory of Iviang-IIung which the projected hne pro-

poses to cross. But a long-established and positive British iu-

iluence, connnercial and political, already exists in the country.

Mr. Colquhoun's explorations and suggestions have attracted

much attention in influential quarters in England. Funds

have been raised, through commercial organizations, to provide

for a thorough exploration and survey of the proposed line

from the dire'ction of British Burmah, and such a survey on

the portion beginning at Maulmain and extending as far as

Zimme has been completed under the direction of Mr. Holt S.

llallctt, who, after passing down the Menam to Bangkok, ar-

rived at Calcutta early in February of tlie present year, with the

-design of soon making his full report at London to the Cham-

ber of Commerce, lie affirms, in general, that a great ])art of

the country is fertile and thickly peopled. He estimates the

<?ost of the British portion of this line at £930,000, and believes

that if it were once begun the Siamese government would

readily undertake the connecting line in Siam. He considei-s

that the traffic would be enormous. The relations between

Siam and England are cordial, and it would seem an important

policy for the latter to maintain the integrity and power of

Siam as against any other European influence, if she would not

see wrested from her grasp the most feasible, if not the only

practicable, route for enlarged commercial intercourse bet^veeu

her possessions and south-western Cliina.
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EDITOEIAL MISOELLAjSTY.

CURRENT TOPICS.

THE REVISED OLD TESTAZilEXT.

This long-expected, long-delayed production is at length an accomplished

fact, and its first impression on the public mind is, in part, rei)orted.

The keen-edged curiosity that greeted the Revised New Testament, four

years earlier, had become somewliat blunted by the lapse of time and the

•wide perusal of the earlier work, and by its general discussion. And yet

this later is3ue has by no means fallen still-born from the press; for al-

though the general public has not been very greatly moved by its coming,

and its sales have scarcely equaled a tithe of those reached by its prede-

cessor in the same length of time, a lumierically much smaller body of

readers, who look deeper and think more broadly and decide less hastily,

have been examining and consideriug the matter in hand ; and these are

now beginning to be heard from.

A general and somewhat hasty estimate of the case would probably

bring out the conclusion that the completed work, as now submitted to

the public, though somewhat disappointing, is yet not altogether unsat-

isfactory. That it makes, on the wliole, some valuable contributions to

general biblical learning, and somewhat improves upon the old Version,

must be conceded, and, therefore, it is valuable, especially to readers of

simply average learning. To that extent the Revisers have responded to

the legitimate expectations of English-speaking Christendom. Fewer

changes are made, in proportion to the amount of matter, than in the

Revised New Testament
;
partly because fewer were required, but much

more because of the relatively greater cautiousness of the "Old Testament

Company," and perhaps, also, to some extent, from deference to the out-

cry raised ag.iinst the imwarranted freedom at some points used by the
'

' New Testament Company. " Perhaps it will be discovered that the whole

subject of Old Testament learning is not yet ripe for final treatment.

Dissatisfaction witli their work was no doubt not to be avoided, since the

demands of some were incompatible with those of others. The Scylla of

the Conservatists overlapped the Cliarybdis of the Progressionists, and no

place was left for the media tutissima via—the always ready but selduni

satisfactory expedient of a certain class of would-be 2)ractical minds. In

the New Testament Company the progi-cssive spirit was largely effective.

and hence the occasions for the alarm created by their work among tho.-e

who blindly worship the past, and who care less for simple truth than

for prescriptive autliority, and with whom antiquity is tlie proof of divin-

ity. But quite another spirit seems to have animated the Old Testament

Company, and perhaps their completed v.ork, carried on thr(mi;h fourteen
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years of pain;itaking, iiiay suggest to some iiiiuds tlie fable of the Mount-

ain anil the Mouse. Aud yet it •would be liasty, and indeed incorrect, to

Miy that the completed work is not Avorth all that it has cost, however far

it may come short of the just and reasonable requirement of the case.

The general principles laid down for the guidance of the Ilevisers at

tlio beginning were very generally approved as judicious aud necessary,

:;!k1 also as sufficiently flexible for all practical uses. But written rules,

however wisely constructed, cannot determine in advance how very many
practical questions must be solved. The accepted qualification, "as far

as possible,'' refers almost every question to the judgment and discretion

of those charged with the execution of the work. The business was fur-

ther embarrassed by the want of a clearly ascertained and defined purpose

for which the revision had been undertaken. The Authorized Version

was so hedged about by reason of its confessed sacredness that to touch

it was made to appear almost an act of sacrilege; aud though its in-

violability was qualified by the condition " consistently with faithful-

ness," a fearful P/w 1/7, 2^)-oc>d f seemed to be constantly sounded out

in respect to it. That qualifying clause, indeed, intimates that there ex-

ists another and more authoritative standard than the Authorized Version,

whose claims are paramount, but it does not designate it. It would seem
natural to presume that the original Hebrew is intended, and that the

sense of the text must be determined by the accepted laws of literary

critiG-ism; but a careful study of the New Version will show that that was
tlie case only to a limited extent. The Revisers were informed that they

were not expected to make " a new translation,'' but only to revise that

now in use, which, they are reminded, " for more than two centuries aud
a half had held the position of an English classic," clearly intimating that

its antiquity ought to secure for it a qualified inviolability; and this sug-

gestion it is evident the Revisers have not disregarded. The language of

the English Bible for the twentieth century—such is the decree—must be

that of Shakespeare and Bacon, not that of Pitt and Burke or of Thomas
Arnold and Robert Hall, since only the former was sufficiently sanctified

by age to become the vehicle of the mind of the Spirit to English-speak-

ing Christians. The makers of the Authorized Version employed the lan-

guage of their own times, but those who undertook the work of revisal

Were enjoined to use that of more than two centuries and a half ago.

Now, if there is one obligation of paramount authority binding upon
those whose office it is, under God, to deliver the diA^ine oracles to the

])c-ople—it is that they shall give them the written word in its literal sig-

niticauce, as nearly as it can be done by human language; and also in a

form that shall be most readily understood, not only by scholai-s and
specialists, but also by the '"common people." It is for that purpose

that translations of the Scriptures are made; and any pretended rendering

Jliat fails to do precisely that thing is, as far as it purposely so fails, a

-raud. Xor need it be reiterated that the language of Shakespeare is not
now the vernacular of English-spea.king Christendom. The business of

the Revisers certainly was to give to the Christians who now speak the
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En"-li«li tou!?ue a restatement of the sense of Holy Scripture in their own

lan-uao-e, and iu tlie form and style most easy to be imderstood, and, as

far'a^; possil)le, in harmony with tlieir own modes of thiukmg and speak-

ing: just as Luther did for the common people of Germany when he madr

;M3 translation for their use.

But, quite otherwise, our Revisers bring us back the Bible of Kill,

with only incidental changes and a few verbal emendations. That ver-

sion when first issued, was conformed to the speech of its age, nor did th.'.v

who made it acknowledire their obligation to go back to the times of ^\ uhf

and Chaucer for a linguistic vehicle in which to convey the divine orach-.

to the people of a later age. In the present case, however, any chang.s

that are confessed to be necessary to avoid manifest errors of sense may

indeed be made, but the amended rendering must be carefully conformed

to thelan^un^e of the Authorized Version, '^ or to earlier (not later, how-

ever much better) English Versions.-' It seems to be assumed that cer-

tain forms of speaking and thinking which have become obsolete among

those who use the luijlish language are to be chosen as the better adapti'd

to convey to them the import of the "words whereby they may be

saved " *There is, indeed, a venerablenessin long-used forms of religious

.expreision which should not be needlessly sacrificed, but no amount of

^rhythmical beautv can compensate for the loss of truthfulness. If, then,

the New Testament Revisers were too free in changing the forms of words

employed, their collaborators have erred much more egregiously in the o])-

l^osite'direction, since they have often preferred the sonorousness of th.'

Old Version to the prosaic reality of the original. And if forms oft-re-

peated become venerable bv use, so by the same process they lose thiir

natural definiteucss of signification, and may, indeed, become meaning-

less; and a chan-e of words, even without any corresponding change of

sense, will often 'act upon the mind of the reader as a revelation.

But with all the defectiveness of some of their methods the Revisers

Iiavc effected not a few valuable changes; and had the English Company

been more ready to listen to their American collaborators, they would have

done still more. A notable case of dissent between the two companies i^

veen in respect to the use of the name of the God of Israel—Jehovah.

•luore exactlv. J.vnyEn. In the Authorized Version that name is rendorol

(not translated) the Lokd, and it is usually printed in small capitals, to

di>tinrruish it from all others who may be properly designated by the wont

that u'atuiallv si-nifies only a ruler or chief. But the word Jehovah not

only has no direct reference to lordship, but is also not capable of being

translated. The use of the word " Lord "' as its equivalent is, there foiv.

not only incorrect, but also both belittling and misleading. The atteinpi

to rescue it bv having it printed in capitals is but little better th:o;

puerile; and while it recognizes the iusufticiency of the substituted terni.

it wholly fails to remedy the defect by a device that is without -'^ignni-

cance, and which is detected only by the eye, while to all who only h.ar

the Bible read—and the language of Scripture is largely learned by tV
.hearin-—the iH'<i'li:ti'<y "^ ^^'^ printing cannot be known; and of the
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millions -who read the English Bible cortaiul}- only a very small proportion

make any note of the fact that sometimes the word "' lord " is printed in

capitals, and at others in small letters. Again, as thus rendered, the

inelfable name of the God of Israel becomes a common instead of a proper

name, and he whom it designates is, in thought, removed from his unique

nJitariness into the category of rulers, in which he is one of many, al-

though pre-eminent. The name jEnovAii was announced to signify that

lie whom it designated stands alone, and is essentially unlike all created

things, of which condition it is effectually deprived by classing it among
others. The American Company, for these reasons, desired to retain the

onginal word, but their superiors decreed otherwise.

In like manner the American Company desired to retain unchanged the

ilebrev,- word Sheol wherever it occurs in the text, and wliich is in the Au-

thorized Version changed almost indifferently to "the grave," "the pit,"

or "hell." The objection to the substitution of these terms is not only

tliat they are unauthorized and incorrect, but especially that they pervert

the manifest sense of the original, and obscure important doctrinal teach-

ings. Our English Version of the Old Testament is justly said to teach

the doctrine of immortality only obscurely and by inferences—some say

not at all : btit give the word Sheol its proper significance—the spirit-

woild, man's estate after death—and it broadly asserts the doctrine of the

futui'e life as often as it occurs in its proper sense, though not in a mate-

rial body. Jacob did not speak of going into "the grave "to find Jo-

seph, as both the Old and the Xew Versions make him do, though the

latter makes the margins contradict the text. But while in the prose of

the Old Testament the mistranslation of the Authorized Version is per-

petuated, in the poetical parts the word is retained in its proper form;

for which correctness in part we will be duly grateful, though the incon-

sistency is quite inexplicable.

But some real corrections of manifest errors and some doubtful ob-

scurities have been rectified or elucidated. The word translated "de-

struction" (Job xxvi, 6, Prov. xv, 2, xxviii, 20) is changed to Abad-
don—an evident improvement, though the word (borrowed from Rev.

ix, 11) is wholly out of place in all these cases, for there it is clearly

the name of a person, while in these passages it indicates a place

or condition—the lower hell—or, according to Professor Tayler Lewis,

"the world below sheol," so alTording another glance into Old Testa-

ment eschatolog}'. A good service has been rendered in respect to

the "groves" so often named in connection with the idolatry of the

Israelites. That word and its idea disappear, and we have instead

"Asherah,"^>Z'/raZ "Ashcrim," in which change the Revisers will be sus-

tained and thanked by all competent scholars. The word signified the

image or statue of Astarte, the Syrian Venus, which was set up wherever

the shrines of the SjTian idolatry were established. In a few cases the

Revisers have fairly broken away from the Authorized Version, and have

given us instead some new, not to say strange, renderings. The " taber-

uacle of the congregation " disappears, but in its stead stands " the tent

48—FIFTH si:nii;s, vol. i.
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of meeting." Neither tmnslutiou is quite correct; but the old one h:!(l

the advantage as to dignity and sonorousness. So, too, the " meat-of-

ferings" are taken aAvay, and " ?/k'aZ-offerings " substituted. Literally

translated, it \vould be a "/boJ-offering ; " and in the old times they had

the broader meaning for the word "meat," for which we have only i\m

poor alternatives jl'o'cZ and victuah, unless we revive the good and sign^^^

caut word "-bread," Avhich might have been here advantageously em-

ployed by the lievisers.

Certain expressions indicative of matters relating to the sexes, which

were unobjectionable in Shakespeare's time, and which occur in the En-

glish Bible, have ceased to be allowable, not only in ordinary conversa-

tion, but even in public discourse. Some portions of the Old Testament

are flagrantly unfit to be read aloud, either in public or private; and a<

the sense they imply can be expressed in less offensive language, it wa?

clearly the duty of the Revisers to make the required substitutions. This

has been done in one notable case (sec 1 Kings xiv, 10, etc.) by expressing

the sense intended, but wholly suppressing the imagery. But when the

Americans propused to get rid of the offensive epithet used to designate

an unchaste woman, with its compounds and derivatives, and to use in

its stead a milder word, English conservatism interposed itsA-eto; and,

accordingly, the whole category of Jezebels must still be designated by a

monosyllabic term.

A decidedly good work is done in recognizing and making plain, as is

not done by the Authorized Version in any case in the Old Testament,

and very inadequately in the Xcav, the difference of meanings expressed

in different instances by the words "people" and "nation," with their

plurals. The word "people" is commonly used to signify "Israel."

God's cho-^en race; but in some cases the plural form is employed to in-

clude others also. In the sixty-seventh Psalm occurs the expression, " Let

the people [singular] praise thee ; " but the original word has the plural

form, and it is evidently intended to be equivalent to the "all nations '

with which it is coupled, and so the Revisers have rendered it. So th'^

word " nations*" (llcb. j/o^m) is relieved of much of the ambigu'ty in

which it is involved in the Authorized Version. In the earlier books of the

Bible it usually indicates the Canaanites, but later it referred also to oth^r

foreigners with whom the Israelites came in contact; but at length ii

came to have a religious significance, which is partially indicated by the

word "heathen." The sense of the original word, as it occurs in dilTer-

ent places, can be determined only by a careful consideration of the man-

ifest design of the writing in each case, and to this the Revisers appear lo

have given special attention, with satisfactory results.

Every reader of the English Bible is aware that it contains a large share

of words and ])liia>(s and forms of construction that have ])assed \vlu>liy

out of uso anion^- good writers or speakers. Some of these are ^iuiply

archaisms—oI)-i>Ieti' words and phrases; others, onee suflicieutly signiii

cant, have bcci'inc almost wholly meaningless; while otliers express me;'.n-

iugs for \\hicli they were not intended. The American Company wished
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to replace tlicse by the equivalents of their former meanings iu the Kpcech

of the present age, but not so tliought their English superiors. Accord-

ingly, we are still to read "astouied" when avc mean astonished ; we must

still have " chapiters " instead of caintah on our architectural columns

;

^vheu iu need we are not to be helped^ but " holpeu; " and that which we

ascertain we are not to Jcnoio, but we must irot of it. The artisan must

not be said to refine his metals, but, though not a magistrate nor armed

with any judicial authority, he must " fine " them. The absurdity and

maudlin folly of all this is so obvious that the reader may be trusted to

lind out the proper epithets by which to characterize it. That all En-

glish-speaking Christendom is thus to be tethered to the linguistic stand-

ards of three hundred years ago is uot supposable; and if English Church-

men and closet scholars have failed to learn the living language of their

contemporaries they are not the men to reproduce the word of God in the

" English tongue," which means very much more than the peculiar dia-

lect of the Established Church.

As a whole, we say again, the Kew Version has many real excellences,

while its faults, both positive and negative, are also many and grave

—

quite too much so to allow the expectation that it can ever be accc^jted as

a finality. It fails to correct a great many obvious and confessed errors

;

its utterances are often, and it would seem purposely, ambiguous and

indefinite, where clearness is both desirable and attainable; and the dialect

into which the Version is made is not the speech of the people of either

country, neither of the learned nor the imlearned.

The enterprise inaugurated with a great flourish of trumpets by the

'"Convocation of Canterbury" fifteen years ago, and ostensibly designed

to provide an Amended Version of the English Bible, has had its course,

and the result is certainly something less than a complete success. The
work is submitted; and probably nobody will conclude that this Cantcr-

bin-y revision will ever become the standard English Bible to the millions

that will speak that language during the coming centuries. The Xew
Testament revision has been severely criticised, partly for good reason,

and partly otherwise; but it is faithful to the original, and its makers
dared to use their mother-tongue, agreeable to the usages of their own
generation.

But the failure to produce a satisfactory Version is not the whole of this

revision business. Among its certain and permanent and widely efl'ective

results must be recognized tlie very extensive unsettling of the public

mind, and of the confidence of the moderately intelligent part of thetech-

:iically not scholarly of the people, in the Bible of their childhood. This

nsult was, perhaps, inevitable, and was sure to come without the help of

that movement; and therefore our Christian leaders and teachers sliould

hue been ready to respond to the duinands of the occasion; As matters

now stand, the Christian people of the two greatest Protestant nations of

the world, both of one blood and one speech, no longer possess an accepted

Version of the Holy Scriptures; and, while scholars need not be at any
loss respecting the teachings of their sacred buoks, thev nevertheless have
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taught the people to believe that their old Version of the Bible i> sadlv

faulty, and now it comes out that the attempt to produce a more satisfac-

tory one has broken down in its efforts. It has long been confessed that

our age is a transition period in biblical criticism and interpretation ; and

noAV it may be ajiprehended that the instability of opinion -which has

hitherto been chiefly confined to the schools will spread among the com-

mon people. Ail this may possibly be for the better rather than the

worse. The truth will be set in a clearer and steadier light by the inves-

tigation that Avill become necessary, and in due time we shall certainly

have a People's Bible—the words of the prophets and the apostles clearly

interpreted, ])reseuting the truth as it is in Jesus in language as plain and

intelligible as the prattlings of childhood. In any event we may be

assured that the word of the Lord remains sm-e.

PROFESSOR WIXCIIELL OX " AXTIIROPOMORPHISM."

Editor of Methodist Review : The most important article ot' the Review

for July is pre-eminently Dr. "Winchell's " Anthropomorphism." The discussiou

there given is at once masterly and scholarly, and it also supplies a de-siJenifjun.

It is the best thing on the subject I remember to have seen, and it appears to me

at once unanswerable and complete. The reading of it has also suggested

certain interrogatories to which, I trust, cither you or the learned doctor will see

your way to respond.

1. Is it not to be regretted that in this essay, which leaves so little to b<? do-

sired, the writer did not, while affirming that it is not anthropomorphism to pred-

icate will, thought, or offcdion of God, since these attributes, so far from being

characteristically human, may be assumed to be, in part, those features of the

Divine Mind in the image of which man was originally cousiituted, also atTinn

that it is not anthropomorphism to predicate conscience of God—that is, to insist,

that the instincts of justice and benevolence which pervade the human brea.-t,

and whicli when duly enlightened never fail to assert themselves, do fairly in-

terpret the divine idea of right and justice ? If tlje ideas of morality and of mor.il

obligation, especially as they e.xist in a properly Christianized mind, be imI

imiversal—absolutely the same in all worlds, and eternally and hence absoh;;e!y

trustworthy—how can a divine government proper, or a future and uuivcr.-;d

judgment, ever be possible?

I have had a great deal of sympathy with [tlie sentiment of] the Lite John

Stuart Mill, when, in opposition to the agnosticism of Mansell, he, as will be re-

membered, somewhat indignantly declared, " Convince me that the highest human

morality docs not, as far as it goes, actually sanction and correctly interpret the

moral attributes of God, however infinite—and, while I shall bear my fate as best

I maj', there is one thing I will nut do, and this because I cannot—I will not

worship this God; and if told that I must go to hell in oousequeuec of my obdu-

racy, then to hell T will go."

2. When Dr. Winchell states (p. 520) that " no religion ever existed which in-

terposed a vacuum of being all the way from the Infinite to man." I am m^ved

to ask, "How much did the typical Puritan's faith come short of doing just that
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thint,'? What helpful intermedmry did that faith recognize ? " And yet what re-

lipioD, however many its ritualistic crutches, has ever yielded loftier specimens

of Christian manhood than that same utterly unrituaHstic Puritanism? And this

sugg-osts just here another question, as important practically as it is psychologic-

ally interesting. However instinctive it may be to do so, is it wise, is it safe,

or in any case necessary, to resort to these materialistic aids to faith, and to sen-

suous symbolisms, as adjuncts to devotion ? It is customary to say, that in the

religious childhood of the race an elaborate ceremonial was introduced among

the Israelites in order to educate them up to the apprehension of better religious

ideas. But it is to be observed, that whatever the wisdom (or unwisdom) of

this method of religious nurture, hardly had it been introduced before the people

were warned against its abuse; hardly was it in full opcratioa ere they were

threatened with the severest penalties for having yielded to the temptation thereby

afforded to lapse into formalism and spiritual dcatli. It is to be observed further,

in this connection, that at the present day, however debased the people to whom
missionaries are sent, whet!ier Fijian, Patagonian, or Hottentot, there seems to

be no necessity to resort to any sort of sensuous symbolism in order cither to

inculcate religious truth or to enkindle devotion.

3. I especially enjoyed that part of the learned professor's essay in which he

most conclusively shows that, inasmuch as all idolatry and polytheism spring

from that natural, instinctive human craving for outward, sensible manifesta-

tions of the spiritual and unseen which is the counterpart of all symbolism, these

caiujot be condemned as essentially wrong, any more than the use of a candle or

a crucifix. [But does this excuse the idolatry, or does it condemn the use of a

candle or a crucifix?] Upon this I queried, why, tlien, have polytheism and idol-

atry always been condemned as essentially wicked? If, as another has well

said, "Idolatry is but the religious instinct gone astray," why, instead of denounc-

ing it root and branch, is it not wiser to imitate Paul's example, saying, " Whom
ye ignorantly worship. Him declare I unto you." You do well to Vy-orsJiip ; we
come to show unto you a "more excellent way "—to help you to a truer conception

of our common Father, and a more direct and satisfactory way of approach to him.

4. Once more. If, as Dr. Winchell maintains—and I confess his position seems

to me well taken, that is, from the stand-point of scientific historical criticism

—

if the ancient Hebrew histories abound in very crude antliropomorphic represen-

tations of the Deity—representing the latter often as actuated by purely human

motives and selfishly human passions ; if, in other words, we admit, in substance,

that the Holy Ghost could not sufficiently possess and control the holy men

employed to write these ancient histories so as to preserve them from the use of

such imagery, or descriptive terms, as to involve inadequate and mi.-lcading rcp-

rescnt:itions of Jehovah, what becomes of our popular theory of In^pira'ion?

How are we to know positively what is authentic Scripture ?

We read, that Jehovah himself declares, " I am a jealous God." Xow, did

Jehovah actually indite that word "jealous?" If so, did lie really me;ui it? If

he did not iudite it, how are we to kimw that he indited any other part of the

decalogue ? We have a " Thus saith the Lord " for certain nameless barbarities

perpetrated by the Israelites on their enemies. If, as I would be very glad to be

able to do, wo can explain these away, as Dr. Winchell ii:tin;,ites, b_v relegating

these unfortunate statements to the crude, anthropomorphic conceptions concern-

ing the Deity entertaine'l by the writers of these histories, how yet shall wo
know wlien poshively to credit other statements similirly authenticated? AVill
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not the whole record, by this process, become, especially in the popular estiniai'ion.

either wholly invalidated or rendered of doubtiul authority? "What must the

preacher or Bible-class teacher, with these "advauced views" in his miud, do

when these hard questions arise, and cavils are suggested concerning sucii con-

fessed difficulties in the Old Testament history ? E. H. II.

June 27. 1885.

Remakks by the Editor.

"When we gave Dr. "U^inchcU's paper a place in our pages, wliicli was

done both on account of the importance of its subject and the ability of its

treatment, we expected that it would suggest not a few questions which

it failed to answer; and we feh, also, that some of its positions needed

to be further guarded, in order to save them from probable misapprehen-

sions. And now we are not at all surprised at the receipt of such a letter

as tliat given above, which, however, seems to need explanations and de-

limitations scarcely less than the article to which it refers. The study of

the subject of the anthropomorphisms of the Bible, and of our religious

conceptions, is forced upon us by the trend of the public mind and by the

thinking of the age, and, no doubt, by means of it some important truths

will be made to appear in new' and unusual aspects. These things do not

look to the men of the present day just as they did to their predecessors;

and among these manifest changes some of the aspects (not the substance)

of religious truth and doctrine have been subjected to the common expe-

rience. Modifications of very wide extent and far-reaching intiueuces are

certainly taking place in respect to the forms and externals of Christian

doctrines. They cannot be resisted; and though perilous in the process

of the transition, they will probably prove beneficial in the final outcome;

and while we could not withstand them, if we would, we have no wish to

do so. Evidently, however, it is the duty of the leaders of the Christian

thought of the age to act as guides and guardians in this transition, in-

stead of giving it over to the misdirection of the unspiritual and perversely

skeptical.

The tendency to materialistic and sensuous conceptions of spiritual

truths is universal among men. It very largely dominates the ideas and

the methods of the whole race of "scientists;" so much so, that to ignore

and practically deny all proper spirituality has become the rule with them.

In the religious world, outside of Christendom, naturalism is the theology

of the learned and fetichism of the unlearned, and the Christian world i<

but very partially delivered from the same inllucnce. The languages of

raeu, which are but their thinkings put into permanent forms, are essen-

tially materialistic and sensuous; and the very terms by which alone wc

can seek to express our most thoroughly spiritual conceptions are originally

of sensuous origins. "When, therefore, God would reveal his truth to the

human consciousness, it was necessary that he should jiresent hhuself in

antliropomorj^hic forms; and universally things spiritual must be present'"!

in materialistic images. And yet this state of tlie case, though unavoid-

able, is not without its evil tendencies by reason of its limitations, to
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uvMul wliicli evils in their ruinous extremes is the business of the spirit-

ual iustructor and yuide.

In condescension to man's want of spiritual capabilities God has eni-

builied the manifestation of his truth, and of his person also, in a matori-

iili>tic imagery; his revelations and his religious ordinances are all formally

anthropomorphic. But lest this should obscure the pure spirituality of

the Divine Person and his worship, earnest and emphatic warnings are

littered against their natural tendency. Outward and material sacrilices

were instituted, but their essential wortldessness, except as symbols of

.something better, was declared at the same time. A temple was built as

"a dvrelliug-place for the God of Jacob;'' but in the solemn forms of its

consecration there Avas heard the significant confession, '"Behold, the

heaven and heaven of heavens cannot Contain thee." The second com-

mandment was expressly designed to set bounds to this tendency to hide

the idea of godhead of a sensuous setting, and all through the centuries of

the Israelitish Church God was j-yerpetually warning his people against the

sin of degrading their conceptions of His Person under outward and
tangible forms. During his whole ministry Christ earnestly antagonized

this tendency by denouncing the hollowness and want of spirituality of

the popular religion of liis chiy, and b}' lequiriug in opposition to it a

purely spiritual Avorship, because its great Object is Spirit. The conflict

which appears in our Lord's dealings with the men of his own time has

been continued through all the ages of the Church's history, and doubtless

it is destined to continue to the end, so long as the flesh shall continue

to war against the Spirit—the carnal against the spiritual.

Some of the side-questions suggested by Professor "Wiuchell's discus-

tious are referred to in the letter of our correspondent given above, and

to some of these we now propose to devote a few thoughts, taking them
up somewhat in the order in which they are presented.

The regret of our correspondent at the silence of the essay respecting

the essential and unchangeable nature of ethical righteousness, and its im-

manence in the divine character, would be eminently pertinent had that

thought been anywhere brought into question. In proportion as the es-

sential spirituality of the Divine Person is brought into view his holiness

al-o is declared, and that not as an accidental or variable quality, but as

of his essential Being; and because God so reveals himsuif in holiness,

and the human consciousness apprehends and approves what is thus de-

tected, God never, as the embodiment of essential righteousness, can be

without a witness in every heart. And this revelation of the etliical side

o[ the divine nature brings with it also the awful authority of the divine

niajesty. But all this lies quite outside of the form of anthropomorphism,
to the discussion of which the essay is dev6ted.

Quite unlike our correspondent, we have no "sympathy with," but a

(ireat Tiorrar at, such thoughts and utterances as that introduced from John
Stuart Mill; not, liowever, because we at all tolerate the sentiments

against which it so fiercely protests. The conviction hypotheticaliy re-

ferrt-d to is not supposable; and that theie should be any di>harmouy
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between "llie higliest human morality," wliicli is ahvr.ys a reflection of tlie

divine holiness and its glorious Author, is an absurdity, not only of the

intellect, but not less so of the heart. For any man, even hypothetically,

to place himself in opposition to God, and to appeal from the divine judg-

ments to eternal justice, which must have been first in thought separated

from God, and to set up in opposition to him a fancied righteousness with

which to defy the thunders of almighty vengeance, is itself simply hn-

lAous. It may be well to solemnly protest against the ryr?/as/-blasphcmy of

the creeds wliich change the countenance of the Father of all mercies

into the gorg(jn face of something worse than a Moloch ; but not even in

thought is it lawful to contemplate our God as such a one. In not a few
cases this i)roud appeal from some supposititious act or declaration of God
is simply the expression of an egoistical self-worship that claims for itself

infallibility of moi-al judgment and the unvarying rectitude of the moral

intuitions of the individual. This was .Job's folly and olTense—less oiTen-

sively expressed, indeed, than in the case here cited—before, in the si^-ht

of manifested Godhead, he came to abhor himself in dust and ashes.

"The typical Puritan faith" very clearly recognized and strongly clung

to the one great " Mediary " that fills all the infinite void between God
and man; and in that article of its creed lay its wonderful power to pro-

duce such lofty "specimens of Christian manhood." AYith all its repul-

sive severity and its one-sided concc])tion of God's character and dispensa-

tions, British and American Calvinism, by vigorously taking hold on

Christ and declaring him to be the sole and sufiicient Mediator between
God and man, developed a sturdier form of the Christian life than can lie

done by any system that denudes the Godhead of his majesty, and de-

grades Christ f)-om the character of a divine sacrifice for sin to simply a

kindly friend and older brother. The development of so sturdy a form

of Christianity as that of the Puritans, with its minimum of anthropo-

morphism, is proof of the inutility of any large amount of that clement in

Christian culture. And yet the failure of Puritanism resulted from the

relative supremacy of the outward and formal, in both its faith and its

practice. 3Iaterialistic "aids to faith," beyond the simplest forms, usnally

operate as clogs and hinderances, like Saul's armor on the limbs of the

young shei)hcrd of Betlilehem.

No doubt, as Prof. Winchfll argues, all idolatry and polytheism sprini^s

from the heart's cravings after something to worship. But these most sacreil

characteristics of the soul expose it the most surely to deep and fearful

degradations. "What were the natural results of idolatry—which is sim-

ply the changing of "the glory of the incorruptible God" into the like-

ness of an image of corruptil)le man, and of birds, and four-footed bta^-t-,

and creeping things"—we are Very clearly and forcibly shown in the t'n>r

chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. There is, no doubt, the strugglinu-

of the religious instincts of the soid back of all really religious idolatry,

but the objects toward which they go out impart their own evil to thr

worship itself. At the very best, such a service can only feed the s<>ul

Upon vanit}-, and among its almost absolutely necessary conditions it min-
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istcis to sin. It hicks any power to raise the soul Godward; and in the

absence of the ethical conception worship inevitaljly tends to positive and

«(ross impurity. Paul indeed recognized both a natural theism and the im-

pulse to worship as manifested in the polytheism of the Athenians, and

these lie sought to turn to account in favor of the Gospel. It was his

single experiment ou that line; and its unsuccess seems to indicate its un-

suitableness. Because the soul in man is naturally sensuous, and instinct-

ively seeks its pleasure in gratifying the lusts of the flesh, the feebler

religious instincts are easily overcome and subordinated to the lower

psychological impulses. Re'ligion, in order to become erlective in raising

the soul into spiritual life, must be, as far as may be, separated from all

outward forms; and the history of the Church proves that in proportion

as Christianity has become materialistic in its conceptions, and formal

and ritualistic in its expression, it has usually become powerless to save

men's souls.

The anthropomorpliisms that characterize the Old Testament, and

which are not wholly absent from the New, are simply the necessary accom-

modations of spiritual ideas to men's gross conceptions, and the embody-

ing of the supersensuous in a materialistic imagery. Because men knew

only the language of sense, it was necessary to convey to them spiritual

truths in that language, and yet to intimate the higher spirituality as fast

as the recjuisite susceptibility to apprehend it should be developed. But

this has nothing to do with the ethical considerations involved in such

transactions as the conquest and slaughter of the Canaauites; for the ques-

tions suggested by these and similar matters lie entirely outside of all an-

thropomorphic conceptions or expressions. They may suggest important

and perplexing inquiries, but in quite anotlier line of thought than those

of methods of expression. Xor is it necessary to resort to the^plea of an

anthroj^omorphic imagery to explain what we are taught respecting the

dispositions and exercises of the mind of God. His devotion to ethical

righteousness becomes, without change or passion on his part, "anger "

toward transgression, " jealousy " for the protection of the right, and
" vengeance"—the exercise of vindicatory authority—toward the guilty.

Kelatively, because of his absolute changclessness, there is change in

God's relations and dispositions toward his creatures when they change in

respect to him ; and in this he manifests his essentially non-anthropomor-

phic nature, because he is God and not man.

While conceding that there are many and formidable questions that

beset the subject of the inspiration of the Scriptures, we fail to lind the

assumed ditficulty at the point suggested by the above letter. The sa-

cred history deals with facts, and as facts it vouches for their correct-

ness; but it is sublimely indillercnt to the quibblings of conceited smat-

tercrs Avho require that every recorded transaction shall be adjusted to

their naiTow conceptions of what ought to be. God does not submit the

details of his conduct to man's judgment, nor stop at every stage to jus-

tify his administration. It is for men, with unquestioning sul)niission,

to obey what God commands, and to learn from the divine judgments, na
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less than from the divine word, what are the demands of concrete and ad-

ministrative rigliteousness; entirely subordinating their own intuiiions.

iind correcting them by the lessons that he himself teaches: and they wlio

will read that history in such a spirit will not be much troubled about its

insi)iration or authenticity.

But there are certain suggestions growing out of this subject of " an-

thropomorphism " in relation to the Christian faith of which our cor-

respondent says nothing, and to which the essay refers only slightly.

Though the Jehovah of the Old Testament Avas an essentially spiritual

manifestation, yet the prevakmt Hebrew conception of the Godhead was

clearly and often grossly anthropomorphic; and to the Israelitish people

their God was, in kind, only Moses amplified and exalted in each case

according to the subjective capacities of the individual. So the revela-

tion of the Godhead in Christ was still more broadly a spiritual manifes-

tation, of which some of liis disciples attained to relatively pure and

elevated conceptions, which are faithfully and adequately sketched in the

gospels and the apostolical writings. But ecclesiastical Christianity, as

to both its forms and its doctrinal ideas, very early took on a gross an-

thropomorphic embodiment, which practically obscured the spiritual in the

outward and literal. The Reformation was the i-esult of the strugglings

of the entombed spirit of Christianity, striving to get free; but even

the leaders of that movement stopped at half-way. But because they

asserted and maintained the right of individual free thinking, the Re-

formers rendered all needed advances possil)le, and bequeathed to after

generations the heritage of that freedom Avith its attendant responsiljil-

ities. The Protestantism of three hundred years ago was a living germ

instinct with Avonderful possibilities, and sure to become developed in

after times; and evidently the time of its unfolding has come. Its un-

spiritual appendages of mechanical inspiration and the literalistic inter-

pretation of Scripture; its ex opere operato sacramentariauisms ; its for-

mally chartered ecclesiasticisra, with a personal succession of minis-

trants; its expectation of an outward advent and millennium, and a

scenic resurrection and day of judgment, and its entire materialistic

€Schatology, are evidently parts of its outward shell, wliich must find

their place among the exuvicB of which essential Christianity, as delivered

by the Master and received by his apostles, is freeing itself. But let no-

body be alarmed at these changes, nor yet in haste for their completion.

The grain of mustard-seed does not complete its possibilities all at once;

a.nd "the kingdom of heaven," of which it is the divinely indicated

illustration, must also be a development. Ours may be the season of its

cfllorescence, following its long hibernation, and its slowly advancing

early growth; and so it must also have its period of enlargement for the

perfecting and maturing of its fruit, for which unreckoncd cycles may he

required. Of these "tunes and seasons" of the Church's earthly glory

and conquest, the harvesting of its fruitage, we know only that they art-

in the purposes of divine goodness; their period, and what shall come

after them, "the Father hath set within hi>^ own authoritv."
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THE SECOND ADVENT AND THE-: ^riELEXXIU3L

INIany persons, at some period of tliclr life-time, become aware tliat they

arc assenting to opinions for ubicli they can render no reasons. Another,

and perhaps a much more numerous, class are really in the same condi-

tion, but they never awake to its reality. They assent to certain things be-

cause such are the accepted opinions of those among whom they live, and

they do not trouble themselves to find out the grounds on which the prevail-

ing belief rests. AVithin certain not very narrow limits this may be well.

Only a small proportion of mankind, can do their own thinking, and it is

better to believe on second-hand authority than to doubt all that one can

ueitlier prove nor disprove. Both these considerations apply especially

in respect to religious and theological opinions. AVe learn these in child-

hood, not by reasoning and through proofs addressed to our understand-

ing, but by authority from our teachers and by virtue of the unconscious-

ly accepted teachings of public opinion. And certainly it is best to abide

in these things, unless they sliall be found incompatible Avith reason or

the paramoimt authority of the word of God. To unlearn one's errors is

not uniformly an unmixed good; but for the thoughtful it often becomes

impossible to retain such passively accepted convictions, except as they

shall be supported by other and stronger evidence ; and the mental crises

that occur in this transition from negative to positive beliefs are often-

times about equally painful and perilous.

Perhaps some who will read this paper have had something of this

experience in respect to one or another article of their religious opinion?,

and have felt the infelicity of being unable to find any satisfactory proofs

of certain cherished traditional beliefs, which also were the more trouble-

some because of the lack of any accepted criteria by which to discrimi-

nate between essential and merely incidental matters of faith. Among
tlie things firmly imbedded in the traditional doctrinal notions of

Protestant Christendom are some of the details of its eschatology, the

proofs for which are not quite obvious; and when proofs are offered, they

iire often found to be vague and far-fetched, and commonly made up from

proof-texts arbitrarily construed as such by a prescriptive but unreliable

exegesis. The practice of reading into Scripture meanings that do not

belong to it, or of seeming to get more out of it, in certain directions,

than it contains, has become an authoritative usage which is often more

effective than the rational import of the sacred text, itself.

Our thoughts have just now been called to this general subject, and

especially to certain details of it indicated by the heading of this paper,

by reading an article in the "Presbyterian Ileview" for July, by Dr. A.

"W. Pilzer, of Washington City, entitled " The Return of Jesus, the

Christ." It contains nothing that we have not heard or read before,

brings forward no novel or startling propositions, and it may also be said

to fairly set forth the traditional belief of a large section of modern

Protestantism on the subject. Tn presenting- his theme, the writer gives

as his clxief proof-text the ekveuth verse, of the first chapter of Acts;
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"This same Jesus, -which is taken up from you iuto heaven, sliall so

come iu like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven ;" and th(.a he
affirms, with a positiveness that scorns any possible questioning. ••Tliis

message cannot mean eithor death, or tlie outiwuring of tlie Spirit, or tJie

destruction of Jerusalem, or the triumiyh of the Gospel : it means, and ciu

only mean, the i;ODii.Y rktukn of Jescs, who was crucified, who was
buried in Joseph's tomb, who rose from the dead, vrho ascended into

heaven.-' In agreement with this interpretation of this one passage we are

told there are iu the New Testament tlii-ee hundred and tweuty-five others

that "implicitly or explicitly proclaim the same Blessed Hope'' (the

capitals are his).

We are not disposed to call in question cither the mental acumen or the

learning of the essayist, nor to affirm that he overstates the commo::ly

accepted belief on the subject, though we arc quite certain that very

many, neither less able nor less learned than himself, would hesitate to

declare the same things as their own settled conviction; and perhaps some

of these ^vill feel that it might have been better to avoid the provocation

that may come of so broad and so bold an expression of opinion, to

silently if not openly protest against it. And yet it may be well that the

views of an extreme school of theologists and exegetcs should l)e tims

fully and clearly set forth, for there is reason to believe that the whols

subject involved will have to be re-examined and re-stated before the

public; and therefore it should be known what are the views of tlio-e

that hold to its positive side.

It is well known that there are in the Xew Testament a great numb r

of words and phrases which Adventists and r>Iillenarians appropriave as

teaching their viev/s; and it must be granted, that if their interpretation

of these is correct, there can be no doubt that the whole Xew Testament

glows v,-ith these doctrines. It is also known that many able commenta-

tors and theologians accept these views, though often with very consider-

able modifications, which greatly mar the symmetry of the whole system.

There is also a not inconsiderable and a ste;;dily increasing body of dis-

sentients; some openly discarding the entire theory, but most only doiil-r-

ing and asking to liave their doubts removed. The proof-texts so con.i-

dently relied on to prove the traditional doctrine fail to satisfy them.

They do not find that such words, in the Greek Testament, as -rcMia-z

{])resence) and e-ioavela (appearing or outshitiing) invariably, nor indeed

usually, refer to our Lord's Second Coming; but, instead, as soon as liic

bold assumptions of the Adventists are called in question, such a sch-l-

seems impossible. Such expressions as " the coming of the Lord." ar.<l

" the day of the Lord Jesus Christ," and others of similar import, iu not

a few cases, cannot l)e rationally construed to refer to that event. And
since the use of such expressions is somewhat indefinite, it is nece--ary.

wherever any of thorn occur, to determine their meaning in each ca-e I>y

a reference to the context and their evident design, and in the use of tlie

ordinary laws of critical interpretation; and under that kind of treatment

their Advont-?tlillenarian interpretation usually clTectually disappears.
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It is clfiimocl that the expectation of Christ's coming again Avas enter-

taiued and warmly cherished by the apostles and the early Church, which

assumption we need not, in this place, cither deny or concede; if, how-

ever, it is granted, then must all the legitimate implications of that fact

be also accepted. If the New Te>tamcut writers used the expressions in

question in the sense claimed by the Adveutists, it is quite sure that they

also expected that the designated events would occiu- very shortly—cer-

tainly within the ordinary life-time of those then living—and that then just

as certainly they were mistaken. The use made of these expressions makes

it necessary to presume that the indicated "coming," or ''revelation,"

was to be to those addressed, and not to those of some indefinitely remote

<ige, eighteen hundred or- ten thousand years afterward. Paul jirayed.

that the Christians of Thessalonica might be established in holiness, " at

the coming of our Lord. Jesus Christ," that is, on the Adventist theorj-,

some thousands of years in the future ; and Peter exhorts his brethren to

"gird np the loins" of their mind, and to " be watchful," in view of the

^race they were to receive at the " revelation {iv uT:oKa?.v-ipei) of Jesus

Christ," which is here used as a present and perpetual motive to earnest

and continuous fidelity, though they were not to see it.

If, then, these expressions of such chief apostles—and there are very many
of the same kind—refer to the event indicated by the writer whose words

we have quoted, they were certainly designed to influence the personal

religious life of those addressed through the anticipation of something

that we now know was not to occur in time to have any manifest effect

upon them or their affairs. If the apostles expected Christ's Second Com-
ing within their own generation, they were certainly in error, and their

exhortations based upon that expectation were founded on a misconcep-

tion ; if, on the contrary, they had no definite expectation in respect to

the time of that event, but only foresaw it in the indefinite future, but

still used it as a stimulus to present expectant watchfulness, their truth-

fulness and moral honesty will need to be vindicated; and the burden of

that service must rest on those who place those holy men in such an un-

comfortable dilemma.

Our writer intimates, in the sentence cited near the beginning of

this paper, that others have given a variety of interpretations to the

proof-texts which he claims for his doctrine; and in our inability to

accept without question his exclusive interpretation, we look to these for

po><sible relief. Some of the commentaries make "the coming of the

Lord" mean, for the individual, the day of his decease, which would save

the acconi panying exhortation fiom a great deal of irrelevancy. The proph-

et Joel spoke of "the great and terrible day of the Lord." and an apo'Jtle

assured the infant Church that it referred to the events of the day of Pen-

tecost. Some very respectable commentators understand tlie reference to the

"coming of the Son of man," in the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew, to

have been fulfilled at the destruction of Jerusalem, and so it has seemed to

us in our most careful study of it. And in all tiie ages of the Church the

prayer taught by Christ has been offered for the coming of the kingdom
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of God; and that prayer has beon broadened and deepened by tlio prom-

ised presence of the Master among his disciples, always, even to the

end of the Gosuel a';e. The -vviiole Churcli prays and waits for Christ's

coming, in tho 2)0icer of his S^jirit, to establish liis kingdom in the heart

of all who will receive him. This is the advent for which the exiiectaut

Churcli ever waits and prays.

The promise of " Christ's coming"' given immediately after his ascen-

sion, if accepted in its physical literalucss, must also govern and inter-

pret all other promises of his coming again. That promise had already

been made at the Last Supper (John xiv, 3, 18, 28); and yet later on in

the same discourse a decidedly, not to say exclusively, spiritual interpre-

tation was given to it. But we are reminded that the "coming" an-

nounced at the ascension was to be " //i lil-c laanner as ye have seen him
go into heaven," v.-hich it is claimed cannot possibly mean any thins else

tlian that he shall appear visibly to men's outward vision—certainly to that

of those on the same side of the world—in his material body. But must it

not appear that an expression so very indetinite, and which may so readily

be made to include more or less, is hardly alone sufficient to sustain a great

Christian doctrine—to be commended to the faith of all who have hope in

Christ's "appearing ? " In another place we have written : "It will not do

to make such a use of ov Tpd-or as to require that the promised cominrj ojjain

of the Lord sliall conform to all the merely accidental conditions of his

ascension. It was clearly promised that his departure was not final, and

[it was] in part at least, a reiteration of his own promise before given

(John xiv, 3) that he would come again."

It is known to all who are at all acquainted with Church history,

that from the earliest times to the present there has been with some

the expectation of the coming of Christ in the near future—in his material

body-—to become a potentate and civil ruler among men ; and it is equal-

ly well-known that this belief and expectation has uniformly been a

cause of disturbance, and a hinderance to the progress of the Gospel. It

was an clement of the Montani^m of the early Church, and the distinctive

Chiliasm that marked its way of ruin through the ages. In modern times

it was seen in the "Fifth-monarchy men" of Cromwell's time. A terrib!'^

fanatical outbreak of it among some very good people took place under

the ministry of IJev. Edward Irving in London in our own day; while in

America, under the name of ^lillerism, it overran the land and spread dis-

aster and spiritual blight through the Churches. Its career and inlluencos

cvery-where clearly demonstrate that the expectation of a phj'sical return

of Christ to the earth, as it is ba^ed on a misconception of the essential ntit-

lu-e of Christ's kingdom, has uniformly operated disastrously in propor-

tion to its definiteness and intensity. With the truly siiiritually-miiHi"!

Christian it suffices that he is permitted to labor in faith as the blaster h:i-i

a])pointed, assured that if faithful till death he will receive a crown of Iii<--;

and in this hope he finds all needed incentives to endure to the end. to

fight the good fight of faith, and dying go to his recompense.

The Miilcnuiun\ ;is a litcra!i-~tio and matcriali.-tic conception, is insep-
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atable from that of the materialistic Second Aclvcut. In one of the most

obscure and enigmatical parts of that most nniutelligible of all the books

of the Xew Testament—the Apocalypse—which scarcely any two com-

mentators agTce in expounding, it is related how an angel laid hold on

Satan and bound him for a tlwusand yearn, during which time the risen

saints lived and reigned with Christ. This thousand years—whctlicr

reckoned by the circuit of the sun or by some other kind of cycle does-

not appear—is to be the ]Millennium, which men now speak of as once they

did of the Greek Calends, and equally without any bask of rational

evidence. The conception of a sensuous and materialistic reign of Christ

on earth, as it has not originated in auy thing found in the Bible, so it

has seemed very difficult to torture auy thing that is contained in the in-

spired volume so as to harmonize with that essentially heathen idea. Our

study of this Avhole subject, which we have pursued all along as a

learner willing to be taught, has altogether failed to bring even ap-

proximate conviction that there is any legitimate ground to expect any

thing in the future of the Church answering at all to an outward and ma-

terial Second Advent or Millennium. Neither the Old nor the Kew Tes-

tament tells us auj- thing about it.

FOREIGN, RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY.

The Interxatioxal Status op the Pope is regarded among foreign

jurists as a question of so much importance that a noted authority has

just issued an extensive treatise on the subject. The author declines to

grant the Pope the powers of a sovereign, mainly for the reason that he

is in no condition to assert his rights as other sovereigns of Europe,

namely, with musket and cannon. But this seems rather faulty reasoning,

as it simply asserts the absence of the power, but not of the right.

Apart from the fact that the Pope, when in full possession of the States

of the Church, was in no condition to wage war with any European great

power, one will hardly desire to maintain that the recent changes in his

relations have made hirn tlie subject of any power. He therefore seems

to hold the anomalous position of being neither subject nor sovereign.

But, on the other hand, he would seem to hold an international position

from the fact that he possesses an exterritoriality and a sovereign position

by virtue of the guaranty law of the Italian government, which is recog-

nized by other nations in sending to him their representatives for diplo-

matic intercourse, who are directly or indirectly acknowledged as such.

This is done by some other powers because the spiritual subjects of the

Pope are found among their .subjects, Avhom they would protect in their

spiritual interests and rights. The PontiiT certainly, even now, possesses

many international attributes; among these are exterritorialitj', inviola-

bility, irresponsibility, an independent jurisdiction, and his own milita'y
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oroauization, though a very small one. But all this, it is seen, docs not

protect him from ^vhat he regards as violence ou the part of the Ilahau

g:.vernment, which now interprets and manages the guaranty law quite

dillerently from the sinse in which it was originally understood.

It were well if this fact could bring the Holy See to tlie conviction that

it were better not to desire to make its kingdom one of this world, but

to lay aside carnal weapons and depend wholly on those of the Spirit.

For even in the flourishing periods of the papacy it gained its victonos

liot by the power of the flesh, but by its spiritual weapons, which were

mi-hty over the minds of men. Now, it were well for the Church to

.ent'er into no conflict with the modern State, but rather to be satistied to

be in the service of the King of kings. The world is too much inclnKd

at present to contest the claim of the pope of being the representative of

the apostle Peter, to say nothing of being the vicar of Christ on eartk

AYith these weak places in the line of spiritual rule, it seems quite incon-

sistent to claim worldly sovereignty on the basis of the former rule in the

States of the Church. The whole is rather a legal fiction, and one too weak

to be expanded into a secular right at the present period. Many intelh-

oent Catholics of the period are of' the conviction that the former tem-

poral possessions of the Church were just large enough to embarrass the

pontiff in the execution of his spiritual power, but by no means strong

enough to give him any assistance in temporal rule; and therefore, from

the spiritual and ecclesiastical stand-point, temporal power is a loss rather

than a gain.

Students' Duels in Germ.^n Universities are now being discussed

with much earnestness in the religious press of that country; and we are

<^^tonished to see that this is the case just now, largely from the fact that

the Minister of Public Worship has spoken favorably of them on certain

public occasions. The matter has also reached the Prussian Du-t, ni

which a distinguished member of the Left declared that the cla^s oi

students that engage in duels are loyal to their Fatherland, thei/ duty,

and their vocation.

Now to understand why such a thing is possible we must know, in tlie

first place, that students' duels are generally frauds, with our understand-

ing of the word. In the great majority of them there is no personal lU-

will, and no intent to do" any serious injury—and indeed no intent to

receive any. Before thev go into the conflict they bundle and pad them-

selves in such a manner that the foil cannot possibly touch any portion

of the body but the face, and here the effort is merely to make a slash and

leave a scar, which is considered a mark of honor instead of a bran 1.

The students who become members of the "dueling corps," as they a:.

called, are naturally those who have peculiar views of manly honor, an<l

think this the best way of showing their courage in defense of their

position. The boly of students in Germany, is generally divided be-

tween the "corp>" students, who fight from principle, and those who <h>

not for the same rea-on. As a general rule the former are a wild, lawle-
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sf't, who are quite ready to imjjose on other people in defending tlieir own
dirrnity. Many of them do little else than light and drink and boast of

the scars that disfigure their faces for life.

The important question just agitating the breasts of the thousands of

young men now leaving the Gymnasia for the Universities is as to which

party to make allegiance, and the belligerent spirit is now more rife than

usual under the spur above named. To their shame be it said, that

defenders of the duel are found even among theological students, and the

question is even soberly discussed in pastoral conferences, because there

also may be found men who in their university years distinguished them-

selves as skillful swordsmen.

It would seem, from the tone of the journals, that parents are generally

opposed to it, and are doing their best to bring the practice into disre-

pute, as they spend many anxious hours in regard to their sons while

exposed to possil:)le dangers, or while suflei'ing from wounds. The
miserable nonsense is certainly a disgrace to German university life, and

sometimes by accident ends in the death of some young man, when for a

time there is a great outcry that soon subsides, and the abuse continues.

It seems clear that the nonsensical fraud is demoralizing many of the

noblest youth of Genuany, and it is high time for the religious jiress to

expose its folly. The custom is neither moral nor Christian, we need

hardly say, and is antagonistic to the entire spirit of Christianity; and he

who excuses or defends it departs from all spirit of the Gospel of Christ.

xVnd as for courage, it is quite clear that it costs more of this to reject

than to indorse the practice.

The late Lexten Sf.kmoxs ix Rome seem to have caused considerable

disgust, from their evidently worldly character. They treated of e\ cry other

subject but Christ crucitied. They have sunk to the character of an event

in the religious world after the wild follies of the Carnival. The Romans
now go to tliese occasions to hear orators rather than preachers ; and for this

purpose thousands were daily gathered in the cathedrals, as the ancient

Romans went to the forum.

The Pope followed the usual cu'jfom of summoning to him the lenten

preachers, and calling their attention to the importance of their sermons in

tlie central city of Christendom. But, if these sermons are so significant,

why not teach tliese prelates to exi rcise a little apostolic activity ? It is

particularly noticeable that the cardinals preach no niore sermons: they

seem to be too busy with political matters : or it is suggested that they

consider this beneath their dignity. It might l)e well were the Pope him-

self to set the example of proclaiming the divine word instead of deliver-

ing allocutions about the clegeneracy of the period and the injustice of the

government.

Nearly all the lenten preachers of Rome belong to the religious orders;

this year they came from the Capuchins, Franciscans, Dominicans, and

'lesuits. A very small number of the preachers were active priests in

charge of ])ulpits. It is considered a great honor to a])})ear as a " leutea
49—FIFTH SEIZIES. VOL. I.
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preacher" in Rome; and tlie opportunity opens tlie channel to a career nf

greatness for which reason many of the monks strive for tlie honor tlnou-li

protection at court. And the pulpit itself has much to do with the hojior

attached to the duty. Certain churches draw the fashionable and intelli-

gent crowd. This year a Jesuit father carried olf the honor of filling the

pulpit of St. Peter's, showing the influence this order jjossesses at the Vat-

ican. As the pulpits are of various grades, so are the attendants and the

fee. This latter is worth having, and is generally paid from the rev-

enues of the respective churches, or sometimes by lay corporations or

church collections.

The secular press of Rome pays a good deal of attention to these ser-

mons, as they are popular or fashionable events; and this year their

criticisms on the sermons were very acrid. According to the most of

these, the efforts v>-ere little more than specimens of sphitual rhetoric

;

not dealing in any way with the great religious or social problems of the

period. They were full of complaints or accusations about the degeneracy

of the age toward the sacredness of the Church, and contained not the

slightest whisperings of the divine voice which invites man to prayer and

communion with God. The great moral duties to one's neighbor, and

religious ones toward God, were not mentioned. It was but little if any

better in other Italian cities. In Turin the preacher complained that the

families of the upper classes no longer give their sons to the ecclesiastical

jirofession. The most marked feature of the period was the absence in the

Pastoral Letters of appeal for the restoration of the temporal power. Are

the bishops tired of this struggle, or do they give it up ? The Pope still

clings to this phantom in his latest Allocution, and anew sends forth the

watchword that there is to be no reconciliation as long as he is a prisoner

in the Vatican, because if he leaves it he treads on foreign soil.

Saebath Ocsekvaxce IX THTE Germax PARLIAMENT.—Thjs Very im-

portant matter has so greatly agitated the mind of the German people that

a bill has just been introduced into the German Parliament to restrict

labor, or at least hours of labor, on the Sabbath. The unfortunate featan-

of the case is the partisan division in support or objection. The bill w.i-;

presented by the commission for the protection of working-men; and its

restrictions are, that labor on the Sabbath shall not be obligatory excejit in

a few very necessary instances, and the extent of these to be determiiuil

by the administrative authorities. It is enough to say that the Radical.- of

all shades supported the bill, as did the Catholic element in the Hou-e.

The Liberals, however, with Bismarck at the front, objected to the bill,

and preferred to have the Avhole tiling referred to a commission of inquiry

to report more fully on the nua-!ire. This action looked much like aa

endeavor to kill it by Parliamentary circumlocution and delay. Bismarclc

surprised and astonished liis friends by the iiosition he assmued lowai'l

the pro]>o-ifion. lie saw in the bill simply a framework for sonuthinL:

much more perfect to come, and therefore favored a special coninii>-i"''

for this pi'.r[iose. Many industries could not dispense with work on the
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Siiljbath, and lie did not believe that the Avorking-nien would wish to be

restrained by law from working on the Sabbath, if they so desired.

They -would thereby lose quite a percentage of their wages, which most

of them could not do without sulfering. He believed it not desirable

to enjoin by law how men should spend their Sabbath, especially if the

loss of their pay would bring hunger into their families. And in cou-

clusion he did not believe that the working-men demanded it or would

be grateful for it.

To these marvelous sophistries from such a source, which seemed in-

spired with the auger experienced at the treatment of some of liis own
))ropositions for the aid and protection of the working classes, the following

re]ilies were n\adc by various members, especially by those of the Center:

Sunday is a divine provision, and the demand for rest on that day is laid

down in the ten commandments, and cannot be controverted by Phari-

saical interpretation. In England, and in the United States, the Sabbath

is strictly observed, and the divine blessing seems to crown their indus-

trial interests. The Chancellor argues solely from a material stand-point,

and neglects the higher ethical and Christian view of the question. A So-

cialist deputy invited the Chancellor to visit the manufacturing regions,

where he could sec the pale and pinched faces of the laborers v.-ho day after

day are obliged to breathe the bad air of the factories, when he would cer-

tainly l.>e in favor of granting to these operatives the Sunday at least on'

Avhich' to rest and enjoy a little fresh air. To all this Bismarck replied

:

"I do not believe in the sincerity of these counsels. I believe that agita-

toi-s are hurrying on this movement with a view to sow more of the seeds

of discontent, and I am not in favor of premature action in a matter of so

much importance." No determination was reached, and the question goes

over till the next session.

Pr.oTESTAXTiSAi i^ ViEXXA recclvcs very scant favors, notwithstanding

tlic many line phrases bestowed on it some years ago, during a period of

liberal feeling. There is in that capital a Protestant theological faculty

with a small school stx-uggling for existence under great difficulty. The
.^chool has been held in a private establishment in very confined quar-

ters, because, they say, there was no room in the University building to

accommodate it. Xow the old University is a dark, dank, tumble-down
structure that has long outlived its usefulness, and measures were taken

years ago to build a new edifice worthy of the second capital of the con-

tinent.

It was understood that in this building rooms would be reserved for the

Protestant faculty, though this reservation was alwa3's couched in cabalis-

tic terms. As the new edifice approached completion it was whispered

that the Protestant faculty would not be allowed to darken its doors.

And sure enough, on the day of the dedication, the leader of the faculty

of the Catholic school of theology besought the emperor that his body
niight not be annoyed or straitened in the new edifice. These words
^vere not without their elTects, and there is still no room for the Protestant
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teacliers and their pupils. But it seems there is plenty of room for sin^iut;-

chibs, reading-rooms, and benevolent associations, as well as for museums
for Egyptian mummies and heathen gods. According to the Catholic

theological rector of the University, these are more iu place in the build-

ing than his Protestant enemies, and that officer threatens, iu case anv

move is made to receive the unwelcome school, that he will besiege tlic

emperor with a new deputation that will overwhelm him. The latr.-t

information reports that the four faculties have also voted against tlujir

admission, even the Liberals turning against the Protestant school. The
result is, that it docs not enter the new building, notwithstanding all tin-

promises, but in reality is relegated to worse quarters in a government

building than it has occupied for the last thirty years. So much, there-

fore, for Austrian liberalism and justice to the Protestant subjects of the

realm.

The recext .a:nxiversakii;s in Paris of the various Protestant relig-

ious and benevolent associations seemed to be in nowise affected by the

serious agitation in political circles. There was a great deal of genuine

Christian activity, notwithstanding the withdrawal of government sup-

port in large measure for their financial needs. They still kept up their

contributions to their normal standard for home and foreign missions,

!md various charities, besides raising by voluntary gifts enough to replace

the bm-saries of the theological seminaries, showing that when the final

blow comes in the matter of government subsidy they will be prepared

to meet it. The Reformed Church is well and wisely learning the valuable

lesson of self-support. In the meanwhile, they arc discussing their

religious needs with new vigor; and are more inclined than ever to turn

to the consideration of deep and important spiritual matters. There was

one very brilliant discussion of a purely theological character, on the ques-

tion of conditional immortality, adversely reported on by a committee.

The well-kxowx pastoks of the Reformed Church of France, Saliatier

and Puaux, have been examining French Algeria on the shore opposite to

France, with a view to study its religious, needs, and perhaps to intro-

duce there a mission work. They find the very active Archbisliop La-

vigerie straining every nerve, in order to establish his religion among
^Mohammedans and Jews, but they notice more mosques and synagogues

than evidences of the growth of the Catholic Church in that region.

Tliis is no fault of the distinguished prelate who has just been raised tu

the rank of Cardinal for his devotion to the interests of the Chiucu

throughout Africa. He and his helpers find it hard to oppose the religion

of the sword by the religion of love; the ^lohammedans do not like

their French oppressors, and have but little faith in their reliijion. Tlie

gentlemen above named think the only solution of the question is, to col-

onize Algeria largely with Frenchmen, so as to crowd the others to the

wall. In the Catholic churches they saw crowds of Spanish, Italians, and

Maltese, but no white burnoos of the native tribes.
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The Ger.uaxs have long been terribly annoyed by the tramp nuisance,
wliich the autliorities have in uo wise remedied. At last tlie religious

element of the country has taken this and the otlier matters of popular
charities in its hand, headed by a noted philanthropist known to them as
Pastor Bodelschwing. He has founded a "working colony," where all

idlers are to work out their troubles and replenish their hungry stomachs.
This colonization of tramps has been very successful, and is likely to be
imitated by other sections of the country. The men that are taken up a.s

idle ragamuffins and vagabouds arc generally discharged as clean and sprv-

lookiug working-men, and most of theui have been convinced that the
easiest way of making a living is by the sweat of the brow. The success
of the experiment is encouraging the people to contribute means for the
continuance of the work, as being the wisest and most economical way
of getting relief from the marauding idlers wlio had become the terror

of the rural districts.

A GKEAT Papal Revivai, is announced in the southern Tyrol, which
was set on foot during the leuten sermons. The Tyrol, it is well known,
clings more closely to ultramontauism than any other land in Christendom.
This extended to many parts of northern Italy, especially to the old city
of Bologna, whose Cathedral is one of the largest of Italy. The Italian-

speaking Tyrolese exert a large inlluence over their confreres in Italy, and
their sympathies generally beat in unison. Therefore we learn that the
churches were frequently so full that it was necessary to call in the arnud
police to close the doors for fear of panic and accident. The final sermon
on Easter 3Ionday seemed by coujmou consent to be adopted as a period
fur grand demonstrations in favor of the most conservative cleray. The
masses that could not obtain admittance to some of the clmrches <;nvet-

ed the preacher on his appearance at the door, kissing the hem of liis

garment, and insisting on taking the horses from his carriage and drav.--

ing him to his home in some quite distant convent, accompanied bv a
shouting multitude who insisted on a blessing before departing.

Luther Celerratioxs.—Among the peculiar creations of the days of
the Luther celebrations was a delineation of the principal events of his
life. This •• Luther spectacle" was presented as a drama, and drew st;ch
crowds that there was a demand for its repetition last year, when the
crowds grew larger and larger, and gave birth to the desire to h ive an
annual presentation of it, as <a means of enligiitening the people as to the
character and work of Luther. The university to\vn of .Teiia has taken
up this thought, and a few months ago a "'Luth.'r Dramatic Associa-
tion" vras formed to further tliis idea. Devrient, the r.utlior of the
drama, has presented it to that city on condition tliat ii new dramatic
temple shall be constructed that will be in all respects adapted to the
needs of the piece, aiul the association above named is now calling for
aid in the enterprise, on all who feel that a panoramic life of Lutherrpre-
sented to young and old for a certain porind ai-nually, will do much
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toward cxtenrling and deopeuing the Protoslant coiisciousucs?, and giving

it a tinner root iu tlie hearts of tlie people.

Tin: GiiEAT TinrPLp: of Lrxoii in Egypt was three years ago complete-

ly surrounded with houses, cabins, and factories. Since that time, I\Ia>ptrii.

director of the Egyptian museum in Cairo, with money collected by tlio

"Times," of London, and the "Journal des Debats," in Paris, has virtu-

ally exhumed the noble monument, or will do so before he quits his work.

He has engaged one hundred and fifty hired laborers, men, women, and

children, and a goodly number of volunteers, who find their compensation

in the saltpeter that is found in the ruins, and which acts as a protitabic

restorative to their exhausted lands. On the southern side the temple is

fully cleared, and it now comes to light that this and a ])ortion of the

northern side were washed directly by the waters of the Xile. The lower

wall, composed of heavy stones that served as a quay, bears the name of

Amenophis III. Other new features are daily coming to light tliut give a

far better comprehension of the style and design of the monument than

has been hitherto had, and which will make it more than ever worthy of a

visit from the curious and the learned.

The Christian JIuseu.m of the Berlin University, thanks to its

founder and tireless worker. Professor Piper, is now attaining such propor-

tions as to claim the dignified title of Xuseum for the Study of Christian

Areha-ology, and it is highly prized by the pupils of that study in tlie

University. It will soon contain a wealth of art in this line that can he

found nowhere else outside of Rome. There are casts of inscriptions, gems,

sarcophagi, copies of valuable works in metal, and also copies of famous

pictures and engravings, the best of the religious ones of modern times.

In addition to these there is an excellent library, and a goodly uumlier of

originals in marble and ivory and silver, which are of great value frir

Christian art of the ancient periods. Xo one who comprehends their

importance for the better study of Christian antiquity will grudge the

time now required to pass through the enlarged apartments of the Univer-

sity where all these treasures are gathered. And the learned savant ^^lll-l^e

genius called all these together will find iu them the most fitting monu-

ment to his memory.

TnE Baltic provinces of Russia are largely settled by Germans, wlio

went thither under the express agreement that they might freely exerci-i'

their Lutheran religion and use their Gennan tongue. For 3-ears it ha<

been rumored that Russia intended to withdraw this privilege, and thi-

act has now been accomplished. A ukase, recently issued, orders that all

district schools shall be reorganized and classified, and that the Ru'-ian

tongue shall be obligatory. All schools controlled by cities, corporations

or private individuals may present their appeal to the government to con-

tinue the German, and the appeal will be considered l)y a commission.

But history and geography must be taught in Russian, and the lantrua-'-

itself must be taught, where it is not understood. And agaiu, those wlio
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desire the LntliGvan religion must be taxed for its support, but those peas-

ants who belong to the Greek Church need pay no tithes. Tliis makes a

great temptation for them to leave their Churcli, and in one diocese near

Dorpat two hundred have gone over to the Greek Church to avoid the pay-

ment of Church dues.

The so-called Free ScnooLS ix Pakis. supported by the Catholic

Church in opposition to the secular schools of the State, have just made
their annual rejoort to the diocesan association. Since the ])ubllc schools

Avere .secularized, two or three years ago, 10,000,000 francs have been col-

lected in that city for the support of the free Catholic schools. The num-
ber of these schools has greatly increased within this period, and now there

tire nearly two hundred of them, with 70,000 pupils—about as many as are

in the city schools. In the provinces the same work is being carried on,

and in this latter period these have contributed 200,000,000 francs for that

purpose. The clerical teachers are making some invidious comparisons;

namely, that while the city is paying 10,000,000 francs for its teaching,

the Catholic schools do the same amount of work for 3,500,000. The rea-

son of this, however, is clear when we learn that the clerical schools are

taught by members of the fraternities whose compensation is very small,

and whose teaching capacity is of about the same grade. There is now
no lack of good secular teachers; several thousand young women are en-

rolled and waiting for places.

The System of Deacoxesses seems to be taking very deep roots in the

Christian benevolent operations of Europe, and of Germany especially.

The order has increased within three years about nine hundred, although

some have died, and a goodly number have withdrawn for various rea-

sons. The increase in workers and fields of labor has been about twenty
per cent, within three years. The growth in numbers would be much
more rapid were it not for the severity of the duties, which rapidly

dccreases the members, as they retire as invalids or for a period of rest

and convalescence. ]Money seems to come to them quite freely for the con-

tinuance of their work, and therefore a good many new mother-houses
have been established quite lately, although the demand always exceeds
the supply. The latest callAvas from Constantinople and other cities near

the Greek and Turkish borders. The oldest institution was founded at

Kaiserswerth, on the Rhine, twenty-five years ago, and since that time
the growth has been marvelous. Their present status is, in brief: Of
mother-houses, 54; of sisters, 5,653; and of fields of labor, 1,742.

Swiss Chkistiaxs are now having certain trials with their public-school

system with which we can fully sympathize. They find it absolutely

necessary to yield to the demand to take religious teaching out of the

popular schools. The movement is made by tlie Radicals, but a good many
Conservatives j-ield with a heavy heart because in the present era of lib-

eralism they see no possibility of obtaining cither teachers or compro-
mises by which all confessions would be satisfied. They have therefore
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come to the conclusion that the only way is to leave religious teaching- to
the respective Churches. The Christian portion of the community yieia
the more willino-ly to this measure because their confidence in the "civil
schools has been shaken on account of the way in which teachers are now
largely appointed; namely, by partial or partisan influences. Such
teachers are, as a rule, in no way fitted to impart relio-ious instruction
and the only way to secure this will be the establishment of the so-called
"free schools," supported by the respective denominations.

MISSIONARY INTSLLIGENOE.

TViLLiAM Taylor's Mission.—Letters from the mission partv of Bisho])
William Taylor state that one of the missionaries, Charles L. ^ililler, of
Baltimore, has died of the fever. He refused all medical aid, believing-
that liis faith in God would avail for the preservation of his health!
Bishop Taylor and others remonstrated Avith hhn and uro-ed him to submit
to treatment l)y a physician, but he refused. He was in adirium the last
ten or twelve days before he died. When, some time before he became
delirious, Dr. Johnson examined him and found his temperature 105, and
told him he would die if he did not take medicine, he replied, " Well,
then, ril die, for I wont take any medicine." Several members of the
party had been sick with the fever, but none seriously. The Bisho})
writes concerning 3Ir. Miller's peculiar views:

AVe have none remaining among us here who advocate the extreme view of this
subject. -\\e all believe in holiness, and daily receive and trust Jesus and the
±I_o y !^anctIfier for its reahzaliou. We also believe in direct iiealini^- of the bod v l,v
lau 1. when a reason exists in the mind of God for it in any case.^md the diViue
wdl IS m.-mifested to tlie individual by the Holy Spirit-and we know of manv in-
aispwta.jle tacts dcmoustratincr this thing—but do not believe that we are justined
ni refusing to trust in God in the use of well-tested remedies by means of medical
SKUi .rod lias given to our party three good medical missionaries, who are uf
mealcnlable value to us. We thank God for them, and ask God's bles-in^- ou
their skill, and receive it.

" '^

The Angola government has received the party very kindly, and has
ofTcred to give land for mission purposes in suitable places. In a 1- ttu-
written on tlie 13th of April the Bishop said the party would remain in
then- healthful quarters in St. Paul de Loando until the return of the gov-
ernor from a visit to another province, which would be in about six weeks
The detention, he thought, was providential, because 3Iarch and April
were the two sickly months of the year, and it would be well to -a
through with the acclimatizing fever in a healthy place, and because nmir
of the missionaries yet knew enough of the Portuouese lan-ua.ge to tra» e!

or transact business. The Bishop continues:

So the Lord has arranged tiun u-l- shall all stay on this high hill, 'in the ranro of
the dady sweep of the brf.v.os frum the sea, in a la.-e commodious liouse"a..d
spacious ground; so that altogelher the delay in our transit is a special provi-
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dcneo of our gracious Father, for purposes of love and mercy. I think, moreover,

[hat he will have the lartce families remain in these com.'oriable quarters until we
can provide mission homes for them in Iheir respective lields of labor. This is

not out of line of our anticipation of ho'.v he might lead us. You l<now how ia

the beginning I said, •• We cannot teli whether the Lord will lead us a thousand
n)iles inland ai once, or whetlicr we ^llalI plant a line of stations from the coast

inward: the latter most probably."' We did not anticipate so cordial a welcome
and such liberal proposals ou the part of the Angola government, and hence will

probably plant more stations in tliis province than we expected; wliich will fur-

nish a broader base for operations in tlie far interior, for we have no thought of
changing our plan of planting our missions consecutively across the continent, D. V.

As to his plans for the future the Bisho]) writes:

The present force, however, will not man over eight stations, extending proba-

bly five hundred miles into the interior. ^leantime we shall have an exploring
party out, to open up new fields for new expeditions to come along next year;
and having the way opened, they may not be subject to the delays which we. as

pioneers, must expect to have. This delay affects our transit current expense ae-

coiuit. I could not anticijjate the interior cost of tiie transit of our missionaries.

The cost to Loauda was about Sl^O per pissenger, counting two children umler
twelve years as one passenger. For thirty-seven or thirty-eight passengers thai

made a large aggregate expense; and yet $160 is but a little over one half the cost

of passage to Chili or to India. We pay here $50 per month for our house and
premises, and nearly every thing we buy is at a very high price. Flour is $20 per
barrel; the poorest quality of brown sugar nine cents per lb. Xearly one dollar a
day for water delivered for our company ; fifty or sixty cents per da}' for wood.
Happily through the kindness of our friends, we have a supply of staple pro-

visions that will last ns a iew weeks longer. Anticipatiug a quick march into the

interior, we expected to pay our way in goods, and not in money. We have a

good supply of tlie kinds of currency demanded In the interior, but it is not avail-

able in Angola at all, for every thing here has to he paid for in hard cash. Provi-

dentially our friend gave me $1,000 for the purchase of mission property
in Loanda, or if that should not be found to be praecieuble. then to use it for the

comfort of the missionaries on arrival. It would require SS.OOO to buy this tine

pi'operty we occupy. It cost the owner <15,00o. so we cannot buy, but we occupy
it. and save valuable lives by doing so, through the forecast arid generosity of di.'ar

Brotlier . I tlnnk we shall have material for the interior travels of the

next expedition, who will pass directly into tlie interior, to compensate largely for

the extra casli we shall require in settling our present force as indicated. I can-

not say how muc'i will be required, but will report every detail of expenditure
in due time. "\Ve will securely store in Loanda tlic goods we may not require lor

the present expedition, in reserve for the next.

Dr. Summers liad made a. trip to the interior, some three hundred miles

from the coast, and had selected four places as suitable for stations:

First, Pambos, four miles east of Dondo, the head of steamboat navigation on

the Coanza River. Dondo has a population of about 5.000, but is a low, hot, sivkly

place. Pambos is high, healthy, and fertile, and from that i)oint we can w^rk
I'oudo as well. Second is X'Dumba, hfty-three miles east of Pambos—a large

native town of caravan rendezvous, and having a tine country surrounding it.

Third, Sangne, twenty-ei'jrht and a half miles distant from X'Dumba. Langue is

in the midst of a charming country for scenery and productiveness, witii a large

native population. From that point we can work a large town c;dled Pungo An-
liongo, but not a healthy place for rfsidencc. nor a productive place for agricuUu-

'il resource. At or near every large center of work we want to open an industrial

SL'liool larm, where we can teach t'le natives handiwork, Ijesidos a 'Knowledge

of letters. Fourtli, Malauge. eighty mih-s from Langue (pronounced Langa).

M.alange is an imjjort.ant town, and a Lrrcat base of supplies tor car.ivans for all

parts of the interior, it is a line agriciiltund coiuury, and a good climate—which
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is ti-ue of all tlio places named—high al)ove tiie region of inosquiloes and mia>ma

swamps.
^Ye go about one hundred and severity miles by steam to Dondo to reach the

places named, then by foot to the several designations. At this end we expect

to leave a working- force in Loanda, and we are looking up a site for an iudustrial

school farm on the Bengo River, which empties into the sea seven miles north

of this.

Since writing the above Iicv. Uoss Taylor, son of the Bishop, ha? ar-

rived iu New York, and passed onward to California. He had with hiiu

his wife and four children—under six years old. lie returned becati-e In^

found that the climate would certaiidy prove fatal to his chikh-eu, tiiough

Ms own health and that of Jfr-. Taylor was good.

Mission "Work amoxg the Dakotas.—It has been fifty years since

the first missionaries, tlie Rev. 3Icssrs. T. S. Williamson, M.D., and J. I).

Stevens, and 'Mv. A. G. Ilug-^ins, with tlieir wives, were sent by the

American Board to Fort Snclliug to labor among the Dakotas. For many

years the mission of tlie American Board was the only mission in all that

region; btit now three societies have agents at work among the tribe,

which numbers about 40,000, raid is, therefore, the largest tribe iu this

country. The three societies are, the Presbyterian Boards of Home and

of Foreign ^Missions, and the American ^Missionary Association. The last

lias taken the interest of the American Board, which has become exclu-

sively a foreign society. Since the mission was opened in May, 1835,

fourteen ordained missionaries have been connected with it. This in-

cludes the agents of the tlu-ee societies now at work. Dr. Williamson

labored forty-four years, Dr. S. R. Riggs, forty-six years, and tlie Rev.

John P. Williamson twenty-five years. In the first forty years of the

mission the average force employed was one ordained and two female

missionaries. In the past ten years large boarding-schools have been

established, and more agents were required. It took thirty years to pro-

duce the first native missionary, the Rev. .John B. Rcnaille. Now there

are ten native missionaries, and they are very earnest, zealous, efficicut

workers. Tliere are also a number of lay in-eachers. All the ruling elders

are enjoined on being installed into oflice to exercise their gifts in this way.

They visit destitute places under direction of the missionaries, and some-

times make long missionary tours. The Rev. John P. Williamson, who

has been for twenty-five years a missionary among the Dakotas, in a

semi-centennial review, thus speaks of the growth of the mission :

The Lord has given many gracious manifestations of converting pov^-er in t!io

Dakota Mission. The early succt-^-^ was remarkable. The tirst year three pro-

fessed Christ; the second, four: the third, nine; the fourth, ten; the tifth, Ove.

Considering their liniiteil knowledge, the steadfastness of these first converts is

idso remarkable. If a single one has apostatized I do not know it.

But the most remarkable^ work of grace was at the commencement of I'-'.o

second-quarter century, and ju-t after the dark hours of the Minnesota niasi:iC!-o.

In 18G2 the whole lumiber of Cliurcli members was only about GO. In lSi;:i there

were added to the Cluu-ch 350. In 1SC4, 100 were added, and in ISG.') about

100. Nearly one half of these were men in military prisons. That a wonderful

ontlaisiasm had taken hold of them could not be doubted, but the circiunstanees
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^vere such as to lead somo to doiilit their sincerity. Subsequent events have re-

moved ail doubts as to the realit}- of tliosc spiritual impressions. It was truly a

wonderful work—it was tlie Spirit molding the heart of a nation. To live and
preach in one of those years was worth a life-time. Every sermon was as tlie

stamping of a die upon plastic hearts; and woe be to the workman who used a

deformed die I

Tliis awakening may bo said to have contin\ied nearly ten years. Then came
a period of comparative lethargy. From 1873 until 1882 the mem.bi'r.-hip only
advanced 29. But there was encouragement in other lines, as we shall presently
see. And in the last tliree years we are permitted again to see decided progress.
In that time the membership has been advanced about 200, bringing the total

number to nearly 1,000.

The Dakotas have been among the poorest of the Indian trilics. Many
have died of starvation, but their contributions have been quite generous.

Last year their offerings reached $3,400, and from the beginuiag they

have given some $32,000. The first contributiou was noted in 1S49. It

"was $10. The history of the life of the father of the Dakota Mission,

Dr. Thomas P. Williamson, is one of thrilling adventures, great hard-

ships, privations, and unremitting labor. When he arrived at Fort

Suelliug, near what is now the city of St. Paul, 3Iiun., it was in a wilder-

ness. The log-house he built foi- himself and wife was a very lonely one.

The winters were terrible. The little Itut was almost buried by the snow-

drifts, and sometimes starvation would stare the brave inmates iu the

face. Their horses were shot, their cows stolen or poisoned, and often

they were in danger from drunken Indians. But their lives of disinterested

devotion won even the savage, and when the massacre of 1SG3 came, the

Christian Indians remained loyal to a man, and imperiled their own lives

to save those of the whites. ''Htmdreds of settlers, through the courage

and the sagacity of the Christian Indians, were aroused in time for flight,

and then led through the woods and over the prairie.s to the forts, or hid-

den and fed until troops arrived and the uprising was quelled."

Dr. Williamson preached the first Gospel sermon ever heard in Minne-

sota, and organized the first church of whites.

Fifty Yeaks of the Basle iMissiox.—One of the most active and

successful of the continental missionary societies is the Basle, which has

just entered ujDon the second half of its first century. Its field is South

India, where it has four missions, Canara, South Mahratta, ^lalabar, and
Nilgiri. Mangalorc, in the Canara mission, was the first station, and was

occupied in October, 1834. The newest station, Bijapttr, in the South

Mahratta mission, is not yet a year old; but half of twenty stations re-

ported by the society were founded before 1850. The present number of

missionaries, male and female, is 113, and there are many native agents.

Tlie total of communicants is 4, loO. The semi-centennial report of the

society says the people are becoming more and more friendly. They in-

vite the missionaries to their houses, and seek with confidence for spirit-

ual information. The women are showing a remarkable interest in the

Gospel—those of tlie higher as well as those of the lower castes. The mis-

••^ion maintains !'2 schools, with. 4.447 scholars, of whom 1,03S arc females.
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German- Mipsioxary Societies.—Dr. R. GruncTemann, than whom
there is no better authority on mission history and statistics, gives in the

"AUgemeine :Missious-Zeitschrift " for June tables of statistics of the

German missionary societies. He includes fourteen societies, and shows
that they have 342 stations, 517 European and 2,5G4 native missionaries,

72,T0(j communicants, 19:3,97o adherents, and 40,G-io scholars in schools.

Of the 342 stations, 152 are in Africa, four in Palestine, C4 in India, 24 in

the Indian Archipelago, 12 in China, six in Australasia and Polynesia, and
80 in America.

Some of the IIokeors of the Afkican Slave Traffic. — It is to

be hoped that the Congo Free State, which has began its career under
such favorable auspices, will be able soon to break up the slave trade

which is so rnpidly depopulating some of the most productive terri-

tory of interior Africa. A lai-gc part of the slaves sent to Zanziljar are

captured in the country lying between Lake Tanganyika and the Congo.
An English missionary has recently visited this region from the Mtiia

station of the Universities, and writes of it and of the ca^jture of slaves

as follov.s:

In Manyuema I have seen one of the fields whence slaves are obtaiued—whfre
it may be said they are grown, reaped, and harvested

; or, more correctly, wliere
they are parked, shot, or captured, as the case may be. For uiiiil slaves are
needed, tliey are peirahted to tlirive in their small, unprotected villnp,-es, to plnnt
their com, ro attend their plantations and improve their dwellinps : to ciiiarrel in
that soft, mild manner pecidiar to simple and not over strong-minded sava^res.
wliicli does little harm to any bod}-. When, liowever, there is a "Towinp: demand
for slaves—a revival of trade—}*roeni Du.uumbi of Xyangwe.Mohnmmed bin
2\asser of Kasessa, ilohammed bin Said of ilwana-Mamba, each settled at nn
angle of a Im-'-q triangular district, invite their friends and dependents for a few
days' shooting, jnst as an English nolsleman invites his friends to grouse or deer-
shooting. Xou-. ill this general shooting it is understood, of course, tliat all men
found carrying spears should be considered dangerous, and shot and cut to
pieces afterward

; but the women and ciiildreu and submissive adults are prizes
which belong to the victors. The shooting of people on this scale is called a war,
and a grievance for war is soon discovered, wl-.ere the losses arc always on the
side of the simple savages. In a coarse, not always successful, maimer tlie

savages sometimes attempt to retaliate, and then follows another grievance and
another war. Wadi Safeni. one of the captains in our e.xpedition,'said to me as
we marched from Mwana-Mamba to Xyangwe, ' Master, all this plain lying be-
tween Mwana-Mamba and Xyangwe, wlien I tirst came liere. eigiit vears aeo. was
populated so thickly that we traveled through gardens and fields and villages.
Every quarter of an hour there were flocks of goats and droves of black pigs
round every village; a bunch of bananas could be' pm-ch.ased for one cowrie

;
you

can see what the country is now for yourself." I saw an uninhabited wilder-
ness mostly; the country was only redeemed tVom utter depopulation by a snndl
inhabited district at intervals of six hours' march, the people of which sx-emed to
be ever on the qui rice auaiust attack. I speak not in the hope that mv remarks
will have a fcatlier's weight in cheeking tiie crime of slaver\' ; but I wi-"h to point
out to you that there e.xist-^ one na.rrow strip <>\\ the African coast, about <'.|ual u>

three En.'li-^h counties, which is euriehiug itself by wholesale murder, land-piracy.
and commerce in human beings.

Fancy a camp about 100 yards wide and about 300 yards long, with its river-
side flanked by the open river, and pitched nj) to tli'e vcrire of a brown clay
bank, very steep, about tldrty feet deep; its land side protected by the doors o^
the liou^es, and the cane wall and beams and tin)Uers, and t.all dooV-likc shields.
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anil gigantic drums; and v.'ithin, a body of 300 fighting men, keeping in mana-
cles and fetters 2,300 naked women and children, their poor bodies incrusted

with dirt, and gra}- for want of ablution, all emaciated and wear}- through much
misery. Of food ihey cuuld get but little, having- to struggle for what they could

get out of a bunch of bananas, or a load of cassava roots carelessly thrown among
them, as farmers' wives drop scraps and slops into pig-troughs. It was like a

ravening human kennel, worse than four Bedlams emptied of their insane inmates
and lierded in a hrick-tield; a rancid ellluvium of unwashed humanity pervaded
the air. a meaningless and undisliuguishable chatter of wretched mortals tilled

the ears, the eyes satiated with e.xtremest misery. It was a sight I would not

care to see again— it was a sight to make the angels weep— it was a sight cruel

enough to make strong men curse and cry, '" Vengeance on the murderers! "

This was the net result of tlie burning of 118 villages, and the devastation of

forty-tliree districts. What was it all for ? It was to glut the avaricious soul of

a man who had constituted himself chief of a district some 200 miles higher up.

Though over seventy-five }-e;irs old, here he was prosecuting his murderous busi-

ness, having shed so much human blood in three months that if collected into a
tank it might have sufficed to have drowned him and aU his thirty wives and
concubines. Tiioso 2,300 slaves would have to be transported over 200 miles

of river water in canoes. They would have to be fed, of course, but how feed

tliem with all the country against these sons of Ishmael I Then, such as could
not he fed would die, and the river, God knows, was wide and deep enough to

receive such. Now,- how many of the people do you suppose will ever reach
their destination ? I estimate that perhaps 800, perhaps 900 ; and then the rest

—

why the}' die, of course.

Religion of the Impure and Outcast Tribes of the Punjab.—
Tlie " ludiaa Evangelical Review," a very valuable quart erh' published

in Calcutta iu the interests of Chvistiau missions in ludia, is bricging

out a series of articles which throw light on the religion and religious

practices of the impure and outcaste tribes of the Punjab. It is a curi-

ous fact that the higher castes do not generally recognize the outcaste

races as belonging to their religion, even though the poor unfortunates

strictly observe its tenets. The grade among the outcastes is regulated

generally according to employment and food. Some are considered im-

pure because of their employment, others because of their food. The
scavengers are lowest. Next come the leather-workers, and then the

weavers. When a scavenger accepts another religion he generally takes

to leather-working, and the leather-worker advances to the grade of

weaver by a similar process. Of the various impure castes in the Punjab
there are upward of 2,000,000 Hindus, 173,000 Sikhs, 402 :Mohammed-
ans, and a few hundred Buddhists. Some of these are rejected and
considered impure every-where, and l)y all classes; but the attitude toward

the majority of them is due to dilicreuce of caste, to a difference of re-

ligion within each caste, and to the variance of local custom within each

caste and religion in the various provinces. The writer, 3Ir. Ibbetson, says

there is nmch ignorance as to the religious customs of the outcaste tri1)es.

^[any of them arc almost ccrtaiiil}' aboriginal, and most of them have customs,
beliefs, and WDrships peculiar to themselves ; and a more accuraic knowiodLCC of

their practices could hardly fail to be of tlie greatest assistance in the attempt
to separate the aboriginal from the Aryan element iTi tlie current form of Hindu-
ism, and to supply us with a most valuable standard by which to detect aboriginal
survivals in tlio ou<ioms of tril)es which now claim Aryan <ioscent. To their
owu peculiar customs many of them have now added others, not only taken from
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different religions, but often vnrying from place to place, and even from villigc to

village in tlie same disirict, aecoruing to the religion of the villagers whom ihcy

serve; and the result is the most extraorduuuy medley of religious and scmi-

rcligious observau'jes.

The Chumnrs, or leather--workers, are never recognized by Hindus, but

the Mohammedans admit them to a participation in their rites. Tho^e

v.'ho are not converted to iloliammedani.sm are practical!}" Hindus,

and worship at the ordinary Hindu shrines, having a Brahman prie-^t-

hood, who, by the higher Brahmans, are regarded as polluted by reason

of the association. The Chumar believes that the good go direct to heaven,

and the bad to jiell. The Chtimars who become weavers are received by

the Sikhs. The scavengers are regarded as impure by all religions be-

cause of the nature of their employment.

Those wlio have not been converted from the faith of their fathers have a

curious religion, which in its doctrine resembles Christianity more nearly than
any tuing else we have in India. They worship one supreme deity, without
form or habitation, and believe tliat the good go to lieaven as soon as they die,

while tlie bad pass into punishment, but for a while ordy. Tliey worship and
make ofieri;,gs of fowls and the like at a small eartlien shrine, witli a flag above
if, which is ciedicatcd to Lai Beg or Bala Shah, the high-priests of caste." Tliey

also have a class of Brahmans of their own, who will not eat with them, thoiigii

they are, of course, tliemselves utterly polluted Vjy intercourse with their clients.

Some of theui liave abandoned scnvengering and taken to leather-w"ork, and arc

then known as Rangretas, and considered as of a higher order than the ordinary
ifazbi. The Mussulman Chumars maybe broadly divided into two classes: firstly,

those wlio refuse to remove night-soil and have abandoned their hereditary occu-

pation, at any rate in its most unsavory branches, who restrict themselves to pure

food, and observe the ordinances of their faith; and, secondly, those who have
made no such change. The former arc generally admitted to the rites of tlieir re-

ligion by the oil.er Mussulmans ; the latter are rejected.

The Sausi Gypsies have primitive ideas of religion. Their patron god-

dess is Devi, Goddess of Thieves. They wear the Hindu scalp-lock, shav-

ing the rest of the head.

THE MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

Tire " Xorth American," which reached its seventieth year in June,

keeps its place with great editorial tact and with a somewhat -wearisome

use of the symposium. The Catholic school policy is described by a

friendly hand iu the June number. Bishoj) J. J. Keane upholds the iiol-

icyof separate schools for Catholics with much good writing and Bomau-

istic logic, while M. C. O'Byrne declares that the public schools must be

maintained as the safeguard of the State, and attempts to show that the

Catholic schools do not give an adequate education to the citizen of to-

day. It is not prejudice which compels us to say that the Bishop has the

vNorst of it.

The paper of Gail Hamilton (Miss Abigail Dodge) will attract attention

from the fact that ^Miss Dodge is a member of Mr. Blaine's family, and

did good work for liini in tiie late campaign. In discussing '"Pruhibi-
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tion in Politics" she waxes iudignant over the defeat of 3Ir. Blaine, au-l

holds that the Prohi'oitionists have injured tlie cause they profess to have

at heart. She is not wholly accurate in stating that the prohibitory ac-

tion of the past is wholly due to one party. Shr holds a vigorous pen, but

lias too much passion for an historical writer. lu oui- judgment, the pro-

hibition element is likely to be more instead of less influential in the party

contests of the future. One of tiie best of recent articles is the reviev,' of

a curious English book on '• Swearing." E. P. Whipple is always a grace-

ful writer, and in this paper has done excellent service for clean-mouthed

English. " IIow Shall AVomen Dress '' is the tirle of a symposium which

ought to have a wide circulation among those women who are accessible

to reason as against the whims of fashion. It is pleasant to see in Judge

Learned's paper on "The Tardiness of Justice," that the courts are com-

ing to imderstand that the law's delays are not in the interest of the legal

profession. Every thing which can be kept out of the courts is kept

out. One of the reforms sought by the socialistic element is iu this direc-

tion. That it should be in the power of lawyers to defeat practical jus-

tice, and absorb entire estates iu the process of ^!nding out to \\-\iom they

belong,- is a monstrous thing.

So few Americans ever come to a dignified and useful leisure that w-e

are rejoiced to see that the veteran David Dudley Field is a shining excep-

tion to this rule of American life. The July number of the " Xorth

American " Oldens with a "Conversation between ]\Ir. Field and Henry

George on Land and Taxation,"' 3Ir. George defending liis peculiar views

concerning land as the source of revenue, and ^Ir. Field pointing out the

absurdity and impracticability of the so-called reform. Tiiis conversa-

tion deserves the attention of the thoughtful, as it brings out the peculiar

views of Mr. George in the light of acute but not imfricudly criticism.

In "Two Years of Civil Service Reform," Mr. Eaton finds gTcat encour-

agement for the friends of progress. He believes that much substantial

improvement is visible, and ansvcers the objections which have been made

by the spoils advocate to the reform. There is still need to extend the

operation of the rules. It is evident that this reform has come to stay,

and that this is one of the questions to which unwilling candidates must

give their attention; and that advance, and not retrogression, is to be the

rule of the future. Dr. C. H. Parkhurst, who is the most epigrammatic

of modern preachers, discusses in this number the question, '• Is Christian-

ity Declining ? " He finds evidence of a more vigorous life than at any

period of its history, and gives the proof in such a way as to cause all to

see who are not hopelessly blind. Gail Hamilton returns to the subject

of Prohibition in this number, and can see little good in it. submitting her

judgment in the following sentence: "The only hope of an unrestricted

liquor traffic is in the Democratic party, and the one hope of the Demo-

cratic party is in the Prohibition party."

The best article we have seen on the Revised Old Testament i'^ found

in the "Andover Review" for June. Here Prof. C. M. Mead exhibits the
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methods and the results of the Kevisers in a cahn and kindly critical

spirit, <and praises the -work T\-ithout feeling that it is absolutely perfect.

Dr. Newman Smyth's third sermon on the Social Problems is printed, and

as it is "On Social Helps," it is one of the most valuable of the series.

It required great courage in Dr. Smyth to do the work he has done in

the place in which he did it, and he has justified his position by the influ-

ence and sympathy gained from the classes he wished to benefit. AYc

again call attention to the excellent series of papers by the Rev. Samuul

W. Dyke on "The Religious Problem of the Country Town." Nothing

better has appeared in recent magazine literature.

In the "Catholic World'' for June there is a capital satire on the

doings of the English "Society for Psychical Research." It gives an ac-

count of an imitation society at Scienceville, and presents the experiments

of Dr. Positive, Prof. Dubitans, Mr. Festiuans, Mr. Diatome, and others.

There is also evidence that the Roman Church is rapidly falling into line

with the most energetic movements for the reduction of the liquor traffic

to its proper subordination to the interests of society. "While thoroughly

"Romish," the magazine is one of the mo^t vahiable, in a literary sense,

of our exchanges. It is quite American in its subjects, and from a politic

point of view is exceedingly well edited.

There is an article well worth reading in the ]\Iay number of Lijjpin-

cott's on the Cjucstion, " Is the Monopolii^t Among Us?" It teaches with

much force that causes arc at work here which go far to undermine any

attempts at monopoly building likely to be unfriendly to the interests of

the people. The paper of special interest in the June number is, that

which attempts to answer the question, " What Shall a Woman Do When
lier Husband Fails in Business? "

The change in the date of publication of the "Century " from the 20th

•of the month preceding its date to the first day of its date is one which

takes it out of the line of early notice with its competitors. Nevertheless

it is warranted by the fact that the means of communication are such

that the numbers reach the reader in every part of the country, and even

in Europe, within ten days of its issue. The series of papers on the Civil

War continue to attract public attention, and the May number is espe-

cially rich in this respect. The frontispiece is a striking portrait of Gen.

]\rClellan, who also contributes the account of the Peninsular Campaign.

To this there are several ovdnf-conrhrs from the pen of Confedenite

generals. General ^rClellan writes of the authorities at Washington in

a complaining tone which has little response in the popular heart. The

one thing he did not do was to capture Richmond. Making all allow-

ance for the jealousy of rivals, Gen. M'Clellanwas slow to a fatiguing and'

irritating point, and will in si)ite of all he can say be remembered as the

Great Delayer. These articles are magnificently illustrated, while the gen-

eral merit of the magazine does not sutler that these may excel. The

discussion of the relations of " Imniortalitv and Modern Thought," bv tlie
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Kcv. T. T. Munger, iu the number for Jlay, is learned, rlietorical, and un-

satisfactory. It has all the shadowiness and fine writing of the " New
Theological School," and will not convince a doubter or greatly aid the

faith of a believer.

The "Century '' for June has a most interesting biographical sketch of

the Ilerschel family, with portraits of the astronomers iu the best Ameri-

can style. As the summer comes on the articles grow more breezy, and

])ossess the interest of out-door life. Theodore Roosevelt hunts the

Grizzly in a masterful fashion for the benefit of the June readers, and

]\[rs. Herrick describes that marvelous family, the Orchids.

But we have been especially struck with the paper of Bishop Dudley,

of Kentucky, on " How to Help the Xegro." He tells some plain truths

to his southern brethren, and confirms much of the criticism of the south-

ern tone which has been so vigorously made by Mr. Cable. This paper

indicates a growth of opinion which promises much for the Frecdmen of

the South at the hands of their neighbors. General Fitz John Porter,

who has been the victim of great injustice in the judgment of many,

writes an account of the battle of Gaines's Mill and its preliminaries,

which is among the best of the war papers published in the remarkable

s.eries now issuing.

The difference between Watts, R.A. and Gustave Dore, has illustration

in the frontispiece of the June Harper's. This is an engraving of Watts's

picture of Paolo and Francesca as described in the Inferno of Dante.

Dorc's figures float and .swirl through the air, but "Watts's are heavy and

uuspiritual. But the expression of the lost lovers is finer in Watts than in

Dore. Francesca's face has that expression of satisfied despair which is

demanded by Dante's description. The matter of June Harper's is not

above the average of this noble magazine. But it is good summer read-

ing, aTid that is what it was intended to be. The July number is much
stronger both in engravings and matter. The frontispiece is an engrav-

ing of Church's charming picture of Pandora's box, which is well worth
v-tudy for its mastery of form and expression. F. Marion Crawford having

worked out his vein as a novelist, has, as many of his predecessors have

done, turned his attention to historical writing, and his account of "The
^lohammcdans in India " is extremely good. The illustrations of the

nionuments of this religion in India it would be hard to find equaled

anywhere. Francis L. Mace has a fine poem on '" :Midsummer at 3Iount

Desert," with illustrations which are both poetical and accurate. But
like most of the magazine work on Mount Desert, it gives the ciedit of

beauties which are not at Bar Harbor to that pretentious mass of hotels

and cottages iu which the railway and steam-boat companies have taken

a great and speculative interest. No one who really knows ]\Iount Desert

is ignorant of the fact that Flying :Mountain and the Sea Wall, and in

bhort the greater munber of the scenic beauties of the famous isle, are

at South-west Harbor and not at Bar. We do not know of a greater tri-

iiinph of s|)eculative enterprise against natural advantages than that which
Jias identified the hot and foggy Bar Harbor with Mount Desert, while
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South-west riai'l)or has charms -\vhirh in poem and photogn;ph are con-

tinually attributed to its rival. The prosaic city of Butl'alo takes ou

picturesque beauty in the paper by Jaue ^leado Welch, which is illu.-lraled

by some of the best engravings which have ever been given to the puljlic.

Dr. Van Dyke, Jr., writes entertainingly of Ampersand Lake and its sur-

roundings, one of the most charming of the Adirondack retreats.

An article of great value and interest is that on "A Silk Dress," which

traces that well-loved garment from the moth to the woman, who is never

so well dressed as when she is arrayed in the shroud of an ugly gruli.

Mr. Howells has not ceased to write good stories. In this number he

begins a new serial, entitled "Indian Summer," which promises to be

equal to liis best.

It is not possible to speak too highly of the July number of the "Cent-

vu-y." It readies the highest mark yet attained by this enterprising mag-

azine. From a literary point of view the chief paper is that by Alphonse

Daudet on Frederic Mistral, the Proi-engal poet, of whom a grand portrait

is given as frontispiece. There is a distinct revival of interest in the Pn^-

ven(;.nl dialect, and Mistral has given the impetus to the study of one of

the most beautiful of the dialects of France. Mistral is a child of nature

both as to himself and his poetry. Those w-ho have not known him in

the excellent translations by Miss Harriet "W. Preston, will greatly enjoy

the discovery of a genius made for them in this number.

Rose Kingsley opens the numlicr Avith a fine description of 'Warwick-

shire, George Eliot's county. ]\Iany Americans who know England -well

enough to keep out of Loudon as much as possible, will recognize the

excellent engravings of the county which is the most rural and lovely

which England can show. A point of particular interest in this papi^r is

the identification of many of the places in George Eliot's works \\\\\\

well known localities in Warwickshire. "The Social Life of the Colo-

nies" grows more interesting as Edward Egglcston proceeds in his in-

vestigations. Ilis matter is fresh, and the engravings are of great interest,

showing as they do that colonial life was not so barren of beauty and

comfort as many have thought. The " Ceutury " adds its mite to the

flood of interest about Afghanistan, in a paper Avith an excellent man by

W. L. Fawcett. A pathetic interest attaches to the sketch of Frank

Ilatton, a young naturalist who made valuable discoveries in ZS'oith

Borneo and died there. His father, Joseph Hatton, writes the sketch.

and the illustrations have the interest of noveltj". The military section i-

devoted toM'Clellan's change of base and the Seven Days' Fighting abuut

Richmond. The writers are Generals D. H. Hill and James Long-^tnet.

of the Confederate Army, and General Franklin, of the Union Array.

The intense interest of the iormer papers is maintained, and the illii-^t ra-

tions are marvels of good work. A superb portrait of Henry Cla}- i-

given with a " Few Words about Him," by George Bancroft.

There is a tlioughtful "Open Letter" on the " Calling of the Mini-

try "that is well worth reading as an aid to the true conception of th-

work which is before the ministry of the futm-e.
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lu the art of saying well things whieh need to be said for the pleasure

of its readers, wc liave no magazine Mliich surpasses the '•Atlantic."

Depending for its interest wholly on its articles, it is obliged to make up

for the absence of engravings by tlie pictnresqueness of its writings.

Certainly in the numbers for May, June, and July it achieves a great suc-

cess in the variety of its stories and in the charm of its literary matter.

"\Yc have no magazine which gives so much space to important books, or

which discusses literature with so much ability. Dr. Holmes's ''New
Portfolio" turns out to be a story full of interest. In the June number

J. Laurence Laughlin, always a thoughtful writer, discusses our "Ameri-

can Delusion," namely, that a vote for a President does any thing beyond

determining the policy of appointments to office. He wishes that the

country could get up as much excitement about the elections to Congress

as it does about the President, then something practical woiild be ellected.

If our Kansas friends will read the July number they will tind something

which will please them, for an eastern writer finds much in western

Kansas to delight, and about most things writes as enthusiastically as

the most intense could wish. Yet the writer has to admit that the

weather is peculiar as to winds and drouth. Dr. Warren's "Paradise

Found " is unfavorably but kindly reviewed iu this number. "While ad-

mitting the wide range of the doctor's information and the chann of liis

style, the writer finds the theory that paradise was at the north pole very

slightly supported.

The English are rapidly adopting American methods iu engraving, as

can be easily seen iu the "English Magazine." In the June number the

illustrations of the New Forest betray the iniJuence of our American en-

gravers in a marked degree. There is more softness, more attention to

texture, than is found in the older methods. "The Bitter Cry of Outcast

London" is reflected iu the artistic yet painful account of the "London
Hagamuffin."

It seems that we must depend on England and France for our art maga-
zines. "We have no American periodical distinctly artistic which ap-

proaches the excellence of several English publications. Indeed, two have

found it to their profit to publish American editions. Cassell's Magazine
has an American department, which is eagerly read, and wliich is both

intelligent and fair. The July number has a full-page portrait of Handel,

after the Chandos portrait by Thornhill, which is a wonderfid work in re-

spect of the accuracy with which the spirit of the original is reproduced.

This is a prelude to a paper on "Handel and his Portraits," which repro-

duces the best known likenesses of the great master. These must be cor-

rect, for there is a marked resemblance between them, and all have that sat-

isfied expression which is characteristic of the mact-tro. Those who would
-see the charm of English Rivers will do well to examine with care the

iUustrations of the river Dart. We have nothing like the soft charm of

the English landscape. We have rugged grandeur, but little of that rural

and agricultural beauty which is manifest in this paper. The rural archi-
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teoture of Englnnd fits its surroundings. Ours is transplanted and exotic.

A clapboarded house is our one rural type. The stone farmsteadings of

Enghind, built from the nearest quarry, are part of the spot ou which
they stand. Each house has its individuality. The genius of Knaus as

a painter of oiuldren is well exhibited in the selections from liis work
which follow the article on the Dart. If any one thinks that the modern
style of dressing the hair is odd, let him study the illustrations in this

number on \nediioval female head-gear. Evidently the modern man will

be content with 7uodern bonnets and coiilurcs after he has studied this

remarkable paper.

The July ''Art Journal" has an etching of great merit, "Evening on

the South Downs." It also engraves some beautiful photo;jraphs of En-

glish scenery, taken by the dry-plate process, and illustrating a valuable

paper on Knapsack Photography. The invention of the dry-i)Iate has

revolutionized outdoor photography, and is sure to make a knowledge of

this charming art a popular possession.

We call the attention of our readers to the merits of " Quiver'' as a Sun-

day magazine of the highest type, and also to CasselFs "Family 3Iaga-

zine." TVe have no American publications whicli fill the place these have

occupied in the estimation of those who know them. Costing the reader

but .$1 50 per annum, they give an amount of matter and illustration

which is as surprising in quantity as it is excellent in quality.

'"Christian Thought " for ^^lay-June o^iens with a paper by Dr. Jesse

B. Thomas on " Genesis, Scriptural and Extra-Scriptural. " It is a very

able statement of the claims of the book on the respect and admiration of

scholars. One thing is certain, we have outlived the day when Genesis

is despised by scholars. Dr. Abraham Coles, in his ''Half Hour with tin;

Evolutionists," shows that he really knows what the evolutionists claim

—

a fact not always visible in those who \xv\tc on this subject. There is

much in the points he makes against Huxley concerning the relation of

the orohippus to the modern horse. Xot as much is made by Dr. Thwiiig

of his subject, "The Involuntary Life,'' as it demands. There is a ticM

largely unstudied for the coming theologian in the involuntary and un-

conscious life of man. Dr. Deems must, however, be congratulated in

making so valuable a periodical from the results of his Summer School uf

Philosophy.

The " Ilomiletic Review " for June, among many noticeable papers has

one by the Rev. Dr. Abel Stevens on "IMethodist Preaching— Old and

New." It is, as is always the case in Dr. Stevens's work, bright and

thoughtful. He finds that there is a new style of preaching in ^Ictlicd-

isra, but holds that it is on the Avhole a wise adaptation to the times, ami

gives credit to our modern ministry for as much piety as the "fathers"

had, though it has somewhat changed its type. Dr. Buttz contributes

much wise matter to the Symposium on "Ministerial Education," and

Dr. Funk has a most stirring paper on " Prohibition."
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND J'JBLICAL LITER ATURE.

,The Influence of the Apostle Paul on the Bevehpment of Christian it ij. By Otto •

PFLtiDEKKR, D.D., rrofcssor of Theology in tlie University of Berlin. 'Trans-

lated by J. FREnERic Smith. (liibberc Lectures, 1835.) Svo, po. 2JS. New
York: Charles Scribuer's S^jiis.

The Ilibbert Lectures, one series of wlucli makes the volume wliose title

is above given, liave already a history, though oul}" of a few years, which

probably is destined to increase; and perhaps the successive issues will

render the foundation a rival to the older ones, of which the Bampton
Lecture is the prototype. It was founded in 1849, on a bequest made
by 3[r. Robert Hibbert, who directed that the fund so created should

be a]iplied by the tinistees as they, "in their uncontrolled discretion,"

should deem "most conducive to the spread of Christianity, in its most

simple and intelligible form, and to the unfettered exercise of private

judgment in matters of religion." Because of the uncertainty that

affects all general statements as to the intended meaning of the words-

used, especially in respect to theological opinions that vary from the gen-

erally accepted orthodoxy, and because we are uninformed in respect to

the precise sense in w-hich the founder of this Lecture used the word
'• Christianity " and the phrase "private judgment," we are unable to

determine whether or not the trustees have been faithful to their trust.

At first, for several years, the fund was chiefly used by them for the

higher culture of candidates for the Christian ministry; but afterward

they determined to institute a series of Lectures on a plan somewhat like

the Bampton Lectures, being moved to adopt that measure by a memorial

letter signed by such men as James Martincau, Dean Stanley, Dr.

"William B. Carpenter, Professor Max Miiller, John Tullock, John Caird,

A. H. Sayce, James Drummond, and others, whose well-known views

suflicicntly indicate the intended drift of thought that would probably

characterize the proposed Lectures should they be called for. This was

also still more clearly indicated in the memorial sent to the trustees,

which says: "From the fact that all the chief divinity schools of the

country are still laid under traditional restraints, from which other

branches of inquiry have long been emancipated, the discussion of theo-

logical questions is habitually aft'ected by ecclesiastical interests and party

predilections, and fail to receive the intellectual respect and confidence

which are readily accorded to learning and research in any other field.

There is no reason why competent knowledge and critical skill, if en-

couraged to exercise thejusolves in the disinterested pursuit of truth,

should be less fruitful in religious than in social and physical ideas; nor

can it be doubted tliat an audience is ready to welcome really capable

and lionest treatment of unsettled problems in theology. The time, we
think, is come when a distinct }>rovisiou for the free cunsideratiou of
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such problems by scholars (jiialificd to handle them may be expected to

yield important results. Notwithstanding the traditional restraints

Avhich in England have interfered with an unprejudiced treatment of the

theory and history of religion, a rich literature has poured in from the

liberal schools of Germany and Holland, and has more or less trained and

quickened the mind of the present generation, so that there cannot no^\•

be Avanting qualiiied laborers in that reorganization of religious thought

Avhich is now taking place in our mid.-t. Changes of sentiment and feeling

cannot be shuply imported from abroad. Till they pass through the minds

of such men they have no local coloring and take uo natural growth;

and to modify English opinion and institutions there is need of Enijlish.

scholars. That need, we think, your encouragement can do something to

supply. Such institutions as the ' Bampton Lectures ' and others have

done much to direct the public mind to certain well-defined views of

Christianity. We believe that a similar institution might prove of high

service in promoting independence of judgment combined with religious

reverence, by exhibiting clearly from time to time some of the most im-

portant results of recent study in the great fields of philosophy, of bib-

lical criticism, and comparative theology. "We venture, therefore, to ask

you to consider tlie expediency of establishing a 'Lecture' under the

name of the ' Ilibbert Lecture,' a course consisting of no fewer than six

Lectures, delivered every two or three years. After delivery the course

should be published under the direction of the managers of the Lecture,

and thus by degrees the issues of unfettered inquiry would be placed in a

•compact form before the educated public."

This memorial embodies a scheme for the proposed Lecture Course, and
•clearly indicates its purposed intellectual and theological animus, with

which it may be presumed the trustees also sympathized. The Lecture

Avas accordingly determined on, and the results have answered to the

promise of the undertaking.

The first course Avas delivered by :Max Miiller in 1878, on his favorite

"theme, " The lieligions of India," as illustrating the origin and growth
of religion, in Avhich it is known that the comparison instituted Avas

not especially favorable to Christianity. In 1ST9 P. le Page Pienouf

lectured iu much the same spirit, and Avith like results, on the "Religion

of Ancient Egypt." In 1880 Ernest Renan lectured on the "Influence

of Ancient Rome on Early Christianity." The Lectures for 1881 Avcre by

Professor Davids, on Buddhism, as illustrating the origin and growth of

religion ; and those for 1883 Avere by the famous biblical critic, Kuenen.
on "Natural and Universal Religions." In 1883 Charles Beard mad-
the Reformation his theme, and pointed out, as he viewed. the subject, its

" relations to modern thought and knoAvledge." And last year AUxrt
Reville discoursed on the "Native Religion^ of ^Mexico and Pern.""

Respecting the ojdnious expressed in these discussions it is enough to say

of them that they arc such as the memorial letter to the tnistces seemed
to call for, and also such a.<? were assured by the previously knoAvn posi-

tions of the lecturers themselves. Most of them, it Avill be seen, are
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Gennaiis and Frenchmen, and generally pers^ons notorioiH as amon" the

more advanced class of rationalists of the Tubingen school. There is, too,

in tlicir lectures a manifest common purpose to ^how, from the history and
character of the various etlmic religions brought into notice, that relig-

ious beliefs and observances, including by implication those of Chrisiian-

ity, are the results of natural causes, simjily developments from man's nat-

m-al mental activities, and subject to the universal law of evolution. Of
course the Yedas and Eddas, the Bible and the Koran—the sacred books
of different races—are all of the same general class; and Buddha, Confu-

cius, Jesus, and 3Iohammod were, each among Ms own people, leaders, per-

haps reformers, of their several ethnic religious systems. Sometimes there

seems to be a kind of concession that bj' virtue of a specific religious tend-

ency among the Semitic races the Hebrew Scriptures possess some pe-

culiar excellences, but not without other counterbalancing characteris-

tic defects. All religions are in some sense divine, because they have to

do with divinities, real or imagiuaiw; but revelation, in the proper Chi-is-

tian sense, must be AvhoUj* disallowed.

Professor Pfleiderer's production evinces a mind of real vigor and imder
good discipline, and also well informed in the literatui-e of his subject.

His utterances and allusions to Christ and his teachings are in their man-
ner seldom offensive ; indeed, they are not infrequently decidedly reverent

in their tone. And since, on account of its importance and the position

into which it is brought, the subject must be discussed, we welcome even,

such a production as this; yet while we would rejoice could it be under-

taken by a competent hand, we are compelled to confess that the work
as here done is very far from satisfactory. The lecturer evidently be-

longs to the extreme " Left " of German liberals, and though not whully

discarding all forms and facts of supernaturalism. he still does not hesitate

to assume the presence of untruthfulness, prejudice, and questionable

morality among the principal actors in the affairs that he has occasion to

consider, not entirely excepting the Man of ><'azareth from his censures.

In liis first lecture its author endeavors to show that at first the Church,

at Jerusalem was designed to be only a reformed and spiritualized form
of Judaism, and that it was thoroughly permeated and dominated by
Jewish narrowness, of which Jesus himself was both a subject and a i>ro-

moter; and that the episode of Grecian disturbance which resulted in the

death of Stephen was entirely out of harmony with the doctrines and de-

signs of the apostles. But the conver^ion of St. Paul, which was entirely

aside from the Church at Jerusalem, started anew the partially suppressed

irregularity. The doctrinal teaching of Paul, to which the sicond lecture

is devoted, now the accepted doctrine of historical Christianity, it is as-

'•unied was not only original with himself, Init it was entirely "another
gospel '' than the reformed Judaism of Jesus and his apostles. The third

lecture sets forth the progress of the conflict between the Gentile and the

Jewish forms of Christianity, with the relatively more rapid develojnnent
of the former/ The truce formed at Jerusalem, which concluded nothing;
the contention between Paul and Peter at Antioch; the Judaists doirgiug
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tlie course of Paul among the Gentiles; the violent polemics of Paul in

tlic Epistle to the Galatians; his mitigated seventy in the Epistles to the

Corinthians, and the more didactic and irenical character of the Epistle to

the Romans, in which writings Paul's gospel, as contradistinguished fmm
that of the other apostles, is chiefly embodied,—are all considered in order,

In stating these things the lecturer assumes the role of the judicial critic,

with the presumption in advance that neither party had all the truth, and

that either was capable of using questionable measures in order to ctnu-

pass its purposes. " The Eeconciliation of Paulinism and Jewish Chris-

tiauitj' " is the nominal subject of the fourth lecture, which rather goes

to show how the conflict was continued and made perpetual by becoming

•embodied in the subsequently canonized books of the Xew Testament.

The Epistle to the Philippians shows Paul's uncomfortable relations to

his opponents at Rome while he was held a prisoner in that city. Al>out

that time the Book of Revelation was written, setting forth a " legal anti-

Paulinism " and an '"ideal Christology," and not the most friendly senti-

ments toward the heathen Christians. The Epistle of James was a trumpet-

lilast out of Zion against the Pauline heresy. Matthew's gospel was written

with the same design, and the Sermon on the Mount is specifically and

jwintedly a polemic against Paul's antinomianism, while ]\rark is decid-

-cdly Paulinian and Luke e(]ually so, but altogether conciliatory in tone.

The fifth lecture is entitled " Paulinism and Gnosticism,'"' and the attempt

is made to detect decided traces of the Alexandrian gnom in som,e of Paul's

ei)isties, and especially the Epistle to the Hebrews, which also appeared

still more largely in the later productions of some of his school—especially

Barnabas and IMarcian—and also to show that an anti-Pauline gnosis

cropped out in the pseudo-Clementine writings. In the sixth lecture we
are taiight how and by what influences Paulinism iiccame at length the

accepted Catholic orthodoxy, under the favoring hands of Clement and

Ignati\is, and was .at length firmly intrenched by the overpowering will

and intellect of Augustine. A thousand years later IIuss and Wiclif gave

an anti-Catholic application to Paulinism, in which they were followed

l\v Luther, who through its spirit organized the forces that resulted in

the Reformation.

In his discussions the lecturer incidentally introduces some strange, not

to say novel, notions. In respect to Christ, while at one point he s]X'aks

•of him as a Jew, with all the narrow one-sidedness of his people, he is

elsewhere refeiTcd to as a real incarnation of the pre-existing cele.-ti:\l

man after whose image Adam was created. Paul's conversion was simjily

psychological, and his op])osition to Jewish exclusiveness was the out-

come of the non-recognirion of his apostleship by the Church at Jern~.i-

lem. Ills doctrine is treated as logically antinomianism, though h'

himself did not follow it to its practical results, and the opposition th^i:

he encountered was quite as largely ethical as doguu^tical.

"We lay down the volume witli a deep sense of disappointment. It-

title awakened the hope that at length a competent investigation had b-- n

made of a mo-;t imjiortant but rather inadequately <;liscu-.-~ed subject con-
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iiccted with the early development of Christian doctrine and the planting

jmd training- of the Church by the apostles. But, instead of this, we are

trt-ated to fanciful notions and bold but baseless assumptions of facts and

])urposes, and to conceptions of Christianity which are simply travesties

and caricatures. And this we are to receive as the precious result of the

removal of " traditional restraints " from the discussion of theology and

Clmrch liistory. "We plead for free thought and free sjjcech with the

most "liberal," but if what are here given are the best results that can be

obtained, it may seem doubtful whether such freedom is indeed a boon.

Xor can we believe that English-speaking Christendom will be ready to

accept and follow this new evangel, which tells us chiefly of the folly and
falsehood of the venerated names of the past, and gives no assurance for

the future. The Anglo-Saxon mind and heart wall not be deluded by
such Teutonic and Gallic vagaries.

Tlie Abiding Sa'ihath. An Arojument for the Perpetual Obligation of the Lord's

Day. (The Fletcher Prize Essay for 18S4.) By Fvev. George Elliott. 12mo,

pp. 280. New York : American Tract Society.

The Fletcher Prize Fund was constituted a few years ago by a gentleman

of Boston, and its administration committed to the trustees of Dartmouth
College. Its design, as set forth by its founder, is to resist " the ])ow-

erful influences constantly active in drawing professed Christians into

fatal conformity with the Avorld," and its method is to procure and pub-

lish, once in two years, a prize essay, " setting forth truth and reasoning

calculated to counteract such worldly influences." The book above named
is the essay for 1884, selected by a competent committee as the best of a

considerable number ofliered, all on the same subject.

The writer's plan seems to be, in Part I, to set forth the nature of Sal-

l>ath—not of any specially recognized institution, but of a season of relig-

ious rest. Part II treats of the Sabbath of the Israelites, and Part III of

the " Sabbath of Redemption." The statement of the case in the first part

is a judicious setting forth of the inestimable social and religious value of

a Sabbath; the second discusses the Sabbath of the Old Testament in its

specially Jewish, and also in its universal and perpetual, characteristics

and relations. The third part attempts to develop the true theory of the

Christian Sabbath as a necessity and a fact—the first very readily demon-
strated, but as to the second, wanting in the explicitness of statement

that could be wished for. The argument of the book is forcible but

calm, and distinctively persuasive rather than convincing; its spirit and

its style are excellent. Its extensive use could not fail of the best results.

-1 Companion to the Revised Old Teslamcnt. By Talbot AV. CH.iMi;i:KS. 12mo,

pp. 209. .\e\v York : Funk .V "VTagualls.

The advent of the Revised Old Testament is, very naturally, the signal

for the apjiearance of a multitude of collateral and subsidiary books, his-

torical, ilhistrative, and explanatory, soon to be followed by discussions

of the work done and criticisms of the changes made. This work has a
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kind of ofllcial character, as Dr. Chambers was one of the Revisers, and

what is here written is from knowledge acquired by his rehitions to th;il

work. It treats of the need of a revision, the methods adopted and pur-

sued in the work, the Old Testament text, changes in the several divisions

of books. One of its chapters is headed ''The American Appendix,"

and covers nearly fifty pages, made uj) of matters especially favored by

the American Revisers, some of which prevailed, and some were defeated.

As with the like cases in the New Testament, in many, perhaps most, of

these we iiud no cause to be ashamed of either the scholarship or the

good common sense of our countrymen. This "companion" volume

cannot fail to be acceptable to those who shall desire to thoroughly xuider-

stand the circumstances and conditions among which the Old Testament

revision was made. It is well and ably done.

A Catechism of Chrisiian Perfection. By Rev. E. T. Curxick, A. if. ISmo, pp. 203.

Christian rerfcctioii as Taught by John Wesky. Compiled by Rev. J. A. "\Yooo.

\Vith an Introduction by Bishop ^V. . F. Mallameu. r2mo, pp. 2SS. Boston:
M'Donald & Gill.

Our brethren who are making the advanced Christian life a specialty seem

to be "spread into bands," and several of these have set up publishing

houses, and they are producing some really valuable books, as well as some

not so good. The Boston house named above seems just now to be

especially productive, and the two books here named are among its latest

and best. The "Catechism " is a comprehensive exposition of its subject,

in plain and straightforward statements, and as nearly conformed to the

best Methodist authorities as any work that we have seen. While not

quite prepared to indorse all that it contains, we can nevertheless com-

mend both its spirit and its general scriptural orthodoxy.

Mr. "Wood, in the second of the above named works, undertakes the

difhcult task of restating Mr. Wesley's views of "Christian perfection;"

but not a few readers and admirers of that great light of the Church have

seemed to find in his writings a variety of statements, not all in perfect

accord; and his ' Treatise" on the subject was largely changed in its sul?-

stance by annotations in the successive editions. Had he lived longer he

would probably have further modified liis statements. But Mr. Wood
gives us a good book.

TJic Minor ProphrU. "With a Commentary Explanatory and rracticnl, and Intro-

ductions to the Several Books. By Rev. E. B. Pusky, D.D., Recrins Professor,

etc. "Vol. 11. Micah. Xaluim, Ilabakknk, Zephaniah, Ilagrgai, Zocbariah, and
Malachi. Svo, pp. 504. ,\e\v York : Fnnk & "Wag-nails, Publishers.

The same characteristics that were noticed and commended in our notice

of the former volume of this Commentary apply with equal fitness to tlie

present one. The introductions alhxed to each prophetic book are modeN
of conciseness and comprehensiveness united, and they are at once learneil

and yet easily understood. Though the writer is among the mo.-t

scholarly, there is no other display of learning in his annotations than is

given in the wonderfully lucid exposition and illustrations of the text.
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Dr. Fuse}' was so exact in his devotion to the canon that no cliflicultie:^ in

that department are allowed to come in to vex his readers. All tliat we
Ix'fore said in favor of the ability and critical learning, and especially the

conservative orthodoxy, of the first half of the work, may be applied with-

out diminution to this.

Lertnres on the Lord's rrotjir. Ey "William E. Williams. 12mo, pp. 2-11. Xew
York ; Robert Carter ^'Brothers.

This book is without date, either at tlic ini])rint or the end of the preface;

Init on the back of the leaf that bears the title is the designation of the

copyright with the date, 1851. It was from that early edition that we
learned the character of the book, and in that we see an ample justification

of this new edition, which properly appears soon after the decease of its

venerable author. Dr. "Williams was no ordinary man— distinguished

equally for the qualities of mind and heart, all of wliich are manifested

advantageously in these lectures.

37;f Dodrim of Enthx Sancfification Scripfu'rally and PsycJiohgicaUij Examined.
By Rev. W. JoxES, M.l)., St. Louis Conference. 12mo. pp. 255. Philadelphia:

National Publishing House for the Promotion of Ilolincss.

This work is a fairly well-prepared restatement of the subject indicated

by its title, with the usual excellences and the nearly as frequently occur-

ring misconceptions. It is didactic and moderately hortatoiy, and some-

what ])]iilosophical, which may be a fault or au excellence. It may be

lead and pondered with profit.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.
The Congo and the Founding of Its Free Stat'?. A Story of AVork and Exploration.

By Hexhy M. Stanley. With over one hundred fall-page and smaller Illustra-

tions, two large Maps, and several smaller ones. Two vols., 8vo. To\. i, pp.
xxvii, 528 ; vol. ii, pp. vii, -183. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1SS5.

The latest and greatest of all the numerous family of books of travels and

explorations in Africa are beyond question the two magnificent voUunes

recently issued by Harj^er & Brothers, detailing the marvelous story of

the doings of ^Ir. Henry ]\r. Stanley in Central Africa. In them the great

explorer continues to be, as heretofore, his own chi-onicler, and accordingly

wo liave such a record of these transactions as could have been made by
no other. Tltis work has some properties in common with Caesar's '•Com-

mentaries " on his wars in Gaul and Britain, but it is altogether .superior

to these in nearly all of its chief features. Its .style is the perfection of

plainness, presenting its simpler facts without coloring or distortion,

which is itself high praise, since on account of the intrinsic interest of its

facts any attempt at merely literary embellishment would be a manifest

impertinence. The writer has something to relate, and he proceeds to do
it, trusting to the value of what he has to say for the acceptance of his

narrative, which confidence is abundantly justified by the result. The work
"vvill, no doubt, constitute the principal lin-rary event of the season, not
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only in this country and Great Britain, but also in all EurojiCj into Avh(i-,(^

principal languaLTCs it has been translated, so as to be issued simulta-

neously in eight ditTcrent versions.

From the necessities of the case, the writer, as he was the chief actor

in the transactions that he records, is kept in the forcgi'ound; but there

is throughout -a remarkable absence of every thing like self-glorification,

or the appearance of self-consciousness; lie seems to have thought onlv

of his work, and accordingly he compels his reader also to think only of

that. The zeal and enthusiasm with which the business in hand is seen

to be pursued readily passes over to the reader, who is unconsciously

drawn into a lively sympathy with the subject, and so becomes oblivion^

to its accessories. The difficulties among Avhich the work was prosecute!

were of the most formidable character, arising partly from natural oli

structioas, but much more from the lack of appreciation, the stupidity

and the pervcrscness of those upon whose co-operation the chief actor

was more or less dependent. The story of the opening of the road from

Vivi to Stanley Pool has but few parallels in history or romance, as a dis-

play of patience and perseverance among discouragements, of fertility of

mental resources, and of unconquerable pluck and will power. Comparevl

with it, such achievements as Cortez's campaign in ^lexico or Ilaunibars

passage of the Alps appear commonplace, since these were provided in

advance Avith the requisite appliances, and the assured help of disciplined

armies, while of all these Stanley had only the scantiest provision.

Tlie appreciation of the work grows upon the reader as he proceed^

with the narrative, in view of the purposes to be achieved by the entr: -

prise, till at length it possesses his imagination and awakens his sym-

pathy with it and v.-ith its chief agent. The geographical extent of the

country to be occupied and redeemed—the great Congo Basin—presents

an area of a million and a half of square miles, equal to twenty-five time>

that of Xev.- York or Pennsylvania; fertile, well-watered, elevated, and

salubrious, with a sturdy population of forty millions, and capabilities

for indefinite increase. Tliese things may lie expressed in Avords and

figures, but the mind fails to grasp their greatness. The ultimate p'.u-

jioses souglit to be readied are alike unusual and morally sublime. W:ir

and spoliation and political aggrandizement are purposely excluded, and

the attempt is to be made to deal Avith a barbarous race on principles of

justice and humanity; and surely an cud so admirable is worthy of any

cost that the experiment may require. The undertaking conteniplatt-;

the introduction of a Christian civilization into the "Dark Continent,"

not, hoAA'CA'cr, as a religious crusade, nor specifically as a missionary enter-

prise. And yet Mr. Stanley has. by personal observation, become so well

conA-inced of the vast cai)al)iiities of Christian missions, as a civilizinir

agency, that he invitis their co-operation as independent auxiliaries.

As a viri^in soil for the ])laniin!i- of Christian missions. Congo possesses

wonderful ea[)al.iliti(s, and is remarkably invitini;-. Here there is otren-d

to the godly ciitiTpii^e of the Churches a somewhat homogeneous ji"]'-

lilation, onlv li -s numerous than two others of the Avorld's races—the
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Chiuese aud Hindus—to wliom the Gospel has never been preached;

and all these, as was never before tlie case in such large ])roportions, are

literally waiting for the Gos])el. The freedom decreed for the great

State of Congo applies especially to all matters of religion; and every-

where in all that land, and among its teeming millions, the missionary

has the right of way secured by its organic law. Here, too, is a climate

exceptionally salubrious, ollering tlie most favorable conditions for vigor-

ous activity and labor, and for long life. Xo doubt here, as every-

where, heathenism presents a rank growth of ungodliness aud sinritual

corruption; and here, as elsewhere also, the power of the Gospel is equal

to any demands that may be made upon it. Here, too, no doubt, it will

be possible to establish Christian churches aud social communities that

shall themselves become centers and sources of Christian life and inllu-

ence. adequate at once for their own maintenance, or for the extension of

the Gospel to the regions beyond ; for in Africa, as elsewhere, missions to

be healthy and fruitful must be chiefly self-supiiorting.

Great praise is due to the publishers for the style in which they liave

brought out these nolile volumes. The material used is substantial and

sutiieiently firm; the print is large aud clear, making the reading a lux-

ury, and generally the book-makei-"s work is all that could be desired.

Each volume has a portrait—frontispiece: the first, a steel engraving of

King Leopold of Belgium; and the second, an excellent w-ood-cut of tlie

author. Each volume has also a large pocket-map, and throughout tlie

work are smaller maps and views of places and objects that greatly facil-

itate the understanding of the letit-r-press descriptions.

The Life of Titv. John S. Inskip. rro^ident of the Xational Association for tho

Promotion of Holiness. By W.m. M'Dox.vLDand J. E. Searles. 12itio. pp. 3T-L

Boston: Published by M'Donald .t Gill, Office of the Ciiristiaii Witness.

It is well that the character and career of J. S. Inskip should be duly

delineated for the comfort of his surviving fellow-workers, aud for the

edification of all Christians; and the authors and editors of this volume

merit the thanks of all these because of the book here given to us. It

may be that the views of the writers, as they have here emliodied them,

are somewhat one-sided, lacking the rounded fullness of the mind and

heart of tlicir subject; and certainly it is a very inadequate expression of

the character of the man to dcscril^e him as simply the first officer of a

body of Christian workers. In a former issue of the Review we have

attempted to indicate somcv.-hat of our estimate of his character and

religious experience, and his relations to the religious life of his times.

The writers speak modestly of tlieir performance, but the many friends

of their reuuu'kable subject will thank them for tlieir work.

Life of Edir.ird Thonv^on, D.D.. LL.D.. late a Bi-hop of tlirt Methodist Epis-

copal Ciiurcli. By his Son, Pi.ev. Edwahu Thomson", .M.A. Pp. '.yM. New York;
Phillips & Hunt.

The name and fame of Bishop Tliomson is the ]iroperty of his Church,

and it is the right thing that they should be duly conserved. It was
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also among his special provifleutial favors that he should have a son to

bear his name, to become his successor in the ministry-, and to prejmre

liis biography. The book, for some time promised, is at length in hand,

and all interested in the matter are to be congratulated that the ivork is

done, and so well done. It was a diflicult and delicate duty self-imposed

upon the son, -uho has wisely allowed his subject to largely speak for

himself, of himself, through his letters and other written memorials,

selections from which are given, chosen with good taste and discreetly.

The whole composition brings its admirable and unique subject very fully

into view—an image that none can contemplate without becoming nobler

and better. The book is a valuable contribution to our denominational

biography.

EDUOATIOXAL.

The After-School Series : College Latin Course in English. 'By "^iViLLiAM Cleaver
WiLKi.vsox. r2mo, pp. 327. Xew York : Chautauqua Press.

No class of readers will more highly value such a book as this than the

Collegian a few years after graduation, when his re-readings will be like

a visit to old familiar haunts without the toil and vexation Avith which

they were first traversed. To the Chautauqua Graduate, who, it seems to

be tacitly assumed, never read the original, such an Anglicized selection

of Latin Headings is perhaps the best substitute, and it is well, therefore,

that selections like this and its kindred volumes should be made. "We

said a good word for the "Greek Course," by the same author, when it

first appeared, but we think he improves by practice. It is really a well-

ordered digest of some of the best specimens of Classical Latin.

77ie Studmi's EccUsiastical History, Part II. The History of tlie Christian Church
during the Middle Ages: with a Summary of the Reformutijin. Centuries XI
to XYI. By Piirr-ip Smith, B.A., Author of the " Student's Old Testament His-

tory "and tlio '•Sludont's Xew Testament Hisiory." "With Illustrations. 12mo,

pp. 699. Xew York : Harper & Brothers.

Harper & Brothers' " Student Series " of histories, now extending to four-

teen or fifteen volumes, constitute an extensive and somewhat comprehen-

sive historical library. They are eminently compact books, in respect to

their literary composition and their material make-up, for each volume of

about seven hundred closely printed pages is equal to two of the ordinary

large octavos, and by the most thorough condensation, not really abridg-

ment, the matter itself is brought Avithin one half its original space, or

else, as with the Scripture and ecclesiastical histories, it is written out

anew. The volume before us is a complement to one issued in 1879. en-

titled "The History of the Christian Church during the First Ten Ccnt-

"uries, from its Foundation to the Full Establishment of the Holy Roman
Empire and the Papal Power." It begins where Part I closed, with the

deaths of the Emperor Otho III. and Pope Sylvester II. (A. D. 100".2-3), and

extends to the coronation of Charles V. and the Diet and Confession of
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Augsburg (in 1530), and of the death of Pope Clement YII. and of the

severance of the English Church from Rome (in 1534). It then, exhibits

iu successive books the constitution, worship, and doctrines of the Me-

diieval Church, the monastic and mendicant orders, the learning, univer-

sities, and scholasticism of the period, with the sects and heresies that

arose, thus coming to the Reformation, of which only a brief summary

could be given.

For the general reader, and, indeed, for all who have not access to

the larger Church histories, this volume is excellently adapted. It is ad-

mirably written, and with a view to meet the want frequently felt of

something to supply what works of civil history leave in obscurity.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Errors of Evolution: An Examination of tho Nebular Theory, Geological

Evolution, the Origin of Life, and Darwinism. " By Robert Pattersox, Author
of "The Fahle of infidelity." Edited, with an Introduction, by H. L. Hastings,
Editor of ''The Christian." 12mo, pp. 271. Boston: H. L. Hastings, i?
Cornhill.

The fallacies of the evolution theory, Jirjpothcsis rather, as presented by its

s])ecial advocates, are sulScieutly obvious ; and scarcely less so, those of

a numerous class of their antagonists. Nevertheless, there is a form of

evolution in nature that is not all fallacy.

From the Golden Gate to the Golden Horn. A Narrative of Travel and Adventure:
By Hexry Frederic Reddall. New York : Phillips & Hunt. Ciucimiali:
Cranston & Stowe.

A decidedly readable and instructive book, clearly conveying valuable in-

formation in a pleasant, manner. The eye and ear are kept attent to all

the sights and sounds recorded, and the reader's interest is secured from
first to last. We trust ere long to accompany the author on another

jaunt. The execution is worthy of the matter; the pictures and the fram-

ing are alike good.

The MoraUof Christ. A Comparison with Contemporaneous Systems. By Ausrix
Bierhowek, Author of "Principles of a System of Philosophy," etc. Paper
covers. 12mo, pp. 200. Chicago, 111. : Cofegrove Book Co.

Diviyiihj of Our Lord in Relation to His Work of Atonement. By William Arthcr,
Author of '"The Tongue of Fire," etc. (Present Day Tracts, No. 35.) 16mo,
pp. G4. London: 56 Paternoster Row.

Pder : Not an Apostle, but a Chattel, witli a Strange History. By Rev. R. Abbet.
Piper covers. itJmo. pp.59. Nashville: Southern Methodist P\iblishiug House.
Printed for the Author.

Standard League Docurnerii, No. 1. Non-Partisanship in Temporance Effort De-
fined, Advocated, and Vindicated. By Rev. Daniel Dokchesi'ek, D.D. IGuio,

pp. G2. Boston : National Temperance League.

dlibk Promises. Sermons to Cliildrcn. By Roy. Richard Newtox, D.D. ISmo,
pp. 34S. New York: Robert Carter & Brothers.

Christian Evf>l"'ion ; or, The Divine Process in Human Redemption. By the Rev.
John Cooper. 12mo, pp. 75.
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llAnPEK's IIaJsDY Series (light reading), issued weekly, duodecimos, in

paper covers, are well printed on good paper, from 200 to 300 pages. 'i'Lc

titles of the several volumes, to date, are: 1. That Terrible Man; 2. Soci-

ety in London ; 3. Miguon, or Boodle's Baby; 4 and 5. Louisa; 6. Home
Letters (Beaconsfield) ; 7. How to Play Whist; S. Mr. Butler's Ward;
9. John Xeedham's Double; 10. The Mahdi; 11. Life in London;

12. Waters of Hercules; 13. She's All the World to Me; 14. A Hard
Knot.

Harper's Franklin* Sqcark Lirrary. (Latest Issues.)

—

Lester's Secret. A Xovel.

Ey Mary Cecil Hay.— T/i^ Shadoio of a Crime. A Novel. By Hall Caixe.—A Week of Passion. A Xovel. By Edward Jexkixs.—Lazarus in London.

By F. W. RoBixsox.— TAe Rimians at the Gates of Htrat. By Charles :Mau-

VIN. With Maps and Illustrations.— Ort the FdlSsle Head. By W. Clark Rus-

sell. — Captain Brand, of the
''

Cttitipede.'' By H. A. Wise', U. S. X. Illus-

trated.

—

Burssia Under the: Tzars. By Stepnhak. With Portrait.

—

Jshmael. A
jSTovel. By M. E. Braddon-.—Diana of the Crossicays. By George MEREDiTii.

BetiDixt My Love and Me. A Xovel.— Victor Hugo and his Time. By Alfred
BAREor. With over 120 Illasiratious.

—

The Professor. A Xovel. By Cuar-
lOTTE Bronte. Illustrated.

—

The Peiised Veriim of the Old Testament. In

Pout- Parts.

—

Heart's Ddi-fnt. A Xovel. By Charles Gibbon.—Adnan Vid-d.

% W. B. XoKRis. JilusiTated.—Sylvan Ho'lVs Daughter. By Holme Lee.

A Hand-Book of the United Brethren in Christ. A Brief Compenilium of the His-

tory, Doctrine, Government, and General Sunday-school, Missionary, Publi~h-

inf", and Educational AVortc of the United Brethren Church; with Historical

Tables of General Church OtTicers and Educational Institutions. Prepared by

E. L. SiiUET, A.M., of Ottorbein University. ISnio, pp. 50. Dayton, Ohio

;

United Brethren Publishing- House, W. J. Shuey, Agent.

A brief, but convenient, sketch of a Christian body that deserves to he

better known.

StlfSocrijice Victorious. Rays of Divine Lifclit on the Future of Jtankind. By
the Rev. John Cooper. Pinio, pp. 59. Edinburgh: Macuiven i" Wallace.

Ingenious, speculative—not always reliable.

Valeria, the Martvr of the Catacombs. A Tale of Early Christian Life in Rome.

By W. H. WitIiuow, D.D., Author of '• The Catacombs of Rome," etc. 12mo.

pp.243. XewYork: Phillips & Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston i Stowe. SI.

There is a vast deal of romance in the early Christian history, as disclosed

in the monuments of the Catacombs, of which Dr. Withrow is the recoi;-

nized interpreter; and much of this is here wrought into a story—in form

a fiction—but truthful and life-like in its details.

Among the Stars; or, Wonderful Things in the Sky. By Agnes Gieerne. Author

of "Sun, Moon, and Stars." 12nio, pp. 311." Xew York: Robert Carter .s:

Brothers.

A fairly successful attempt to adapt the rather difficult subject of astron-

omy to the minds of children.

Information and Ill'Mration. Helps Gathered from Facts, Figures, Anecdotes.

Books, etc., for Sermons, Lectures, and Addros-^cs. By Rev. S. G. Bowes, B. A.

12mo, pp. 41G. XewYork: Robert Carter i Brothers

Themes arranged alphabetically.

Great-Heart; or, Sermons to Ciiildren. By W.\r. Wilberforce X'ewton. ISmo.

pp. 342. Xew York : Robert Carter .t Brothers.

Chapters on Plant Life. By S'ITiue Bledsoe Herrick. Illustrated. IGmo, pp-

206, New York : Harper ct Brothers.

First lessons in Botanv, giveu in an attractive form.
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Ar.T. T.—PHILIP WILLIAM OTTERBEIN.

The Life of Ktv. PiuUp William Otterla'n, Founder of tlie Church of the United

Brethren in Giri^-t. By Rev. A. B. Dkury, A.M. Dayton, Ohio. 1884.

Pkobably Ave shall have to M'ait some time jet for a thoroughly

satisfactory history of Christianity ; one in which the growth

of the Church, and the development of spiritual life begotten

of faith in Clirist in the various ecclesiastical organizations call-

ing themselves Christian, are set forth in their proper relation

to each other and to the divine purpose. But in this respect

we are gaining greatly over our fathers. The later histories

and biogi-aphies of the great men of the Church universal are

written with a clearer appreliension of the divine immanence in

the Church and in humanity, God was reconciling the world

to himself in Christ ; who, having accomplished his earthly

mission, committed the reclamation of the world from Satan

to tlie Holy Spirit operating through human instrumentality.

Ye shall receive the power of the Holy Ghost coming upon

you, said the ascending Lord. And so it was. The Christian

Church as an institution amone; men, callins^ them to a life of

holiness and service of Christ, began with the Pentecostal out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit. It has had no other source of spir-

itual life. The outward form of the visible Church has been

subject to human and worldly influences, which have at times

dominated and greatly depressed its spiritual life. For God is

in the Church by the Holy Spirit, not as a power placed under

tlie control and administration of ecclesiastical authority, but

seeking a place in human hearts ; willingly taking up his abode
61 FIFTH SERIKS, VOL. I.
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witli those wlio receive him gladly and submit to his qiiiclvcn-

ing and sanctifying power. The presence and influence of tlie

Holy Spirit we may confidently athrm has been continnons in

the Cliurch, although we may not be able to trace his conrse

with exactness nor measure the force of his operations. Kor
shall we lind it proiitable to attempt a description of his man-

ifestations, so various are his methods and instruments. But his

presence has been always and every-where a call to holy living

and a protest against the formalism and worldliness into whicli

the Church may have fallen. He seeks and prepares his instru-

ments by the simplest means, and generally without a hint of

what may be expected of their laboi-s.

The revival of spiritual religion in the eighteenth century, of

which organic Methodism was the chief product, was not tlie

invention of those who became its leaders. It was neither

a new search after doctrine nor an awakening interest in

ecclesiastical questions, although these afterward came up for

consideration. Their single aim Avas to love God with an

undivided heart, and to render him the most faithful service

by calling men to repentance and faith in Christ. It was a

•wonderful manifestation and development of a spiritual awak-

ening, or revival of religion, which maj^ be quite clearly traced

into and beyond the previous century. The Holy Spirit was

making himself felt Avith increasing power, and in places widely

apart, as professing Christians submitted their hearts to his

teachings, and suffered themselves to be guided into all right-

eousness by a more thorough study of the Iloh' Scriptures.

The period was one of those transforming ones in the histoi-y of

Christianity which do not fall in with the conjectures of human
wisdom, when here and there the spiritual atmosphere becomes

charged M'ith a fuller sense of God's personality, and the need

of holiness preparatory to a new outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

The AVesleys, and their coadjutors and helpers, were chosen for

this glorious work as ready and tractable instruments, and their

work became the central and principal stream of spiritual influ-

ence that has made the nineteenth centurj- memorable in the

liistory of the Christian Church. The beginnings, which were

in weakness, despised and ridiculed by those who counted

themselves successors of the apostles, grew into a spiritual

awakening that has produced the most wonderful restoration
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of the spirit and practice of the apostolic times since the

Church be^an to fall away from the purity and fervor of her

iirst love.

Methodism found in the American colonics a more inviting

field than elsewliere. For the doctrines of tlie Methodist

preachers, to a greater extent than they perceived at first, were

entirely in harmony with the feeling of independence and sense

of individuality that was making itself felt in every part of

the land. The new conditions, following upon the organization

of a new civil society of like spirit and aims, allowed Meth-

odism to put forth its full energy, and gave free play to the

itinerant system. There were at the time of its entrance into

this country not a few spiritually-mijided preachers. Although

Whitefield's preaching had made a considerable impression in

some parts, its influence had largely died out. The people,

however, were eager to hear evangelical preaching, and it pro-

duced in every part of the country the same effects that had

been observed in England. And in the central and southern

portions of the extended field which it began to occupy it

came in contact with a few ministers and churches, especially

in the German settlements, animated by a spirit and purpose

BO like its own that a strong and lasting bond of sympathy was

established between them and the Methodist preachers. We
refer particularly to the revival of religion that had slowly

made its way against many obstacles in a few congregations of

the German lieformed and Mennonite Churches, in several

localities in Pennsylvania and Maryland. This revival is not

to be traced to Methodism, but to independent operations of

the Holy Spirit then active in both hemispheres. That the

contact and example of Methodism and the personal relations of

Asbury with Otterbein and Boehm, the leading spirits of this

revival among the Germans, greatly influenced its development,

will hardly be doubted.

The life of Otterbein and the history of the religious organi-

zation which grew ont of this revival, furnish a striking illus-

tration of God's method of carrying forward his work of saving

the world. It has so many characteristics which remind one

of the Wcsleyan revival that it might be described as a lesser

Methodism : the same in spirit, but not so far-reaching in

thought or purposes. The publication, therefore, of a new
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and more dear-siglited life of Otterbein, the founder of tl.o
"Cliurch of the United Eretliren in Christ," in the centennial
year of tlie Methodist Episcopal Clnirch, adds interest to our
studies of the period.

From the beginning of tlieir acquaintance, not only ^vere
Otterbein and Asburj friends delighting in eacli other's com-
pany, but a remarkable confidence grew np between tliem. It
was grounded in marked similarity of religious experience a
general agreement on theological questions, and reliance on
nearly the same methods of evangelization and spiritual culture
Otterbein was older in years, but he had been slower in attain-
ing spiritual insight, and perhaps never reached the confidence
and vivid experiences of Asbury. He was wanting also in
those executive qualities and tlie faculty of leadership which
made Asbury the chief figure for so many years in American
Alethodism and impressed it with his characteristics. Their
fields of labor were in tlie same region, separated bv the barrier
of diversity of language

; but tlieir aims and the results of their
labors were so nearly ah'ke, and wrought out in such harmony,
that had the spirit of denominationalism been as fully devel-
oped in their day as it was fifty years after, the two friends
might have joined hands and produced German Methodism in
the closing years of the last century. But there M-as probably
no serious thought of such an arrangement. Even Asbury, in
whom the faculty of organization Vas so largely developed,
was more concerned about saving souls than building a great
ecclesiastical establishment. Otterbein was thoroughly content
in a restricted sphere, moving forward almost reluctantly, at
the suggestion of his associates rather than of his own impulse.
He does not seem even to have been touched by human ambi-
tion. The volume before us, from which for the most part we
obtain the facts of the life of this religious leader, does justice
to his elevated Christian character, and places him in rio-lit re-
lations to the Church of which he was the founder. It was
his receptivity of the operations of the Holy Spirit, not ecclesi-
astical descent, tliat made him what he was. There are raps in
the record that we would gladly have filled, but sufficrent re-
mains to give a clearly defined figure of one chosen of God for
labor and honor.

Philip William Otterbein was born in Dillenberg, a small
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town in the Duclij of Xassan, Germany, on June 3, 1726.

lie came of a family of ministers of the Eefonned Church, his

father and others of tlie family having acquired an enviable

reputation for scholarship and piety. His home was one in

which simple, genuine piety prevailed ; and there is reason to

believe that something of the warmth and glow of the " pietism "

of S]-iener and his followers had found access into the house-

hold. The father, happy in an honored and useful ministry,

died wheii Philip was only sixteen years old. The mother

moved to Ilerborn, a few miles away, the seat of a noted

Eeformed school, that she might carry out the design' of pre-

paring all her sons for the ministry, the oldest having already

nearly completed bis studies. Five brothers, besides the subject

of this sketch, became pastors. There was nothing remarkable

in the early history of this member of the family. Having
passed through the usual classical and theological training with

approbation, and devoted some time to teaching, he was or-

dained to the ministry on June 13, 1719, and entered at once

on the duties of the pastorate, serving two villages in the vicini-

ty of his native town. He appears to have been impressed at

school by the teaching of the more spiritual and earnest pro-

fessors, as was manifest in his preaching. The evangelical

quality of his sermons soon began to gain attention, and in pro-

portion as he won the favor of the more pious he lost in the

estimation of the ecclesiastical authorities, who feared irregu-

larities. His mother's true heart suggested his fitness for the

mission fiold, for which there M'as some demand in the Xew
World, whither Germans were emigrating in considerable num-
bers. And so, before three years had passed after his ordina-

tion, he, with five young ministers of the Eeformed Church,

sailed from the Hague for America. They reached Xew York
on July 27, 1752, after a voyage of nearly four months.

Mr. Otterbein's ministry in this country began at Lancaster,

Pa., one of several centers of the" German population, the con-

gregation of the Peformed Church there being second to Phila-

delphia only. This appointment shows his standing among
his brethren to have been of the best. The church had been

irregularly served, and some of the pastors had been unlit for

the otilce, and tlic membersiiip had become sadly lacking in

Hpii-ituality, He entered, however, upon the work with zeal,
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and tlie little log church was soon replaced by an imposing

stone edifice. His efforts to introduce Church order and dis-

ci])line did not meet with hearty support. But the difficulties

of his situation and the general lack of sympatliy in his efforts

to lead the people into a genuine religious life only increased

his determination to be faithful. lie had some sense, no doubt,

of the divine favor, and was seeking to know Clirist more

f nlly. His preaching produced conviction of sin, and the need

of ministering to the awakened soul revealed his narrowness

of spiritual knowledge and tlie feebleness of his faith. Like

an honest soul not unconscious of the source of spiritual ]ife,

he sought light of God in secret, and came from his closet tes-

tifving of tiie grace of God, and with the assuring witness of

the Spirit. From this time on it is plain to see that a new

element had entered into the life of the pastor. It is known

by the quality of his preaching, the faithfulness of his pastoral

work, and his determination to establish a proper Church dis-

cipline. The doctrines of a change of heart, and the profession

of constant communion with God, and the assurance of faitli,

were looked upon by the greater number of his hearers as a

species of fanaticism or pietism hardly endurable even in a

minister. We recognize in this spiritual change, that made a

new man of Mr. Otterbein, the same general outlines of spirit-

ual development that occurred in Mr. Wesley's religious life.

The experience has been often repeated under like circum-

stances. And the spiritual life begotten of this guidance of the

Holy Spirit into a clear apprehension of divine truth, and the

attending quickening and increase of faith, constitute the best

and only sufficient equipment for ministerial service. From

the period of this larger experience, ^Mr. Otterbein preached

with greater freedom, casting aside the expedient of a written

sermon in the pulpit, and seems to have made a steady ad-

vancement along the lines of Arminian theolog3^

Mr. Otterbein failed of the success that he desired at Lan-

caster, and after eight years' service he resigned. He was in-

duced to take charge of a church at Tulpehocken, a place of

some note in those days among the Germans, but with more of

the aspects of border life than he had yet seen. This field was

hardly as inviting as that he had left, and he found the peoi)l«;

set against inuovatiuus, as his prayer and other meetings were
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called. Here he spent two years and was highly esteemed, for

he was faithful beyond measure, preaching often, introducing

prayer and a kind of class-meetings that were spiritually profit-

able. But the church authorities were openly and persistent-

ly in opposition. In his next pastorate, (Frederick, Md.,) his

soul found greater freedom, and his work as a preacher and

pastor was more fully appreciated. His influence was felt

throughout tlie society and the town. The old unregenerate

element in the church gave him some trouble, but he was grow-

in cr in favor. He became more abundant in labors, preach-

iuo- in every direction, extending his visits into Virginia, and

creating an unusual interest wherever he went. He had invi-

tations'^from places of importance, including Philadelphia.

During his pastorate here he married an estimable lady. Miss

Susan Le Eoy, whose acquaintance he had made at Lancaster.

Six years of happy married life followed, when the bond was

broken by death/ and he cherished the memory of his lost

companion with touching tenderness to his last d;\Y5. A minis-

try at York, Pa., began in 1705, and continued till he made a

visit to Germany in^lTTO. The spiritual influences which had

touched and were molding Otterbein were operating in other

places with like ellects. Methodism had been introduced, and

doctrines which had been announced heretofore with ditiidence

were proclaimed with entire confidence, and found constant

verificiition among the people. The work of the Holy Spirit

in the awakenhig, conversion, and sanctification of believers

was better understood and heartily preached. The preaching

of Poehm among the Mennonitcs and the labors of other

evangelists of like spirit were producing marked results. Ot-

terbein was unusually active, preaching extensively in the ad-

joining States. He was brought into personal acquaintance

with some who afterward became his fellow-laborers in the Gos-

pel, and found himself in harmony with them, and his spiritual

life quickened by the association.

Mr. Otterbein returned from Germany in the summer of 1771

and resumed his pastorate at York, and continued there nearly

three years. There is nothing to indicate that the visit to his

early home had any appreciable efi:ect on his religious experi-

ence or the career to which God was calling him. Put the l;;st

three years at York were eventful. The leuven of spirituality
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was steadily gaining force and producing the usual effects in

many places, and the ministers and people sympathizing with

Mr. Otterbein's view were increasing. Their ecclesiastical re-

lations became burdensome, for their motives no less than their

piety and wisdom were called in question. Those who sympa-

thized in the revival movement came together for counsel; un-

intentionally, perhaps unconsciously, the ties of their old ecclesi-

astical relationship had grown feeble, since they had no fellow-

ship of heart and life. There were not, however, any indications

of insubordination ; rather the disposition was to continue faitli-

ful to their convictions and wait the develojiments of Providence.

If there was any ambition of leadership and the formation of a

new Church organization, it was carefully hidden from public

view. But there was nothing of the kind. The next step

was a plain one. A Reformed society in Baltimore had gath-

ered into its folds quite a number of members who had been

converted under the preaching of Mr. Otterbein. The}^ M-ere

mostly young persons of an enterprising spirit, and they

joined the evangelical party which was already forming in the

Church. In the end, for it is not necessary to pursue the his-

tory in detail, a new society was organized and Mr. Otterbein

accepted a call to the pastorate. Mr. Asbury's hand appears in

this important event. He had arrived in this country a few

months after Islv. Otterbein's return from Germany, and his

preaching and zeal were having already their effect on the

Methodist societies. Although these yet undiscovered leaders

do not appear to have met in person, so at least it is thought,

they knew and had confidence in each other. Mr. Asbury was

on quite intimate terms with the evangelical pastor who pre-

ceded Otterbein at Baltimore, and fully understood the condi-

tion of the society. The Reformed coetas had in a manner de-

clared against Mr. Otterbein accepting the invitation to become

their pastor ; but ]\[r. Asbury joined in urging him to accept,

which he did, and came to Baltimore in May, 1774. Otterbein

entered upon his work at once, and his spirit and energy pro-

duced a new order of things. He consulted with Mr. Asbury

in the organization of the society, who advised a general con-

formity to IMethodist methods ; there was no effort to lead them

into the ^Methodist societies. The constitution and rules which

Mr. Otterbein drew up in consultation and with the advice of
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his chief members show liow t]ioroii;^hly bis views bad been

accepted by the society. The polity was Presbyterian, the the-

ology tended toward Arininiaiiism, and the Clinrch discipline

was far in advance of the Ilefornied Chnrches.

At an annual meeting of the pastors who co-operated in the

revival movement, it was agreed to hold a " conference " in

Baltimore in 17S9 to consider more fully the interests of the

growing congregations that looked to them for spiritual guid-

ance. This may properly be considered the first definite step

of the new organization. Of the fourteen pi-eachers who were

committed to the movement, seven were present. They were

a company of ministers that would have done honor to any

Church ; and on account of their talents, piety, and devotion to

tlie work of the ministry, were well qualified for the duties of

the hour. The names of Otterbcin, Martin Boehm, and Chris-

tian Xewcomer will always be held in honor by the Christian

Church. The members of the conference arrived at a satisfac-

tory understanding, and adopted a confession of faith largely

drawn from the Apostles' Creed. This was not a hasty or ill-ad-

vised proceeding. Mr. Asbury says in his Journal, under date

of J une 5, 17S6 :
" I called on Mr. Otterbein ; we had some free

conversation on the necessity of forming a Church among the

Dutch, holding conferences, the order of its government, etc."

Mr. Otterbein no doubt saw cpiitc plainly in what direction the

work of the revivalists was tending, and was in thought pre-

paring for the future. He was not of an adventurous spirit,

even when most impressed with the conviction of duty. From
the first the Methodists had been closely observed by Mr. Ot-

terbein and his associates ; they could not be insensible to the

merits of the system which was being developed in the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, and especially its fitness for the work
of evangelization which they were themselves pursuing, and
the grand results of the itinerancy. And the organization

which grew up under Mr. Otterbein and his coadjutors has

more and more taken on the practical peculiarities of the

Methodists ; and, to its honor be it said, has perpetuated some
of these which Methodists have allowed to fall into disuse.

And its great gains may be already attributed to this flexible,

simple system which seems fitted beyond any other for the

saving of souls. It is not intended to assert that these minis-
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ters were under any special obligations to ]\[etliodisui, or de-
pendent on it for tiieir success, "but that tlieir common aims
and singleness of purpose led them along nearly the same paths,
profiting by each other's experience.

The new oi-gauization, which was for years after known as
the United Brethren, began soon to vindicate the judgment of
tliose who formed it. We cannot follow its history f?om year
to year. Its growth was not rapid, partly, we are inclined to
believe, because it did not assume a more independent position.
llr. Otterbein, like Mr. Wesley, seems to liave retained great
affection for the Church in which he was ordained to the minis-
try, and maintained for a loitg time a twofold ecclesiastical
relation—some persons still aflii-ming that he never separated
from the Reformed Church, lie met with the synod of that
Church for the last time in ISOO. During the next month the
first regular Annual Conference of the United Brethren was
held, and the organization took on more definite form. ]\Ir.

Otterbein and Martin Boehm were elected, or perhaps only
recognized by genei-al consent, as superintendents or bishops.A gi-eat revival was in progress among the Methodists, in which
the United Brethren shared, and the greatest sympathy pre-
vailed between the two bodies. They preached in each other's
houses of M'orship, and were as one people in social woi'ship and
in the communion of the Lord's Supper. So long as Mr. Otter-

' bein was able he preached far and near, and his^nfluence was
felt throughout the societies as the leading spirit in the move-
ment. Boehm was as active, and hardly less popular among
the people, but Otterbein was the acknowledged head, and
thought of as the founder of the Church, lie had the charac-
teristics that are sought after for one in such a position.
The last Conference that he attended was in 1805, after

which his age and increasing infirmities compelled him to
abide in Baltimoi-e. But he was not foi-gotten, nor did he
lose his influence in the Church. The chief ministers came to
see him in the quiet of his ministerial home, sought his advice
in all important matters, and enjoyed the presence of the pa-
triarch. A serious sickness toward ihe close of the year
named induced him to make his will. He did not preach as
often as he had, but his sei-nions are yet described as powerful
and with the " unction from on high." Always kind and
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benevolent, lie grew still more tender toward tlie poor, and

more mindful of the common duties of life, lie took part in

some honorable negotiations which looked toward a possible

union of the United Brethren and the Methodist Episcopal

Church ; of which, however, notliing came beyond an agree-

ment in regard to the use of churches and attendance on class-

meetings and love-feasts. In March, 1812, the venerable, cath-

olic-spirited Martin Boehm, his colleague in the superinten-

dence from the beginniiig, who, like himself, had been laid aside

from active labor, fell asleep in Jesus in his eighty-seventh year.

Hardly had two months passed when the tender-hearted, elo-

quent Adam George Geeting, soon after a brief visit to Balti-

more, closed his life in triumph. In April of the next year,

Bishop Asbury, accompanied by Henry Boehm (son of Martin),

paid him a last visit. " I gave an evening to the great Otterbein,"

says Mr. Asbury ;
" I found him happy and placid in God," and

the evening was a memorable one. Perliaps no other words

could have described the condition of the aged saint more ac-

curately, so thoroughly in keeping with the character of the

man. In October Christian Xewcomer, M'ho now filled the

chief place in the superintendeney, visited him, and writes that

he was '• weak and feeble in body, but strong and vigorous in

spirit, and full of hope of a blissful immortality and eternal

life." It had been the custom to license the preachers that had

grown up in the revival, and to give them permission to admin-

ister the sacraments without ordination. Mr. Otterbein had

not seen the necessity for any thing more, and his modesty and

regard for Church order had restrained him from following the

solicitations of others. But the brethren in the West had, by

vote of the Conference, requested him to ordain Mr. New-
comer, who had been elected a bishop. He yielded to the re-

quest, and on the 2d of October Mr. Xewcomer and two oth-

ers, in the vestry of the church, were ordained elders, Mr. Ot-

terbein having been lifted from his bed and placed in a chair,

lie was assisted by liev. AVilliam Eyland, of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. This was his last public service, and it was

marked by his accustomed fervor and unction. As these

brethren took leave of him next day, bidding them farewell,

he said :
" If any inquire after me, tell them I die in the faith

I have preaclied." He continued to grow more feeble day by
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day, suffering from an astlnnatical alTection, till, on NoveinLer

17, in the evening, his friends perceived that his course was
finished. At tlie close of a prayer by a ministerial friend of

the Evangelical Lutheran Chureh lie responded, " It is finished."

He sank aM'ay, but rallied again soon after, and in expressing

his faith in Jesus he said :
" The conflict is over and past. I

begin to feel an unspeakable fullness of love and divine peace.

Lay my head upon my ]^illow and be still." And as this last

service of earth was rendei-ed him he passed away to the com-
pany of the redeemed, to be forever with his Lord.

A great company, Christians of all the Churches, attended

the funeral. Rev. Dr. Kurtz, of the Lutheran Church, for

many years his friend and collahorator in Baltimore, preached
in German, and Rev. William Ryland in English. A Protest-

ant Episcopal minister conducted the cereinony at the grave.

The departed Christian was akin to them all. But when the

Baltimore Conference was held in March, 1S14, four months
Later, by request of the Conference and the Otterbein congre-

gation. Bishop Asbury delivered a discourse in memory of the

friend whom he had loved with unvarying affection. He was
himself growing feeble, and the shadows were falling across

his path. Lie wrote in his Journal :
" By request, I discoursed

on the character of the angel of the Church of Philadelphia,

in allusion to P. W. Otterbein—the holy, the great Otterbein

—whose funeral discourse it was intended to be. Solemnity
marked the silent meeting in the German church, where were
assembled the members of our Conference and many of the

clergy of the city. Forty years have I known the retiring

modesty of this man of God ; towering majestic above his

fello\vs in learning, wisdom, and grace, yet seeking to be known
only of God and the people of God."

Nothing could have been more appropriate. Indeed, we can

hardly conceive the record complete without this closing scene.

At the ordination of Mr. Asbury to the e]>iscopacy, nearly

forty years before, in the ^^ethodist chapel not far away, he

had asked the favor of ]\[r. Otterbein that he should assist in

the ceremony. The request was granted, and the stately figure

and devout bearing of the GernuiTi divine made him the most

conspicuous person of the company. And now Asbury, infirm

and nearly worn-out with incessant labor, the head 0/ a Church
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whose rapid increase contained already the prophecy of its fut-

ure, testiiies of his friend in words that will never be forgotten.

The foundatiuns which Ottcrbeiu and his co-laborers laid

remain, and the superstructure has crrown far beyond any an-

ticipation he may have had of its future. The Church of the

United Brethren in Christ, of which it is but just to say that

he was the founder, retains the spirit and vigor of its youtli,

and has taken on a more compact organization, increasing in con-

nectional feeling, and establishing the agencies of a thoroughly

cquipped Ciiurch. From having been entirely Gennan it has

become so nearly English that it is no longer looked on as a

German institution. The old intimate fellowship between tlie

United Brethren and the Methodists has disappeared, but the

most kindly feeling still exists. It has gi'own rather more

Methodistic in form and methods in its manhood, preserving,

however, the differences which marked its beginning, yet mod-

ifying them wisely, we think. It accepted an invitation to the

London Methodist Ecumenical Conference, was well repre-

sented, and in perfect sympathy with the followers of TTesley.

It belongs to the great revival movement of the eighteenth

century, and will continue in it so long as it cherishes the

memory and preserves the faith and spirit of its illustrious

founder.

Akt. II.—THE CRITICAL AXD THE ETHICAL m
LITERATURE.

The author dreads the critic.

—

James I'Illis.

A just criticism injures no man's proper influence.—T. Tilton'.

Tlie most noble criticism is that in \vlueh tlie critic is not the antagonist so

much as tlie rival of the author.—I. Disraeli.

Tliose wiio do not read criticism will scarcely merit to be criticised.—B. Dis-

RAKU.

TuK office of the literary critic is a responsible one, often more
so even than authorship itself. The reading public may be un-

der less obligation to the writer of a book, able and important

though it be, than to the trained critic, who, by his insight and

the aj^plication of just canons, is able to show its true charac-

ter, and disclose its real merits and defects, and so assign it to

its true place in the world's literature.
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The judgment passed upon any literary work by lioncst

and capable critics is r-nerally j^V«Z, and it comes in time to

be accepted as tlie final verdict. Occasionally, indeed, books

and authors that were condemned by the critics have made

their way to popularity and success; but these exceptions are

extremely rare. More and more is it coming to be recognized

by the intelligent that it is the sj)ccialist alone, in any depart-

ment of human knowledge or attainment, that achieves the

best possible success. The testimony of " experts " is invoked

by courts and juries in matters of jurisprudence affecting difli-

cult questions relating to sanity, idiocy, murder, and the like.

It is the " man of one book" that is now coming to be dreaded

by an antagonist.

At no former period in the history of literature has the

ofhce of honest and competent criticism been more imperatively

called for than at tlie present time. The reason is to be found

in the rapid growth and the enormous extent of our literary

life and productiveness. The human mind was never so active,

so prolific, so intensified as now. It is so in every department

of knowledge and in every class of literary production, from

the flippant, sensational "dime novel" to the greatest works

in science, in philosophy, in theology, and to the ponderous,

all-embracing encyclopedia. In so busy an age, all bustle and

excitement, with a thousand interests clamoring and a thou-

sand demands made on men's time and thought, very few find

the leisure and capacity to read and profit by one out of a hun-

dred of the five thousand new books which are annually ))ul>-

lished in the United States alone, or to make tlie acquaintance

of a tithe of our ever-expanding and improving pericxiical read-

ing. And. yet a considerable portion of our professional and

ijitelligent business gentlemen, and a growing class of persons

of leisure, men and women of literary tastes and habits, are

desirous to know what is going on in the world of letters. J3ut

this is impossible miless they can avail themselves of the serv-

ices of the critics, who are awake to all that is new, and wIm»

furnish an epitome, often the best results, of current literary

activity in their bright, condensed reviews, by means of the

newspaper and pci-iodical press. More and more is the read-

ing public disposed to look to and confide in the judgment oi

our critics in tlie matter of books and authors. Macaulay s
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assertion is true :
" The opinion of tlic great body of the read-

ing public is very materially influenced even by the unsup-

ported assertions of those who assume a right to criticise."

What is to save the republic of letters from the inroads of

the Goths and Yandals of the quill ? what is to protect society

from a flood of trashy and abominable literature ? what is to

conserve morality, and religion, and the intellectual life of the

race, if there be no high tribunal, no class of men of keen

minds and honest purpose and potent influence to stand between

a horde of unprincipled writers and unscrupulous publishers on

the one hand, and the reading public on the other ? In spite

of adverse criticism a vast amount of worthless and deleterious

literature gets abroad, and is read by tens of thousands, young
and old, to the detriment of tlieir minds and morals. If only

one had hook in ten goes unchallenged and finds its way into

print, the aggregate of immoral literature is still fearfully great,

and every year increases its amount and its desolating effect.

But for the alert eye, and trenchant pen, and faithful service

of fearless criticism, the number of pernicious books would be

far larger than it now is, and their circulation much greater.

Critical fidelity may fail to strangle a bad book while in manu-
script or at its birth, yet is quite sure to limit [its influence]

and shorten its life-time.

Authors and publishers are coining to appreciate the power
of intelligent, honest criticism, and to act accordingly. There

is now a manifest respect for this tribunal, and a dread lest its

verdict be adverse to their interests. It is quite apparent, to

discerning observers, that the opinions of the critics are antici-

pated and discounted in our great publishing houses before

making a venture. It is well understood and accepted as a fact,

established by experience, that a great name, and extensive ad-

vertising, and hard pushing, will no longer sell a book, and
make it popular and a financial success, unless it can contrive to

run the gauntlet of the oracles of criticism. And it is some-

what amusing to note the methods adopted to propitiate or

forestall their verdict. Authors, also, have come to learn that

their fame and fortune are not assured when once their literary

progeny is adopted l)y a leading publishei-, and he is introduced
by him to the reading world with his best compliments and
^vith all the attractions of a faultless mechanical taste and skill
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Kot until it lias passed the ordeal of the critics, who lie in wait

to discuss the merits of every new candidate for public favor

before the ink on its pages is fairly dry, and propliesy its fati-

with more than siljyl cunning and assurance, does either author

or publisher breathe freely. That verdict—for which, often,

both wait with trembling anxiety—either elates or depresses,

kills or makes alive a " demand," according as a favorable or

unfavorable judgment is pronounced. Many a poor author's

heart is broken and his anticipated fame changed to sad disap-

pointment, and many a publisher's venture turns out a failure,

because the verdict of stern criticism is adverse. And from its

unsought yet inevitable decision tlicre lies no appeal. The case

of poor Keats was a very sad one. The unjust and brutal as-

saults of the critics broke liis heart. • But that day has past.

Tlie like could not be repeated now. In the majority of in-

stances sharp and severe criticism is deserved. And it is a

benefit to society and an advantage to literature to expose a

pretentious, worthless book, and crush to the death one that is

false and pernicious in its teaching and tendency.

Our literature, so far as it is distinctively American, is yet in

its childhood. We are still in the creative period of our liter-

ary history. But the critical usually succeeds the creative.

And there is growing up among us the critical faculty, and the

judicial spirit and habit. And we are not wanting in skillful

critical pens that would do honor to a much older literature

than ours—whose influence has helped to Tnold and guide and

elevate the thought of this new and mighty nation. The num-

ber is not large, nor yet is it insignificant.

AYhile still deficient in breadth of view, in pliilosophical pen-

etration, in correctness of taste, and in skillful methods, our

national literature is certainly respectable, and is to be respected

and encouraged. It has a grand mission before it, and a wide

field, not only in this great Western Ilepublic, but where\cr

the ideas and principles it represents find expression, and pros-

pectively in the whole range of Anglo-Saxon literature. Under

its first, and comparatively rude, teaching, our native authorship

has vastly impi-oved in tone and quality, as well as in volunic,

until, in many departments, it compares favorably with that of

much older nations. This is conspicuously true in the fields ot

religious and biblical authorship. It were not diflicult to name
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a considerable number of recent issues from tlie press—the

product of our own writers—whicli, in point of scliolarsliip,

intellectual vigor, breadth of culture, philosophical penetration,

critical sagacity, and purity and vigor of style, are fully equal

to the very best productions of Great Britain and Gei-many, in

similar departments, during the same period of time. Even

in the realm of fiction we have living writers of no mean

merit and recognized ability, who, though not equal either

in creative power or aesthetic skill to the great masters of mod-

ern English fiction—arc yet quite equal to any writers of the

second class of novelists among the English-speaking people of

the Old World.-
" Distance lends enchantment to the view " in literary as

well as in pliysical life. Compare the average productions of

our authors to-day with those of a generation or two ago, and

the growth, the im.provement, in almost every quality, is mani-

fest. One can scarcely credit it, unless he make the investi-

gation for himself. You nuiy test it in any department of

literary production : in text-books for schools and colleges and

theological seminaries; in the way of helps in preaching; in

homiletic studies ; in commentaries and encyclopedias; in the

realm of theology, biblical exegesis and criticism, and sacred

literature, or in fiction and works adapted to children and

youth. Our entire Sunday-school literature is of recent

growth. To characterize the advance made in all these depart-

ments in terms of just appreciation M'ould seem exaggeration.

The change wrought has been so gradual from year to year,

and from decade to decade, that we have failed to mark and

gauge it. We must fairly confront one period with another

—

the present with, say, fifty years ago—to see what improvement

[*It is, however, in the department of history that our American writers hare

especially excelled. During the latter JKilf of the century there have been living

at the same time a company of historical writers that could scarcely be equaled

in any other afje or country. Within tlie city of Boston there were living at the

same time Bancroft and Preseott and Motley and Ilildreth and Parkman ; and m
other parts of the country others only the inferiors because of the unequaled

excellence of iliose named, whose united works constitute a mass of literary mat-

ter that lias not often been equaled by the productions of any former epoch.

Nor have wc fallen behind other countries in the production of poetry ;
and the age

and country that could present at the same time four such poets as Bryant and

Longfellow and Whiltier and Lowell need not come into the presence of the po-

tentates of critical learning with the language of apology and deprecatiou.—Ed.]

62—FIFTH serip:s, vol. I.





welmve actually made in all the elements and forces of a true
informing, elevating literature. We are no longer sneered ai
by the older nations of the ^vorld. American scholars are the
recognized peers of the best scholars of the Old World Thi.
has been clearly demonstrated in the matter of Bible revision^
the most extensive and important literary enterprise since IGll'
now brought to a close. American books are reproduced
abroad by the score every year. Our magazine literaturem artistic perfection and popular elements of instruction .nr-
passes every thing tJiey have on the otlicr side of the ^vatcr
and IS sharply competing with the foreign magazines on tlieir
own field. We have theological and religious reviews to-dav
which, in point of scholarship, critical abilitv, and accomplished
literary skill and ability, are the equal of the Old-AVorld-re-
nowned quarterlies of Great Britain which a generation or
two ago wielded so prodigious a power both in Church and
State

;
while our newspaper system, for enterprise, skill, and

intellectual force, is not inferior to that of the most advanced
nation on earth.

I do not claim that this marked progress is all the result of
the agency of our literary critics. We have become a readii...
people. Intelligence and culture are widely diffused. There
is a higher standard of literary excellence in general society.
Scholarly men and women are found in every circle. AuthoV-
ship, because of its frequency, has ceased to' inspire the world
with awe and wonder. Critics and criticism have sprung up
on every hand, and gained a hearing and a footing in^our
literature, and made their influence decidedlv felt in every
department and along every channel of literary activity. Th"e
force has been a silent one, scarcely noted by the' public.
But it has permeated our literature. It has infused new
ideas and loftier ideals into the reading men of the nation,
and educated the public tastes and demands until, as a pcoi>le,
we are capable of appreciating true art and genuine literary
merit, and will no longer buy the trash and twaddle, the crude
and the superficial, which once satisfied us.

There is one important fact bearing upon this subject which
is not commonly understood by the public. With rare excep-
tions the books issued by our publishers and bearing their
names are not read by themselves, and their merits made a
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matter of personal knowledge, before publication. They de-

pend almost entirely on the critical judgment and ability of their

"readers." So at the very fountain-head of literature sits

the critic, and his function is exercised with autocratic abso-

luteness. It rests with hiin mainly to determine what works
offered in manuscript shall see the light and what sliall be sold

for waste-paper. The power behind the throne, in our great

publishing houses, is greater than the king upon it. Tiie un-
seen, unknown, mysterious personage known as tlie " reader,"

stands between author and publislier on the one hand and
the reading public on the other, and his dictum really decides

the fate, if not of kingdoms, yet of interests more vital to

human progress and liuman well-being than the rise or fall of

empires and dynasties.

People are surprised at the great number of books ^?2/5-

llshed. They would be more surprised still if they knew the

number that are read in manuscript and rejected! The pro-

•

portion probably is at Uast nineteen to one! A single pub-
lishing house in this city not long ago declined one hundred and
fifty in a single month ! The aggregate number refused yearly

by the publishers of iSTew York city alone will amount .to sev-

eral thousands! It is thus seen tliat the veto power of the

critical fraternity is exercised on a large scale. If our litera-

ture were cursed and weighted by all the rubbisli, the froth

and filth, the crude and unwholesome flunking and writing

which seeks a publisher, it would soon sink into deserved con-

tempt. Literature and the public owe a hundred-fold more to

the ability and integi'ity of this class among us—a class abso-

lutely unknown to the public, and unrecognized ev^en in lit-

erary circles— than they have ever given credit for. If our
M'ould-be authors would oftener avail themselves of the critical

services of these literary experts, they would do better service

to literature, and often save themselves a world of bitter dis-

appointment, and often serious pecuniary loss.

A word as to the scope and function of criticism, before I

proceed to discuss its cardinal elements. Webster defines criti-

cism as " the art of judging of the beauties and faults of a lit-

erary performance, or of a production in the fine arts." jSTo

class of men have been more roundly abused than liave our
critics. It is surprising, and even amusing, to read the sharp
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and silly things wliicli have been written of them. AVashiiKr-

ton Irving, wlio certainly liad no cause for prejudice by reason

of their treatment of In'm and his writings, declares them a
"kind of freebooters in the republic of letters, who, like deer
goats, and diverse other graminivorous animals, gain their sub-

sistence by gorging upon buds and leaves of the young shrubs
of the forest, thereby robbing them of their verdure, and re-

tarding their progress to maturity." Sir William Temple's
opinion of them was not much better. "The critics," lie says,

"are a race of scholars I am very little acquainted with, hav-
ing always esteemed them but like brokers who, having no
stock of their own, set up a trade with that of other men, buy-
ing here and selling there, and commonly abusing both sides,

to make out a little paltry gain, either of money or credit for

themselves, and care not at whose cost." Longfellow's appre-
ciation is nearer the truth, and still not very complimentary

:

" Critics are sentinels in the grand army of letters, stationed at

the corners of newspapers and reviews to challenge every new
author." 1 might cite the opinions of any number of other
writers of renown, all showing a total misconception of the

function and the dignity of the critical profession.

Why is it ? Whence this false idea and inveterate preju-

dice ? Literary criticism has certainly a right to be. It is a

high art. Its function is legitimate and honorable, and its

proper exercise yields results eminently beneficial to the

cause of letters. Its object is not a vulgar, selfish, destructive

one, but the elevation of literature by the creation of truer and
In'gher standards of literary excellence. Its scope is not re-

stricted to the office of the literary "scavenger" and "free-

booter;" but it is as broad as the domain of literature, and
enters into all that is vital in its structure. To cut and slash

after a cavalier fashion
; to criticise the style and method and

logic and blunders of an author; to decry or praise a book in a

wholesale and indiscriminate manner, is not a legitimate part

of the critic's function. His mission is a broader one, his

work more serious aiid radical. There are general and funda-

mental elements of literary culture, philosophy, criticism, and
mental creation involved in every literary production, what-

ever be its grade of merit. The critic must comprehend and

be able to apply to the case in hand the laws respecting the
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structure of language, the philosophy of thought, aud the can

ons of criticism, and he should be familiar \v\i\\ the whole

literature of the subject under consideration. He has not half

done his work when he has succeeded in lajing bare the real

life, the actual character, of any particular book; it may be a

wise or a foolish, a good or a bad book in itself, and the fact

scarcely be worth the knowing. But that book has vital rela-

tions, it may be, to the whole literature of the world, to the

sum total of human thought, human progress, and to the yary

philosophy and destiny of humanity. To discover tliis vital

principle or relation in an author or in his production, and be

able to point it out for the benefit of the world, is among the

highest functions of criticism. Comparatively few critics pos-

sess this superior gift.

True criticism is not simply destructive ; it is creative a*

well. If it sometimes kills, it also makes alive. It points out

the faults and errors of au author, that they may be corrected,

and thus be stripped of the power to do mischief. It exposes

fallacies in reasoning, falsehood in statenjent, and wrong con-

clusions in argument, that the public may not be misled. It

sharply criticises, it may be, gross violations of the rules of

mental perception and literary taste and excellence, purely in

the interest of good literature. iSo higher favor can be done

to the author himself than impartially and faithfully to analyze

and pronounce judgment upon his production according to the

rules of just criticism. The more severely and thoroughly the

work is done—if fairly done—the better for him. It will do

hiin good, really, not harm. If he is too self-conceited or sen-

sitive to endure it, he ought not to have ventured on author-

ship. Longfellow's observation is singularly untrue : that " the

strength of criticism lies only in the weakness of the thing

criticised." The reverse is often true. Islasterly criticism

—

criticism that enters into the domain of the creative—has

sometimes been evoked by the strength of an antagonist. Criti-

cism has been the making of many an author's reputation, and

of his excellence and success as well. The shame of his early

failure, and the ridicule of the critics, as in the case of Di.s-

raeli's failnie in his lirst attempt in the British Commons, havo

epurred him to new endeavor. lie has had the good sense to

see the justice of the criticLsm passed upon him and his work.
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and to learn from it. If authors generally could reconstruct

tlieir literary performances in the light and with the benciit

of the strictuies passed upon them by the censors of the press,

it is safe to say nine tenths of them would undergo material

change ; not a few, radical transformations.

Tlic same is true of the reading public. No higher favor

can be bestowed upon it in a literary, and often in a moral and

religious, sense than to read critically and interpret for its bene-

fit the new books and periodicals that are constantly making

their appearance ; and the more skillfully, conscientiously, and

thoroughly the service is done the greater the obligation and

the benefit.

One bad book may taint a thousand minds, a whole commu-
nity, and transmit its pen-poison to many generations. Paine's

"Age of Keason " has blasted more lives and danmed more

souls than the sneering and blasphemous tongues of ten thou-

sand Ingersolls will ever accomplish. There is the power of an

evil immoi'tality, the genius of an incarnate devil, in every

evil thing which the press brings forth. Hence the man who
suppresses or strangles one of this vile progeny is a pub-

lic benefactor. And the class of men whose keen eyes dis-

cern, and whose fearless, trenchant pens write False, Evil,

Infidel, Devilish on the foreheads of tlie literary imps, imbe-

ciles, monsters, and " lying and seducing spirits " which troop

and play their pranks and ])ractice their black arts on the stage

of human life deserve all honor and praise. They are the true

ministers of high art. They are the conservators of a pure,

elevating literature, the educators of the people in matters of

grave and eternal import.

In this, as in every other profession, there no doubt are those

who abuse and pervert their gifts, who use their pens only for

pelf or to gain some sinister end. They have as little con-

science as they have real literary merit. They are only pretend-

ers, or "wolves in sheep's clothing;" they disgrace the profes-

sion, and deserve to be ignominiously drummed out of it. The

critical guild should not be judged by those literary quacks and

penny-a-liners who infest the offices of newspapers and reviews,

and are tolerated by editors and publishers out of sheer pity

or good nature, to the detriment of the ])ublic and the preju-

dice of those who do honest and competent work in the realm
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of criticism. If my readers desire to see worthy specimens of

American literary criticism, I beg to refer them to the leading

reviews and journals of the country, which have rendered in

tlie past, and most of which are still rendering, conspicu-

ous services in this important branch of our literature. A
vast amount of fair, able, and discriminating criticism, on

books and authors and literary matters in general, will be found

in these periodicals, covering a large range of literature and

going back over a period of seventy years. One not familiar

with" the history and achievements of these organs of literary

thought, culture, and scholarship can form no adequate con-

ception of the extent or value of the service which they have

rendered in the republic of letters and in every department of

American literature. Isot a work of any importance, in any

field of human knowledge or literary activity, has appeared

during all these decades that has not been critically reviewed

in one or more of these standard and influential journals. And

it cannot be doubted that the influence of this mass of intelli-

gent, persistent, current criticism on the character of our in-

fant, growing literature, during almost its entire formative

period, has been most decided and salutary. Tliis great work

of our critics sheds luster on American scholarship and culture.

But it is time to cease this somewhat cursory and general

survey of the subject, and proceed to formulate the fundament-

al principles which enter into and govern all genuine literary

criticism. I shall not attempt to exhaust the subject, but con-

tent myself with stating, and that briefly, a few of them.

1. I'name, first of all, indejyendence—d^iioiwtii, mifettered

liberty, both of judgment and expression. ' This involves not

only personal qualities—mental, moral, religious, social, ^philo-

sophical—but also position, relation, training, motive. No one

can perform properly the critic's function unless ho be free from

all undue bias and prejudice toward author or publisher; from

all low ambition and personal interest ; independent of all cliques

wliieh infest literary circles, as well as of public sentunent.

The conscientious reviewer will put all these things aside, as

the upright judge on the bench will thrust aside and rule out all

irrelevairt and improper evidence, and conduct his examination

according to the rigid rules of justice, and decide the case on

tlie basis of truth without fear or favor. Conscious of the high
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interest involved and of his responsibility to autlior and pul)-

lisher, although he may be a stran<:,'er to both, and with an eye

gingle to the best interest of literature, the true critic will com-

mand his spirit, and render the best verdict of his enlightened

and independent judgment.

Temptations not a few beset our critics to depart from strict

integrity. To allude to a single mode. The practice has be-

come quite general of late, to liave prepared and sent out with

every new book and periodical issue, addressed to the " literary

editor," a printed notice or criticism ; if the former, it is usually

accompanied with the commendations of several distinguished

names, to whom advance copies have been presented for tliis

purpose. All such criticism is, of course, in the interest of

author and publisher. There may be no evil motive in it
;
yet

the effect naturally is to bias favorably the critical oj)inion

solicited. There are " literary editors " who will not be canglit

with such guile
; but the mass of them are entrapped. The

work is done to their liands ; and dor.e, probably, more ably

and gracefully than they could do it after hours of labor. And
the result is what we might expect. Whoever vrili take the

trouble to compare on a large scale the criticisms of the press

on any new book or magazine will find a suspicious and re-

markable similarity in hundreds of critical notices. The ex-

planation is, that they have simply copied, with 'more or less

fullness and variation of verbiage, the printed opinion sent out.

This is not true of the majority of our reviews, nor of the better

class of our magazines and newspapers. But the mass of read-

ers never see any other criticism of new hooks and periodicals

than this highly spiced and interested Jdnd. All honor to the

critic who has independence and conscience enough to rise

above all temptation and every biasing influence ; the indus-

try to examine for himself every work submitted to his judg-

ment ; and the courage to render his verdict with fearless inde-

pendence.

2. True criticism will be ruled by the spirit of candor. It

will be false and perverting if it be otherwise. To detect and

condenm the faults, errors, and weak points of a book, and say

nothing about its redeeming qualities, is mifair and ungen-

erous. There is no surer way to kill a book and wrong

author and jniblisher, who are at the mercy of the critic. Such
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an act, deliberately perpetrated, is literar}^ scoundrelism, and

ought to be visited with condign punishment. And yet the

iniquity is practiced continually
;
practiced boldly and habitu-

ally by many critics, and by organs of literary criticism, and

by schools and coteries of thought and culture. They have

some sinister end to gain, a spite to gratify, a rival interest

to subserve, a low ambition to gratify, or a clique to serve.

Or they are ruled by prejudice or party zeal, or religious bigo-

try or sectarian feeling, or iniidel intolerance. They have an

eye that sees onlij evil,- and is blind to the good. They " love

darkness rather than light." Like vultures they scent the car-

rion from afar, and feed on the putrid carcass with delight.

Such critics may well be called " scavengers,"

"Whoever carefully watches the criticisms of the press for a

period of years will be forced to the painful conclusion that we

have, comparatively, little really candid criticism, among us.

Even in circles of high respectability—in literary organs of

ability and influence—it is not difficult, often, to detect the

animus of secret hostility or prejudice, personal, literary, secta-

rian, or religious, coloring, shaping, adapting to their special

ends no small part of their criticisms. You can often forecast

their judgment. Candor does not determine it. Praise and

censure are not meted out on the broad principles of a mii-

versal ethical or literary law, but as interest, caprice, affinity,

or taste happens to dictate.

There quietly passed away from us not long ago a rare char-

acter, estimated by any fair standard of criticism. A gentle-

man by instinct and habit; modest in demeanor, with the gen-

tleness and tenderness of a woman ; and noble and generous

in his appreciation of the merits of his compeers in literary cir-

cles. His culture, his ability, natural and acquired, liis literary

tastes and genius, were of a high order, as the uniform excel-

lence and supei'iority of his manifold works, both in verse and

prose, abundantly prove. That modest author, of sulid worth,

of honest purpose, of high Christian character and teaching,

whose active pen was wholly consecrated to God, to Immanity,

and to pure literature, charmed and instructed a larger circle of

intelligent readers than any other American writer of his times.

As an editor, his influence was powerfully felt on tlie journal-

ism of the country, and conspicuously on our magazine litera-
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tnrc, lifting it to a degree of perfection and a sweep of popular

influence never before reached.

j^nd yet that very man and author and popular favorite of

a wide cultured circle of men and women never had a standing

in some of our literary cii-cles ; was regarded and treated by
them as a " barbarian." Coteries that claimed pre-eminence in

literary matters never admitted him to their fraternity ; tlioir

organs of criticism never had a kind or appreciative word for

him. The author and his writings were uniformly and persist-

ently disparaged by tliem. Every new -work from liis pen was
greeted with derision or a new blast of detraction. Tlie very

popularity of his writings, based on real merit, and the ever-

increasing interest shown in them by a widening circle of liter-

ary friends and admirers, only served to increase their hostility

and bitterness. Their evil nature got the better of their can-

dor, and they could see nothing good in a writer who touched

the popular heart as few men have ever done, and touched it

only to inspire pure thoughts and noble living. To say that he

felt this cruel injustice in the very depths of his sensitive

nature is to disclose no secret. The bitterness went with him
down to a premature grave. Who knows but that it shortened

that nseful life ?

Another case, no less remarkable, and v/hicli attracted some
attention at the time in a limited circle, A certain quarterly

review, of acknowledged ability and careful editorship, for

some unknown reason fell under the displeasure of a leading

journal of lofty pretension and no little smartness, and for

years no occasion was lost to strike at it in the way of dispar-

agement. Had it passed its issues over in silence, or candidly

and fairly criticised its conduct or contents, liowever severely,

no exception could have been taken to its course. But its

tactics were of the mean type. It was careful to get every

issue of the work, and reserve its " notice " of it until it could

lay it by the side of all its competitors ; and then, by innuendoes,

unfair comparisons, and criticism.s, place it to the greatest dis-

advantage before its readers. When it could find no fault with

its literary merits, it stooped to fisii out and parade in detail every

proof-reader's blunder or printer's mishap. Finally the review

changed editor and publisher, and instantly this same jonrnul

began to pipe on another key. And this is candid criticism

!
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3, True cnticisin nnist be impartial. Candor lias main

reference to tlie particular work under review, and obliges

the critic to judge it fairly in its entirety, and award its due

meed of praise and censure. Impartiality lias a much wider

scope, and requires a survey of tlie wliole field of authorship

and of literature, and of all the vital questions and interests

affecting the public mind and society in relation thereto. Im-

partial criticism must look at the matter from all sides, from

every angle of vision, and allow no circumstances, or conditions,

or considerations, to have undue prominence or weight in the

final decision. It must separate the subject from every thing

extraneous, from all surroundings and influences whatsoever

likely to warp or mislead the judgment, and look at the thing

in its intrinsic elements and broadest relations in the calm,

clear, philosophic light of comprehensive and impartial critical

sagacity and judgment. Impartiality, in a word, is the appli-

cation of iliQ judicial spirit and principle in literary criticism.

It will not be turned aside from the straight path of honor and

right, but with firm, unfaltering step will move on to a right-

ful deliverance.

This may be said to be an ideal criticism. It is the only

criticism that is -worth the name, and the standard to which all

friends of a pure and noble literature should aspire. "Would

that we had more of it ! Our criticism, it may be hoped, will

improve as it grows in years, and broadens and strengthens,

and is fostered and appreciated by an enlightened and gener-

ous public sentiment. Its evil elements will slough off under

the influence of a healthier moral and literary atmosphere. As
its ethical element tones up its general character, and it rises

to the dignity and standing of an important and recognized

profession in the republic of letters, with a distinct class of

genuine literary aristocrats, the low-minded and unworthy

members of it will one by one drop off or be rooted out.

4:. True criticism is holiest. There is no relation or function

in life in whicli doionright honesty is more imperatively neces-

sary than in the realm of literary criticism. The character of

their literature will, in the long run, determine the character

and the life of a people and rule their destiny. Literature has

come to be mightier than armies and navies ; mightier than tlie

sword, and commerce, and diplomacy, and statesmanship, and
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kingh' power. No '"'railroad king," with a Lniidred millions

to back him, is as potent a force to-day in the affairs of the

world as the king of the quill. The knights of criticism are

well-nigh masters in tiie realm of thought. Brains—educated

intellect—and not physical power, or wealth, or aristocracy,

actually rule in this mundane sphere. The lords of the press

are the lords of human thought, human progress, and human
destiny.

This is a fact which cannot be truthfully denied. It is a

tremendous fact, the full significance of which we fail to note.

What is to be the history, the development, the final destiny of

this greatest of the nationalities of the future, in numbers and

material resources and power ? No man or patriot, no scholar

or Christian, can ponder this question and not feel anxious.

And yet this momentous problem will be largely affected by

the character of the literature of tlie future. Oar thinkers,

Vt'riters, critics, publishers, and those who aid and abet them

in their work, will decide the matter for us. The brains and

the pens of the masters of thought—the leaders and factors of

the world's intellectual life in the realms of science, history,

political economy, philosophy, theology, and fiction—will be

chief forces working out the grandest destiny that history has

ever recorded of any people ; or they will cause a downfall so

fearful in its extent, and so overwhelming in its ruin, as to

shake the whole earth.

Let the writers of our popular reading ignore the ethical

principle, strike down personal purity, and undermine the fam-

ily constitution—let socialistic ideas take root in the minds and

habits of the great working classes—let an atheistic agnosii-

cism cast its baleful shadow over the nation, and let the censors

of the press be as "dumb dogs that will not bark"—let this

state of things ensue, and the work of ruin will be done. Tlie

decadence of moral virtue is the sure precursor of the deca-

dence of national strength and greatness. The corruption and

defilement of a luition's literature means the corruption of

social virtue in the body politic, the destruction of integrity

and lionor in all the relations and walks of life, and the final

complete overthrow of order and good government. One of

the greatest perils to our literature, and through it to the

people, lies in this direction. The weakest point in our ht-
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erary criticism lies just here. Too many of the critics of the

press are wanting in literary honesty : are not thoroughly con-

scientious and reliable. They do not ply their vocation in the

fear of Gotl, with a due sense of responsibility to the reading

world. They are not always careful to give a verdict in strict

accordance with truth and righteousness. The purity of the

critical ermine is often, like that of the judicial, soiled by pas-

sion or interest. If a critic has not taken time and thought

sufficient to know just what he is criticising, he ought in all

fairness to say so, and let his guess go for wliat it is worth.

"But are not hundreds of "books reviewed, and the reviewer's

judgment paraded before tlie public, when not so nmch as the

leaves of the book have been cut ! Or, is that honest criticism

which, after mastering the contents of a w-ork—its faults and

beauties, its merits and demerits—fails to give its honest opin-

ion of it as a whole ? Is that honest criticism vdiich is re-

strained by a false delicacy, by fear of giving offense or wound-

ing feelings, or by favoritism of any kind, from giving fi-ee,

emphatic expression of disapproval and censure whenever and

wherever the occasion demands it, and especially when truth,

morality, and literary integrity are involved 'I

5. AH worthy criticism must be thorough. Superficiality is

one of the great faults of criticism, and indeed of all our lit-

erature. Either from too great haste or from incapacity for

the difficult service, a large proportion of the work of our

critics is not well done. It is too general in its character.

It does not go below the surface. It tithes " mint, anise, and

cummin," and passes over "tlie weightier matters of the law."

It strains out the gnat and swallows the camel. It notes typo-

graphical errors, and fails to discern the gist of a book. It is

quick to detect crudities of thouglit, infelicities of expression,

and flaws in the arrangement of an author, and yet fails to

grasp his argument or comprehend the scope and substance of

his production. It praises or blames inordinately, because it

lacks the discriminating faculty, or does not know how to apply

the laws of criticism. It concerns itself with matters trivial,

wliich the ordinary reader would be likely to see for himself,

-while the real inwardness of the book is not discovered, and the

esseiitial qualities and chief merits or defects of it, which ought

to challenge the critic's sagacity and judgment, and which
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tlie mass of uncritical readers may not be competent to detect

or sec in their full light, are not so much as liinted at.

This characterization applies to much of the literarv criticism

of the newspaper press, and to not a little that is found in our
magazines. Frequently is it tlie case that only some trivial ex-

ception is taken to a work that is rotten to its core ; and a
trashy and even bad book is praised, while in the same issue a
meritorious book is condemned, or noticed only by givino- its

title. This arises, it may be, not from malice or evil motive,
but from sheer critical incapacity or mental laziness, or from
the force of a most pernicious habit which has gi-own up among
editors of passing judgment on books on the slightest glance
at their contents, or from farming out the service—the most
difficult and important which pertains to journalism—to un-
known and irresponsible scribblers.

The point under consideration will test the critics mettle—
determine the breadth and depth of his culture, and the range
of his critical sagacity and acumen. It is child's play, in re-

viewing a work, to note its mechanical defects, its infelicities

of style, its defective reasoning, its surface errors, its immediate
relations and aptitude. But when all this is accomplished tlie

critic's main task is still before him. Pie must penetrate to the

core thoughts of the author's mind. He must master his use
of terms, his methods of construction, his philosophy, his essen-

tial argument, and all the materials and conditions which enter

into the production. He must be able to look at it from the

author's own point of view, and, in a measure, with his eyes
;

to comprehend his purpose, his limitations, his environments,
and bo able to judge whether his lacts or arguments are suffi-

cient to M-arrant his conclusions, and whether the performance,
as a whole, is a creditable one to the author, and one that has

claims on public attention and patronage. In no other way, at

no less cost of time, patience, and critical ability, is it possible

to do justice to a literary work of any moment, and determine
its character, place, and mission in the world of letters. And
this involves the necessity of extensive reading and culture,

of trained sagacity and sound critical judgment, as well as a

thorough knowledge of the principles of criticism and the

structure and philosophy of literature. It is easy for one to

write a history ; to gather and arrange the facts, events, and
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epochs which constitute the staple of all history, and set them
forth with due order and perspicacity : we have any number of

such histories. But it is quite another thing and a severer

task to write o. ])hilo8ophy of history ^ to place this mass of iso-

lated facts and events and epochs in their several relations of

cause and sequence, so as to be able to deduce from them, by
broad and philosophical generalizations, the law of history, and

thus discover and set forth the potent factors Avhich govern tlie

growth, development, and decay of nations, peoples, and civili-

zations. Such histories are of immense value to the statesman,

the Bcicntist, the political economist, the moralist, and the stu-

dent of Providence.

It is more than possible to elevate literary criticism into a

science ; to infuse into it the spirit and life of a divine and all-

pervasive philosophy. There is a vital jyhilosojyhy pervading
all true thought^ all nature and Providence. It dominates in

heaven. It rules the stars. Its circuit is as limitless as uni-

versal being. It controls the course of nations, the rise and
fall of empires, the growth and decadence of civilizations. It

permeates the sphere of the mental and the spiritual. The
intellects of men and angels are pervaded by it, and the Divine
Litelligence is the seat and throne of its power. And it is pos-

sible for the devout student in tlie kingdom of thought to

come under the attraction of this universal law ; to feel the

kindlings of tliis heavenly power, and under the touch of its

wondrous inspiration to attain to a true conception of the

dignity and glory of literature, and of the mission of those

who strive to make it the handmaid of religion, and the

very "power of God," for the elevation and sanctification of

Immanity.

6. Criticism, in order to answer its high end, must be truth-

ful—not only in the ethical sense, but in the literary sense as

well ; truthful to nature as well as to God, and truthful to the

ideals and principles which govern all true literary conception

and life. Truthfulness is essential in every relation and sphere

of life, but nowhere more so than in all literary work. Tliis

law of perfect truthfulness must be respected and obeyed or

there will be no real or enduring success. History, biography,

science, theology, must be true to facts; philosophy must be

true to mental processes; poetry must be true to the laws of
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tho emotions ; and fiction must be true to Imman nature in rJl

its multiform aspects and conditions, and to actual life in com-

mon experience and observation. One of Sir V>^alter Scott's

friends once lauglicd at his scrupulous fidelity to local dcsci-ip-

tion. The autlior's reply showed not only the high ideal (.f

excellence at which he aimed, but also the insight of gonins.

As in nature herself no. two scenes were exactly alike, so who-

ever presented truly what was before his eyes would possess

the same variety in his descriptions, and exhibit aj^parcntly an

imaoiiiation as boundless as the rancre of nature in the scenes

recorded.

One of the greatest charms of Shahespearc, and one of the

secrets of his world-wide popularity and permanent place in

the woi'ld's literature, is the accuracy and truthfulness of his

delineations. His anatomy of the human passions, and his por-

trayal of the power and workings of a guilty conscience, arc

true to the very life. The universal heart and conscience of

mankind so recognize them. He cleaves straight down through

the shams and disguises and subterfuges of sin and guilt, and

lays bare the inner heart, with its lusts and defilements and sin-

uosities, to the consciousness of every man and to the observa-

tion of the world. The main reason why we have to-day so few

%yriters of fiction that touch and sway the popular heart, and

command the homage of the intelligent and cultured class,

is, because we have so few masters in this line of excellence.

George Eliot excels them all in mental power and grasp of

thought; but many of her novels are jDliilosophicul disquisitions

on the dark problems of life and being, rather than the delinea-

tions of actual liuman hopes and passions and lives in this ex-

isting world of ours. If the hei'oes and heroines of modern

fiction were all gathered into one community, and clothed with

flesh and blood, and each made to play liis or her several parts,

as described by our v.-riters, M-hat a community it would be I

Unlike any thing ever seen on tliis mundane globe. xVnd what

a society it would constitute !—what a life it would present I

And yet this is tlie species of humanity, this the type of life,

this the society that our novelists picture out to the youtiiful

fancy, describe as reality in human experience, delineate in

character to instruct the world. The picture is essentially

FALSE ; tihere is no correspondence to actual nature and the
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common lives of men and women. Truthfulness is sacrificed

for the sake of effect or popularity, or because of the domi-

nance of false tastes and standards, and in response to a

vitiated demand. Dickens would have swayed a much more

potent force while living, and his popularity would not have

so rapidly declined after his death, had he been more truthful

in his representations of human nature and life. Many of his

characters are such exceptional oddities or monstrosities that

they seem, to the average reader, to be merely caricatures.

Possibly he may have seen the models of his characters in the

slums and dark alleys of London life ; but to the mass of his

readers they are happily palpable untruths, and libels on human
nature. Thackeray, with less genius than Dickens, is far more
trutliful to the actual, common, every-day life and humanity

of the world, and he is therefore read with more pleasure and

instruction.

It is the duty of criticism not only to sot a conspicuous ex-

ample of truthfulness in its own sphere, but to exact the

same virtue, both on the ground of art and morals, throughout

the realm of literature. It is bound to mark the absence of

this essential quality, to detect and expose the counterfeit sem-

blance, and to arraign and condemn, in the interest of sound

hterature, whatever is nntrutiiful in s]:)irit or in form. The
critic will be false to the trust reposed in him if he shirks this

duty. His own nature should be responsive to the demands of

this high law, and he should be strict and fearless in visiting

censure for every breach of it upon whomsoever the censure

ma}' fall. We shall not have a literature worthy of a free, cult-

ured. Christian people until we weed out that which is unreal,

untrue to nature, to art, to genuine virtue and pure living.

The task is a severe one, but it can be accomplished.

7. Literary criticism, above all things, must conform to the

ethical principles of Chridianity. It is not necessary that

Christian morality be formally taught in literary circles and in

general literature ; but the spirit of it, .and the fundamental

law of it, must underlie and permeate and be the "salt" of

all thinkiiig and writing and teaching, or we cannot create or

conserve a clean, vital, healthy, vigorous literature. There
must of necessity be freedom from all moral taint, and a high

moral end and tendency. Literature is the expression, the in-
53 FIFTH SERIES. VOL. I.
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tellectnal and moral force and trend, of the tliinkiug aiid tlie

life of a people. The institutions, the character, the civiliza-

tion of any age or people, will not be superior to the actual and

general character given to its literary development. It is nut

possible to think and act correctly—to give the right tone and

direction to the human intellect—to subordinate the evil ])ro-

clivities and passions of our fallen nature ; to conserve liboi-ty,

social order, virtue, and truth, in the individual, the family, and

the state—to make humanity true to itself and to the high cud

of its being, unless the principles of the Decalogue and the

sublime precepts of the Sermon on the Mount are practically

recognized as of universal and perpetual obligation in the en-

tire realm of literature, as well as in the spiritual kingdom of

Jesus Christ. All law, in heaven and on earth, is based on the

ethical principle. Emerson, with all Ids bright sayings, never

uttered a truer or more coniprehensive truth than when he

wrote this jDreguant sentence : ''Health of mind consists m the

jpercejjtion oflaioT Law is the essence of right embodied and

formulated. Morality, in its widest scope and essential spirit,

is obedience to that divine law which runs through all nature,

physical, mental, and spiritual. Human nature, as well as the

angelic nature, is based on moral foundations, deep laid in the

conscience, and all-pervasive. In no spliere of thought or ac-

tion, in no actual or conceivable condition of being or society,

can a man absolve himself from allegiance to this high law.

It is dominant every-where. The words of the psalmist are lit-

erally true, as well as poetically beautiful :
" Tlie heavens de-

clare the glory of God, and the firmament slioweth his handi-

work. Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night

slioweth knowledge. There is no speech nor language, where

tlieir voice is not heard."

The sentiment is creeping in among us that art and strict

morals are incompatible, and if one or the other must be sac-

rificed the ethical must sulYor. This false and atrocious senti-

ment has not as yet gained mucli headway in our literature.

Even Americnn fiction is but slightly tainted with it. But in

art it has made fearful strides. Nude pictures, colored to the

life, and the amatory passions depicted and spread out to the

eye, both in painting and sculpture, are common sights in our

art galleries and in the studios of artists, and on the walls of
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many a palatial home. The London "Times" has recently

contained several columns of sharp criticism on nude art in the

Eoyal Academy exhibitions, of whicli there has been a great

increase of late years. How long ere this pernicious sentiment

will work its way into our literature, especially our fiction, to

taint and blast the morals of the nation ? If high art can

thrive only at the expense of ethical purity and social virtue,

then perish high art, and give us instead old-fashioned puritan-

ical severity. We are on the downward grade wheii " technic

is of more importance in any art than moral effect, and market

price most important of all."

"We do not urge the claims of religion, nor the dogmas of the

Church, in thus insisting on the recognition of the moral code

of the Bible as the basis and essential law of all literature, for

that law is restricted to no creed, nor faith, nor religious belief,

nor unbelief. It is alike binding on the Christian and the in-

fidel, on the Jew and the Gentile, on the philosopher and the

peasant. It belongs to mail as man—to universal human-

ity ; and applies in every relation and act and condition of

life. The supreme obligation of this eternal and universal

law is not abated one iota because a man rejects " the gospel of

the grace of God " and lives in defiance of its teachings. The

scholar, the writer, the critic, the publisher, the reader, are each

and all amenable to this ethical law for every sentiment ex-

pressed, and for every book written, published, bought, and

read. It is very re^jgonsible business, this putting on paper and

in type, in permanent life, for" the eye and mind of mankind

dui'ing all the on-coming ages of time, the thoughts of one's

mind, the passions of one's heart, the moods and habits of one's

inner being, and the principles which govern and find expres-

sion in one's outward life. The man who deliberately assails

the fundamental law of ethics—a law absolutely essential to the

health and well-being of God's moral universe—by the im-

proper, sinful use of pen and type and press, is the enemy of

his race, and the deadly foe of society and of universal human-

ity, a thousand-fold more so than if he had simply broken a

human statute. The writers and publishers of that fearful mass

of vicious literature which so shocks the sensibilities of the

better class in society, and is filling the land with vice and

crime in every loathsome form and in startling proportions, are
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infinitely more criminal than the pirates who plunder and mur-

der upon the high seas ; or than the gambler, the seducer, or

the kidnapper, who ply their devilish arts on the land. Tliev

strike at a universal law ; they assail virtue at its source, an<l

society at its most vulnerable points, and taint, corrupt, and

demoralize the entire race of man, as far as the poison of their

writings is felt.

The French novel is to-day sapping the very foundations of

moral virtue in the family and the state, and it tends with

fearful certainty to subvert social order and civil liberty, and

to bring on again in France the reign of communism, anarchy,

and blood-thirsty passion. When the ethical principle is dis-

carded by the popular writei-s of a people ; when the " salt

"

of social virtue is perished out of its popular literature and

the flood-gates of immoral sentiment and passion are opened,

moral and social decadence, putrefaction, and ruin are the in-

evitable results, iSTo power of genius, no brilliancy of intel-

lect, no amount of scholarship among its savants, or of learning

cloistered in universities, or of intelligence diffused among the

people, and no passion for art or love of liberty, can then stay

the tide of desolation. When moral restraints are gone, when

marital ties are dissolved at will, when the integrity of virtue

is sneered at, and the popular mind is flooded with the filth of

lustful sentiment and passion, a people will surely ripen for the

terrible visitations of divine righteousness.

We have not wholly escaped the vile contagioTi in this land

where Puritan morals have been so long dominant. The
tendency among us is in the same direction. The same excit-

ing causes exist here as on the other side of the great sea.

Already agencies and forces are at work to demoralize the

public conscience and debauch the morals of the people, par-

ticularly of our children and youth, by obscene pictures and

by the vilest kinds of reading. AVe have writers, too, in any

number, who are ready to sell their brains and pens (morals

they have none) to this iniquitous trade. They are constantly

on the outlook for opportunities. And we have publishers

who have grown rich by printing and circulating cheap novels

and story papers by the million which are a disgrace to our

Christian name and civilization—a mass of literature which,

like the frogs of Egypt, is every-where where there is a boy
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or a girl to be decoyed to ruin, or an evil heart to be inflamed

with lust—a literature without one redeeming trait, either in

a literary or moral sense, and which only panders to vice, idle-

ness, immorality, and crime, and which, on the Sabbath and

on every day of the week, is educating millions of the children

and youth of this land for the brothel, the penitentiary, and

the gallows.

The newspaper press of this country, while we heartily recog-

nize its ability and enterprise, and appreciate its general excel-

lence, is nevertheless a source of imminent danger to our morals.

The greater its excellence in other respects and the more po-

tent its influence, the greater the danger if that danger really

exists. And this peril is seen in two potent facts: the first is,

tliat the ethical jjrinciple lias come to be quite generally set at

naught, even by our leading journals, in their anxiety to furnish

" newsy," exciting, popular reading. And hence scandals, in-

trigues, "interviews," real or imaginary, marital infelicities,

divorce and seduction suits, murders, i-obberies, hangings, sui-

cides, etc., are spread out in their columns under startling head-

ings and sub-headings in all their disgusting details, and with

all their demoralizing suggestions and concomitants. It would

be an insult to common sense to attempt to justify this course

on moral grounds, or as a necessity in journalism. The other

fact is the " Sunday " newspaper. It dates back only a few

years, and already it is an established institution in the land,

and a factor of tremendous influence for harm. IIow is it

possible to preserve intact our American Sabbath, when more

than five hundred leading journals of the country on that day

are scattering their millions of papers, by means of Sunday

trains and expresses and carriers through all our cities and

country districts, tempting multitudes to buy and read and

join them in secularizing the Sabbath. Their example and in-

fluence are doing more to demoralize our Sunday and turn it

into a day of recreation, pleasure, and dissipation than all otlier

agencies put together. Witli this example and influence 0])er-

ating in full force, it is morally impossible to stay the demand

and tendency to open our parks and museums and libraries and

theaters on the Sabbath, and thus make that day, hitiierto

the glory of English-speaking Christendom, what it is in Con-

tinental Europe.
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Tliere is one historical fact, expressed in the annexed para-

graph, that affords some comfort

:

The literature of the two great Anglo-Saxon peoples has always
had a tolerably clear idea that there is a necessary connection
between art and etliics. It has contained many miscliievous or

frivolous books; it lias wavered between the austerity of Bunyan
and the license of tlie dramatists of the Restoration; it has been
successively influenced by Xorman-French, Italian, Latin, and
Greek culture ; but it has never lost sight of certain principles

peculiarly its o\s\\. One of these principles is, that a book should
have a definite purpose, a real reason for being, if it expects a

long life. This principle has not been lost even in the imagina-
tive literature of England and Amei'ica.

And as the Anglo-Saxon race seems destined to be the domi-

nant race of the future, we may hope that Anglo-Saxon litera-

ture^ freed from its incidental impurities, will dominate also in

the world of letters.

Akt. III.—the religious revolution of the
EIGHTEEXTH CENTURY.

The eighteenth may be regarded as an epochal century in

England's long and celebrated history. Its fluctuating and

unpromising civilization—the degeneracy and corruption of its

political institutions—the variableness and uncertainty of its

social tendencies—and both the insipidity and animation, the

decline and restoration, of religions ideas among the people

—

attract the attention of the student of the period.

In its activities, aims, and achievenrents, it is a century of

marked contrasts, the extremes of which are moral disorganiza-

tion and religions revival. Vices flourish as luxuriantly as vir-

tues ; business stagnation balances commercial enterprise

;

select learning is outwitted by the common ignorance ; theo-

logical independence is niatched by universal depravity.

Groat names adorn the records of the one hundred years.

Steele, Addison, Pope, Sir Isaac Newton, Blackstone, Adam
Smith, Samuel Johnson, Paley, Burke, Swift, Bolingbroke.

Hume, Chesterfield, and Gibbon appear, constituting an array

of brilliant thinkers and writers not eclipsed by the intellectual
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giants of the Elizabethan era. Great events, discoveries, inven-

tions, and ^vars—notably the war with the American colonies

followed by their independence—indicate the progressive and

military spirit of England ; while angry contentious in parlia-

ment and changes in ministerial leadership denote political nn-

rcst and a public demand for greater liberty of thought and ac-

tion. The idea of the sovereignty and the greatness of man is

cherished as never before, and is announced with an elegance

of phrase scarcely less attractive than the idea itself.

Great preachers are at the front enijjhasizing the natural and

moral rights of the individual, and uncovering the doctrine of

human responsibility which had been obscured under the in-

different teaching of the Established Chui'ch. Whitefield, the

Wesleys, Fletcher, Yenn, Eobertson, Bishop Watson, Eomaine,

Doddridge, AVarburton, Campbell, Butler, and Talbot are heard

throughout the kingdom, agitating the public feeling, reviving

a religious enthusiasm, and, notwithstanding their clashings and

antagonisms, preparing the nation for a moral upheaval.

The result of these political struggles in parliaTuent, of the

hostile controversies among the theologians, and of the inves-

tigating spirit in literary pursuit, was the bi'oadening of both

political and religious inquiry, which culminated in new ecclesi-

astical movements and the pronounced necessity of religion to

the nation.

Our interest in its history grows out of the relation of its

events to the condition of society and the Church at the present

time, both in England and America. Without the eighteenth

century the nineteenth had not been. The nineteenth is the

lieir of the religion, the political ideas, the social manners, and

churclily teachings of the eighteenth century. The doctrines,

laws, usages, and, to some extent, the spirit of the one, together

with its literature and scientific aims, have been transferred to

the other.

Standing apart from the ages as does the eighteenth, and

memorable as it is for the second lieformation of England, it is

surprising that the literature of the period, especially the writ-

ten history of the Chm-ch and of the religious developments of

that time, is so limited, so difHcult of access, and so incomplete

and unsatisfactory when obtained and studied. Of great events,

great personages, great changes, the revelation is sufficient

;
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but of historical details, even of prominent facts, there is a

great paucity. Like towering peaks do great political or re-

ligious movements seem to the observer ; but he must be con-

tent with general statements respecting the same, or minute

descriptions of whose authenticity he is not quite assured.

Hume and Macaulay suspend their histories with the close of

the seveuteenth century. Allison forgets the order of tlie events

he is narrating, handing over a miscellany of facts, valuable as

facts, but without declaring that inner connection which con-

stitutes an historic plan, or the spirit of providential movements.

Froude completes the reign of Elizabeth and sto^js. Of polit-

ical historians Charles Ivnight alone succinctly traverses the

century. Of Church historians Iseander, voluminous and re-

liable, does not advance beyond the thirteenth century; D'Au-
bigne, the chief authority on the European Keformation, lays

down his pen at the middle of the sixteenth century ; ]\Iilner,

describing the career of the Church from the time of Christ,

concludes his labors with a description of the Diet at Augsburg

;

Presseuse, charming and elegant, does not ventu;-e beyond the

limits of the apostolic mission ; Southey, writing elaborately of

John Wesley, devotes a solitary and ambiguous chapter to the

state of religion in England during the rise of Methodism

;

Mosheim engages to reproduce the contents of the century,

but, besides being governed by prejudice, which is always a

disqualification for authentic writing, he gives little account

of the ministry, save the controversies and schisms, conducted

by theologians, which rent the Church. Our own Dr. Abel

Stevens supplies in part the connecting links, and is authentic

within his limitations, but the impartial student feels that he is

writing of an individual or of a single ecclesiastical movement
rather than of a country, or of a century, or of the general life

of tiie Christian Church in England. The same observation ap-

plies to Isaac Taylor, who writes of Wesley and Methodism.

The materials for a paper on the Englisli ministry of the

eighteenth century arc not easily obtained, and especially have

not been anticipated or furnished by the popular writers

named. A history of the essential facts, however, the later

historians, such as Lecky, Wilson, Shaw, and Greene, have

Bought to preserve ; and Church annaHsts, pamphleteers, and

biographers have contributed incidental references which are
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valuable in tlie making of an estimate of what the Church was,

and what it accomplished during the passage of one hundred
years.

The first question, then, to be settled is, IIow shall the century

be investigated ? In what form and order shall the segregated

facts be presented ? Is there an historical order, or are the

events with which we deal an accidental grouping without log-

ical processes and connections? If the events to be considered

succeeded one another as cause and effect, or were so linked,

that one suggested another, the unraveling of the historic proc-

ess, while it might require sagacity to discover the nexus where
it is obscure, would be a delightful and perhaps a comparative-

ly easy task. In that case our search would be for operating

causes, or moving principles. If the century, however, is with-

out apparent historic or providenti?] order—if it is a chaos of

proceedings, a constant collision rather than a visible develop-

ment of ideas and purposes—the task, though more difiicult, will

be equally delightful, for it will consist in an attempt to bring

order out of chaos, and to reduce the manifold manifestations

of the civil and religious life of the people to a system. For
system there is in all history. History is only a plan. The i^lan,

manifest or occult, is there and always in execution. Events
signify system ; apparently disorderly events only a hidden plan.

Happily, the century was not cliaotic, except at times in

appearance, nor was it definitely regular in its development

;

and yet the homogeneity of its elemental forces, the juxtaposi-

tion of its varied movements, the conspicuousness of its per-

manent features, and the perpetuity of its religious results, jus-

tify the attempt at a simple classification of its historic phases

and products.

CJn-onologically, it may be divided into three periods, the

ruling factor of which may be religion in its enlarged and uni-

versal sense, or some central figure or personage who embodied
himself in some particular movement wliich affected the cent-

ury, or a commanding event which was the core of a vital and
sovereign change or achievement. Divided in respect to its

relation to religion, the three following periods will be the

result : (1) The non-religious period
; (2) The religious period

;

(3) The anti-religious, or reactionary, period. Divided with

reference to a central figure, "Wesley, for example, we shall
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have the following : (1) The ante-Weslcj period
; (2) The

"Wesley period
; (3) The post-Wesley period. Divided in view

of some religious movement, as Methodism, the arrangement

must be : The pre-Methodistic period ; the Methodistic period
;

the post-Methodistic period. In substance these divisions are

one, covering the same periods, embraciug the same facts, and

including the same order of history. xVnother writer, select-

ing the Established Church, or the Oxford University, or an

archbishop, as a starting-point or basis of division, would be

compelled to recognize the facts, if not the order of the facts,

as here given, for it is impossible to comprehend religion in its

historic phases in England from Queen Anne to George lY.

without including that masterpiece of evangelistic workman-
ship—Methodism, with the originating work and molding in-

fluence of the TTesloys.

]^ot to appear as confining our observation to one range of

thought, we propose to review in the order of the first divis-

ion ; that is, to consider the century in its relation to religion

—

the non-religious, the religious, and the anti-religious, or reac-

tionary, periods of English history.

The non-religious period, begiiming with Queen Anne's

reign in the year 1702, spans thirty or forty years, during

which there was a manifest decline of the spirit of religion,

of the practice of its virtues, of a performance of its duties.

and of a belief of its doctrines ; and, as doctrine and life, or

belief in the truth and correct living, are indissolubly joined,

stagnation in morals and a growing tendency to formalism

soon appeared. The national Church, itself the school of

formalistic ideas and worships, and relying rather upon par-

liainentary support than upon the voluntary offerings of the

people, became more tyrannical than ever, oppressing all non-

conforming religionists with unbearable exactions and limita-

tions, and extinguishing, by its non-aggressive spirit, all love of

religious development in the souls of men. Its chief and per-

sistent aim was to maintain itself without regard to the spread

of religion, the demands of the Gosjiel, or the welfare of the

people.

Perhaps a national Church is a divinely ordered institution,

having functions which it is quite impossible for a sjDontaneor.s

Church to discJiarge ; but just what those functions are no
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writer lias satisfactorily pointed out. It is conceded tliat when
spiritual life has departed from an ecclesiastical organization,

or is in the process of departure, connection witli tlic State may
prove advantageous to the preservation of its form ; it may
continue to exist even v^dien dead, but formal existence cannot

he a substitute for spiritual life. When the Church has ceased

to be spiritual it is a question if it is any longer a Church.

It may observe beautiful forms of worship ; its creed may
have legal sanction ; its ministry may be supported out of the

national treasury ; but n^stheticisni and taxation are not the

criteria of Church life. The cross must not be covered witli

flowers ; cultivated Unitarianism buries it out of sight with

bouquets : it must stream with blood. A bloody, not a bSTtn-

tiful, cross—a spiritual, not an assthetic, worship—a divine, not

a parliamentary, creed—must enter into vital religion. These,

indeed, are the forces of a true religion. Formalism, the result

of national establishments, is sometimes more ruinous than,

and therefore not to be preferred to, death itself ; for it is a

deceptive pretense, under whose blighting influence not only

the Church falls into sleep, but also the world, quick to discover

the deception, loses faith in the genuine manifestations of re-

ligion. If the national Cliurch of England contributed to the

preservation of religion, certainly it failed perceptibly to ex-

tend it ; it aimed not at extension ; it was without tlie mission-

ary impulse—it lived upon itself. Even its forms lost their

sanctity and were imperfectly 'conducted, and in many in-

stances entirely abandoned. Xo warrant is given to concede

that the religion of ecclesiasticism, of pure but spiritless forms,

flourished openly, or exerted any considerable religious influ-

ence in the early part of the eighteenth century. It was salt

tliat had lost its savor.

To obtain a just estimate of this period and understand tlie

character of the forces at work to undermine true religion,

M-e must consider England's condition in its philosophical, so-

cial, political, and religious aspects—a fourfold view, but witli

an underlying unity in that each aspect is related to the final

detci'mination of the period.

AVhat was the relation of the prevailing philosophic teaching

to religion ? Did philosophy and religion mutually support

each other, or were they antagonistic ? Genuine philosophy, in
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its ]iighest attempts, is theological, for it deals with theistical

and ethical problems. Both consider the unconditioned, the ab-

solute, the infinite ; both inquire concerning the soul, the lim-

its of knowledge, and seek and suggest laws foi- the regulation

of human conduct ; both are interpreters of nature or the uni-

verse. Pliilosophy, in its relation to theological and ethical

truth, must support or oppose religion in its relation to the

same truth. It cannot be indiilerent to the fundamental teach-

ings of religion. It must be atheistic, deistic, or theistic ; it

must accept tlie spiritual chai-acter of man or plunge into ma-
terialism

; it must sustain Sinai, as it voices the supreme law,

or antagonize it with other commandments ; it must bow to a

supernaturahstic religion or frame a scientific morality. This

relation is vital, sovereign, indissoluble.

What was the attitude of the English philosophy of the eight-

eenth century toward the Christian religion ? Rugged Thomas
Carlyle says :

" The eighteenth was a skeptical century, in which

little word there is a whole Pandora's Box of miseries." As be-

tween a reverential and skeptical philosophy, we are compelled

to decide that it M\as the latter ; it was strangely and strongl_y

infidelic, impregnated with the poison of a hateful prejudice to

all alleged supernatural truth. Deriving its impulse from the

seventeenth century, and going even to the sixteenth for phil-

osophic idioms andi ideas, it yet had a complexion and motion

of its own, and was equally destructive of the ancient laud-

marks of religion. Borrowing from Hobbes and Shaftesbury

certain questionable ethical theories, it strove to undermine the

popular faith in the sacredness and authority of moral distinc-

tions
; and, listening to Locke, who, employing the empirical

method in the analysis of the mind's processes and operations,

unintentionally but absolutely opened the gates to the rankest

materialistic heresies, overwhelming disaster to the popular

conceptions of immortality and responsibility followed.

These philosophers, with others, prepared the way for the

more reckless assaults of Hume, Bolingbroke, Chesterfield, and

Gibbon, who applied the torch to the temple of truth, smoking

its oldest pillars and consuming a fragment of its altar. The
work was heroic, the effect terrific, suicidal. Such lofty minds

uniting in a crusade against the doctrine of revelation—that i>,

supernaturally-communicated truth—and holding up the in~ti-
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tutions of religion to the scorn and calumny of the multitude,

succeeded in turning the public thought from the subject of

revealed truth, or exposed to their own satisfaction tlie hollow-

ncss of the mission of the Church in urging such truth upon
the attention of men. The infidel pliilosopjiy of this period,

however, must not be confounded with the scientitic philosophy

of the times, which, under the leadership of such an authority

as Sir Isaac Xewton, was in strange contrast -with the former,

and resisted it to the extent of its power. Scientific philoso-

phy, or philosophical science, in his hands was a supporter of

Christian truth. Science then, however, was in its rudiment-

ary stages, and did not command the Held. Even Newton's
discoveries were held for some time in disrepute, and Newton
himself, for a little while, doubted the reality of the law of

gravitation which he announced. Science had a suspicious air,

and, joining itself to religion, lost the little favor it received on

its own account. Sneering Horace Walpole and the refined

but poisoning Chesterfield swayed the moral sentiment of the

nation, while the devoted Newton's protests w6re filed away
for future reference.

The failure of science to resist infidelic encroachments and
aid religion in its weighty tasks, though it raised its arm to

strike the enemy, was owing in part to the division or antag-

onism of its own followers. Scientific philosophy was by no
means a unit, either in its methods, purposes, results, or the

form in which the results \vere announced. Newton himself

was opposed, under the reign of George L, by Hutchinson,

who, framing a perverted philosophical conception of the

universe out of the Mosaic cosmogony, drew to his support

many of the ablest clergymen of the kingdom, among them
George Home, Romaine, Jones, and Wetherell. A7hat could

be expected of a ministry that, incompetent to silence tlie

scoffer and the infidel by a defense of the Scriptures, arrayed

itself against that form of science which alone confirmed tlie

Scriptures? Such is the spectacle presented in the non-relig-

ious period of England : the ministry ridiculed and overthrown

by the infidel, the Bible torn in shreds by the scoffer, the insti-

tutions of religion calumniated by outspoken unbelievers, the

Church abandoned by the multitudes, and science divided

against itself respecting philosophical and revealed truth. If
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the intellect of England was thus adrift ; if its philosophy was

in the hands of intidels ; if its ministry were abetting false

Bcience ; if the nation had outgrown the necessity of a Church,

and Bible truth was actually superseded by skeptical dogma-

tism, tlie decline of the morals of the nation has an easy expla-

nation. The result, however, is exceedingly painful to con-

template, and is a commentary on the character and moral in-

fluence of philosophic infidelity.

What was the social status of England at this time? Was
it such as to conserve the spread of religion and the purposes

of the Gospel, or were the social forces in antagonism to relig-

ious education and discipline? England then, even more than

now, cherished the aristocratic spirit which divided the people,

arraying on one side the nobles, lords, and princes, and on

the other the multitudes. Social life, social manners, social

opinions, originated with the aristocratic classes ; the court,

with its stiffness and sternness, was in power. But scientific

and philosophic truths are not dependent upon, aristocratic

approval for favor or authority, since the test of truth is not

human opinion of it, but its own essence, or the form of its

manifestation. Truth proves itself. Religion, however, as

taught, or as a dogmatic deduction from the Scriptures, was

subject to the aristocratic rule of opinion, and was lowered to

the level of social ideas and sanctions. It must obtain the con-

sent of the aristocracy or be powerless. Eeligious truth, in

itself, is as independent of opinion as scientific truth, and is

to be tested by its own merits ; but while the aristocracies sub-

mitted to philosophic truth, and went down with it, they com-

pelled religious trutli, as it was taught, to submit to them, and

so wrested it to their destruction. Beligious truth had favor

or disfavor as the aristocracy nodded assent or withheld it.

Unfortunately the aristocracies of the country were unfriendly

to evangelical religion. Submitting to an unfriendly and per-

verted philosophy, it was natural that they should reject the

religion which it condemned. The animadversions on religion

of the Duchess of Buckingham, the criticisms of Whiteficld

by Dr. Samuel Jolmson, and the peculiar social trials of Lfidy

Huntingdon, reveal the iniquitous condition of the upper classes

in England, and that they preferred infidelity to religion.

Let us not be understood as implying that there were no
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brave spirits in tliis period of decline, or that nothing was done

to cliecTv the declension. Christian philosophers resisted the

skeptical philosophy ; Christian ministers sorrowed over the

decadence of Christianity ; of aristocratic families, not a few

monrned over the lapse of evangelical religion, and the disap-

pearance of personal piety; but in general, from Queen Anne,

who favored the Established Church against all dissenting

classes, though it was a lifeless institution, down through all

grades of society, there was little reverence for religious truth,

and none whatever for the forms of religious worship. There

was a social religion in England, but not a religious religion.

The social, the high-toned, classes, the aristocracies, and royalty

itself, were unacquainted with true rehgion, and by the force

of a resistless influence suppressed its first manifestations.

The politics of the country—what support was found for re-

ligion here ? Was it not the province of Parliament to sustain

the Established Church, to support its ministers, to see that

the forms of religion were publicly observed, and that public

morality was promoted ? In other words, while philosoph}^ was

dictating the submission of religion to its own primary settle-

ments of moral questions, and while the social forces were cor-

rupt and corrupting, did not Parliament, the source of power,

the guardian of the Church, and the promoter of religion,

arrest all decline and keep perforce the nation on its knees

before God ? Something is required to resist the progress of

decay ; will the State religion • prevent its own ovei'throw ?

Here we meet a failure where success is imperative in order to

prevent a collapse of the national life.

The century began with political disputes between the

Whigs and Tories, and ecclesiastical hostilities between the

Orthodox and Sectaries, or the Established Church and Dis-

senters. Under Queen Anne the politico-religious contest was

exceedingly complicated from the fact that while the Tories

sympathized with the national Church and controlled the pul-

pits of the country, the Whigs were in political power and

controlled legislation.

In Parliament the Dissenters were in the majority, so that the

national Churchmen were often rebuked and outvoted ;
in the

national Church the Tories were in the majority, so that the Dis-

senters were crushed. In this mixed and apparently evenly-
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balanced condition of affairs, a Tory clergyman, Dr. Ilcnrv
Saclieverell, assuming a fatal independence, ventured to preach
a stirring sermon against the Dissenters, whereupon the '^Vhi<-'

majority in the House of Commons silenced him for throe

years. The agitation thus precipitated was unfavorable to

calm religious inquiry, and disastrous to the hitherto unbroken
power of tlie Church. In so far as it was a conflict between
the Established Church and Parliament, or between politics

and religion, politics triumphed. In so far as it was a conilict

between Nationalists and Dissenters, the latter triumphed. In

both cases the popular result was an effective blow at the na-

tional Church
; but the decline of the national Church was the

decline of the national religion. This conflict did not termi-

nate with Queen Anne's reign, but was intensified by the sym-
pathy of George I., of the House of Hanover, with the "^Vhigs,

or dissenting classes. The new king was a Lutheran in faith,

and, caring little for the Church of England, the Whigs found
in him an unexpected and influential ally, and used him to

their advantage and to the widening of the gulf between the

two religious classes of the realm. In time so wide became

the gap between the Orthodox and Sectaries, as Mosheim calls

them, that the Dissenters made a bold dash for liberty, but,

advancing heroically, they were not entirely successful. Dr.

Benjamin Hoadley bravely introduced a new controversy by

preaching a sermon on Christ's kingdom, in which he main-

tained that the Church should be free from the State ; he vir-

tually declared for disestablishment, but it did not pi-evail.

That such a doctrine could l)e jjreached in safety one hundred

and fifty years ago was a sign of the times and a warning to

the national Church, which, however, it did not heed. At the

same time an attempt was made to relieve the Dissenters of all

religious tests, a just movement intended to put them on an

equality with the Churchmen ; it was only partially successful,

for v.'hile the test oath was annulled, the sacramental oath, quite

as odious, remained.

The result of these controversies was, on the whole, advan-

tageous to free religion, but it must be understood that they

were in spirit rather political than religions. Keligion was

secondary ; there were no more pr.ayers offered, no more souls

converted, during the exciting contests than before. Eeligion
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may have gained certain political rights, bnt politics gained

nothing from religion. The spirituality of the people steadily

declined with the assertion of political rights, and the exten-

sion of religious privileges. The outcome was not redemptive.

To the Church itself, then, let us go in search of religion. If

it cannot be found among the ])hilosophers, in the social ari.^-

tocracies, or in parliament or politics, surely the Church itself

will he true to its character, and reflect the image and excel-

lences of Christ. If disappointed here, then we shall be ready

to crave the advent of reformers.

Let us not be over-sanguine of a favorable discover}-. To
estimate the religious condition of England at this time, it must
be remembered that, as we have shown, the public feeling was

in a state of irreconciliation with religion, or of positive dis-

loyalty to the Established Church, the keeper of the religious

covenants. Philosophy, aristocracy, and royalty itself in some
of its branches, combined in a peremptory warfare against

religious ideas and the forms of worship. The aggravating

feature of the oj^position was its openlj* avowed infidelic pur-

pose, and not infrecpiently its intense and contagious immoral

character. AVluit produced this state of things ? "Was religion

responsible, in any degree, for the opposition that was raised

against it? Is there any thing in religion calculated to provoke
sedition? Was the Church immoral in conduct, defective in

doctrinal teaching, unholy in its programme of living, giving

occasion for infidelity to attack it, and the aristocracy to aban-

don it? Or did infidelity, atheism, and immorality exist in

society, and finally corrupt and disintegrate the Church? A
corrupt and immoral ministry, or an infidelic philosophy and

corrupt aristocracy—which existed first? AYhich was antece-

dent? which consequent? Disi-egarding the order of the re-

ligious subsidence in England, certain it is that it was not

the result of superficial or suddenly appearing causes ; it was
not hastily precipitated, but originated in a moral dissipation

and cocpietry v.'ith skeptical questionings which, imperceptible

in influence at first, grew in force and acquired courage enough
at last to demand the surrender of all that is vital in religion.

The ethically unsound teachings and the gross immoralities

of the aristocracies of the seventeenth century passed over into

the eighteenth, without resistance or protest. JSTot even tlie
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sturdy Puritanism of that day, wliicli contested the dainis of

the Papal Church, stood out against the corrupt invasion of

the previous century; in fact, it was vicious itself, and the Pu-

ritan Churches fell into both doctrinal and ethical decay. A
catastrophe whose magnitude it is difficult to adequately esti-

mate, now imperiled the whole Church; the Church itself M-as

in tlie last stages of dissolution.

To understand the extent of the disaster inflicted by tlio

hostile forces of infidelity and cori'uption without, and the dis-

integrating forces of indifference and immorality within, tlie

Church, we append the statements of those who, either as ob-

servers or liistorians, were qualified to judge of conditions and

results, and are known as trustworthy reporters of the same.

" There is no such thing as religion in England," Montesquieu

declared in 1730, and added, "If anyone speaks about religion

every body begins to laugh." Dr. Tvirk reports that, according

to the essayists of the period, " the moral virtues of the nation

were at their last gasp." Both dissenting and national minis-

ters agreed that "religion was dying in the world," and Chris-

tianity was interpreted as a huge fable. In these uncontradicted

expressions are the proofs of a universal decline of respect for

religions truth, and the positive reign of an immoral tendency

in the public and private life of the people.

In the theater the most repulsive and shameless wit ob-

tained ; in the Church clergymen like Swift and Sterne in-

dulged in indecent jesting. Among the poets Dryden, always

vacillating in his religious affinities, gave respectability to

vicious ballads; among the novelists Smollett and Fielding

contributed to the general demoralization. Dr. Dobbin, of

the Dublin University, may be quoted for the saying, that the

Church and the world were alike asleep. Macaulay depicts

the demoralization of the preceding age in a startling manner

and with a marvelous fullness of immoral exposures ; while

William Massey states, that the depravity of England from

George I. was not exceeded by that of the Poman Empire in

the days of its decline. Thackeray confirms Avith specific ac-

counts the ap])alliiig representation. Bishop Burnet declares

that "the clergy (of the Established Church) were nnder more

contempt than those of any other Church in Europe." Watts,

Seeing deeper than others, states that "there Nvas a general
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decay of vital religion in the hearts and lives of men;" and
another re-echoes the same truth hv saying that " the Spirit oi"

God has so far departed from tlie nation that licreby almost

all vital religion is lost out of the world." Dr. Gu ire's testi-

mony is, that " Christianity is ridiculed and railed at with very

little reserve, and the teachers of it without any at all."

Stronger than this is the declaration of Bishop Butler :
'• It

has come to be taken for granted that Christianity is no

longer a subject of inquiry^ but that now at length it is dis-

covered to be fictitious;" and respecting the clergy, Southey

remarks, that they " had lost that authority which may always

command at least the appearance of respect."

Such is the concurrent testimony of the ablest divines, and

the most reliable writers of the period, revealing a melan-

choly condition of society, and the triumph of skepticism and

immorality in the nation. The sum of it is, that Christianity

is a fiction, the clergymen are in contempt, spirituality is un-

known, vice is on the throne, and religion in any form has

departed. The Church is dead.

Was the age altogether insensible to its rottenness ? Was
nothing done to check the sway of irreligion ? Certain period-

icals, the " Spectator," the " Pt'ambler," and the " Tattler," were
established by Addison, Steele, and Samuel Johnson, which
aimed volleys of criticism at the follies of the day and ex-

posed immoralities without plainly denouncing them. Besides,

the criticisms were in the form of essays, sometimes too ele-

gantly written, or too pregnant with obstructions to engage

the public mind, and when clear-cut and retributive in spirit,

they neutralized their effect by wit and apology. It must
be remembered, too, that these publications were not speci-

fically religious, nor established in the interest of the Church.

They were useful in calling attention to existing evils, but

suggested no adecpuite remedy and initiated no suppressive

influence.

What were the clergy doing during tliese days of decay?

Some of them were reading the sermons that Dr. Samuel
Johnson had written for them ; all of them, abandoning the

doctrines of the Eeformation, were preaching—when they

preached, which was not often—the doctrines of natural relig-

ion. Revealed religion the pulpit discarded
;
piety it did not
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eucourage
; immorality it condoned. Apologetically, Moslieiin

says the clergy of the Establishment sunk into lukewarmncss,
and represents that they were concerned for the Church and nut

religion. For incomplete statements, distorted facts, and un-
fair inferences, cummend us to Mosheim ; but for full, frank,

courageous representations of the irreligious Establishment, we
must look elsewhere. Under George I. the atheistic attacks

on religion were repelled, he says, by AYaterland, Foster, and
other able theologians; that William AVarburton, Bishop of

Gloucester, wrote against Bolingbroke, and that Campbell and
Adams replied to Hume. Accepting his statement, they prove
that God was not without witnesses in the midst of the civilized

heathenism of England ; but he does not, he cannot, contradict

the concurrent testimony of the wiiters given in a previous

paragraph, that the Church was spiritless, religion had vanished

from the nation, and infidelity and immorality, joined together

in purpose, were sharing the profits of victory in the deca-

dence of the empire. Isaac Taylor says, England had lapsed

into virtual heathenism when (in ITiO) Wesley appeared.

As when Christ was manifested the Eoman world was corrupt,

degenerate, "dead in trespasses and sins," so England, aposta-

tized, infidelic, and immoral, was in need of a reformer, a

teacher, a helper. England was ripe for a religious revolution.

Come it must ; it was the only thing that could come. If the

way is not open for a reformer—if John Wesley was not raised

up to save England to the Church and religion to England—the

doctrine of providential interposition in behalf of the Church
has no illustration in human history. The non-religious period,

with its moral defalcations, inferiorities, and crudities, is suc-

ceeded after severe trials and struggles by a period of religious

development and resplendent spiritual conquests.

The consideration of this auspicious period in England's his-

tory, Avith its central figures and industrial spirit, is now in or-

der. England's need was a second reformation. It had put away
the first ; it must return or begin anew. In Oxford University

were a few young men who, enthusiastically grieving over the

moral anarchy of society, determined upon personal reform, so

far as they were concerned, and began at once a serious study

of the Bible
; but they were ridiculed and were called in de-

rision Bible-moths. One of these young men, John Wesley,
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always courageous wlicn opposed, saw at a glance wliat was first

needed, naiiiclv, a revival of religion in tlie^Established Cluirch.
Of that Church he was an unconverted member, but he was
disturbed by what he saw without, and even more by what he
recognized within, its pale. In the incipient state of his relig-
ious purpose there was no idea of organizing a new movement,
or founding an independent Church. The old Church was
good enough in doctrine, strong enough in mechanical form,
and numerous enongh in its adherents, if it only had religious
life, to accomplish the needed revolution; but he soon found
that the Chnrch liad no desire for religion and had repudiated
common morality. The fire burned in his bones and he could
not rest. The Gospel, believed or rejected, must be preached
in the Church or out of it, for the Church or against it; and
so commenced the struggle between a pure evangelism and a
base apostasy

; between revealed religion and natural religion

;

between holiness and sin.

Not for some time did Wesley appear like the nucleus of a
great providential moveuicnt ; his preaching was that of one
man, and yet it proved to be the call of another Elijah to the
nation. Laborers gathered about him

;
preachers multiplied

;

revivals, akin to those of apostolic times, burst out in unex-
pected places, and triumphed over all opposition; hundreds
and thousands were conveited

; and the old Established Church
became alarmed. In a spirit of infuriated jealousy, and with
the strength of a lion, it determined to crush the supernatural
signs and preserve itself from crurxibling into dust. This hos-
tility alone proves the old Church destitute of godliness, ex-
poses the spirit of cruelty that animated it, reveals its deep-
seated hy])ocrisy in all its shameless phases, and justifies the
evangelistic work of Mr. Wesley. An Episcopafian, as :Mr.
^V^eslcy Avas and always was, the puljuts of his own Chnrch
\vcre denied him, and he was compelled to preach in the open
air, or in barns and mines, or in the homes of the people. This,
however, ])roved to be providential, for he was heard by the
multitudes, and a great awakening was the result. As if to put
a sudden stop to the spread of religion, Wesley and his preach-
ers wei-e often arrested as disturbers of the peace, many of
them were fined, soir.e were imprisoned, and Wesley himself
was stoned. In spite of these obstructions revivals continned
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and the word of God prevailed ; chiirclies were built
; heroic

workers increased daily ; and the prospect of an independ-

ent Church dawned upon the national mind. The common
classes were easily reached and impi-essed

; the aristocracies were

invaded and captures were not infrequent; royalty itself heard

the thunder of the Gospel and trembled, or felt the cold wave
of condemnation and shivered. Lady Huntingdon was raised

np to assist with her influence and patronage in the evangeli-

zation of England, and she personally led many lords and nobles

with their families to the Lord Jesus Christ. "What shall be

said of Whitefield, Fletcher, Eomaine, and the eccentric ]3er-

ridge, and William Grimsliaw, and Madan, and Maxwell, and

Nelson, and a host of co-workers raised np to proclaim the

Gospel and save the nation ?

Evangelists rapidly increasing, and defections from the Es-

tablished Church daily occurring, it was not long before En-

gland, cold, impassive, and steeped in immorality, was aroused,

presenting in the great moral agitation which irresistibly pre-

vailed a striking contrast with its former debased and spiritle.-s

condition. The religious movement, emerging from an obscure

beginning, developed with wonderful rapidity, its chief aim be-

ing the restoration of religion to the nation. In no sense was

it an attempt on the part of its conductors or instruments to

revive ecclesiasticism, of which the nation had had enough ; but

its purpose was to re-instate the reign and authority of religion.

Singularly, the public desire for the restoration of the religious

idea became soon as intense as it had been for its abrogation or

dethronement; the movement, too, took a spontaneous char-

acter, and was wanting in precise ecclesiastical methods, which,

exciting the wrath of the old Church dignitaries, proceeded in

its work of conquest until its triumph was proclaimed. In this

unmethodical uprising there is little sign of human calculation ;

it bears the mark of a divine development, which neither legis-

lation nor persecution could resist or overcome. All England

is aroused, spontaneously aroused, divinely quickened, and the

nation is saved.

If we should confine this moral and pervading agitation to

Wesley and his followers, or to dissentients alone, we should

overlook the magnitude of God's work and do injustice to many

honored instruments in its success. Standinirin the foreground
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is John Wesley ; lie is the central figure of the revolution ; in

him is the spirit of leadership ; and without hiui the religious

movement had waned, and perhaps had utterly failed. At the

same time the movement received augmenting force in the

labors and sacrifices of others, both of the same and a differ-

ent faith, which deserve recognition. Even in the national

Church were those who quaked with fear and studied the solemn

signs of revival with an apprehension that it was from God.

In the general, however, the authorities of the old Church,

the archbishops principally, regarded the propagation of the

Gospel by other than their own methods as a usurpation of

their rights, and so they lent small favor to the regenerating

attejnpt of t!ie Wesleys,

In the course of events it came to pass that this great relig-

ioiis nprising, somewhat miscellaneous in character, and with-

out ecclesicustical order, must centralize itself under special

leaders, and assume for its own preservation a distinct name.

Opposed by the old Church, the nprising was felt within its

bounds ; extending itself beyond the Church, it was receiving

the warmest welcome ; and it was natural that to all observers

it should appear as an outside and independent movement.

Had the old Church embraced it, sanctioning at least its spirit,

and confining it within its own realm, it had been known in

history as a revival within the Church, but sanction being with-

held it is known as an Outside, or the Methodistic, revival of

the eighteenth century. It was thrust out ; the old Church

expelled it as it would a traitorous spirit; and it necessarily

organized itself into an independent movement.

By virtue of its organic independence, however, it invoked

the more demonstrative opposition of the Church Establish-

ment, which determined upon its extinction. In its incipient

or sporadic stages, ridicule was the weapon employed against

it; but as it advanced in popular favor, silencing somewhat

the menacing criticisms of tlio authorities, social ostracism

and condemnation were turned against it ; and when assum-

ing independence it stood alone, legislation and the national

spirit combined for its overthrow. The existence of a new
Church organism, exhibiting a superior religious character, and

aiming at specific religious ends, was regarded by the formal

worshipers of the Establishment as a menace, as a disloyal
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organization whose suppression by law would be justified, lu

vain, liowever, tlie restrictive legislation of statesmen ; in vain

the upbraiding fuhninations of the arch-episcopal boards; iu

vain the critical appeals of the old pulpits: God was in the

movement, the nation needed it, and it thrived in proportion

as it was opposed until it regenerated the nation, silenced in-

fidelity, and stanched the floods of inmioralitj.

But Wesleyanism, having suffered from without, was now
exposed to trial from within, which threatened serious disaster,

but which proved to be the providential means of its purifica-

tion and stability. Since its assumption of a definite form or

organization, it had maintained the appearance of unity, not-

withstanding the assaults from the national ecclesiastics ; it had

but one heart, one purpose, and, finally, one method ; and uni-

fied in every particular, it awakened England. The spirit of

doctrinal difiierence now sprang up in the midst, leading to

division, if not to formal schisms, though happily not to decay

or destruction. Without portraying at length the causes of

division, it is sufficient to note that Mr. Wesley was a strict Ar-

minian iu the interpretation of the Scriptures, while Mr. White-

field, although a Metliodist in spirit, purpose, and influence,

was a Calvinist, as respects the doctrine of predestination. On
this rock the close and mutually helpful friendship of the two

leaders was partially shattered. Mr. AVhitefield became known
as a " Calvinistic Methodist," the name being applied to a sect

which immediately organized and arrayed itself against the

more powerful organization of Mr. Wesley. The announce-

ment of the theological difference of the two parties was the

beginning of the controversial period of Methodism inEnglaiid,

which continued with alternating results until the close of the

life and labors of Mr. Wesley. Mr. Whitefield was eloquent

and forcible, and espousing Calvinistic tenets, it gave him for

the time an extensive influence among the Presbyterians, whom
he excited to a holy living and a more earnest piety. Lady

Huntingdon, with her vast social prestige, withdrew from the

Wesleyan movement, establishing one of her own, and co-

operating to some extent with Mr. Whitefield, with whom she

sympathized in his departure from Wesley; and so unfriendly

did \Vesley and Lady Jluntingdon become, because of their

doctrinal separation, that they did not meet in twenty ycai-s.
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But this Calvinistic Metliudisui, unnatural and self-contra-
dictory as it was, and dividing the AVcslejan movement as it

did, was short lived, while AVesleyanism held the field, all the
stronger since its doctrinal life had been tested and preserved.
:N'ew conflicts, however, awaited it for which it seemed pre-
pared. Tlicre arose, as a mere speck in the sky, a form of re-
ligion known as Moravian Methodism, which delighted in dis-'

cipline, in excessive zeal, and indulged in so many objection-
able teachings and practices that neither Wesley nor Whiteliold
could countenance it. We only notice it in passing as it appears
on the page of history, for it was not specially obstructive of the
Wesleyan movement; it needed guidance more than repres-
sion. During this controversial period of Methodism, result-
ing in an examination of what it taught and proposed to ac-

complish, other Churches partook of the same spirit, so that it

became a controversial age, finally involving all the Churches
of the kingdom.

In addition to the usual errors, Arianism and Socinianism,
which had to be combated; Swedenborgiauism, Shakerism, and
Universali^m disputed the Church's progress, and only yielded
after it became evident that further resistance was useless. In
Scotland tliere was a secession under the leadership of Mr.
Glass from the Presbyterian Church, giving rise to the Con-
gregationalists, who rapidly increased i^n England. The Bap-
tists, under Mr. Whiston, announcing immersion as the only
mode of baptism, boasted of not inconsiderable successes;
while Francis Blackburne, a clergyman of the Establislnnent,
attacked the idea of a religious creed, which was a thunder-
bolt aimed at the Thirty-nine Articles. Every Church had a
struggle within itself, and was engaged in a waV with the errors
outside. This controversial period, somewhat rancorous and
divisive in spirit, was not without valuable fruits, and during
its continuance the Church advanced throughout the kingdom^
It was an age of inquiry

; conti'oversy promoted investigation;
investigation undermined error and established the truth. Pain-
ful as were the causes which originated Calvinistic Methodism,
it is historically accurate to say that it had a mission wliich
Wesleyan Methodism alone might not have accomplished.
While the latter M-as resisted by the national Church, the for-
mer, by its afHliating tenets, captured some of its best men.
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Berridgc, Topladj, Talbot, jSTewton, Yenn, Eomaine, and a Lost

of others were influenced by the movement under ^Yllitefield

;

and as the result of that movement the Low-Church part}' in

the Church of England took its i-ise. Methodism, by its con-

troversial division, effectually divided the old Chui'ch, an end
which AVesley did not contemplate. By this division Chris-

tianity on its spiritual side found way to the lieai't of the old

Establishment, and extended itself among the lords and nobles

of the land, insuring a conciliator}' spirit and a wholesome
moral tone where before neither existed. Religion flourished

again in the Church, and certainly was progressing outside of it.

That these controversies were not as obstructive of the prog-

ress of Christianity as controversies sometimes have been, may
be explained by the fact tliat tliey were in no wise political.

These were not Whig and Tory contests. Parliament could

not decide doctrinal differences, and ceased to legislate respect-

ing them. The contest as a whole was religions; it was not a

warfare over forms, or a dispute over church government, but

an inquiry concerning the truth, or an interpretation of the

Bible, which more than any thing else, England, in the later

years of the period, needed. The first purpose of Wesleyanism

was the revival of spiritnality, which was secured by prayer,

repentance, and faith ; the second object was the revival of

pure doctrine, which was secured by controversy, What the

spiritual revival failed to accomplish the doctrinal revival aided

to secure ; the revival itself was spiritual, the sequel of the

revival was doctrinal ; and so having given to England both

spirituality and doctrinal intelligence, it left the kingdom at

the close of jVLr. Wesley's life in a condition far better tlum he

found it. lu the first period of the century religion was a qui-

escent force—the Cliurch was shrouded in forms, the ministry

were corrupt and innnoral ; revealed religion had small })lace

in the hearts of the people; formalism, apostasy, vice, infidel-

ity, atheism, and all their bitter fruits of disorder, wretched-

ness, and social disintegration, prevailed throughout the king-

dom, contaminating parliament, corrupting the aristocracies,

and loading socletv with the woes and miseries of ireneral de-

moralization. With Wesley's advent a change was inaugu-

rated which culminated in a moral revulution in the history

of England, lleligion's voice was heard again in the land ;
the
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Clmrcli was born again
; tlie ministry songlit a genuine Chris-

tian experience ; revealed truth was preached as tlie all-vital

source of salvation; infidelity was confined to books; formal-

ism M'as superseded by piety ; and vice literally surrendered to

tlie popular demand for rigliteousness. AVitJi all the draw-

backs to a progressive religious movement in the eigliteenth

century, it may be said that England owes its regeneration in

that century to the activity of the Wesleyan reformation and
its associate forces.

After fifty years of eai'uest Christian wo]'k—after the strug-

gles and successes of half a century—the great leader, John
Wesley, dies, and we are at once confronted with the new and
last era of the eighteenth century. From 1791 to 1800, the

short period of nine years, we see England under the influence

of a different spirit, and again in the greatest moral danger.

The third period is the anti-religions, or post-Wesleyan,

period in England's history. The French Revolution, aiming

at tlie subversion of monarchical principles, was in progress

and enlisted popular attention throughout Europe. England

M-as soon affected by it. It at once distui'bed her political qui-

etude, turning tlie public mind from religion to politics, and
finally absorbed the thought of the nation. Even the ministry

engaged in pulpit discussions of the principles of the Revolu-

tion, exciting the people more and more with each succeeding

discussion. Many dissenting clergymen and a few Churchmen
hailed the revolution as the omen of good to the continent,

and likewise to the world, and supported it, although it was

antagonistic to English absolutism. At the same time the re-

cent triumph of democratic principles in America had scarcely

less effect in England in leading people to consider the propri-

ety of the introduction of democratic ideas among themselves.

The government was alarmed, for revolution was imminent.

A still more threatening influence visited England, attacking

especially its moral basis and its religious life. At that time

Thomas Paine was the most popular man of the age. He was

popular in the United States as a patriot, popular in France as

a statesman, popular in England as a scholar, and while his

fame was at its maxinmni he corrupted the nation.s with his in-

fidelity. It took root in France and ended in the Revolution;

it grew in England, and almost precipitated a crisis. AVe do
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not witness tlie revival of infidelitv and the subversion of relig-

ion tbrougliout the kingdom, but we do see tlie power of

infidelit}' over tlie liigher classes, and the effect of the French

Eevolution on the lower classes. These two forces—the Revo-

lution a political force, Infidelity a r^i^a-s/-moral force—each

antagonistic to the other, seemed for the time to suspend, or at

the least quiet, the influence of the higher political and moral

forces in existence in England, and as a consequence spiritual

activity diminis^hed, and the Church engaged in no new enter-

prises. It had the effect of temporarily turning the public at-

tention fi'om religion to irreligion, which was ominous of the

disturbance of the religious foundations of society. Paineism

had its. successes, creating tlie expectation of a speedy return to

irreligion. The period of suspense, however, Avas fortunately

of limited duration; in its sober moments the nation had no

thought of returning to infidelity or plunging into irreligion
;

it tlierefore survived all attacks, resisted the threatened inva-

sion of the infidelic spirit, and closed tlie century firm in the

faith, and resolute in its loyalty to God.

The century began under Queen Anne wdth a condensed

denial of religious faith ; it closed under George III; illumined

by gospel truth and walking in the Lord's ways. Under the

former, Church ministers were public functionaries who drew

their salaries and made light of religion ; under the latter, they

were the messengers of God vrho defended the Gospel and

preached Christ to all the people. Marvelous change! AYho

but God could have breathed into the ministry the Spirit of

life? AVho but the Head of the Church could have conducted

the new movement through obstructions so many and em-

barrassing to its consummation in a religious revolution?

The lessons that may be drawn from tlie eighteenth century

will close the presentation of this subject.

1. The duty of tlie ministry in times of spiritual degeneracy,

formalism, and indilTerence in tlie Church, is clearly indicated

by the occurrences of the century herein considered. "Without

enterprise, without spirituality, without moral heroism and en-

thusiasm in the ministry, there will be a declension of all that

is vital in the religious life. In the absence of religious en-

thusiasm and aggressiveness in the Churclj, the ministry must

assume the defense of the truth, and inspire the gospel spirit
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in the followers of Christ. Whatever the condition of the

Church, tlie ministry as leaders must be heroes, enthusiasts,

reformers, and prophets of the Lord, pure in their hearts,

blameless in their lives, ethically sound in their teachings, and

altogether inspiring in their activities. A pure ministry

insures a pure Church.

2. The combination of religion and politics, as objects of

pursuit or participation bv the ministry, cannot be justified,

except in national emergencies. In the non-religions period of

England's history the ministry were Tories or AVliigs, and the

contests were political rather than religions, iii the midst of

which religion disappeared. In the last period of the century

political principles absorbed the attention of the ministry, and

the nation descended perilously near to an anti-religious con-

dition. Governmental affairs belong to statesmen ; the affairs

of Clirist's kingdom belong to the ministry. Except in war or

great calajuities, the ministry should not depart from a strict

adherence to tlicir functions as spiritual leaders of the people.

This position justifies the additional remark, that in civilized

countries there is no need of a Xational or Established Church.

Under the English Establishment England was ruined ; under

a non-national but independent religious organization it was

regenerated. Political Churchism, or State religions, cannot

and should not be much longer maintained. Disestablishment

is the demand of the hour.

3. The darkest periods of the Church are usually succeeded

by great awakenings and reformations. It was so in the time

of Jonah, who was commissioned to go to Xineveh and declare

its destruction. That great city, whose cup of iniquity was

nearly full, hearkening unto the prophet, turned unto the Lord,

and was saved. It was so in the time of Christ ; the worhl it-

self vras sunken in the depths of heathenism ; tlien the Saviour

appeared and the adversary for a time ceased his roaring. It

was so in the time of Luther ; the Roman Catholic Cliurch wa.s

the nursery of vice and crime ; then the light of the Eeforma-

tion slwne brightly on the darkness, and the people were

saved. So was it in England when religion had almost ex-

pired and Wesley appeared. This teaches us that God will not

suffer his Church to perish, but will revive it " in the midst of

the years."
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4. A maxi'muin religious condition niay be followed by reac-

tions. Belief may be followed by infidelity. The dragon may
be let loose after the millennium. But the reaction tliat fol-

lows religion is never as great as the reaction from infidelity;

the ebbing tide is always followed by an incoming wave greater

than the receding, so that there is perpetual gain amid the re-

actions of religion.

5. The Church may flourish in an apparently divided state.

There is room for denominationalism in the world. In those

nations where the denominational spirit is strong, Christianity

thrives the most, as in the United States and England ; while

in nations where the Church is an organic unit, as in Eoman
Catholic countries, there is neither civil nor moral progress.

TTesleyauism may have suffered temporarily by its divisions,

but Christianity on the whole has not been embarrassed by

them, but rather flourished under them. Organic unity among
all the branches of the Christian Church is perhaps not desir-

able; mutual love among them, however, is possible.

6. In most cases the remedy for wide spread apostasy is a

new evangelical awakening. If existing religious institutions

are unable to resist the advances of infldelity, or turn back the

tide of immorality, then, in God's providence, the old must

give way to the new, or the ruin becomes universal. On this

principle we explain the Eeformation and the rise of Method-

ism, and it will apply to the future. If the Christianity that is

in custody of the Churches to-day will not save the nations,

then it is probable that another religious organization will ap-

pear which M'ill accomplish the tasks of the Gospel. This

teaches us to be faithfal.

Y. The inspirer of all reformation is the Holy Spirit. In

the central period of the eighteenth century, embracing fifty

years, God's hand guided, and God's power preserved, the

religion of the people.' Without the supernatural presence,

the spiritual illumination, and the directing supervision of the

Church's everlasting Founder, religion is utterly vain, faith

becomes a superstition, the ministry are without a mission, and

the Church itself a lifeless form. Let it be ours to carry for-

ward the purposes committed to us, to give redemption to the

people and fill the world with the echoing joy of a universal

salvation.
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Art. IV.—railroads AND CIVILIZATION.

Many persons now living M-ell remember when railroads were
unknown. Their possibility liad dawned upon the American
mind quite early in tlie century. In ISUi Cadwahader D. Col-

den, probably a grandson of the first Surveyor-General of the

Colonies, and himself a civil engineer, said :
'' The time will

come when, on tramways, loaded carriages will be propelled by
horses at a speed of not less than six miles an hour." His

words were prophetic. Twenty-five years later cars were pro-

pelled by steam at a speed of tweiity-five or thirty miles an hour.

The ti-amways came later, but they are now of world-wide use.

Within half a century from their origin, railroads became the

chief, almost the only, means of transporting passengers and
freiglit overland, for long distances, in all civilized countries,

and now the existing railroads have a mileage of nearly three

hundred thousand miles, a distance equal to eleven and a half

times the circuit of the world.

It is not generally known by the present generation that

strong opposition displayed itself in the beginning against the

building of railroads. It arose, in large part, from unwarrant-

ed apprehensions that somehow the new departure would work
injury to existing material or social interests. These fears

were long since- proved to have been entirely groundless, yet

for the time they were as effective as though well founded.

The objections urged were various and remarkable. As we
consider them now, they a])pear frivolous and amusing.

By superseding liorse-power to a large degree, it was urged
that railroads would depreciate the value of horses and destroy

the market for them. As a matter of fact, the exact reverse

has resulted. Good horses were slow sale then at from $100
to $150 each. The same style of horses now readily command
from $250 to $500 each. It is true that money had tlien a

higher purchasing power than now, but the uses and the value

of the horse are certainly not less, relatively, than they were a

half-centur}' ago.

The railroad has relieved the horse fi'om road transportation

of freight and passengers over lan.r distances, leaving to him
other and profitable work, in city and country, in hack and
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dray and farm service. In these ways, and also for delivery

wagons and pleasure driving, although steam-cars in our coun-

try are doing the vrork of forty milHon horses, still horses are

in demand, and there are more than ten millions of them in

profitable use. Tlie horse has not been superseded. He is

yet recognized as the noble and useful animal of the home
and the farm, steadily increasing in value and in the public

estimation.

It was objected, moreover, tliat railroads would injure the

agricultural business of the country by rendering tlie oat crop

valueless, for it was urged tliat as Jiorses would be practically

dispensed -with, there would be no demand for horse-feed.

The contrary has been proved true. Oats have steadily ad-

vanced until now, bringing nearly three times as much per

bushel as formerly. It was fui-ther strenuously objected that

the demand and tlie wages for daily labor would fall off should

railroads become general. All know that this objection has

been refuted by the facts.

A more serious, and as it has proved a better grounded, fear

was, tliat the large amount of capital invested in railroads would

combine to oppress and injure the people, by levying exor-

bitant rates of fares for freight and passenger transportation,

and by becoming also a corrupting element in polities. This

apprehension was pronounced idle, for it M'as ai-gued, on the

contrary, that competition would prevent extortion and would

keep prices down to reasonable figures.

This argument was re-enforced by the obvious fact, that

almost all the raih'oads first built were short and indepen-

dent, and often competing, roads. Thus, from Albany to

Schenectady, sixteen miles over '' the incline," was one road
;

thence to Utica, seventy-five miles, was another; from Urica to

Syracuse, fifty-two miles, another ; thence to Auburn, twenty-

six miles, and thence to Hochester and to Buffalo, were sepa-

rate roads with distinct officers and rates. The same state of

things was true of the earlier railroads in Ohio and in other

parts of the country. But it did not long so continue. In a

few years the Xew York Central had absorbed and consolidated

all these short, separate roads under one, with a single direction.

Wlien it was feared or found that the local rates would be, or

that they were, too liigh and oppressive, the Legislature limited
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tlie price of passage on that road to two cents per mile for all

distances. The price of freights was also alike limited.

To compete with the Central road, and to famish the sonth-

ern counties of Xew York and the northern counties of Penn-

sylvania railroad facilities, the Erie road was chartered and

constructed. The work Nvas begun in some sections by driv-

ing piles into the solid ground as a road-bed for the tics and

rails. By this time, however, so coiitroUing already had the

railroad legislative lobby become, that it was found impossi-

ble to limit the fares to two cents per mile. They were fixed

at three cents.

The Baltimore and Ohio, Pennsylvania, and other great trunk

lines succeeded. Sharp and healthy competition, as would nat-

urally be supposed, was expected. It has not been realized.

On the contrar}', parallel roads have combined, pooling ex-

penses and receipts and drawing out pro rata amounts, llail-

road legislation in the State and in the nation has, to a very

large extent, been molded and directed by railroad lobbyists

using money freel}', and securing legislation not in the in-

terests of the people, l)ut of gigantic moneyed corporations.

Railroad competition, so confidently predicted and so natu-

i*ally expected, has not been realized. Instead, combination

and monopoly have been the rule.

Railroads have wrought great changes in all our business

lines, as well as in our social and moral condition as a people.

These changes have been so gradual as to be almost impercep-

tible. They have been fifty years in coming. Since they

began, a generation and a half have passed away. As might

be supposed, those now living under middle age can hardly

realize the number and significance of the changes so wrought.

Let us consider some of them.

Railroads have changed the frontiers and practically destroyed

them. All the great inland territory of the country is practi-

cally nearer the sea-boards, Atlantic and Pacific, than eastern

Ohio and western New York and Pennsylvania were to the At-

lantic half a century ago. The completion of four lines to the

Pacific has made the East and the AVest one. Red River of the

Korth with its fertile \vheat belt, and Colorado with its silver

and gold, and New ISIexico and Arizona with their great ;iiin-

eral wealth, are no longer frontier regions. They are as cen-

55—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I.
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tral points for all the purposes of commerce and travel as were

Ohio or Illiuois only a few years ago. Settlement and produc-

tion have been stimulated by these mnltiplied transcontinentid

and other lines, until there is hardly any part of our wide do-

mains, south of Alaska, which is not habitable and inhabited,

tillable and tilled. The agricultural resources of the country

have been augmented and developed to an incredible extent

by these roads traversing all parts of our territory.

Eailroads have developed our unpeopled territories to an

astonishing extent. Twenty-five years ago the country from

the Mississippi westward to the Sacramento was a wilderness,

traversed by wild animals, Indians, and hunters. To-day it is

almost a continuous settlement between those great rivers, and

from the Mexican line to British Columbia, fourteen hundred

miles away.

Eailroads have facilitated, if indeed they have not largely

caused, the amazing growth of large cities as centers of trade

and business. The forwarding of produce, construction estal>

lishments for making and renewing the rolling stock of the

roads, and large manufactories, assisted by means of transpor-

tation lines, have gathered and concentrated capital and popu-

lation, creating populous cities, or largely augmenting those al-

ready existing. Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincin-

nati, and Omaha are examples of central and western cities

owing their magnitude and their rapid growth to radiating or

terminating railways. Boston, Xew York, Philadelphia, and

Baltimore are perhaps as nnicli indebted to their inland railway

lines as to their ocean lines for their commercial greatness and

"wealth. Whether this centralization of business and capital and

population is better and safer tluni a more general distribu-

tion of them is a problem awaiting solution. Our large cities

arc most difficult factors in our republican institutions. They

seriously menace our morality, safety, and civilization.

With the supersession of wagon and stage transportation of

freight and passengei-s over long reaches and between far-dis-

tant points, turnpikes and stage lines have disappeared. In

place of the taverns at the cross-roads and hamlets stands the

saloon, a modern feature of our civilization, with its blinded

doors and windows, so that its cruel and deadly work may pro-

ceed unseen and unhindered.
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Distances between places and directions to places by wagon
roads are becoming comparatively nnknown, except • within

narrow areas. If one were traveling b}" private conveyance

over the highways, and he were within a dozen miles of the

place of destination, and he should inqnire the distance and the

route to it of half a dozen different persons, he would get no

two answers alike, and. the distances given would vary from

five miles to twenty. The great thoroughfares of the earlier

times, as the "Great Western Pike,'' the " Genesee Pike," the

" Cumberland Poad," and the "National Poad," and the dis-

tances and courses of the pUiccs on them, were formerly very

familiar, not only to dvrellers upon them, but to persons in all

parts of the countiy. All tljis is now entirely changed.

Scarcely any persons travel b}' stage or hack, not many by pri-

vate carriage.

The traveling by families, whether for longer or shorter dis-

tances, is now almost entirely by rail. This is true of nearly

all excursion and pleasure traveling, and especially of all busi-

ness travel. The railroad train is the commercial traveler's

home for a large part of his time. Thousands of them are

seen on all the great railway lines !

Railroads save much time and labor. A man has business

to do in a place five hundred miles away. He goes, effects his

errand, and returns within two days. By carriage or on horse-

back the trip would require twenty-five days of exhausting,

wearisome travel. This great economy of time and nerve and

muscle is certainly a most important and desirable change,

and it is wondci'fiilly aff'ccting the settlement and improvement
of our vast areas of lately unpeopled territories.

Before the iron horse was guided from the Mississippi to the

Pacific, emigrants to that distant coast were six months in

crossing the Plains, exposed, for all that time, to great hard-

diip and peril. Now the trip is made with ease and even com-

fort in as many days ; and, besides this, those distant regions

arc settled and improved. And what is the result ? In 185:^

the total white population of Oregon Territory was 13,294 ; in

ISSO in the same area it was 341,81:2—an increase of twenty-

five hundred per cent, in thirty yea)-s.

This saving of time and labor is not only of great pecuniary

vahie, it also benefits the average American in other directions.
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"We are a restless, adventurous, migratory, pushing people.

AYe cannot brook delay. We are intense, active, nervous. We
must push. We cannot stop. We would not, if wo. could.

All this is adapted to our characteristics. One of the first

Americans who rode at a rate of sixty miles an hour was asked

how he liked it. "Well," said he, "at first it was a little

scarish, and I felt queerly ; but I soon got used to it, and I said

I didn't care if they run the darned machine a hundred miles

an hour,"

Eailroads counteract and destroy sectionalism and exclusive-

ness. They bring the peo])le of different and distant regions to-

gether. They obliterate State lines. They mitigate party and

sectional prejudices. They promote unity and homogeueity.

Practically, there is no East nor West, nor South nor North, in

countries intersected by railroads. If trunk lines linking Xortli

and South together had been as numerous and as mucli traveled

thirty years ago as tlie great East and AVest trunk lines are

now, the late Civil War would have been impossible. GiT.du-

ally, peacefully, and from natural causes, slavery would liave

expired, and the late " unpleasantness " would never have oc-

curred. A late thoughtful wiiter forcibly says :

Com])ared with the wealth of the country thirty years ago,

railroads have created on this continent a new nation.

The railroads while penetrating every portion of the continent,

at least wherever our people go, for the first time create the con-

ditions of a firm and compact nationality.*

Besides rendering the people non-sectional and homogene-

ous, the railroads broaden, liberalize, and assimilate a peoj^le.

When they were first projected, it was urged against them that

their tendency would be agrarian ;
" that the rich and the

poor, the educated and the ignorant, the polite and the vulgar

would all herd together, in the new mode of travel." This,

however, if true, would not be an objection, but an excellence.

Class and compartment cars have never been poptilar in this

country. [But " Pullman's" are.

—

Ed.] They are nn-Ameri-

can. Indeed, in the earlier railroad period, the plan of classify-

ing passengers and passenger cars Avas fliirly tried and given u]x

Assimilation and grading up result from this promiscuous

mingling of all sorts of passengers together. Object lessons of

*Poore's Manual of Railroads.
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political oneness and of social equality are thus, all the time,

effectively taught. Tluis the grading is constantly upward.

Human life, in various \vays, amounts to nmch more in modern
times than it did in the earlier times. We live longer in the

same number of years than our predecessors lived. We live

faster. We see more in the same time. We do more than our

fathers did, more than we ourselves could accomplish but for

the railroads. Achievements in gaining wealtli, position, power,

honors, and in propagating truth and error, are much more

marked, rapid, and extensive under the new conditions than

they were under the old, and every form of material civiliza-

tion is heightened.

Progress in the rapid transmission and interchange of ideas

has been largely accelerated by the railroad system. This is

true also of telegraphy and the use of tlie telephone, as well as

of the rapid transit of goods and persons. And evidently we
are as yet only at the beginning of our achievements in this

direction

—

yQi but in the early dawn of ]'apid travel and ti-ans-

portation.

The railroad has wrought great moral and social changes.

How different now the travel and the sojourn of the itinerant

minister from those of tlie former period. His journeyings

to and from Conference and over his assigned district or circuit

are now made by rail, instead of by horseback or buggy, as in

the ante-railroad period.

The old-time hospitality for man and beast to the weary

itinerant, the familiar, godly, pastoral intercourse, the family

worship conducted by the minister, the words of personal

admonition, cheer, or encouragement spoken by the honored

guest to each member of the family, and especially to the

children—all this is a thing of the past, a vanishing picture.

The same is largely true too of social and hospitable intercourse

generally.

The railroad system has developed very rapidly, and it has

now reached gigantic proportions. Tlie total railroad mileage

of the world is about 280,023 miles ; or erpial to eleven and a

half times the distance around the world. In the eastern hem-

isphere there arc 132,934: miles, distributed as follows :

Europe 112.3SS miles. Australia C.noS miles.

Asia 11,155 " Alnca 3,3S2 "
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In the western hemisphere there are 153,089 miles, clistrib-

nted as follows

:

United States 121,592 milesj. South America 4,849 miles.

Canada 15.778 " Central America 2,335 "

Mexico 7,533 " West Indies 952 "

The aggregate cost of all these railroads has been estimated

at about $17,500,000,000. Allowing the cost jier mile of build-

ing railroads to be about the same in all parts of the world, the

average yearly sum expended in the construction of these roads

for fifty years has been about $171,600,000, not far from half

a million dollars a day.

The railroads of the United States are distributed over the

whole Eepublic, stretching alike over populous and non-popu-

lous States and Territories, bringing the newest, more remote,

and less populous regions into close relations with the older and

more populous sections.

The distribution by groups gives the following results

:

New England group: Six States—area, 60,375 square miles;

population, 4,009,o29; railroad mileage, 6,323 ; one mile of rail-

road to every 034 inhabitants; one mile of railroad to every O^^y

square miles of area.

Middle group: Six States—NeM' York, Pennsylvania, New Jer-

sey, Delawaie, Maryland, West Virginia—area, 141,240 square

miles; population, 12,186,986; railroad mileage, 17,582; one

mile to every 801 iuliabitants; one mile to each 8^g- square miles

of territory

:

Southerii group: Ten States—Virginia, North Carolina, Soutli

Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Ten-

nessee, Kentucky— area, 449,019 square miles; population,

12,348,858; railroad mileage, 17,582; one mile of railroad to

every 654 inhabitants; one'mile of railroad to each 2 0-^^^ square

miles of area.

Western gi-oup : Thirteen States and two Territories—Ohio,

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Dakota, Lnya,

Nebraska, Kansas, ^Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Colorado, Wy-
oming—area, 1,249,836 square miles; population, 21,269,601;

mileage, 70,345; one mile of railroad to every 302 inhabitants;

one luile of railroad to each I7y''y square miles of territory.

Paeific group: Three States and six Territories—California,

Oregon, Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Wash-
ington, Montana— area, 1,003,810 square miles; popidation,

1,540,320; railroad mileacre, 7,486; one mile of railroad to cadi

205|- inhabitants; one mile of lailroad to each 134 square

miles.
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A comparison of these groups is interesting and suggestive.

In the New England group there are fewer miles of railroad

than in any other group, while there is more railroad mileage

to the square mile. Xext to the xs'ew England group the Pa-

ciiic group has the fewest miles of railroad, yet there is more

railroad mileage to the population than in any other group. It

is seen, liere, that the mighty "West, as usual, distances every

other group in its number of States, in its population, and in

its railroad mileage. The AYest is, and it is ever to be, the

gi-eat body of this nation.

The capital invested in the railroads of the United States

may be set down at $7,-I95,I-71,311, made up as follows :

Amount of share capital issued by the several companies, $3,108,000,583

Funded debts of the several companies 3,455,040,383

Floating debts 332,370,345

This sum -would equal $136 to each man, woman, and child

in the nation. Many of the investments in railroads are un-

productive.

A few years ago there was, in public estiraation, no more in-

viting field for railroad enterprises than Colorado. A vast sys-

tem of railroads, covering tlie whole State, was constructed with
great rapidity, involving a nominal expenditure of nearly

$100,000,000, almost the whole of which is unproductive.*

It is stated that

—

Stocks and bonds to the amount of $530,132,000 were listed at

the New York Stock Exchange in 1883. The amount of stocks

and bonds listed was equivalent to about $80,000 per mile of

new road built during the year. A considerable amount of the

securities listed, however, was on account of old works.
In this immense increase of fictitious capital is to be found

the cause of the general distrust which prevails, and the enor-

mous decline in the price of i-ailroad securities. From 1879 to

1883 a most singular delusion rested upon the public as to their

value, and this delusion was taken advantage of on a large scale

by able and unscrupidous adventurers. ^Yhatever was manufact-
ured and put afloat was seized with avidity by an eager and
iminformed public. . . . Tlie delusion culminated about the

time of the opening of the Northern Pacific, in connection with
which visionary schemes of immense magnitude had been put
upon the market. Tiieir wortlilcssuoss, and the rapid decline of

their securities, exerted a powerful influence ovei" the public

mind, which contimies unchecked to the time of this writing.

* Poore's Railroad Manual, 1SS4. . .
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The distrust extends alike to good and bad, so that prices at tlie

present time have as little reference to values as they had at the

beginning of 1883. The distrust will continue until time shall

show what securities are really Avell based.

The gross earnings of all the roads foi- their several fiscal years

of 1883 were $823,772,924, an increase from the previous year of

$53,503,025, Two eighths of these gross earnings were received

from passengers, and upward of live eighths of them from
freight. The net- earnings of all the railroads in the United
States in 18S3 were $333,911,884, an increase of $21,461,082 from
the previous year. The percentage of gross earnings to invest-

ment was 10.99 per cent.; percentage of net earnings was 4.49 per

cent, upon nominal cost. The net earnings upon actual cost of

the roads was about nine ]»er cent.

During the years 1881-83 the annual increase of miles of

railroad in the United States vras 10,000 miles, costing about
$30,000 per mile, involving an outlay of $300,000,000 a year, or

$1,000,000 for each working day in the year. In wealth alone,

the railroads of the country have created a new nation, as they
have also in other respects.

In 1883 the railroads transported 400,000,000 tons of freight,

the value of which, at $25 a ton, would equal $10,000,000,000.

In freight traffic the States range as follows, namely : The
State of Pennsylvania is first, with a tonnage moved of 105,507,-

916, or more than one quarter of the total of the United States,

and a tonnage moved one mile of 7,859,109,440, or more than

one sixth of the total. New York comes second, with 50,3 72,-

817 and 6,040,404,413, respectively; Ohio third, with 43,005,920

and 5,909,378,057; Illinois fourth, with 35,472,611 and 5,200,-

273,900; New Jersey fifih, with 19,270,393 and 1,140,070,889;

and Indiana sixth, with 18,506,607 and 2,025,042,677.

The number of passengers transported in 1883 on the railroads

of the New England group of States, having a population of

4,009,529, was 72,377,560, a number 18 times as great as its whole
population. The number transported in Massachusetts was
53,080,887, a number greater than for any other State ; Penn-
svlvania comes next, with 49,970,774 ; New York third, with

43,734,902 ; Illinois fourth, Avilh 25,110,732 ; New Jersey fifth,

with 24,410,770; and Ohio sixth, with 21,090,833. The number
transported in the middle group of States, having a population

of 12,374,510, was 120,735,899 (which is exclusive of those car-

ried on New York city elevated roads), a number about ten

times its population. The number transported in the Southern

group was 14,087,806, a number 2,500,000 greater than the pres-

ent population of this grou]). The number transported in the

Western and South-western group, having a poj)ulation of

20,045,070, was 87,614,099, a number 4.4 times as great as its

population ; the low average for this group arises from em-

bracing in it the comparatively undeveloped North-western and

South-western States, The number transported in the I*acifio
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group, having a population of 1,480,272, was 11,870,620, a num-
ber more than eight times its popuhition.

The number of passengers moved one mile in the New England
group -was 1,187,719,657, at a charge of 2.15 cents per mile ; in

the Middle States' group, 2,489,766,204, at a charge of 2.17 cents

per mile ; in the Southern group, 613,891,085, at a charge of 2.85

cents per mile ; in the Western group, 3,834,082,895, at a charge
of 2.56 cents per mile; in the Pacific group, 415,849,833, at a
charge of 2.84 cents per mile. The total movement in all the
roads equaled 8,541,309,674 persons moved one mile, at a charge
of 2.42 cents per passenger per mile.*

The comparative safety of railway travel is sliown b}^ the

following statistics, taken from the tenth census : Out of

269,583,3i0 passengers carried in 1SS3, 143 were killed, GO by

causes beyond tlieir control, and 82 through their own care-

lessness. This ratio is as one person killed to every 1,885,000

persons traveling on the rail ; and one person injured to eveiy

half-million passengers. The casualties fatal and non-fatal to

employees are in much higher proportion. Out of 410,000

employees 260 were killed, or as one in 1,600; and 3,617 were

injured, or as a little less than one per cent.

It would seem from tliis showing tliat the immunity from
fatal accident in riding on the railroad is very great. It would
appear almost safer to travel than to stay at home. Tlie danger

ratio of emplo^'ees is much higlier.

In the remaining part of this paper we may very properly

examine the question : wliether danger is to be apprehended to

the material and moral interests of tlie people, to our civiliza-

tion, to tlie public morals, and to the futuj-e peace and safety

of the nation from the massing and wielding of such immense
capital in our railroads ? Freely conceding the great material

and commercial benefits accruing to the world by means of the

railroad, is danger to be feared to the liberties and welfare of

the people ? Great railroad combinations are formed ; enor-

mous accumulations of capital are gathered into few hands, and
vast irresponsible power is created, threatening tlie property

and business of individuals and of the millions of citizens.

.Consider a few patent facts : The politics and the legislation

of the country, both as to Territories, States, and the United
States, are notoriously manipulated by railroad magnates, in

* Poore's Manual of Railroads, 1884.
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the interest of grasping, soulless railroad corporations. Money
and influence, are skillfully and unscrupulously used to secure
desired legislation. There has probably not been a territorial

Legislature held in twenty years where legislation has not been
procured more favorable to tlie railroad corporation than to the
people represented in those Legislatures. All railroads will
combine in seeking general or special railroad legislation, while
only the pcoi^e of a limited area will unite in opposing oppi'cs-
sive railroad legislation in that area.

The same is, doubtless, true as to State Legislatures and the
election of State senators and representatives; and is it not
equally and eminently true of Congressional elections, both to
the Senate and the House? The scandals of the Credit
MoUlicr \yi\\ not soon be forgotten. They smirched honored
names. The aid rendered by Congress in loans to the Pacilic
railroads lias been requited by systematic and persistent en-
deavor on the part of those corporations to evade payment of
interest on those loans. Laws have been passed and processes
instituted to secure the payment of those loans, which, up to
this time, have been too successfully eluded.

The large quantities of public lands granted to great railroad
monopolies have still further tended to reduce the resources of
the people and lavisli them upon grasping, bloated corpora-
tions. The vast amount of patronage and control these rail-

roads have,'1)y their nearly lialf a million dependent employees,
largely augments their power to corrupt elections and to bribe
lawmakers. A hundred and twenty thousand offices are said
to be at the disposal of the President of the United States, and
this has been cited as imperiling the purity of elections. Yet
the families of 419,000 railroad employees in the United States
are dependent upon the nud and beck of railroad magnates.

These railroads have the power to oppress the producers of
the country by demanding and receiving extortionate rates for
transporting passengers and freight upon local routes, and
upon routes where competition does not prevent such extor-
tion, and for short distances. Repeated instances have been
cited, where all the transported article could possibly bear has
been charged for freights. The oppression of employees, by
compelling overwork and by scanty wages, is a liability which
will require vigilant attention.
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A more serious qiiestion remains to bo considered, namely,

the flagrant Sabbath desecration practiced by all the railroads,

and the injury this must cause to public morals and to civil

order and safety. Before preparing this article inquiries were

addressed to leading officials of all the principal railroad com-

panies, as follows, namely: " 1. "What number of cniployees are

tliere on your roads ? 2. What proportion of your business is

done on the Sabbath day? 3. What 2:)roportion of your em-

ployees work on the Sabbath day ? " Of the Pennsylvania

Centi-al Eailway Company, this additional question was asked,

namely: "What damage and what loss of life resulted to your

roads during your railway strike a few years ago ? " This ques-

tion has not been answered. The following answers have been

received, naniely :

From J. II. Rutter, Esq., President ]S"ew York Central and

Hudson Kiver Railroad Company

:

We employ about 15,000 men. Probably not one half of our
usual daily business is done on the Sabbath day. Wo run through
jjassenger trains and through freight trains on Sunday ; but not
as many on Sundays as on week days. Your third question I

cannot answer, excejjt approximately. I should say not one half

of the employees work on the Sabbath day—very likely, not
one third.

From Charles Paine, Esq., General Superintendent of the

New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, and of the JSTew York,

Lake Erie, and Western Railroad Company, this answer has

been given

:

I do not find any statistics which would enable me to answer
the questions you propose, or I would take pleasure in giving
you the-desired information.

S. R. Callaway, Esq., General Manager of the Union Pacific

Railway, responds

:

Upon the Union Pacific Railway and its controlled lines, about
20,000 men are employed. I cannot tell you what proportion
work on the Sabbath day. But we endeavor to limit Sunday
work as much as possible upon a line of its length.

These are substantially all the answers received from a dozen

or fifteen letters. The officials were obviously disinclined, if

they were able, to give the information sought. This is proba-

bly all the light obtainable from these sources. But it is noto
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rions that much jiassenger and freight work is done on the

Sabbatli day by all the railroads.

The efi'ect is injurious in several ways. 1. To all the peo-

ple living upon or near railroads, where the steam whistle

and the rushing train flagrantly defy the Sabbath law, and

accustom aged and young alike to become familiar with open

deliance of divine and human law, general laxity of morals

must ensue. 2. The injury to railroad employees is more di-

rect and deadly. Thousands of railroad employees know no

Sabbath from one year's end to another. On all the railroads

in North America there are G00,000 employees. If we take

President Rutter's .average—one third—we have 200,000 men
who are i-equired to violate God's law and the civil law as well,

and to live without the Sabbath, Can words measure the in-

evitable demoralization which must ensue ? Most properly

and commendably the railroad employees are required to be

sober men. Should they not also be prevented from becom-

ing morally irresponsible ? Is it surprising that men compelled

habitually to be in]moral should become comnumists and nihil-

ists, and on occasion should raise the red flag, and should waste

and destroy? If railroad corporations thus sow to the wind,

the whirlwind of disaster will not be far behind. Can corpora-

tions more than individuals violate moral law with impunity ?

It may be said that to stop railroad travel on Sunday would

work a hardship to travelers. To forbid secular business and

work on the Sabbath, as the civil law does, to the non-travel-

ing public, may be inconvenient to all those who do not care

for the Sabbath, but should Sabbath laws be therefore abro-

gated and the civil Sabbath be abolished?

It is urged that it is wasteful of perishable freights to delay

them by stopping Sunday trains. Then, let them be started

on Monday rather than on Saturday or Sunday. It is also

urged that live freight slionld be hurried through in kindness

to the animals transported, and that to delay cattle trains, by

non-Sunday travel, would be cruelty to animals. In some of

the States the law requires railroads not to keep the cattle in

cars beyond thirty-six hours. It would be humane to require

all cattle trains to lie over for feeding and rest on the Sabbath.

That to enforce non-Sunday travel and freighting on railroads

would cost something, is admitted ; but the present moral gain
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and, in the long run, the future material gain would far out-

measure the loss.

The interest of the raih'oads imperatively demands the sus-

pension of this Sunday violation. Public morals, puLlic safety

and order deniand that this flagrant Sabbath desecration should

cease. It should be done, ]')eacefully and without compulsion,

as a measure of supreme importance to the railroad corpora-

tions and to the public welfare. If it be not done voluntarily,

and by the voice of a healthy public sentiment, it will come

after loss and riot and waste of life and great public disaster

;

but it were far better to have it come by peaceful and moral

means than by reaction after wide-spread ruin.

If slavery had been peacefully abolished, even though it

had cost many thousand millions to pay for the slaves, the far

greater loss of life and property wasted by war would have

been avoided. Eailroads, publicists, legislators, and voters will

do well to heed the teachings of history, which enforce relig-

ious morality as the foundation of civil order and civil liberty.

Art. v.—recent CHECKS TO MODERN UNBELIEF.*

Part II.

—

Critical.

It is generally and confidently acknowledged by the highest

authorities of the school of modern critical unbelief that there

are certain boohs in the New Testament which are unquestion-

ably genuine. Such men as Baur and Strauss, Renan and the

author of " Supernatural Religion," for example, agree in ac-

cepting Romans, First and Second Coi-inthians, GaLatians, and

the Apocalypse as books incontestably genuine and authentic.

That is, these representative leaders of modern learned unbe-

lief agree with catholic Christians in holding fast by the un-

questionable genuineness of about one fourth of the New Tes-

tament, and that, a fourth containing over and over again all the

essential facts and doctrines of the Gospel, In regard to the

remaining books of the New Testament, the position originally

taken up by Baur and his more immediate followers was, that

* " Some Recent Checks and Reverses Sustained by Modern Unbelief." Bj Rov.

Alexander Mair, D.D. "The Montiily Interpreter" (Edinburgb), Feb., 18S5.
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they M'cre composed far on iu the second century, and mainly

between A. D. 130 and ITO.

It is a well-known fact tliat of late years many previously

unknown manuscripts of valuable ancient books have been dis-

covered throughout the libraries and convents of the south and

east. It is most important and strengthening to our faith to

know that these discoveries tend decidedly to confirin the cath-

olic view in regard to the date of the New Testament books,

namely, that they were all written within the apostolic age.

"We will now adduce a few illustrations of this statement.

"We begin with the so-called " Epistle of Barnabas," which

was written about A. D. 120. Until 1 S59 it was known only

in an imperfect form, the first four and a lialf chapters being

extant in Latin but not in the original Greek. At the close of

the fourth chapter it contains these words, "as it is written,

Many are called, few chosen.'' The expression here quoted

is found nowhere in ancient sacred literature except jMatt.

xxii, 14.* Hence the conclusion was naturally drawn that this

was a quotation from Matthew, and that the Cjuotation was

made as if it was acknowledged Scripture. But the unbeliev-

ing school, in effect, replied, "No. This is only the Latin

translation. The quotation was very likely inserted by the

translator, who was some biased Christian. If we only had

the original Greek, we should find that it is not there." Well,

two original Greek copies have now been discovered, one by

Tischendorf at Mount Sinai in 1859, and anotlier more lately at

Constantinople by Bryennios, now Metropolitan of Nicomcdia.

And what is the result? The old Latin version is absolutely

correct ; for the quotation is found in the original Greek almost

exactly as in Matthew. The conclusion from this is obvious

;

the Gospel of Matthew was already written and apparently ac-

knoM'ledged as Scripture. It is noteworthy that the author of

"Supernatural Ileligion" still endeavors to wriggle out of the

iron grasp of the necessary inference. In a way which must

fill many readers with amazement, if not with something worse,

he still struggles to show that it is not a quotation from W^i-

thew at all, but from 2 (4) Esdras viii, 3 :
" There be many

created, but few shall be saved." Surely comment is unneces-

* It is also fouTjd, of course, in the Texbif^ Receptus in Mntt. xx, IC; but there it

is probably not genuine. [Westcott and Hert insert it in the margin.]
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sarj. Tlie discovery of the Greek co])ies of Barnabas settles

tlie question on tlie side of the catholic view, as even Ililgen'

feld, the present head of Baur's school, most cordially admits.*

In the year iSl-2 there was discovered at Mount Atlios a

copy of the long-lost work of Ilippolytus, " The Eefutation of

all Heresies." The author lived at the close of the second

century and the beginning of the third. This discovery has

'

proved one of the first importance for various reasons, and very

especially for the references or quotations therein given from
the works or teaching of the ancient heretics. Kow it is well

known that Baur regarded the Gospel of John as written about

A. D. 160-170. But what do we learn from Hippolytus ? He
deals at length with the heresy of Basilides, who flourished

about A. D. 125, and he tells us that this heresiarch fell back

on the gospels, specially including John, for support to

his views. He writes :
" xVnd this, he [Basilides] says, is tiiat

which has been stated in the gospels; He 'was the true light

which lighteth every man that cometli into the world.'" f
This quotation is unquestionably from John i, 9, and it is

scarcely less questionable that according to the laws of Greek
grammar Hippolytus puts the quotation into the mouth of

Basilides, and even seems to quote from a book of his M-hicli he
has in his eye. In other words, John was not written after

A. D. IGO, as Baur holds, but before the time of Basilides ; that

is, before A. D. 125. It may be noticed, also, that Basilides

refers in the above quotation to "the gospels," and uses them
as being of acknowledged authority.

The so-called "Clementine Homilies" played a most impor-
tant part in the hands of Baur and his immediate followers, in

the contest as to the dates of the Xew Testament books. Down
to 1853, it will be remembered, these Homilies existed only in

an imperfect copy which stopped short in the middle of Hom-
ily xix, chap. 14 ; eleven chapters and a half of Homily xix,

and the whole of Homily xx being lost. The date of their

* Hilgcrifcld holds that Barnabas was vvritten in A. D. 97, and that the refer-

enco proves, " das ein Kvangclium, sci es mm das des Matthiius selbst cder ein

demsclbeu verwandtes, sclion gotlesdicnstlich gebraucht, als heilige Schrift

angesehen ward."

—

Einleitung in das Xeue Testament, p. 3S.

t "Refutation of all Heresies," book vii, 22. For English, see Clark's Transla-

tion, vol. i, p. 276; and for Greek, Charteris, " Canonicitj," p. 173.
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composition is assigned to the middle of the second century, or

a little later, say abont A. D. IGO.

We restrict our attention at present solely to the bearing of

the Homilies on the Gospel of John. Baur contended that

they contained no proof of the existence of the fourth gospel

at the date of their composition. It is true that even in the

imperfect edition we have quotations or reminiscences from

John, which seem unmistakable to the ordinary reader, and

which, if the}'' occurred in any modci-n author, would be unhes-

itatingly referred to the fourth gospel. We read in Homily

iii, chap. 52, these words: "AYherefore he [Christ], being the^

true ])rophet, said, I am the gate of life; he who entereth

thi-ough me entereth into life," a passage which can scarcely

fail to recall John x, 9, " I am the door : by me if any man

enter in, he shall be saved." In the same chapter of Homily

iii we further read :
" AVherefore also he cried and said, . . .

My sheep hear my voice," an expression which seems obviously

quoted from John x, 27, " My sheep hear my voice." What

makes it still more likely that these quotations are taken from

John is the fact that they are both found in the same chapter

of the Homilies, and correspond to passages in the same chap-

ter of the fourth gospel, a circumstance most naturally account-

ed for by the theory of actual quotation. Once more, the old

and imperfect edition of the Homilies contains, in Homily xi,

chap. 26, the statement, "For thus the Prophet has sworn to

us, saying, Yerily I say to you, unless ye be regenerated by liv-

ing water into the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

you shall not enter the kingdom of heaven," a passage which

naturally appears to contain a free but undoubted reference to

John iii, 5, " Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit,

lie cannot enter into the kingdom of God." Such were the

references to John in the older edition of the Homilies, and

yet Baur and his followers, like the author of " Supernatural

Eeligion," could hold that they contained no proof of the ex-

istence of that gospel, and therefore it did not exist, or just

came into existence, at the time when the Homilies were writ-

ten. Consequently John could not have been written before

A. D. 160, the approximate date of the Homilies.

But we nov>' have the "Clementine Homilies" entire in

Greek. In the year 1S53 Dressel published a complete edition
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from a mamiscript Nvliicli lie had found in the Ottobonian

Library in the Yatican. Xow it so happens that the new and

conchiding frugment contains testimony of the utmost impor-

tance. For one thing, it settles that tlie author of the Homilies

knew and used Mark, which had been doubtful up to that date.

But it also settles to all reasonable minds the fact of tlic pre-

vious existence and the use of John. In the portion discovered

by Dressel we have the following passage in Homily xix, chap.

22, "Whence our Teacher, when we inquired of him in regard

to the man who was blind from his birth, and recovered his

sight, if this man sinned, or his parents, that he should be born

blind, answered, I^either did he sin at all, nor his parents, but

that the power of God might be made manifest through him
in healing sins of ignorance." * This passage is obviously a

free but real quotation from John ix, 1-3 :
" And as Jesus

passed by, he saw a man which was blind from his birth. And
his disciples asked him, saying. Master, who did sin, this man,

or his parents, that he was born blind ? Jesus answered,

Neither hath this man sinned, nor his parents; but tliat the

works of God should bo made manifest in him." So obvious

is the quotation that tlic controversy may now be regarded as

settled in the estimation of reasonable men. Hilgenfekl, the

present head of the dying Tiibingen school, at once acknowl-

edged the question as finally closed.f " Volkmar admitted

and admits that the fact of the use of the gospel must be con-

sidered as proved. The author of "Supernatural Ecligion"

stands alone in still resisting this conviction, but tlie result, I

suspect, vfill be only to sliow in stronger relief the onc-sided-

ness of his critical method." :j;

AVe now come to another interesting and most important

point. It is well known that Tatian, the Assyrian, who
flourished about A. D. 150-170, and of whom we possess one

work, his Address to the Greeks, was the author of another

work called the " Diatessaron." The testimony of antiquity is

60 uniform and distinct that thus far there never could be any

* For the Greek of the quotationa from the Homilies, see Charteris, " Canon-

icity," pp. 181,/.; or Sanday, "The Gospels in the Second Century," pp. 2S1,ff.

Tlio Enjrlish given abo%'^e is from Clark's Translation.

f
" F-inleitun<r," p. 43, /., note.

\ Sanday, ''ThoGo?pels in the Second Century," p. 238.
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reasonable doubt. This " Diatessaron," as the na.ne naturallyimp los IS declared by ancient writers to have been a Harmony
of the four gospels. The importance attached to this fact bycatho ic scholars and critics on the one hand, and by ]3aur •md
his school on the other, M-as naturally very great. If, as catbo-
lic critics generally held, it was a veritable Harmony, it was
a clear proof that at the time when it was constructed, and
of course long previously, four gospels were regarded as occu-
pying a position quite distinct, approaching to what we call
canonical. Inirther, critics of this class naturallv considered
that these gospels must have been the present foul^ But if .0
then John must have been received in the time of Tatian -is
genuine, so that it could not possibly have seen the h^ht only
so late as A.D. 160 or e^n later, as B.a«r\s school maiiitained
It was therefore of the utmost importance for this school to
nndermine the argument of the catholic critics by showing
that the^Diatessaron " was no Harmony whatever of the four
canonical gospels. The English reader may see how thi. is
attempted by the author of "Supernatural Eelicion" in his
second volume (pp. 152, J.). He makes statements like tli^
following: "There is no authority for saying that Tatiau^s
gospel was a Harmony of four gospels at all." "]N^ one
seems to have seen Tatian's Harmony, for the very good reason
that there was no such work." And again :

" It is obvious that
there is no evidence whatever connecting Tatian's gospel with
tliose 111 our canon." -

The question, however, seems of late to have been finally
settled to the utter discomfiture of the school of Baur and
the com])lete demonstration of the perfect correctness of the
ti-aditional view. According to the testimony of antiquitv,
Ji^pliraem the Syrian wrote a commentary on Tatian's DiateV
saron. The commentary was regarded as hopelessly lost until
iateJy, when an Armenian translation of it M-as found in the
hbrary of the Mechitarist monks, in the island of S. Lazzaro at
Venice. This translation was published in Latin in 1S70 by
Ji'rofessor Mosinger of Salzburg.f iS'ow, Professor Zahn of

* "Supernatural Religion," vol. ii, pp. 158, 160, 161.

nuf^lr'/'f/'"'
''^J^°S^l''<^oncorduntis cxpositio facta a S. Ephraemo, in Lali-

tioln, n
^^' '

•

^"''"' ^^lechitarista. cujus versionem emcndavit annoU-tiombus lUustravit et edidit G. Moesinger, Venetiis," etc , 1*7G
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Erlangen has lately subjected this ancient commentary to a

most thorough-going criticism and treatment, and that with

tlio most interesting and astonishing results. It turns oat

actually to be Epjiraem's Commentary on Tatian's Diatessa-

ron. AVe therefore now know exactly what was the nature of

Tatian's famous woi-k. And what is the result ? It is found

to be a consecutive gospel narrative constructed out of a blend-

ing of our four canonical gospels on a somewhat free princi])le.

And Tatian uses John the most extensively of all the gospels,

and adopts the chronology' of that gospel as the frame-work of

liis Harmony. " It may be observed that a difference is so far

made between the evangelists that the text of St. John is

almost completely adopted, perhaps with the sole exception of

chapter iv, 46-54
;

next in completeness comes that of St.

Matthew, while St. Luke and St. Mark are much more incom-

pletely represented." * The meaning of all this is obvious.

The Tiibingen school, in their blind and desperate attempt to

maintain the late origin of all the gospels, and especially of

John, have suffered themselves again to be misled. In the

words of Professor Wace :
" There is no longer any doubt that

all four gospels existed in full, and substantially as we now
have them, in the time of Tatian, and therefore of Justin ^Mar-

tyr ;
" for, as the author of " Supernatural Keligion " expressly

acknowledges, " Tatian simply made use of the same gospel as

his master, Justin Martyr," f who died probably in A. D. 148.

One other point remains on which we wish to say a few

words. It is the issue of the controversy in regard to "]\Iar-

clon's gospel." This heretic was a native of Pontus, but lived

and flourished at Pome in the time of Justin Martyr, that is,

about A. D. 140. He used a gospel which, according to the

consent of antiquity, and especially of Irenseus, Tertullian, and

Epiphanins, was a mutilated Luke. There was no substantial

reason for doubting this statement. But if it was true, then it

was plain that Luke must liave been written a considerable

time before A.D. 140. This could not be admitted by P>aur

and his immediate followers, whose hypothesis requii-ed them

to hold the late origin of that gospel. "What was then to be

* Article by Professor Wace, " Expositor," Oct., 1SS2, p. 301. Comp. Cbarteris,

"Croall Lectures for 18S2," pp. 177,/".

f Vol. ii, p. 159.
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done ? Of course, Marcion's gospel must be held and proved

to be the earlier and the original gospel, of whicli that of Luke
was only a later enlargement.^^

In Germany, the rectification of tliis grievous error came
in its final stage, to its honor be it said, from witliin Baur's

own school. Yollcmar and Hilgenfeld, two distinguislicd

members of the school, were not only led by their own study

to renounce the view of Baur and return to the traditional view,

but by their thorough investigation as neai'ly proved as such a

tiling could be proved that the ancient view was right, and that

Luke was the original from wliich Marcion had derived his

gospel by mutilation. So effectual was tlie demonstration,

that Ivitschl was convinced, and even Baur withdrew from his

original position. The question may now be regarded as finally

settled in Germany in favor of the priority and originality of

the Gospel of Lukc.f The statement of the fathers is proved

to be substantially correct, and Marcion's gospel turns out to

be a mutilation of Luke.

But the matter was not so speedily brought to a conclusion

in England. The author of " Supernatural Beligion," as might

have been anticipated, still held out. He could even write

:

"The statement of the fathers, that Marcion's gospel was no

original work, but a mutilated version of Luke, is unsupported

bj' a single historical or critical argument ;

" and again, " If we
except the gospel according to the Hebrews, Marcion's gospel

is the oldest evangelical work of which we hear any thing, and

it ranl^s far above the third Synoptic in that resjyect^ % But

Dr. Sanday in his well-known volume, " The Gospels in the Sec-

ond Century," entered once more into an elaborate investiga-

tion of the question, and succeeded in practically demonstrating

the priority and oj-iginality of Luke. So convincing is his

argument that he has had the unlooked-for satisfaction of see-

ing even the author of " Supernatural Religion," after the ex-

ample of abler and wiser men, withdi-awing from his wild

position, and finally admitting that Luke, and not Marcion's

* See Baur, "Kritisclie Untersuchiingen," pp. 307-427.

f "Es gcniigt zu bemeikon, dass das Yorliandcnsein des Lucas vor ^[a^pion

von Volkraar, Kostliii, Hilgenfeld, llitschl, mid Zeller, nachgewieseu wurde."

—

IloUzmann, " Die syn. Kvaiigelien," p. 403.

t'' Su^jeruatural Religion," vol. ii, pp. 138, /., 4th edition. Tho Italics are our.-.
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mutilation, is the true original. He now acknowleLlges tliat

Dr. Sandaj's " able exainination of ^larcion's gospel lias con-

vinced us tliat our earlier livpotliesis is untenable, . . . and,

consequently, that our third Synoptic existed in bis time, and

was substantially in the hands of Marcion." He says that Dr.

Sanday's argument must "prove irresistible to all" critics, and

that " it is not possible reasonably to maintain " his previous

vie\^\* After such an admission coming from such a quarter,

we may safely say with Professor Salmon of Dublin, '' The

theory that Marcion's form [of thi3 gospel] is the original, may
be said to be now completely exploded."

In the preceding pages we have dwelt on individual points

by way of illustration ; it now remains for us to give an in-

dication of the general current of the tide of 0])iHion in the

critical world. Even in the negative critical world, in the

very school of Baur himself, the current of opinion in regard

to the dates of the leading books of the Xew Testament has

begun distinctly to flow back. A brief general statement will

be sufiicient to make this luminous. Baur regarded Matthew

as written after A. D. 130; Hilgenfeld, the present head of

Baur's school, holds it to have been written immediately

(evOecoc) after the destruction of Jerusalem, say about A. D.

70 ; while Eenan regards it as written about A. D. S4. Baur

originally regarded Luke and Mark as written about A. D. 150

or later; but both Hilgenfeld and Kenan agree in placing their

date more or less decidedly within the first century, and tlier-e-

fore within the apostolic age. The case with John is very

instructive. Baur regarded it as written about A. D. 160, or

even 170; Hilgenfeld assigns it to A. D. 130-140; while

Kenan, after a good deal of vacillation, holds at present to

about A. D. 125. Baur held Acts to be written about the

middle of the second century ; Hilgenfeld regards it as written

after the close of the first century, but maintains that the

portions narrated in the first person were the genuine work of

Luke ; while Kenan assigns it to the first century. Baur re-

garded Konians, First and Second Corinthians, and Galatians

as the only genuine Pauline epistles ; but in addition to these,

Hilgenfeld accepts also First Thessalonians, Philippians, and

Philemon ; while Kenan, also in addition, accepts First and

* " Supornatural Eoligion," complete edition (IS7C<), vol. ii, pp. 133,/.
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Second Tliessalonians, Pliilippians, Colossians, and Philemon,

and although he regards Epliesians as doubtful, yet he says

tliat " in any case it belongs to the apostolic age." Baur

relegated all, or almost all, the remaining books of the Ne\v

Testament, except the Revelation of John, to the second cent-

ury. Besides those specilied above, Hilgenfeld assigns to the

first century Hebrews (c. A. D. QQ,) and James (A. D. 81-9G)
;

while Renan assigns to the same century Ephesians, Hebrews,

James, and 1 Peter. To sum up in a general way, we have

this approximate result. According to Baur, we have only

about one fourth of the New Testament belonging to the first

century ; according to Hilgenfeld, we have nearly three fourtlis,

and according to Penan, decidedly more than three fourths,

falling within the first century, and therefore within the limits

of the apostolic age. This surely indicates a very decided and

significant retreat.*

Such are a few of the checks or even reverses sustained of

late years by the critics of the extreme negative school, and

such is their substantial retreat. The general result of the

whole is most significant and confirmatory of the catholic

belief in regard to the age of the leading books of the New
Testament. And let it bo noted that the strength of the

argument is to be seen not so much in the points separately

* It may be interesting and helpful to clearness to fix our attention more par-

ticularly on the four gospels. The following table gives the approximate dales

according to diflerent critics, and speaks for itself:

—i'
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as in the general drift of tlie wliole. Every new discovery
has not only fallen in harmoiiionsly with the view commonly
held in the Church, but has distinctly tended to coulirni it,

while in some cases it has been dead against the extreme scliool

of unbelief. Moreover, the distinct and general tendency of
the leading autliorities on the side of negative criticism has
been to move the date of the chief A'ew Testament books
back nearer and nearer to tlie apostolic age, until at last,

instead of only one fourth, they agree that about three fourths
of the Kew Testament were actually written before the death
of the apostle John.

When the age of historical criticism came, it was impossible
that the books of the New Testament could escape the lire.

Tliey had of necessity to pass through the ordeal just like

other ancient books, and it will be found in the long run that
it was well for the Church that it M'as so. We have reason to

believe that the battle of the dates is drawing near its close,

with the victory obviously inclining to the side of the catholic

view, namely, that the Christian Scriptures belong to the
apostolic age. When the battle has once been fought out,

and our sacred books have been proved and acknowledged even
by negative critics themselves to fall within the first century,
we may reasonably hope that a day will dawn of firmer faith

than ever in these books. After they have stood the lire of
such criticism as no ancient books have ever undero-one, and
the unwilling testimony of enemies is found substantially to

coincide with that of friends, surely all future ages may regard
them as practically unassailable. The battle had to be fought
out

;
but the end is now in view, and fought out once, it is

fought out forever.

One of the most brilliant of our scientific writers draws a
vivid picture of the "fear and powerless anger" with which
he supposes some Christians contemplate the advance of the
" realm of matter and of law," that is, of physical science.

As drawn by him, the picture is a sad one. But one sadder
still sometimes presents itself on the side of unbelief. Here
is a man who was cradled in the Christian faith, and brought
up in a reverent belief in the ^'ew Testament. But when he
grew up to manhood, he came into contact with the advanced
criticism, let us say, of J^aur and his school. It was to him



'<^%-.
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Bomething quite new and startling. He was conjpletely car-
ried awuj by tlie originality of the i^riuciple wliicli underlies
the criticism

; by the power, learning, and ingenuity ^^-itb wbicli
the great master 'of the school supported it; and he ended in
cordially accepth.g the position of extreme negation. In his
own eyes he now became a free man, standing on the lofty
rock of unassailable criticism, in the high, clear air far above
the Ignorant and superstitious multitude who grope in the
twilight of the valley below. Ue has continued on in this
course for years

; he has, perhaps, proclaimed his views from
the platform and the press; he has committed himself hand
and foot to his position, and has become hardened in it. He
is now, by "habit and repute," a member of the most enlight-
ened school of infallible criticism

; a well-known antagonist of
superstitious supernaturalism, and, it may be, a propliet of the
speedy downfall of Christianity. I3nt as his generation glides
away, a younger race of critics arise. They grow up accus-
tomed to the negative criticism, and are not so easily bewil-
dered and misled l)y the glamour of its novelty and ingenuity.
They examine things more calmly, and in a healthiei" spirit

;

they almost unanimously give up tlie extreme negative position
as utterly untenable, and retreat toward the catholic position.
But what of our older friend ? He has renounced his original
faith, he has committed himself to his unbelief, and ncTw it

appears that he has been all wrong from the first ! He has
declared himself too publicly and too dogmatically, and it is

too late for him to change. He is left high and' dry by the
receding tide, to maunder over his old arguments and objec-
tions, while the generation around looks on with pity or a
smile. Doomed to see the conclusions of his infallible criti-

cism rejected even by its friends—condemned to live to see the
sacrifice of his faith in the New Testament proved to be a Imge
blunder and mistake—too proud, too crystallized, and too o!d
to change—surely such a man presents to us one of the very
saddest of spectacles ; and, unhappily, it is one which is not
altogether a mere picture of the imagination.
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Art. VI.—the CONGO.

The legend that tells how Alexander of Macedon wept be-

cause his career of conquest was cut short for want of a field

for its further extension, not only shows him to have been

weakly sentimental, but also very inadequately informed in re-

spect to the extent of the world. Other conquerors may have

had like thoughts, though not so much since it was written,

" Columbus has given a new world to the kingdom of Castile

and Leon." From that time the " star of empire " set out anew

on its westward course, and it has gone onward till there is no

longer an unoccupied "West to invite its farther progress. But

as that progress followed pretty closely the lines of latitude,

it left on either side, and especially within the opposite liemi-

sphere, vast unexplored regions for future occupation. It has

thus happened that the earth's great garden, a continent itself,

that lies among the seas southward from Europe, has engaged

a comparatively small share of tlie world's interest for three

centuries. But the day has at length dawned upon " the

Dark Continent," and for the adventurous spirits of the im-

mediate future, traders, naturalists, or missionaries, Africa is

becoming " the land of promise."

But, in waking up to the fact that there is an Africa, they

who now begin to think and speak of it as an inviting field for

Btudy or enterprise must not forget that that fair land has been

the arena upon which some of the greatest exploits of history,

and also of prehistoric times, have been enacted. Within its

ai'ea the Pharaohs built the pyramids, and shaped those mas-

sive monoliths, the obelisks and sphinxes at which our self-com-

placent age gazes with the vacant wonder of children. At the

dawn of history Egypt, the scat of an advanced civilization, was

already passing to its decadence. Rome, in her campaign of a

thousand years for the conquest and plunder of the nations,

encountered her most formidable antagonists in Africa, whose

v;arriors carried victory to the very gates of the City of the

Seven Hills. In mediaeval times the Italian republics found

tlicir mercantile supi-emacy challenged by the apparently insig-

nificant States of Barbary, and even when the achievements

of the Spanish navigator were sending Spain's hidalgos across
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the western ocean, intent on spoliation and the spread of the

Catholic faith, Portugal was quietly feeling licr way do\vn

the African coast, till, passing its southern extremity, her

adventurous mariners turned again northward, planting their

colonies from Mozambique to the Red Sea.

The Africa of which we now purpose to write is, however,

quite another than the fringe of small states that lie between
the Midland Sea and the wastes of the Sahara and the littorals

of the two oceans. We are to consider the vast region hitherto

almost entirely unknown, but toward which the eyes of the

world are turning—the habitat of that most distinctive of the

races of men, the Xegro. Even he has been recognized from
the earliest times as a social factor, but all along only as a slave.

In that relation Egypt has given him a place on her stony monn-
ments; and from that unknown date in the forgotten past till

yesterday, the vast unknown regions of Africa were the har-

vest-field for the supply of the world's slave-markets. And
now at length the descendants of the slaves stolen from Africa

to serve the Anglo-Saxon freemen of America, insular and
continental, have strangely become loyal and emancipated sub-

jects of the British sovereign, or else enfranchised freemen of

our great Republic. Evidently a beneficent Providence, which
contemplated the end from the beginning, was present to over-

rule the white man's iniquitous lust for gain as manifested in

the enslavement of the Negro race ; and the denouement of that

long-continued tragedy in human history is at length beginning

to appear.

The coasts of intertropical Africa have for three hundred
years been possessed and partially occupied by some of the prin-

cipal nations of Europe ; but all the vast interior, beyond a

nan-ow fringe washed by the sea, has remained a terra incognita.

The school geographies and atlases used by the older half of

those now living displayed the whole interior of Africa as an un-

known waste, varied only by the mytliical " ^[ountains of the

Moon." But M-ith the advent of the cui-rent century the deep

silence began to be interrupted. Mungo Park pushed his way
l)y Timbuctuo down the jXiger, and paid the forfeit of his life

for his temerity
; and after him the Landers brothers, pursuing

the same course, debouched into the ocean, thus solving one of

tlie geographical enigmas of the age. Aftcrwai-d came Barth,
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and Baker, and Burton, and Speke and Grant, and Cameron,

and Scluveinfurth, and a multitude more, all of whom made

tentative efforts toward solving the mysteries of the wonderful

unknown land of the black man. A Gallico-American, Du
Chaillu, made excursions inward beyond the settlements along

the western coast, and rediscovered the gorilla, the cannibals,

and the dwarfs. But greater than all these, during the same

years the missionary explorer, Livingstone, pierced the conti-

nent through and through, and forever broke the spell that

had so long made Central Africa an insoluble mystery. After

him, inspired by his example, and intent on finding him in. his

hiding-place, came Stanley, the last, and, measured by results,

the greatest, of African explorers. And now the great world

has fairly v;aked up to the fact that there is an African conti-

nent, itself a large portion of the solid land of the world, and

that it possesses great possibilities in respect to human wants.

It is well, perhaps, that this wonderful land has remained so

little known, and therefore unappropriated by any nation, until

now, when, under the influence of a better and more Christian

civilization than has hitherto existed, this newly discovered

and still unexplored region of such magnificent proportions

may be saved from spoliation, and instead become an arena for

the largest development of the industrial, the philanthropic,

and the Christian enterprises of the age. And now^ we see the

unprecedented sjDOctacle of a newly discovered country of un-

told resources prese]'ved and consecrated by the great Christian

powers to peace and civilization ; and of these things, their

processes and the consummation of the scheme for their accom-

plishment, the two noble volumes now lying before us are the

record and the assured prophecy.

louring the years lS7-i-7T Mr. Stanley, under the auspices of

the proprietor of tlie " Xew York Herald " and of the " Lon-

don Daily Telegraph," made his famous journey across the

" Dark Continent," from Zanzibar to the mouth of the Congo,

and reached Europe early in tlie next year. This man seems

to have been himself a scarcely less remarkable discovery than

the strange land of which he comes to tell us ; but desjute

his unpromising earlier career, the most cautious and skep-

tical have been compelled to recognize his ])ersonal greatness

;

and now one of the crowned heads of Europe—Leopold II. o^-
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Belgium—becomes tlie patron of tlie enterprise of whicli these

books relate the beginnings.

It is not our purpose to retell his story. "Is it not vrritten

in the book?" and is not the very air full of it? It is ours

simply, in the proper and least pretentious sense, to review his

work, to see and report wliat has been done, and as we may be
able, to set in a clear light sonie of the salient points of the

story, to group together and take account of the more impor-

tant facts that have been determined, and to make a hasty and
necessarily incomplete estimate of the demonstrated possibili-

ties of the things certainly ascertained.

The accomplished results, of which these volumes are the

record, make an addition of a new and very important chapter

to the world's geograpliical knowledge. A vast region of inter-

tropical Africa, of whicli heretofore very little was known, and
of which only comparatively small parts have been claimed by
any foreign power, is now revealed. The remarkable fact is

demonstrated that one of the well-known rivers of "Western

Africa discharges into the Atlantic the drainage of a region

equal in area to that of the entire United States east of the

Mississippi ; that the basin of the Congo extends from the At-

lantic Ocean, at about the twelfth degree of east longitude,

eastward to the thirtieth degree, three quarters of the distance

across tlie continent, to the watershed that separates the streams

that fall severally into the two oceans. This vast basin lies

on both sides of the equator, extending southward more than

twelve degrees, over seven hundred geographical miles, and

northward through eight degrees, or nearly live hundred geo-

graphical miles. The area of this vast basin is thus seen to

very considerably exceed a million of square miles, or more
than twenty times that of New York or Pennsylvania.

The physical characteristics of this vast area are as remarka-

ble as its extent. From west to east, and equally on both sides

of the equator, it appears an unbroken stretch of varied but

never mountainous surface, well watered and drained by un-

failing rivers, all falling into the Congo, a region of marvel-

ous fertility, producing all the forms of tropical vegetation,

and being, of course, the range and haunts of wild animals.

There are elephants and bulialoes, lions and tigers, hippopora-

muses and crocodiles, giraffes and zebras; while to the hand of
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industry tlie earth readily yields the most abundant supplies of

whatever is needed for liunian subsistence.

Tlie vastness of the African continent renders any definite

conception of its details exceedingly difficult. Tlie Africa of

antiquity and of the Middle Ages was tlie i-egion now knov;n as

Xorth Africa, extending from the Red Sea to the Atlantic

Ocean, including the Canary Islands, and from the Mediter-
ranean southward to a little beyond the twentieth degree of

north latitude. Of this vast area, the desert of Sahara is the

great feature, having Egypt and Kubia and Abyssinia to the

eastward, and along the northern littoral, the Barbary States of

the recent past and the Africa of Eoman history. Beyond
the Great Desert is the land of the Berbers and other strano-e

peoples, of M-hom some account was given in a late number of

this Review. South of the western part of this region is a

fairly well defined section, extending from Timbuctoo to the
Gulf of Guinea, coming down nearly to the Equator, divided
by the Kong Mountains, with the Valley of the Niger on the
east, and on the north-west and west the Senegambia country
drained by the Senegal, with the Cape Verde Islands off the
western coast, and farther southward the British colony of

Sierra Leone, the republic of Liberia, and the kingdoms of

Ashantee and Dahomey, and the coast towns of the Bight of

Benin. This coast is the part of Africa best known in European
commercial circles. Eastward from the valley of the Xiger, and
south of the Desert, is the great central basin, whose water-

courses drain an extensive area, and converge in the vast estuary

called Lake Tcliad. Along the eastern coast from Cape Guarda-
fui to Mozambique is the comparatively narrow belt, two or

three hundred miles wide, whose vraters ilow through inconsid-

erable streams into the Indian Ocean. Still farther southward
(latitude 10 to 20 dog. S.), and extending from tlie ocean west-

ward, very fiir toward the Atlantic coast, is the basin of the

Zambezi, second in extent only to that of the Congo, having on
its south side tlie well-known states and ontlying regions of

South Africa, and on the west the Portuguese kingdom of

Benguela, whose waters in small rivers fall into the Atlantic.

These great natural divisions constitute the entire area of the

African continent, except the interior basin, drained , by the

Congo and its affluents, lying south of the Lake Tchad region
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and north of the basin of the Zambezi, and extending from tlie

Gulf of Guinea on the west to tlie " divide " of the water-

courses, not far from the Indian Ocean and the head-waters

of the Kile.

The Congo "River debouches into the Atlantic near the south-

ern extremity of the Gulf of Guinea, about the sixth degree of

south latitude, where it was formerly known as the Zaire, and

recently as the " Livingstone " river, having the state of

Loango on the right, and that of Congo on the left, of the river

banks. The volume of water that is discharged into the ocean

has long been known to be very great, since its current is felt

and tlie discoloration of the water may be seen many leagues

from the coast, and the depth of the channel as it enters the

sea is a hundred fathoms. Estimates of tlie volume of water

regularly discharged, made from approximate calculations from
the size and velocitv of the current, show results affreeino- with

the requirements of the area drained. The first section of the

river—to Boma, seventy miles—is an arm of the sea ; and

thence upward to \^ivi there is a broad, deep, and free chan-

nel with a moderate and steady current. Vivi is at the head

of the lower river navigation, being at the bottom of the long

series of rapids now called the Livingstone Falls, which con-

tinue upvrard nearly two hundred miles through a semi-mount-

ainous region, with more than fifty cataracts of various heights,

with long intervening stretches of navigable water to the broad

expanse called Stanley Pool. The distance from Banana

Point (the port of entry for sea-going vessels) to Boma is

about seventy miles ; and from Boma to Vivi, at the foot of

the rapids, is forty miles more. From Yivi to Leopoldville,

the station erected just above the beginning of the cataracts,

is about two hundred miles. The vertical descent of the water

between Stanley Pool and the river level at Yivi is not far

from one thousand feet, and thence to the sea the fall is from

two hundred to three hundred feet more.

Stanley Pool is a vast inland basin of quiet water, twenty

miles in extent from the upper entrance of the great river

to its contraction preparatory to its long succession of leaps

and tumbles downward to the Lower Congo. Its breadth is

about ten miles
;
and the whole area is divided into unequal

parts by a low wooded island—Buma. From Leopoldville, at
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tlie lowest part of Stanley Pool, to the foot of the Stanley

Falls, following the river, which is not very crooked, the dis-

tance is a thousand and sixty-eight English miles, all without

any interruption to navigation, and making a vertical descent

of only four inches per mile. Accurate measurements show
the elevation of the river at the foot of Stanley Falls to be

1,511 feet above sea level. The navigable extent of the

many affluents, from both sides below Stanley Falls, carry

the whole mileage up to more than five thousand. In the

wide and elevated portion above the Stanley Falls, extend-

ing south-eastward, is the Lualaba with its great lakes and long

aflluents, %vhich, however, are navigable only for smaller river

crafts, yet largely available for both travel and transportation.

On the right of the river, toward the great upland lakes which

form the head-waters of the Xile—though the largest and best

known of them, the Tanganyika, it is now ascertained sends

its waters to the Congo—is a wide expanse of country of which

as yet very little is known beyond its great physical character-

istics. The outflow of water fro_j^ Lake Tanganyika, in passing

over two hundred miles westward, makes a descent of fully

twelve hundred feet, and the south-western shore of that lake

rises to an elevation of twenty-five hundred feet above the

lake's surface, so making that region the highest land in the

Congo basin, a kind of intertropical Switzerland. The whole

area of the region now called, by anticipation, the State of

Congo, is not less than a million and a half square miles, every

part of it abundantly watered and remarkably fertile, every-

where traversed by water-ways, and productive beyond compu-

tation of whatever is requisite to human subsistence and to

the demands of an advanced civilization.

The climatic conditions of this broad land are no doubt

matters of primary interest, and especially since the notion has

become prevalent that the climate of intertropical Africa has

effectually forbidden the incoming of European and American

residents. Because it is intertropical, and also a level country,

the Congo land is, of course, a land of perpetual summer.

Observations made at Yivi, for the year 1SS2, show a maxi-

mum np-ward range of niuety-four degrees (Fahrenheit) in

February and i^Iay, while June, July, and August reached only

eighty-six, eighty-four, and eighty-five degrees respectively.
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The minimum temperature that year was, in July and August,

fifty-six degrees ; in June, sixty ; in ]\Iay and September, sixty-

seven ; in January and December, seventy. Here, as every-

wliere else, there is among tlie natives much more dread of

the cold than of the heat. The rain-fall for the same year

equaled about forty-one and a half inches, of which more than

ludf fell in Xovember, December, and January. February,

March, April, and May made an aggregate of nineteen inclics,

while June, Jul}-, xVugust, and September, constituting tlie

dry season, vrere almost absolutely without rain, and yet tlicse

months constituted the coolest season of the year. Though
cloudy weather usually prevails in all seasons, yet the rains are

intermittent and seldom amount to half an inch in twenty-four

hours. Moderate winds prevail at nearly all seasons of the year.

Questions tliat may be asked respecting the salubrity of the

climate cannot be answered in a single word. The fact that

there is found through all this region a somewhat numerous

population (estimated at not less than fifty millions) of stalwart

and muscular people, that th^e are old men of eighty or over

still sufficiently active to be recognized as kings or heads of

their tribes, and that there ai-e every-where multitudes of chil-

dren and young people—all these things sufHciently prove that

for its own inhabitants the climate is a health-giving one.

Kespecting Europeans and all white men, the question becomes

complicated with a multitude of facts outside of merely local

conditions and influences. Changes of climatic conditions

naturally call for adaptations of the physical system to meet

the new requirements, the making of which may result either

favorably or otherwise. In some cases chronic diseases may
be effectually cured, or congenital morbific tendencies licld in

abeyance ; in others the constitutional tendencies to some

forms of disease may be quickened into fatal activity, or a

latent liability to some unhealthy development, that at home

might have remained dormant, may be hastened to its fatal

termination. The differences of conditions between a resi-

dence in Europe or the United States and one in intertropical

Africa are so very considerable, that a removal to the latter

from the former must be somewhat perilous, even although tlie

latter may be in fact quite as favorable to health and long life.

In every case there must be a process of acclimatizing, which
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may or may not be attended by sickness, but is especially lia-

ble to be ; and during that process, of three or six months,

great care must be taken to avoid exposure to the direct rays

of the sun, and to the night air, or any form of unnecessary

physical or mental strain. The terrible force of the rays of the

tropical sun is apt not to be properly ap])reciated and guarded

against, and the night air, continuing well into the morning,

is only a little less dangerous. High feeding, especially on an-

imal food, must bo avoided, and alcoholic drinks, even in the

mildest forms, are superlatively evil. A wholesome and even

generous diet, made up chiefly of farinaceous food, with vege-

tables and fruits, is desirable, with regular and sufficiently-

abundant sleep. With these things properly cared for, there

is no reason to presume that the climate of Congo laud is less

healthful than our own more widely variable seasons.

In respect to its ethnology, Congo land is the home of the typ-

ical KeoTO. To the very partial observations to which these

people have been submitted they appear to be substantially the

same throughout ; but it is quite possible that a more intimate

acquaintance with them and their traditions will detect more or

less of tribal diJferences. There appears also to be a remark-

able uniformity in the mental conditions of the whole popula-

tion, which is a low, but not the lowest, stage of barbarism.

They practice the mechanical arts, of a rude kind, and to a

small extent, and their agriculture, which is their principal in-

dustry, though of the most primitive kind, is extensive and

remarkably productive. As they have no winters or other sea-

sons of unproductiveness to provide for, they escape the horrors

of starvation that sometimes desolate the homes of more north-

ern savages. The physical appearance of the people indicates

the use of an abundance of food, which is also corroborated by

the multitudes of children and the poi)nlousness of the country.

Animal life is indeed decidedly sturdy and relatively whole-

some, despite the many and great drawbacks that are insepa-

rable from the conditions of barbarism. Politically, the people

are divided into small tribes, each having its chief or " king,"

who rules without any clearly defined laws, thongh the " cus-

toms" are recognized and somewhat respected. On some oc-

casions several of these "head men" and their retainers form

temporary confederations for aggression or defense, but these

57—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. I.
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are only partial and temporarj. A large portion of the pojni-

lation are slaves, for any man may become a slave-holder hv
purchase or the spoils of war, but the condition of the slaves is

not much less fltvorable than that of the nominally free. Polyir-

amy is practiced without any legal restrictions, and a man's

greatness is often measured by the number of his wives, and of

course women are universally the property of tlieir husbands.

Their religious ideas are the simplest and grossest. Thcv
have no idea of God, a supreme, super-mundane, and spiritual

Kuler; neither have they any ethical code. Conscience with

them is appai-ently only an undeveloped potentiality, and in-

stead of the stoic's sense of honor they display only the coars-

est forms of egotism, and self-respect is replaced by supercili-

ous vanity. Their superstition is manifested at every point.

They recognize the preternatural in every thing, and of course

they are universall}' fetich worshipers. They believe in the fut-

ure state, which is, according to their conceptions, very much
like the present, and like most other savages they seek to pro-

vide for that state by offerings of whatever is most valuable at

the grave, or to the manes of the dead. As the Greeks sacri-

ficed a man's slaves to accomj)any and serve him in the spirit

world, and as the Hindu widow was burned upon the same fu-

neral pile with the body of her dead husband, that the outgo-

ing soul might be duly attended, so the Congo chief is supposed

to be accompanied by his retinue of slaves which are slain at

his funeral. Mr. Stanley tells of a case where "a long ago

superannuated potentate " had died, and the whole region was

searched over for the purchase of slaves to be murdered at his

funeral; and at length the sickening massacre was witnessed

by two European traders, who were powerless to prevent tlie

horrible transaction. It is enough to say respecting the moral-

ity of these Congoese, that they are heathens and barbarians,

having, in the usual degree, the vices that universally prevail

in such a state of society, with a corresponding absence of pos-

itive virtues. Though overbearing to inferiors, they are not

brave, and therefore not greatly addicted to Avar-making ; but,

when out of danger, they are cruel, truculent, and altogether

treacherous. Tliey recognize white men as essentially a supe-

rior race of beings, to whom they readil}' give their confidence,

and to individuals of whom attachments are sometimes formed
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not unlike that of a dog for his master ; and throug]i tliis influ-

ence it may doubtless hajipcn that a gennine moral character

may be evoked. 13j that mode of access the Christian teacher

may be enabled to reach the latent moral element in the minds
of these people, and so lead tliem to a higher moral and re-

ligious status. Something of this kind seems to have occurred

between Livingstone and some of his personal associates; but

we And only the most remote approaches to any thing of a like

nature in the relations of Stanley to liis Congoese.

The volumes now before us, as has already been suggested,

come to the public somewhat in the form of a report of pro-

ceedings of a commission sent out under the auspices of the
" Comite d'Etudes du Ilaut Congo," an association constituted

expressly for the prosecution of explorations on that river, of

which association King Leopold IL of Belgium was the chief

patron, and Mr. Stanley was the managing agent for the work
in Africa. This has since given place to " The International

Association of the Congo," constituted early in the present year

by the i3erlin Conference, in which nearly all the pi'incipal

powers of Europe were represented by their plenipotentiaries,

and in which also the representatives of the United States took

part, and whose character and designs are thus stated in the

"Declaration" made to and by the Belgian government:

The International Association of the Congo declares by these

presents, tliat, in virtue of treaties concluded with the legitimate

sovereigns in ilie bnsin of the Congo and its tributaries, it lias

been ceded the sovereignty of vast territories, with the object of

founding a free and independent State ; that conventions define

the frontiers of tlio territories of the association as regards those

of France and Portugal, and that the frontiers of the Association

are sliown on the annexed map. . , . [A map attached to the " dec-

laration."] That ii assures to foreigners who settle in its terri-

tories the right to buy, sell, or lease ground and buildings situated

thereon, to establish houses of business and trade (without duties

or imposts), under the sole condition of obeying the laws. Ii

undertakes, in addition, to accord no advantage to the citizens of

(any) one nation, without immediately extending it to the citi-

zens of all other nations, and to do all in its power to put down
the slave trade.

The "Free State" of Congo, as here described, appears to

exist, in respect to its governmental authority, in an "Associa-

tion" guaranteed by the chief governments of Europe. Its
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riglits of dominiou within its proper territory is professedly

derived from its former "legitimate sovereigns," wliicli may
do well enougli.as a legal fiction, and as a device for obtaining

the needed sovereignty without violence or tbe sacrifice of the

good-will of the local " sovereigns."

The arrangement is good for all parties—a decided improve-

ment npon the policy of seizure and spoliation that prevailed

in this continent after its discovery. Treaties with savage

races may mean much or little according to the good faith or

otherwise that prevails in their formation and execution ; in

this case it ma}' be hoped that the united influences of the

higher morality of our times, and the mutual jealousies of the

"powers," will avail to protect the "Free State of Congo"
from spoliation by any one of them, and that private enterprise

and Christian philanthropy will here find a free field. The
arena is ample, and its possibilities beyond estimate ; its proper

occupation and improvement will constitute the grandest be-

quest made by the closing to the incoming century.

In respect to the industrial and commercial capabilities of

this vast region it is very easy to err in either direction. Ko
nation or people can purchase foreign wares beyond the value

of what they have to sell, and it is too obvious to require proof

that barbarians and savages are always poor. But the sources

of wealth in all this region are both abundant and easy to be

made available. The Congo has long been known as a channel

for bringing ivory to the coast; and though much that could l>c

gathered uj) from the remains of dead animals has been already

marketed, still much of the same kind remains to be gathered.

But the chief supply must be obtained by hunting and destroying

the living animals. It is estimated that there are not less than

200,000 living elephants within the Congo basin, carrying in

their heads an average of fifty pounds of ivory, of an aggregate

value of $25,000,000. Among other forms of non-agricultural

wealth maj' be named the skins of monkeys, goats, antel(»pe?.

buft'aloes, lions, and leopards ; the gorgeous feathei's of tropieal

birds; the teeth of the hippopotamus; tortoise-shell, bces-wav.

frankincense, and myrrh. Of the industries of the fore.-:>.

those of pahn-oil and of India rubber are the princii)al, and "i

these the supply is practically unlimited, and they are rendered

available by only a Httlc comparatively unskilled labor. There
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arc also vast sources of wealth in gum, copal, and orcliilla weed,

wliicli may be picked up by all who will do so, and also in the

camwood and redwood powder, which any woman may prepare

for market. There are also large opportunities for the produc-

tion of the metals by native artisans, who now operate mines

of iron, copper, and plumbago; nor is there any lack of gold,

though not much has been done toward its development.

The agricultural productions of the whole region are already

very considerable, with the possibilities of indefinite increase.

"Every native village on the Upper Congo," writes Stanley,

**has its sngar-cane plots and maize. Bananas and plantains

thrive marvelously. In the Kwa valley the natives eat bread

of millet flour ; but the cassava or manioc furnishes the staple

of farinaceous food of the people along the main river."

A black field pea, that grows prolitieally with but little cul-

tivation, is much in favor, and of vegetables there are unlim-

ited supplies of sweet potatoes, yams, cucumbers, melons, pump-
kins, and tomatoes ; and many of the chief varieties of European
garden and field plants are found to take kindly to the soil and

climate, and to produce abundantly. Rice has been introduced

by the Arabs in the eastern portion of the basin, and also wheat

;

and all the fruits of the torrid zone and many of more temper-

ate regions are found to flourish luxuriantly. In the three great

staples of sugar, rice, and cotton the capabilities of this region

seem to be j-yractically unlimited ; but these can be effectually

realized by tlie industry of the people—and industry is not a

characteristic of barbarians, under a tropical sun, with an easily

available natural supply for their few and simple Wimts.

The favorable solution of the African question depends very

largely on the further question, whether or not the listless care-

lessness of the natives can be so far overcome as to enable them
to develop the resources of the land about them ; nor is this

entirely hopeless. Already all along the chief rivers t)ic pur-

suits of trade are overcoming the natural indolence of the

chiefs and of other unofficial traders ; and the twin passions,

avarice and love of display, are producing their natural re-

sults in the form of productive industry-. It has been demon-
strated that the natives will work for wages, and also that the

presence of foreign wares awakens an earnest desire for tlieir

possession. If, therefore, these people shall indeed bo effectu-
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ally rcsrraincd from war, and the slave trade and slavery l)c

rooted out, the chiefs will have only the pursuits of trade and

industry for their occupation ; and with the increase of wealth

will come also increased wants, which will in time call for in-

creased productions. And if, further, as is provided for in the

regulations of the International Association, all intoxicating;

liquors shall be effectually excluded, there would seem to be

room to hope that the material civilization and elevation of

Congo land is not to be despaired of. Xo doubt, however, the

most formidable difficulty in the case will be found in the in-

competency of the white men who will be called to aid in the

execution of the work. The pages of the work before us show
very clearly how grievously the one responsible head of the

enterprise found himself handicapped by the incompetence, the

indolence, and the perverseness of his appointed assistants.

Men go on such expeditions without any adequate conception

of their requirements ; they are heroes at home, but utterly

fail in times of trial. Others are mere adventurers or roman-

cers, who have.no relish for steady and taxing labors ; or, woi-se

still, some are both selfish and vicious, and will hinder where

they are expected to help. If failure shall come to the enter-

prise, these M'ill be its procurers.

Probably the question of the most lively interest with many
of our readers will relate to the possibiHties of this vast region

as a field for Christian missions. The three great conditions to

be taken into account in choosing a field for evangelistic ju-op-

agandism—sufficient breadth, accessibility, and probable perma-

nence of i\\Q. ]")eople—are found here in all needed fullness.

Within this held is found a large share of one of the great eth-

nic divisions of the human race—less numerous than no other

i-aee except only the Chinese and the Hindus—freely offered

to the Christian enterprise of the age, and destined beyond any

reasonable peradventure soon to become civilized. And in re-

spect to the conditions that promise growth and expansion of

the population, instead of the diminution and decay that have

so often among barbarous nations resulted from the j^rocesses

of civilization, here is all that can be wished. There is indeed

no reason to apprehend that the cases of the American Indians

and tlie South Sea Islanders, in decadence along with enlight-

enment, will be repeated among the natives of the Congo land

;
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and unless all visible indications shall prove fallacious, the

ISTcgro is the coming man. These primary conditions tlierefore

are all that could be desired, and the Chiistian heroism of the

age is challenged by .them to enter in and pi^ssess the land.

It would, however, be a great mistake to assume that an easy

conquest is here promised ; for though tlie obstacles to be over-

come are largely negative in character, yet are they botli real

and formidable. The absence of religious convictions and in-

stitutions among the people offers very small advantages if

there is also a corresponding want of religious susceptibilities.

The obstacles to be overcome are chiefly the all-pervading men-

tal and social inertia—the almost absolutely universal indiffer-

ence in respect to every thing beyond material interests and
sensuous pleasures. Heathenism is practically the synonym of

depravity, which is both negatively and positively antagonistic

to Christian truth and the wholesome restraints of the Gospel.

Nor can there be, in even the least compacted tribal or personal

relations, an entire absence of social influences ; and these will

always co-operate with the prevalent tendencies of the common
characteristics. The superstition that is always so effective in

the heathen mind, while as the expression of the religious in-

tuitions and instincts of the soul it oft'ers a way of access for

religious instruction—just as St. Paul used Athenian '' extreme

religiousness " as a means by which to teach the highest and

purest theism—nevertheless at once indisposes the mind to

wholesome instruction, and also cherishes its own vanities in

opposition to the pure and lofty doctrines and precepts of

Christianity. As in the individual soul the successful opera-

tions of the Gospel are always effected against opposition, and

appear in the form of a victory, so must the Gospel in its ap-

proaches to nations and peoples attain to success only by over-

coming. The fact that a people are without letters, and have

only the faintest ethnic traditions, and are almost entirely des-

titute of both social and religious institutions, while it may in-

dicate the probability of but little positive and organized oppo-

sition to the Gospel, shows however that a great amount of

severe and long-continued labor v.'ill be required in order to

insure success.

Tiie methods of practical operations in Christian teaching

must of course be adajDted to local conditions and peculiarities.
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Eeligious obsoryances and institutions very largely reeeive tboirfonns from then- environiaents, as indeed should be the case •

and It IS great unwisdom'to atten.pt to transplant and roprodueo'
tl e outgrowths of local conditions into places and amoL peo
pies ™th «^hom the conditions that iirst originated them are

nlrf;i
^°7,'S" .™'^^'™»'=^ liave very much to learn andunlearn along th.s line

; smce, in all cases, the methods of evan-

SnHo,f'*'™'f;"^
the resultant religious and ecclesiastical in-

stitutions, must be adapted to the requirements of their circum-
Btances. The .<Articles of Eeligiou " of the Methodist Epise .

pal Church made up of fragn,ontary excerpts from the " Thirty-nme Arfcles ' of the Church of England, .-ere frona the fir t

IZ^t^r ''T
•'"'' '"-«^P'-«^^«1 'o™"]"^- of Christian

^.^o T?
?'• -^i'^^f^^^P'

*» '"^ke them the standards offaal for ILndus, and Chinese, and Japanese is, therefore, sim-
p y he perfection of absurdity. So. too, our " General Edes,"

t de d7 "T" "'i'"""^!'^
P'-«P-'-d for and adapted to a vc'yMidely d,licren order of things from any thing now found

witZt":;
'""?' '™° "' '"""^' t'—gl'b- obsolete and

I ? aV> ";'^' ™^
f?""'"'^'

°"'^' *'"^ '"0^' "'^onsate literal-

Z\ od
' r^ ™"^,^ *'"'^' "^ ^^""'S "'™ "P ^^ the eth-

ical code of those to whom the things referred ti are wholly

ft^ T"' *f r,"*
'" ='"ompting to propagate the Christian

faith along the Congo, and to establish religious practices and

what m our honie religion is essential to Christianity and what

exSionT "* '
'° '' ""^ "' '"'^ "^''•^ - "»^- '-" '0 l^o

_

It w-ill probably be found that even the divinely appointed
ins itution of "preaching," according to the nsuafaciip a

stru ;tl "' " ^' f°'";'^
™' "'"^ ^''' '^"'0'' for CiMistian in-

niu W-n"""^ ^i"*'"'"
"'"^°= "^ ^°"S0 l^u'd- The workmust begin very much lower down than the conditions of men-

tal and social life that are supposed to exist where public ad-desisan aval able form of teaching. The process by which
those heathen barbarians are to bo Cliristianizcd must provide
for their men al elevation as necessary to their acceptance and
retention of the savmg lessons of the Gospel. It iilnst, there-
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fore, begin with the personal influence, made effective princi]:>al-

\^ by examples, of the missionary among the people. He must,

therefore, reside sufficiently near to them to be known and felt

by them, which means practically that there shall be mission-

ary stations provided with all the conditions of home life, so

affording opportunities for informal oral instruction, the crea-

tion of a written language, and especially the instruction of the

children.

As in the occupation of the country for its industrial devel-

opment it has been judged necessary to establish stations at

proper points, with the required buildings for residences and
store-houses, and to plant gardens and provide, as far as prac-

ticable, for self-sustentation, so, and even more largely, must
missionary work be carried on by the slow but sure processes

of occupation and permanent residence. The theory of self-

support, though easily rendered absurd and impracticable by
its too exclusive application, is no doubt the only theory upon
which missions in interior Africa can be successfully prose-

cuted. Transportation and outfit and tem2)orary sustentation

must, of course, be provided in advance ; but after the field

lias been reached and the station provided, mother earth and
the strong right arm of the missionary, with such help as he
may employ, wielded with cheerful force and sustained by a

brave heart, must be the chief dependence. The practicability

of this method has been tried by both the Livingstone Congo
mission, which has recently been placed under the patronage

and guardianship of the American Baptists, and by the En-
glish Baptist missions; and, to some extent, similar methods
of missionary work are now carried on in various parts of the

African continent. Mr. Stanley, though evidently friendly,

never assumes the role of the advocate of the missionaries or

their work ; but occasional glances are now and then given by
him, which are all the more valuable because they are purely

incidental. A7e give the annexed as a specimen, and also as an

illustration, of what an African missionary station may be :

A few miles beyond we begin the descent into the broad val-

ley of Lukamga, where we are hospitably received by ]Mr. and
Mrs. Ingham, of the Livingstone mission. . . . Tlie mission
cottage was as dainty witliin as any residence need be. A spa-
cious garden behind it presented a vivid promise; a well-kept
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court or plaza in front was surrounded by store-rooms, kitchen,

and school-rooms. Under the shadowy caves were to be seen the

mission children, with their subdued air, as though they were
impressed with the awful mysteries of the alphabet. It rather

encouraged me to believe that the Congo climate, even in that

low hollow of Lukamga, Avas endurable, wlien 1 liere saw a deli-

cate-looking lady bear herself so bravely. . . . My sojourn of

twenty-four hours Avas enjoyed with the most exquisite pleasure.

Ten men might have utterly stripped and carried away the

veneer of civilization on that mission-house, and left it bare and
barbarous (it probably cost only £103); but the art Avas in the

lady's hands, and the rich gift of taste inherited in far away En-
gland had dili'used attractiveness over the humble liome.

Anotlier remark of our author, made in another case, and

without any intended refei-ence to the missionary Avork, is

highly suggestive. Estimating the probable number of ele-

phants in the Avliole country, lie drops the remark: ''Mr.

Ingham, a missionary, lately shot twenty-live elephants, and

obtained money for the i\'ory," Avliich he elseAA'liere estimates

at juorc than a hundred dolhirs for each animal. This seen:s

ver}^ much like "self-support," achieved Avithout any neglect

of real missionary dutj'.

But all this implies the impoi-tant consideration that to do

successful missionary service in Africa a man must have the

elements of character that insure success from tlie start. He
sliould, of course, have a tlioi-oughly sound physique, Avith

large powers of endurance ; but above all else he should have

a brave heart and a cool head. K moderate share of enthusi-

asm may not be Avithout its value, but there should be not a

spark of fanaticism. Deep religiousness of character is doubly

needful—first, to qualify him to preach Christ in every Avord

and action, unconsciously as Avell as of set purpose ; and, next,

to sustain his spirit among the discouragements that are sure

to come upon him, and to cause liim to feel that it is his high-

est privilege to labor and suffer for Christ ; and only second to

this is a buoyancy of animal spirit—the very soul of cheerful-

ness and hopefulness among ad>'ersitics. The successful Af-

rican missionary goes thither to live and to work for the Master

rather than to die ; and accordingly he is careful not to expose

liis health to unnecessary perils, and also to be doing something

whenever possible—the small things as Avell as the great—not

accounting any service beneath him. The Avork of the truo
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missionary must be a "labor of love;" and that this may not

fail of its reward it must be sustained by "the patience of

Lope," never despising "the day of small things."

To attempt a jnission in the Congo, there should be a com-

pany of half a dozen to a dozen strong young or middle-aged

stalwart and common- sense men. There should be neither

woman nor child in the first expedition, though at a later stage

of the work the presence of the right kind of women is well-

nigh a necessity. And above all else, there should be no fine

gentlemen. Every missionary to Africa should be a man of

faith, who believes in the divinity of his calling, and also in

quinine as the magnum donuni Dei, through the instrunien-

tality of v.'liich he is to accomplish his mission—just the oppo-

site of the fanatic, who tempts God by exposing himself to

uncalled-for perils. That there are such men in the churches

•we will not doubt ; but how they may be found out and brought

to the front and initiated into the work is a matter much more

difficult to settle.

The Methodist Episcopal Church has two distinct missions in

Africa, both under a common superinteudency : one in Liberia,

which has been very carefully administered for half a century,

with only moderate results; the other just now in its incipi-

ency, led by Bishop Taylor, and designed to reach from ocean

to ocean, through x\ngola and the valley of the Zambezi, south

oi the Congo basin. Of the former of these nothing now needs

to be said, since it is not an aggressive body, and especially not

a mission to heathen Africa. Of the latter, it is yet too soon

to speak of results, but we are free to utter words of decided

commendation in respect to the theory upon which it is pro-

jected ; to wit, that after the missionaries shall be established

in their proper stations, and fairly engaged in their work, they

are expected to provide, as far as possible, for their own main-

tenance, which we see no reason to doubt is wholly practicable.

It is, however, not to be denied that some grave mistakes have

been made, especially in making up i\\Q 2^'^>'^onnel of the expe-

dition. The man who led out a mother and four children

under six years old, on an expedition that only strong men
should enter upon, committed a grange mistake ; of which, how-

ever, he h;,is duly repented, and made the best possible repara-

tion by returning home, a wiser if also a sadder man. The
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tliree or four zealous and godlj persons in the expedition wlio,

misinterpreting the divine promises, expected to be preserved

by miracles instead of by tlic use of the natural methods that

God has provided have also emphasized their folly, and per-

haps set a limit to that form of fanaticism ; and if so, the life

that has been sacrificed has not been wholly thrown away. TJie

survivors have learned that God saves by means, and that, hav-

ing the means of safety at hand, it is neither faith nor piety,

but presumption, to tempt God by refusing to use them. It

may be hoped that any future expeditions that shall go forth on

the same sublime mission will have in them no little children.

not many women, and the fewest possible irrational enthusiasts.

But should the greater part of Bishop Taylor's heroic band suc-

cumb in death, or hasten their fliglit homeward, we shall still

expect that a good work will be done by those who continue in

it with those who shall hereafter join them, and that the wil-

derness of the Zambezi valley shall yet bud and blossom, and

bring forth its rich fruitage for the Lord of the harvest.

And shall not our Church have a part in the evangelization

of the millions that sit in darkness in all the vast area of the

Congo basin ? Have we not the men for this work—such men
as we have described ? and is there not the requisite enthusi-

asm, at once fervid and discreet, to lead them forth to a work
eo glorious ? May it not be hoped that Stanley's Congo will

act as a trumpet-call to the Church for Africa %
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EDITORIAL MISOELLAKY,

CURRENT TOPICS.

1)EA.TH OF C4EXERAL GR.\:NT.

To die is men's common destiny; and to each one, in respect to Hmsclf,

the event is about equally significant. The Roman poet's reminder that

"Pallida Mors tcqiio pulsat pede pauperum tabcrnas,

Kegumque turres,"

is only another rendering of the Hebrew Preacher's "All go unto one

place; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust again: " or the words of the

Apostle, " It is appointed unto men to die." But there are circumstances

and conditions that attend upon the common experience which greatly

emphasize and exaggerate the diilerences of the conmion event. To die

quietly amon- loved and svmpathizing friends, is often thought of as

the most desirable condition of that always serious but inevitable experience.

But among the momentous realities of man's exit from his mundane be-

in« what can be, in respect to the deceased, more worthless and imperti-

nent than the funereal pomp with which earth's great ones are returned

to the earth ? The best funeral record ever made was that concerning

Israel's crreat leader, of whom it is written the Lord buried him, though

in an unknown grave; or that of the first Christian martyr, whose record

is that "devout men carried Stephen to his burial and made great

lamentation over him." There have been many more gorgeous funerals

than either of these, as to their outward trappings, but never any that

more completelv combined all that could be rationally desired.
_

So we thout,^ht as, not long since, we looked upon that unequaled dis-

play of militaT-y and civic honors among which the mortal remains of

the' nation's second redeemer were borne to their last resting-place.^ It

was well that a great nation and the people to whom his sword had given

back an undivided country to be the perpetual home of none but freemen,

should so honor their deliverer; and equally so that they who there saw ly-

ino- in the arms of death the outward form of one whom the divine pr.ni-

dcmee had called from the humble home of his childhood and raised him

up to command armies, and afterward to guide the affairs of the nation,

and at length to receive the homage of kings, should at that supreme

moment pause to think upon that wonderful career now ended, and to

honor the personal qualities that made such a career possible.

The deeds and the renown of our illustrious dead have now become

historical, and as such wc shall here consider them, but only in some of

their many aspects ; for time alone can mold the whole into symmetri-

cal unity and cast over them the curtain of mellow shadings that come
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only with the dimness of distance. Still some things arc already sulTi-

ciently evident, and from these we may more than conjecture wlmt will

be the final verdict in the case, and what the aspects of the colossal statue

in which the muse of history shall forever immortalize our great and

many-sided soldier, statesman, citizen, and father of lus household—this

unique and peerless max.

Macaulay wrote at the opening of his essay on Addison: " jSTo man is

so great a favorite with the public as he who is at once an object of ad-

miration, of respect, and of pity;" and none can fail to sec how conspic-

uously all these conditions united in Gfeneral Grant's case at the time of

his death. Very few characters or personal careers present so many and

such conspicuous features and incidents, and those so well calculated to

awaken admiring interest. Others may be thought of that equal or ex-

cel his in some particulars, but in scarcely any other case have there been

combined in one person so many particulars that unite to mahe up an

admirable completeness of character. That a country boy without any

special advantages of family or other relations—a lad with apparently

nothing to distinguish him from the millions of others of the same age

and conditions—shoxdd, in forty years, ascend through all the steps of

life's ladder, from his boyhood's home to the highest points of military

and civic distinctions in his own country, and afterward become the ac-

cepted and honored guest of the kings and potentates of the world, is

something altogether admirable. That one in whom such possibilities

were latent should for forty years have remained not only unknown by

others, but equally unsuspected by liimself as to what he might become,

is not only remarkable, but highly suggestive. Though it is not to be

supposed that, as to his character, he was the creature of his op]iortunities,

still appearances indicate that but for the War of tlie Picbcllion occurring

just at that point in his life-time, in the transactions of which he became

so considerable an actor, as well as in the events that followed, he might

have lived and died without the suspicion on the part of any body

that he was any thing more than the average of the masses of man-

kind. In the face of the sneering smile of the skeptical in respect to

the possibilities of greatness among the unknown masses of our race, such

a case greatly strengthens the notion that we have soraev.-here read, that

** In every country church-yard may be found the graves of songless 3Iil-

tons and bloodless Co3sars—of llampdens that never struggled against

tyranny and of Craumers that never suffered for the truth." But while

it is quite certain that no possible accidents could supply the qualities that

at length became so conspicuous in General Grant's life and character, it

is still clearly evident that but for the opportunity that came unsought

and unexpected they would have remained only undeveloped and unknown

potentialities.

ITie conditions and instrhmentalities through which men achieve great-

ness arc usually but very partially understood either by the actors them-

selves or by others; and yet, beyond a question, the divinity that shapes

their ends is largely of themselves. It is not surprising that tlie men
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who have acconi])Iished great results in the face of formidable difficulties

—who have wrought revolutions and shaped the destinies of nations

—

have themi.elves often seemed to be superstitiously impressed with the

idea that they were .the agents or instruments of a higher power; and
those who liave studied such men's careers have sometimes seemed to feel

the presence and potency of some liiddcn force by Avliich the results

reached were finally determined. And while ^uch actions are in process

of execution, they who are engaged in them often appear to those \vho

consider their movements most deeply to be moving within charmed

circles, and to be accomplishing their assigned mission in sublime soli-

tude. To be the agents of such \\orks, and to bring them to successful

issues, is justly esteemed the appropriate and peculiar calling of earth's

real heroes, to whom is due the meed of sincere admiration.

In most cases where men have been thus strcngcly taken up from those

among whom they were found and raised to positions of conspicuous

greatness, the change effected has resulted, not only relatively but also

really, in a transformation of character and of thought. But in Gencml
Crrant's case we have a conspicuous example of homely simi)licity main-

tained in spite of the influence of honors and high positions; and after

all his exaltation he is seen, like Cincinnatus, returning to his farm, and

in death, like Joseph, asking to be buried among his own people; and

his whole career is in marked contrast with that of Cromwell, aping the

style of royalty, or of Napoleon, assuming the imperial purple.

It is not ahvays the case that the characters of the great men of history

will bear close examination on all sides. They are admirable only from a

single angle of observation, and their greatness is often lamentably one-

sided; and, as if avrare of this, men have by a kind of tacit consent

agreed that the private lives of public characters ought not to be inquired

after. So often is the splendid exterior of great names associated with

unsavory and offensive private histories, that conventional politeness for-

bids all inquiry respecting the latter in dealing with public characters.

Genius has often been accepted as earning immunity from the exactions

of private morality; and success in gaining renown is taken as a full com-

pensation for all ordinary defects in respect to personal virtue. But this

self-delusion and patent falsehood is only for a. little while. History,

in the sternness of its integrity, disregarding this pernicious rule of social

ethics, strips off the mask and false trappings, and presents the character

in its completeness, whether it be to depict the most splendid of con-

querors as the slave and victim of his own bestial lusts, or to exhibit him

\\\\o was confessed to be the tcise^t and h'ightc.-it as also the meanest of man-

kind. But in the case we are now considering none of these devices of

falsehood are needed, and the clearest and most searching light fully

demonstrates the possibility and the reality of irreproachable private vir-

tue associated with high public position. Happily this is not a solitary

case; and yet it is well that it should be noted and emphasized that exam-

ples of an opposite kind, which are not wanting, may be reproved, and

their evil influences restrained. It is pleasant and wholesome to contcm-
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plate a great and distingiiislicd public ma-n elevated in Lis personal elinr-

acter and his private life above any possible occasion for the special

considerations which society calls for in favor of so many men in ])ublic

positions. As a husband and a father, as well as a citizen and a man con-

fessing the obligations of Christian morality, General Grant stands before

the world to demand and receive the admkation of all who value true

moral worth.

It often seems to require the tests of adversity, and especially of severe

personal sulYerings, to bring out a man's most admirable qualities of mind
and heart. There are more heroes, but less real heroism, in the conflicts

and destruction of the battle-field than among the wasting pains and hoi)e-

less suilerings of the hospitals; and many a one who could without

blanching confront death in the excitement of battle, would lose heart

imder the pressure of protracted suHerings with no other hope of relief

than inevitable death. And in this terrible ordeal the whole w^orld saw,

with intensified admiration, General Grant patiently and without mur-

muring struggling between life and death through wearisome days and

weeks and months, tenderly caring for the feelings of those who sympa-

thized with him, and compelling himself to cheerfulness among the sad-

dest environments, and seeming to hope against all human hopes in order

that his heart might not fail him in the supreme hour. This was true

moral courage, itself as much better than what is seen in simply ])liys-

ical conflicts as is the fortitude of the martyr of a higher type than the

gladiator's reckless disregard of death.

It was said, when death had done its work, that the conqueror of armies

liad at last himself found his conqueror. The saying, though correct in

the sense intended, and also sadly poetical, was only half true. Even in

his death General Grant achieved his greatest victory over his enemies,

compelling his most malignant detractors and also his doubtful friends to

render either a willing or an enforced tribute to his good name. It i>

sometimes the lot of the best of men to pass long seasons under thf

shadows of susj^icion and distrust, having their best actions and nio.-:

unselfish motives misconstrued: possibly some may rest in dishonond

graves who deserved a better fate : but in this case, though the jjoi^oncd

tongue of the dcfamer had endeavored its w-orst, the very lijis of fal-.--

hood were shut up in silence. It was a sight to be admired and pri/td

beyond all other expressions of the common sense of loss, that, Avhcn <!i n-

eral Grant lay stark and cold in his coffin, not only did every honest luait

pronounce his name as that of a fireat, and especially an Jioiwsi, man, I'Ut

the very breath of detraction was, for the time being, shamed into sil<Mu o.

This final verdict, which seldom fails to be rendered correctly, in thi*

case came not tardily; and its coming, rendered as it was with such cojn-

plete accord and spontaneous heartiness, determines, Ijcyond all else, th:U

his grand career has ended in triumph. Ilis name now jiasses into h!>-

tory as that of the soldier who warred without malice and con«iuercd only

to spare; of the statesman who ruled tlie distracted nation in tlu,' iritrr.-'.-'

of justice tempered with goutleuess; of the citizen whose patrioti.-m -Aii*
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untainted by any shred of solfislmess ; and of tlie lionest, upright, tender-

hearted, and God-fearing man in all his varied relations. Such a charac-

ter, standing out in the clear light of day before the American people,

must, despite their disinclination to hero-worship, command their

admiration.

In the constellation of our country's great men, though there is no lack

of brilliant characters, there are confessedly but three that surpass all oth-

ers, and only these are stars of the first magnitude
—

"Washington, Lincoln,

and Grant; and of these each shines Avith his own ])eculiar light, and is

known and admired for iiis distinctively recognized excellences. AVash-

ington was grand in the heroic simplicity of his character and for the

loftiness and purity of his patriotism; but his virtues were Konian rather

than speciJically American, wliich latter species of manhood was but par-

tially developed in his day. lie was also a self-contained, a solitary man,

and was, by his grandeur, separated from those about him, living in a

kind of self-conscious reticence. Ilis most intimate friends a])proached him
only with manifest deference, and his admirers gazed upon him only from

a respectful distance. The liistorical AVashington, as his im.age is shaped

by the conunon conception, and which alone will be tolerated by his coun-

trymen, whether that image is indeed real or only ideal, is that of a man
standing apart from all others, grand, solitary, and unapproachable, and

incomparable because essentially unique, not less than on account of his

transcendent personal excellences. Lincoln's greatness v.-as also peculiar

and indescribable; but, unlike AVashington, he was apparently so simple

and child-like, and so thoroughly an embodiment of homely, every-day

characteristics, that the peculiarities of his mind and heart for which he

at length became distinguished, were not at once detected and appre-

ciated; perhaps least of all was he himself aware of any thing peculiar

or notable in his own mental composition. But back of that plain and

unimpressive exterior was another, an inner, self, which by degrees, and

as called out by occasions, nianifested its presence both to his own con-

sciousness and to the apprehension of those nearest to him—but only

of such as could also somewhat sympathize with his deep spirituality. By
virtue of that quality of his mind he lived a double life, and in his higher

moods saw things in other aspects and felt other influences than could be

appreciated by less gifted souls. It was this that enabled him to sec in the

tendencies of public affairs the coming of results of Avhich others saw no

promise, and which impelled him always to adopt the right measures at

the appropriate times. Such a character is not usually a])preciated at its

proper value by those who view it only among the conditions of daily life,

just as a prophet is not honored as such by those who knovv- him person-

ally. But, like some grand mountain peak, v»-hich to those at its base

seems scarcely distinguished from its surnmuding foot-hills, but vrhich dis-

tance appears to lift up in unrivaled grandeur, so, quite certainly, will Lin-

coln's greatness become increasingly conspicuous with the lapse of time.

But Grant's greatness was the result of no one particular characteristic.

Perhai)3 in no one quality was he greater than many others have been, but
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he was individually great because in him ^vcre conjoined and blended in

simplest harmony the common elements that go to make up an admirable

character. He was certainly a great soldier and military strategist, but

not greater than many others that have lived in other times. It was cer-

tainly great in hirri that, when crowned with victory, he so com))letely

subordinated personal ambition to his love of country ; but so did also

Washington and many other conquerors of their country's foes. He war.

strangely forbearing and kind to his vanquished enemies, but so was also

Demetrius; and while he was as formidable in battle as a Napoleon and

as prodigal of life as a Cromwell, he was as tender as a father in respect

to the welfare of his soldiers; and this, too, has not been an unusual

characteristic of great military leaders. But these characteristics, each

one of which has rendered some former warrior illustrious, were all

largely developed and combined in his character and manifested in his

career. As a soldier,- he ranks with Xapoleon and "Wellington; as an un-

ambitious patriot, he has no peer but Washington; and in all the quali-

ties of soldierly honor, care for his siibordinates, and clemency toward

the vanquished, he is the equal of the most honored names in military

history.

But his special praise is, that in the presence of the full blaze of mili-

tary glory, and through the glamour of civic and political splendor, his

private virtues and personal qualities are especially conspicuous. The

renown of the hero and the statesman does not obscure the qualities of

the man; but instead, those must be laid aside in order that his nobler

excellences may properly appear. His highest praise is, that in his \it-

most exaliation, and while receiving the homage of the whole world, he

never for a moment forgot his private and personal relations and their re-

sultant obligations—his duties to his family, the claims of private friend-

ship, and the sacred obligations of morality and religion. Washington is

truly illustrious, but we view him from a distance, and estimate his cliar-

acter in its aggregate unity rather than by any inventory of its qualities;

Lincoln is honored as a man who combined the simplicity of a child with

the wisdom of a sage, the sagacity of a statesman and the lovableness of a

great human heart. But Grant was in the aspects of his character simply

a man—the patriotic citizen who diligently served his country in the posi-

tions to which he was called; the faithful friend and neighbor, husband

and father, who recognized and rendered the duties derived from all his

relations. The well-rounded completeness of all these common elements

of human worth constituted his peculiar and transcendent greatness; and

perhaps because of this synunetry of character his relative greatness is not

always apparent, just as a colossal statue, if well proportioned, fails to

appear monstrous. Every one is sufllciently great who is equal to ail the

demands made upon him, but only peculiar conditions and special oppor-

tunities can test men's highest q\ialities; and wherever the largest re-

quirements are adequately responded to, there true greatness of character

is demonstrated. All these conditions, it may be safely claimed, were

united in the case of him whose career we are now considering, whose
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fame, while so conspicuously that of both the soldier and the civilian, was
pre-eminently that of the man.

The aspect in which the public contemplate the memory of General

Grant has in it an element that is often wanting in respect to great public

characters, and which, beyond all else, is charily and sparingly rendered

—

that of genuine personal respect. Honor, and indeed devotion, is given

more freely than this, and even love is less cautious and self-restrained.

The qualities of mind and heart that command respect are not always the

most showy, though, unhappily, they are often the most dithculL to find in

the requisite completeness. There must be honor and truthfulness, unself-

ishness coupled with self-respect, and conscientiousness associated with

high resolves. All these characteristics may indeed be found in humble
and undistinguished persons; and even there they command respect, and
render those who possess them objects of favor. Men instinctivelj- hiuior

them wherever they are detected; and they of whom such qualities may be

predicated are sure of the favorable consideration of all right-thinking

men; and all who know how to justly estimate men's good-v.ill and true

reverence will value genuine respect as the rarest and the most preiious

tribute. And because all these high qualities are conceded to have been

eminently exemplified and illustrated in the life and charact-er of our hero,

we may from that ground claim for him the favoritism of the public, as

indicated in Macauiay's aphorism. Xor is it necessary for us to vindicate

his rightful claim to all of them. The poisoned tongue of detraction has

not dared to call in question either his truthfulness or his honor, nor yet

his conscientious devotion to his own convictions of right, coupled with

a lofty and self-respecting detestation of all impurity, profanity, and

moral coarseness. The meanness of partisan malice, which lives by defil-

ing the purest and best of names, has not dared either to assail the un-

selfishness of his patriotism or to call in question the elevation and

nobility of his purposes. Should some one, by a strange freak of miscal-

culation, come to lightly estimate Grant's soldierly qualities and to con-

clude that he was not a statesman, he must still concede and recogui/.e in

him the qualities that command respect. And upon these qualities his jiub-

lic renown rests, as upon an inunovable foundation; and these less con-

spicuous Init more excellent qualities are necessary to raise even the ir.o-t

admirable characteristics and conditions to their proper eminence. And
because the possession of public renown is always a temptation to the

harpies of detraction to attempt to defile and destroy it, the defense of

true respectability is the only and the sufficient safeguard ag;iinst suf a

onslaughts. Men who appreciate true excellence like to think well of th'-

public deeds of those whom they have learned to confide in as i)ei-.son;:lly

upright and virtuous, for the love of goodness.

It may seem a strange condition of things that one so admired and re-

spected as General Grant certainly had come to be, should also aj)]iear as

an object of pity; and yet this was his case to an uiuisumI degree. It is

not necessary, in this connection, to notice the petty detractions of par-

tisan or personal gossip, since these are the common accompaniments of
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exalted public positions; uor yet the rivalries of those who, striving after

self-aggrandizcnient, -were willing to discredit the purest and best as a

mcaus by which to become possessed of his jjosition; for this, too, must

be accepted as a part of the price of public honor. We have more par-

ticularly to consider the case of one who, at life's high noon having com-

])leted an unparalleled public career, found himself in a condition that

both permitted and required him to begin the world anew, but who failed

in the attempt, first by the treachery of those whom he trusted, and next

by being laid aside by an accident more disastrous than all the fortunes

of war; and, last of all, to be brought through protracted and terribly

painful sufferings down to death. When General Grant bad come home
from his wonderful tour round the world, weighted with honors such as

have fallen to the lot of few men, he was simply a private citizen without

occupation. lie was still at the height of his physical and intellectual

manhood, apparently with nearly a quarter of a century of active life be-

fore him. He now appeared to have at last found the long-coveted op-

portunities to do something for his family; to engage in social and public

enterprises; and to avail himself of the benefits offered by a dignified

leisure. That such were his anticipations is well known; and they were

liouorable to liim iu view of his relations, his abilities, and his exalted

social position: and yet how, at every point, were these reasonable expec-

tations thwarted! How did his property melt away like the hoar-frost!

how were the mementoes of his honors given into the hands of strangers,

and even a temporary shadow rest upon his good name! And then, just

as the darkest of these shadows seemed to be passing away—for neither

reproach nor disaster can permanently oppress the good man—the signs

of a malignant and incurable disease began to appear; and, through slowly-

moving weeks and months the whole world was called to contemplate

the illustrious sufferer steadily and surely, iu intense and unremitting

pain, yet without repining or faint-heartedness, going down to death.

The sight of suft'eriug naturally tends to excite pity, and its intensity is

somewhat proportioned to not only the jwin suffered, but also the great-

ness of him who suffers ; and by all these conditions the tender sympathies

and commiseration of the whole people were concentrated about the

couch of the dying hero. The nation that had long honored him for his

greatness and respected him for his integrity was now deeply moved by a

common impulse of pity because of his uucqualed sufferings.

THE LABOR PHOBLE:^! IX A:\rEPJCA.

A superficial observer, looking back at the relations of labor and capital

in this country during the past few years, Avould be little likely to deduce

many elements of encouragement or hope from his forecast of the social

and industrial future of the United States. And this may be said, not

only because superficial views are apt to be unreliable in themselves, but
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because there are certain peculiar economic lieresies in America which arc

ahuost sure to find their way into careless methods of dealing with the

hibor problem. One of these has so many appearances in its favor that

even foreigners, as a rule, adopt it without hesitation. The broad lines

by which the interests of labor and capital seem to be separated; the ap-

parently uncompromising spirit that inspires each in the assertion of prin-

ciple on the one hand, and of class rights on the other ; the pointedness

of the language used; the sensitiveness of highly-strung individualities to

personal rather than collective grievances; the tendency to attach an ex-

aggerated importance to the interventions of force—all these seem to give

a European character to the labor iiroblem in this country, and to involve

the working classes of the American continent in a common economic
destiny with the toiling millions of the Old "World. Yet uotliing can bo

more fallacious than to regard capital and labor as having in the United
States the same conditions of mutual relationship and development as

the doctrinaires lay down for them in the countries of Europe. True
enough it is, that in its broader aspects political economy is universal

in its application. But to employ it in support of the assumption that

the labor problem is the same on both sides of the Atlantic is to per-

petrate the worst kind of heresy. Not only does it present itself in a

ditferent way to each of the two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon race,

but the conceptions upon which its very existence as a social question is

based—the conditions that make it possible and rule its changing a.s-

pects—are alike distinct and diverse in the Old World and the New.
Take for illustration the sources of social order and government. In

the older countries of Europe society draws its stability, at least in the

popular conception, from monarchical institutions that exist independ-

ently even of the aristocratic elements that cluster around them—from a

small number of favored personalities who nile in most cases without

the slightest fictiou of responsibility to the people, and who, even when
exercising the functions of government side by side with a constitutional

assembly, claim prerogatives that iiave had no popular sanction. In

this country the forces which maintain social oixlcr not only represent the

people tliemselves, but are the actual products of the popular will and
consciousness. In Europe the relations of society to the ])ower of the

State express a subordination of a peculiarly humiliating kind. They
represent that abject tutelage to an ab-;nlute authority, and blind submis-

sion to an hereditary superiority, wliich characteri7.ed the earliest and
most barbarous forms of human government. The real fallacy of Rous-

seau's ''Contrat SociaV lay not in the great Frenchman's assumption of an

impossible or an unreal relation between governor and governed, but in

his selection of the monarchical countries of Europe for the assertion of

an original compact between royal and democratic elements for purposes

of social order. Such a compact, whether express or only tacit—whether

effected in the brief si)acc of a personal covenant or during the secular

evolution of an historical era—could not possibly take place, or even be

conceived, amid social conditions such as those of the Old World. If
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there be any materiul for tlie theory of a '-social contract" it must be sought

in the United States. In this country there is no pretense, not even tlio

slightest, of an absolute authority; nor is tliere any claim, even by force

of acquiescence, to functions of government that may be exercised ajjart

from the people or for an indefinite time. America offers to the \vorld

the remarkable spectacle of a population which has not only agreed to be

governed, but which regularly provides the machinery of its government.

One might point to an act of voluntary surrender not less real or valid

because it was not made by document in the presence of a notary public;

and yet it is a finer ai\d truer thing to say, that the people of the United

States, instead of agreeing to be ruled, govern themselves. Here we leave

the ground of the ''social contract," and approach that of the ideal state.

The significance of this diii'erence in the soiu-ce of power will be seen

all the more clearly when regard is paid to the tendency in old civiliza-

tions to rank property on the side of monarchy, and give it the advantage

of a special protection. This tendency is seen in the greater severity of

penalties for ofiicnses against property as compared with punishments for

crimes involving no brcacii of the rights of possession. It survives in the

saying that alleges the existence of one law for the rich and another for

the poor. In not a few of the countries of Europe it does actually rob the

impecunious classes of much of the protection they ought to enjoy at

the hands of the law. Xow in the United States this tendency, tiiough

formally expressed in inherited legislation, plays no part as a factor in

the labor problem. In countries where the power of the ruling class

has an existing or an historical foundation in wealth, the favor extended

by the law to capital is sometimes carried to the extreme of a conspiracy

by legislative forms against the natural rights of whole classes of tlic

people. Of this kind of persecution a striking illustration was afforded

in the attempts made to crush incipient trades-unionism in England.

Here, fortunately for the labor interest, and not less happily for the per-

sonal elements of capital, social conceptions make no distinction between

the man who gives work for wages and him who pays wages for work.

The so-called independence of American labor is a natural and expressive

condemnation of the groveling spirit in which opportunities of toil are so

often received by the downtrodden proletariat of European lands. Nor

is the nearness of labor to capital in this country confined to the merely

social aspects of life. A higher rate of wages—a more intense and

healthily chronic dissatisfaction with spheres of toil that only ]iartially

engage the worker's ]io\vers— a feeling of greater pride and ambition that

refuses to be contented with the bottom of the ladder, even should the

top offer no superior pecuniary advantage—these are among the causes

that in the United States lessen the number of steps which European

conditions place between the position of the workman and that of the

em])loyer.

Labor in America is further favored by its isolation. In the countries

of Europe advantages of locality, should they present themselves, can

only in the nature of the case be temporary. The labor markets of con-
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tigunus pnpulatious cannot long maintain a state other than that of com-
pletod equilibrium. ]Most of them occupy the same level, so far as the

rate of remuneration for labor is concerned
; . none of them can hope to

have their prospects-permauently modifled for the better by mere changes
in the nature of migrations. It is true that very little international

movement of this kind takes place, barriers of language and custom for-

bidding the transfer to a foreign country of labor that would promptly
avail itself of suddenly favorable circumstances on its own and familiar

soil. None the less quickly and surely, by the operation of causes well

known to political economists, is a temporary increase in the remunera-
tion of labor or the profit of capital brought down to the general level of

the European markets. From a "leveling dosvn " tendency of this kind
America is saved, lirst, by the superiority of her natural resources, medi-
ately, by her distance from the Old "World. Tliat she will hold this favor-

able position forever need not be contended. It is being continually un-

dermined by economical forces that, if slow in operation, are irresistible

in their effects. The equilibrium whicli the old countries have estab-

lished among themselves must inevitably be set up in the end between
Europe and the American continent. To this result every emigrant-

laden ship contributes, bringing an immediate beneficence so far as the

effect is contemporary, laying the foundations of economical evil so far

as the end is secular and remote. Yet, until these emigration currents

cease to flow from the east, American labor must continue to enjoy advan-
tages from which tlie workman of Europe has been shut out by centuries

of competitive exploitation.

Toil on this side of the Atlantic can also claim the added dignity of a

complete freedom from the influence of distinctions of class that erect

barriers between man and man. In the older civilizations well-defined

relations of subordination have not only grown up in th-e family, but find a

greater or less degree of expression in the business and social aspects of life.

Now in a new country like ours, where there is, undoubtedly, a connected

sequence of inherited traditions based on blood, but Avhere the combina-
tions of the social fabric are new, the family fails to insist upon its rela-

tions of subordination with the same harshness as that which character-

izes the persistence of those relations in the older societies of Europe.

Tlie attitude of capital toward labor is consequently less authoritative and
more altruistic. A tacit consciousness of equal rights and privileges robs

toil, whether offered or received, of its ancient character as a benefaction.

A new country, moreover, favors compromises and adjustments between
so-called rival interests. Ideas are not yet crystallized into conceptions;

opinions have not hardened into prejudices. Individuality, on tlic other

hand, is less shackled by the influences which in mature countries social

masses wield over their single elements; the tendency to gregarious fol-

lowing after agitators paid or unpaid is demonstrably weak. That the

con\binations of capital in this country are young is an advantage to both

of the great interests under discussion. Such combinations in Europe
arc often the result of long secular accumulations; in too many cases they
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enjoy ago \\-ithout possessing wisdom, and waste their fonnidablencss in

injudicious irritations of labor. The wages fund of the United States is

for tlie most part represented by young corporations less unbending, and

perhaps more cautious, or at any rate not easily lured into illegal jiosi-

tions or unjust attitudes by a mere love for displays of force.

The prospects of the American hibor problem, full of encouragement

when viewed alone, draw a special hopefulness from their association

with the brilliant future which the materials and conditions of our socio-

logical development hold out to the United States. The few ruder char-

acteristics of a young civilization are fast melting away in the dawn of a

maturer epoch for the inhabitants of this continent. Here, at any rate,

the "brotherhood of man " is no longer a poetic dream. In Europe, even

in a country civilized, as is England, the foreigner still occupies a place in

popular conceptions little higher than that filled to old Greek imaginations

by the " barbarian " who could not be understood. In this country no man
shudder^^ at the sound of a strange tongue, nor starts at the apparition of

some wanderer from the shores of the Old "World. And this continual

entry of new anthropological elements—this settlement in our midst of

races the most diverse—this absorption of foreign custom, language, and

blood—this process, in fact, of the assimilation and reaction that is every-

where teudiug to the evolution of a certain measure of physiological uni-

formity out of a pronounced racial hetcrogeneousness—all these are so

many influences continually engaged in breaking down barriers such as

those whicli separate classes in the Old World, as well as in promoting that

form of altruism which is not only one of the highest satisfactions of re-

ligious feeling, but which must ever present itself as the aim and end of

all perfect civilization. And in saying this, it is by no means the ideal fut-

ure of the theorists that we have in view. The time may or may not conic

when individuality shall have groAvn to be its own lawgiver, and when a

practical communisni will exist as intolerable of poverty on the one hand

as of large accumulations of wealth on the other. In our own view it is

enough to look forward to a homogeneous population without distinctions

of race; to a society not yet old, but crystallized enough to yield, wiih

healthy conceptions, a settled characteristic literature; to a higher view

of international duty fitly co-existent with the new altruism at home

than any that has been born from progress in the Old World; and finally,

to a spirit that shall not destroy, but tolerate, the mutual necessities

of capital and labor iu a dual existence of perfect harmony and happy

compromise. £d:.iu>'d Noijle.
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FOREIGN, RELIGIOUS Al^TD LITERARY.

The SErAKATiON of CriUKcn and State seems to be the all-absorbing

question ainoncr the religious publicists of France and Italy. The Italian

statesman ]Minghetti has published a rather remarkable work on this sub-

ject, with a striking introduction by Laveleye, of Belgium, who is fast

coming to the front as one of the safest, as well as most advanced, think-

ers of the day in this line. Minghetti, as deputy and minister of the king-

dom of Italy, is peculiarly competent to write a work of this nature, for

he is at once philosopher, jurist, economist, canonist, and staleiuiau.

His pages on modern science and the relation between science and relig-

ion, as well as the relation between religion and civil society, disclose the

true philosopher.

Minghetti does not consider the theological faculties as the homes of

ignorance, nor theology as an instrument of oppression, and he boldly

declares that to neglect these matters is to lower the level of one's studies.

And his friend and eulogizer, Laveleye, goes still further in declaring that

any separation of these powers should be only civil, as a moral union be-

tween the two must always exist, and the separation itself should be but

a measure of public right.

On the basis of these studies, Dartigue, in the '" Revue Clu^etieune," takes

up the cudgel for France in an important article treating of the solution

in its two phases of liberal and radical. He declares that the French are

proceeding rapidly in this matter, drawn by an irresistible current, which

is increasing day by day, and which will soon acquire a volume that

will overcome all resistance. "With him the ];iroposed separation is in the

logiqve of ideas, and as ideas govern the world, this lor/iq'ie will, sooner or

later, mold the morals and control the laws. It is to-day discussed every-

where—in the press, on the forum, and at the political gatherings. Every

real democratic progress, as well as every liberal reform, shakes the edifice

of the Concordat, and this, by dint of repetition, will finally lead to its

fall. The point made by Dartigue in his discussion is the difference be-

tween the liberal solution and the radical one; the latter would destroy

all religion, while the former would follow in the footsteps of the United

States, Ireland, and, to a certain extent, of Belgium. The French Prot-

estants are strengthened in their convictions by the course of Gladstone

in this mutter, and the present extensive discussion of the same question

in Scotland.

In the French Chambers, which reflect the popular voice, scarcely any

serious discussion takes place that does not at least touch on this matter;

and while there is at present a majority against separation, this same

majority is at the same time so disposed to push the Concordat to the

wall as to make its friends inclined to wish its repeal. If the Radicals

succeed in this effort the moment will have arrived for energetic action

on the part of the Liberals.
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The Festive Week is the title given to au account of all the rclitcious
anniversaries recently lieUl iu Berlin. The activity of the German Chris-
tians is certainly beyond all question, and it almost takes one's breath
away to undertake to follo-A- all their movements.
The young men's associations, though so recent in origin, liave grown

marvelously. There are now over a hundred of these, wil;h nearly ninety
tliousand members. It is proposed to add to these the new feature of a
fund for aid in sickness or death, and the reports from the various bodies
is very encouraging.

The work of publishing and circulating Christian publications for the
masses is a phenomenal success; 71,500 sheets are now issued weekly,
more tlian double that of last year. This enterprise was recently begun
amid jeers and doubts, now it is greatly prized and praised, and "the
money for the work seems to come by faith—no deficiencies arc reported.
The city mission work of Berlin is also growing greatly. Dr. St5cker,
the court-preacher, gives a great deal of time and' energy to tlie

work, and is now enlisting the theological students as teachers in the
mission schools. The city mission publication office issues weekly 73,000
sermons, which are distributed largely among those who else would
neither see nor hear a sermon in their lives. This mission now reports
the erection of an asylum for discharged criminals, where they can be
aided in their eiforts to lead a new life.

The Protestant JNIission for i\\Q Heathen held its anniversary before a
ci-owded house. During the year it has done a large work in Africa and
Cliina, having baptized in the latter country 1.68G, and in China 07. At
an overflow meeting in the evening the leading pastors of the capital
were present, and the main question discussed was that of missionary
activity in the new colonies of Germany.

In a so-called pastoral conference, very largely attended, the con-
sistorial councilor led off in the discussion of the burning question of the
duel in the German universities. His address was full "of historical ma-
terial, and culminated in the watch-word, "Abolition of the Duel! " He
advised his fellow-clergy to decline co-operation in the funeral of any one
falling in a duel, as they now mostly do in tliat of a suicide.

A movement was made to form a pastors' league for the more eflVctual
working of the various interests in which the Church should be engaged.
Some of these were: social reform in legislation for the interests of^'work-
ingmen; repose for the workingman on the Sabbath; nieasurcs against the
growing propensity to drink; a higher tax on the manufacture of liquor,
and a fine for public drunkenness.

Then came a conference in the interest of prison discijiline, with an
address on youthful criminals, and a serious admonition for our times.
The gi-eatest danger in this case was declared to be the education for
crime that they receive within prison walls from contact with old ollVnd-
ers

;
therefore an earnest appeal was made for separate prisons for the

young, and reformatory asylums for them when released. The week closed
^ith the anniversary of the Society for the Conversion of the Jews.
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The Armenian People are now emerging from a long obscurity,

greatly to the gratificutiou of Oriental scholars. Within the last feu-

decades the various lands of the Orient, especially China and Japan, have
rapidly come within the range of our knowledge. But all those portions

lying under the iron heel of the Turk have remained closed. The western

sections of Asia Minor have been the scene of various ethnological expe-

ditions that have afforded subjects of great interest, but the more eastern

regions have not received much attention, and this has been very spe-

cially the case with Armenia. This nation has, during four centuries,

preserved its intellectual, if not its political, independence, a fact which
is worthy of our regard and esteem.

In their little Alpine land the Armenians have been able to preserve a

portion of the treasures of classical antiquity, while in Europe the mi"-ra-

tions of the masses have, in many instances, destroyed all the inheritance

of the past. In spite of Mongolians and Tartars, Greeks and Arabs,

Kurds, Turks, and Russians, the Armenians have remained true to the

faith and language of their fathers. Those who have so p:-oud a past

to show do not easily efface their traditions in the days of darkness; and
in their case the Turkish sway seems to have made them only the more
loyal to the past. Ruled by a nation so far below them in culture, the

Annenians have been the more zealous within themselves; and thus, far

from their native land, the monks of the Armenian cloister at Venice

have protected and printed the precious relics of the Armenian writers of

ancient times, while in their own mountain home a new intellectual life

has sprung up that is now i^roduciug numerous literary works and send-

ing forth some valuable periodicals.

A recent Bavarian guest among them has given to the Academy of

Sciences of Munich a very interesting account of their present activity.

They are now studying the principal works of foreign authors in nearly

all linos of literature, and are translating the masterpieces of Goethe and
Schiller, of Shakespeare and La Fontaine, into their own tongue. Their

journalistic activity is quite marvelous, consisting of monthly, weekly,

and daily issues, treating of the progress of all modern literature.

They are also founding schools on the model of the German Gymnasia,

which are controlled by teachers who have received their training in Ger-

many. A Xormal School in Tiflis prepares teacbcrs for the lower scliools,

and the fact that this work is well done is seen in the announcement that

in Russian Armenia no less than eight hundred male and female teachers

are employed. Many young Armenians, in their thirst for knowledge,

are making great sacrifices to qualify themselves in foreign schools

—

mostly, those of France and Germany—for posts of honor and usefulness

in their own country; and thus the day seems to be rapidly approaching

when this downtrodden and much-bolied nationality will 'lift its head as

an intellectual light in the midst of the surrounding darkness of Moham-
m('<lan rule, and it may be hoj)cd that the leaven which has been so long

hid.len in the meal will rise to assert its virtue in favor of Christian civ-

ilization. 3Iay the time be hastened 1
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Alcoiiom^m in Dexmakk is just now the ruliug question of disrussion

in that Uttle kingdom. The Order of Good Templars lias been established

there, and the conflict is being carried on in genuine American stylo.

During the live years of its existence the order has increased to niiietv

lodges, with about 3,500 members, though some of these are childrcu'.s

lodges. The attention of the pulilic is gained by num.erous placards

cvcry-wlicre, even, a reporter says, in the raihvay depots; and the lod_!,'<-;

have frequent festive meetings, with music and song. The specclies on
these occasions are at times patriotic, and at times assume a religious

form, and very often the cause of the order is presented as the cause of

God, which shows how thoroughlj alike are the Danish and American
ideas on this subject.

This religious tendency of the work has caused in some q\iarters no
little opposition, so that a branch is likely to be formed on the basis of

" intelligence and science," to all of which there is no special objection

if this banner Avill bring in more converts to the cause. The pledge of

this branch will bo total abstinence for one year, and not for life, as witli

the Templars; but even here the jirinciple of total abstinence is regarded

as the main pillar of success in spiritual and material warfare. This new-

order looks especially toward exerting an influence on legislation. Ami
besides these, there are reported also in Denmark a great variety of total

abstinence societies of other shades, so that the sum total of active tem-

perance people runs up to about 2o.000, which is a large number in >o

small a country for a cause so new and foreign to European instincts.

In Copenhagen the temperance peo])lc are establishing colTee and eating

houses, in which the only alcoholic drink is beer, and this is sold only in

connection with food. Five of such houses are now in operation, and

they are largely patronized by the working classes, so that the capital

stock has earned during the year three per cent, dividend. And tlit;

Danes say that this is a proof that these advance the cause of temperance,

as only ten per cent, of the guests call for beer.

In Fkance colonization is the question that ranks all others, and tlio

continual repetition of the matter in all its phases proves how deep a root

it has taken on the ])ublic mind. In the Chambers nearly every debate

slips into it, and the coming elections will very probably hinge on it.

One very decided advantage to be gained by this tendency will be a

more extended and accurate knowledge of geography on the jiart of the

nation at large, which is, be it said, not very well posted in this sci-

ence. The cause of this unceasing furor is doubtless the mortification of

the country at the great defeats in the Franco- German war, and the .sooth-

ing balm which these doubtful victories alTord to the pride of the nation.

The raid begun some time ago with Tahiti, which had been for a season

only a Frencli protectorate, and as such was ruled, it seems, in the intert-sl

of Catholicism, notwithstanding the leaning of the natives toward Prot-

estantism. But the Tahitians are now French citizens, and. as such, are

at liberty to exercise their own free choice iu the matters of religion.
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When this aflair w;is settled the ^' grandc nation'''' turned its attention

to the northern coast of Africa, and by tlic tinal annexation of Tunis now
controls the whole northern coast of Africa, from the Gulf of Gabes to the

confines of Morocco. This they claim as an admirable victory of the

army, the navy, and tlie diplomats; but a good many people regard the

whole movement as a simple ]iiece of cliicanery. It is, of coui'se, a grati-

fj'ing affair to make the Mediterranean a French lake, and have, within

twenty-four hours of ^larscilles, a magnificent French colony on the op-

posite shore peopled by active Frenchmen, whose energy will produce

wealth and power. But France has possessed now for fifty years a large

portion of this coast, and has done but little with it, Kow the Church,'

under the active Archbishop Lavirgerie, will try its hand at the task.

In Rome the movement among the soldiers of the army toward the so-

called " Military Congregation" still increases. The now famous Luigi

Capellini, who was himself a soldier for eight years, has been for thirteen

years busy among the soldiers of the national army stationed in Rome.

At the same time he visits every summer various camps in central and

southern Italy, in order in these to scatter the good seed. During this

period more than a thousand soldiers have left tlie Catholic Church, and

been accepted as members of this Protestant Military Congregation.

In this way, at the close of their three years' service, they return to

their homes, taking their Bibles with them to their friends and comrades

in various parts of Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia. Capellini has been so suc-

cessful in his work of elevating the common soldier that the king of Italy,

over a year ago, conferred on him the Order of the Crown of It:ily. This

induced him to make an effort to have a more substantial locality for his

work in the vicinity of most of the barracks, where he could have a hall

for his religious meetings, a place for a reading-room, etc.

A goodly sum has been collected for this purpose, and his eilorts now
seem about to be crowned with success. He has found for sale a group of

buildings that are well situated for mission purposes and other needed

additions, but he requires a considerable increase in his funds before he

can secure them, as the work has grov/n on his hands. In order to pro-

cure what he wants a company of influential Protestant gentlemen, mainly

Scotchmen and Germans, have formed themselves into a committee to

collect funds in aid of the military mission. They are about to present

their plans in circles where they have influence, both in Italy and else-

where, and there is little doubt of their success. The Protestant world

may well aid this entcqirise, as it forms the most direct and effective means

of sending to all parts of tlie peninsula veritable missionaries in the per-

sons of the returning soldiers of this Congregation.

TnK Index ExmiGAToiuus has received the compliment of a thorough

examination in a large work of two volunu'S, of which the latter is just

before the public. It is from the pen of Professor Pa'usch, of the Univer-

sity of Bonn, and is quite a curiosit}' from what it reveals of the literary
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acumen of tlip former dignitaries of the Church. The forbidden books

are arranged clironologically and googi'aphically, and the catalogue is

brought down to the year ISSi. It tlirows a new and sharper light on

some of the internecine conllicts of the Church, especially those of the

Jansenists, Galileans, and Quictists.

So far as Protestant literature is concerned, it proves that, in general,

the Index seemed to strike by mere chance, depending largely on the

views of the prefect or the secretary of the period. Many Protestant

theologians, ^vell known as controversialists, arc not mentioned in the In-

dex, -while the works of some other subordinate ones are quoted and con-

demned. In addition to this there are found a large number of works that

in their day were of no account, and are now wholly forgotten. ]\Iost of

the works of the earlier periods are in the Latin, and among the dogma-
tists quite a number of prominent Lutherans are not mentioned; wliy

some are included while others arc excluded no one can now imagine.

Of the historians, Ranke's " History of the Popes " and Gregorius on the

" History of the City of Rome " receive the honor of expurgation.

In regard to the authority of the Index in the Romish Church, the

author declares that in earlier times the view of the Curia in regard to

many of these works was not alwaj-s considered binding, especially in

France, Germany, Spain, Belgium, and even a part of Italy. But since

the days of the infallibility dogma the Index has acquired increased im-

portance, and has been considered binding. Any controversy now in the

strictly churchly circles is no longer considered admissible. It is now
considered the right thing to speak of the Index with great respect. The

Index is now mainly useful as a manual in the control of the clergy on

the part of the Curia; for other purposes it is more curious than useful.

The Policy of the Pofe toward the State power has been for some

time in doubt on account of his trouble with the "Journal de Rome"
and its editors, both of whom have been silenced by his order for interfer-

ence in and criticism of his official corresj)ondencc. The qitidnunr^i have

insisted that all this means a change of policy on the part of the PontilL

But the latest utterances of the great \ncar dispel all these hopes. Thu

Pope's own special organ, the " Os^crvatorc Romano,''^ denies any ju-oba-

bility of a chanixe of opinion toward the present order of things in Italy,

and declares it folly to think that such a change can take jilace toward a

government that began its career with despoliation of the pap d ]iow.-r.

This oflicial organ is now again very careful to assert that the Pope still

maintains the fixed determination to claim his undiminished rights. And

to settle the matter, it is now asserted that the Cardinal Secretary of State

has sent dispatches to all the nuncios at foreign courts which ab-olutely

deny the reports of the Paris journals, and designate theni as the effort

of the ultra clericals to exert a pressure on the Pope. According to this

dispatch, while Leo XIII. will tolerate ho opposition of certain fanati's

against his highest aiithority, he can in no way tolerate any violciuc

toward the inalienable rights of the Church and the Papacy.
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A Dkcuke of the French Minister of Worship to the consistories of
the Keformed Church of France is at present causing considerable con-
sternation in that body. The minister has observed that a certain num-
ber of persons, without the official character demanded, have been supply-
ing churches, obtaining their authority simply from the unofficial synods.
This practice, he declares, is in conflict with the Ordinance that no can-
didate can exercise spiritual functions in the Protestant worship witliout
first having acquired the degree of Bachelor of Theology in the regular
schools. The clergy are, therefore, directed to take no part in these''" ir-

regular consecrations," and not to accept them in their churches. The
significance of this decree lies in the fact that the right of decision as to
religious qualifications is withdrawn from the authorities of tlic CImrch
and given exclusively to the civil authorities. It seems that the unotricial
synod—that is, the orthodox ministers of the Reformed Church — re-

solved, four years ago, to grant ordination to candidates not having
university diplomas, if, in other respects, they were clearly fitted fo'r

the divine office. The motive to this action was the need of preachers
in many parishes, and the need of tliose who have faith in the Church,
rather than those leaning toward secular culture as a sufficient qualifi-

cation. A goodly number of godly men have been tlius appointed,, with
no interference on the part of the State, which now suddenly springs
this trap. This action clearly indicates the influence of the liberal clergy
with the State oflicials, and a disposition to interfere with the action and
liberty of the Church.

The Old Catholics seem to hold their own and keep in good spirits,

if we are to judge from their recent synod in Bonn, at which were present
twenty-five clerical and forty-three lay members. Among these we notice
the names of some prominent men, who have for some time been quiet,
but who now seem to be renewing their activity, Bi.shop Reinkens is

still vigorous, and addressed several public meetings. The private assem-
blies were for strictly official work.

The National Catholic Church of Switzerland also held its synod in
Berne, with a good attendance of laity and clergy. According to the
annual report of Bishop Ilcrzog, there are forty-three congregations now
organized in Switzerland, of which the largest are those in Zurich and
Basle. There are now enrolled sixty clergy in this new enterprise, and
there is a school in Berne with a faculty and ten students. The present
condition of tliis Church is represented as very gratifying, but there is

pressing need of financial aid for the training school.

It is quite gratifying to notice the practical activity of the Gerinnns in

the matter of missions in the newly-acquired German colonies in Africa.

In the immediate vicinity of the Togo country the Bremen missionaries
have a seminary, with twenty-seven pupils ])reparing for the work. The
entire Xew Testament, a portion of the Old. a hymn book, the Catechism,
and sundry school books are already translated into the language of the
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people. Germrin missionaries are invited to come into tlic Koba territory.

Certain prominent Christians of Berlin have united to establish a mission

in the rear of Zanzibar with a German pastorate. In Agra-Pequena there

have been Germans from the Rhenish mission for forty-five years, "who

have cstablishad eight stations by great eiTorts. In the German colonics

of Australia elTorts are being made to start the missionary work in the

islands of Xew Britain. They are also looking toward work in Era])eror

Vvilliam's Land, and in Xcw Guinea. The Cameroons are already pretty

well proN-ided for by the Baptists, so that the Germans will not interfere

tl)ere. But every-where the demand is greater than the supply.

The Sxuin' of Tiif-OLOGy is still on the increase throughout Germany,

greatly to the satisfaction of the Church. And the motives that impel to

this fiood-tide are evidently serious—that is, the young men are not sim-

ply resorting to theology as a profession, as in former times, but seem

rather to be impelled by the Spirit of Jesus Christ. This can be seen

when certain questions, such as that concerning dueling, are brought up

for discussion, which they are more than ever inclined to treat from a

Cliristian rather than a worldly stand-point. The German Univei-sities

have done their share toward unsettling the minds of young men in the

matter of theological study by their excessive attention to the scientific

questions of the day, and. there is now a reaction from that course. Indeed

there is likely to be too great a movement in this direction. Many of the

students are turning with disgust from this plethora into the more prac-

tical work of preparing themselves for theological work alone, so that

their teachers are urging the older men of the clergy to go before them

witli the good example of the jys? medium in all things.

Freucii theologians are preparing the way for the intelligent observance

of tiie second centennial of the Kevocatiou of the Edict of Xantcs by the

])ublication of several very excellent treatises on the history of French

Protestantism. Of these the most noted is that of Claude, revised ar.d

enlarged by Rev. Frank Puaux, editor of the "ii'.r ;/.?." This is the best

defense extant of the Protestants against the cruel edict of Louis XIV.

"When in all Europe the agents of that monarch audaciously denied the

persecutions of which the Reformers were the victims, Jean Ch^ude under-

took the duty of telling the story in his famous work, "The Complaints

of the Cruelly Onpri'S-ed Protestants." Into this defense Claude threw

a fiery eloquence tiiat has lost nothing by time. And now the notes of

Puaux, accompanying the text, throw light on any obscurity that miglit

appear in the present. Another work, entitled "The Synods of tiie

Desert," details all the acts of these famous synods held in secret from

the death of Louis XIV. down to the days of the Revolution, here col-

lected and publi^^u'd for the first time. This is by Edmond Ungues, of

the French Academy.

Assuming that we like " to sec ourselves as others see us," as a matter of

•curiosity, we give om- readers a short extract from a German religious
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periodical of the old school in regard to the style of preaching the Gos2)el

in this country

:

American preachers have a marvelous skill in preaching about all conceivable

things except the Gospel pure and simple. Tliis, to thein, is too old-fashioned,

and does not m:ike a sensation. To prove the truth of this assertion one need
only take up a Saturday's paper, in wliich are usually advertised all the subjects

of tlie sermons of the foUowinir Sunday. As a proof of thiswe j,'ive a few themes
treated of in a certain city oi Oliio on a recent Sabbath. Tlie Bain'sts announcvd
a discourse on "Street Labor;" a Presbyterian treated of " Wliire Houses in

Heaven ;
" a Metliodist gave tlie " Approaching Cholera ;

" and a Congregational-

ist, "Live Uogs and Dead Lions." Anotlier Meihodist advertised, "How We
Climbed Pike's Peak." But only one single one in fourteen gave a really Gospel
theme, namely, "Man Crowned in Christ, his Redeemer;" and tliis, doubtless,

attracted the fewest hearers.

MISSIONARY INTELLIGENCE.

The Success of Evaxgeltstic Eb'fokts among the FREXcn Cana-
dians.—The Proshyterian Church of Canada, through the Rev. C. Cliin-

iquy, the well-known converted priest, seems to be doing a large Avork

among the French Catliolics of the Dominion. This work, which is still

spreading, has been almost entirely developed iu the past ten or eleven

years. In 1874 there was only one French Protestant congregation in

the city of Montreal, with 17 communicants; now there are eight congre-

gations with about 400 families, almost all of whom have come out of the

Church of Rome. A comparison of the figures of the report of 1885 with

those of the report for 1875 of the Board of French Evangelization of

the Canada Presbyterian Church shows how fruitful a field the French

Catholics form for Protestant laborers:

1875. 1885.

Number of Fields worked 8 33
Num'wr of Preaching Si ations 12 T5
Number of Church Buildings 3 27
Number of Ordained Missionaries 3 20
Number of LTnordained Missionaries and Teachers 14 42
Number of Families connected with the Churches, about 200 1,091
Number of Communicants connected with the Churches, about.

.

220 1,1.^3

Number of Pupils attending Mission Schools, about 190 707
Keceipts, about " $G.459 $28,735

The number of converts the past year is almost as large as the whole

French membership of 1875. Meantime many of the converts have also

removed to the United States, and some have joined other Chin-chcs in the

Dominion. Of the 245 new communicants received the past year 197 were

French-speaking, and 48 English-s^ieaking. In some places the services

are conducted in both languages. One very encouraging feature of the

work is in the attendance at Protestant schools. Says the report:

It is certainly surprising to see so many Roman Catholic families ready to send
their children to Protestant scliools, and especially to mission schools, where
their children are constantly under the iutluence of religious teachings opposed to
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their creed. Does not this fact show how effective lias been the work of tlio

missionaries among tJie people of tliis province, and to what extent prejudices

have been removed ?

Many of those wlio have not enough faith, courage, or light to abandon Roman-
ism are, however, convinced that tlieir cliildren have notliing to lose by being
placed under our religious teacliing. The progress of the work has been sucli

that, in this Province of Quebec, where tlic population is almost entirely Roman
Catholic, we can till up our schools with Roman Catholic children, when in other

provinces, the great majority of whose inliabitants are Protestants, we could
hardly find a Roman Cutholie in Protestant schools or churches.

There are 21 of these mission schools, with 2G teachers and 707 scholars,

of whom 223 are the children of Catholic parents, and four fifths of the

remainder children of recent converts from Romanism. The report takes

note of the fact, that wMle in the Province of Quebec the time was when
the Bible was almost an unknown book among the French, to-daj' it is a

source of great influence in every parish.

Pkogress rsr the New IlEBrtiDES.—This group of islands used to be

reckoned among the most savage and hopeless of missionary fields ; but

Presbyterian missionaries of Canada and Scotland have, in the course

of a generation, firmly established a Christian civilization among tiiese

cannibal tribes, and every year brings notes of progi'ess. Some of tlie

islands have been entirely Christianized; others are in a transition state,

and in some heathenism still flourishes. One of the devoted pioneers who
died in the field brought about the conversion of one of the islands, and

upon his monument is this inscription: " When he came here there were

no Christians; when he left there were no heathen." Eleven of tlie

islands are occupied by thirteen missionaries, representing the Scottish

Free Church, the Australasian, and the Canadian Presbyterian Churche-.

The oldest missionary, tlie Rev. John G. Patou, was appointed in 1.^.")'^.

The central part of the group is now the most fruitful. Efate and Xguna

are giving rich returns for the labor expended in the past. Tongoa is

the latest island entered. A church of 12 members has been formed on

it. In Efate about 70 renounced heathenism last year. Only six rnile-^

from Efate lies an island Which has not yet been evangelized. Some

teachers went to it ^vith the intention of remaining over-night. Tlicy

were warned, however, to leave, and told that if they stayed they would bo

cut to pieces, and were shown the tomahawks. In Aneityuin 30 nev.-

members were received into Church fellowship. The birth rate in this

island is far exceeded by the death rate. Last j-ear there were only 47

births to 90 deaths. Ci\-ili/ation seems to be fatal to the savages 9f the

South Seas as well as to the aborigines of Australia.

TnE ^YESLEYAX ]\riSSION IN AsiIAXTI RE-ESTAnLTSITKD.—As long ^^<^

as 1839, when Ashanti was one of the most powerful nations on the AN i-t

African coast, the Wesleyans undertook to establish a mission in Kuni.wi.

but little or nothing was accomplished. Wars and difticulties of various

kinds occurred to interrupt the work, and it has not been practicable t"

resume it until recently. Sir Garnet Wolseley destroyed the old despotism
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w-lien lie sacked Kumasi iu 1874, but another oppressive system rose in its

place which a gradual revolution has now broken down.' Province after
province has revolted and.set up a separate government, until the old em-
pire, compact and powerful as it was, has become an aggregation of petty
states, rejoicing in their liberty and independence, "it is thought that
the old order can never be restored. Under these circumstances the Wes-
leyan Society has deemed it wise to re-enter Ashanti, and a line of stations
has been formed reaching to Kumasi in answer to earnest requests from
the people of various towns. The first station is Amuaful, where the peo-
ple have erected a bamboo chapel. The next is at Bekwai, a few miles
distant. It was formerly one of the most important towns and provinces
south of Kumasi. Says the Rev. W. Terry Coppin, of the West Coast
District, who visited it recently ou his way to Kumasi:

Though destroyed in the 18'74 expedition it has been almost entirely rebuOt,
and still wears that air of stateliuess which others have remarked. The kin?)
an atciablc, pleasant, dignified, handsome fellow, has not long been upon the
stool. Wjien cJiose:), a httlo more than twelve months ago, he had to publiciv
and solemnly swear not only to abolish human sacrilices, but to maintain the mis-
sion. To one unac^uaiuted with the recent changes in Ashanti this remarkable
action of the people seems scarcely credible. The stability of liis throne depends
upon his fidelity to his oath. lie g.ive us a state welcome, and all our interviews
with him were of a most agreeable and satisfactory character. The substance of
his public and official speech was this: "I like the mission. I do not mean to
j)lay with iL Having recL-ived it into ray town, it is my intention to support it.

Ciiildren shall be sent to the school, and people shall have liljcrty of worship."
TJie mission compound the people liavo built tor the Rev. Robert Jones, the na-
tive minister, greatly pleiised me. It is more commodious tlian their own, and in
a good situation. Of course it is built in the pure Ashanti stvle. namely, au open
yard with surrounding apartments. These occupy three sides,' and the schooi-
chapel the fourth side of the inelosure. Doors and windows are luxuries- so the
privacy of the apartments, which are perfectly open to tiie yard, is secured bv
dropping a mat screen or cloth curtain.
On leaving Bekwai I noticed several skulls, bleached white by the sun. lying

on a small bank of wild vegetation. Wiiy tliey were placed tlicre I could" not
learn from my people, and did not care to ask the towns-people. In about an hour
we readied Dengyia<i. The king having had good notice of the time of our pro-
jected visit, had called in the chiefs atid their people from the vill:i;;-es and planta-
tions, in order to welcome us and hear our palaver; hence there was a much
greater display here than anywhere else ; almost every man was in his best cloth a<id
carrying a musket. 'J'lie king sat under an immense umbrella made partlv of scarlet
flannel, and his chiefs sat on each side of him. Their followers ranged themselves
round them, and made up a scene that was picturesque and somewhat imposing.
It was n Kumasi grand reception ou a small sale. Amid a deafening din of drum's
and gongs, horns and handbells, we went to pay our respects in the cnstomarv
manner. Waving our hands to the prhicipal personages and shakinsr hands with
the king, we completed the round' and retired to tlie shade of a neighboring: tree.
In a little while the whole assembly was in motion. As we had saluted them so
they defiled before us and gave their greetings. Later on, having rested and re-
freshed ourselves, we had another public interview. King Dome's reply was as
f\ivorable as Karikari's at Bekwai. Be.*"ore separating he said :

'• You have eliL-sen
ns, wc liave chosen 3-ou, so you must not hurry awaV, but stay over Sunday with
us." This we agreed to do. The service onSunday aftcriioon. under tiie n\nz-
nificeut twin tree whicii stands in the main street, was deeply interesting. The
king and many of ids people were present. "U'liat gratitied me more than any
thing was the school. Between thirty and forty little Ashantis were being cate-
chized by Mr. Hayfron. As I looked at their chubby ebony cheeks, and black,
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sparkling crc3, and henrd them say the Lord's Prayor and sinj^ about Jesus i:i

their native tonqiio, T thoiv^'lit and felt how blessed it was to kmv.v that ll](ni>:ii

proud and cruel chiefs tiiought them to be but " mere leaves of tr.'Cs, drij]i|,';i.-,

of the forest," yet even those; tiie least of His little ones, -u-ere iin^j-.eaka))!_v j.r...

cious in his sigiit. The school-chapel stands at the top of the spacious street,

and is the most conspicuous object in tho town. Plain and siinplu enouirh to .•»

European or civilized African, it is a triumph of art to those who freely, phdiy
built it. Just behind it a doulile mission compound is being erected for the agent.

Already, in addition to building the chapel and mission preniises, tliese pcoplo.

once so terrible, have contributed £8 28. toward the agent's salary. "Verily,"
as a brother remarked at the missionary meeting last February, "God is begiti-

ning to reign in Ashanti." Dengyiasi lies south-west of Kuniasi. Having to go
to Dadiasi, which lies south-east, I resolved to proceed, first to Kumnsi, and from
thence to Dadiasi. Anxious as I was, if possible, to resume work in Kiunasi, iti

order to make it a base of operation for more northerly movements, yet I iiad

little hope of accomplishing any thing in that blood-stained capital. From wjiat

I had learned tlieir civil and political state was such tliat their minds were lillod

but with one tljought, namely, how to get back their former power and riches.

This jiroved indeed to be the case, for when our messenger who went to an-

nounce our proposed visit returned he brought a message to tliis effect: "Tl;c
head chief is pleased to hear the v.-hite man is coming. He hopes he will stay

six months, put a king on tlieir throne, and bring the country to peace." I arrived

in Kumasi on the Tuesday, arid left ou the Saturday. At the two interviews wit.h

the council 1 could not get them to-talk about any thing else than their political

misfortunes. If I had played the part of king-maker, and made tiie vain promise

of using ray intlucuce to get back the revolted people, whom they enumerated
one by one, they might then, as they said, have considered and taken the mission..

To build, however, on such a foundation as that, even if [iracticable. is to Iniild

on sand. Much as they hate the conquerors of their country in their heart.",

and despise the Gospel, of which they are not ignorant, yet they would use bo'.h

if they could gain their political ends thereby. It was onlj'lo give them natioii.-d

prestige that they ever received the mission, and as soon as they saw that ii he-

grm to aftect their people the edict went forth that no Ashanti must become a

Clirisiian. Insufferably proud, insolent, obstinate, and untruthful, the ^qv: rv-

mainuig chiefs of Kumasi will yet have to be more greatly humbled befo'-e tlicy

are willing to let tlte people immediatelj' under them enjoy the blessings that nru

now descending upon their fellow-countrymen in other towns and provinces <:f

Ashanti. Twelve months ago Mr. Hayfron wrote to me that half the city was
already in ruins, and that, at the present rate of decline, in two or three years

little more would be left than the vestiges of a few liabitations to mark tho ."itc

viiere Kimiasi once stood. Since then matters have gone from b:id to worse.

Its young king has died, as they believe, by the power of tho fetich; most of its

remaining nobles have been killed in battle or by epidemics ; and its very villages

have refused to serve it.

At Dadiasi the people are to build a chapel and pay §80 a year toward

au agent's salary. As he left this town Mr. Coppin saw its Golgotha, an

attachment which few Ashanti towns are free from. Here the pe(>i>le

rose against the royal family and put au end to them in order to do av, ay

with human sacrifice.

Bisrrop William Taylok's Mission.—Tu our September mnnbcr wo

stated that the Bishop's plan was to cstablisli some six or eiglit stations

with his present force. Dr. Summers had made a trip to tlie interior

about 300 miles from the coast, and had selected sites which he d»i nu -1

suitable for industrial and school stations. The Bishop and jiarty were

waiting at Loauda tlie return of the governor from the soutli l)efore M-t-

tinn: out for the interior. A letter from the Eev. Levin John-^on, dated
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St. Piuil de Loancla, July l.j, two mouths later than the letters -svo spoke

of in our last, has becu received by the edilor of the " Is orth-western

Christian Advocate," which gives the following interesting facts:

About seven weeks ago Bishop Taylor, u-itli a force of five men, started for

the interior to explore suitable ]i!aces for mission stations. A letter has been
received from him givinc; favorable reports. He wants Iho party to start for the
interior as soon as practicable. All those assigned for the interior vdll leave

u'iihiu ten days. Tlie Bishop st;\ted in his letter that after a pra3-erful night he
decided to divide the eornpau}- as follows:

Loanda, C. L. Radcliff and Eli Chatclain. Nliangepepe, A. E. TVithey, wife,

and four children; W. H. Mead, wife, and six children; TW P. JJodson. and
C G. Rudolph. This station lies about 270 miles from the coast. Pungo Au-
dongo, Joseph Wilks, wife, and daughter, eighty nnles from Xhangcpepe.
Malauge, S. J. Mead, wife, and niece ; C. W. Gordon, and Levin Johnson. This

place is situated about 400 miles from the coast, and is a principal caravan .sta-

tion in this part of the interior. Natives from the extreme interior come to this

place with their rubber, ivory, etc. Kiok nation, probably at Casangue, C. L.

Davenport and wife and ^.L C. M'Lean. This station is about 100 miles inland

from ifalango.

The past four mont!is have irideed been a season of severe trials and patient wait-

ing. To most of us the acclimatizing process has tended to draw us nearer the

Lord—in fact, it has been a purif}-ing furnace. Your correspondent seems to

have had his share, and almost despaired of ever getting acclimatized. For about
four months we had a severe siege, beginning on the vessel at Sierra Leone, and
continuing for a montli on the water and three months in Loanda. Wc thought
we should have to return to America, but during the past few weeks our health
has greatly improved, and we have concluded to try the interior, which they re-

port is healthiprthan on the coast. At pre.sent the company seem to have a good
degree of health. It seems wonderful to us that the cl\ildren and the rest have
been so remarkably preserved from death. Perils by sea and perils by the Af-

rican fever, and yet alive and cheerful and hopeful. Truly our heavenly Father
has protected us.

Tlie party will take the steamer from Loanda up the Qnanza River to Dondo,
the head of navigation, a distance of over 200 miles from this place. From
Dondo to the stations they v.-ill travel caravan style.

A letter from Bishop Taylor dated Nhangepope, June 19, has been re-

ceived, in which he says that Xhangcpepe will be one of the most im-

portant stations. He had surveyed two thousand acres of good land for

a farm. It would require, he thought, but little effort to grow food

enough for the mission families. lie says he wants a "dozen or two of

suitable persons " to arrive in Loanda about next May, for mission work.

TnK Maoiiis of Xew Zk.\l.\xd. — Fully tliree fourths of the New
Zealand aborigines are professing Christians, of whom the great majority

are connected with the Church of England. Reports to the Church .Alis--

sionary Society speak, as in former years, of the decrease of the ^Maori

population and of the scattering of their communities. Their usual

avocation, digging for kauri gtun, requires them to spread themselves

over large districts, and usually a kaaniga whose nominal jiopulation is a

luuidred cannot muster more than forty or fifty diu'ing eight months in

the year. The parishes of (he native ministers are, therefore, large and

dillicnlt to manage, especially when it is remembered that the\- Imvo to

eke out their small salaries \>\ the raising of crop.s, Arcltdcacon Clarke
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says intemperance has almost disapjjearod from among the ]\]aoris, hm
the -vvliite men arc introducing Lorsc-raccs, and thus tempting them buth

to drink and to gam])le. Tliey arc also peculiarly liable to be mislud

by impostors. If one proclaims liimself a prophet with gift of miracles

or healing, he can easily draw away the imstable. ^Mormon missionaries

have led away some of them. The Hauhau superstition caused a very

large defection some years ago, but it has almost died out.

Polygamy axd CmtisTiAx Missions.—The question of how to deal

with polygamy has been a very serious one in heathen countries, where

law and custom permit a husband to have more than one wife. ^lission-

aries have almost universally required a polygamist, on being received into

Church, to put away all his wives but one. In many cases tliis entails

hardship and suffering on innocent persons. That which in heathenism

most often leads to a second marriage is the failure of the first to liavo

issue. The second wife, therefore, is often the one who has children, and

she and her offspring have to be put away. The ]Madura mission of the

American Board has recently adopted a resolution to the effect that con-

verts who have in heathenism ccmtracted polygamous marriages in accord-

ance with caste laws, may, in exceptional cases, be admitted as communi-

cants "v\"ithout putting away either wife. [!II] Archdeacon Johnson, of

the Niger mission of the Church ^Missionary Society, writes that one of

the great trials of that mission is the polygamy question. Writing of

Onitsha, on the upper Niger, he says

:

We have bad to mourn over some whoso names v/ere taken off the books on

account of polygamy. By a remarkable coincidence, while we were fnll of the

subject, and were dwellinp: upon it in tlie Bible-class room and from the pulpit,

copies were received of the society's ^finutes on Polygamy, drawn up by the

committee in 1857. We felt our hands indirectly strenfrthened by them in deal-

ing with an evil which, nnless stamped out immediately by the US(3 of strou;.:

measures, would have the tendency to affect the converts to an alarming extent.

Three persons were cxcnnminnicnted for being polj-gamists, two of them after tin-

most moving appeals had been made to the congregation, pointing out the net to

be in direct'vinlation of the law of the Christian Church. One of these cases wa<

peculiarly aggravating. The offender was not only a full communicant, but also

a leader, district visitor, member of the Parochial Committee, and one of tlie ap-

pointed evangelists for Obotsi. So completely was he under the control of Sat.au

that he would listen to no remonstrances from any one, but persevered in the

step which he had taken until ho had fully carried it out. His name was accord-

ingly struck off the rolls, and he was stripped of all his offices in the C'iiurch.

But, if he had any happiness at all, it was of a very short duration; for in Kss

than a month after marriage (they were married after the native style) the seeond

wite, for some cause or other, left liim and returned to her home in the interiiir.

He made ineffectual efforts to bring her back; at length, wearied out by her de-

termined refusal to return to him, he made up his mind to give her up. Then it

was that lie felt inclined to come back to the Church and resume his former posi-

tion in it. Ho made quite sure that he would be received with oi)cn arms, but ho

was soon undeceived, for I declined to re-admit or re-instate him until he had

gone through tlie usual native tbrm of divorce and cxi)ressed publicly lii'^ un-

feigned sorrow for the offense he had criven to the Church. I have deteruiined to

mal;o it diflicult for liini, and thn.se like Inm, to return to full membership, m
order that the rest may value their privileges and be afraid to offend. The idejk

was current that offenders miglit be put out of Church for only three mnnliis;
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licnce there was something like a thrill of horror ran through tlio members when
I declared the proljability of some being kept out for a year or more, accordino- to
the nature of their offense and the value of the sincerity of their repentance.

The archdeacon also speaks of another case which he confesses was a
"po.-;cr" to him. It was at Obotsi, One man was objected to as a can-

didate by the brethren because he had more than one wife.

lie was one of the elderly ones, and appeared to hold a good social position.
His explanation of his position is as follows :

" My first wife is old and in feeble
health, and as I am frequenlly absent on my farms, I was obliged to take a
younger one, who would both attend to the sick one in my absence and prepare
my food against my return from the tield. Sliall I put the first one away when
she is old and sickly ? And if I send away the younger one, wlio is to attend to
tlie sick wile and look after my house? Xo, I 'regard tlie younger now as my
real wife. I would allow the other to remain be<;ause she is old and in bad
liealth, and requires attention." This case was a poser to me. My advice was
sought, and for a time I hardly knew what to advise. At length I concluded, much
against my wish, not to admit the man as a candidate for fear of establishing a
precedent whicli might be afterward taken advantage of to an inconvenient ex-
tent. Just before baptism I brought the matter before the bishop, wlio distinctly
advised tiiat the man should not yet be baptized. We were all torry for liim, but
felt, at the same time, that the law did not admit of a compromise.

The Omu op Onitsha.—Archdeacon Johnson writes of an event at

Onitsha, on the upper Niger, interesting in itself and of importance to

the mission whicli ttie Church Missionary Society is maintaining in that

place. One of the leading women has assumed the title of omu, or queen,

of Onitsha. This title is not given to the \s'ife of the king, nor to any of

the royal family, but is hereditary, limited to a particular family, from
which, however, it may be sold and transferred to another family, if the

heiress elects so to do. The omu is a powerful leader, the fountain of all

honor to the women, and in absolute control of the trade in which the

women are engaged. Xo law can be passed by the king and his council

affecting the rights and liberties of her sex without her approval. But
the ceremony of installation is so costly that few are prepared to meet the

customary expenditures. The present omu has, it seems, been preparing to

assume the office for years. She was known to the missionaries as a leader

in the various heathen observances, and they imagined that her jiowerful

influence was being used adversely to the mission; but on ascending

the throne she, to their surprise, declared her will and pleasure to be that

hereafter every woman attend church, and that traffic cease on Sunday.

She showed that she was in earnest, for the very first Sunday after her coro-
nation slio came to cliurch in state, followed by a large number of women, many
of whom were noted idolatresses who had never entered the house of God before.
Since then a more regular attendant wo have not had than the omu. I Inu'e

been credibly informed tliat so soon as other ceremonies shall have been gone
through by her, and the appointment to subordinate otSces completed, it is in her
contemplation to enter into an understanding with the neigiiboring tribes to en-
force her decrees about Sunday trading. A penalty will bo attached to an infrac-

tion of the law, namely, the contiscation of every article exposed for sale by any
woman of Onitsha on the Lord's day.

The mission is prosperous. Near the close of the year 83 persons were
baptized, and since 18S1 about 250 have received that sacrament.
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A New Mission in Neglected Islands.—On the west coast of Brit-

ish Burmah and in the Sea of Bengal lie tlie groups known as the Anda-
man and Nicobai" Islands. The latter are the most southerly, and are

separated from the former by the Ten Degree Channel. These groups

are known to most people, if at all, as penal settlements. The Andamans
are the abode of a very degraded race, to whom no one hns ever attempted

to preach the Gospel, while the few attempts made to establish Cliristian-

ity in the Nicobars have failed. Now the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel has undertaken to establish missions in both groups. The
Andamanese, who are not a numerous people, are said to be dying out.

They are Negritos, and have no form of worship though they have relig-

ious beliefs. They believe in a Great Being, the author of all good, and

in three chief evil beings, with many inferior ones. Their paradise,

whither disembodied spirits go, is under the earth. It is a land of rest.

Their hell, where the wicked go, is a place where bitter cold is the pun-

ishment inflicted for remedial purposes. The inhabitants of the Nicobars

are of the Malay race. Several attempts have been made to evangelize

them, but only the ruins of Catholic and ^Moravian missions remain. The
climate is of a deadly character, and the people have been noted for their

savagery and piracy.

The Work of ]\Iissionaeies on the Congo.—The Rev. George Gren-

fell, of the English Baptist mission on the Congo, has made an important

expedition up the Congo and on some of its great tributaries, an account

of which and of his discoveries will form an interesting feature of the

geographical section of the British Association at its annual meeting in

Aberdeen. He proceeded as far on the Congo as Stanley Falls, and as-

cended the Mobangi and Lubilash Rivers to a considerable distance. The

Jlobangi, which enters the Congo at a point near the equator, will prob-

ably prove to be the longest and most important of the tributaries of the

great river. Mr. Grcnfell ascended it to a point 400 or 450 miles from

its mouth, and found it at that distance over GOO yards wide, with a mean
depth of 2j feet. Tlie current runs at the rate of from 80 to 100 feet a

miruite, which indicates an immense volume of water. Mr. Grenfell be-

lieves that it is the lower part of the "Welle, whose course and outlet have

hitherto been an African mystery. The ]\Iobangi, 3Ir. Grenfell writes, is

far more populous than any equal length of the Congo, and, to his mind,

the country is more promising. True, the people are wild, but then his

visit was that of the fir.^t white man they had .seen. In ascending the

river (and his wife and fifteen months old baby were on board) ]\[r. Grenfell

met with not a few diflkulties from the hostility of the natives, and had

it not been for his energetic action on one occasion lie and his party would

probably have come to grief. IIis*way down the river was, however,

most encouraging; plenty of food, and not a sign of hostility. He hopes

to make the trip figain, and has no doubt that he will be able to rejjort

peaceable and friendly receptions every-where. He may also be able to

j)eaetratc farther toward the valley of the Shari, the great tributarj' of
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Lake Chad. Unfortunately, Mr. GrenfcU states, the conflucucc of the

Mobangi with the Congo is just withiu French territory, thougli it is not

so represented either on the map in ]\lr. Stanley's last book or on the

latest map of the Royal- Geographical Society. The commercial impor-

tance of 3Ir. Grenfell's discovery cannot be exaggerated. Whether the

Mobangi is the Welle or not, it must form an important connecting link

between the ba.sin of the Congo and the basins of the Xiger, tlie Sliari,

and the Xile. ]\Ir. Stanley has always maintained that the region lying

between the Congo and the Nile is probably the richest and most promis-

ing in Africa, and liis belief seems likely to be amply coutirmed. Besides

the ]Mobangi, 3Ir. Grenfell has explored 300 miles of river-courses de-

bouching iuto the Congo. The tlrst half of Mr. Greufell's account of his

trip is printed in the August number of the " Jlissionary Herald,'' of

London. At Bangala he began to see evidences of cannibalism, which

he had hitherto refused to believe of the Congo peoples. But the natives

in some places appeared to regard the killing and eating of human beings

as a perfectly iimocent and natural custom, and resented the interference

of members of the expedition. Mr. Greufull mentions nine places as suit-

able for stations, of which three arc already occupied by the American

Baptist Missionary Union,

THE MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

Professor Ladd, of Yale Theological Seminary, has a noteworthy paper

in the "Andover Review" for July, entitled "The Question Restated."

He deals with the inspiration of the Scriptures, and maintains that "the

real question about the Bible can no longer be stated or discussed as a so-

-called theory of inspiration. . . . The question of the inspiration of the

writers of the Bible must be merged in the larger question, 'What is

the Bible?'" His drift maybe gathered from the following excerpts:

"The Christian Church, acting in the dilTercnt divisions of its ancient

domain, without a fully self-conscious purpose, and yet with commend-

able tact and insight, distinguished in the course of its development

•what books it would receive into the circle of its sacred ScriiJtures. But

this process began with assuming certain writings to be sacred which the

Jewish Church had considered such. ... It is quite impossible, then, to

speak of inspiration as belonging to the Bible, that is, to a collection of

several score of widely differing writings, without attributing such in-

spiration to the mind of the Church that collected the writings. . . .

In other words, a number of diverse compositions can in no sense be

ascribed to one source, unless some discrimination as to ichat composition

shall enter the number be exercised by that source." Tlus matter of

inspiration thus, the writer holds, depends on the q\icstion, " What is the

Bible ? " This paper, very radical in some of its conclusions, is the herald

of another which is soon to come.
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In the same number the Rev. Edwin M. Bliis describes Kurdistan and
the Kurds. The social organization of the Kurds is seen to be sinL,nil:irlv

like that of the Highland clans of Scotland, The permanence of Kuhteru
habit and nature is seen in the declaration that the northern Kurds do not

vary much from those that Xeuophon described : '-Brutal, ferocious, savaLro

to the last degree," is the sentence in which 3Ir. Bliss portrays them. This
paper is an excellent example of what missionaries can do by studies of tlio

people. To know a people is one of t!ie best preparations for siicce.-sful

missionary work. Rev. W. Forbes Cooley, in " Side Lights from Mnnt.'.!)-

ism," writes wisely of the difficulties of the ]\Iormon ])roblem. He jiartic-

ularly emphasizes the liltle-known fact that the 2ilurmons are not afraid of

the open Bible; that they challenge contradiction and disproof from the

word. All who have heard the abler Mormon jneachcrs will bear testimony

to the ability and skill with v.hich they handle the Scriptures. And this

is really one of the chief obstacles in reaching them. Much is made, also,

of the contrast in the minds of foreign converts between the lines of the

functionaries of the established Churches and the laborious ^Mormon mis-

sionaries. The writer also holds, that missions among the ilormons fail

because the Mormon missionaries are really better fitted for their work tlnn

are tlie Christian preachers sent among them for theirs. This paper is lull

of matter for thought, and is startling in the force of some of its state-

ments. The statement of "Progressive Orthodoxy" is editorially contin-

ued; and the •'Atonement" is considered in this .July number. With the

greater part of this statement every well-trained minister of our Church

will tind himself familiar. In its setting forth of the extent and nature

of the atonement the writer is thoroughly Arminian. lie only goes beyond

us in intimating, without stating, the necessity of a second probation of

those who have not had opportunity for knowing God in Christ. But

there is another way out of this difficulty than that of a second probation.

God can save men through his Spirit, bringing to them Ids grace for faith

and righteousness according to the light they have. Those who follow

it may be accepted; those who reject it may be rejected. It oidy requires

the admission that God will adjust his punishment to all the circum-

stances of each case.

The August number is not, in its contributed articles, the equal of the

July. One turns from these to the editorial paper on Eschatology, in

Avhich the most interesting part is devoted to the question of the fate of

those who have never heard the Gospel. The writer holds, that tlie con-

denmation of the heathen world would be a terrible impeachment of the

justice of God. The writer concludes, that "God reveals himself in

Christ to all men. Those wlio have the Gospel while in the body are in

the decisive period. . . , For those who do not know God in Christ dur-

ing the earthly life it seems to us probable that the knowledge they ni( <1

will be given after death." Thus the "Andover" favors decidedly the

doctrine of a second probation. "\Ve commend this statement of the new

eschatology to the study of our ministers. It is enough now to say, that

we have no need to <:et rid of our teachings as to the heathen by such a
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supposition. The writer admits the danger of this view in a prudential

sense, but shows how much more dangerous, in his opinion, it is to hold

that the heathen are all lost.

The contributed articles in the September Andover are all of much in-

terest. Rev. Samuel W. Dike continues his study of " Tlie Religious

Problem of a Country Town." This series of papers from a Vermont
town show that a man of brains is strong anywhere. The editorial feat-

ure is the statement of the work of tlie Holy Spirit, which does not appear

to be as well thought out as the papers which have preceded it.

In the July "Presbyterian Review" we note that, the "Return of Jesus

the Christ" has a prominent place. We have long held that there is

more than one N-iew which has sciiptural support, and that no one of the

accepted doctrines answers all the scriptural demands. But the Rev. A.

W. Pitzer, D.D., has a definite theory which excludes the hope of con-

verting the world, which expects good and evil to continue to the la<t,

and which makes it the chief hope of the Clxristian minister to preach the

Gospel as a witness without hope of converting the world, looking to

Christ's return to make all things right. Dr. Brlggs's " Criticism of the

Revisers of the Old Testament " appears to proceed as if they were at

work on a new translation.

Dr. Spaeth, in giving in the July number of the "Lutheran Church

Review " a dissertation on Phcbe the Deaconess, concludes his paper

with an account of the institution of deaconesses as it exists in the Ger-

man Church, taking the ground that its revival is a necessity in compe-

tition with the Roman Churc'^i an opinion which is gaining ground out-

side the Lutheran communion. As a theological curiosity we commend
the "Thesis on the Subject of Baptism and Regeneration" by D. H.

Geissinger, JM.D., to the careful study of oiu* readers. It shows the sever-

ity of the bonds wliich are foi-ged by the sacramentarian theology. AYe

quote: "In the infant and the adult, the faitli that renders the sacra-

ment salutary is, as to its nature and essence, precisely the same. ... In

the infant, faith is wrought by the Holy Gliost through the sacrament

itself." And much more like this: "The child, borne to Christ in the

arms of believing parents or sponsors, is unable to resist the operations of

the Holy Spirit which are brought into activity Avithin it through the

sacrament !" Then God's love, manifested through the Spirit, lies dor-

mant in a child's heart until sponsors bring it to baptism !

The efTort to create an American Roman Catholic literature meets with

good success if the " Catholic AYorld " be any proof. The August num-

ber leads off with a paper by Bishop Chatard on " Ilei-bert Sjicncer's

Enigma." Tlie Roman bishop is a fair and strong critic of Mr. Spencer's

"Doctrine of the Unknowable." In " Falsehood as a ^iloral Agent "a
Catholic lady claims that much of the criticism of her Church is so poorly

based as to be practically falsehood. Ucr ellort, however, is to be fair,
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and she writes well of the faults of lici- own Church in attcnij)tiij^' to

modify science and change history.

In the Septemher number a very interesting summary of the "Tcacli-

ing of Thomas Aquinas oti Temperance" is given. From thi> it aj)in.:u-i

that he taught that "the use of wine is not in itself unlawful, mvir-

theless it may become unlawful under other circumstances, cither frwia

its being hurtful to the drinker, or from excess in quantity, or becauM' it

is taken in spite of a vow to the contrary, or because it is a .sfamlil.'"

The racdiaival saint siu-ely finds reasons enough why no one sliould u--

wine in our day. An anonymous writer in "A Protestant lb ro," at-

tempts to show that the death of Coligny was duo to a juub rouM <l t.>

frenzy by liis cruelties.

"The American Catholic Quarterly Review " for July is very ablf, b;it

in its historical articles manifests the true Roman tempi r in <lfi'fii<lin;.:

ever}' thing done by " Holy Mother Church." In the 0])ciiing i):i|fiT «':i

"The Synthetic Philosophy of Herbert Spencer," by Rev. S. .J. !Mir::'.

will be found much very acute criticism. J. G. Shea, LL.D., rLturii> to

the well-worn theme, "The Vagaries of Protestant Religious ];<.ii. f."

Dr. Braun, one of the foremost American theologians of the H<ini:iu

Church expounds the "Catholic Doctrine of Baptism" in such a w:(_\ a'*'

to increase the Protestant disgust for the adjuncts of salt, oil, and vpistlo

which are found in the Roman ordinance. There is also in tliis nuinlHr a

very strong paper by Thomas Power O'Connor on the " Rfe« nt Crisi"* in

England." An anonymous critic finds little good in tlie " Rfvi>etl Tr*K«-

lation of the Bible."

"The Baptist Quarterly Review" has passed under now m:ma'^'an<r.l.

assumes a new and beautiful dress, and manifests increa<ra Vi^-.r. It

is edited by R. S. MaeArthur and Henry C. A'edder. Tlie .sk<t(h of the

development of " Xew England Theology," by Prof. Heinan I/mn-In,

D.D., is of the highest order. It admits the indebtedness of the li^ipti't*

to .Jonathan Edwards, through Andrew Fuller. Henry C. Vedd.r in this

Jidy number sets forth the reforms demanded in theological ciiuctti-.i.

Tliese reforms must begin, according to the writer, by re-eiif.-rfiiig tlic

ministry with better men. His criticisms of the ])resent tin .sl'-.^'-i'-ikl

seminary education are very caustic. Dr. Conaut finds in his rc\i<'.v uf

the Revision somewhat to praise and somewhat more to condi uni.

The growing consensus between extreme Unitarianism and .Ttid.;!-!!! h

manifested in the appearance in the August number of the " Un!;ars..r»

Review" of an article by Claude G. Montetiore, entitled "A Juvtilicatjua

of Judaism." The Avriter disputes the commonly accepted ojiiinon th.t

Judaism ceased to have close connection with the general hi~t<.ry or

thought more than eighteen centuries ago. lie admits th;it .lud:ii>n> Lis

natural difficulties to contend with in the way of extending its ti-.ichu.-'^.

Ue holds that just as Christianity has developed to meet modern coudi-
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tions, so Judiiism has clcvelo])ecl in the directions where its inadequacy is

most generally set forth. He has \\o\^G. that Judaism may in the future serve

as a creed of reconcilement and mediation. His reasons for believing this

are substantially that Judaism teaches a mean between Trinitarianism and
Deism. It protests against the insulliciency of an etliic which ignores

God. It is unfriendly toward dogmas which are with difficulty liarmo-

niz;cd with reason. One of the first requisites with dogma is simplicity.

Simplicity does not necessarily imply lev, uess in number; what it does

imply is rationality and plasticity. The m;ijority of the Jews would
not regard the integrity of the Pentateuch or the advent of the Z^Icssiah

as essential. To the modern Jew, God is not only the source of nature,

but he is in nature. The continuity and the divinity of the world are

maintained; the laws of nature, no longer accidental, flow necessarily

from the single and inlinite divine source, as the eternal laws of God.
Tlie ])aper is an exceedingly able one, and well worth attentive reading

as showing the drift of modern iihilosophical Judaism. There is also in

the same number an exceedingly well written paper, by Rev. W.R. Alger,

on "Dead Tradition and Living Insight." It contains much spiritual

truth, especially when it says, "that many attractive externally religious

acts arc often merely dramatic symbols of religion changed into mechan-
ical substitutes for religion; " but the paper also shows the traces of that

characteristic New England bigotry which will not get near enough
lo its religious neighbor to understand wliat he believes.

The September number contains the second ])art of ^Ir. iNlcntefiore's

" Justification of Judaism." It maintains the high level of the previous

article. There is also a very strong refutation of Agnosticism by the Rev.
Thomas Hill, D.D., under the title "The Influite Knowable."

Our old friend "The Xew Englander," whose sub-title is now "The
Yale Review^," has a table of contents in its September number redolent

of tlic musty days of the antique Review. ^Most of the articles would be
as interesting at one time as another, with the exception of an attempt by
Fisk P. Brewer to show that prohibition is not desirable. It is hope-
lessly weak, and seems written laboriously in the interest of the liquor

traffic. It ignores the right of society to protect itself against the element

of destruction. The article on "Protestant Vaticanism '' is vigorously

written, and smacks strongly of the new theology. It is evidently from
|the pen of one of those new theologians who believes in the liberty of

dissent, but not of assent.

j

The "Nineteenth Century" for August contains an intelligent paper on.

/'Aristocracy in America." It asserts that " the main source of American
laristocracy is in the Senate, and there it get its chief sup])ort. The tree

'of aristocracy has its roots in the Senate, and the gi-eat trunk of it and the

branches of it grow and flourish from unlimited taxation. The judicial

branch of the American government was made exclusively aristocratic

beyond any taint of popular control. The toryism of the American
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Supreme Court would comfort the soul of Lord Eldon. Tlic Anicricun

legislature is well protected by the constitution against the })oople. 'I'lu-

real conflict between the antagonistic forces of the American governmi-nt

has hardly yet begun. It will burst into a storm when the President mid
the Senate, banded together in defense of prerogative, shall resist a rcso.

lute House of Kepresentatives fresh from the people and bearing from llio

people a message of reform. In that contest the stopjnng of the supjilies

will be the conquering weapon, and prerogative must yield, as it IkuI to

yield in England."

In comparing the English and American Eeviews one is struck by the

greater fullness and painstaking of the reviewers and essayists. While

our Magazines are decidedly supenor to the English popidar ryhiga/.incs,

their Reviews are decidedly superior to ours in the solidity and ])ain^tak-

ing quality of the papers. There is a broader literary scope also in tlio

English Reviews. For instance, the July number of the Quarterly gives a

leading place to Lord Lytton's " Glenaveril," a poem which has attracted

bat little attention here beyond the conviction that it is lutt e(|ua! to

" Lucille," and the general expression of the critics that it just misses the

true poetic quality. But the Quarterly gives it a long notice, and makes

it "a great, beautiful, and singuhu-ly original poem." The Engli>h

Re^'iews, also, are less given to the study of the taking and tlie tiin< ly,

though they are never without strong presentations of current questions.

Thus following each other in this able Review are articles on Feneloii,

the Channel Islands, Lord Macau) ay, and Elijah Impey; Pitfs Forei;;n

Policy; English Society and its Historians; the Elcctrcss Soj)hia; the

First Christian Council; the Game Laws of England; and the Gladstone

Ministry. This is a fair example of the scope of one of the great Reviews

in a single number.

^Ye greatly value the "Monthly Interpreter," edited by the Rev. Josej.h

S. Exell, M.A., and issued in this country by Seribuer and Welford. We
know of no greater aid to scholarly and intelligent ministers than thi'^

sterling publication. Looking back over recent issues we find the p:ip<T

in tlie April number on the "Site of Paradise" by Canon liawlinson. He

does not seem to have heard of the New Theory which places the g.mlen

at the North Pole, but finds it in Mesopotamia. Another notieeal.'le :;rt ie!<>

is, that by the Rev. J. Barmby on the "Authorship of the Eju-tle to tlie

Hebrews." His view of the authorship is substantially that "no ii:;ia

knoweth," but that it is essentially Pauline. In the July nnmlxr t!i"

most noteworthy paper is by the Rev. Henry N. Bernard on "Tlie P.iw< r

of Satan—Some Thoughts on a Difficult Problem." "A Study of the

Elder Brother of Prodigal," is the most attractive iu the August issue.

In turning from the Reviews to Magazines one feels as if going fr<>"i 'V

musty house to a sunny and stirring out-door life. The Reviews smell of

the cloister; but the ^Magazines are full of the life of to-day, going bark

to the past only to make the openness and joy of the present more vivi.l.
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Age gives the precedence to Harper's, which keeps its wcll-cnrncd pl:ic3

in spite of its more youthful competitors. In the number for August
there are some excellent poilniits of the prominent Socialists in the

German Parliament. That pretty town, Southampton, L. I., has new
dignity given it in being described by A. A. Hayes as "A New England
Colony in New York." To those who have not traveled in England the

paper on "The Characteristics of English and American Railways" will

be rich in interest. Many curious facts are given in the well-illustrated

paper on "The Decorative Sentiment in Birds." In both the September

and October issues the first place is given to an- account of Labrador by

C. 11. Farnham, who has explored that terj'a incognita, and has hair-

breadth escapes to recount as well as topography to describe. It is not a

pleasant thing to find " A Glass of Beer" so prominently described as in

the article by G. Pomeroy Kcese. While the paper is -well written and

sxiperbly illustrated there is little hint of any sympathy with the growing

conviction that while the making of beer may be a great American indus-

try it is a great American curse. William Hamilton Gibson returns to his

early love in this number with exquisite engravings of Back-Yard Weeds
and Flowers in the Middle States and New England. And he writes of

them as charmingly as he draws. Connecticut is given an honorable

place in being awarded "The ]\[odel State Capitol." But even in this

beautiful building the sham was present, as those will remember who re-

call the sinking pillars of the dome and the extraordinary expedient by
which the crumbling of the columns was remedied. Mexican politics re-

ceive intelligent treatment at the hands of T. S. Van Dyke.

We are not disposed to underrate the services of William Lloyd

Garrison to the antislavery cause, but we would that those who were

ready to extinguish the Church for a supposed lack of sympathy with

that cause were better informed. Colonel Higginson's sketch of the life

and work of Garrison in the August Century is brilliantly written, and

the account of his early life by liis sons is full of interest. The portrait

is tlie best we have ever seen, showing the kindly as well as the stern side

of 3[r. Garrison's nature. The war papers continue to command popular

interest, and those by General Grant will be read with reverence as well

as interest.

Dr. Holmes's new story in the Atlantic discusses some curious phases

of mental movement and social peculiarity. The Atlantic is the strong-

est magazine we have in purely literary interest. It needs to be this in

order to keep ])ace with its illustrated competitors. It seems odd that

any one should gravely discuss the question, "Should a College Edu-

cate ? " But !Mr. E. R. Sill holds a conservative position as to the changes

proposed in order to make college education more imictical. lie thinks

that the experiment of substituting modern languages for the classics is

not educatinij as many as the older metliod. Horace Scudder has a pleas-

ing paper in both the September and October numbers on "Childhood

in Eu-irlish Literature and Art." An acute reviewer holds that the chief
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value of M'lVTastcr's second volume is as a reporter of our history rather

than as an interpreter. Charles Dudley "Warner's "Horseback" articles

are excellent in style and of great interest in matter.

It is a great credit to our people that a technical maga:«iiie like the

"Magazine of American History" should command the sup])ort it has

gained. Mrs. Lamb is full of editorial tact, and is not following the Cent-

ury in her war articles, but working on an independent line. These

papers are fresh and strong, and in many cases supplement and improve

all that has preceded them.

Italy puts on a new intellectual life with the unity and security of the

institutions. We have examined several numbers of "La Nuova Scien/.a,"

a philosophic and scientific magazine, edited by Professor Enrico Ca-

porali. Its aim is to bring before the Italian mind the best results of tlie

German, English, and French philosophical inquiry of the last fifty years.

It would appear to be strongly anticlerical, and shoAvs traces of the in-

evitably skeptical movement which folhjws the Roman Church in those

countries where its influence has been the longest felt in the paralysis of

the intellect and the conscience.

The September number of the " Overland Monthly" gives large space to

the memory and work of Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackson. There is no doubt

that in several directions she was the strongest woman America has pro-

duced. Her personality was very charming to many, having in that re-

spect the marks of genius. The account of her last daj'S by ]Mrs. Ap-

ponyi is the best we have seen concerning the passing of this talcntrd

woman from human sight. Her victory over death was complete. The

Overland deserves encouragement as a iine growth in poor soil.

In Art matters the summer has not yet shown its fruitfulncss. Yi t

" Cassell's Magazine of Art" has drawn on the treasure houses of the world

to maintain its interest and enrich its readers. The August mmiber en-

graves and describes several of the older London churches upon which

the wanderer comes so unexpectedly in traversing London. The pa[KTs

on the "River Dart" continue, and are delightfully illustrated. There is

in this number a strong cngi-aving of Waterhouse's famous picture of St.

Eulalia. Those wdio admire Andrew Lang's dainty genius will enjoy the

portrait of him after Richmond. It is in this case that the face of the

man and his work agree. The frontispiece of the September is after

Alma Tadema's meaningless picture, " Who Is It ? " which has tlie fatal

fault of not telling its own story. Kanlbaeh's picture of "Unvalued

Liberty," as here engraved, is charming. " The Old London Doorways"

show that Ave had butter return to the old paths. The ])icture by Audley

Mackworth, "It is the Lord," is very strong, as is that of the "Secret,"

by Bhdr Leigliton. The leading place in the October number is given

to Arnold Bocklin and his work. The picture of "A Sea Idyl" is pow-

erful but repulsive, and is not in the least idyllic. Those who have i-fon
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Granada ^vill be delighted with the engraviugs in the article dc.cribincr
that city. Raphael Sorbi's " Chloris " gives great pleasure. The Cur"
rent Art Senes presents the "Juliet" of Von IJaaT-en, wliich succeeds in
making death if not attractive at least not repulsive. Those who enjoy
the weird power of Whistler will do well to study the portrait of the
violinist Paolo Sarasate. There is art in the suppression of the figure for
the sake of bringing out the man and the violinist.

" The Art Journal " (J. S. Virtue & Co., London) .shows great editorial
tact m its selections of the engravings and etchings which form the
frontispiece of this charming publication. "The Reverie," by Marcus
Stone, is delightful. London Club life has never been better described
than in the series of articles which is now being published in this Jour-
nal. "An Old Coach Road," will explain to those who have not seen En-
gland why the old land is so delightful to Americans. The September
number engraves on steel " The Evening Hour" of R. W. Leader. The
first place is given to the work of our countryman John La Farge. But
by far the best of the etchings which have reached the public'^throu-h
this Journal is that in the October numbel-. It is by Dulduc aft'er
Jimenez y Aranda. It shows "A Public Letter Writer at Seville," who
has stepped out into the sunlight to mend his quill pen. It is delightfulm all respects. Both these periodicals are so good that we welcome their
coming to an office which is supposed to be most interested in the graver
topics.

BOOK NOTIOSS,

RELIGIOX, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATLTvE.

"^'i^T^'l^^^f^^'
A Xew Translation, with Commentary and Appendices.By Key. T. K. Ciieyxe, M.A., Lnto Fellow of Baliol Colle-e. Oxford, ct> Two

vohimes, bound hi one. Third Edition. Svo, pp. 310, 317.' Xew York : Thomas
vYLittakcr. Price, >^4.

Cheyne's Isaiali is at once among the very best of its kind and also an
illustration of the incompleteness, as to results, of the critical and exeget-
ical examination and interpretation of the books of the Old Testament, of
which perhaps tliis prophecy (or "prophecies") is not onlv anion ^r 'the
most valuable portions, but also the best understood. And yet even tliis
can as yet be treated only tentatively, and often explained simi)lv hvpo-
thetically. The first edition was issued in 18S0, and the second, Very
considerably changed, in 1883; and two years later came the present
edition, still further modified. And now the author gives notice that he
by no means supposes that this is to be the end of the matter.
The author's position is that of a liberal and rational (not rationalistic)

student seeking to find out and set forth the real import of the remarka-
ble book in hand, the canonical Isaiah. He comes to liis work as a learner,

60—FIFTH SEniES, VOL. I.
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bringiug with him his original preconceptions, wliich he finds no siitli-

cieut reason to lay aside, in respect to its genuineness and ins])initi.ui,

and its true prophetic character. But by the use of the better n>elllod^ nf
Bible study now in use," lie has been brought to feel that as a whole the
older, the "traditional," interpretation of this book cannot meet the re-

quirements of the case, though some of the older writers aniont;- tbi in

especially Vitringa, made valuable contributions to its proper elucidation!
Hengstenberg may be said to have inaugurated the better method, and Al-
exander, by a very liberal use and appreciation of his matter, i)n>diiccd a
much better commentary on Isaiah than any of the earlier ones, at lea-t

in our language. But as Hengstenberg discussed only its Christology. a

thorough elucidation of the book remained a desideratum, which .^t in

waits to be supplied. Something in that direction is attempted in this

work, but rather as contributions toward more complete and satisfaetorv

inquiries than as any thing fuial. In the preface to the first edition the
author wrote: "It appears to the author that a more thorough cxegt-is
must (in England and America) precede the fruitful investigation of

critical problems. ... If it is a fact that exegetical phenomena are con-
flicting, let it be fairly rc'ijresented as such; the final critical solution

will have to take account of all the data of the problem." In the picfacf

to this latest edition, he writes hopefulh', though still recognizing great

needs of something better: "The prospects of Old Testament study in

England are more hopeful now than when I first began to write. Free
and reverent investigation is at least sincerely tolerated, though witlu'n

my own range of observation it has not received much countenance from
the authorities. "We have still to live in hope." But the day dawns.

The author fully and cordially accepts Isaiah as a divinely inspired

teacher, who, while treating chiefly of the afl^airs of his own times, :iiso

prophesied of Christ's coming and kingdom, and he concludes that the

book is deserving of the high place assigned it among the books of tlie

Old Testament. The question, whether or not the last twenty-^>'vtn

chapters (xl-lxvi) were w^ritten by the same hand with those that jire-

cede them, he holds to be not yet satisfactorily determined
;

pLilia))s he

leans more than most modern critics to the traditional opinion lliat tl)(.'

whole book has a common authorship. The commentary is a good one for

students, and all who are able to hold their convictions in suspense; but

the outcome thus far is not final.

A Commentary on St. PauTs Epistle to the Galaiians. By JosKrii Agau Br.irr.

12mo, pp. 232. New York: Thomas NVhiitakcr, Bible House.

The author of this work, which is one of a series of five volumes, of \\hiili

two— one on Romans and one on First and Second Corinthians— hav«- Ik-

fore appeared, and two more—one on the epistles of the "Im])risonin(iit,"

and one on the Pastoral Epistles and First and Second Thessalonian—-

are to follow—are said to be the work of a "Wesleyan minister who i> alv)

actively engaged in liis regular ministerial duties. These volume- liave

been recognized by competent biblical scholars as presenting a vuluaMi-
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mass of learned critical and exegetical discussions, at once clear, forcible,

and einincntly evangelical. Though every thing at all savoring of pedan-

try and all display of learning, whenever not really necessary, seems to

have been studiously avoided, the Commentary is evidently the fruit of

a broad and deep scholarship, of which, however, the results rather than
the processes are given. Very little minute textual criticism ajipears, for

which omission some' compensation is offered in a strictly literal Greek-

English version of the text. In addition to the detailed exposition of the

text there are appended at the end. of the volume eight elaborate disserta-

tions, discussing the relations of Paul's teachings to that of the other

apostolic writers, the date of the epistle, its presentation of the doctrine

of justilication by faith and its use, and. the doctrinal import of the

phrase '*Thc Cross of Christ;" and finally, a summary of the contents of

the epistle—the whole that is taught in and by it.

The relations of Paul to the other apostles and to the Church at Jerusa-

lem, and of his doctrine and the form of his evangelism, luive of late re-

ceived a large share of attention, and to that discussion this Commentary
is a valuable contribution, which, by its well-considered and ably presented

conclusions, will go very far to countenvork the intluence of such writings

as the volume of the Ilibbert Lectures noticed by us in a former number.

No doubt there were incidental differences in the presentation of the gTcat

truths of Christianity by the several apostles, which were partly the results

of the mental peculiarities of each; but beyond all that tlicre are pretty

clear evidences of different and somewhat inharmonious schools of thought

—indications of which may be seen by comparing the Epistle to the Gala-

tians with that of James. But there are nowhere found such discrepan-

cies as amount to any real opposition. The evangelical doctrines of Paul

are happily complemented by the ethical teachings of James, while Peter

and John blend both sides in a beautiful hannouy. There is also pretty

clear evidence of the existence of an extreme Judaizing party at Jerusalem,

who, while claiming to be Christian, were essentially Jewish of the narrow-

est Pharisaic type, and these were intensely scandalized by Paul's charac-

teristic doctrine of justification by faith. But there is no proof that any

of the apostles was of that class, and these opposers being only Jews,

they perished as a party with the destruction of Jerusalem. This whole
subject is very satisfactorily presented in this volume. TTe are glad that

this exceedingly valuable Commentary has found an American publisher,

who, we trust, will be duly compensated for his enterprise and good taste

in bringing out the work in a style so attractive.

Christian Tliouglit. Lectures and Papers on Philosophy, Christian Evidences,
. Biblical Ehicidntions. Second Scries. Edited by Charles F. Dekms, LL.D.,
President of the American Institute of Christian Philosophy. New Yoriv:

Phillips & Sons.

The bound volume of the periodical issued under the auspices of the

Society of which Dr. Deems is the president. 3Iany of the papers were

read at the meetings of the Society. Most of them are able.
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HISTORY, BIOG]?APHY, AND TOPOGKxVPHY.

Isaac W. \YUe\i, late Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. A Monograpli.

Edited by Kicitaud S. Kust, D.D., LL.D. r2mo, pp. 233. Cincinnati: Cran-

ston & Stowe. New York : Phillips & Hunt.

Our Episcopal uecrologj' grows apace, as iu somewhat rapid succession

our Bishops are taken away b}' death; and it is only the right tiling that

after his decease the memoirs of each should be duly collected and perpet-

uated. These biographies will be among the most available materials out

of which the history of our period of the Church will at some time be

constructed. For a little more than twelve years Bishop Wiley fdled the

episcopal ofhce, both ably and satisfactorily, and then he was cut ofl in

what it seemed should have been the meridian of his manhood, lie also

brought to his last high office a previous history of unusual interest, in

achieving which he became fitted for his last and greatest work—which
earlier history it is well to have properly recorded.

The plan of this memoir- a "Monograph*'—yet made up of inany

parts, is the bringing together twelve distinct and independent essays,

by as many uifTereut writers, each relating to some portion of the history

of their common subject, or some special phase of his character. Dr. Buttz

treats of his "Early Life and Ministry," Dr. E. YTcutworth, of his "Mis-

sion Life" (in China); Dr. W. Y. Kellcy as "The Educator;" Bishop

Walden tells of him as an "Editor and Author," and Bishop Merrill as

"The Bishop;" Professor Townsend gives recollections of his " Besi-

dence iu New England," and Dr. Rust of his relations with the " Freed-

men's Aid Society;" Dr. M. W. Taylor contemplates him as a "Philan-

thropist," and Professor S. W. Williams as to his "Literary Character;"

Dr. Buckley writes of him as "The Orator," and Dr. Joyce as "The

]VIan." After these we have a chapter devoted to "Closing Scenes" (his

death and burial iu China), and another giving accounts of memorial

services held iu several places; and next a selection of editorial sketches

and estimates of his character, made on the occasion of his decease.

Last of all, we have a report of the remarkable prayer offered by him at

the close of the last General Conference, now the more memoralde because

it was the last time that his voice was to be heard in the great convoca-

tion of the Church. Altogether, the book is a work of real value, and in

preparing it Dr. Rust has earned the thanks not only of the friends of the

deceased Bishop, but equally so of the whole Church.

Centenary Cameos, 1784-1SS4. Bv 0. P. Fitzceuald, D.D., Editor of Nashville

Chrlsiian Advocate. 8vo, pp. 350. Nashville, Tenn. : Southern Methodist Pub-

lishing House.

Brief sketches and characterl/ations of more than forty ^Methodist celeb-

rities—men and women—from John Wesley to ?klargaret Lavinia Kellev,

eulogistic and moderately laudator}-, with thirty-one portraits. Tlif first

half are European, nearly all of them of the eighteenth century. About

half of the other half beloug to American Methodism before the Southern
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"separation," and the balance to the "Church South," except only Dr. T.

n. Stockton, of the Protestant Methodist Church. Those of the first and

second sections are old stagers in Methodist biography ; and among the

last are some names th;rt suggest to this writer thoughts of other days.

Hope Hull is a familiar name, not chiefly because we have seen it in the

original Methodist roll of honor, but especially since two of liis sons were

official members in the Church at Athens, our first pastorate, forty-four

years ago. William Capers at that time resided at Oxford, Ga.,—he was

Missionary Secretary— and showed much kindness to his younger brotlier.

And Samuel Anthony v^as a combination of the two Johns, the Baptiztr

and him who leaned on the blaster's breast at the Supper. He was a rare

man, and the sketch is equally just and appreciative. The book, natu-

rally a duodecimo, is metamorphosed into au octavo by setting the read-

ing matter in marginal Hues, and then giving broad margins beyond. The
plan is not a bad one.

A N'aturalM's Wandering's in (he EoMern Archipelago. A Narrative of Travel and
Exploration from IS7S to 1SS3. By IIen-rv E. Forbes, P.R.G.S., etc. Wiih
numerous Illustrations from the Author's Sketches, and Descriptions by Mr.

John B. Gibbs. Svo, pp. 530. Xew York: Harper & Brothers.

It is still emphatically true that "there remaineth yet very much land

to be possessed," both by the scientist and the missionary, even sliould the

sword of the conqueror be stayed in deference to the better civilization of

the age. The Eastern Archipelago was explored, not very long ago, by

Mr. A. R. AYallace, and the results of his examinations were happily set

forth in his "Malay Arcliipelago " (Harper & Brothers, 1870), so tliat

Mr. Forbes's field was not an entirely new one, though large parts of it

were quite unknown to the learned world. As a naturalist he seems to

have directed his attention chiefly to biological subjects, plants and ani-

mals, and more especially to those of the dry land; and here he had an un-

harvested field in which to operate, and which he did not fail to occupy.

He also makes valuable contributions to the geographical knowledge of

these islands, with their geology and climatology. As a book of travels

simply, it is a highly entertaining sketch of strange scenes and unknown

peoples.

The Tivo Hmulredth Birthday of Bishr)-) Gfoi-qe Bcrheley. A Discourse given at

Yale College on ilic Vlxh of March, 18S5. By Xoah Torteb. 8vo^ pp. 6i.

New York : Charles Scribuer's Sons.

It was becoming that Yale College should celebrate the Bicentennial

of Bishop Berkeley, and President Porter certainly did his work in a be-

coming manner; and now the publishers have brought out the address,

with notes in a style worthy of the subject and the matter. Dr. Porter

evidently felt a very lively and kindly interest in his renowned subject,

both as a man and a philosopher, though it has been the fashion with some

who were quite incapable of appreciating Berkeley's philosophy to speak

slightingly of both the man and his works; but those who better under-

Bt-and the case tire aware that he has been a principal factor in shaping the
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forms and conceptions of the thought of the age. And besides; hid fume

as an idealist, he -was also a Christian philanthropist of the most generous

kind, and a poet—not much of a versifier, but richly endowed witli the

imagination and the fancy that constitute the real basis of poetry; and liis

love for our western world should endear his memory to the American

people. This book is valuable as a memorial of a genius, and a tribute to

the good name of an altogether -worthy man.

POLITICS, LAW, AJND GENERAL M01L\J.S.

Principles of Poliiical Econotny. By SiMOX Xewcomb, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor in

the Job US-Hopkins University, etc. 8vo, pp. 543. New York: Harper A
Brothers.

The manifest drift of the public mind toward questions of finance, es-

pecially in their relations to different classes of persons, cannot fail to give

new interest to the study of Political Economy, a study which, liowever

valuable to all who really master it, has often proved alike unsatisfactory

and misleading. Professor Newcomb's treatment of the subject is excep-

tionally clear and able; and any who v.-ill carefully consider his facts and

manifest deductions, though his theories may not be accepted, will be the

better enabled to form right conclusions. In matters of public and social

economy, just as in respect to hygiene, and even public and private

morals, men's actions are often better than their theories, and their

notions are often rooted in thorough convictions for which no formal

reason can be given. A careful reading of this volume will show good

and sufficient reasons for many things in men's "common sense" belief,

and also correct some gross and palpable errors.

LITERATURE AXD FICTION.

Unck Tom's Cabin; or, Life Among the Lowly. By Harriet Bef.cher Stowe.

Nev/ Edition. With an Introductory Account of the Work by the Author. One

volume, 12rao, pp. 500. Boston and New York : Houghton, MiiUin, & Co.

This certainly is not a new publication, and yet it is not a resurrection,

for the work has not been dead ; nor a reprint, for it has never been out

of print. Still, as here presented, it is something new. The substance

of the story is unchanged, which is well—for any possible change would

be for the worse.

The copious introductory matter is new, and yet even that contains but

little that was not before generally understood. The account of the

origin and genesis of the book, as here given, is a record which, with

those to whom it will not be new, will bear repeating, but to the younger

half of those now living—having grown up since the work was written—
or after they have passed away from the impression of its first appearance,

it will prove a peculiarly interesting chapter of both literary and ^"-enenil
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history. Perhaps no other book, in any age or country—certainly none in

modern times—has so entered into the life of the age, or made so large

and so conspicuous a contribution to its current literature. Isor has any

other book been translated into so many different languages, nor been so

generally and Avidely read; and though by one class it is remembered as

the companion of their youth, and by another it is recognized as a relic of

the past, whose purposes have become accomplished facts, by the former it

will be read as a pleasant reminder of other days, and by the latter as the

agency that aided to bring aliout some of the most remarkable events of

the near past, which also belong to the present.

The insertion in the Introduction of Mrs. Stowe's correspondence with

many distinguished men and women in Europe, during the first years

after the publication of "Uncle Tom," and the account of the ovation

which she received when a few years later she Avent abroad in person,

is certainly a pardonable expression of gratified vanity. The hero of

such victories as she had won has the right to

"Shoulder his [her] crutch and show how fields were won."

The references to some things experienced by some of the antislavery

pioneers, though certainly when suiiered they were not joyous, are not

altogether unpleasant reminiscences to those at a safe distance; but very

different are the feelings awakened by the remembrance of tlie truculent

insolence of the minions of the slave-power on the one hand, and on the

other, the contera])tible moral cowardice of politicians and churchmen,

and still worse of merchants and traders, throughout the free States, who
seemed to be more than willing to lie down and be trodden upon. It is

vrell, perhaps, that such meanness of spirit should not be remembered be-

yond the age that witnessed it, since wlierever known it must be a blot

upon human nature.

It is often a matter of lively interest to find out and identify the living

originals of the persons and incidents that figure in works of fiction, and
in this Introduction there are given several instances of this kind. Some
of these have been heretofore correctly understood, while others have

been less correctly or only very partially interpreted. " Uncle Tom," we
are assured, was largely a creation, or rather the character was constructed

from materials gathered from a variety of sources, to which, liowever,
*' Father Henson " made only slight contributions. The ideal of the old

hero might, however, be found more fully realized in actual cvamples

among the southern slaves than some others that are drawn out in the

story. A personal acquaintance with slaves and slavery, in its own habi-

tat, and when in its most comj)lcte ascendency, though clearly attesting

the low moral status of the slaves, disclosed, also, two admirable classes

among them. One of these consisted of men usually past middle life,

devotedly religious, honest, and incorruptible in morals—to that class

Uncle Tom belonged; the other, less numerous, consisted of young
women—often personal servants or tru'^ted housekeepers, in many cases

somewhat educated, and often cultured by constant contact with good
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society. Such persons were often consirlered rich prizes for Pportin;^

claaracters and the scions of the "best famihes ; " and tlie few tliat es-

caped unscathed—"so as by fire "—were heroines of virtuous purity. No
one of the female characters of the story quite answers to this idt-al, but

its realization seems to have been approximated by the "Edmunds ;,'irls,"

^vhose Ciise is referred to by Mrs. Stowe in her "Introduction,'' and
whose rescue, iu 1S51, from the slave-trader's pen at Alexandria, tlirou'di

which it was intended that they should pass to lives of infamy in the far

South, this writer helped to eftectuate. But this could 1>g In-oiight

about only by "a great ransom; " for the rescuers were told bv llio as-

tute dealers in bodies and souls that such accomplished "property"
would command fabulous prices in Xew Orleans.

No doubt ifrs. Stowc's vrorld-renowncd liction was an effective agency in

bringing about the ovcrthroAV of slavery—not, indeed, that either she or

any of her collaborators ever even suggested any practical metliod for tlie

accomplishment of the desired work; but they aroused the conscience of

the nation, and helped to create a public opinion which imiJcUod tlie

heart of the people to demand the removal of the curse, and whicli added

the needed moral element to render it elYcctive when it had been legally

proclaimed. So thoroughly was slavery wrought into the national oi-g:iu-

ism that its removal seemed impossible; but that it might be destroyed

its piotcctors were made mad, aud so the vei-y means resorted to for its

perpetuation were those by which its destruction was accomplished.

The re-reading of "Uncle Tom " may be not without its inacticnl

utility in these times. Tliere are still gigantic political, social, and moral

curses among us, some of them quite as fearful aud corrupting in their

influences as was slavery—protected by the laws, winked at by society, and

passed over Avith only faint rebukes by the Church—and for the aliatcment

and removal of these a race of heroes and martyrs may still l>e needed.

This new cditionof "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is therefore not untimely, and

it may be hoped that it will be widely read, aud that it may stimuialc

some to heroic endeavors against the great evils that still curru{>t and

oppress society.

Elijoh the IHormer: A Ballad-Epic; and Other Sacred and KcligionsPocrn'. Ty
Gkokge Lan-sixg Tayiajr, D.D. Square 12 mo, pp. 2S1. New York: I'liillipi

& Hunt-

Here wc have, first of all, a decidedly goodly volume—a piece of work-

manship highly creditable to all who had part in its production— j)ul)li;^h-

crs, editor, compositors, proof-readers, and binders. The work is thor-

oughly well done, and the book is pleasant to look upon and easy to read.

But to do it justice as a literary and artistic production is not an easy task.

Its principal piece is well described by its title, "A Ballad-Epic," for it

combines very successfully the characteristics of the two forms of compo-

sition. It is no doubt specifically a lalhvJ, having all the features and

essential properties of that species of poetry. And yet it is so much morn

of a thing than ballads usually are that it seems to deserve a liighor
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name, and by reason of its enlarged features it approximates tlie character

of an epic. The story is simply tliat of the Tishbitc ])rophet, himself a

mystery, even more undetermined than Melchizedek or the man of Uz,

and yet among the fiercest; most heroic names in all literature, ancient or

modern, sacred or profane; but, as usual, the crowning excellence of the

story is in the telling. The frame-work of the ballad is taken from the

Old Testament, but the epic elements, in which the poetical characteristics

especially appear, are the writer's own conceptions, and as he, the subject,

stands forth in their setting he is seen as a veritable hero. This simple

and most realistic presentation of a grand career naturally assumes the

character of a drama.

Dr. Taylor is a poet only because he cannot help it, and what he writes

is out of the fullness of liis heart, and of the spontaneity of his imagina-

tion. And yet his productions are much more than momentary eiiusious,

and as here seen they are manifestly growths, and the accretions of well-

considered thoughts. The poetical imagery and the forms of the versifi-

cation are evidently the outcome of a large amount of severe critical con-

sideration exercised during many successive years; and in these it will be

found that the hand of a master has been at work. The minor poems,

v^•hich together constitute much the greater part of the volume, quite as

fully and advantageously illustrate these qualities as does the principal

one. Most of them arc also based upon Scripture scenes and incidents,

and in them are found some of the finest gems; and without any olTensive

s^imeness of manner, there is still a remarkable uniformity of sentiment

and purpose running through the whole. Every-where is seen the same

reverent spirit and abiding trust in God and the right, of hopefulness

and of hearty detestation of shams and hypocrisies. Written while the

conflict against legalized oppression was still in power, or while rebell-

ion was raising its bloody hand in defense of oppression, many of these

poems have all the qualities of battle-cries or pteans of ^^ctory. To the

])0ct's conception Elijah was specifically a Reformer, and a prince and pat-

tern of those who have dared and suffered for the cause of righteousness.

A fine enunciation of this is given in some of the closing lines of the Epi-

logue of the "Ballad-Epic," of which we subjoin a quaternion:

"All heaven-born hero-souls are God's torch-bearers for mankind

;

But brisihtest they who most liavo cauglit his own all-kindling mind.

From Calvary's liei;j-lit Redemption's light sliall shine o'er earth abroad,

But no true soul, from pole to pole, e'er cried in vain to God."

Of the multitude of poetical productions elicited by the death of Gen-

eral Grant we give the first place, without hesitation, to Dr. G. L. Tay-

lor's "Elegy on Grant—Patriot, Conqueror, Hero," which Funk it "Wag-

nails have brought out in a style worthy of the production and its sub-

ject, in a demi,octavo of thirty pages, beautifully printed on fine paper.

The poem is of a high order of excellence, at once spirited and tender,

grajjhic and dramatic—about the best thing that its author has ever

written.
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City Ballads. By Will Carlkton', Author of "Farm Ballads," etc. Illustrated.

4to, pp. ISO. Now York: Harper ifc Brothers.

Will Carletou is certainly a genius, of which fact lie was probably r.t

first not aware. But he 'knows it now; and though evidently careful to

maintain his original character and manners—in which endeavor lie does

not entireh' fail—he nevertheless betrays his self-consciousness, and he is

no longer the wild bird of the prairies that once sang so sadly and nat-

urally in "Betsy and I," and " Over the Hills to the Poor-llouse." In

this changed state of mind, of which change, probably, he is less cognizant

than his readers, he comes to deal with a new and widely dilTercnt class of

subjects in his "City Ballads." While still retaining much of his orig-

inal individuality, he shows very considerable modifications of both

thought and manner. He has wisely laid aside most of his provincial-

isms, and corrected his orthography and syntax, but retains a good sliare

of the quaint naturalness of his earlier productions. In the ciiy he is

brought into conflict with new aspects of men and manners, an<l wiih

phases of society not much spoken of in his former writings; and though

he does not succeed in solving all the social i^roblems of the city, he biill

writes like a sensible man.

Poems .-Together with "Brother Jacob," and "The Lifted Vail." ByGEORGK KuOT.
Harper's Library Edition. ]2mo, pp. 380. Kew York: Harper & BroUicrs.

Writers who are real geniuses are not always the best judges in reaped

to their own strong points, and of this George Eliot's estimate of lur

own poetry is an example. Had she been only a poet she would have

taken a not especially conspicuous place in the gi-eat company of .-econJ

and third class rhymers, of whom publishers fight shy, and \\\ rosjH-ct to

whom readers use their liberty to turn the leaves and then cosi-ign the

volume to the high shelves of the book-case. The present volume, witJi

its diverse materials, seems to have been made up of the remnants, in ord. r

to complete the edition of the author's works; and as coinpletcn.--s Ls

especially desirable in making up a library, this iiual volume will Ik".

acceptable without regard to its contents.

miscell.\j;eous.

TliS Ejyworth Hymnal: Containing Standard Hymns of the Church; Sonir« for

the Sunday-school; yon-s for Social Services; Songs for t!ie Homo t"""^"-^':

Sonjrs for 'Special Occasions. 8vo, pp. 23L'. New York: Philbps i Hiii-"'-

Cincinnati : Cranston it Stowo.

ITow to provide for the minor song services and the less formal cxfrri-c*

of social worship and the Sunday-school and other siiecial occasions h;'.s

long been found a jierplexity and a puzzle. A great many attempts have

been made to solve the difiiculty, by providing manuals of hyinns arid

music, until publications of that kind have become like the frogs in
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Egypt, very many and very discordant. But tlio want was felt to be a

pressing one, and so the lute Geueral Conference provided for the com-

pilation of a collection of hymns and tunes which, it was hoped, like the

serpent made from Aaron's rod which swallowed up the wliolc hissing

group made from the rods of the magicians, would effectually banish and

supersede all others. The outcome of that initial action is now Ijefore us

in the "Epworth Hymnal"—a fancy name Mhich Editor Vincent thinks

is happily chosen—a goodly volume, not too large, with 319 pieces—words

and music—well put up, and generally presenting an inviting ai)pearance.

In considering the matter of the book, it is necessarily compared with

others that have been offered to fill the place for which this is intended;

and here it may be said that it very easily outdoes even the best of tht-m.

The first hundred pieces—words and music—are in fact a collection of

real hymns, well adapted for worship, on an average a little lighter than

the first hundred in the " Hymual," but chieflly grave and sensible jhcccs.

After these come a lighter and more jingling selection, but still not much
deformed or desecrated by the kind of material that is often found in the

popular quasi-religious song-books. The authors drawn upon for this class

of hymns constitute a wide range, with a decided inclination to modern
mediocrity—among whom the blind poetess Fanny Crosby seems to have

been the favorite. It was probably to that class the editor referred when
he wrote, "The severest criticism might point out slight defects in them,

which, although sufficient to exclude them from the classic lists, do not

justify their omission in a book ' for the people.' " It may be honea

therefore that "the people" will appreciate them, notwithstanding the

left-liandcd compliment with which they are offered. Vie are free to say

that the book is better than any other of its class that we have seen, and

therefore we hope that it may, as soon as may be, supersede all otliers

in our Sunday-schools and prayer-meetings.

The Wridnas and Speeches of Sfunuel J. Tilden. Edited by Jon s' Bigelow. la
Two Volumes. 8vo, pp. 606, 601. Xew York: Harper & Brothers.

Works of tliis class, though they are not likely to be widely read, still

have their value, not only as historical records, but also for purposes of

education, for among those who read such books are the fashioneis of the

affairs of the nation. Mr. Tilden's career was protracted and moderately

eventful, even before the transactions that have given his name a promi-

nent and a permanent place in the political history of the country. He
was at once an able lawyer, a statesman of fair abilities, a successful man
of business, and an astute (some would say unscrupulous) political parti-

san; and at the culmination of his career he was suddenly and strangely

(his friends say unrighteously) balked of the long-sought prize just as it

seemed to be in his grasp,

Jlr. Tilden contributed largely to the political discussions of his times,

and, though his reputation was for the most part that of a partisan

rather than of a statesman, still he was not destitute of decided convic-

tions, and perhaps he more frequently dictated the policy of his party than
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simply adopted the opinions tliat were brouglit to liiin. It will not IhmIo-

nied that he was not in hamiony with the thouj^'ht that doininatcil in tlio

nation during the double decade 1800-80, and tliat tlie wouihrfu! polii-

ical revolution accomplished in those years was eilccted, not by ]ii> luljv,

but in spile of his earnest disfavor; and it is quite evident that his " jH>li-

tics "are quite as thoroughly su])erseded in the nation—no matter v.h;it \\w

party in power—as is he liimself retired from all public action. And th'-

events actually accomplislied in the progress of that revolution make ii iiii-

l)ossible that it ever shall be reversed. The doctrines of State si.'Vi rri;:iity

and of class distinctions before the law were buried in the .sanii- crave

with African slavery, with men of Mr. Tilden's class for chief mourn. -r-i.

As it was said respecting the succession to the throne of Ejigl:in<l :'.l tlio

demise of Henry VIII., that no human wisdom could determiiu' wlio was

the legal sovereign, so, after the Presidential election of Isovcniltcr, ISTil,

it was impossible to say who had been chosen. It would have been very

easy to count Mr. Tildcu in by construing only a few of thedisjiutt-d casi.'s

in his favor, but the same rule that would reject any one of them inui-t

reject them all, and so leave Mr. Hayes the legally elected Pre^idout. Ihii

while there was room for doubt as to the technical legality of tlu' ca-x.-s

at issue, there could be none as to what was the popular will, ami what

wo\ild have been the issue had there been a "free ballot and a UXx

count." No doubt the people's choice prevailed, though the pn-cc-s' s by

which the result was reached were strangely irregular. The uiudifyin.L,'

attempts that were made to overcome the very narrow majority of tli'.;

Republican candidate were, to the last degree, discreditable to iIk.m' who

were concerned in tliem; but the fact that no cliosen elector C(juid Ik- r<.ir-

rupted speaks well for the integrity of those trusted public .servants.

"We are glad that these volumes have been compiled and [.rinu d—thf-y

constitute a part of the documentary liistory of the country—and that tln>

editorial work has fallen into such able hands; for though they arc nvIk'Uv

one-sided and intensely partisan, yet they belong to the nation'.s minali

and should be preserved.

Ininal Life; or, the Lost Principle Restored. By Rev. L. Rossr.u. D I'., of tiiO

Virginia Conference (M. K. Chnrcli, Sonlii). i2ino, \<\y. 2aS. Xaslivii:.', 'l.-n-

nessec : Southern Methodist Pnblisliing Honsc.

Rev. Loo. Rosser is a character—a figure not to be separated fi-nn tho

goodly company of Virginia INIethodists of the latter half of tip- hrA

Methodist century. Half a century ago he and this writer .^at uj-.n Jh.>

same benches, and together conjugated Latin verbs and extracted (ir-i, k

roots. Since then we have not often met, but he has .succeeded in keep-

ing himself in sight, somewhat as a writer, but more especially as an < \ aii-

gelistical pulpit orator, for which he early displayed manifest adaptatn-n*.

And now there comes to hand a volume bearing his name, contaimnu' Jt ri-

statcment and discussion of some of the deepest moral an<l reli-n.us

problems. Accepting as true the scriptural and ra<ional d'xtnne ..f

"total depravity" as an inheritance from the first Adam, he Jind- tins
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complemented and balanced by tlie favor of the Second Adam, -who is to

all men more than provisionally a Redeemer, being truly and already iu

fact a "quickening Spirit." Tlirougb Christ all men are made alive,

and in this "initial life" they are to perform their probation. This

point is certainly happily taken, for although not new, yet its considera-

tion helps to a better understanding of certain related truths of the highest

value. In this ai'e seen the subjective provisions in every man for the ex-

ercise of faith and hope, tlie grounds of moral obligation, and the power of

free will, on wliicli rests moral responsibility. These thoughts are well

stated, though the methods of argumentation are not always beyond criti-

cism as over-drawn, and, perhaj)?, sometimes resting much more in tlie

forms of rhetoric than the substance of logic. The book presents a well-

thought-out line of argumentation, showing that the Avriter's "natural

force " is not abated by. the lapse of time, and the conclusions reached

are at once practically valuable and highly consolatory.

Eiqht Studies on the Lords Day. 12mo, pp. 292. Xew York : ITouglitou, Mifflin,

<S:Co.

The Sabbath: Its Permanence, Prounw, and Defense. By W. W. Everts, D.D.

12mo, pp. 278. Xew York : E. B. Treat.

If our American Sabl:)ath is—as some boast and some desponding ones

fear—to be swept away by tlie overflowings of liberalism and lager-becr,

it is also quite evident that the victory is not to be won without a con-

flict; and the two volumes above named will, each in its way, con-

tribute to the maintenance and defense of the "old paths." The former

was first printed a few years ago for private circulation, and is now given

to the pulilic on the recommendation of those by whom it has been read.

The second is by a well-known and justly-esteemed writer, who proposes

to build a fence about the sacred institution, bringing his materials from

God's word and the experience of the ages. The lover of God's Holy Day
will find in the volumes a treasury of thought with wliich to strengthen

and fortify his own sacred regard for the Sabbath, and a store-house from

which to draw arguments for the overthrow of its foes.

Mental Science. A Text-Book for Schools and Colleges. By Edward Jonx Ham-
ilton, U.L)., Professor of Intellectual Philosophy iu Hamilton College. 12mo, pp.

41G. New York: Robert Carter & Brothers.

A college text-book is not designed to set forth original truths or think-

ings, but to summarize facts and principles already clearly ascertained.

Its special excellence is, therefore, much less in its matter than in its

methods. The science of mental philosophy is very largely affected as to

its forms by the conceptions of its teachers, and nearly every one has his

own methods and system. Dr. Hamilton gives us the results of bis pro-

fessional studies and labors, which, inspired and enforced by his own
personality, would, no doubt, become eminently available as a text-book;

without his presence, though profoundly learned, it would be likely to

prove unsatisfactory.
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Tlie Old and the Xeic Man ; or, Sin and Salvation. By Rev. Anson Wkst, D.D.,

of the North Alabama Conference. 12mo, pp. 3o5. Nashville, Tcnn. : Southern
Methodist Publishing House.

In his prcfiice the author of this volume assumes that its subject nnd mat-

ter are indicated by its title, which, though true as to themes discussed

and the opinions advanced, is not correct as to its details and its deter-

minations respecting the subjects in hand. It is designed to restate in

clear and unmistakable language the great fundamental doctrines set forth

in the old 3Iethodist standards and formerly pleached from the Methodist

pulpit, and only there. And in the statement and exposition of these

doctrines the author is led to discuss the errors of Calvinism on the one

hand, and on the other Pclagianism in its uncounted varieties, verging

out into Arianism, Universalism, and Socinianism. Though not an elab-

orate theological treatise, it is a valuable and available hand-book of the

first truths in religion.

JTieBojfs Buoh of Battlt Lyrics. A Collection of Ver,?^? Illustrating some Notablo

Events in the History of the United States of America, from the Colonial

Period to the Outbreak of the Sectional War. By Thomas Dcxx English, M.D.,

LL.D. "\\'ith historical notes and numerous eisuravinirs of persons, scenes, and
places. Svo, pp. 168. New York: Harper & Brothers.

The battle-ballad is not an elevated stjde of poetry, and yet it has so

much of fascination for some minds that books of this kind \vill not be

likely to want readers. Those that make up this volume are poetically

better than the average of their class, and with the accompanying his-

torical sketch they constitute an illustrated gallery of battle scenes and

incidents among the best of their kind.

Tlie Franl-Un Square Song Collection, No. 3. Containing Two llundred Favorite

Songs and Hymns. Svo, pp. 17G. New York: Harper & Brothers.

With those who have been acquainted w^ith the earlier numbers of this

series, the title of this collection will be its sufficient introduction; and

though the field had been twice reaped, the gleaning has been quite

equal to the harvesting. Some of the very best of our popular religious

lyrics are here given, and not a few of the well known patriotic and secular

pieces, and all of them have been chosen with excellent taste.

A Happy Life. By Alfrkd "WirnERBY. Author of "The Hand in the Dark."

ISmo", pp. 227. Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowc. New York: Phillips & Hunt.

Under the form of fiction an object-lesson in personal goodness is here

given. " The narrative here given," writes the author in his preface, " is

that of a possible life, where goodness in sullering as well as goodness in

doing God's will is made useful to others." It is a good and wholesome

book.

Commvnion Memories. The Record of Some Sacramental Sundays ; with Medi-

tations, Addresses, and Prayers, suited for the Lord's Table. Including an In-

troductiou and Ili-^torical Appendix. By J. R. Macdl-ff, D.D., Author of

" Palms of Eliin," etc. 12mo, pp. 253. New York: Robert Carler & Brothers.

Valuable for spiritual self-culture.
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Wandcr'wgx on Parnassus. Poem3. By J. Hazard Hartzell. 12mo, pp. 22S.

New York : Thomas Whittaker.

The author of these poems is an Episcopal clergyman of Detroit, and is

especially known to the public as a brilliant and eSective lecturer. The

poems that make up this volume are all of them brief lyrics, seldom more

than a hundred lines ; sometimes sketches from nature, and sometimes

gentle sentimental musings. The versification is fairly good, with occa-

sional touches of real poetry. The book is dedicated to the author's

children, at whose "earnest request," he tells us, they "have been ar-

ranged and published." They are quite worthy of so much appreciation,

though probably the great world will take but little note of them.

Hand-Book of Ix^jic. A Concise Bodv of Lo-ical Doctrine, including Modern Ad-

ditions with Namerous Tractical Exercises. By Rev. Jno. J. Tkjkkt, M.A.,

Instructor in Moral rhilosopliy in Vanderliilt University. 12mo, pp. 314.

Nashville, Tenn. : Southern Methodist Publishing House.

Logic is both a science and an art, though usually treated almost exclu-

sively in the latter asi)ect, and Avhere so treated the excellence of the work

is proportioned to its comprehensiveness and the clearness of its .state-

ments and definitions. In all these things this work answers very satis-

factorily to the requirements of the case.

Alone vlth God. Studies and Meditations in a Pick-Eoom. By Rev. Joseph Cross,

D.D., LL.D., Author of "Evangel," etc. 12mo, pp. 324. New York: Thomas

Whittaker.

A book for the still hour. If the things that it declares are neither

new nor startling, they are precisely those that need to be often repeated

uud impressed on the mind. A fiUing companion for the meditatively

devout.

Lodehar. By Mrs. LrcT A. Spottswood, Author of " Havilah," etc. 12mo, pp. 112.

Phil Verjioa and his School-masfcr.i. A Story of Aitferican School Life. By BYitos

A. Brooks, Author of " King Saul, a Tragedy," etc. 12mo, pp. 274. New York

:

Phillips k Hunt. Cincinnati : Cranston & Stowe.

Two story-books, of no special character or manifest purpose, ostensibly

for the Sunday-school library, but not equal to either "Robinson Crusoe"

or "Tlie Vicar of Wakefield."

A Voire that is Still. Memorials of Esther Bcaiaish. By her Sister, F. L. M. B.

^Yith a Preface by Miss E. Jane Whathly. 12mo, pp. 357. New 1 ork

:

Burton & Brothers.

Memoirs of a beautiful life—largely epistolary.

Up-the-Ladder Clcb; or. Knights of the White Shield. Bound One, Play. By

Edward xV. Raxd. Author of" School and Camp Scries," etc. 12mo, pp. 330.

New York: Phillips it Hunt. Cincinnati: Cranston & Sto\ve.

A story of a company of boys. Rollicking, not especially vahiable.

Tlie Public mnistry and Pastoral Mdhods of Our Lord. By Wn.LiAjr Gordon

Elaikik. D.D., I-L.D.. Professor of Pastoral Theology (Edinburgh), liino, pp.

347. New York : Robert Carter &. Brothers.

Chiist himself teaches his apostles how to proclaim his sa\'iDg power.
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;

written constitution, 3i>; Dr. Men-ill. ri3;

lex uon scripu, 34; iattTiintaiion, 35;
Dr. Curry, .-Jii; Dr. Hamliiie, .'17: tuo
views, 40; elective prt-sidiuK elderslilp,
46.

Metluidlst Year Bmik. for 1^35, .SiS.

Mexico, the Republie of. 4sx
Di'.-icription of country. 4R0; rommerce,
4^10; mines. 4;iJ

; railro.uls. 4'.il: cotton
factories, 4'J5 ; A.zti.'cs, 4'Jb ; temples, 4'J'J

;

colonial history, 501 ; republic, 500 ; edij-

cation, 503; Christianitv, 504; prospect-s,
•5'^.

-Vci/u- : Hand-Book of Matthew, 471.

MiUcr: Conflict of Centuries, 309.

Ministers, Hints to Self- Educated, a^G.
Ministry, Education for the, 597.

Mission, Germans atid Hie Cameroons, 455.

Missions, Roman Catholic and Protestant,
457.

Mitchell : Hebrew Lessons, 153.
, Hebrew Introduction, 16S.

MohammiHlauism, Xotable Convert from, 452.

Montcalm and Wolfe, 475.

Mormonism, New IJght on, 040.

Morris: Ecclesiologv, 469.

Mailer: Biographical Essays, 167.

Nature, Studies in, 436.

Nev.- Testament, History of the Sacred Script-
ures of the, 150.

Kidtcr: Hymn Studies, 32'^.

Oats or Wild Oats, 646.

Occident, Boston Monday Lectures, 167.

Old Testament, Companion to the Revised,
SOI.

Othcman : China, 551, 77-3.

Otterbeiu, Philip WilUara, 309.

Revival spirit. 810: American colonies an
inviiing Ki'Id for Methodism. 311 ; Asbuiy
and Otterbeiu. 312; Otterbein born, Si-.';

came to America and began his ministry,
813 ; returned to Germany, 1770, for one
year, 815; preached in Baltimore. 316; a
church polity, 317 ; new organization, SIS ;

his last Conference, 813; was superintend-
ent. 319; his death, 800; Church of the
United Brethren, S'^l.

Otterbein. Rev. Philip William, Life of, 474.

Outline Missionary Series—India, 3~6.

Outlook, European, 441.

Paine. Robert, Life of, 159.

Pantheon, The Hindu, O.S'O.

Source of Hindu faith, 633; what the
Pantheon was, 635; Vishnu, 033; India
surfeited with gods, 691.

Paradise Found, 43;i. «

Parker: Apostolic Life, 106.

Parkmnn : Montcalm and Wolfe, 475.

Pattern in the Mount, The, 647.

Paul, Influence of the Ai>o<ile, In the Devel-
opment of Christianity, 797.

Pevk : Sermons and Talks to Fellow Pilgrims,
4.33.

Pedobaptism, Presbj-terian. 431.

People, Harper's Young, 167.

Perfection. Christian, 30-J.

Pet>:r>i: Theocratic Kingdom of our Lord
.h-.'^us Christ, 315.

Philo-ioiihical Theologizing, 110.

Plulo-o|)hv, Hindu. Ponuiarly Explained, 101.

Ptivsioian. The Belovi-d, 15-.).

Poets of the Church, Sio.

Polity. Methodist Church, 397.

Purpose of tlie paper, 397 ; Methodist
readers. 303; fcaturus and facts, 399; mis-
t^ikes, 400; modHlrations, 401 ; unity, 40,^

;

little account of individualism, 40:i; looks
to results, 403 ; v, ork done is before the
world. 4ii4: grateful and hopeful, 405.

Portion, The Children's, 644.

Poor of Great (itie>, 3i.>l.

Porter: Eleui.-nts of Moral Science, 3-:J0.

P'.rtcr: Hints to scIf-lMiicar.d Ministers, 3i6.

i'ower, Eli:is, of F.ase-in-Zion, 047.

Praise Soncrs of Isi-atd, ^<i.

Pniver, I>/ctur»-son the I/^rd's, 30.S.

Pn-ntiss, Elizab.'tli. Life and L.-ttersof. 305.

Prison, Christ PnMr!ilr..r to the Spirits in, t:9.

Passage ditllcult, i:9 ; latter part, 70;
uiuetceuth verse, 71 ; work among the
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spirits, 72 ; Augustine's theory, 75 ; sub-
ject matter of preactJiug-, 70 ; later exc-
getes, rS; Dean Alf.jrd, "JO; luw explain
obscure passages, 81 ; a corifessiou, W.

Problem, Tbe Liquor, in all Ajes, lUl.

Prohibition Movement, ~77.

Mistakes of assumed leaders, 278; fn-o
facts to be considerecl, ~iti ; prohibition
Stales, 279; proliibiiiou party, 297.

Prophets, The Mmor. 487.

Psychology, Outlines of. 3^>7.

PnHntan : Constitutional Law of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, 30.

Pulpit, Ih-y Peopte's Church, icr.

Rnliigcr: Lncyciopedia of Theology, 408.
Railroads and Civilization, 871.

Objections to raUroads, 871 ; elTeot'!, 873 ;

destroy sectionalism, 870 ; mora! changes,
877; developmem of the svstem, 877;
safety of travel, 8S1 ; desecratioa of the
Sabbath. 8':^.

Baidins'jn : Etjypt and Babvlon, 821.
Recollections, Some Litei-ar.v; IGO.

Reformation, Women of the, C^3.
Religion, Reality of, 857.

Report, Fifteenth Anniversarv of Woman's
Foreign Mi-Siiouary Society, M. E. Chiuuh,
:8S1, -ISO.

Ee tiss: History of Sacred Scriptures of the New
Testament, loO.

Revelation, its Nature and Record, 470.
Rcvieu\ London Quai-tcrly: The Atone-
ment, 57L

Reviews (and Magazines), 144, 310. 461, e'?9.

790, 915.
.

. , . ,

Revivals, 274.
Duty of the Cliurch in regai-d to revivals,
275 ; revival methods, 276.

Rhetoric Made Ensy, 107.

Ridgctvay: Bishop Simpson, 9.

Rohcrts: Ante-Nicene Fathers, 483.
Ro.?ers, Ucst^r Ann, Life of, 4S1.
Russia and the Vatican, 440.
Sabbath for Man. 319.
Sabbath, The Abidin?. 801.
Salvation Arm.v, Rec*U Doines of, 451.
Sanctihcatiou, The Doctriiie of Entire. 803.
Sands Street, Old, >rerhodist Episcopal Church,
Brcoklvn, X. Y., W2.

Schajf': History of the Christian Church, 478.
Schaff : Eoliglous Encvclop-oiiia, 310.
Schools (Pul)lic), Power of Officers and Teach-

ei-s In, 48^.

Science, Eietnents of Moral. 320.
Scripture, Obscure Characters and Lights of.

Sermons, Cambridge, S28.
and Talks to FeUow-Pilgrims, 4«=i.

Sermons ; M. Simpson of tbe Methodist Epis-
copal Church, f>4t.».

Sermons ; C. H. Snurgeon, 645.
Simpson, Bishop, 9.

Binh and death, 9 ; narentaee, 9 ; pro-
ficiency in studies. 10 ; resideiues, 11

;

offlce of Bishop, l;?; as a leader, 17;
power as a prearber, 19; piety and hon-
esty, 22; specim.'u of his elt-qucnce, 21;
at tlie Wesleyau Conference, C."); nchiove-
ment.s, 20; physical advaiitac(>, :;; ; ut-ed
be no decline in the power of the pidpit,

:

Sin, The outcome of, 535.
Awful question, 535; second probation,
537; annihilation, &40; restoration, 515;
punishment, 5-t-S.

Situation, The Poluical, 118.
Smiles: Men of Invention and Industry, 320.
Smith, Sydney, 2.-«.

Everett's opinion, 2.34 ; Reid's new biog-
raphy, 2.34 ; parentage, 2:55 ; birth, 2:1".

;

no call to the ministry, 2.!0 ; curiicy, 237 ;

helped to origitiate the Edinburgh. Review,
2:j8 ; went to London, 240 ; rector of Fos-
ton, 243; Canon of St. Paul's, 245; M;i-
caulay's view of him, 210 ; Smith's wit,
248 ; Reid's sketch, 2.J0.

Smyth: Reality of Faith, I.'^S.

Spcnce: Thirty Thousand Thoughts, 485.
Statesmen, Lives of Greek, Wti.
:Sioi month : Dictionary of the English Lan-

guacre, 105,

Story, Nature's Serial. 163.

Study in Human Nature, 357.
Summeis, Dr., 470.

Sunday-school Hymns and Music, 428.
Svthrrhuid : The Outcome of Sin, .>35.

Tabernacle, The Brooklyn, 320.
Tahiti, Results of French Rule in, 457.
Tnhnagc: Brooklyn Tabernacle, 826.
Tai/lor: John Knox, 481.

Taylor, Henry, Autobiography of, 1800-1875,
641.

Teachers and Teachinsr, 1.58.

Teachings and Counsels. ICC.

Ti-fi't : Evolution and Christianity, 480.
Tcstameut, Revised Old, 758.
Theology, Encyclopiedia of, 40S.
Theology, Pastoral, 318.

nioburti: My Missionarj' Apprenticeship,

Thomson, Bishop, 169.

Small and delicate in size, 109; view of
Judge Nott, et aL, 171; stationed in De-
troit, 172; power as a speaker, 172 ; birth,
17.5 : immigrated and settled in Ohio, 173;
various work, 174; elected Bishop, 174;
pr.iity of character, 177; beginning in the
ministry, 178; merry heart, 1><3; mag-
net ic, ISl ; decease and burial, 1S9.

Thomson, Bishop Edward, Life of, 805.

Thoughts, Comforting, 327.
Thoughts, Thirty Thousand. 435.

Topics, Christian, 108.

Unbelief, Recent Checks to Modern, 713, 885.

ScieutiSc, 713 ; science and theology on
formation of the earth. Til; spoutaufons
generation, 718; check to unbelief, 725;
genuine book of the New Testament, 8^5;

previously unknown ?I8S., 8Sii ; Tatian,
88'.); acre of historical crilicisni. 895.

United States. Dt^criptive Atlas of tlie, 044.

Unity, Christian, (je2.

Uni\ersplisit! in America, 321.
Univi'rsitv, Dd Pauw, The Forty-fifth Year-
Eook ..f, 104.

Universities rfr.st/s Colleges, 591.

Uiisolved ."-r-Oiial i*roblem. An, 2Ml.

Vivian, Vovage of the, to the North I'ole, Ift'^.

Whedou, li. i).. Brief Notice of. rAS.

Wonders and Ciirior-ities of the Ihulway, 321.

Woik. Oui Foreign Missionary, 140.

Year-Book, Baptist, 451.
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